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To the History Teachers of Young America

Young Russia has a challenge ; so has Young < India and

Young China. And so has Young Euro-America .
1 It is hard

to put his challenge into words that will not sound melo-

dramatic, for that challenge is almost in a class by itself.

His parents and grandparents had nothing like it to face.

In their youth, whether that youth was spent in America or

in some European land, the challenge that came to them was

little more than a call to make their native land "bigger and

better." He, whether he lives in America, Europe, Australia,

or South America, is called on to prepare himself to keep

Euro-American civilization itself from going on the rocks.

Since Young America belongs to the Euro-American family,

it ought to be his business to get to feel at home with the

members of his family, especially those in western Europe.

If he can’t understand these near kinsfolk who, taken all

together, had the identical ancestors that he did until only a

few score years ago, then it is nonsense to suppose that he

will ever be able to understand the Hindus and Chinese and
other peoples whose civilizations are markedly different from
his own.

The challenge comes to him with peculiar force because he

belongs to what is today the most powerful branch of the

Euro-American family, and he especially will be the custo-

dian of the modern technological civilization, which holds

such vast possibilities for the welfare of mankind if directed

1 It is unfortunate that we have got into the habit of speaking of Americans
and Europeans as though they were distinct and separate peoples, when all along

we knew that, except for the last hundred and fifty years, their histories are the

same and that, in contrast to the other three great human masses (India, China,

and Soviet Russia as it is today), their cultures are practically identical. London
has always been counted as having the same culture as the Continent ;

and today
NewYork is nearer to Paris, Rome, and Berlin than London was in Washington’s day.
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by intelligence and good will. But the challenge comes to him
most of all because his American forbears added a precious

element to Euro-American civilization. That new element

was the recognition of the worth of the common man. It is

this rather than size and riches that sets his native land apart.

More than one Old World student has pointed out that it

was easy enough for every man to make the most of himself

when he had only to move West into new land to become his

own master. " Wait,” they said, "until the free land is gone

;

then we shall see whether the doctrine of the worth of the

common man will endure.” So the generation just passing off

the stage bequeathed to Young America a bigger challenge

than it itself had faced. If Young America fails, some wise

men in Europe and Asia will say, "I told you so”; and
millions of common folk everywhere will mourn, for his de-

feat will mean their defeat, too.

Therein lies the challenge to us who are the teachers of

Young America, and especially those of us who are his history

teachers.

From the welter of aims that have been formulated for us,

I have chosen to emphasize three. The first one is to make
Young America aware of the fact that he is a citizen of the

world as well as of his native land, and that he needs to feel

at home in both. No nation ever tried harder than the United

States to stand apart, unless it be China
;
yet both are now

deeply involved in world affairs, and no thinking person can

see how either will ever get out.

The second aim is to train Young America to think with

social data, because he lives in a changing world, and it is

less wasteful to adjust to change by "trial and error in the

mind”— that is, by thinking— than by actual trial and error.

The third aim is to call out and encourage the idealism which

youth possesses in abundance, and which is eager for a

challenge.

While this book contains the facts of political history

usually demanded in state-board examinations, it has been
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written in the conviction that state boards are just as eager

as teachers are to make the high-school history course an effec-

tive agency for right living. Therefore, since the secondary-

school pupil lives infinitely less in the realm of the State than

he does in the realm of the home, the church, the school,

and the vocations, such space as was available has been used

in holding out to him ideas with which to think about these

nonpolitical aspects of his life.

In deference to the prevailing view which counts Socrates

as "ancient" and Elbert Hubbard as "modern," I have had

to content myself with only about half the space for five

sixths of the time covered. I hope, however, that the text

will demonstrate three points : first, that the terms "ancient,"

"medieval," and "modern" are misleading; second, that

what we have is one single record of human experience
; and

third, that in that record the Hebrew prophets, the Greek

philosophers, and the Roman jurists offer to our young people

as many ideas to think with on life today as do any groups

of men who happened to be born after Watt discovered that

the kettle boiled.

Needless to say, I am greatly indebted to a host of his-

torical scholars, and I gladly acknowledge the debt, especially

that part of it owed to the new school of publicist-historians

who have moved on from the wie-es-eigentlich-gewesen school

of Ranke to the "ancient" Thucydidean goal of making his-

tory yield meanings and illumine the problems which now so

sorely perplex mankind,— writers like James Truslow Adams,
Charles A. Beard, Walter Lippman, James Harvey Robinson,

H. G. Wells, and F. S. Marvin, whose expressive title The Liv-

ing Past embodies the goal this book has sought to achieve.

Acknowledgments are also due to Dr. Charles H. Haskins

for permission to quote from Studies in Mediaeval Culture—
an acknowledgment made with respect and affection; to

Dr. James H. Breasted for permission to quote his appraisal

of Ikhnaton and for the revised date of the beginning of the

Egyptian calendar ; to Curtis Brown, Ltd., for permission to
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quote from H. G. Wells’s Fifty Years from Now, and to the

Viking Press, Inc., for permission to quote from John Langdon-
Davies’s The New Age of Faith. I am also indebted to my
colleagues and former colleagues at Ohio State University

for many helpful criticisms, especially to Dr. B. H. Bode,

Dr. Carl Wittke, Dr. Walter Dorn, Dr. John La Monte (now
of the University of Cincinnati), and Dr. J. A. O. Larsen

(now of The University of Chicago) ; and to Miss Mary E.

Christy, Chairman of the Social Science Curriculum Com-
mittee of the Denver High Schools, Denver, Colorado, and
Miss Harriet Tuell of the Somerville High School, Somer-
ville, Massachusetts. Finally, the debt to my wife needs to

be acknowledged, but cannot be appraised. No one who has

not written a textbook can realize how much sincerity goes

into those conjugal acknowledgments in prefaces which to

the mere reader seem to be only perfunctory.

Ohio State University
Columbus

E.W.P.
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PART I • A FEW OBSERVATIONS ON HISTORY AND ITS

RELATION TO YOU



Champollion unraveling the Mystery of a Lost Language. (See page 8.)



CHAPTER I • Showing how the Historian, like

the Detective, seeks Meanings in what he Finds

1. Finding Meanings and Testing Them

Unravelers of Mystery. In A Study in Scarlet Sherlock

Holmes, perhaps the best-known detective in English fiction,

is called in by the London police to help to solve the prob-

lem of how an American traveler had met his death. Holmes
studies the body and the place where it was found and re-

ports as follows

:

There has been murder done, and the murderer was a

man. He was more than six feet high, was in the prime of

life, wore coarse, square-toed boots, and smoked a Trichinop-

oly cigar. He came here with his victim in a four-wheeled

cab, which was drawn by a horse with three old shoes and

one new one on his off fore-leg. In all probability the mur-

derer had a florid face, and the finger-nails of his right hand

were remarkably long. These are only a few indications,

but they may assist you.

Observing and Inferring. Developments showed not only

that Holmes was right in every particular but that his method
of procedure was very simple, as you can learn from Conan
Doyle’s 1 story. Far from exercising any unusual powers, he

exercised two very common ones, namely, the power of ob-

serving and the power of drawing inferences— that is, of

making guesses based on what he had observed. What made
him such an extraordinary detective, at least on paper, was
the fact that he possessed these two powers in an unusual

degree.

1 Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (1859-1930) was an English writer who did much to

make popular the modern type of detective story.

5
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An Egyptian Scribe and his Tools— Papyrus Rolls, Inkpot, and Pens

Two Common Powers used by the Historian. All of us

possess these two powers of observing and drawing infer-

ences in some degree, and we exercise them more often than

we think. And much of our success in life depends upon how
well we exercise them.

This is true, too, of the historian, especially the historian

of ancient times, because the materials he has for building

up his story are scanty. Most of these are such uncommuni-
cative things as ruins of buildings, weapons, utensils, and
the like. Even when written records become fairly numerous,

they often fail to supply enough information to enable him
to tell a very reliable story. He finds an inscription here

and a papyrus roll 1 or parchment roll there, and long gaps

between. Most of what he finds has been preserved by
chance, and not at all with him in mind. His problem,

1 Papyrus was an Egyptian writing material made by pasting together strips

of a river reed called by that name. Writing was done with a pointed reed, dipped

in ink made of a mixture of soot, vegetable gum, and water. Parchment was made
from the skins of animals.
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therefore, is much like that of the detective, and so is his

method. And some of his triumphs are every bit as interest-

ing as those of the cleverest unravelers of crime. 1

2. A Great Stone Key

The Story of a Great Mystery. In Egypt long ago the priests

developed a system of picture writing called by the Greeks

hieroglyphics, which means "sacred carvings/’ At first the

characters were pictures of things (just as you might use

for "eye”) ; later they became symbols for ideas associated

with the things, like using to stand for "I” or "my-
self.” Such signs are called ideographs, that is, drawings of

ideas. Later still such a sign came to stand for a syllable

only (just as we use "&” to stand for "and”), and finally it

stood for a single sound.

A Language Dies. Hieroglyphic writing spread all over the

land and was used for hundreds and hundreds of years by
thousands and thousands of priests. But gradually a simpler

system took its place, and finally the day came when the last

person who could read the old sacred carvings died. Now
the once-intelligible marks on temple and obelisk and on
roll upon roll of papyrus became a mystery, and remained

so for almost two thousand years. Then, in the year that

Washington died (1799), a key to the mystery was found.

Finding a Key. At that time the French general Napoleon
Bonaparte was in Egypt, and some of his soldiers, while

digging trenches along the Rosetta mouth of the Nile, found

a stone tablet which aroused their curiosity. It bore three

inscriptions, each in a different kind of writing— Greek,

hieroglyphic, and demotic, or everyday Egyptian. It seemed
reasonable to suppose that the three inscriptions dealt with

1 The process of making one thing point to another (as when you make a cloudy
sky point to rain) is one step in what is called reflective thinking. The other step

is testing your inference. When, therefore, you have made an inference and have
tested it, you have done a piece of reflective thinking, or, to put it in another way,
you have proceeded in a scientific manner.
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the same subject, just as our public notices are often printed

in several languages for the benefit of foreigners. If this

were so, it seemed that

the way was opened to

the solution of the age-

long mystery, because

plenty of people could

read Greek.

Unraveling the Mys-
tery. So it turned out,

though the way proved

to be anything but an
easy one. Scholars la-

bored at the Rosetta

Stone for over twenty

years before one of them,

named Jean Frangois

Champollion, found a

key to the mystery and
thus learned the secret

The Trilingual Rosetta Stone, now in the °f hieroglyphics. From
British Museum, London that day to this, both

inscription and papyrus

roll have been releasing the long-hidden story of the long-

lost civilization of the early Pharaohs.

3. Another Stone Key

A Mystery for you to Unravel. The Great Pyramid, on the

west bank of the Nile, measures about seven hundred and
fifty feet at its base and rises to a height of about four hun-

dred and eighty feet above the desert level. It is built of

large blocks of limestone. Here and there the outer layer is

as it was when it left the hands of the builders, the blocks

fitted together with great exactness. These facts you could

gather from a very brief examination of the pyramid.
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Before reading the following paragraphs imagine yourself

an Egyptologist 1 discovering the pyramid, and, using the

facts mentioned above, list all the inferences you can draw
regarding it and the civilization of the people who built it.

What you might Infer from the Great Pyramid. From the

facts given above, you might draw the following inferences

:

The Great Pyramid was made by man. To build it required

the labor of many men. The people among whom it was
built had advanced far beyond barbarism. They lived in fixed

settlements. Their food was gained easily enough to make it

unnecessary for all of them to devote all their time to hunting,

fishing, or farming.

Shelter and Clothing. Besides food, they had shelter and
clothing. Shelter points to building materials (mud, wood,

or stone) and to skill in using them. Clothing points to skins

or to textiles — cotton, woolen, or linen. Skins and wool

point to a supply of animals, wild or domesticated. Skins

from wild animals point to weapons or traps. Linen points

to ability to spin and weave flax. Food points to plants

and animals, to hunting and fishing, to cooking utensils,

to fire.

Families. The fact that there were men there points to

the fact that there were also women and children. The term

"children” suggests many things — toys, sickness, nursing,

doctoring. Children have to be taught
;
perhaps there were

books and schools. They grow up and start families of their

own; perhaps there were priests and elaborate wedding
ceremonies. Presently they die

;
perhaps they were buried,

perhaps cremated.

Government. It must have taken many families to supply

enough labor to build the Great Pyramid. To keep these in

order, some form of government was needed. Government
points to leaders and followers, to judges, tax-collectors, and
other officials.

1 An Egyptologist is a student of early Egyptian remains. From this you
ought to be able to infer what an Assyriologist is.
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Language and Learning. To plan and carry out the under-

taking called for a high degree of intelligence. These people

must have had not only a spoken language for communica-

tion but also a system of writing and a system of numbers.

They had drawing instruments too, no doubt, and tools for

cutting and finishing the blocks of stone. Tools point to

metal, which points not only to the existence of fire but also

to skill in using it to reduce ore. The absence of quarries near

by points to some means of transportation, perhaps to barges

or, on land, to rollers or greased planks. (See frontispiece.)

Experience. The immense size of the Great Pyramid sug-

gests that the builders had acquired their skill by construct-

ing smaller pyramids. And so on
;
you can add many more

items to this list.

Do not try to memorize these inferences ; work them out for

yourself. As a check, make a diagram like that on the oppo-

site page, using arrows to stand for the words ''points to.”

The exercise will be simple if at each step you say to your-

self, "If they had this, they probably had that”

After you have finished your diagram, jot down all the

kinds of persons represented, such as hunters, judges, tax-

collectors, and so on. This will show you how such an exer-

cise as the one above can help you to put people into history.

It ought also to show you how much you can get out of a

picture if you use your intelligence.

Observe that the statements we have made about the

Great Pyramid are merely inferences. To turn these in-

ferences into established facts, we should have to test them.

Some we can test from our own knowledge or experience (as,

for example, the inference that the Egyptians had food)
; for

others we should have to refer to the writings of Egyptol-

ogists (as, for example, the inference that the Egyptians may
possibly have cremated their dead).

The History of Antiquity is a Modem Achievement. You will

observe that we drew no inference about why the Great



Making the Great Pyramid do Some Pointing

Observe that these are inferences only ; see page 7, note 1, for what to do
with inferences
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Surgery Practiced in Egypt

4,000 Years Ago, Book Shows

Mechanical Appliances and Processes Appear for

First Time in Work to be Issued by Dr. Breasted

of the University of Chicago

Tomb of Sumerian Queen

Gives Up Rich Treasures

Servants Buried Alive

In Mesopotamian Kings’

Tombs, Explorers Learn

New Statue of Aphrodite Is Found

In Syrian City Ruins by Yale Men

FINDS AT POMPEII WORTH MILLIONS

Archaeology as News

No men today are having more thrills than the archaeologists as they revive

humanity’s memory of long-forgotten experiences

Pyramid was built. Historians tell us that it was built to

house the remains of King Khufu (or Cheops, as the Greeks

called him), who lived about 3000 b.c.
;
but that is not a

fact which we could have inferred just from looking at the

huge stone mass. For all we could tell from such a casual in-

spection, it might have been built to commemorate a battle

or a miracle. To learn all we now know about the Great

Pyramid, as well as about other early monuments and the

people who built them, required years of patient study not

only of the monuments themselves but of many other sources.

U. OF P. MEN FIND

TOMB OF UR KINGS

4,300 YEARS OLD

RUINS REGARDED

AS CITY OF DAVID

Palestine Exploration Fund

Digs at Cliff of Ophel

SPRING USED BY

SOLOMON FOUND

FIND NORDIC TOWN,

5,000 YEARS OLD

First Discovery of Its Kind

in Centra! Europe
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Most of this work has been done by modern scholars, and
their task is far from ended. Today archaeologists are carrying

on their investigations on a larger scale than ever before.

Watch the newspapers for accounts of their discoveries.

4. Postscript

Cui Bono? Cui bono? was the Romans’ way of saying

"What’s the use?’’ or "What’s the good of it all?’’ Do you
think it worth while to know what happened one or several

thousand years ago? If not, do you think it worth while to

know what happened, say, in the time of Columbus? If so,

why do you think it worth while to know what happened in

the time of Columbus, but not worth while to know what
happened before his time ?

If you think that even the Age of Columbus is too far

back, where would you begin ? Why ?

Write out answers to these questions and put them aside.

Later you will be asked to look at them again.

What to Carry Away from this Chapter. The most useful idea

that you can carry away from this chapter is that objects or

pictures of objects are full of meanings and that you can

bring out many of these meanings if you proceed as we did

with the sketch of the Great Pyramid and draw inferences

from them. These inferences will help you (1) to put people

into the story and (2) to link up these people with those who
have gone before. Don’t count a lesson fully prepared until

you have drawn inferences from at least one of the pictures

in the pages you have read.

You need not confine this exercise to the classroom. The
next time you are at a dull gathering suggest it as a game,

using any available pictures or objects. Thus you may help

some friend to discover that (as President Wilson used to

say) nothing is so much fun as having a brain and knowing
how to use it.
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Some Key Words

inference ideograph Rosetta Stone Egyptologist Khufu (Cheops)

papyrus hieroglyphics Champollion archaeologist cui bono?

Questions

Section 1. In what respects is the work of the historian like that

of the detective? Why is the historian of ancient times forced to

make inferences oftener than the historian of modern times? After

you have made an inference, what step is necessary before you can

be reasonably sure that your inference is a sound one ?

Section 2. Why did the hieroglyphic system of writing die out?

Is "shorthand” simpler than our "long hand” system of writing?

In the light of Egypt’s experience with hieroglyphics, is it reasonable

to infer that some day no one will be able to read our "long hand”?
How did Champollion get started on his great achievement?

Section 3. Which of the inferences drawn from the Great Pyra-

mid can you test from your present knowledge ? For which ones do

you need to search for further knowledge ? Are there any inferences

that you know are wrong? How does it happen that we know more

about ancient history than people did in the days of Washington?

Things to Do

1. Read Conan Doyle’s A Study in Scarlet and tell the class

what it was that led Sherlock Holmes to make the inferences noted

on page 5 of this text.

2. Select any object in your classroom and draw from it all the

inferences you can. Follow the example on page 11 and use arrows

to stand for the words "points to.”

3. Begin to gather newspaper clippings referring to current archaeo-

logical discoveries.

Note. In order not to postpone unduly the main part of the story,

references to collateral reading for Part I have been omitted. Part I ought

to be gone over rapidly the first time and then referred to more leisurely as

occasion requires.



CHAPTER II • Telling about Yourself and History

and about tbe Value of Knowing your Community

1. Why study History?

What is History? History includes everything that man
ever thought or felt or did, and everything that was ever

done to him .
1 Sometimes we apply the term to the happen-

ings themselves
;
as, for example, when we speak of the history

of the United States or the history of France, meaning by
that anything and everything that happened in those coun-

tries, whether in politics, industry, religion, music, or any
other field of human activity. At other times we apply the

term to somebody's account of these happenings, as when we
speak of Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire or

Channing’s History of the United States.

You can’t Help Learning Some History. No one can live

in a civilized land as long as you have without learning

some history. How? Through stories, through pictures in

magazines and newspapers and on the walls of your home
and school, through the " movies," through Fourth-of-July

celebrations, through church and Sunday school, through

talking with people who know history and with those who
are making history— in short, merely through living in a

live world. In these various ways you have learned some-
thing about the past and you will continue to do so; you
can’t help it.

" Pick-up” History is not Enough. Such "pick-up” history

is all the history that many of your fathers and almost all

1 To be exact, we ought to call this human history, because the term "history”
is also used to apply to other things, such as plants and animals. But, in general,

when we use the word "history” we mean human history, and we shall use it in

that sense in this book.

15
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your grandfathers got in their youth, and perhaps you think

that with such meager equipment your generation can do as

well as theirs did. It probably can do as well, but that won’t

be well enough. The main business of your generation (the

one now in school in America, Europe, Asia, and elsewhere)

will be to manage the affairs of the globe you live on, and

your generation will have to do a great deal better than recent

generations have done or there won’t be much left of what
we know as civilization.

Such a statement may seem to you to be a gross exaggera-

tion because until now you have led a comparatively sheltered

life and the world has seemed a jolly, care-free place ; and,

like most young people, you probably take for granted that

it will always remain such a place. But plenty of your elders

will tell you differently. Some of them have devoted a life-

time to observing mankind at the task of governing itself,

and what they have to say deserves attention, even if you
don’t agree with it.

A Striking Sentence that was Revised. Shortly after the

World War, while men were surveying the wreckage left by
that great upheaval, the English novelist and student of

affairs H. G. Wells wrote an arresting sentence to the effect

that we were witnessing "a race between education and
catastrophe.” That seemed appalling enough

;
but, survey-

ing the state of affairs ten years later (1931), Wells concluded
that he had used a wrong figure of speech. Education was
there and so was catastrophe, but he couldn’t find anything
that looked like a race between them. The men of his gen-

eration seemed to him to have learned little, if anything, in

those ten years. So in 1931 it looked to this trained observer

like "a walkover for catastrophe” because it seemed to him
that education was standing still.

Where You come in. Here is where you come into the pic-

ture. Not all people by any means accept Mr. Wells’s gloomy
prophecy, but all do realize that if his prophecy is to be
belied, it must be by your generation— the one now in
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school all over the world — when its turn comes to take

over the reins. Wells, like millions of others, thinks that you

can belie his prophecy, if only you will.

Catastrophe need not win the race. ... We are not being beaten

in an honorable struggle ; we are loitering and rotting down to dis-

aster. A few thousand resolute spirits, a tithe of a tithe of the mis-

directed heroism that went to waste in the Great War, a few hundred

million dollars for a world campaign for the new order, might still turn

the destinies of mankind right around toward a new life for our race .
1

There you have a challenge which makes the challenge to

your forbears who conquered this continent look like a

school picnic.

Where History comes in. What has all this to do with your

studying history? Well, if your most important business

will be to share in running the world, it would seem to be

only good sense to learn something about the development of

that business. How successfully could you run your father’s

business if you never learned how it came to be what it is

today? Or how successfully could a doctor prescribe for

your illness without trying to learn the history of your

case? So one of the hopes of mankind lies in the possibility

that your generation will do what no previous generation

has ever done, namely, tackle seriously the task of learning

the history of that great world enterprise which it will soon

have to manage.
History gives us Ideas with which to Think. If you view the

study of history in this light, it ought to be clear that it is not

only silly but criminal to regard it merely as something which
will help to get you into college or as a pretty accomplishment
which will keep you from making ridiculous blunders when
you are out in society. It ought to be clear, too, that history

is more than a matter of dates. It is primarily a matter of

ideas
; and the wider you extend the range of your study, the

more ideas you are likely to get which will help you to think

Liberty, October 17, 1931. Quoted by permission of Curtis Brown, Ltd.
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on present-day problems. Don’t imagine that you can’t learn

anything from the Greeks and Romans because they didn’t

have automobiles. It is true that they didn’t have automo-
biles, but they did have lots of people who couldn’t get on
with one another; and today we still have more of such

people than we have of automobiles.

Getting ideas with which to think about present-day

problems is perhaps the most important result that can come
from the study of history.

History helps us to decide what Kind of World we want to

Live in. In order to act intelligently on present-day problems,

we need to make up our minds about the sort of world we
want to live in. Few of us ever do this. When we hear a
stirring Fourth-of-July oration we want to live, for the

moment at least, in one sort of world ; when we go to church

on Sundays we want to live in another sort; and on week
days we live in all sorts of other worlds. We don’t ''see life

steadily and see it whole.”

History can help us to decide what to live for by showing

us what other men and women have lived for. Napoleon
looked at life in terms of his own selfish interest ; St. Francis

of Assisi
,

1 Joan of Arc, John Wesley, George Washington,

looked at life in terms of service to others. Most of us wobble
between these two groups; that’s why most of us are so

ineffectual in life. They were effectual, in great measure,

because they didn’t wobble. They had a definite outlook on
life ; they knew the kind of world they wished to live in, and
they went after it.

History gives us more to Think about." History can enrich

our lives in much the same way as travel does ; only in the

case of history we travel in time as well as space. While we
do not meet the actual living characters of history, this lack

is compensated for by the great number and variety of people

we become acquainted with and by the intimate way in

which we come to know them. True, we cannot shake hands
1 as se'ze. (For Key to Pronunciation see page xiv.)
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with Washington or Lincoln, but we can read their notebooks

and even their letters and come to know them more inti-

mately than most of their neighbors did. So we widen the

range of our friends and acquaintances and thus add to the

store of things we have to think about.

History makes for World Understanding. Knowing the

great characters in history has not only individual value

(that is to say, a value for ourselves alone) but also social

value (that is, a value for the groups to which we belong,

such as the city, the state, the nation, even the world). As
we get to know Socrates and Julius Caesar, Joan of Arc,

Shakespeare, and Washington, the Dutch at Leiden or the

Greeks at Marathon, and learn what these and other person-

ages or groups stood for, we become linked with millions of

people all over the world who also know them. We and they

have a bond of fellowship merely through knowing about the

same people, just as, when we are traveling, we have a bond
of fellowship with anyone we meet who knows someone in

our home town. And if both of us not only know these people

but admire them, the bond is all the stronger.

The more widely the great personages and peoples of the

past are known, the more ideas the people of the world will

have in common. The more ideas people have in common, the

easier it is for them to understand one another, and people

who understand one another are less likely to go to war than
those who do not.

History gives us a Way of Looking at the World. To men-
tion only one more possible value, the study of history ought

to get us into the habit of looking at the world as the historian

does. This is how he sees it
: (1) He sees it as something that

is forever changing. It never stands still, but is always

becoming something different. From the experience of the

past he feels safe in assuming that tomorrow will be different

from today.

(2) But though the historian assumes that tomorrow will

be different from today, he knows that tomorrow will be
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based on or grow out of conditions as they are today. Today’s

happenings will be the cause of tomorrow’s happenings, or,

to put it the other way round, tomorrow’s happenings will

be the result of today’s happenings.

(3) The historian sees events as having results that move
out in all directions, like ripples caused by a pebble which is

dropped in a pool. Thus he sees the discovery of America

by Columbus in 1492 not only as an event that increased

Europe’s knowledge of geography, but as one that affected

the home, the Church, the State, the vocations, and all other

aspects of life, not only in Spain but everywhere. Spain

became rich and powerful and so more dangerous than

before. Some families became rich and others became poor

;

some vocations profited and others suffered by the discovery

;

and so on (see page 32).

(4) Finally, the historian realizes probably more clearly

than anyone else how difficult it generally is to rate an event

as either "good” or "bad.” By taking pains to consider all

the parties concerned in an affair, he has almost always

found that some of them thought the event "good” and
others found it "bad.” So when he is asked, for example,

whether Columbus’s great exploit was "good” or "bad,” he

is likely to say: "Good or bad for whom? The Europeans

as a whole thought it 'good,’ but the Aztecs and other native

Americans certainly did not ; nor did the Africans who were

later brought over as slaves.”

If you can develop the historian’s way of looking at the

world (that is, acquire historical-mindedness), you will belong

to a very select group of thinkers.

To sum up, the study of history (1) ought to show you
how things came to be as they are

; (2) ought to give you
more ideas with which to think about the problems of the

present
; and (3) ought to get you into the habit of seeing

the world as something that is continually becoming some-

thing else. You won’t get all these values in a day; but
then, the world isn’t going to be handed over to you and your
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generation tomorrow. If your generation can get them before

it takes charge of the world, it will have an equipment such

as no previous generation has ever had.

2. Knowing the Present helps you to know the Past

The Value of Knowing your Community. The best place to

gather ideas or meanings which will help you in understanding

history is in the life about you. The more present-day types

of people you know, — rich and poor, strong and weak,

honest and dishonest, gentle and cruel, law-abiding and law-

breaking, — the more ideas you will have to think with when
you try to understand the people of other times and other

lands.

It is so with every aspect of your community : the more
you know about the problems of how people nowadays get

food, clothing, and shelter, how they get their education,

how they amuse themselves, how they worship, and so on,

the larger your fund of ideas will be when you turn to the

study of the communities of long ago.

No Two Persons exactly Alike. One of the most valuable

facts for this purpose that you can learn from your com-
munity (and the one that is most frequently forgotten by
students when they read history) is the very obvious one

that no two people are exactly alike. If you once realize

thoroughly how many different sorts of persons go by the

name "American” or "New Yorker” or "Canadian,” you
will not make the very common mistake of regarding all

Egyptians or Greeks or Frenchmen as being alike. And
when you come, say, to Roman history, you will no more
think of populating the Roman Empire with millions of more
or less imperfect imitations of Julius Caesar than you would
think of populating the United States with millions of imita-

tions of George Washington.
An Example. If you turn back to the inferences we drew

from the Great Pyramid (p. 9), you will see that they are
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all based on things we know about our own community—
using the word "community” in a broad sense and not merely

as applied to our town. For example, we inferred that the

Egyptian children got sick and needed nursing, because at

one time or another all the children that we have ever known
in our community have been sick and needed nursing.

Go over the other inferences and see if any are not based

on what you know about your community. Whether we are

aware of it or not (and we generally are not), we do con-

tinually use the present to interpret the past.

A Double Movement. In studying history, therefore, there

is a double movement. You start with what you know about

present-day civilization— about homes, schools, churches,

governments, vocations, and so on. With this equipment

you turn to the past and there learn how these institutions

began and how they came to be as they are today. Thereby

you acquire new ideas with which to think about present-day

homes, schools, churches, governments, and all other aspects

of the life about you, and thus you are better able to decide

what there is in our present-day civilization that you want
to keep and what there is that you would like to see changed.

Questions

Section 1 . In what two ways do we use the word "history”?

What are some of the places outside of school where you learned

some historical facts? Why is it worth while to study history sys-

tematically rather than to rely on what we can pick up as we go along ?

How does a knowledge of the past help us to understand the present ?

Give an example from your own experience. For example, how could

you understand why you are studying history now if you did not

know what had happened to you in the past which caused you to be-

come a member of a history class ? How does history help us to act

intelligently ? Give an example. How does history help us to decide

what sort of world we want to live in and what we want to do with

our lives? Do you think there would have been fewer wars in the

past if there had been more and better history teaching? Why?
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What way of looking at the world comes from the study of history ?

What value is there in this ?

Section 2. How can knowing the present help you to understand

the past? Give an example. What bearing does this have on your

studying Community Civics? Sometimes you hear a person say,

"'I’m so absorbed in history that I haven’t time to pay attention to

what is going on today.” In view of what has been said in Section 2,

do you think that is a proper attitude for a student of history to

take? What double movement takes place when you study history?

Things to Do

1. List the changes there have been during the past year in your

school building
;

in the membership of your class
; the changes there

have been, within your memory, in styles of dress; in automobile

models; in traffic laws. What is there in your surroundings that,

so far as you know, has never changed ?

2. Take several of the above changes one by one and answer the

following questions

:

a. Who might have profited by this and so have found it good ?

b. Who might have suffered by this and so have found it evil ?

c. Who might have found it partly good and partly bad ?

d. Who might have been affected by it so slightly as not to be

interested in it one way or another ?

3. On the basis of your answers, discuss the following statement

:

As a rule, we cannot say that a happening is wholly good or that

it is wholly bad. It is good or bad in relation to some person or per-

sons ; and so, before we can evaluate it as good or bad, we need to

ask "Good (or bad) for whom?” and our answer is likely to begin

with "That depends.”

4. Can you show that this reasoning holds true of the following

events: (1) the discovery of America? (remember the Aztecs);

(2) the invention of the automobile?

Note. Hereafter we shall refer to this exercise by the words "That
depends.”



CHAPTER III • Concerned with Putting Ourselves

and our Ancestors into History and on the Globe

1. The Human Element in History

Putting People into History. History involves people, place,

and time. With regard to the first item a very common error

is that we don’t put nearly enough people into the picture.

When we think, for example, of the Roman soldier and

statesman Julius Caesar, he is apt to step onto the stage almost

alone. At the most we surround him (in our mind’s eye)

with a few friends or rival generals or conspirators, when we
ought to surround him with millions. With him should come
his victorious armies and the armies he defeated ; the makers

and providers of shields and spears and military trappings of

all sorts ;
the producers and providers of rations for his men

;

the wives and children of these men, with their servants and

doctors and teachers and toy-makers
;
and so on. We don’t,

as a rule, even make a start at putting enough people into

the picture, though we know, when we stop to think of it,

that without these people there would have been no Caesar

— at least no Caesar like the one we find in history books.

Putting Ourselves into History. Another thing we fail to do

is to put ourselves into history. We speak of history as deal-

ing with "our ancestors,” but we rarely try to grasp all that

is included in that term.

"But,” you may say, "we hadn’t any ancestors who were

with Caesar— at least those of us whose families came from

the British Isles or France or Germany or Russia.” How do
you know?

You probably are descended from Caesar’s Army. The men
in Caesar’s army and their near descendants were stationed in

England, France, and other parts of Europe, where they
24
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not only came in contact with native Britons, Germans,

and Slavs but intermarried with them enough to make it

reasonably certain that if you have any European blood in

your veins, you would find at least one among your in-

numerable ancestors who was in Caesar’s army. The same
would be true if any of your forbears came from regions in

Asia or Africa where Roman soldiers were stationed .
1

One Thing we All have Many of. The soldiers in Caesar’s

army had many ancestors, too, and they came from all parts

of the Mediterranean. Some came from Greece and others

from Egypt, so that if you could unravel your family story

you might very likely find it leading you back to the army of

Alexander the Great and to the pyramids of Egypt. You can

let your imagination carry the story beyond that point
; here

we have gone far enough for our purpose, which was merely

to try to help you to grasp the fact that, if there is anything

in the world with which you are well supplied, it is ancestors.

Of course some of them were kings and some were saints

and some were pirates and highway robbers. About the only

difference between any two of us is that one may have to go

back a little farther than the other to find any particular type

of ancestor .
2

1 Assuming that your forbears doubled in number every twenty-five years

(that is, two parents, four grandparents, and so on), figure out how many you prob-

ably had at the time of Caesar, who died about two thousand years ago. How
many of these forbears do you know anything about? Most of them, of course,

never existed except on paper. That is to say, you couldn’t have had as many
separate ancestors as your calculation shows because there weren’t nearly that

many people on the globe in Caesar’s day. That number grew so large because

many of your real ancestors were counted many times. This can be made clear

by a simple example : if your four grandparents were unrelated before they

married, you have (or had) eight great-grandparents ; but if your grandfathers

were brothers and your grandmothers were sisters, you would have only four

great-grandparents. Thus in a single generation your number of "paper” an-

cestors would be cut down 50 per cent. In spite of such reductions, however,

every one of us has a huge number of ancestors.
2 Note that what we have said about our long and probably distinguished

descent is true of all other animals, so that, for example, your pet cat may be de-

scended from some sacred cat of the Egyptians, and the fly buzzing around your
head may have had a distinguished ancestor who crossed with Columbus, and so

on ad infinitum.
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If not in Caesar’s Army, where Were you? If you do not

agree with what has been said above, you will at least agree

with the following point, and that of itself will have a value

for you in your history study. It is this : even if you refuse

to believe that at least one of your many ancestors was in

Caesar’s army, you will have to admit that you had some an-

cestors somewhere in Caesar’s time. You must have had;

otherwise you would not be here now. And you must have

had some ancestors somewhere when Alexander the Great

conquered the world and the Pharaohs built the pyramids—
and long, long before. Where were they, do you suppose ?

So as you follow the drama sketched in this book, let your

imagination fill the stage with many more people than the

few leading characters that are mentioned. And bear in

mind that if at least one or two of your very numerous an-

cestors were not in the particular corner of the globe that is

being studied, there were probably some who were not far

away.

Your Family Tree. A chart may help you to see how quickly

your ancestors accumulate. I f you try to fill in the names even

of the few indicated, it will probably show you how quickly

we lose trace of most of them.

A‘-rI E'-rJ C%K F'-rL B’-M G‘tN D 2
-rO H+P Your great-great-grandparents

A3
-y E C 1 —j- F B’-yG D'-rH Your great-grandparents

L 1

A1
j C B l

j D Your grandparents

1

A1
j- B Your parents

\

A Yourself

How to Get something out of History. The only way to get

anything out of history is to use your imagination, and use

it vigorously. This chart alone gives you plenty of material

to keep you going a long time. Two points only will be noted.

1. Once your Family Name did not Exist. Observe how the

A’s (which stand for your direct male ancestors) run back.
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They go back away beyond the time when men had patro-

nymics (family names) to when a man was known by his

job (as John the farmer

or James the butler) or

by the place he came
from (as JeanfromLyon
or Franz from Berlin) or

by his father’s name (as

Ben John’s-son).

And they go back

before there were even

these names ; indeed,

before men had lan-

guage. That is to say,

you may count back to

a grandfather with a

thousand "great’s” before his name (what you might call

your "thousand-great-grandfather”), and yet you haven’t

reached the end because he too had parents and grandparents

and so on, back to the beginning of the race.

2. Your Ancestors once were Young. Another point (and

one we are apt to forget) is that all these great-great-grand-

parents of ours once were young. Because we speak of them
as grandparents, we are apt to think of them as being very

much like the grandparents we know, only much older.

You will be much nearer the truth if, whenever you are

reading about some historical event (like the discovery of

America or the birth of Christ or the building of the Great
Pyramid), you say to yourself, "At this time there were a

good many men and women somewhere on the earth who
were my ancestors, and some of them were just as old then as

I am now” Then speculate about what they were doing.

A " Typical ” English Lad. You will need a great many
different pictures to fit your vast collection of ancestors.

Imagine Charles Darwin (see Index) at the Shrewsbury
grammar school, letting his mind wander from his books
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History is Largely L{othing hut a Record of the Ups and Downs of Families

(your Own as well as Others)

For thirty years William Hohenzollern wielded Germany’s scepter ; now he wields

a Dutch ax. Your generation will know whether his son inherits the ax or regains

the scepter

(which it seems to have done easily). Here are a few of the

ancestors he might have dreamed about: a score of Irish

and Scottish kings, the Anglo-Saxon king Alfred, and the

Frankish emperor Charlemagne; German emperors, and
Greek emperors of Constantinople

; dukes a-plenty— Nor-

man, Bavarian, Saxon, and Flemish; and Saint Stephen,

the first king of Hungary. Clearly, young Darwin (a "typi-

cal” English lad) had plenty of material on which to feed

his imagination, whenever he cared to do so.
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You have just as much material as he had. You may not

be descended from these various kings, but you undoubtedly

are from some of their subjects, and these may have been

much more interesting and romantic persons than the kings

were.

Whatever you do, don’t think of your ancestors as having

been grandparents all their lives ! Let them have their child-

hood and their youth.

Let this discussion stamp firmly on your mind the fact

that you had ancestors alive and active somewhere in the

world throughout the period that is dealt with in this book,

and as you follow the story, carry them along with you.

2. The Place Element

Putting your Ancestors on the Globe. Now that you know
that you have a lot of ancestors, the next thing is to know
how to put them where they belong on the earth. This means
that you need to know geography.

As you study the history of any region try to remember
that there were people living in other parts of the world at

the time you are considering. Also have in mind the fact that

the region you are studying continued to be populated more
or less densely from that time to the present. Great kingdoms
arose and flourished and fell in Egypt, Babylonia, and else-

where, but these regions never became entirely depopulated.

A Formula for Using Maps. The more clearly you realize

what a thing is and what it is not, the more useful it will be

to you. So get into the habit of saying to yourself whenever
you look at a map (for example, a map of the world) : "This
is not the world itself ; it is much too small, and it is not the

right shape. This is merely a sheet of paper with markings
which show the relation of seas, mountains, plains, cities,

and other places to one another.”

About the Use of Globes. Do the same sort of thing with a

globe. You can buy a globe for ten cents, and you can pay a
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thousand times as much for one. But the expensive one is

not necessarily a thousand times more valuable to you than

the cheap one. The pur-

pose of a globe is to help

you to get a vivid mental

picture of the vast mass
of earth and water (over

eight thousand miles in

diameter) on which you
are living. If the globe

fails to do this, or rather

if you fail to exercise your

imagination and make the

globe do this, it does not

matter much whether the

globe costs a thousand

dollars or a thousand mills.

Current Events. Learn

about what is going on

today in the part of the world you are studying. Our news-

papers and magazines frequently have interesting articles

and pictures about the regions mentioned in this book, and
these can help you to make history more real.

3. The Time Element

Dates give Trouble to Historians too. If dates in history

cause you trouble, it may be of some comfort to know that

they also cause trouble to the historian, especially to those

historians who write about the ancient and medieval periods.

The reason is that through most of the time that man has

lived on the earth he had no method of keeping track of the

years, and when he did begin to count them he started at

1 Make two large symbols like the above with movable pointers for your

classroom, and adjust the pointers for the region you are studying. See Work-

book, prepared to accompany this text, for further suggestions for developing

your place sense.

Two Symbols which you will encounter

Frequently in this Book

The first one may help you to realize that

you live on a globe and that being "on the

top of the world” is a relative thing. The
second may help to put people on the globe

if it suggests to you that while you are re-

citing, say, on Egyptian history, the boys
and girls now in Egypt are already through

with school for the day 1
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Handicraft Traces Man Back

5,000,000 Years in Nebraska

Evidence Not Conclusive but Merits Consideration,

Scientists Are Told

FINDS CRADLE OF HUMANITY
American Explorer Reveals Traces of Life on Gobi Desert

20,000,000 Years Ago.

Two Inferences in Recent Headlines

different times in different places. Thus the Greeks counted

from the year we call 776 b. c. ; the Romans, from 753 b. c. ;

and the Babylonians, from 747 B.C .
1 The matter is further

complicated by the fact that the Greeks began the year on

July 1 ;
the Romans, on January 1 for the civil year and

March 1 for the religious year
;
and so on. Europe did not

begin to reckon time from the birth of Christ until the sixth

century, and for a long time the Christian year had three

New Year’s Days — January 1, March 25, and December 25.

There is more to the story, but perhaps enough has been
said to show you that students in school are not the only ones

who have trouble with dates.

The Unity of History. To round out our discussion of what
goes to make up a historical event, we need to add (1) that

such an event grows out of what has gone before, (2) that it

has results which move out in many directions, (3) that some
persons counted these results as "good” and others as "bad,”

1 See page 82.
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and (4) that many of these results are felt even in the present.

Take, for example, the discovery of America by Columbus, in

1492, and draw inferences from it (as you did in the case of

the Great Pyramid). (1) You will surely infer that before

Columbus’s time men knew about shipbuilding, spinning,

weaving, and metal-working. (2-3) As for the widespread

effects of the discovery, that can easily be demonstrated.

Hardly anything was left unaffected. For example, the

Spanish state and the Spanish church grew in wealth and
power ;

some Spanish homes grew rich and some grew poor,

as a result of successful or unsuccessful business ventures in

America ; shipbuilders, bankers, and other vocational groups

had more to do than ever before
;
schools had new things to

teach about the earth ; and so on. Clearly, the discovery of

America was an event that moved out in all directions, affect-

ing the State, the Church, the home, vocations, and the

school, and benefiting some persons and harming others.

(4) That the discovery of America by Columbus still has

results is clear from the fact that our civilization is based

upon the European civilization of Columbus’s time.

We might represent much of this graphically as follows

:

Use this diagram for important events as you go through

the book, and see how completely you can fill it out. You
will find further suggestions in the Workbook.
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Summing Up. (1) A historical event involves people, place,

and time; (2) it is caused by what has gone before and

influences what comes after; (3) it moves out in all direc-

tions ;
and (4) its results have a different value for different

people, some counting the results as good, others as bad, and

others as partly good and partly bad.

Questions

Section 1. What three factors are there in a historical event?

When you read history, have you the habit of seeing more people in

the picture than the few characters that are mentioned? How can

you develop this habit? (See page 11.) What is meant by the saying

"Three generations from shirt sleeves to shirt sleeves”? Does this

suggest anything as to the possible ups and downs of your family dur-

ing the two thousand years since the time of Caesar? Do you know
the names of any ex-kings or ex-princes now living? Were their

families always royal or noble ? How many people do you know with

family names that are derived from vocations? from places? How
many with prefixes or suffixes (beginnings or endings) that mean
"son of”? (For example, "Fitz” is derived from the French word

fils, meaning "son.”)

Section 2. What devices do you know of that will help to give

you a vivid idea of the fact that the earth is round ? Are you on the

top of the earth? If not, who is? What is a "great circle”? (See

dictionary.) What is the diameter of the globe in your classroom?

How many times as large is the diameter of the earth ? When Lind-

bergh flew to Paris in 1927, he left New York at 6 a.m. and reached

Paris thirty-three hours later. What time was it by his watch when
he arrived in Paris? (Use clock on page 651.) What time was it by
Paris time? How do you account for the difference? Why should

a history student realize that a map (or a globe) is nothing but

a symbol?

Section 3. What is the difference between a calendar and a

chronology? (See dictionary.) When did Europe begin to reckon

events from the birth of Christ ?
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Things to Do

1. Take any picture in the book and, using it as we did the sketch

of the Great Pyramid (p. 11), draw all the inferences you can about

the different kinds of people there were at the period it illustrates.

2. Find out from your grandparents (or great-grandparents, if

you have any) what they were doing when they were your age.

C. Be able to point in the direction of the following places and
give the distances from your home: Athens, Rome, London. Put
the data in your notebook for later use.

4. Using a school atlas or an encyclopedia, find the difference be-

tween ’'Mercator’s projection” and an "equal-area projection.”

Who was Mercator? For what purpose did he design his map?
Have you a map on Mercator’s projection in your room ? (It shows

Greenland as large as South America. How far is it wrong?)

5. Be able to point in the direction in which you would dig if

you were to construct a tunnel to Tokio, Calcutta, Athens, London.

If you like mathematics, figure out the length of a tunnel from your

home to each of these places.

6. With the aid of a globe and a piece of string, find the angle

formed by yourself and someone in each of the following places when
both of you are standing erect : the Nile Delta, Athens, Rome, Paris.

7. In John Smith’s Historie of Virginia (1623) the author says, " for

as Geography without History seemeth a carkasse without motion ; so

History without Geography wandereth as a vagrant without certaine

habitation.” If you agree with this statement, remember it. What is

there in this exercise that might lead you to suppose that you know
which John Smith wrote it ? What else do you know about him ?

8. Thomas Carlyle said "chronology and geography are the two

lamps of history.” What did he mean by that? What claim has

Carlyle to be quoted on matters of history? (See encyclopedia.)

9. Copy the chart on page 32 (1492) and add more lines (a) which

focused on 1492 and (b) which led from 1492 to the present.

10.

Test the summary on page 33 to see if you agree with it, by

applying it to one of the following events: (1) the invention of

gunpowder; (2) the invention of the automobile; (3) something

that happened to you or to your school within the last year.



PART II • WHAT HAPPENED IN THE NEAR EAST, CHIEFLY
FROM THE BUILDING OF THE GREAT PYRAMID TO THE
BATTLE OF MARATHON (ABOUT 3000 b. c.-ABOUT 500 b. c.)

Unit I • In which we introduce our Early Ancestors

and give a Bird's-eye View of Histone Man over about

Five Thousand Years



© Illustrated London News

All of us had Millions of Ancestors very much Like these Early Cave Men

Can you express yourself in line (or anything else) as well as they did ?



HAPTER IV • Containing as Much about Early

Man as is Possible in a Book of this Size

1. How Long has Man been on the Earth?

A Modest Estimate. From the inferences drawn from the

Great Pyramid (p. 9), it is obvious that civilization was well

under way in Egypt as early as five thousand years ago.

Nobody knows how much earlier man had been on the earth,

and probably nobody ever will know with any degree of exact-

ness. Some Biblical students still accept the year 4004 b.c.

as the year of creation, though that date was not fixed upon

until the seventeenth century a.d. (by James Ussher, arch-

bishop of Armagh) and was based upon much less data than we
have now ;

but scientists today are convinced that 4004 B. c.

is much too late. Their estimates of when man first appeared

on the earth run up into millions of years. To most of us

such figures mean "a very long time,” and that’s about all.

Nevertheless, it is worth while to fix upon a number in order

to get some idea of how small a part of man’s story is to be

outlined in this volume.

If we take as our number 480,000 (that is, about half a

million) we shall have one that can easily be charted on a

familiar figure (the face of a clock) and one that most scien-

tists would regard as too small rather than too large. 1 If we
let the first half of the clockface stand for 480,000 years, each

hour will then represent 80,000 years, and one sixteenth of an

hour will represent 5000 years.

Draw the face of a clock and divide the arc between 5

and 6 into sixteen parts. The last sixteenth before 6 (left

white on the symbol) will then represent the last 5000 years

;

1 If you find good reasons for choosing some other number# you can easily

revise the chart on the basis of your new number. See headlines on page 31.

37
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that is, from about 3000 B.c. to about 2000 A.D., or (roughly)

from the Great Pyramid to the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier.

This is the period we are to study.

If we let the arc from 6 to 12

stand for the future, the symbol may
help to impress on us the fact that we
dwell between two eternities — the

eternity of the past and the eternity of

the future.

The Historic Period in the

2. A Few Words about our
Earliest Ancestors

Sea of Time The Advantages of being Human.
It is generally assumed that central

Asia was the original home of man. Through long ages he

seems to have lived a life which was not very different from

that of the beasts which surrounded him, except that prob-

ably they were more masters of the situation than he and
hunted him more than

he hunted them. Bit

by bit, however, he be-

gan to gain a mastery

over his unfriendly sur-

roundings.

He had several ad-

vantages over other an-

imals. (1) Being able

to stand erect and to

move about ontwo legs,

his arms were left free

to be used for attacking

and resisting attack.

(2) The position of his thumb in relation to his fingers was
such that it made his hand an excellent grasping device.

(3) His ability to seize and hurl things gave him a great ad-

vantage over most of his animal foes. (4) Most important of

Like us, our Early Ancestors used Force and

Intelligence (making Traps) in Dealing with

their Foes
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all, he could make plans and carry them out, he could re-

member what he had planned and done, and he could imitate

what others who lived

before him had done.

With these advan-

tages, meager as they

may seem, our earliest

ancestors set out on the

Great Adventure,—the

same great adventure

we all set out on,

—

which in its essence was

nothing more (and nothing less) than to lift themselves as

far as possible above the level of the other animals round

about them.

Compared with men of today, they struck out along new
lines only very occasionally. But what they gained was rarely

lost. Memory and imitation made it possible for an ever-

increasing number to hold what any one of them had learned,

and gradually there was built up a store of knowledge which

from that day to this has formed the very foundation of our

civilization.

Some of them were Geniuses. Some of early man's achieve-

ments were remarkable,— every bit as remarkable as those of

an Edison or a Marconi.

Some unknown ancestor, whom we should like to honor if

only we knew his name, began to make tools and weapons of

wood, bone, and stone. Some other learned how to kindle a

flame by striking stone and a metal-bearing rock together.

Note that this method was practically the same as the one his

descendants used not only through all antiquity but through

most of the Christian Era, and even today a much-used "in-

vention” (the pocket lighter) is based on his method. Not
until after Washington had been dead for about a generation

did man make any great change in this method of kindling a

fire. Then he invented the friction match (1827).

Distant Cousins getting a Light by striking

a spark from Flint and Iron
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Broken Bowls. With fire, man found his position bettered

in many important respects. He was less at the mercy of the

cold than he had been. He was less at the mercy of wild

beasts : fire kept them away. He learned that fire applied to

meat and crushed grain made both more palatable, and that

fire applied to clay made it hard. His bowls and jars broke,

just as ours do ; so he kept on making new ones. The broken

pieces he threw away. Fortunately for us he could not de-

stroy them entirely, for though they were worth nothing to

him, they form one of our main sources of information about

his civilization .
1

Melted Rock. To mention only one more value of fire, early

man discovered that if he applied it to certain rocks he would

get another hard substance, which we call metal. Thus he

began the Age of Metal — first probably with copper, then

bronze (a mixture of tin and copper), then iron. From his

day to ours the story of man’s conquest over nature has been

largely the story of his ability to make use of metals.

Domesticated Plants and Animals. Some other unknown
ancestor (probably female) began to domesticate plants, and
another to domesticate animals. Both deserve a place among
the world’s greatest benefactors. Henceforth men ceased to

be mere food-gatherers and became also food-producers. This

tended to make them settle down and form permanent com-
munities. It undoubtedly took untold generations before

they learned which plants to avoid as poisonous, and in

the process no doubt thousands of them were killed .
2

3. The World’s Greatest Invention

Language. Most important of all, some remarkable mem-
bers of these early groups began to develop words. Once
upon a time things had no names ; they were merely pointed

1 Study the dishes in your home and list all the inferences that could be drawn
from them about our present civilization.

2 Another great benefactor was hewho first saw the usefulness of things that rolled.

What would become of our civilization if all our wheels were suddenly to vanish ?
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at. How they came to have names no one knows, but per-

haps early man began to grunt or hiss or make some other

sound when he pointed . Gradually he connected certain sounds

with certain things
;
that is, he began to develop words.

Words as "Pointers.” Note what a wonderful thing he had
accomplished. Before this the thing (say, a tree or a bear)

had to be present before he could point to it and so call his

companions’ attention to it. Note that he did the pointing.

Now, with his great invention, all he had to do was to say

the word, and the word would do the pointing; that is, he

could now make his companions think of trees or bears even

when there were no trees or bears anywhere around.

He kept on increasing his combinations of sounds until he

had a language, and his descendants have been doing the same
thing ever since. To mention only a few, such combinations

of sounds as "automobile,” "airplane,” "movie,” and "tele-

vision” appear only in very recent editions of the dictionary.

Lincoln or Washington, of course, never heard any of these

words .
1

Writing. After he had words, early man began to make
marks which stood for the words. This started him on an-

other wonderful invention— writing. At first it was more
like drawing than writing, so we call it picture writing. You
can find examples of it on the "puzzle” pages of newspapers.

First the pictures were of concrete things, for example, a

head or a ship. Then they came to be connected with ideas or

abstractions ; that is to say, with things that existed only in

the mind. It was as though we were to use a picture of a

head to convey the idea of leading (being at the head).

Syllables and Letters. Next, the pictures were combined
to make larger words ; that is, they came to be used as sylla-

bles as well as whole words. Thus and might come to

1 Mark Twain, America’s great humorist and story-teller (whose Tom Sawyer
and Huckleberry Finn you no doubt have read), said that early man called a
horse a horse because it looked like a horse. Is there anything wrong with this

reasoning ?
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mean not only "head” and "ship,” but when combined they

might come to mean "headship.” In this way the usefulness

of the signs would be tremendously increased because they

could be used in many combinations, like "headdress,”

"headline,” "friendship,” "shipment,” and so on. This sort

of writing is called syllabic writing.

Finally, the signs came to stand, not for syllables, but for

single sounds. This we call alphabetic writing. The Western

world has had alphabetic writing for over three thousand

years, but China is acquiring it only now.

A Great "Pointer.” The important thing to remember is

this, that whether language be spoken or written, and whether

it be written in ideographic or alphabetic signs, its purpose is

always the same, namely, to point to things, to serve as signs

or symbols of the things themselves.

It is with words that we do our thinking. (Pause a moment
and see if you can think without using words.) And it is with

words that we convey our thoughts to others. No wonder
we count language as man’s greatest invention. The wonder
is that we generally think so patronizingly of prehistoric man.
Modem Parallels. It is difficult for us to realize the epoch-

making character of these discoveries and inventions of early

man. Only by thinking of how the invention of, say, the

printing press or the steam engine or the automobile changed

our modem civilization can we get any idea of the tremendous

changes that must have come about in primitive man’s rela-

tions to other men and to his physical surroundings as a result

of the great forward strides made in a period which we are apt

to think of as one of utter darkness.

And only by thinking what our own civilization would be

like without these inventions of primitive man can we realize

how much we owe to him.
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4. Early Man and the Supernatural World

The First of the Arts. Early man, like man today, believed

that there was about him a world which he could not see. From
this belief developed the arts and higher learning and religion.

With early man religion and the arts were more closely

united than they are with us. Two of his very first inferences

were (1) that when things went wrong with him it was be-

cause he had offended some god, and (2) that when things

went well it was because he had done something pleasing to

a god. Naturally enough he wanted to make himself right

with the one god and keep himself right with the other
;
but

as yet he hadn’t any words with which to frame prayers, and
so he expressed himself in the only way he knew, namely, by
dancing. He had dances for a variety of occasions, just as

modern prayer books have prayers for seedtime and harvest,

for joyous occasions and for times of sorrow. Thus at first

dancing was practically all there was to religious ritual (or

service), and it remained a part of the ritual long after man
became civilized. The Bible speaks of priests dancing before

the altar, and this practice was followed in Europe (at least

at Easter) until the seventeenth century. 1

In the course of time three arts developed from the dance
— music, poetry, and drama. It is probable, too, that some of

our games, such as tug of war, football, and tennis, began as

parts of a religious ritual.

The Second of the Arts. The second fundamental art is

architecture, which is likewise supposed to have grown out of

early man’s belief in the supernatural. Believing that he

could prolong the existence of those who had died if he safe-

guarded the dead body, he became a builder in wood and
stone. As time went on he made his structures more elaborate

and decorated them
; so it may be said that out of architec-

ture came sculpture, painting, and the art of design.

1 To this day the choir boys of Seville Cathedral dance before the altar on cer-

tain festivals.
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Higher Learning. Since the beginning, man has sought to

understand the world he lives in. He is probably no more in

earnest about it today than he was at the outset, and his mo-
tive has always been the same, namely, to be able to control

nature. We have already noted some of the remarkable

"controls” early man developed — over cold (through fire)

;

over the food supply (through domesticated plants and ani-

mals) ;
and so on. But soon he reached the limit of his under-

standing, and he explained what he could not understand by
saying, "It is done by the will of the gods.”

Since that time, and especially during the last hundred

years, man has increased his understanding and control of

nature tremendously
;
and yet it is interesting to note that

even today many great scientists have essentially the same
humble and religious frame of mind that early man had.

Great as their achievements have been, they feel that they

are but as first-graders, just making a beginning at learning

the things there are to be learned
;
and they explain what lies

beyond their understanding in almost the same words that

early man used, and say, "It is done by the will of God” or

"It is the work of Mind, or Intelligence.” 1

Stargazers. The last statement is not made to lessen your

appreciation of the marvelous work of modern scientists, but

to help you to acquire an appreciation of the work of early

men of learning. The latter were especially interested in the

heavens because what happened there had such an obvious

influence on their lives. Sunshine and rain in the right

amounts brought happiness ; too much or too little brought

misery. Soon, therefore, the sun came to be regarded as

divine, and this idea spread to the moon and the stars. These

heavenly bodies were regarded as having the power to in-

fluence men’s lives for good or evil. Thus astrology developed.

1 The director of research of a great electrical laboratory declared recently

that, while we have many theories about why certain physical phenomena occur,

none of them is more precise than the statement that they happen "by the will

of God.” Scientists were less modest not many years ago (see page 812).
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Evidences of Order in the Universe. One principle which the

early stargazers discovered was undoubtedly of great comfort

to early man. For long ages our early ancestors must have

thought of the universe as a wholly capricious place, without

a trace of law and order. Often when they needed rain, the

sun kept on drying up the soil ;
when they needed warmth

and sunshine, cold and rain or snow came instead ; when they

had gathered their harvests, these were destroyed by storms

;

and so on. It must therefore have been a great blessing

when the astrologers learned that at least the heavenly

bodies kept to their courses in an orderly manner and brought

about regular changes in the seasons. (Do you suppose you
should ever have known that the seasons come around with

a certain regularity if this hadn’t been pointed out to you?)

Taking Leave with Gratitude. While still in the barbarous

stage, men lived in family units, and these units were grouped

into larger units for purposes of joint action, such as making
war, or carrying out peaceful projects like developing irriga-

tion systems. Their life was crude and hard
;
but we need to

remember that their hardships did not seem so great to them
as they do to us because they were accustomed to them and
knew none of the comforts we have. So we shall take leave of

our crude barbarian ancestors not so much with pity for their

hard lot as with gratitude for the benefits they bequeathed

to us.
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Questions

Section 1. What sort of evidence could geologists bring to prove

that the earth was created before 4004 b.c. ? (Consult your science

teacher.) What advantage, if any, is there in charting the five thou-

sand years we are to study near the 6 on the "clock” rather than near

the 12? What is meant by saying that "we dwell between two
eternities ” ?

Section 2. What are some of the advantages which early man
had over the other animals ? A distinguished scholar said that early

man began with nothing but his hands with which to meet all his

needs. Do you agree? If you had to choose between losing your

hands and losing your capacity to think, which would you hold on to ?

Can you name any modern invention that you think is as important

as those made by primitive man ? What were some of the advantages

that early man got from learning how to make fire? Why was it

fortunate for us that early man’s dishes broke? Nobody knows which

were domesticated first, plants or animals ; but it has been said that

the domestication of plants probably came first, because the domesti-

cation of animals would hardly have been practicable until a steady

supply of fodder was available. Do you agree ? See if you can find

as good a reason for supposing that the domestication of animals came
first.

Section 3. Do you agree with the statement that language was

the greatest invention ever made? Give your reasons. Name some

words besides those given on page 41 that Washington never heard.

What part do words play in thinking ? Trace the steps in the develop-

ment of alphabetic writing. Which of the following persons do you

think the world could more easily have got along without: (1) the

inventor of the wheel or of the automobile ? (2) of language or of the

orinting press ?

Section 4. Why is it reasonable to suppose that dancing played

an important part in the religious ceremonies of early man? What
arts developed out of dancing ? out of architecture ? In what respect

did the work of the early men of learning resemble that of the work

of present-day scientists ?



CHAPTER V • Giving a Bird’s-eye View of the

Period since Man began to acquire a History

1. Our Starting Point

What we have to Start With. We now have some of the

equipment needed for following the drama of man, or (to be

more exact) for following the last few minutes of the last act

that has thus far been played (see symbol on page 38). We
have the stage — a globe twenty-five thousand miles in cir-

cumference, spinning through space with incredible speed, re-

volving on its axis once every twenty-four hours, and sailing

in its orbit around the sun once a year. It is a very, very old

stage, but it still seems to be good for many more years.

On it are many actors, some of whom are our ancestors.

They are scattered in various parts of the globe, and by the

time we meet them they are already doing many of the things

we still do today. Finally, we have a system of keeping time

which enables us to follow at least a part of the drama.

Where we shall Start From. If we were interested in history

just because it tells about things that happened long ago, we
could start in any one of a number of places. There was an
early civilization in Central America, another in India, and
another in China

;
and each of these civilizations has a story

which is alive with interest. But we shall pass them by be-

cause we are seeking the answer to a very practical question,

namely, How did the civilization we live in come to be as it

is? For this purpose the history of these regions would be of

little value. As we trace back our present civilization we are

led, not to Central America or India or China, but through
Europe to that part of the globe where Asia and Africa join,

that is, to the region of the Nile and Tigris-Euphrates 1 rivers.

1 ti'gris u fra'tez.
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Four Early Centers of Culture

Our Starting Point in Time. It would be well for our pur-

pose if we could find for our starting point an event which

had the following character-

istics : (1) that it is near the

time when man passed from
barbarism to civilization,

(2) that it has a date which
is easily remembered, (3)

that it can easily be pic-

tured, and (4) that it points

back to the distant past.

A Good Place to Start. The
building of the Great Pyra-

mid of Egypt was such an
event. (1-2) It took place

soon after Egypt had passed

from barbarism to civiliza-

tion, namely, about fivethou-

sand years ago (c. 3000 B.c.). 1

(3) If you can’t draw a picture of a pyramid, you’ll never be
able to draw anything. Try it. (4) Finally, we have already

1 The most necessary symbol for the student of ancient history is c. (standing
for the Latin circa, "about”), because few events in ancient history can be dated
with any exactness. The building of the Great Pyramid is a case in point. Some
scholars date it before 3000 B.c. ; other scholars date it after. If you remember
the c., no one is likely to criticize you for associating the Great Pyramid with the
easily remembered year 3000 b.c.

Ancient California Tree

It may help to make our starting point

seem less far away if you know that this

great tree not only was already as old as

you are when the Great Pyramid was
being built, but that if it were cut down,
its rings would form a weather record of

the five thousand years, telling which
years were wet and which were dry
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seen that the Great Pyramid can be made to suggest dozens

of things, all pointing to the fact that man had been on the

earth long before. We shall therefore begin with Egypt
about 3000 b. c.

2. Looking Ahead

A Time Chart. A further advantage of starting at 3000 B.c.

is that we can construct an easily remembered time chart that

will organize our history in terms of millenniums, or thousand-

year periods.

EGYPT
BABYLONIA

G R E E C E

PALES TJNE
r

1 WORLD

t t t t t t t t

2500 B.C. * 1500 B.C. i 50
11

O B.C. * 500A.D. A 1500 AD.
IOOOA.D. 2.000A.D.

A Pathfinder from the Great Pyramid to the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier

See page 829 for illustrated version

The chart will have to be crude— like a rough map
;
but,

like a rough map, it will at least show you the general ''lay

of the land” and give you your bearings. So refer to it fre-

quently until you know it as thoroughly as you do your arith-

metic tables. If you can learn it at once, so much the better.

The lines on the chart represent the periods during which

the peoples of the regions named were making their greatest

contribution to our civilization, either as creators or as cus-

todians and transmitters. The dots are there merely to re-

mind you of something that we are very apt to forget, namely,

that people lived in these regions both before and after they

formed the center of the stage.

How to Read the Chart. The chart is to be read as follows

:

1. For two and a half thousand years (from about 3000 to

about 500 B.c.), the leading civilizations were those of Egypt
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and of Babylonia. Note that these early civilizations cen-

tered in the two great river valleys of the Nile and the

Tigris-Euphrates, and that they held the lead for about half

the long period which extends from the Great Pyramid to the

present day. 1

2. Overlapping the last five hundred years of these two
river-valley (or fluvial) civilizations, and running beyond for

another five hundred years, came the millennium during

which Greece and Palestine made their contributions, the one

in art, literature, science, and philosophy, and the other in

religion (c. 1000 b.c.-c. 1 a.d.).

3. Next came Rome, which also had a thousand-year span

(from about 500 b.c. to about 500 a.d.), in the course of

which it built up an empire that stretched all the way around

the Mediterranean Sea.

4. This empire broke up about 500 A. d. The eastern part

continued as an empire (though reduced in size) for about

another thousand years. During the same period western

Europe was knit together by the Christian Church, which

centered at Rome.
Note that these civilizations of Greece, Palestine, Rome,

the Eastern Empire, and Catholic Europe centered largely

around the Mediterranean Sea. They were inland-sea, rather

than river, civilizations.

5. Finally, about 1500 A. d., the so-called modem era began.

(Notice how short it is.) Four important events mark the

change
: (1 )

the Eastern Empire fell when the Turks took

Constantinople (1453), (2) Europe lost its religious unity

through the Protestant revolt (1517 and after), (3) Cohimbus
discovered America (1492) and (4) Da Gama a water route

to India (1498). Western civilization, which had originally

started in the river valleys of Egypt and Babylonia and

1 The striking term "Fertile Crescent” was coined by the distinguished Ameri-

can Egyptologist J. H. Breasted for the crescent-shaped fertile strip stretching

from the Tigris-Euphrates valley almost to Egypt and including Babylonia, Syria,

and Palestine (see map, p. 84).
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had then passed into the Mediterranean phase, now spread

across the ocean to all the corners of the earth. This we call

the oceanic phase.

Is this to be the last phase, or shall we yet sail to the

planets ? Such questions are outside the province of the his-

torian, but there is nothing to prevent you from speculating

about them.

Questions

Section 1. Why do we choose to begin our study of history with

the region around the eastern Mediterranean Sea?

What other regions had an early civilization ?

What are some factors that go to make up a good starting-point

in history? Can you think of a better starting-point than the one

chosen ?

Why is the symbol "c.” so useful in ancient history?

Section 2. What is a millennium? (You will encounter this term

frequently in this book.) Explain "Fertile Crescent.”

Things to Do

1. Compare the circumference of the globe in your schoolroom

with the circumference of the earth.

2. Try to get a mental picture of the earth whirling in its orbit

around the sun.

3. Make plans for developing a large illustrated time chart, either

on the blackboard or on large sheets of cardboard, as you go through
the book. This might be a joint project of your history class and
your art class. There are many more things to add, but don’t let the

chart get crowded (see page 829).
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Reference Table for the Caucasian
,
or White, Race

Hamites, in Egypt and elsewhere in North Africa

Semites, spread from Arabia to Babylonia, Assyria, Syria,

Phoenicia, and Palestine

Indo-Europeans, or Aryans, spread from Caspian region

to Persia, India, and Europe

Aryans in Europe

Greeks and Romans
Celts, chiefly in France and the British Isles

Teutons, in Germany and elsewhere in northern Europe

Slavs, in Russia, etc.
;
see below

(The French and the English are largely a mixture of Celt

and Teuton. All races today are more or less mixed.)

Classification of Europeans on the Basis of Language

Latin, or Romanic = Italians, French, Spanish, Portuguese,

Rumanians
Germanic, or Teutonic = Germans, English, Dutch, Scan-

dinavians

Celtic = Irish, Scotch, Welsh
Slavic = Russians, Poles, Czechoslovaks, Yugoslavs, etc.

Map of the Caucasian Race



Unit II ‘ In which the Story of Egypt rushes forward

over Two and a Half Millenniums



Early Egyptians doing what We arc Still doing— Modifying their

Environment and Being Modified by it



CHAPTER VI • Disclosing how far the Egyptians

had Advanced by about 3000 b.c.

1. What the Nile Did

Our Debt to Modem Scholars. One of the most remark-

able things that modern scholars have done is to push back
the "frontiers of time." To our Bible-reading ancestors of

Washington’s time or even of Lincoln’s time, Abraham the

Father of the Jews (c. 2000 b. c.) stood about at the begin-

ning of history. But we can go much farther back; and,

thanks to modern scholarship, we know much more about
life in this earlier period than our ancestors did about life in

the days of Abraham. Many Euro-American lands are sharing

in this thrilling exploit of recovering humanity’s lost memory,
and none more actively than the United States of America.

1 This time chart is a combination of the charts on pages 38 and 49, using' the
second as a "close-up” of the white sector on the first.
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Egypt’s Debt to the Nile. Herodotus 1 called Egypt '"the

gift of the Nile.” Without the Nile waters that region would
be a part of the great

North African desert.

Through the long

ages before man came
to Egypt, the spring

rains and melting snow
from the highlands of

east-central Africa wore

a trench running almost

due north across the

desert to the Mediter-

ranean, and there built

up a fertile delta. The
trench was too narrow

to hold the great spring

flood, and the banks

were hence overflowed

for about ten miles on

One Early Cradle of Civilization, each side. As the water

perhaps the Earliest One receded, it left the land

not only moistened but

reinvigorated with a thin layer of mud, rich in plant food.

In the river were fish, and grasses grew along the banks and
supplied food and shelter for birds.

The river itself formed an easy, natural highway for about

six hundred miles, from the Delta to the First Cataract

and, with occasional interruptions, for many hundreds of

miles farther inland. Near the First Cataract were limestone

deposits, and along the river were deposits of clay which

could be used for building.

1 he rod'o tys. Herodotus (c. 484-425 B. c.) was a Greek historian. We call

him "the Father of History,” though he did not live until the middle of the five-

thousand-year period we are considering in this book! After him more than a

thousand years were to elapse before historians became at all numerous.
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The sea on the north and the desert on the east and west

formed sufficient barriers to allow Egypt to develop for a long

time without serious interruption by her neighbors.

How Man changed his Surroundings. Into this region came
man (how early we do not know x

) ; he found it good and
stayed. Of course he brought with him certain powers which

he had inherited, as well as the manners and customs he had
developed in his earlier home, wherever that may have been.

Though we know little about early man in Egypt and his

surroundings there, of two things we may be sure: first,

that as soon as man came into his new surroundings he began

to change them ; and, second, that the surroundings began

to change him. For example, as soon as he drove out any
dangerous animals that he may have found, he changed his

environment from an unsafe one to a safe one. When he

planted fields or dug canals, he changed it still further.

In short, he did much the same sort of thing in Egypt that

man has done (and is still doing) to the land we live in— he

changed Egypt as much as he could to make it a more suit-

able home.

How Man was changed by his Surroundings. Meanwhile he

himself was being changed. Where at first he was only a

wandering huntsman, he gradually became an agriculturist,

an irrigation engineer, a pyramid-builder, and so on.

So in innumerable ways man in Egypt changed the things

about him, and they in turn changed him, until by the time of

the Great Pyramid we find him a civilized man, living in a

civilized community and doing some remarkable things, espe-

cially in architecture.

Where Civilization Comes from. The sort of thing that hap-

pened in the Nile valley was happening everywhere on the

globe where there were men. It has been happening ever

since, and it is still happening today. To state it as a prin-

1 Evidence has recently been found which is said to indicate that man lived in

the Nile valley as early as the Plio-Pleistocene Age, perhaps half a million years
ago.
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ciple (that is, a general rule), we may say that man does things

to his environment, and it in turn does things to him. Out of

this interaction comes civilization.

2. Egypt at about 3000 b. c.

The Egyptians were Hamites. Before we take up the Egyp-
tians, we need to give them a place in the human family.

The human family has been classified into races in various

ways, such as by the color of the skin, the color of the hair,

the shape of the skull, and the character of the language.

The whole matter is very complex, but it is enough for our

purpose here to say that many scholars group the human
family into three main races (white, or Caucasian, yellow-

brown, and black) and that they call the Egyptians the

Hamitic branch of the white race (see page 52).

Ruled by an Autocrat as Divine as You. The Egyptians, at

about 3000 B.c., were ruled by an absolute ruler (or auto-

crat) who bore the title of "Pharaoh” and who was regarded

as divine. His rank as a divinity he inherited from his early

predecessors, who probably had won it through their skill in

constructing works for storing up the Nile waters. Since these

waters gave food (and hence life) to the Egyptians, it is easy

enough to see how they came to regard their early irrigation

engineers as the divine givers of life.

There are one or two things worth noting about the above
paragraph. Note, in the first place, that the Pharaoh was no
more divine than you are. What divinity he had existed only

in people’s minds. He was divine merely because they thought
he was divine.

A Fundamental Factor. Note next that in the first state

we meet with in the ancient world, economic factors (that is,

factors having to do with getting a living) are basic. The
Egyptian state developed primarily because the people needed
it as a means to enable them to get food. This fact, as we
shall see, remains at the basis of all states, though it is some-
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Egyptian Taxgatherers measuring Grain

times lost sight of. Today we are apt to say that the State

exists for the purpose of making the "good life" possible, but

you need not analyze that statement very far before you see

that the "good life" is hardly possible if most people are

starving. So today, as in the days of the Egyptians, economic

factors play a very fundamental part in the life of the State.

,An Old System. Another resemblance between the early

Egyptian state and later states is that each needed someone to

make rules and to carry them out. One of the main problems

from the Great Pyramid to the present day has been to find

the best way of getting the rules made and carried out. The
Egyptians solved this problem by letting the whole matter

rest with the Pharaoh. The powers which in the United States,

are distributed among a president, a congress, a supreme
court, and any number of religious leaders were all in his

hands.

Such a system is utterly opposed to our present democratic

ideal, but we shall see our ancestors living under much the

same system for thousands of years. As late as the time of the

American Revolution (c. 1776), German princes hired out their

subjects as soldiers to whoever would engage them, and later

than that Frenchmen, Italians, and Russians were imprisoned

and sometimes even put to death by autocratic princes with-

out a trial.
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Carpenters of about Thirty-five Hundred Years Ago

No. 1 is getting ready to saw a plank lengthwise by lashing it to a post ; No. 2
is trimming a plank ; No. 3 is boring a hole with a bow drill in a chair seat ; No. 4,

having shaped two chair legs, is polishing them. This and the following picture

are from a tomb painting of the XVIIIth Dynasty, c. 1500 B.c.

The Good Prince. Moreover, we have not yet demon-
strated that our present-day democratic system is better than

their autocratic one. One-man rule is not necessarily bad
rule. It has been bad perhaps oftener than it has been good,

but much the same might be said about democratic rule.

Each depends for its success upon what happens to the avail-

able supply of human intelligence and good will that there is

in the State. In autocracies up to date much available intel-

ligence and good will have been often excluded from councils of

state; in democracies they have been admitted to these

councils, but up to date their influence has been always

diluted by unintelligence and ill will. So until education be-

comes really effective throughout the world, there will always

be many who prefer to run the risk of seeing intelligence and
good will neglected by an autocrat rather than to accept the

certainty that they will be thinned down, often to nothing-

ness, by an ignorant mob.
The thing to remember, not only in connection with this

chapter but all through this book, is that there often were

absolute hereditary rulers who had a high sense of responsi-

bility for their office and labored hard to promote the welfare

of their people. The greatest drawback of the system was that
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More Early Carpenters

No. 1 wields an ax ; No. 2 wields a chisel and mallet ; Nos. 3-6 are cabinetmakers
adorning a shrine with ivory and ebony ornaments, using adz and chisel

it provided for no legal way of getting rid of a bad ruler.

Therein modern democratic rule has one great advantage.

State Control. In Egypt and in the ancient world in gen-

eral the government took a more prominent part in regulating

business than it does with us today. Agriculture was de-

veloped on a systematic plan ;
industry and commerce were

highly organized and controlled. Workers were not so free

as with us, but neither were they slaves. Perhaps the best

way to think of them is as permanent employees of the

State.

Here, early in our story, we have an example of how
modem the ancients were ; for all over the Euro-American 1

world today economists are talking of the need of economic

planning on a national and even a world scale, and in Russia

national planning is actually being carried out. Even in

"the land of the free,” governors of "oil states” have taken

drastic measures to limit the output of oil wells, and one

state legislature passed a law (in 1931) forbidding farmers

1 The term "western European” is generally used to denote the civilization of

western Europe, the Americas, Australia, and South Africa ; but the term is un-
satisfactory because it fails to suggest that the Americas may have made some
contributions to that civilization. You may like "Eur-American” better than
" Euro-American,” and either would be correct to use.
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to use for cotton-growing more than 30 per cent of the acreage

of the preceding year. 1

Here too, early in our story, we encounter an example (of

which we shall see many) of the relativity of things. Some
Egyptians liked the unified economic system, and to them it

was government regulation ; others did not like it, and to them
it was government interference.

Why Egypt came under a Single Control. Once, long before

3000 b.c., the Nile valley had been divided into many little

states. These had gradually come together into larger po-

litical units (generally through war), until the process was
completed (c . 3400 b.c.) by King Menes, 2 who, according to

tradition, united the Lower Kingdom (the Delta lands) and
the Upper Kingdom (the Nile valley). The way Egypt
became united, however, is not so interesting as the reason

for it, because it presents another parallel to conditions today.

Egypt became an economic unit because it had to, unless

certain parts of it were to be left to starve. Everybody in

Egypt depended for his very food on the Nile overflow ; so

this had to be regulated in order that all parts of the valley

should get a fair share.

It is true that Egypt had to pay the price of wars for this

stable economic system, but at least she got something for

her money. Euro-America has had worse wars than Egypt
ever dreamed of, but without as yet getting such an equitable

'

system as Egypt achieved five thousand years ago. Strange,

is it not, that we should ever have come to think of early

history as ''dead stuff,” and of early men as "back numbers ”

!

Two Differences, but One Goal. There are, indeed, two great

differences between the situation today and that of five

thousand years ago, and one of the chief aims of this book is

to show how those differences came about. In the first place;

Egypt was governed by one man, whereas we are self-

1 During the World War there was joint economic planning on a large scale

by England, France, Italy, Belgium, and the United States, but that peaceable

arrangement lasted only while there was war. 2 me'nez.
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Even Ancient Egypt Had
a Farm Relief Problem

(Copyright, 1929, by United Press)

WASHINGTON, April 18.— Ef-
forts to control the supply and prices
of foodstuffs are almost as old as
civilization, a Department of Agri-
culture survey revealed today.

Ancient Egyptian and Chinese
rulers worked out ingenious plans
of "farm relief. All attempts to
fix the prices of food have failed,

the survey concludes.

Ancient Egypt too had a Farm Relief Problem

governed. In the second place, the economic planning in

Egypt was for the purpose of increasing production, whereas

some of our so-called economic planning (like the instances

mentioned above about oil and cotton) has been for the pur-

pose of decreasing production. But in the modem world, as

in ancient Egypt, the goal is the same ; namely, to secure a

stable economic organization, so that the average man can

count on tomorrow’s food and tomorrow's job.

Memphis. By the time Khufu (Cheops) was ready to begin

on the Great Pyramid (see frontispiece), a flourishing capital

had grown up at Memphis, where the Pharaoh dwelt in splen-

dor with a vast retinue of servants. Soldiers, priests* judges,

taxgatherers, and many other assistants aided him in carry-

ing on the government. The priests formed the richest and
most powerful group in the State.

Skilled Craftsmen. In the capital and elsewhere were able

builders of temples, tombs, and dwellings; engineers who
constructed the waterways ; and many artists, the most out-

standing of whom were the sculptors of portraits and reliefs.

The craftsmen were not far behind, with their work in gold

and silver and precious jewels, their carved wood, pottery,

glassware, fine cloths, and other things which went to give
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Farming about Five Thousand Years Ago

The plow harrows the soil on which grain has been cast (by front man) ; then the

seed is trampled in by sheep, tempted with food held by the man in front of them.
(Tomb relief, Vth Dynasty, c. 2750 B. c.)

beauty and charm to the environment in which the fortunate

few (the nobles) lived. And there were many boatmen, for

the river was the main highway. Some of them went far

afield, trading with Nubia, Ethiopia, the east Mediterranean

shore, and the lands along the Red Sea.

Unskilled Laborers. Agriculture was then as now the chief

source of Egypt’s wealth and gave work to the vast majority

of the common people, either in the cultivation of the fields

or in the construction and maintenance of canals and irriga-

tion trenches. The others worked in mines and quarries or as

.

household servants.

Power. The principal source of energy, or power, was what
it had been for ages — the muscles of man and the four-

footed beasts and, at sea, the wind. You might as well learn

this sentence by heart because you can use it for any period

from the beginning of history down to about the first Fourth

of July (1776). We might call it the Muscle and Wind Age
or the Hand, Hoof, and Sail Age.

We shall repeat the accompany-
ing symbol from time to time as a

reminder.

Domestic Life. The pictures carved or painted on the walls

of the tombs or on the mummy covers, the models of the

activities which were carried on in the great estates, and other

articles buried with the dead show that the nobles lived a life

of ease in lovely villas along the banks of the Nile. They wore
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fine raiment made of as delicately woven fabrics as any that

can be woven today, and their jewels were varied and splen-

did. If the use of cosmet-

ics is a sign of modernity,

Egyptian women of fash-

ion were modern several

thousand years ago. They
were even ultramodern;

for besides painting their

cheeks and penciling their

eyebrows, they painted

their eyelids green, with a

pigment made from mala-

chite. They wore beads

of carnelian, steatite, and

lapis lazuli, and hairpins

made of ivory. Their gar-

ments were fastened with

pins and buckles; they

wore sandals made of the

hides of animals.

Always in the Picture.

The mass of the people

here as elsewhere (and

always) were poor. For-

tunately the mild climate

made it possible for them to get along with very scanty gar-

ments. Sheltered in mean mud huts and fed on a meager diet

of bread and fish and garlic, they lived a dull, monotonous
existence, working in field or mine or quarry. They could

probably see no good coming to the world from the small

upper class of nobles
; but we, looking back, can see that it

has almost always been a small class of favored individuals

that has shown men what a gracious thing life can be made.
Only in our own democratic and industrial age has there been

any indication that the average person will ever have enough

Egyptian Noble’s Villa

Life was a pleasant thing for the well-to-do

and their children, and they probably never
dreamed (any more than you do) that their

civilization might one day pass away
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The two men holding cords are working foot bellows for the fire. The three on the
right bear tongs and blowpipes. See picture below

Here the metal is being held
,

over the fire till melted, and then poured into molds.
The man on the extreme right is emptying a basket of fuel

Metal Workers of Thirty-five Hundred Years Ago

leisure and enough of the necessities, together with some of

the luxuries, of life to make it possible for him to profit by
the lessons of the upper classes of the past. All of us have

had thousands of ancestors who dragged out as dull and
monotonous an existence as did the laborers in ancient

Egypt.

3. Science linked to Religion

The Priests and Learning. In dealing with the history of

early peoples it is almost impossible to separate learning and
religion because in the beginning the learned men were the

priests, and what they learned they guarded jealously.

Simple Explanations. We have seen (pp. 38 ff.) that the

learning that early man was most interested in was just the

same sort of learning that the world has been chiefly inter-
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ested in ever since, namely, how to control the unfriendly

activities of nature — the droughts, plagues, famines, and
floods. But early man could not control nature so well as we
can today because he did not understand nature as well as

we do. When a plague came, he thought it was caused by an

angry god and not by germs. Of course he knew nothing

about germs, but he did want an explanation so that he might

do something about it. The "angry god ” explanation seemed
reasonable ; so he accepted it and tried to remove the god’s

anger by doing something which he thought would please,

like killing a sheep or even a human being on an altar.

It was the Best they could Do. This, no doubt, seems ridicu-

lous to us, but we need to remember that all of us had ances-

tors who did this sort of thing and that they were serious

about it. They were trying to explain matters as best they

could. That their "best” was not so good as ours was owing

to the fact that they did not have our scientific method of

studying nature.

The Calendar. All the chief deities of this early time seem
to have had one streak of pettiness in common, and that was
that they were pretty sure to get angry if the festivals held

in their honor were celebrated on the wrong day. At least,

that was what the people thought, and this belief had an im-

portant result : it forced the priests to devise a calendar.

Long before the Great Pyramid some unknown genius had
observed that the moon passed through its various phases

with a good deal of regularity, and had devised a calendar

based on the lunar month. For long ages this seems to have
been man’s only calendar. Then another unknown genius

discovered that the sun was a more exact guide for the

days.

How quickly the new calendar was adopted we do not

know, but it was probably in use before 4000 B.c. 1 It was

1 The date commonly given, namely, 4241 B. c., would seem to be several
years too early. Rostovtzeff (History of the Ancient World, I, p. 397) gives ”4241
or 4238”

; Breasted, in his forthcoming revision of Ancient Times, gives ”4236.”
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remarkably exact, considering the few astronomical instru-

ments the Egyptians had so long ago. It reckoned the year
as being three hundred and
sixty-five days long. (How
far wrong was it ?)

Religion. TheearlyEgyp-
tians believed that there

were spirits who dwelt in

natural forces— in the sun
and the moon and the river

Nile or in animals and birds

— and who could influence

the lives of men for good
or evil. These spirits came
to be worshiped as gods,

and idols were made to

symbolize them.

Each tribe had its favorite god, which it tried to impose

upon the tribes it conquered. Thus there was a movement
in the direction of monotheism, that is, of worshiping one god

only. Note, however, that this movement was not due to the

fact that men believed there was only one god, but merely to

the fact that the conquering prince wished his will to prevail

in religion as in everything else.

In any case no prince ever did succeed in establishing one

deity in the position of the One and Only God, though certain

of the gods had a wider following than others.

Re and Osiris. As might have been expected, it was the

gods of the sun and of the Nile that won the greatest homage.

To the sun god Re 1 the Egyptians built their greatest temples.

One of his symbols was the pyramid ; another was the winged

sun disk. The Nile god Osiris was represented as an em-
balmed body from which blades of grass have sprouted.

1 Re (pronounced " ra”) has become better known during the last few years than

at any time since Egypt’s greatness, thanks to the cross-word puzzle ! Two-letter

words are scarce in our language.

Women Weaving about Four Thousand

Years Ago

Early Egyptian textiles are still in existence

and are of extraordinarily fine texture.

(Tomb painting of the Xllth Dynasty,
c. 2000 B. c.)
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It
1 :

Winged Sun Disk Osiris Sprouting

How the Egyptians symbolized the sun How the Egyptians pictured the life-

sending down its rays to help man giving qualities of the Nile

From this it would seem that when Herodotus called Egypt
''the gift of the Nile” he was merely putting into words an

idea which the Egyptians had long be-

fore put into a symbol.

Immortality and Archaeology. Early in

their history the Egyptians came to

believe in a life after death. To be

ready for the resurrection, the dead

body was embalmed and placed in a

tomb, together with articles of food,

papyrus rolls with words of magic
written on them, and other things

which were expected to prove useful

during the long wait in the tomb.

Thanks to their skill in embalming
and in building sepulchers (the great-

est of which are the pyramids), and
thanks to the dryness of the climate,

these houses of the dead, with their

rich and varied contents, have lasted

to our own time. They form veritable

museums, art galleries, and libraries

by means of which archaeologists have
been able to build up a picture of that

long-departed civilization far more A Mummy Case

vivid than the pictures we have of

many much younger ones. ever could have
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Immortality and Morality. The Egyptian’s belief in im-

mortality has a value not only for the archaeologist but for

every one of us. Probably as early as 2000 B. c. it led him to

draw this important inference, namely, that if he would win
happiness bej^ond the grave he would have to act decently

toward his fellow men while he was yet on this side of the

grave. Religion now ceased to be purely a matter of form

and ceremony and began to be a force for bringing justice

between man and man on earth. Thus, hundreds of years

before the days of the Hebrew prophets and the Greek
philosophers the Egyptians discovered a combination— the

combination of religion and morality (or conduct) — which

from that time' to this has been the most powerful force help-

ing man to achieve his most glorious possession, character. 1

Section 1. What is the meaning of the time chart at the beginning

of this chapter ? Why was it placed there? What is meant by "the

frontiers of time”? What reasons had Herodotus for saying that

Egypt was "the gift of the Nile”? What other items in this section

point to the fact that the history student needs to know geography ?

Section 2. What is meant by saying that economic factors were

basic in the life of Egypt ? Do you think that the same holds true with

us today? Who made and carried out the laws of Egypt ? How does

our system differ from the Egyptian system ? Which has been tried

longer ? Describe the economic life of early Egypt.

Section 3. The Egyptians took their learning seriously, but we
smile at it. Is it fair to conclude that men five thousand years from

now will smile at some of our present-day learning that we take seri-

ously? Name some things they may smile at. What idea that He-

rodotus expressed in words did the Egyptians express pictorially ?

Note. For Things to Do and Readings, see end of next chapter.

1 See an Egyptian noble’s self-appraisal in Breasted’s Ancient Times.

Some Key Words

Herodotus Menes Khufu (Cheops)

autocrat Memphis calendar

lunar monotheism

solar mummy

Questions



CHAPTER VII • Telling about the Fall of the Old

Kingdom and the Rise and Fall of the Empire

1. The Fall of the Old Kingdom

Dynasties. The rulers of Egypt are usually spoken of as

belonging to dynasties numbered from I to XXXI. This

method dates from about 300 b.c., when it was introduced

by an Alexandrian scholar named Manetho, who wrote a

history of the Pharaohs. Only a few of the dynasties can be

mentioned here.

The Old Kingdom. Menes, who united Upper and Lower

Egypt, was the first ruler of the 1st Dynasty (c. 3400 B.c.).

His reign marks the beginning of what is known as the Old

Kingdom.
The pyramid-builders belonged to the IVth Dynasty.

Their civilization, which was described in the preceding

chapter, marked the climax of the first Egyptian rise and fall.

By the end of the Vlth Dynasty (c. 2500 b.c.) the Old King-

dom had passed away.

The Shepherd Kings. By about 2500 B. c. Egypt was again

broken up into a number of petty principalities. But Egyp-
tian civilization kept on much as before ; indeed, it became
rather better in some respects. For example, it was in this

period that some of the finest work in stone and metal was
done.

Nevertheless a divided Egypt was a weak Egypt, and
presently it was conquered by the Hyksos, or Shepherd
Kings, from Asia. The conquerors were probably a Semitic 1

people, though not all scholars are agreed on this point, and
by 1800 B. c. they were well in control of Egypt, where they
remained until about 1580 b.c.

i s£ mit'Ik.
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Navigation on the J\[ile about Four Thousand Years Ago

The man at the bow manages the sail and directs the ship ; the man at the rudder
keeps time for the rowers, who are further encouraged by the two men wielding

lashes. Note how the artist has suggested the ripples on the river

2. The Age of Emperors Begins

A New Capital. The restorers of Egyptian independence

were Theban princes, whose dynasty (the XVIIIth) marks
the second great climax in Egyptian civilization.

The center of the new and brilliant civilization was not

at the old capital, Memphis, but farther up the river, at

Thebes. We have space to mention only its chief outward

sign, its temples. The greatest of these was what is now called

the Temple of Karnak (from the modern name for Thebes).

Dedicated to the god Amon, 1 it was one of the world’s marvels

of the skill of builder, sculptor, and painter.

The Difference between a Kingdom and an Empire. We
call the Egypt of the pyramid-builders a kingdom because it

was confined largely to a unified area (the Nile valley) and

1 a'mpn. See Temple of Karnak (restored) on chart, p. 829.
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A Pharaoh at War

Note that he could shoot an arrow while he drove a chariot. Would he have had
tiny great difficulty in learning how to fly a plane? Find two of the three ele-

ments that helped to build Egypt’s empire

had a single government and a common culture. Now, under

the XVIIIth Dynasty, Egypt extended its sway beyond the

Nile valley and got control over peoples with different cul-

tures. Such a state we call an empire.

Three New Things. Since the Pyramid Age three things

had come into Egypt which helped her to become again a

great political and military power. The first was the horse,

the second was the chariot, and the third was the idea of a

professional, or "standing/’ army. All these the Egyptians

got from Asia.

With a trained soldiery equipped with chariots and iron

weapons, and with the vast resources of Egypt to draw on, the

Theban Pharaohs were able to extend their rule to the Fourth
Cataract on the south and, on the northeast, across Syria to

the upper waters of the Euphrates, from whence the Shepherd
Kings had come (see map, p. 74).
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Map of the Egyptian Empire of about 1500 b.c.

This map should do more than show you the size of that empire. The Great
Circle should remind you (1) that the world is round and (2) that the Egyptian
today thinks he is on the top of the world (just as we are apt to do) and that we
are hanging on to the side (just as we are apt to think that he is) — another nice

instance of relativity. The Clock (1) enables us to tell what time it is now in

Egypt and the Near East in general and (2) suggests what a good timepiece the

sun is. While men along the Potomac about 1500 B.c. (if there were any) were
having their noonday meal, the workers on the Temple of Karnak were having

their supper (if there was any) 1

Hatshepsut and Thothmes III, Egypt became an empire

largely through the genius of Thothmes 2 (or Thutmose) III

(1501-1447 B.c.), who is counted the first great general in

1 Make a Great Circle and a Clock (each with movable hands) and adjust the

hands for your town and your history hour. 2 thbth'mez.
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Thothmes the Third and Hatshepsut (the First and Only)

Queen Hatshepsut dominates this picture as much as she seems to have dominated
the Theban royal household thirty-five hundred years ago. It is startling to note
the modern treatment of the exquisite beauty of the first great woman in history,

with its look of alertness and high breeding, in a piece of stone over three thousand
years old

history. During the first part of his career, however, he was
held in check by his wife, Hatshepsut, 1 who was either his

aunt or half-sister 2 (scholars are not agreed), and who came
to the throne before him, in her own right. She ruled alone

until her death (c. 1479 B.c.), and concerned herself chiefly

with beautifying the new capital and developing friendly

trade relations with distant lands. She may rightly be called

the first great woman in history.

A Human Touch in Royalty. There is a very human touch
in the lives of the first great general and the first great woman
in history, who were also man and wife. They didn’t like

each other
;
and after Hatshepsut was dead and the first great

general ruled alone, he had the name of the first great woman
erased or covered up wherever he could, so that later ages

1 hat shSp'sut.

* In the early days of Egypt no one outside the royal family was thought good
enough to marry into it.
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Ikhnaton and his Wife, Queen Nefertiti

" We must look back upon him today not only as the world’s first idealist and the
world’s first individual but also as the earliest monotheist and the first prophet
of internationalism— the most remarkable figure of the ancient world before the

Hebrews.”— J. H. Breasted

might know nothing of her. But modern scholars have un-

done his work, and Hatshepsut now has her place in history-

even though she had to wait a long time for it .
1

3. The First Man with a World Vision

Ikhnaton (Amenhotep IV). After about two hundred years

of greatness another period of decline began, and the cause

seems to have been that Egypt produced a ruler with a

1 About the time of Hatshepsut another empire was developing in Asia Minor,

namely, the Hittite Empire, which flourished from about 1400 to about 1250 B. c.

The Hittites’ success was due in large measure to their early monopoly of iron

weapons. They had large iron deposits (see map, p. 74), and they were the first

to devise apparatus for producing iron on a large scale. They got much of their

civilization from Babylonia and Egypt.
Another region that flourished in this period, and was also strongly influenced

by Egypt, was the Aigean region, especially Crete and Mycenae, of which we shall

speak in connection with the Greeks.
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great spiritual vision. His name was Amenhotep 1 (IV),

meaning "Amon rests,” but he changed it to Ikhnaton ,

2

meaning "Aton 3 is satisfied.” If you grasp what is implied

in this change of names you will have the key to one of the

most extraordinary persons in history.

Thinking in World Terms Religiously. Amon was the

Theban state god, and, as the power of Thebes grew, the

worship of Amon spread. This did not mean, however, that

the Egyptians believed that there was only one God who
was God of all the earth. It seems to have been entirely

beyond the range of their understanding to conceive of any
universal force, that is, a force at work everywhere. Until

Thothmes III established the empire, they had had so little

contact with the outside world that they thought of foreign

peoples as living under quite a different rule of nature. They
knew, for example, that the Babylonians had grain, just as

they themselves did, but apparently it never occurred to

them that the forces that made their grain grow were the

same forces that made the Babylonians’ grain grow. How-
ever, with the establishment of the empire there came more
contacts with outsiders, and the Egyptians now began to

think in terms of something larger than their narrow na-

tional boundaries, just as in our own day the cable, the
" movies,” and the radio are accomplishing the same result

all over the world. But in religious matters the Egyptians

remained narrowly nationalistic.

Then Ikhnaton appeared on the scene, and his greatness

lies in the fact that he evolved the idea of one only God who
ruled over all the earth and who was a kindly Father of All

Men, interested in the welfare of all his children, whether
they were Egyptian or of some other race. Ikhnaton took
the sun god Aton to embody this ideal of a universal god

;

and in order to establish the sole worship of Aton, he
caused the names of the old gods to be erased from all the

temples.

a mgn ho'tgp. 2 lk na'ton. 3 a'ton.
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Thinking in World Terms Politically. Ikhnaton’s work
affords another interesting parallel to conditions today be-

cause just as Ikhnaton tried to get men to think about

religion in terms of the whole world rather than in terms of

their nation, so today world leaders, like Aristide Briand in

France, Lord Cecil in England, Nicholas Murray Butler and

Jane Addams in the United States, have tried to get people to

think about politics in terms of the world rather than in terms

of their particular national state, whether that state be in the

Eastern Hemisphere or in the Western Hemisphere. And the

one task seems to have been no easier than the other is.

Ikhnaton’s plan for establishing the universal worship of

Aton 1 was bitterly resented by the nationally minded priests

of Amon
;
but as long as Ikhnaton lived they could do noth-

ing, so they bowed before the storm. However, the storm

did not last long. Ikhnaton died after a reign of about fifteen

years (1358 b. c.), and soon the old gods and their priests

were back, now more powerful than ever. 2

Decline and Fall of the Empire. The glory of Egypt was re-

vived from time to time during the next eight hundred years,

notably under Seti and Ramses II of the XIXth Dynasty.3

But the efforts to hold the outlying provinces were exhaust-

ing, and by the beginning of the first millennium B.c. (that

is, c. 1000 b. c.) Egypt ceased to be one of the great moving
forces in the world. Her power to strike out along new lines

was gone.

About 670 b.c. the Assyrians conquered the Delta, and
in 525 b.c. the Persians under Cambyses supplanted the

Assyrians. Thus at about the middle of our five-thousand-

year period the long chapter of Egypt as one of the pioneers

in civilization comes to an end.

1 Ikhnaton seems to have regarded the sun god Aton and the sun god Re as

one and the same.
2 The restorer of the old religion was Ikhnaton’s son-in-law, Tutankhamen

(toot ank'a mSn), whose tomb was discovered in 1922.
3 It was probably Ramses II who oppressed the Israelites, and Merneptah

(XIXth Dynasty) from whom they escaped (see page 230).
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4. Looking back over Twenty-five Hundred Years
in Egypt

Two Great Ages. By 3000 B.c. the Egyptians had already

achieved many of the elements of civilization. During the

next twenty-five hundred years their power passed through a

series of ups and downs. Egypt had two great ages. The first,

which reached its height under the pyramid-builders of the

IVth Dynasty, centered about Memphis (c. 3000 B.c.). Dur-

ing the next thousand years her career was a checkered one

;

she was dominated now by her own nobles and now by out-

siders (the Shepherd Kings).

With the XVIIIth Dynasty (c. 1500 B.c.) Egypt attained

her second great age, which centered this time around Thebes,

farther up the Nile. From the gorgeous Temple of Kamak we
might call the period the Age of the Temple-Builders. In this

age Egypt was an empire, stretching far beyond the limits of

the Nile valley.

After several hundred years of splendor a rapid decline

began in the reign of Ikhnaton, the only man Egypt seems to

have produced who had a great spiritual vision. After an-

other series of rises and falls Egypt became a Persian province

(525 b.c.) and remained a Persian province for about two
hundred years.

Taking Leave of Egypt. So at the middle point of the five

thousand years we are considering, Egypt is in the hands of

the Persians. We can safely turn our attention from her for a

long time. The Egyptians have had their day
;
their period

of doing new things is over, so that when next we look their

way we shall find them much the same as when we left them
at 500 b.c. This, however, should not blind us to the fact

that they had done some things which were quite as remark-

able as anything that we have done and that we, together

with the whole civilized world, owe them a great debt for

the good things they had built into the foundations of our

civilization.
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Now we shall turn to the other great river valley, that of

the Tigris-Euphrates, and bring its story up to about 500 B.c.

7o 7igris -Euphrates Valley

Hf

Readings

Breasted, Ancient Times, chaps, ii-iii. Davis, Readings in Ancient History,

I, chap. i. Reinach, Apollo, chap. iii. Van Loon, Story of Mankind,
chaps, iv-vi. Wells, Outline of History, chap. xiv. Fiction. Ebers, Uarda
(14th century b.c.)

;
An Egyptian Princess (5th century B.C.).

Some Key Words

dynasty Hyksos Thothmes III Ikhnaton Hatshepsut
Manetho Thebes (Kamak) Hittite Ramses II 525 B.c.

Questions

Section 2. What is the difference between a kingdom and an
empire ? What four innovations aided the Theban Pharaohs in ex-

tending their power? Does the First Great Woman or the First

Great General in history owe more to modern scholars ? Why ?

Section 3. What did Ikhnaton try to do ? What event in Biblical

history occurred during the XIXth Dynasty?

Section 4. Which were the two most important Egyptian dynas-

ties ? What did each accomplish ? During about how many millen-

niums was Egypt one of the leaders in civilization ?

Things to Do

1. Begin your time chart for the Near East millenniums. See

chart on page 115 for suggestions.

2. On an outline map of the Mississippi Valley draw the Nile

River from the First Cataract to the sea. Put the Delta at the mouth
of the Mississippi. Near what place on the Mississippi does the First

Cataract come ?

3. Make your own symbol for the Egyptian sources of power.
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Unit III * In which the Story of the Fertile Crescent

rushes over the Same Two and a Half Millenniums

as in Egypt



If You have Trouble with Dates, Here is where your Troubles Began

In 747 b.g. the Babylonian Nabonassar decided to keep track erf the years. This
was long before the Greeks and Romans began to do so, though when they did

begin they counted from an earlier date than 747 B. c. (See page 31)



CHAPTER VIII • How far the Sumerians had ad'

vanced by about 3000 b.c. and how they taught

the Semites to write; also how the Semites produced a

Great Lawgiver and how they received a Noble Animal

Friend
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This unit deals with the region and period on the shaded

bar. (See page 49)

1. The Tigris-Euphrates Valley 1

Another Cradle of Civilization. The Tigris-Euphrates val-

ley forms another region where civilization was early achieved.

As in the case of Egypt, most of what we know about its

history is due to the labors of modern scholars, some of whom
are our fellow countrymen.

1 A Warning. One of the commonest errors made by beginners in history is

that of thinking that whatever comes later in the book deals with things which
happened later in time. Note, therefore, that in this unit we are going back to

about 3000 B.c. and shall cover the first half of our five-thousand-year period again.

83
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Another Early Cradle of Civilization

Note that the Persian Gulf extended farther north than at the present time

The Plain of Shinar, 1 later called Babylonia, stretched

northwest from the Persian Gulf. It was shut in by mountain,

sea, and desert, except on the north, where a narrow strip ran

along the Tigris to a point not far beyond Nineveh. Here it

turned westward across the middle course of the Euphrates,

then southward to the Desert of Sinai. It is for this region

that Breasted coined the expressive term "Fertile Crescent”

(see map above).

2. Another Remarkable Early Civilization

The Sumerians. By 3000 B.c. civilization was as firmly

established in the Tigris-Euphrates valley as in the valley of

the Nile. Near the head of the Persian Gulf there lived a

people about whom we know little except that they had prob-

ably come from the mountains to the east and were not

Semites. Long before 3000 b. c. they had mastered the prob-

1 shi'nar.
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lem of irrigation and had achieved many other things, among
which were language, writing, and numbers .

1

Cuneiform. The Sumerians

wrote on clay tablets, using a

reed cut square at the end.

When it was held at an angle

and pressed against the clay,

this writing instrument made
a wedge-shaped dent; hence

their writing is called cunei-

form 2 (from the Latin cuneus,

''wedge”). Like the writing

of the Egyptians, it began as

picture writing; but as the

writers developed speed they

gradually changed the pic-

tures into mere signs, or sym-

bols, in which it is frequently

difficult to see the original picture.

A Durable Writing Material. The clay

tablets were baked, after which, at least

in later times, they were often covered

with more clay and baked again. This

was the way envelopes were made in

Babylonia

!

Whatever we may think of clay as a

writing material, we must admit that it

is durable. In your local museum you
will probably find clay tablets which are

three or four thousand years old and
which, it is safe to say, will be just as legible as they are today
long after our wood-pulp paper books have crumbled to dust.

1 C. L. Woolley, leader of the joint archaeological expedition of the University of

Pennsylvania and the British Museum, claims that the Sumerian civilization is older

than the Egyptian (see his Sumerians, 1929). G. E. Smith not only gives priority to

Egypt, but claims that all other early civilizations, even those in Central America,
were derived from Egypt (see his Human History, 1930). 2 ku ne'I form.

An Unopened Clay

Letter

Early Sumerian Official

This benign and expressive statue

might almost pass for that of an
eighteenth-century divine
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Another Mystery Solved. After having been used for many
hundred years, the time came when cuneiform, like hieroglyph-

ics, was forgotten

and became a mys-

tery. This mystery

too was unraveled

only in very recent

times and marks an-

other triumph of

modern scholarship

(see page 105).

Sexagesimal System. The Sumerian system of numbers was
based on sixty, and hence is called sexagesimal. Remnants of

it have persisted to our own day. We count the minutes and
seconds by sixties, and also the degrees of the circle (which

equal six sixties). Every time, therefore, that we look at our

watch or use a circle in working out a problem in geometry,

the old Sumerian past lives on in us.

Calendar and Culture. Normally, the Sumerians’ year was
made up of twelve moon-months, but when the calendar

got too far behind they slipped in an extra month. On the

cultural side the Sumerians were noted especially for their

skill and good taste in seal-cutting and in engraving stone

and metal surfaces. The United States and other modern
nations owe the eagle on their national coats of arms to these

early artists of five thousand years ago. Sumerian builders

made use of the arch, the vault, and the dome from a very

early date, but these architectural forms were not widely

used until much later, by the Romans.

3. The First Great Semitic Power

The First Civilized Semites. North of Sumer, in the region

called Akkad, where the Tigris and Euphrates come closest

together, there lived some wandering tribesmen of a different

race. They were Semites— the first of that nomad race

The Same Bird, though Improved in Looks
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to leave the arid Arabian desert in search of a more hospitable

home in the Fertile Crescent. From the point of view of the

Sumerians they were a backward race, living in tents and
having no written language, no organized warfare, nor many
of the other marks of civilization. 1 But, like our ancestors,

the Akkadians were capable of learning both the arts of

peace and those of war, and ended by conquering their

teachers.

Sargon I. The conquest of the Sumerians was made
(c. 2750 B.c.) by a great chieftain named Sargon. After his

line declined, Sumer and Akkad formed a joint kingdom
which lasted for over three hundred years (c. 2500-2200 b. c.).

Since their first contact with the Sumerians, the Akka-
dians had learned to write their own language in cuneiform

characters, and they were thus the first Semitic people to

acquire a written language. In sculpture and seal-cutting

they came in time to surpass their teachers.

4. A Great Lawgiver

Hammurapi. After Sargon I more than six hundred years

passed before another great figure appeared in this region.

Then came Hammurapi 2
(c. 2100 b.c.), who put Babylonia

on the map by making the hitherto insignificant little town
of Babylon the capital of an empire which extended from the

Persian Gulf to the Mediterranean Sea. From now on we may
rightly apply the name "Babylonia” to the Plain of Shinar.

The Oldest Code in the World. Besides making Babylon a

great city, Hammurapi is noted for another achievement:

he drew up a code of laws which is the oldest one in existence

and which is as remarkable as it is old. Though it dates

from almost four thousand years ago, nevertheless some parts

of it read like a twentieth-century document.

1 In the same way the Germanic and Celtic ancestors of many of us were re-

garded as "backward” by the Romans.
2 ham <56 ra'pe.
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How the Babylonians Thought they Got their Laws

Hammurapi must have had a good memory to remember the many-thousand-
word code that the sun god is supposed to have given him. 1 Compare page 140

The code is of interest to the historian on account of the

light it sheds on the civilization of Babylon. By using it as

you used the description of the Great Pyramid, you too can

make it tell much about life in the days of Hammurapi.
For example, starting with the code as a whole, the mere
fact that there was such a code means that there must have

been judges and other officials to carry it out .
2

The Beginning of the Horse Age. Like all the empires of

early antiquity, Hammurapi’s empire was held together

largely by force, and when his strong hand was gone it

broke up. Its downfall was marked by an event of great

interest and importance. Its destroyers (rude mountaineers

from the east, called Kassites) brought with them the horse.

That noble friend of man now makes its first appearance in

1 This drawing is based on the carving on a four-thousand-year-old stone shaft,

which also bears Hammurapi’s code. Note the flaming shoulders, which symbolize

the sun god.
2 You will find excerpts in W. S. Davis’s Readings in Ancient History, Vol. I.
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the pages of history as a domesticated animal. 1 It was to set

the pace for man from that day until the automobile ushered

in what we often call

the Horseless Age.

Life goes on much as

Before. After the break-

up of Hammurapi’s em-
pire another long inter-

val elapsed before a new
power dominated the

Tigris-Euphrates region.

For the rank and file,

however, life went on

much as before. Chil-

dren grew up, worked,

worshiped, and finally

died, just as they had
in the days of Hammurapi ;

and, for all we know, they were

just as happy (or as miserable) in smaller units as they had
been in the vast empire.

A Modem Parallel. Many of you had great-great-grand-

parents who lived through much the same sort of experience.

A few years after Washington died (1799) the French general

Napoleon Bonaparte conquered most of Europe and built up
an empire which included France, Holland, Belgium, Spain,

Italy, Switzerland, and parts of Germany. About the only

difference this made to your ancestors there was that where
before they had been taxed by a native prince, they were now
taxed by a French one. This lasted for a shorter time than you
have lived. After about ten years Napoleon was overthrown,

and his empire broke up as completely as Hammurapi’s had
done. Your ancestors again had the privilege of paying taxes

to a native prince, and many of them would have been hard

put to it to tell which system they liked the better. 2

1 This was about four hundred years before the horse had appeared in Egypt
(p. 73). 2 For a summary of this chapter, see pages 110-111.

Wk> do you suppose Got the Greater Thrill,

the Babylonians or the- Americans ?

Which is more likely still to be "going strong”
in 5000 a.d., the horse or the automobile?
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Readings

Breasted, Ancient Times, chap. iv. Davis, Readings, I, chap. ii. Reinach,
Apollo, chap. iii. Van Loon, Story of Mankind, chaps, vii-viii. Wells,
Outline of History, chap. xiv.

Tigris-Euphrates

Some Key Words

Sumerian Akkad Hammurapi
Babylonia cuneiform Semite Kassite

Fertile Crescent sexagesimal Sargon I

Things to Do

1. With the key words above as guides, draw up a list of appro-

priate questions for this chapter.

2. Here are a few excerpts from the code of Hammurapi. Using

them as you did the picture of the Great Pyramid (p. 11), draw all the

inferences you can about the civilization of Babylonia in Hammu-
rapi’s day

:

a. " If a man has stolen an ox, or a sheep, or an ass, or a pig, or a

ship from the priests or the king, let him pay thirtyfold. But if he

have stolen from a poor man, he shall repay tenfold.” (If you need a

hint to get started, note that they had (1) thieves and (2) a system of

counting. What else?)

b. " If a man has set his face against his son, and declared to the

judges, 'I intend to cut off my son,’ then the judge shall seek his

reasons ; and if the son be not guilty of a crime which destroys his

rights of sonship, the father may not cut him off.”

c. "If a physician cure the shattered limb of a man of rank, the

patient shall give him five shekels of silver. If the patient is the son

of a poor man, he shall give three shekels of silver.”

d. " If a man has shattered the limb of a man of rank, let his own
limb be shattered. If he has shattered the limb of a poor man, let him

pay one maneh of silver.”



CHAPTER IX • Showing how Colonists from

Babylon overcame the Babylonians with the Aid

of Iron Weapons procured from the Hittites, and how

they finally overcame their Semitic Kinsmen in the West

1. Another Great Semitic Power

The Assyrians. About eight hundred years after Ham-
murapi, some new empire-builders came from the upper

waters of the Tigris. 1

Their forbears were

Semites who had es-

tablished the city of

Assur (c. 3000 b. c.) and

so came to be called

Assyrians. For hun-

dreds of years they

were under the rule now
of the Babylonians and
now of the Hittites of

Asia Minor, but finally

they got the upper

hand.

A New Munition of War. In their struggle for power they

were aided unwittingly by their enemy, the Hittites in Asia

Minor, from whom they got new types of weapons, namely,

spears and arrows with heads that were made of iron. (It may
help you to grasp the importance to the Assyrians of this

event if you think of what it meant to the American Indians

to get a new type of weapon (the rifle) from the white man.)

1 " Mesopotamia ” is the name given to the region between the Tigris and the
Euphrates. It comes from two Greek words meaning "between the rivers.”

91

New Weapons have always Delighted

the Heart of Man

As he grew older, they grew deadlier
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The Assyrians introduced the new "munition of war" on a

larger scale than had been known before
;
they equipped their

whole army with it. Another novel thing that they did was to

substitute cavalry for chariots. (What was the advantage of

making this change ?)

Now the Assyrians began to expand. By about 1300 b.c.

they had pushed the Hittites back into Asia Minor and had
conquered the Babylonians. They then moved westward along

the Fertile Crescent toward the Mediterranean, but here their

way was blocked for a long time by others of their own race.

2. Semitic Traders on Land and Sea

The Western Semites; the Arameans. Foremost among the

western Semites who barred the way of the Assyrians were

the Arameans. 1 They had early come out of that great

Semitic reservoir, Arabia, and had settled in the north of the

Fertile Crescent.

Being located on the highway which linked the two great

centers of civilization (Egypt and Babylonia), they were in a

favorable position to become merchants and traders. Notice

again how geographic conditions offer men an opportunity.

The Arameans had the intelligence to take advantage of this

opportunity ;
indeed, they displayed a genius for trade, and

soon they dominated the commercial world of that day.

Their cities, notably Damascus, became rich and powerful.

Camel trains from all quarters lumbered in and out of their

market places, bearing ivory, rare woods, and precious stones

from Egypt, dyes from Phoenicia, iron from the Black Sea,

and textiles and spices from Babylon.

Life was pleasant for the children of the rich Aramean
traders, and it probably never occurred to them that their

civilization would one day pass away.

What the Trader has meant to Civilization. It is worth while

for us to pause again and try to grasp the significance of the

1 Sr a me'anz.



How the Near East exchanged Things and Ideas and grew in

Like-Mindedness
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work of the trader. Every time an Egyptian got a new fabric

from Babylon, or a Babylonian got a new architectural design

from Egypt, it meant
that thenumber of ideas

the two peoples had in

common was increased.

As a result the barriers

which separated them
were lowered in some
degree, and to that de-

gree (no matter how
slight it may have been)

the chances of their un-

derstanding each other

were increased.

We shall see in the

course of this book that trade often led to war. But this must
not blind us to the fact that by increasing the "like-minded-

ness” of people, it has also been a great factor for peace.

The Phoenicians. West of the Arameans and along the

coast of the Mediterranean lived another Semitic people,

called Phoenician. 1 They form another excellent example of

the influence of physical environment upon a people. These

wanderers from the Arabian Desert had never even seen a

ship, let alone sailed one, until they had come to their new
home; yet two of the things we chiefly associate with the

Phoenicians are their daring exploits at sea and their long

monopoly of the Mediterranean trade.

The sea stood as a constant challenge to them, and they

mastered it more completely than anyone had before them.

They learned shipbuilding and seamanship from the Cretans

(p. 122) ; and when the Cretan sea kings were overthrown, the

Phoenicians took the lead in sea trade and kept it for hun-

dreds of years.

1 fe nish'an. Look out for this word, which is more commonly mispronounced
than any other word in ancient history.

A Phoenician Ship

From an Assyrian bas-relief, seventh
century B. c.
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Spreaders of Culture. The chief city-states of the Phoeni-

cians were Tyre and Sidon. It was a king of Tyre named
Hiram who supplied King Solomon with the cedars of Leb-

anon with which to build the temple at Jerusalem (see

page 233). Their leading colony was Carthage (founded by
Tyre, c. 800 B.C.), but they had many others in various parts

of the Mediterranean world (see the map, p. 129).

They discovered silver in Spain, so much of it that for

the first time in history silver became more common (and

hence less valuable) than gold. They ventured beyond the

Pillars of Hercules (the Strait of Gibraltar) to the British

Isles, whence they brought back tin. No doubt they gave in

exchange some of the purple dye for which they were famous

and which they extracted from sea mollusks.

Like their Aramean kinsmen, the Phoenicians spread ideas

as well as merchandise. This makes their activities of more
interest to us than are those of their land-traveling kinsmen

(the Arameans), because the Phoenicians traded with the

peoples on the coasts of Europe, from southern Russia to

Italy, France, and Britain. In all probability, therefore,

some of their wares were used by our early European ances-

tors, and some of the ideas they brought along may have
helped to make those rude forbears of ours a little less bar-

barous.

What was not so pleasant (but perhaps just as interesting

to us) is the fact that they probably kidnaped some of our

early ancestors and sold them into slavery. Almost all early

traders dealt in slaves, and when there were none to be

bought they kidnaped free persons rather than return with-

out a cargo.

The Alphabet. The Phoenicians were skilled workers in

metal, wood, and ivory, but nothing that they did deserves

to be mentioned in the same breath with their work in de-

veloping and spreading alphabetic writing.

According to present-day scholars this system of writing

was not invented by them (as used to be taught in your
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How the Alphabet

father’s day) but by some other Semites who lived nearer to

Egypt. Though based on hieroglyphics, it was an infinitely

superior system; for whereas some hieroglyphic signs still

stood for syllables or whole words, the new signs stood for

sounds only.

This first alphabet had twenty-two signs, or letters, all of

which stood for consonants. The Phoenicians taught it to

the Greeks, who added vowel sounds. The Greeks taught it

to the Romans, and through the Romans it came to western

Europe and thence to us. So, as you read these words, they

ought to remind you once more that the past is not dead

but very much alive .
1

The Hebrews. South of the Arameans and the Phoenicians

lived a third Semitic people, the Hebrews, of whom we shall

speak more in detail later on. For the present it is enough

to say that at the time of the Assyrian menace they were

organized into two kingdoms— a northern one, called Israel,

with its capital at Samaria, and a southern one, called Judah,

with its capital at Jerusalem.

1 The Romans had all but one of our letters, namely, w, which was developed

in the Middle Ages. From its name and form you can tell that it came from two
letters which the Romans used interchangeably. Which were they? The Romans
developed the style of lettering in which this book is printed.
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came to Us

3. Assyrian Triumph and Downfall

Assyrian Triumph. The Assyrians never gave up trying to

win the west, and finally, about the middle of the eighth

century B.c., they were successful. Damascus fell in 732 B.c.,

and Samaria, the capital of Israel, followed in 722. The
kingdom of Judah escaped. (You can read about this in the

Old Testament.)

Sargon II. During this western campaign the Assyrian

general in charge of the siege of Samaria usurped the throne

(722). He knew enough history to know that the greatest

Semite soldier and ruler before him was Sargon of Akkad

;

so he took that name. He is known to history as Sargon II.

He and his three able successors 1 ruled for almost a hundred

years. Under them Assyria flourished mightily.

A Rapid Decline and Fall. Then Assyria fell, and with

startling rapidity. Some of the reasons for her rapid decline

are not hard to find. (1) In the homeland more and more
men were taken from the fields and put into the great fight-

ing machine until there were few left to till the soil. (2) In

the conquered provinces harsh rule bred revolt. (3) On the

borders of the empire were jealous rivals.

1 Sennacherib, Esarhaddon, and Assurbanipal.
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For a brief period in the seventh century b. c. Assyria had control of Egypt, thus
ruling over both of the earliest cradles of civilization

Out of the Arabian Desert came another Semitic band, the

Chaldeans, 1 who made themselves masters of Babylonia.

Near the end of the seventh century B.c. these new Baby-
lonians joined with the Medes 2 (who lived east of the Tigris

River) against their common enemy, and in 612 b.c. the

Assyrian capital, Nineveh, fell.

Assyrian Contributions. The chief cultural advance made
by the Assyrians was in the building and decorating of pal-

1 k31 de'anz. 2 medz.
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An Assyrian Lion-hunting Party

The Assyrians were great masters of carving in low relief

aces. They contributed little to learning except to the science

of warfare ; but they did do one interesting thing in the in-

tellectual realm— they made a systematic collection of the

learning of the day and so formed the earliest library known
in Asia. This was done by the last great Assyrian ruler,

Assurbanipal .
1 A remarkable fact about this library is that

it is still in existence. After lying for twenty-five hundred
years amid the ruins of the palace, twenty-two thousand of

the clay tablets were found and are now in the British Mu-
seum. Many of them have been translated.

" There’s so much Good in the Worst of Us.” The library of

Assurbanipal should serve to warn us of the danger of at-

taching a brief label to any people. If the Assyrians were

merely the very cruel people they are generally pictured as

being, how are we to account for the fact that it was one of

their rulers who was responsible for building up such a work
of peace as a great library ?

We need to remember that a people is a very complex

group made up of hundreds of thousands of all sorts of in-

dividuals, and that any brief label we attach to them is

apt to leave many unaccounted for. This fact will become
clear to you if you will underline two of the following ad-

jectives which, in your opinion, best describe the American
people and then count up the number of people you yourselj

know to whom this characterization does not apply: The

1 a soor ba'ne pal. He reigned from about 668 to about 626 B. C.
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Assurbanipal pouring Libations over Dead Lions

Financing a library was not the only hobby of this early " Carnegie ”

American people are law-abiding, peaceful, rich, generous,

intelligent, cultured, warlike, handsome, healthy. This exer-

cise may make you willing to believe that the Assyrians were

probably no more cruel than the other peoples of their day .
1

Some Key Words

Assur Damascus Tyre Chaldean Nineveh 612 B.c.

Aramean Phoenician Sargon II Mede Persian Hebrews

Questions

Section 1. What new munition of war did the Assyrians have?

What other military innovation did they make?

Section 2. Why are the Phoenicians more a part of our Living

Past than the Arameans ? What was their greatest contribution ? Why
is an alphabetic system an improvement over a syllabic system?

What two Hebrew kingdoms were there in the eighth century b.c. ?

Section 3. Who was the first Assyrian ruler to get control of the

western part of the Fertile Crescent? What were some of the causes

of the Assyrians’ downfall? In what branch of art did they excel?

Who was Assyria’s "Man with a Library” ?

Note. For Readings, see page 112.

1 For a summary of this chapter, see pages 110-111.



CHAPTER X * Telling how the Long Rule of the

Semites was brought to an End by Indo-European

Persians, who, however, could not subdue the Indo-

European Greeks

1. The Chaldean (or

Nebuchadnezzar. Now
for a second time the city

of Babylon took the cen-

ter of the stage. It was
for only a brief period

(c. 606-539 b. c.), but a

brilliant one.

This second empire

stretched along the Fer-

tile Crescent, rounding

out the western part by
the conquest of the king-

dom of Judah. Many of

the leading Jews were

marched off to Babylonia

as captives, and Jerusa-

lem, their capital, was de-

stroyed (586 b.c.). This

was done by King Nebu-
chadnezzar.

A Great City. In the

days of Nebuchadnezzar,

Babylon grew to be far

greater than ever as a center of trade, industry, and culture.

It was a large city, the first very large one in Babylonia.
101

Second Babylonian) Empire

Palace of Nebuchadnezzar in Babylon,

showing the Hanging Gardens



A Babylonian Schoolroom was Not very Different from your Own,

if this Picture is as Correct as it is Charming

Note that some pupils are watching the teacher and some the reciter. Some have
the answers on their lips and some are not paying attention. (Compare with your

class during the next recitation period)
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The Hanging Gardens on the roof of the King’s palace were

counted by the Greeks as one of the seven wonders of the

world. Only less wonderful

were the palace itself and the

temples.

The Zodiac. Attached to

the temples were the astrolo-

gers, who studied the stars as

others before them had done

for two thousand years. They
now mapped out the heavenly

bodies into twelve groups of

stars; the signs that they

used for these groups we still

call, as theGreeks did, the signs

of the zodiac (see page 81).

Astrology still Alive. Most
of us reject astrology because

we think that in modern sci-

ence we have a better way of

explaining things; but even

today and in our own enlightened land a good many people

make a living as astrologers. And if you have ever said that you
were "born under a lucky star” or ever thanked your "lucky

star” for some unexpected good fortune, you have helped to

keep alive the ideas of the old Babylonian astrologers. 1

One more thing to note is that though at a later time

learned men rejected the fortune-telling part of the work
of the astrologers, they nevertheless did accept the careful

records made of the movements of the stars. So we must
credit the Babylonians, together with the Egyptians, with

having laid the foundations upon which the science of as-

tronomy was built.

1 It is reported that the general feeling of hopelessness that prevailed in Europe
after the World War let loose "more quacks, fortune-tellers, astrologers, and other

mystery mongers than ever before in human history.”

PROF. i. DOE JONES
World's Foremost

ASTROLOGER
Predicted the OCT. BREAK in the

STOCK MARKET
A YEAR IN ADVANCE
The New Readings for 1930 are

now ready. Why not find out what
the Stars hold in store for You dur-

ing the coming year? These Astro-

logical Forecasts deal with business

and social affairs, such as signing pa-

pers and contracts, seeking employ-

ment, speculation, stocks and bonds,

travel, love, courtship, marriage

health, accidents, lucky days, etc.

Should Wall Street engage this

Offshoot of Babylonia?
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2. The Coming of the Indo-European

Leadership passes from the Semites. After lasting hardly

seventy-five years the Chaldean Empire was overthrown, and
the leadership which
the Semites had exer-

cised in the Fertile

Crescent for two thou-

sand years came to an
end. The new rulers

were Indo-Europeans,

or Aryans (p. 52), from

the mountains and
highlands to the east

of the Tigris River and
the Persian Gulf (the

Iranian plateau).

The Aryans. About
1000 b. c. the two main
branches of the Aryans

were the Medes, living south of the Caspian, and the Per-

sians, living north of the gulf to which they gave their name.

It was the Medes who had joined with the Chaldeans in

overthrowing the Assyrians in 606 B. c. (p. 98). But they were

not destined long to be the leaders of the Aryans.

Cyrus of Anshan. Out of the mountains east of the Persian

Gulf came a petty chieftain leading a fighting peasant band.

His name was Kuru-sh, but we call him Cyrus
;
and he was on

his way to build a greater empire than the world had yet seen.

He united the kindred Persian tribes into a nation and
vanquished his Median overlords (553 B.C.).

He did Things by Sevens. Seven years after he had de-

feated the Medes, Cyrus overthrew Croesus, king of Lydia

(546 b. c.), and after another seven years he conquered Baby-
lon (539 B.c.). Now his empire stretched from the Persian

Gulf to the Mediterranean and Aegean seas.

A Reminder that there were Women
in Babylonia

What evidence is there that this early spinner

was well-to-do?
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Pictorial Part of the Behistun Roch'Carving Records of Darius’s

Victories over Rebellious Subjects
1

There are three other parts, each in a different cuneiform language. With these,

Rawlinson solved the mystery of wedge-shaped writing c. 1850. (See page 85)

In Babylon he found the Jews whom Nebuchadnezzar had
taken captive. Many of them were homesick, so he allowed

those who wished to go back to Jerusalem to do so.

His son Cambyses added Egypt to the empire (525 B.C.),

of which it remained a part for two hundred years (see map,

p. 110).

Darius, a Great Organizer. This vast empire was to last for

those twenty decades in spite of the fact that it had no
common language, religion, or interests. That it did last so

1 Reproduced by permission of the Trustees of the British Museum.
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long was owing largely to the organizing genius of Cambyses’
successor, Darius (reigned 521-c. 486 b.c.).

Darius had the wisdom to

make loyalty easy for the con-

quered peoples by interfering as

little as possible with their local

manners and customs. Except

that they now paid tribute and
supplied a certain number of

troops for the Persian army,

life for them went on very

much as it had before.

As an additional safeguard

of peace, Darius built a fine system of roads along which he

could rush troops from one part of the empire to another.

(What is the main purpose for which we build roads today ?)

3. Zarathustra

Persian Culture. When the Persians came out of their

mountain home they were fighters, stock-raisers, and tillers

of the soil, and such in the main they continued to be when
they reached the plains. They looked upon commerce as an
unworthy pursuit and left it to their Semitic subjects. 1

Their outlook upon life is shown by their aims, or "objec-

tives,” in education. They taught their boys (so Herodotus

tells us) "to ride, to shoot with the bow, and to speak the

truth.” 2 In art and architecture they showed little original-

ity but copied from their Babylonian and Assyrian prede-

cessors. Their main achievements were in government and
in religion.

1 The Assyrians before them and the Romans after them were likewise scornful

of trade and commerce. All, however, were glad to have merchants to tax

!

2 The Persian educators had one advantage over present-day American edu-

cators in that they could easily test the results of their work. As S. M. Crothers,

an American essayist, pointed out in one of his delightful essays, if a Persian boy
told lies, missed the bull’s-eye, and kept falling off his horse, you knew he wasn’t

educated ! Have we any such simple tests of an educated lad ?

Darius’s Seal engraved on a Cylin-

der and rolled on Clay

Try making one
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Life was pleasant for Persian children of the well-to-do,

and they probably never dreamed that one day their civiliza-

tion might pass away.

Why we believe that Zarathustra lived. The Persians had a

great religious teacher who is known as Zarathustra 1 (Per-

sian) or Zoroaster 2 (Greek) (and who lived about 1000 b.c.).

About him we know little and that only through tradition,

so that, as in the case of some other great religious leaders,

some scholars have doubted whether he ever lived. Most of

them, however, believe that he did live, if for no other reason

than that it seems more reasonable to believe it than to

doubt it.

We know from the Avesta (the Persian sacred books) about

certain lofty religious beliefs. Obviously, some person must
have been the first to proclaim these. That person, according

to tradition, was named Zarathustra, and since tradition is

the only evidence we have, that name will do as well as

any other.

"Thus spake Zarathustra.” Zarathustra taught that there

were two forces struggling to rule the world, Good and Evil.

Ahura Mazda, the Wise Spirit, the source of light and life,

waged incessant warfare against Ahriman, source of darkness

and death. Between these two contending forces man had
to choose, and happiness beyond the grave came only to

those who had chosen Ahura Mazda. The test of whether

he had chosen Ahura Mazda was the uprightness of his

character and the helpfulness of his conduct in the fight

against Evil.

It is this emphasis on the sort of thing a person did in

his everyday life and the sort of person he was rather than

on the number of "sacrifices and burnt offerings" he made
to his gods which measures the advance of the religion of

Zarathustra over most of the Semitic religions of that day.

A Warning. Don’t think that because the religion of the

Persians was based on the teachings of Zarathustra every

1 za ra thoos'tra. 2 z5 ro Ss'ter.
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Then they used intelligence and substituted a goat. Since then most men have
become so sensitive that they can kill with a clear conscience only in war

Persian lived up to these teachings. That would be as great

an error as the one your descendants of twenty-five hundred

years from now would make if, after reading in their history

books that America was a Christian land, they were to con-

clude that all people here shaped their daily life according

to Jesus’ Sermon on the Mount.
Some noble souls did try to live up to Zarathustra’s

teachings and so- kept them alive. But that was too hard a

task for the rank and file not only of the people but of the

priests themselves. So it came about that the Zarathustrian

teachings were largely lost sight of. Instead of insisting on

right living, the priests became satisfied once more with

mere religious forms and ceremonies.

Magic. The fact that we get our word ''magic” from

Magi (the name for the Persian priestly caste) tells us much
about the practices of the Persian priests. The Magi went
back (no doubt, very easily) to the crude religious practices

of the days before Zarathustra, which many of the common
people had never entirely given up. They charged fees for

their services. And the people were willing to pay ; it seemed
easier to pay for special protection than to live uprightly.
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A Precious Heritage. Nevertheless Zarathustra’s teachings

remained as a precious heritage, and the few who tried to

live up to them helped to give to Persian civilization a higher

moral tone than most of the other civilizations had.

4. Asiatic Aryan meets European Aryan

Persia Repulsed. Darius was not only an organizer, but he

was a conqueror as well. He added to the Persian dominions

Punjab, on the east,

and Arabia, on the

west. Then he crossed

the Hellespont into

Europe and received

the homage of Thrace

and Macedonia.

That was a mo-
mentous hour in world

history. It looked as

though all Europe
lay at the mercy of

Darius’s vast military

machine and was des-

tined to become a province of an Oriental despot, ruled by
Oriental satraps from Susa, and nurtured on an Oriental

civilization. The obstacles in the way seemed trivial — a

number of petty city-states scattered over the tiny Greek
peninsula and the islands of the Aegean .

1 These Greeks

had many fine qualities, but teamwork was not one of

them.

If ever the stars in their courses stopped to look down
on man, it must have been when the professional soldiers

of the Persian king stood face to face with the citizen sol-

diery of tiny Athens on the shores of the yEgean at

Marathon.

What Might Have Been if Marathon

had hern Lost

e je'an
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The First Great Aryan Empire (c. 500 b. c.) and the Tiny Cradle

of European Culture

If you had been a gambling Greek, should you have bet on the home
team in 490 B. c. ?

Darius was checked at Marathon (490 b.c.), as we shall

see (p. 149), and his successor, Xerxes, 1 was checked at Sala-

mis 2 ten years later. Thus Europe won the chance to become
Europe, and not a mere second Asia Minor.

5. What Twenty-Five Hundred Years had done to the
Fertile Crescent

Sumerians and Akkadians. At 3000 B. c. civilization in the

Sumerian city-states in the lower Tigris-Euphrates valley

was already well out of swaddling clothes. The Sumerians

became the teachers of the first Semitic tribes that came out

of Arabia, namely, the Akkadians. Among other things,

they taught them how to write. The Akkadians were apt

ztirk'sez. 2 s&l'a mis.
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students, and under the first great leader of their race, Sargon,

they ended by conquering their teachers.

Babylonians. After six hundred years another great Sem-
ite appeared in the person of Hammurapi, ''the Man with

a Code.” He made Babylon his capital. The name of Baby-
lonia endured, but Hammurapi’s empire fell before the horse-

riding Kassites from the eastern mountains.

Assyrians and Western Semites. After another long interval

the Assyrians built up another Semitic empire. Equipped
with new "engines of war” (cavalry and iron weapons), they

conquered the eastern half or more of the Fertile Crescent,

but in the west they were checked for a long time by others

of their own race — the rich Aramean traders, the Phoeni-

cians, and the Hebrews. The Phoenicians gave us most of our

alphabet, and the Hebrews contributed to our religion.

The western Semites held their ground for about three hun-

dred years ; then they were subdued by the Assyrians.

Chaldeans. Meanwhile a new Semitic wave, the Chaldean,

was gathering strength in the southwest, and an Indo-

European wave was gathering strength in the east. These

came together and engulfed Assyria, and Nineveh fell in

606 B. c.

A new Babylonia (or Chaldea) flared up brilliantly for a

brief moment under Nebuchadnezzar; then the two-thou-

sand-year-long rule of the Semites in the Fertile Crescent

came to an end.

Persians. With Cyrus the Persian, the Indo-European
came upon the scene, to remain thenceforth the dominant
figure in Western civilization. But Cyrus, far from ushering

in a new era, was destined to end the old one. Though the

Persians were Indo-Europeans, their ideas on government
and on the relations of man to man did not differ very much
from the ideas of the Semites whom they had conquered. So
it was with another Indo-European group farther west that

the new era was to begin.
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Readings

Breasted, Ancient Times, chaps, v-vi. Davis, Readings, I, chaps, ii-iii.

Reinach, Apollo, chap. iii. Van Loon, Story of Mankind, chaps, x-xi.

Wells, Outline of History, chaps, xvi, xv, xx. Fiction. Davis, Belshazzar

(the fall of Babylon).

Some Key Words

Nebuchadnezzar Cyrus

zodiac 539 B.C.

astrology Croesus

Iranian Plateau Lydia

Aryan (Indo-European) Cambyses

Darius Thrace

Zarathustra (Zoroaster) Greeks

Ahura Mazda
Magi
Punjab

Questions

Section 1. What happened to the Jews in the reign of Nebuchad-

nezzar? Which of the "Seven Wonders” was in Babylon? What are

the other six ? (See encyclopedia. ) What would you include in " Seven

Wonders of Today”? What advance in practical science did the

Chaldeans make ? What part of their work was used by later scien-

tists ? What is the difference between astrology and astronomy ?

Section 2. During how many centuries did the Semites dominate

the Fertile Crescent? What various groups of Indo-Europeans are

there? Did you ever see an Indo-European? What conquests did

Cyrus the Persian make ? What exiles did he allow to return to their

homes? Name some things that would come under the head of "civil

affairs.”

Section 3. Who was Herodotus ? What did he say were the aims

of education in ancient Persia? What are the aims of education in

present-day America
;

in other words, what is your school trying to

do to you ? What do you think the aims of education ought to be ?

Are the reasons given on page 107 enough to make you believe that

Zarathustra ever lived ? What did he teach ?

Section 4. What is meant by saying that Europe might have

become a second Asia Minor? What events determined that it was

not to become a second Asia Minor ?



CHAPTER XI • Summing up what Two River"

Valley Civilizations had achieved in Twenty"five

Hundred Years and noting some Things which they

had not Achieved

1. Some Things Achieved

A Gallop through the Centuries. In a very hasty manner

we have gone over a period of two and a half thousand years.

•Try to grasp the meaning of those words. From our starting-

point at the Great Pyramid to the battle of Marathon was as

long as from the battle of Marathon to the present time.

Perhaps the formula you learned in studying proportion may
help to impress this fact on you

:

:
gpooB-c. | ::

gc.500Rc.j
j :

jpTjT.pTj
]

The Great Pyramid is to the Battle of Marathon as the Battle of

Marathon is to the Battle of the Marne

Putting it in a Nutshell. The world over which the Persians

ruled about 500 B. c. had many of the things which still form

the basis of our own civilization. We can get some idea of

how basic they still are if we try to imagine what would hap-

pen to our civilization today if some of them (say, language

or numbers) were suddenly to be wiped out.

Much of what the people of that day had, had come to

them from the far-distant past. They were for the most part
113
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not creators but conservators, just as most of us are. The past

lived on in them, just as it does in us.

The most notable additions to culture which man had
made between 3000 and 500 B.c. were in (1) empire-building,

(2) temple-building, (3) road-building, (4) alphabetic writing,

and (5) coinage. The last three were invaluable instruments

for helping people to exchange ideas and goods.

Besides adding to the stock of ideas, man had also spread

these ideas over wide areas which in 3000 b. c. had been barba-

rous. This was done largely by traders, who were sometimes

merchant princes but more often humble peddlers and sailors.

2. Some Things Not Achieved

The Free Citizen. Among all the ideas the early traders

had to spread, the two that we value most highly today were

missing : the ideas of the free citizen and the free mind.

By "free citizen” we mean a person who can do pretty

much as he chooses so long as he does not interfere with the

rights of his fellow men, and who, moreover, has some voice

in determining how he shall be governed. There were no free

citizens in the great states we have been considering. All

men were subjects of absolute rulers, whose word was law.

The Free Mind. By "free mind” we mean the mind of a

person (1) who tries to find out why he does what he does or

why he believes what he believes and (2) who asks himself

whether his reasons for doing or believing are the best ones he

can find. He asks himself, for example, " Why do I belong to

such and such a political party? Is it because most of my
friends belong to it? Do I know anything about the other

parties?” Or he asks, "Why should I wait until the moon is

in a certain quarter before I plow my field ? [People still do

this in some parts of the world.] Is there any connection be-

tween the moon and good crops ? Is there anything else that

has a greater effect on good crops than the moon?” and so

on. You can think of many other examples.
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The Free Mind calls for Intelligent Reasons. After such

questioning a person may decide that he is in the right polit-

ical party after all or that the moon does have a great deal

to do with good crops. That isn’t the point. The point is that

now he has more intelligent reasons for doing as he does than

the poor reason that "it has always been done."

Men in the early Oriental empires did very little of this sort

of questioning. The world lay about them as a great mystery.

Most of the questions they were likely to ask about it had
long ago been answered in myths about good spirits and evil

spirits. Fathers handed these explanations on to their sons,

generation after generation, and the sons accepted them.

The sons thereby became at once as old (mentally) as their

fathers were, and as old as they would ever become, if they

lived to be a hundred.

Our Ideals of Manhood and Happiness. The ideal of man-
hood today, then, is different from the one which prevailed in

the empires of antiquity. It calls (1) for a man who uses and
keeps on using his intelligence in dealing with the problems

he meets and (2) for a man who is free to make himself count

for as much as he is worth in the life about him.

And our ideal of happiness is different, too. It lies in

striving actively to make the world of nature less and less

of a mysterious, hostile force and more and more of an in-

strument for ministering to the well-being of man.
Where we Got these Ideals. Where did these ideals come

from, and when and how ? Before they could arise, the world

needed more questioners than it had had heretofore. (1) It

needed men who would persistently ask questions about the

world — about plants and animals, about everything that

there was in nature — and seek answers to these questions,

and (2) it needed men who would persistently ask questions

about man himself and his relation to the world : Why was
he here ? What ought he to be doing while he was here ?

The Turning Point. Our ideals of manhood and of hap-

piness were long in the making and longer in the spreading.
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Their earliest beginnings date back to the dawn of history,

but in the form in which we know them they date especially

from the first millennium before Christ (1000b.c.-1 a.d.);

and they come not so much from the peoples who had thus

far occupied the center of the stage — the Egyptians, Baby-

lonians, Assyrians, and Persians — as from two peoples who
thus far have been mentioned only incidentally, namely, the

Greeks and the Hebrews. Both of the latter were rich in

men of great spiritual vision, men who caught glimpses of a

very high goal for humanity and who tried to reach this goal.

The Greeks and the Hebrews went their own way for hun-

dreds of years ; so we shall take up their stories separately—
first the Greeks, then the Hebrews.

Do you accept the statement of our present-day ideals? If not,

how would you modify it ? Where did these ideals come from ?

1. List a few of the things you owe to men of the pre-Greek period.

Do you believe in acknowledging debts even if you can never repay

them? Would you have known about your debt to early man if it

had not been for the work of archaeologists and historians ? Get out

the answers you wrote to the question on page 13 (Cui bono?) and
see if they still represent your views.

2. A drama to be given by the class— "The Near East Millen-

niums”— either improvised or carefully prepared. See Directed

Studies in World History
, p. 102, for suggestions.

F|

Some Key Words

the Free Citizen the Free Mind

Questions

Things to Do
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Fifty Links to Marathon

The Millennium of Greece and Palestine is the middle one of

the five with which this book deals. About the middle of this mil-

lennium came the Persian Wars, which form the central fact in

Greek history and which also divide the five thousand years we are

considering into two fairly equal halves. The list below may help

to make the second half seem less long than it probably seems to

you now. It is to be read as follows: "I was . . . years old when
Edison died ; Edison was twelve years old when Metternich died ”

;

and so on. How many of the names are already familiar to you?

1 Yourself ( )

2 Edison (12)

3 Metternich, Austrian statesman

(17)

4 Benjamin Franklin (9)

5 Louis XIV of France (4)

6 Galileo, Italian scientist (34)

7 Philip II of Spain (9)

8 Erasmus, scholar (4?)

9 Gutenberg, inventor of the print-

ing press (3 ?)

10 Chaucer, English poet (34?)

11 Petrarch, Italian scholar (17)

12 Dante, Italian poet (29)

13 Roger Bacon, scientist (12?)

14 St. Francis of Assisi (7)

15 Henry II of England (9)

16 Abelard, French scholar (8)

17 William I of England (8)

18 Canute, Danish king of England

(2?)

19 Hugh Capet, king of France (4?)

20 Athelstan, king of England (6)

21 Alfred the Great, king of Eng-
land (6)

22 Lothair I, Emperor of the West
(19)

23 Charlemagne, Emperor of the

West (62)

24 Alcuin, English scholar (1 ?)

25 Bede, English writer (5)

26 Aisha, wife of Mohammed (19)

27 Mohammed (34 ?)

28 Pope Gregory the Great (15?)

29 Justinian, Emperor of the East

(43)

30 Theodoric, king of the Ostrogoths

(7?)

31 Pope Leo the Great (40?)

32 St. Augustine, Church Father (19)

33 Athanasius, Church Father (41 ?)

34 Constantine, Roman emperor (41)

35 Diocletian, Roman emperor (9 ?)

36 Origen, Church Father (15?)

37 Galen, Greek physician (8)

38 Hadrian, Roman emperor (3)

39 Pliny the Elder, Roman writer

(14)

40 Tiberius, Roman emperor (56)

41 Augustus, Roman ruler (19)

42 Caesar, Roman statesman (14 ?)

43 Marius, Roman general (8 ?)

44 Cato the Elder, Roman statesman

(22 )

45 Archimedes, Greek scientist (4?)

46 Euclid, Greek mathematician (1 ?)

47 Alexander the Great (9)

48 Plato, Greek philosopher (2?)

49 Herodotus, Greek historian (24?)

50 Themistocles, who was about
forty-seven when he led the

Greeks at Salamis, which was
ten years after the battle of

Marathon (490 b.c.)



PART m • WHAT HAPPENED IN THE MILLENNIUM OF
GREECE AND PALESTINE FROM ABOUT THE TIME
OF HOMER AND DAVID TO THE TIME OF JESUS

(ABOUT 1000 b. c.-ABOUT 1 a.d.)

Unit I. In which the Greeks win a Place in the Sun



In the 72d Olympiad (490 b.c.)

Where "the mountains look on Marathon,
And Marathon looks on the sea,”

(As once again at Lexington)

Men gave their lives to make Man free.



CHAPTER XII • Showing how Some Indo-Euro-

pean Barbarians reached Two Kinds of New
Frontiers

1. A Barbarian Invasion

Early Greeks and our Pioneers. At least as early as 2000 B. c.

the peninsula which we call Greece was invaded by people from

the Danube valley. Their descendants called themselves

Hellenes, 1 but we call them Greeks. They came for the same
reason that our forbears came to America— to better their lot.

In Greece and in the Aigean region east of it they found

what they wanted, and they took as much of it as they could,

just as our people did when they came to America. Before

they got control they had destroyed much of the civilization

which they found
;
but they built up a greater civilization than

the one they destroyed, just as the white man did in America.

1 hgl'enz. After Hellen, a legendary ancestor. They called their land Hellas.

121
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What the Newcomers found in the Mgean. The Mgean civi-

lization centered in the island of Crete and dated back
almost to the time of the

Great Pyramid. The Cre-

tans were great sailors long

before there was any such

people as the Phoenicians.

They were the first great mar-
itime people in history. They
learned much from the Egyp-
tians, and they spread Egyp-
tian ideas and things to the

other Mediterranean peoples,

particularly to those of the

AZgean region.

But the Cretans were more
than mere middlemen. They
were skilled workers in clay,

metals, and precious stones.

Their vases and pottery, as

well as their bronze weapons,

found markets throughout the

eastern Mediterranean. Their

carved gems too could com-

In any case, this exquisite ivory figure pete with those of Egypt and
Of over three thousand years ago is Babylonia, while their work
gowned very much as your grand- .

mothers were in the "gay 90’s” hi gold was Unequaled then

and long after.

The Sea Kings of Crete. The first Cretan king to build a

navy was a legendary figure named Minos. His successors

dominated the ^Egean region for more than a thousand years.

They were at the height of their power at about 1500 b. c. By
that time there were several other important centers in the

iEgean, notably Mycenae, 1 Tiryns, 2 and Troy. Like Crete,

these towns occupied strategic positions for controlling trade.

2 ti'rinz.

Maybe a Cretan Goddess or only a

Court Snake-Charmer

1 mi se'ne.
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Mycenae and Tiryns controlled the routes to the Gulf of

Corinth and northern Greece ;
Troy controlled the Black Sea

routes (see map, p. 127).

How we know what the

Danubian Newcomers Found.

The story of hOw we know
about early TEgean civiliza-

tion is almost as interesting

as the story of the civiliza-

tion itself. Until less than a

hundred years ago we knew
little about it except what

was told in the great Ho-

meric poems— the Iliad and

the Odyssey. The first of

these tells about a war be-

tween the Trojans and their

kinsmen on the Greek penin-

sula; the second recounts

the long and thrilling ad-

ventures of the Greek hero

Odysseus in his endeavor to

get back to his home after

the war. From these poems
it is possible to build up a picture of early JEgean civilization.

But how much in the poems is fact and how much is a poet’s

fancy ?

A Business Man as Scholar. For long it looked as though
no answer would ever be found to this question. Then, about

a hundred years ago, a German boy named Heinrich Schlie-

mann (1822-1890) read the old Greek epics and came to love

them. After a career more exciting than the average (during

which he was a grocer’s clerk and then a cabin boy ; was ship-

wrecked off the Dutch coast and became a clerk in Amster-
dam

; made a fortune in trade, and accidentally became an
American citizen by happening to be in California in 1850,

Heinrich Schliemann

Schliemann serves to remind us that not
all business men are business men be-

cause they want to be, but that they
often had boyhood dreams of becoming

something quite different
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Schliemann dug into this Mound and found Homer’s Troy

when California was admitted into the Union), he took his

earnings and started on the real adventure of his life (1870).

Layers of Towns. He believed that there once had been

such a Troy as Homer described, and he was determined to

find it. He was well rewarded
;
instead of finding one Troy,

he found a number of them, one on top of another ! At least

nine cities had been built during successive ages on the same
site, each new city on the ruins of the old one.

The last one had long ago fallen into ruin, too, so that what
Schliemann began to dig into was nothing but a mound
about one hundred feet high, formed largely from the dust

of crumbled houses. This the Turks, who ruled in Troy-

land, called Hissarlik. As a result of the researches of

Schliemann and his successors, it seems to be well established

now that the sixth city, dating from about 1500 B.c., was the

Troy of the Iliad.

Widening the Area of Exploration. Schliemann next set out

to find traces of Mycenaean civilization, for Agamemnon,
king of Mycenae, had been a leader of the expedition against

Troy. Again Schliemann was successful. By now archae-

ologists had become alive to the possibilities of the Aegean

region as a field for research, and from that time to this they

have been busy bringing the old civilization to light.
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Comparative Areas of the United States and the Mediterranean Sea

2. The Greeks become Sailors

A ” Backward People.” The invaders from the Danube
came in several waves— the Achaeans, Alolians, Ionians,

and Dorians. We don’t know much about them in the early

period except that they destroyed the old Aegean civilization

and built up a new one, which we call Greek or Hellenic.

They were rude warriors, with few of the ways of civilized

men. If the Cretans had had the expression, they would
probably have called the newcomers a " backward race.” But
while the newcomers had much to learn, they were quick

learners. They took especially to the sea, and before long

they were as much at home on water as on land. Among the

many heritages they got from the Cretans, one of the most
precious, therefore, was the ship.

The Greek World. The body of water which was to play

such an important part in the life of the Greeks (as we shall

henceforth call the newcomers) was the Mediterranean Sea.
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This "sea between the lands" is the largest inland body of

water on the globe. I f it were placed within the United States,

about half of the land

area would be sub-

merged. It is a salt sea,

but a tideless one.

Three peninsulas jut

out into it from the

north— the Greek, the

Italian, and the Ibe-

rian. Each of these has

a mountain barrier on
the north— the Bal-

kans, the Alps, and
the Pyrenees. These barriers tend to cut the peninsulas off

from Europe and make them part of the Mediterranean

world. On the northeast another peninsula (Asia Minor)

reaches out into the sea. It too is cut off from the "hinter-

land" by mountains. The rest of the eastern and most of

the southern coastal plains are closely hemmed in by moun-
tain or desert (see map, p. 127).

Why the Newcomers became Sailors. The "lay of the land
"

did much to make the Greeks sailors. In the first place, no
part of the peninsula, especially in the south, was far from

the sea. Next, the mountains cut the peninsula up into a

number of small areas, most of which were more easily

reached by water than by land. In the third place, the arable

regions were few and small, so that the opportunities for

getting a living from the soil were limited. The sea, on the

other hand, offered an abundance of food and opportunities,

too, for getting a living through trade and piracy.

Most of all, the sea gave them the chance to continue

their migration. They were not entirely satisfied with their

rather barren peninsula, and their power of expansion was
not exhausted. They knew of richer lands to the east and
south, and toward these they headed their ships as soon as

Diving from a Fishing Boat
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they had learned to sail them. They conquered the islands

of the Aegean and many of the cities on the east coast. This

was as far as they were able to get on their first drive to the

east.

3. New Frontiers on Land

The Ionian Frontier. The Greeks seem to have moved
across the Aegean along three routes, the Dorians taking the

southern route, the Asolians the northern, and the Ionians

the middle one .
1 The settlements of the Ionians became the

most important
;
and of the Ionian cities the most important

one was Miletus .
2

The new Greek frontier that was thus established on the

coast of Asia Minor played a part in Greek history that can-

not be overestimated. It was here especially that the old

East and the new West met and mingled, often in friendly

trade and often in war. Out of this meeting of a fresh, vig-

orous people with an old culture that had lost its drive there

came a new culture which we call European.

At first, of course, the newcomers were learners, but pres-

ently they had learned all that the old East could teach them

;

then they proceeded to improve upon what they had learned.

For example, they learned the Phoenician alphabet and im-

proved it by adding vowel sounds. They learned how to

grow the grape and the olive and how to make pottery (all

of which they passed on to their fellow Greeks on the islands

and the peninsula), and presently Greek wine and olive oil

and Greek jars and vases equaled or excelled those of Asia.

Greek Colonizers. The Greeks make us think of our own
pioneers, especially those of the early nineteenth century.

Both were influenced very decidedly by frontier conditions .
3

Both were newcomers in a land full of sunshine and clear air

— alive, energetic, and tireless. The restless energy of the

1 See colored map No. I at end of book. 2 mi le'tus.

3 For example, the water frontier made the Greek landsmen into sailors ; our

forest frontier turned many townsmen into skillful hunters and trappers. You can

probably think of other changes.
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Greeks demanded an outlet ; and, since they could not move
farther eastward into the old settled region, they moved out

to the unsettled regions north and west (see map, p. 129). In

much the same way we expanded from the Atlantic to the

Pacific; only, whereas we planted our settlements farther

and farther inland, they planted theirs on the sea.

North and West Frontiers. Throughout the first third of

the millennium before Christ (c . 1000-c. 600 b.c.) this colo-

nial expansion was the most striking feature of Greek activity.

All the leading city-states took part— cities of Asia Minor like

Miletus, island cities like Samos, and cities on the peninsula

like Corinth. Miletus alone established about sixty colonies.

Such new settlements were to be found all over the Medi-

terranean world from the Nile Delta to the Iberian Penin-

sula, but most of them were in the north Aegean and Black

Sea regions and in southern Italy and Sicily. Some, especially

those in southern Italy and in Sicily, became rich and powerful

and surpassed many of the mother cities as centers of culture.

Forced to use Intelligence. The Greeks were like our pio-

neers, too, in their readiness to try new things. They had
no thousand-year-old tradition to hold them down, as the

Egyptians and Bat 3
rlonians had. They were faced with new

conditions and had to use their intelligence to solve their

problems, just as our pioneers had to do. When they found

the Egyptians doing a thing one way, the Phoenicians doing

it another, and the Babylonians doing it still another, the

situation forced them to do some thinking. It forced them
to decide which of the three ways they would follow or

whether they would combine the best elements of all three or

whether they would even create something brand-new.

4. New Frontiers of the Mind

The Ionian Questioners. The Greeks liked to know about

things, and because they had no hard-and-fast traditions,

they were apt to look at things with open minds.
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They had an extraordinary gift for asking unusual ques-

tions about common, everyday things. All sorts of ideas

"occurred” to them which apparently had never occurred to

anyone else. Thus, after they had sailed the seas for many
years, it occurred to Anaximander (c. 575 B. c.) to put what
they had learned about the earth’s surface in graphic form,

that is, to draw a map.

Xenophanes " wondered” about what force directed the

world. He rejected the idea that the power was distributed

among many gods and believed that there was only one. This

god was a just god, and man, if he used his reason, could learn

to be just, too. This view, as we shall see later, was quite

different from the Hebrew idea that man learned about God
through God’s revelation of Himself to the prophets.

A Great Questioner. The greatest of the early Greek
questioners was Thales 1 of Miletus (c. 600 B. c.). He and his

contemporaries became interested in the fact that things

were continually changing. Plants and animals grew up and
died, wood turned to dust or ashes, iron rusted, ice melted,

and so on. Everything was continually becoming something

else. Now they asked, What were these things like in the very

beginning ? Were they always different from one another, or

did they all come from the same substance? If they all

started as the same substance, what was that substance ?

Some Answers. Thales said that in the beginning there

was nothing but water; Anaximenes 2 said air; Heraclitus 3

(who lived later) said fire. These answers were not mere wild

guesses about a foolish problem
;
they were the result of long

and hard thinking.

This problem still interests scientists, and today physicists

say that all matter is made up of atoms of electricity, which
are made up of electrons and protons. That is as far as they

have got up to the present, but it may be far enough to baffle

you. It may be just as easy for you to agree with Thales as

with the modem physicist.

2 &n Sks im'£ nez.tha'lez. 3 hSr a kli'tus.
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The Answer wasn’t so Important. The important thing,

however, was not Thales’ answer, but the fact that he asked

the question. Millions of men, apparently, had gone on for

thousands of years without ever thinking to ask it. They
merely accepted the world they lived in, just as most of us

still do. Thales’ question, therefore, marked the opening of a

new era. He had made a start at trying to understand the

world he lived in
;
and the more men came to understand the

world, the more they became able to control it.

The Gods and Eclipses. Another thing that Thales ques-

tioned was the relation of the gods to eclipses. The Greeks of

his day believed that eclipses were caused by the anger of the

gods. But Thales, while studying the astronomical records of

the Egyptians, noticed what apparently no one ever before

had noticed, namely, that the eclipses occurred at certain

regular intervals. So he predicted (that is, inferred) the date

of the next eclipse. He said there would be one in 586 b. c.,

and there was! Thales had done a remarkable thing. He
had shown that eclipses were due to natural causes and
that the gods couldn’t bring one on, no matter how angry

they got.

This, of course, ran counter to the old explanation, and
many Greeks didn’t like it because they (just like ourselves)

were attached to their old ideas. But some of the thoughtful

ones accepted it, and so they changed their ideas about gods

and eclipses.

Four Important Steps. If you get clearly in mind the steps

in this affair, you will have a key which will be very helpful

in understanding history, because the same sort of thing has

occurred again and again and is still happening. (1) The
first step was this : the Greeks had certain ideas about the

power of their gods over eclipses. (2) Then Thales had a

new idea. (3) Then Thales proved his idea; so (4) the

Greeks had to modify their old ideas. (Can you fit the story

of Columbus and the popular fifteenth-century idea about

the shape of the earth into these four steps ?)
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What the Greeks did not claim. The Greeks did not claim

that everything could be explained by reason, or intelligence
,

1

any more than scientists do today. But they did show that

it could do much more to explain man and the world he lives

in than had been done. Without their contribution our pres-

ent civilization would not have been possible.

The Greeks had a Living Past. Of course the Greeks bor-

rowed from other peoples (and they were always ready to

admit it), but they added so much to what they borrowed

that when they got through the result was so different as to

amount to something quite new. We may take Thales again

as an example. He deserves to be remembered more than

most people mentioned in history because he was the pioneer

Greek thinker, and if we of today can do any straight think-

ing, that is largely because the Greeks showed us how.

5. The Beginning of Higher Mathematics

Triangles and Semicircles. We saw that man took a new
step toward controlling nature when Thales tried to under-

stand it. But not much progress could be made until man
got better intellectual tools than he then had.

One of the most useful tools that man has developed is

higher mathematics, such as geometry, trigonometry, and.

the calculus, for with these he can make all sorts of measure-

ments and calculations which are impossible without them.

Here Thales made an important contribution; indeed, he

seems to have taken the first step. This step grew out of

his Greek habit of asking questions.

The story goes that the great moment came once when
Thales was looking at a figure often used in Egyptian decora-

tion, a square in a circle, like this Thousands of

1 From the fact that you can read this book, it is safe to assume that you know
what is meant by "use your intelligence”; and yet nobody knows very much
about what intelligence is— where it comes from, how it works, and so on.
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Egyptians had looked at this figure for hundreds, if not thou-

sands, of years, and apparently had never seen in it any more
than a child would see, that is, a square within a circle. But
Thales saw a lot more. If you draw a square in a circle, it

will help you to follow the discussion. Note that the easiest

way to get the square is by drawing two diameters at right

angles to each other and connecting the ends, like this

These diameters are very helpful ; Thales himself must have

drawn them, at least in his mind’s eye, because they play

an important part in his discovery.

Now note that every angle of the square is a right angle

(you can test this by measuring it with a square) ; also that

every right angle of the square is within a semicircle, like

this We must imagine that Thales now ''wondered”

if he would get a right angle by drawing lines from any point

on the circle to the ends of the diameter, like this ; and

that he found he would. Thus he arrived at one of the first

propositions you meet in geometry, which is generally stated

in this brief form: An angle inscribed in a semicircle is a

right angle.

Simple as it may seem to you, it nevertheless marked one

of the great turning points in the history of man. Thales had
taken two distinct and separate things (semicircles and right

angles) and had shown that there was a universal relation-

ship between them, that is, a relationship that always holds

true. Draw any semicircle and, from any point on the arc,

draw lines to the ends of the diameter
;
the angle formed by

these lines will always be a right angle. Or draw any right-

angled triangle, use the hypotenuse (the long side) as the

diameter, and draw a circle, and that circle will just touch

the apex of the triangle. Try it yourself; Thales’ work is

much more worth while knowing than the doings of half the

kings in history.



The Speculative Mind and the Acceptive Mind— Thales and an Egyptian
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Thales and Skyscrapers. Thales formulated several other

propositions, which you probably have learned in geometry.

They are all very simple, but they were epoch-making. Once
Thales had shown the way to go about it, others could and
did carry the process further from that time down to our

own day. Thus geometry and other higher mathematics de-

veloped. Without these it is hard to see how man could ever

have built railroads, airplanes, radios, and skyscrapers.

After Thales had looked at the Egyptian symbol and had

found new meanings in it ,
mankind had taken a long step

toward making such a civilization as we have today a pos-

sibility. 1 If he had looked at the Egyptian symbol in the

same unmeaningful way that the Egyptians had, we might

still be looking at it in the same way, amid the same simple

surroundings.

It takes Time to produce a Genius. Thales was one of the

Seven Wise Men of Greece, and he was the wisest of them.

He was a business man and statesman, as well as a mathe-

matician and astronomer. Note that, in spite of all that we
have said about the keen minds and the stimulating environ-

ment of the Greeks, it took them over four hundred years to

produce a Thales. But when we consider that no Thales had
been produced by the Egyptian and Babylonian worlds, the

marvel is that the Greek world ever produced him.

Get Thales fixed in your memory as an example of the

Greek mind at its best. We shall name others, but we shall

not be able to devote much space to them. 2

Under Lydians and Persians. By the time of Thales (c. 600

B.c.) the Greek cities of Asia Minor had come under the con-

trol of the kings of Lydia, to whom they had to pay tribute

;

1 Though much of our higher mathematics is only a few hundred years old, it

is nevertheless based on the work of the early Greeks.
2 Another example of the Greeks’ faculty for reasoning is shown in the fables

of Aisop, a contemporary of Thales. When the Lion asked the Fox why he had
not come to pay his respects, the Fox replied, "I beg Your Majesty’s pardon, but

I observe that other animals have called on you, and while I see many hoof marks
going in, I see none coming out.” Here you have the germ of the modern detec-

tive story.
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but they still had a good deal of local self-government. The
same state of affairs continued after Cyrus the Persian over-

threw Croesus the Lydian (546 b.c.) and ruled in his stead.

Now to Athens. So much for the beginnings of the Greek

free mind. Now we need to trace the development of the

Greek free citizen. We can do this best of all in Athens, so

we shall shift our attention to the Greek peninsula.

Readings

Breasted, Ancient Times, chaps, viii-ix. Davis, Readings, I, chaps, iv-v.

Reinach, Apollo, chaps, iv-v. Van Loon, Story of Mankind, chaps, xii-

xiii. Wells, Outline of History, chap, xv.'

Some Key Words

Hellenes Odyssey Anaximander Heraclitus

Crete Troy (Hissarlik) Xenophanes Minos

Iliad Miletus Thales Anaximenes

Questions

Section 1. What did the newcomers into Greece call themselves?

What do we call them? What did they find in the Aegean region?

What advantages did Crete derive from her location? Mycenae?

Tiryns? Troy?

Section 2. Name one of the great gifts that the Greeks got from

the Minoans. What elements give unity to the Mediterranean re-

gion? How far did the Greeks get on their first drive to the east?

Section 3. What did the Greeks learn from the Near East ? In

what respects do the Greek colonizers remind us of the American

pioneers? Give several examples of how their new environment

changed the Greeks. Do the same for the American pioneers.

Section 4. What is meant by "new frontiers of the mind” ? Who
were some of the early Greek questioners ? Who was the greatest of

these? Tell about some of the important questions he asked.

Section 5. What discovery did Thales make in higher mathe-

matics? How did the Egyptians contribute to it?



CHAPTER XIII • Recounting how the Greeks

managed their Affairs and how they were bound

together ; also what happened when Greek Citizens met

Persian Subjects in Battle

1. The Greek City-State

Why the Greeks had City-States. When the Greeks came
into the Aegean region they settled down in small groups, and
after a while a number of near-by groups joined together to

form a city-state. Throughout Greek history this remained

the usual form of political organization, and the one which

the Greeks liked best. The city-state consisted of a chief

urban (city) center, with more or less territory around it—
enough, if possible, to produce all the food the city-state

needed. Thus the Athenian city-state consisted of the city of

Athens and all the rest of the region called Attica (see map,

p. 153).

Why did not the Greeks form one large state, as the Egyp-
tians and Babylonians had done ? The reasons for this may be

summed up in the two words "heredity” and "environment.”

1. The Greeks were by nature a freedom-loving people,

and they had bodies strong enough and minds keen enough
and spirits brave enough to make it difficult for anyone to

take their freedom away.

2. The environment helped in various ways to preserve

that freedom. After the downfall of the Cretan civilization

there was for a long time no sea power anywhere around

which was strong enough to force the city-states to unite into

a larger political unit. On the Greek peninsula the irregular

mountain ranges hindered any one city-state from conquer-

ing and holding all the others. If the peninsula had been
138
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as level as the valleys of the Nile and the Tigris-Euphrates,

it might very soon have become welded into a single, unified

state. 1

2. The Government of Athens

Two Ever-New Problems. We said that the Greeks were

unmolested by any outside power for several hundred years

and so were free to work out their problems. These problems

were the same as those which men before and since that time

have faced, down to our own day— namely, (1) how to keep

the worth-while things of life which they already had and

(2) how to get more of them.

One thing that the Greeks thought worth while, and so

wanted to keep, was the freedom and equality they had had in

the old wandering life. One thing that they wanted to get

was the good order necessary for successful community life.

These two desires often conflicted then, and they have done

so ever since. The problem before the Greeks was, therefore,

just what it is today — namely, how to organize a society

which would be orderly, and yet which would allow men to

be as free as possible to do what they pleased and free to

make themselves count for as much as they could. This was
the ideal they aimed at.

They did not always reach their ideal, but it was a re-

markable thing that they should have had such an ideal.

Egypt and Babylonia did not have it, as we have seen. The
Greeks’ experiment of trying to establish a society ii? which
many should enjoy freedom and equality was another one

of their great contributions to mankind. We can still learn

much both from their successes and from their failures with

this experiment.

Early Form of Government. The Greeks brought with them
a tribal organization in which every man could make himself

1 Note that we are dealing with a new sort of area. The Greeks are the first

people to build a great civilization in a region in which sea and mountains rather

than river valleys are the chief factors.
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How the Greeks got their Laws

Compare with Babylonians, p. 88

count for as much as he was worth. They settled matters in

an assembly, at the head of which was the king. The latter

was advised by a council of elders, chosen from the nobles.

The nobles were not his servants, as were the nobles in Egypt,

Babylonia, and Persia
; they were his helpers, and they had

almost as high a social rank as he did.

The ordinary fighting men too had a higher position than

did the soldiers in the Near East. They belonged to the as-

sembly in which the laws were made. This points to another

very important difference between the Greek and the older

civilizations. In the latter the laws were made (so they

thought) by their god and revealed to their king by him;

therefore they could not be changed by men. But among the

Greeks laws were rules which were made by men to meet a

definite need, and if the need changed, the law could be

changed.

Among the early Greeks, then, the rank and file had a very

real share in the government. Sometimes the share was
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greater, sometimes less, but it never disappeared entirely,

and the ideal was never forgotten.

Private Property brought Trouble. Turning now to the city-

state we are to study, Athens : When the newcomers settled

down, some became farmers, and before long each began to

regard the piece of land he cultivated as his own. Thus the

Greeks came to have private property in land. Others began

to engage in trade and piracy ; this led to private property in

ships and merchandise. Soon inequalities of wealth, such as

were unknown in the old wandering days, appeared ;
for there

were individual differences among the Greeks, just as there

are among us. Some "made good" in these new callings, and

others were failures.

3. Solon and Clisthenes

Solon’s Reforms. By about 750 b. c. the king had become

a mere figurehead
;
the real power rested with nine officials

called archons, who were chosen from the nobles. Many of

the latter were content with things as they were ; but some
came forward as champions of the poor, and, with the support

of the rising class of merchants and manufacturers, they suc-

ceeded in improving conditions.

Chief among them was a nobleman named Solon (c. 639-

c. 559 b.c.), who was counted one of the Seven Wise Men of

Greece. He persuaded the Athenian nobles (1) to adopt laws

which would make it easier for all classes of citizens to get

justice, (2) to give all citizens the right to vote in the as-

sembly, and (3) to cancel all debts which threatened to reduce

a freeman to slavery.

What came of the Settlement. Solon failed to restore peace

and order permanently, but nevertheless he had accomplished

two remarkable things : (1) he had brought his fellow nobles

to recognize that the poor were being treated unjustly, and

(2) he had persuaded both sides to try to bring about peace
and order by the use of intelligence rather than by the use of
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Athenian Creditors did Not Enjoy having Debts Canceled any more than

Modern Creditors do, so Solon had to Listen to Many Harangues

A painting by Coypel, in the Louvre

force. That was not the way the world had been in the habit

of settling such matters. That it failed need not surprise us.

Even today the world does not settle many of its problems by
the use of intelligence.

Another Settlement based on Intelligence. After a period of

"boss rule” by the tyrant Pisistratus 1 and his sons
,

2 the

Athenians, under the leadership of another nobleman, Clis-

thenes ,

3 again revised their constitution and made it still

more democratic.

Clisthenes saw that the chief cause of disorder was the

power of the old aristocracy. In order to break this power he

divided the Athenians into ten tribes, each of which was made
up of nobles and non-nobles.

Each tribe had a good deal of business to transact, so the

members were frequently called together and got to know
1 pi sis'tra tus. 2 Hipparchus and Hippias. The former was assassinated

in 514 b. c., and the latter was expelled about 510 b. c. 3 klis'the nez.
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one another. Among other things, each tribe elected a mili-

tary leader (called a strategus), and fifty representatives to

a Council of Five Hundred (called the Boule 1
). All the citi-

zens continued to meet in the popular assembly (the Ecclesia)

to make laws, and it was largely the business of the Boule to

see that these laws were carried out.

A Great Idea that was not Developed. Note that in the

Boule the Athenians had the idea of representation in gov-

ernment. If this idea could have been developed in the an-

cient world, history would have been very different. But
neither the Greeks nor the Romans ever went far with it,

and so we owe our present system of representative govern-

ment not to them but to the thirteenth-century English.

A Safety Valve. One other important innovation was
ostracism, a device for getting rid of influential persons

who were likely to become centers of political disturbance.

If, at an election, a certain number of votes was cast against

such a person, he was exiled for ten years.

The constitution of Clisthenes went into effect in 502 B. c.

Looking back, we can see how much Athens owed to it ; but

at the time, of course, no one knew whether it would work
or whether it would fail. It did not cure all the ills of the

Athenian state, but Athens found herself on a firmer basis

than she had been for a long time. More Athenians than

ever before felt that their own welfare was linked up with

the welfare of the State : that they and the State were one.

It was none too soon. Already (as we know) the shadow
of the Persian was beginning to fall across their path.

Before we take up the Persian conflict, we need to con-

sider one other Greek city-state, namely, Sparta.

4. Sparta

The Soldier’s City-State. As Athens was the leading Ionian

city, so Sparta was the leading Dorian one. In outline their

1 boo'le.
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A Reminder that Not All Athenian Citizens were Poets and Artists

governments were very much alike, except for the fact that

Sparta still had kings. This, however, did not make as much
difference as one might think, because the Spartans had not

one king but two, and each was apt to act as a check on
the other. Moreover, their powers were very limited. So,

just as in Athens, the real power lay in the hands of the citi-

zens. There was an assembly to which all the citizens be-

longed, a council of elders, and five chief magistrates, called

ephors (that is, overseers).

Citizenship in Athens and Sparta. The main difference be-

tween the two cities was in their attitude toward citizenship.

The ranks of Athenian citizens included a wide range of

persons : sailors and fishermen
; workers of all kinds, whether

in shop or factory or along the docks, and whether artisan

or artist; merchants and factory-owners; and landowners,

both great and small. As citizens all these might be called

on for military service, but they thought of themselves, first

of all, as citizens rather than soldiers.

In Sparta it was the other way about : her citizens thought

of themselves as soldiers, first, last, and all the time. All

their activities, from their earliest youth on, centered about
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The Spartans had Two Kings and Only One Type of Citizen

Compare with the picture on page 144

the military calling. The whole political, social, and eco-

nomic life was organized for the single purpose of making
them good soldiers and thus making the State a great mili-

tary power .
1

In Sparta but not of it. What made it possible for Spartans

to be free from many of the ordinary duties of life was the

fact that there were two other social classes in Sparta who
attended to these. First came the perioeci ,

2 who managed
the estates of the Spartans and carried on what little busi-

ness Sparta had with the outside world. They lived in small

towns with local self-government and apparently were treated

well enough to remain loyal to the State.

Below the perioeci were the helots, who worked on the

land, but they belonged to the State, and not to the indi-

vidual citizen. Their lot was a wretched one and they

often revolted.

1 This had not always been the case. In earlier days Sparta had been the center

of Greek culture on the mainland ; but for some reason or other (perhaps fear of

slave uprisings), after about 550 b.c. she devoted all her energies to becoming a
military state. 2 pgr i e'si.
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Contrast between Sparta and the East. Though Sparta was
less democratic than Athens, we need to note that she was
much more democratic than the old empires of the Near
East. These, as we have seen, had a one-man rule, while

in Sparta the power was shared by all the Spartans in

the army.

Sparta was the leading state in the Peloponnesus 1 (as

the region south of the Gulf of Corinth was called) and head

of the Peloponnesian League. This league included the Spar-

tan lands of Laconia 2 and Messenia (which together were

called Lacedaemon 3
) and most of the other states of the

Peloponnesus, which were bound to Sparta by treaties (see

colored map No. 1 at end of book).

There were Many Greek City-States. Athens and Sparta

were merely the most important Greek city-states at this

time. There were hundreds of others, all over the Mediter-

ranean world. Some of them took Athens as a model, and
others took Sparta; and, generally speaking, each was as

independent of the others as modern nations are. What,
then, held all these widely scattered Greek states together ?

5. Greek Gods and Games

What held the Greeks Together. 1. The Greeks spoke a

common language. They did not all speak it alike, any more
than all Americans speak their common language alike;

nevertheless, Greeks from distant parts could understand one

another without much difficulty.

2. They had a common literature, notably the Homeric
poems, and this gave them many ideas and ideals in common.

1 pSl 5 po ne'sus.

2 The Spartans were sometimes called Laconians. From their habit of using

words sparingly (as though they were talking in telegrams), we get the phrase

"laconic expression.” A classic example of a laconic expression is Caesar’s re-

port of the battle of Zela, Veni, vidi, vici, "I came, I saw, I conquered”

(p. 297). Another comes from American history, "We have met the enemy, and
they are ours.” Who said that?

3 ISs e de'mon.
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3. They believed that they were all descended from a com-

mon ancestor, Hellen.

4. They believed in the same gods.

5. To honor these gods, they often came together for reli-

gious festivals and games. We need to say a word more about

Greek gods and games.

Greek Gods. The Greeks were well supplied with gods.

Some were worshiped only locally, like Athena, the guardian

of Athens; others were worshiped by Greeks everywhere.

Some of the latter were Zeus, father of gods and men
; Hera,

wife of Zeus; Apollo, god of music and of foretelling the

future; Aphrodite, 1 goddess of love and beauty; Hephaes-

tus, 2 god of fire ; Poseidon, 3 god of the sea
; Hermes, 4 mes-

senger of the gods ; and Ares, 5 god of war. 6

These and others were supposed to live on Mt. Olympus,
but they do not seem to have been there much of the time.

According to the myths, they were fond of roving about, like

the Greeks who worshiped them. Some of the temples

erected in their honor came to be national shrines, like that

of Zeus at Olympia, where the Olympian games were held,

and that of Apollo at Delphi, with its famous oracle.

Greek Oracles. To Apollo’s shrine at Delphi Greeks and
even non-Greeks came from afar for advice. The advice they

got was often given in language which admitted of more than

one meaning. For example, when Croesus, king of Lydia,

asked whether he should fight Cyrus, king of Persia, the

oracle said that if he fought, a great kingdom would be de-

stroyed. Croesus fought, and a great kingdom was destroyed,

but it was his own ! In spite of such disasters (which were not

frequent), the Delphic oracle acquired a great reputation for

wisdom and grew rich. But neither its priests nor any others

ever came to dominate Greek life as did the priesthoods in

Egypt and Asia.

1 Sf ro di'te. 2 he fSs'tus. 3 p5 si'don. 4 her'mez. 8 a'rez.
6 The corresponding Roman names for these deities are, in order, Jupiter, Juno,

Apoilo, Venus, Vulcan, Neptune, Mercury, and Mars.
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Where the S^uadrennial Olympian Games were held

Greek Festivals and Games. The best-known religious festi-

vals and games were those held every four years at Olympia,

in honor of Zeus. They played such an important part in

Greek life that in the third century b. c. the Greeks came to

reckon time in four-year periods, called Olympiads. (It was
as though people in the United States were to reckon time

by "Presidentiads.”) The games lasted almost a week and
drew great crowds from all parts of Hellas. Much of the

time was given over to athletic contests, but poets and dram-
atists also competed for prizes. The earliest athletic event

was a foot race called the stadium, which was much like our

220-yard dash, and it was the winner of this event who gave

his name to the Olympiad. 1 Other events were the long jump,

throwing the discus and the javelin, wrestling, boxing, char-

iot racing, and horse racing. (Compare with that of the

modern Olympic Games, begun in 1896.) Similar games and
festivals were held in Athens, Corinth, and Delphi.

1 The earliest recorded winner was Corcebus (776 B.C.). Note that while the

Greeks counted from an earlier date than the Babylonians did, they did not begin

to do so until about 300 B. c. (see page 82).
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Another Reconstruction of Part of Olympia

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York. Note the inner courtyards

In these various ways the Greeks were held together and
came to feel that they were a distinct people, quite different

from the Phoenicians, Persians, and the other peoples about

them. It is true that they never united into a single state and
that they often waged war on one another. But when the

Persian attack came the Greek spirit of unity was strong

enough to make many (though by no means all) of the Greek
city-states willing to stand together.

6. Marathon (490 b.c.) and After

An almost Inevitable Conflict. A conflict with Persia was
almost inevitable. That power had reached the Asgean when
Cyrus overthrew Croesus, and there was no good reason why
it should stop there. On the contrary, there were very good
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reasons why it should move farther west, because the Greek
cities of Asia Minor could not be controlled unless the islands

of the Aegean were controlled, and these, in turn, could not

be controlled unless the Greek mainland was likewise con-

trolled. So Persia had either to move forward into and across

the Aegean or run the risk of constant trouble with the Greek

cities of Asia Minor. She had an example of what she might

expect when, in 499 b.c., some of the Ionian cities revolted

and were aided by Athens and other Greek states.

The Ionian Revolt and Marathon. It took five years to put

down the revolt, but it was put down effectively. The Ionian

cities were crushed, and Miletus, the leading one, was burned

to the ground. Then the Persians prepared to continue their

expansion westward, and in 490 B.c. an expedition landed

on the shore of Attica, where "the mountains look on Mara-
thon, and Marathon looks on the sea." Here a small band of

Greeks, largely Athenians, under Miltiades, met them and
drove them back to their ships (see map, p. 153).

The battle of Marathon was a glorious victory ; it is one of

the great landmarks in history. But note that its importance

is due quite as much to what happened afterwards as it is to

what happened on that fateful day in 490 b.c. What hap-

pened then was only the first round
;
no one knew that better

than the Greeks. But at least they had won the first round,

and this gave them confidence with which to prepare for the

next one.

Luck was on their side. Darius, the Persian king, was kept

busy for some time with troubles at home, and before he

could carry out his plans against the Greeks he died

(c. 486 B.c.). Several more years went by before his succes-

sor, Xerxes, got his army on Greek soil, so the Greeks had

ten precious years in which to get ready for the second round.

The Resources of Athens. Another piece of good fortune

during those ten years was the fact that a bit of shining rock

which a shepherd on Mt. Laurium chanced to pick up turned

out to be silver ore (c. 483 b.c.). Athens suddenly had a
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A Lucky Find

See page 150

new source of wealth. But her greatest resource lay not in

silver but in the character and intelligence of her people.

During this decade Athens had a quite happy and contented

body of citizens (thanks largely to the wisdom of Clisthenes'

reforms) with intelligence enough to choose able leaders. And
these leaders had intelligence enough to make good use of all

the resources of the State—human, economic, and geographic.

A Big-Navy Man. The outstanding man of the time was
Themistocles .

1 He believed that the only chance of success

lay in destroying the Persian navy because, so long as the

Persians controlled the sea, they could keep on sending over

more men and supplies. Moreover, the Greeks as a whole,

and especially the Athenians, were very much at home on the

sea and could fight there as well as on land. So Themistocles

urged the Athenians to use the newly found silver and all

their energies toward building up a fleet. He won them over,

and the result showed that he had not made a mistake.

the mis'to klez.
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7. Thermopylae and Salamis (480 b.c.)

A Tidal Wave of Asiatics. The Persians came by land and

sea— a veritable tidal wave of humanity. Never before had

the world seen such an armed host. We have no reliable sta-

tistics, but we shall probably not be wrong in saying that the

Persians outnumbered the Greeks at least ten to one. As the

army moved through Asia Minor and crossed into Europe on

a specially constructed bridge across the Hellespont, the fleet

followed the shore (see map, p. 153).

Long before, Persian agents had been busy in the Greek

cities, trying with bribes to hinder preparations and to per-

suade the cities at least to remain neutral. It need not

surprise us that in many instances they were successful be-

cause the outlook for the Greeks seemed hopeless (see map,

p. 110).

Sparta at her Best. The first real clash came at Thermop-
ylae, where a small band of Greeks led by three hundred

Spartans under King Leonidas tried to stem the tide at a

narrow pass. The Spartans proved their courage and valor.

Every one of them was killed
;
every one fell facing the enemy.

The pass was lost, but not until wave after wave of the in-

vaders had been driven back. It was a moral victory for the

Greeks, just as the defeat at Bunker Hill in 1775 was a moral

victory for the American colonists. The brave stand made by
those who perished put new courage into the Greeks who were

left to carry on the struggle.

While the pass was being fought for, the opposing fleets

met off the northern end of Euboea, near Artemisium. The
battle was not decisive, but at least the Greeks kept the Per-

sian fleet from cooperating with the Persian land forces.

Themistocles at his Best. Now the Persian military ma-
chine moved on southward. It seemed as though nothing

could stop it. Where should the Greeks make the next stand ?

Sparta was for withdrawing to the Isthmus of Corinth and

trying to block the enemy there. But Themistocles saw that
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as long as Persia controlled the sea, she could land troops

south of the isthmus and so attack the forces stationed there

from both sides. So he stuck to his original plan of meeting
the Persians on the sea. He won his point, though only with
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the greatest difficulty, and the allies agreed to await the Per-

sian attack in the Bay of Salamis.

Two Groups of Spectators. Meanwhile the Persian host had
come down into Attica. There, on the shore, Xerxes sat on
his throne, surrounded by his courtiers and ready to see the

last of the second round. A few miles back the smoldering

ruins of what had once been Athens pointed to the success

of his land forces ; no doubt his fleet would give just as good
an account of itself. Before him, across the bay, on the island

of Salamis and beyond, were other spectators, the old men
and the women and children of Athens. As they waited

they too could see the smoke curling up from what had
only a few days before been their homes.

One Way to get Men to Fight. Herodotus gives a vivid ac-

count of the battle, which you ought to read. The story is

briefly this : Though Themistocles had won the Spartans and
other allies to his plan, they weren’t very enthusiastic about

it ; so he saw that he would have to bring on a battle before

they took it into their heads to sail away to the south. He
accordingly sent a secret message to the Persians, telling

them that the Greeks were beside themselves with fear

(which, no doubt, was largely true) and that if during the

night the Persians blocked both exits around the island and
so bottled up the Greek fleet, they could destroy it at leisure

on the morrow (see map, p. 155).

The Persians did just what Themistocles had hoped they

would do, and so did the Greeks. The Persians blocked both
exits during the night and attacked in the morning, and the

Greeks preferred fighting to surrendering. And, just as

Themistocles had expected, when the fighting began it

turned out that the Persians had too many ships to move
about effectively in the narrow waters. They kept getting

into each other’s way. So the Greeks won.

Now that Xerxes had lost control of the sea, he feared

that he would be stranded in Greece. He therefore hastened

home, leaving part of his army under his brother-in-law,
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Where the Greeks Won the Second Round in their Contest

ivith the Persians

Mardonius. . But Mardonius was defeated at Platsea in

the following year (479 B.c.), largely through the efforts

of the Spartans; then this remnant of the Persian host

withdrew.

New Questions and Answers. Now that the Persians were

gone, a number of questions clamored for answers. Would
they come again ? Could the Greeks feel safe while the Per-

sians still held part of the TEgean? Now that they had the

Persians on the run, wasn’t it only good sense to keep them
on the run until they were cleared out of the TEgean? If so,

who should lead in the chase, Athens or Sparta ?

You can guess how they answered these questions. They
decided to go forward, and, since their route lay on the sea

and Sparta was primarily a land power, the leadership

went to Athens. A league of maritime states was formed

(c. 477 B.c.), called the Confederacy of Delos, from the tiny

TEgean island on which were the league’s headquarters and
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treasury .
1 Each state contributed ships or money to the

amount fixed by the Athenian leader, Aristides
,

2 who had such

a reputation for fairness that he was called Aristides the Just.

The drive against the Persians was carried on vigorously, and

within a decade they were driven out of the Aegean.

"Trade follows the Flag.” In the wake of the Delian

League’s fleet came the Greek traders, for, then as now,

'Trade followed the flag/' And just as Athens led in naval

affairs, so she led in trade. The whole Aegean region lay

open for her to develop commercially. But she did not con-

fine herself to the Aegean
;
she spread over all the Mediter-

ranean world. Thus she acquired the wealth which made
possible the Golden Age of Athens, and the Golden Age of

Athens was the Golden Age of Greece.

Readings

In addition to those given for preceding chapter: Davis, A Day in Old

Athens. Guerber, Myths of Greece and Rome. Plutarch, Lives of Illus-

trious Men (Solon, Themistocles, Aristides). Seignobos, History of An-
cient Civilization.

Some Key Words

Attica

Solon

Clisthenes

ostracism

periceci

helot

Peloponnesus

laconic

Zeus

Mt. Olympus
Delphi

oracle

Miltiades

Marathon

Xerxes

Mt. Laurium
Themistocles

Thermopylae

Leonidas

Artemisium

Salamis

Mardonius

Plataea

Confederacy of Delos
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Things to Do

1. Using the above key words, draw up appropriate questions for

this chapter.

2. Begin your time chart (see pages 250-251 for suggestions).

1 Delos was centrally located and was a familiar gathering place of the Greeks,

for it had long been a religious center for the worship of Apollo. 2 Sr is ti'dez.
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CHAPTER XIV • Beginning tlie Story of tlie Golden

Age of Greece, dealing here with Political Affairs

1. Pericles

A Marvelous Century. By the victory of Salamis (480 B. C.)

the Greek peninsula was saved from the Persians ; about one

hundred and fifty years later, by the defeat at Chaeronea 1

(338 b.c.), it was lost to Philip II of Macedon. Within these

few years — a period shorter than that which separates us

From Themistocles to Philip II is as from Washington to Franklin Roosevelt

from the first American Fourth of July— Greece produced

more great men than any people ever have in the same length

of time. Most of them were Athenians, either by birth or

by training.

Their greatest achievements were in the realm of the mind
and the spirit ; that is to say, they expressed through words

or stone or colors or some other medium those things which

they thought were good and beautiful and true. They did

so extraordinarily well in all these lines that, from their day
to our own, men have found inspiration in their works.

Commonplace Needs. But achievements of this sort cannot

be made by themselves. They are like flowers, which need
1 k6r 6 ne'a.
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such important but commonplace things as soil and water

and sunshine. The commonplace conditions which Greek
culture needed were peace and
plenty. If the Athenians had not

had a rather stable political life

and a fair abundance of economic

goods, there would have been no
Golden Age. Culture does not

grow out of the soil of anarchy

and poverty. So we shall take

up, first, the political and eco-

nomic threads and follow them
through to Chseronea ; then we
shall take up the cultural thread.

Some Men who deserve Longer

Notices. We shall pass over some
great names of the generation

after Plataea (479 B.c.) — The-
mistocles, the hero of Salamis;

Aristides, who was largely re-

sponsible for creating the Delian League; and Cimon, son

of Miltiades, who won a great land and sea victory over

the Persians (465 b.c.) and who, as leader of the aristocratic

party, favored friendship with Sparta. Their achievements

are worth studying, but not so much so as the achievements

of those who followed — the men who were about your age

when Salamis was fought. Greatest of them all was Pericles, 1

so that, rightly, the Golden Age of Greece is also called the

Age of Pericles. He was the outstanding figure in the period

between Salamis and Chseronea.

Pericles. Pericles was bom about 495 B. c. into a distin-

guished noble family. His father had won a great naval

victory over the Persians; his mother was a niece of Clis-

thenes, the statesman (p. 142). He had for his teachers some
of the leading thinkers of the day. While yet in his twenties

1 pSr'i klez.
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he entered political life, and by the time he was thirty-five

he had become one of the dominant figures, if not the domi-

nant figure, in Athens.

He was a fine-looking man, except for the fact that the

crown of his head was too high and pointed. This defect is

hidden from us by the helmet which the sculptor kindly

added, but Pericles’ enemies knew of it and wrote unflatter-

ing verses about it.

A Poised and Reserved Democrat. Ever since Solon’s time

the common people had been getting a greater and greater

share in the government. Pericles favored this tendency and
became their leader. He was a very effective public speaker,

and he increased his effectiveness by speaking only on im-

portant occasions. He had a great deal of natural dignity,

which kept him from mingling freely with the crowd. Even
though he was leader of the people’s party, he was not of the

"mixer” type. He was ever the born aristocrat.

A Man of Broad Interests and Good Sense. Pericles was a

man of broad interests ;
everything that could add to the

glory of his beloved Athens appealed to him. So, while he

supported the merchants and manufacturers (who added to

her material wealth), he also gave support to artists, sculp-

tors, architects, poets, historians, and philosophers, and to

all who might add to her mental and spiritual life. More,

perhaps, than any other Greek he embodied all that was

best in the character of his race. He ruled Athens, not by

force, as Pisistratus had done, but by the appeal which his

words and deeds made to the good sense of his fellow men.

2. Athens and her People

The City. On the southern plain of Attica, about five miles

from the Bay of Salamis, stood the Acropolis (the rock of

the city), around which Athens was built. All about were

flourishing vineyards and olive groves, and on the hills in

the distance shepherds tended their flocks of sheep and goats.
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Farther distant still the mountains stood out clear under the

bright blue sky, and to the south the sea glistened like molten

silver. The whole surrounding atmosphere was cheerful and
stimulating.

Man, however, had not done as well as nature. Though
there were a few fine public structures, the city as a whole

was anything but impressive. The houses were of sun-dried

brick and crowded close together
;
for Athens was a walled

town, and space was too valuable to be used for yards and
gardens. The streets were unpaved and became veritable

bogs when it rained, and at all times they were the accepted

dumping place for refuse. About all you could say in praise

of them was that they helped you to get from one place to

another.

The walls of the city, as well as those of the Piraeus (the

harbor), had been built by Themistocles immediately after the

Persian war. Now Pericles built the Long Walls connecting

these two places and thus provided a larger place of refuge

for the country dwellers in case of attack (see page 163).

’'Athens for the Athenians.” Early in the days of Pericles

the Athenians created a new social class. When they had
begun to rebuild the city, they had welcomed newcomers, ad-

mitting them freely to citizenship. But about 450 B. c. they

adopted a policy of ''Athens for the Athenians,” and admitted

to citizenship only those with Athenian fathers and mothers.

Metics. Those who could not qualify were called metics.

Many of them became prominent in trade, industry, and
banking, and occupied an honorable position in the commu-
nity. The wealthier ones moved freely in Athenian society,

and, except for the fact that they had no share in the govern-

ment and paid a special tax, they could not be distinguished

from the citizens. The poorer metics, who did manual labor,

occupied a lower social position.

Census Statistics. It has been estimated that in the days

of Pericles there were in Attica (1) about ten or fifteen thou-

sand metics, (2) about fifty-five thousand citizens over eight-
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The Athenian Port (the Pir/eus)
,
the Long Walls, and Athens,

Five Miles away

een years of age, and (3) perhaps twice as many women and
children, making a total of about two hundred thousand free

persons. (4) The number of slaves was somewhat less, so that

the total population of Attica was less than four hundred

thousand. (How does this compare with the population of

your town or county ? The point of this question will become
clear when you see what this small number of people accom-

plished in the short period of about a century.)

About half the people of Attica lived in Athens or the

Piraeus, and half in the open country. Landholding was still a

mark of social position, and most of the citizens had holdings

and lived on them. Many, however, did live in the city and
engaged in trade and industry. These pursuits were regarded

more highly in the days of Pericles than they came to be later.

It was still respectable to work, and citizens often labored side

by side with their slaves or with metics. The chief occupa-

tions were trading and banking, and making pottery, wine,

and olive oil.
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This Elderly Greek Slave looks as though she were Used to taking Naps without

Fearing that she would he Brought to Task for doing so

Slaves. The slaves, of course, ranked below the metics,

but even their position was not an ignoble one. They were

often men of ability who, through war or some other mis-

fortune, had lost their liberty. Some of them came to hold

positions of responsibility as managers of estates or factories.

They dressed as free men did, so there was nothing in their

outward appearance to mark them as a separate class. But,

as with the metics and even the citizens, some were better off

than others. By far the worst off were the workers in the mines
— a statement which holds true in most parts of the world

even today.

A Democratic Society. On the whole the Athenians had a

very democratic society, alert and active and full of the joy

of living. There were certain distinct social groups, as we
have just seen, but each group had frequent and friendly con-

tacts with the others. There were no slave revolts in the Age
of Pericles, nor until long after.

Just as there was little to oppress the slaves, so there was
little to oppress the freemen — neither a tyrannical govern-

ment nor an overpowering priesthood nor a tradition of de-

featism (that is, of sitting down and resigning oneself to one’s

fate), all of which existed to a greater or less extent in the
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old empires to the east and south of them. Never before in

any civilized community of which we have any record were

men so free to regulate their own lives — to think and do as

they pleased and to make themselves count for as much as

they could.

3. The Government of Athens

The Popular Assembly. The citizens in the days of Pericles

were the government, even more than in the days of his kins-

man Clisthenes. All important matters, such as making
treaties and declaring war, were now decided in the popular

assembly rather than in the Boule. In other words, Athens

was becoming more and more a direct democracy rather than

a representative one. (Which is your country?)

The Athenians had such faith in the ability of the average

citizen to manage public affairs that they not only settled

important matters by mass action in the general assembly

but allowed any citizen to nominate himself for certain offices,

and these self-nominated candidates then drew lots to see

who should serve.

The Board of Generals. Certain of the offices, however,

which required special qualifications, like that of strategus

(general), were not left to chance. Each of the ten tribes con-

tinued to elect its general, as in the days of Clisthenes. To-

gether the ten generals formed a board, or cabinet, and
carried out the decisions of the assembly. Pericles was
elected as general for his tribe year after year, and for a

long time he was president of the board.

The Popular Court. Next to the assembly and the board

of generals, the most important body was the popular court

(Heliaea). It was made up of six hundred members from each
of the ten tribes. The six thousand were divided into ten

groups, each of which served for a tenth of the year. Cases
were decided by majority vote. The citizens were paid for

serving in the popular court, as well as for serving in the

Boule, and after Pericles’ time they were paid for attending
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the popular assembly. This would seem to show that many
Athenians were workers who could not afford to serve the

State without pay.

Something New in the World. Altogether the Athenian

government was something new in the world. It was a gov-

ernment of the citizens, by the citizens, and for the citizens

such as had never been seen before. It made mistakes, but no
more, perhaps, than other forms of government have made.

The experiment brought disaster in less than a hundred

years, and for most of the twenty-four centuries since Pericles

there has been little government of the people, by the people,

and for the people in the world. Nevertheless, mankind never

forgot the ideal toward which the Athenians' experiment

pointed
;
and today, more than ever before in history, men

look to some form of democratic organization of government

as the surest basis for a happy and contented people.

League or Empire? One serious problem that confronted

the Athenians had to do with the Confederacy of Delos.

That confederacy, you recall, had been organized for the

purpose of driving the Persians out of the Aegean Sea; so

when that task was finished, it was natural for some of the

allies to want to drop out of the league. The Greeks were

never good at teamwork; they preferred to "go it alone."

The Athenians were therefore confronted with somewhat
the same sort of problem as that which confronted the North-

ern statesmen of the United States when the Southern states

threatened to leave the Union, just before the outbreak of

the Civil War (1861-1865).

If Athens decided to hold the allies, she would have to

use force, and she could count on constant uprisings. On the

other hand, if she let them go, she would undoubtedly lose

much of her trade and probably drop back to where she had

been before the Persian war. Since that time her population

had increased fourfold. If business now fell off, she would

have many unemployed on her hands, and poverty and dis-

order would surely follow.
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Moreover, there was another consideration which was not

so self-centered. Athens saw — and she seems to have been

the only one to see— that the Persians were still a real men-
ace and that, unless the Greek city-states stood together, they

were likely to be gathered one by one into the Persian fold.

The Athenians decide for Empire. Of course, not all Athe-

nians favored the same policy, any more than all Northerners

favored the same policy with regard to the South in 1861.

The landholding aristocrats were willing to let the allies go

their own way, but the new and powerful industrial class —
the merchants and manufacturers and their workers— were

not willing. These formed the popular, or democratic, party,

— the party to which Pericles belonged, — and they won out.
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The allies were thus forced to remain in the league. But
instead of keeping their old position of partner (as the South-

ern states did after the American Civil War), the one-time

Greek partners were made subjects. They no longer made
voluntary contributions ; they now had to pay, whether they

wanted to or not. Bit by bit most of the once-free allies lost

all their powers of self-government, except in trivial local

matters. Everything else was run by Athens. Thus, in the

early days of the Age of Pericles, the Confederacy of Delos

was converted into the Athenian Empire.

4. The Peloponnesian Wars

Athens makes Enemies. The Athenian Empire was no
mean empire (see map, p. 167). It came to include more
than two hundred and fifty cities. As it grew it acquired

tremendous momentum
;
there seemed to be no stopping it.

Needless to say, the other city-states, like Sparta and Cor-

inth, looked on in alarm. This became especially true when
Athens began to expand on land as well as on sea, and thus

threatened Spartan leadership in the peninsula.

Moreover, Sparta was threatened not only on the political

side but on the economic side as well. That is to say, Athens

was getting such control of commerce that it looked as though

Sparta and the whole Peloponnesus would have to buy in

her markets. So Sparta made common cause with Corinth,

Thebes, and other threatened cities, and the first Pelopon-

nesian War began. Note, again, what an important part

economic factors play in history.

War with Sparta. The war dragged on for about fifteen

years (459-445 B.c.). Neither side won a decisive victory;

about all that happened was that much life and property

were destroyed. At its end Athens kept her navy and her

wide-flung empire, and Sparta was recognized as the domi-

nant land power in central and southern Greece.

The treaty pledged the combatants to thirty years’ peace

;
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but after fifteen years it became a scrap of paper, and war

began again. This second Peloponnesian War was a more

serious affair than the first. It lasted from 431 to 404 b.c.,

and by the time it ended, the Athenian Empire had been

destroyed. However, the Athenians started out strong and

with high hopes. The advantages seemed to be distinctly

on their side. They were loyal, public-spirited citizens
; they

had wealth and a great fleet; and in Pericles they had a

great leader.

Athens loses Pericles. Unfortunately they lost one of their

advantages early in the war, for Pericles was one of the many
victims of the plague which swept over Athens (429 b.c.).

Now lesser men came to the front, scrambling for power,

and the weaknesses of a democracy came to light. In the

years that followed, Athens showed that even an unusually

intelligent citizenry could not make up its mind on important

matters of state— especially in time of danger — and stick

to its decisions. Great though the Athenians were, they still

needed a leader, and no great leader appeared.

The Downfall of Athens. Finally, in 405 B.c., the Athenian

fleet was destroyed at TEgospotami. 1 Sparta then besieged

Athens and starved her into submission (404 B.c.). She had
to give up all her foreign possessions and all but twelve of

her warships. Her fortifications were destroyed, and she was
forced to join the Spartan League.

Thus after a quarter of a century of almost continuous

warfare — years of no fixed plans and no great leaders, of

incompetence and treachery and what at times amounted
to mob rule — the proud empire of Pericles lay in ruins.

More Downfalls. Sparta was now (404 B.c.) supreme in

Greece, and she ruled with a heavy hand. This brought to

her, first, disaster and then ruin. After thirty-three years she

was overthrown in the battle of Leuctra (371 b.c.) by one of

the subject cities (Thebes) which had found in its ranks a
military genius named Epaminondas. 2

1 e gSs p8t'a mi. * e pSm i ntfn'das.
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But Theban power was a one-man power, and when Epami-
nondas was killed in the battle of Mantinea (362 b.c.), it

collapsed. Now there was no
city strong enough to take the

lead. Through continuous war-

fare Athens, Sparta, and Thebes
had bled themselves almost to

death. Weak, yet unwilling to

unite, they were ready to be

overwhelmed by any vigorous

attack from without. Such an
attack was not long in coming;

it came from the north.

5. End of Greek Independence

Macedonia. A glance at the

Demosthenes map will show that in the north-

west TEgean the Athenian Empire
bordered on the kingdom of Macedonia. With this kingdom
Athens had had important dealings, for thence came most of

the timber and tar and pitch that went to build her fleet.

The Macedonians were country folk rather than city folk

;

but, through trade, they had picked up some of the culture of

the Greek city-states. They may have been of Greek blood

themselves ; of that we are not sure. But we do know that

they spoke a Greek dialect and that their kings, at least, were

of good Greek families. And in Philip II (reigned 359-336

B.c.) and Alexander, his son (reigned 336-323 B.c.), they

possessed two of the greatest generals and statesmen of the

ancient world.

Philip II and Demosthenes. When Philip became king, he

set out to dominate the Greek world.

At least one Athenian knew what Philip was after and used

his matchless eloquence to stir his fellow citizens to action.

This was Demosthenes, the world’s greatest orator. But it
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took Demosthenes more than a decade to get the Greeks to

realize the need for acting together if they wished to preserve

their independence, and then it was too late.

The armies met at Chaeronea in 338 B. c. When the battle

was over, the Macedonian phalanx (modeled on the Theban
phalanx of Epaminondas), supported by the Macedonian
cavalry, was in possession of the field. Greece at last had
found a master, and the Greek city-state gradually became
numbered among the things which have been and are no
more.

6. War and Intelligence

Wherein the Greeks did not use Intelligence. Before we
turn to the pleasanter topic of Greek cultural achievements in

the period between Salamis and Chaeronea, let us consider

what it was that brought the Greek city-state to a fall. 1

Under the city-state the Greeks accomplished marvelous

things. Each community was free to experiment, both in the

field of politics and in that of culture ; and a healthy rivalry

tended to keep each up to a high level of endeavor. But, un-

fortunately, the Greeks became so attached to the city-state

idea that they clung to it even after it was apparent that the

city-state could not be the last word in political organization.

A Poor Choice. Since the Greek city-states were growing

affairs, they were bound to expand. Conflicts were sure to

come, and such conflicts could be settled in one of two ways —
(1) by the use of reason or (2) by the use of force. Though
Athens and Sparta used force successfully for a while, no
Greek city-state was strong enough to settle all her con-

flicts in that way ; and no Greek state was wise enough and
influential enough to get all conflicts settled by reason. So
they fought and kept on fighting until they weakened them-

selves to the point where they became an easy prey to the

Macedonians.

1 The city-state did not begin with the Greeks. The early Egyptians and the

Sumerians had had this form of government. Nor did it end with the Greeks.
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Two Points about War. There are two important facts to

observe about the Greek wars. (1) They did not come out of

the sky like an unexpected flash of lightning. They grew out

of differences of long standing, so that there was plenty of

time to settle them peaceably, if the two sides had wished to

do so. (2) They were not caused by one side or the other

breaking some law which could have been enforced by some
recognized court; that is to say, they were not what are

called "justiciable” matters. There was no law, for example,

which forbade Athens to become more powerful than she

had been. Consequently, if in time Athens did become
more powerful, and Sparta refused to accept the new state

of affairs peaceably, there was apparently nothing left but

to fight it out.

A Substitute that was Lacking. You will recall that Athens

once had the same state of affairs at home. At various times

differences had arisen between the rich and the poor which

could not be settled by the existing laws. Sometimes these

differences were settled by civil war; but at other times,

especially from the time of Clisthenes on, they were settled

by the popular assembly and the courts. In other words,

Athens had created a substitute for war within the State;

she had substituted thinking and voting for fighting.

But she and her neighbors never created an effective sub-

stitute for war between states ,
though there had been occa-

sional attempts to settle disputes by arbitration. And so,

while to the east Persia was still a great power, and to the

north and west two new states (Macedonia and Rome) were

on the way to becoming great powers, these tiny city-states

slashed themselves almost to death.

Is it still Lacking? As we look back the folly of it seems

almost unbelievable, especially when we recall that one of the

claims of the Greeks to greatness is that they made so much
use of intelligence. But it may help us to get a truer and more

sympathetic understanding of the Greeks if we compare fifth-

century Greece with twentieth-century Europe.
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On the map twentieth-century Europe is larger than an-

cient Greece was, but from the point of view of modern war-

fare it is really smaller. For example, when Phidippides

made his record-breaking run from Athens to ask aid from

Sparta (490 b.c.),
1
it took him forty-eight hours to cover one

hundred and fifty miles. Lindbergh, in the Spirit of St. Louis,

could have made it in as many minutes, and he could have

carried along a bomb or two with which to wipe out the city

in case she refused to help. In other words, the airplane has

brought London, Paris, Berlin, and Rome closer together than

Athens, Sparta, Corinth, and Thebes were in ancient Greece

;

and modern high explosives have made the airplane a war
engine of the first importance.

Now, if twentieth-century Christian nations after a four-

year World War can still think of war as a suitable way of

settling disputes, it ought not to be hard for us to understand

how the Greeks could have slaughtered themselves in the

Peloponnesian War without realizing that they were com-
mitting suicide. They were merely giving free rein to their

strong city-state spirit.

Coins of Three Greek City-States in the Order in which they

Failed as Panhellenic Leaders

1 This was just before the battle of Marathon.
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Readings

In addition to those given for preceding chapter, see Plutarch for Pericles,

Alcibiades, and Demosthenes.

Pericles

Long Walls

strategus

Some Key Words

A£gospotami

Leuctra (371 B.C.)

Epaminondas

Mantinea

Macedonia

Demosthenes

Chseronea (338 B.C.)

justiciable

Piraeus

metics

Philip II

Questions

Section 1. What commonplace things did Athens need before

her Golden Age was possible ? Are those same commonplace elements

still needed today for cultural development ?

Section 2. Compare the general appearance of Athens, its en-

virons, and its population with that of your town. What different

social classes were there in Athens ? Are there any residents in your

town who have not been naturalized ? Which place would you rather

have lived in, Athens or Sparta ? Why ?

Section 3. Compare the government of Athens with that of your

town under the following heads
:

(a) Who made the laws (legislative

department)
; (b ) who carried out the laws (executive department)

;

and (c) who interpreted the laws (judicial department). Do you think

the Athenian system would work in your town or county? If you

had lived in Periclean Athens, would you have voted to keep mem-
bers in the Delian League by force ?

Section 4. In what ways did the Athenian empire threaten

Sparta? What weaknesses developed in Athens after the death of

Pericles ?

Section 5. Why was oratory more important in the ancient world

than in the present-day world ?

Section 6. What advantages were there in the city-state sys-

tem ? What drawbacks ? What is meant by saying that the disputes

between Athens and Sparta were non-justiciable matters? Do you

agree with the statement on page 173 that, from the point of view of

war, Europe today is as small as Greece was two thousand years ago ?



CHAPTER XV • Continuing the Story of the

Golden Age of Greece, dealing here with the

Home, the School, and Three Great Teachers

1. Greek Homes

The Stimulating Atmosphere of Hellas. While on the polit-

ical side the strong desire of each Greek city-state to go its

own way was a misfortune, on the cultural side it was prob-

ably a blessing. It created a friendly rivalry which brought

out the best that each could do in art and science and litera-

ture. In such an atmosphere every man was not only at

liberty to express himself fully and freely ; he was encouraged

to do so.

At its Best in Athens. Such an atmosphere we find at its

best in Athens in the days of Pericles, and out of it came the

Golden Age of Greece. The Golden Age lasted for about a

hundred years after Pericles
,

death, but it is doubtful whether

it would ever have got started if Athens had not been blessed

with the happy combination of affairs which existed during

the days of his leadership and which he did much to bring

about.

Athens at Peace at Home. While it is true that Athens was
often at war in the days of Pericles, these wars had not begun

to be a drain on her resources. More important still was the

fact that Athens was not at war with herself. Within the

city there was an active and alert people, prosperous and con-

tented, and kept up to the level of their best achievement by
the stimulating and intelligent leadership of Pericles. Thus
Athens became a place which, from that time to this, has been

a shrine for all who love what is best in westem-European
civilization.

175
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Athenian Homes and Home Life. Athens, like most other

Greek cities, was very much of a man’s town. Athenian men
were civilized animals, but they

could hardly be called domestic,

according to our present standards.

It was woman’s place to stay at

home; but man came home, as a

rule, only when he wanted to eat

or sleep.

Most Athenian houses were built

of sun-dried brick and were rather

modest affairs ; it was not consid-

ered good form to make one’s home
a show place. They were not open
to the world as ours are, with win-

dows, porches, and balconies; nor

were there wide lawns or gardens

around them (space within the city

walls was too valuable for that).

Light came in through an inner

court. (See page 149.)

What home life there was cen-

tered around this court, which

Another friendly touch in this
formed the main Uving-TOOm. From

treatment of a slave taking it doors led in various directions to
careofaninfant. (Seepage 164) the dining.r0om, kitchen, the bed-

rooms of the family and the slaves,

and to the vestibule, which in turn led to the street. If there

was a second story, the rooms there were used for sleeping

quarters and for the various household industries, such as

spinning and weaving.

Many of our common domestic arrangements were lacking.

There was no chimney; fire for warmth and cooking was
built in a brazier. At table there were chairs without backs,

and couches on which the diners reclined. They had no forks,

so they used their fingers, wiping them on pieces of soft bread.

An Oil Slave
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At night the olive-oil lamps gave only a dim light ; so most

of the Greeks went to bed early. Those who stayed up talked

or drank, which they could

do without much light.

It’s All a Matter of what

you’re Used to. From this

brief account it looks as

though the Greek home
was a rather uncomfortable

place, and no doubt it

would be so for us today.

But if we knew only such

comforts as the Greeks

knew, we should get accus-

tomed to them, too, and

very likely be satisfied with them. Our own grandparents

got along quite comfortably without many things which we
consider absolutely necessary.

Why Greek Men left Home. It was not because it was
uncomfortable that the Greek left his home, for the market

place, the assembly, the courts, and his friends’ homes were

just as uncomfortable. It was because he wanted intellectual

companionship. He might have found that in his own family

if he had given his wife and daughters half a chance to become
educated . But , aswe said above

,
Athenswas a man’s town, and

,

among other things, education was reserved for the male sex.

Greek Mothers and Daughters. Greek girls learned house-

keeping from their mothers
;
this and bearing and bringing up

children were about all they could look forward to in married

life. They married at about fifteen. They did not choose

their husbands, nor did their future husbands choose them

;

that matter was attended to by the parents. But even with

such an arrangement a
j
recognition of woman’s right to

develop her personality as fully as man did might have made
Greek home life richer for all concerned

;
it certainly would

have made it less dull for Greek women.

An Open'Heat System
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A Greek Mother’s Advantage. One real advantage the

Greek mother had over the mother of today. Clothes for all

the family were very simple affairs — a close-fitting under-

garment, covered by one or two shawl-like pieces draped

around the body, and a pair of sandals, which were worn only

outside the house ;
that was all. No buttons to sew on, no

stockings to dam, no trousers to patch

!

2. Getting Educated in School

Informal Education. Like all healthy children before and

since, the Athenian boy began to learn almost as soon as he

was bom, and he kept on learning as long as he lived. During

the first seven years of his life he and his sisters played around

the house, learning how to behave themselves and how to get

on with people and picking up a good deal of information on

many subjects, just as we all did. There was no system about

it, no regular classes or hours of study and recitation; he

learned just by living and doing. This sort of education we
call informal education, to distinguish it from the systematic,

or formal, education which we get in school.

For hundreds and thousands of years all learning had been

informal. Boys and girls learned by living with their parents

and by watching and imitating them. They learned "on the

job ” — not only while they were children but when they

were grown up. That was all the education needed in primi-

tive society; and that is all the preparation for life which

many people get, even today, in many parts of the world.

Why People have Schools. Learning by living and doing is

a good way to learn, as you know by experience, because what
you learn in this way seems real and not bookish. But such

learning is apt to be scrappy. (How much arithmetic or spell-

ing or geography should you know if you had never been to

school ?) So when men realized that they had more knowledge

to pass on to their children than could well be passed on just

in the ordinary course of living, certain of them made it their
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Greek Dolls and Toys

business to gather children together regularly and instruct

them systematically in the fundamental branches.

Thus schools were begun for the purpose of making sure

that the knowledge which men had gathered through the ages

would not be lost, but would be preserved by their children

and perhaps be added to by them. And that is the same rea-

son we have schools today. We need to keep knowledge alive

if we wish to preserve our civilization. Imagine what would
happen to our civilization if, for example, all our medical or

engineering colleges were closed for only twenty-five years

!

The earliest schools were probably those set up by the

priests in Egypt. The Greeks had had them long before the

days of Pericles.

Off to School. When about eight years old the Greek boys
parted company with their sisters and began their formal educa-
tion. Henceforth most oftheir time was spent away from home.
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Accompanied by an attendant called a pedagogue, who
carried their books and looked after them in general, they

went the round of their

schools. They went to

several, just as we might
go to one place for music
lessons and to another for

dancing or boxing. These
were private schools. In

one they learned how to

read, write, and count.

In another they learned

music— generally how
to play on the lyre. In

a third they learned

athletics.

The Greeks tried to de-

velop high ideals of man-
hood in much the same
way as we do, namely, by
teaching their young peo-

ple about the lives and
deeds of great men. They

used the Homeric poems just as we use the Bible and the

writings of Shakespeare, Longfellow, and others in school.

Boys were made to learn long passages; some could even

recite the whole of the Iliad. To read well was regarded as

a great accomplishment.

How Greek Boys Read. But reading in the Greek sense

meant more than it does to us. It meant not only uttering

words, but also accompanying the words with music where

music would add to the general effect. Music, therefore, was
taught not merely as an end in itself but also as a means of

making reading more effective — of helping the listeners to

get into the right mood. Only occasionally today do we
hear a professional reader do this sort of thing, accompany-

A Greek Schoolboy’s Possessions
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Greek Teachers and Pupils

The first pupil is having a singing lesson, with his teacher helping him with a flute

to get the notes. The second one is having an exercise corrected. The pedagogue-
slave waits patiently for the proceeding to be over

ing himself on a harp or a piano ;
but in Athens every school-

boy was expected to know how to do it skillfully .
1

The "Gym” Period. Equally important was physical train-

ing, at which, at least in his later years, the Athenian boy
spent a large part of his time.

The Greek ideal of manhood was a sound mind in a sound
body. Here, as in so many other instances, the Greeks showed
their capacity to see things clearly. They realized that, though
no doubt some of the work of the world could be done by weak
minds in sound bodies, and some of it by sound minds in

weak bodies, nevertheless most of the work of maintaining

and advancing a civilization such as they had built up would
have to be done by those who were sound both in body and in

mind.

An All-Round Training. The athletic schools were on the

outskirts of the city, where there was plenty of space for out-

door exercise. As in the other schools, the aim was to make

1 The whole art consisted, of course, in playing the right sort of music. T ou
can prove this for yourself by reading, say, Lincoln’s "Gettysburg Address” once
while the phonograph plays "Hail! Hail! The gang’s all here!” and a second

time while it plays Handel’s well-known "Largo.” Which would be the more
appropriate ?
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the young Athenian a decent, all-round member of society

;

so his training here was not only physical but social and
moral. On the social side he

was taught to be at ease in

company, how to stand up,

sit down, walk across the

room, and so on. On the

moral side his instructors

endeavored to teach him to

play fair, to keep his temper,

to take defeat gracefully,

and all the sort of thing y/e

call "good sportsmanship.”

The Physical Exercises.

His exercises consisted of

running, jumping, wrestling,

and boxing; throwing the

discus and the javelin
; and

swimming and dancing.

Most of these are familiar

to you from your own gym-
nastic experience. The only

one that seems to be out of

place is dancing. But Greek

dancing was quite different

from our "partner ” dancing.

It was generally group dancing, and it aimed to tell a story

or to express a mood, such as joy, sorrow, or anger.

You may have done this sort of thing in kindergarten when
you acted out a spring story, planting the seed, watering the

growing plant, and finally gathering the fruit or flowers. In

recent years Greek dancing has become popular on the stage

and in our schools of physical culture.

At sixteen many of the poor boys quit school, but the

sons of the well-to-do and those who wished to qualify for

the higher state offices kept on for four years more.

The Discus-Thrower

A statue by Myron, a contemporary of

Phidias (see page 204)
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The Greek Boy’s Education and Yours. If you compare the

Greek course of study, from seven to twenty, with your own
from the first grade through the four-

teenth, you will probably find that the

Greek one was the simpler. It consisted

of literature, music, and religion, duties

of citizenship, and physical and military

training. What other subjects have you
had or shall you have had by the time

you finish the fourteenth grade ? In which

of the Greek studies have you had no
formal instruction or very little?

Another difference is that the Greeks

paid more attention to the development

of the emotions, or feelings, than we do.

Through literature, music, and dancing

the learner was taught to respond with

his heart as well as his mind to what was
beautiful and good and true. How much
of that sort of training have you had ?

The Greek Boy and the Asiatic Boy.

The contrast between Greek education

and education in the old Near East em-
pires is also striking. What little edu-

cation there was in these empires aimed at making people

very much alike and especially at making them obedient

followers of those who ruled over them. Greek education,

on the other hand, aimed to help each individual to be himself.

He would soon become a citizen, and, as a citizen, he might

have to lead as well as follow. Hence his education aimed to

bring out his capacities in every direction.

Here again we must credit the Greeks with bringing some-

thing new into the world— something that we in a democracy
count as very precious. From the Greeks, more than from

any other people, have we learned how to make life rich and
full and worth living.

A Greek Charioteer
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3. The New Education

New Needs. The education we have outlined prepared the

men who won at Marathon and Salamis and who brought on

the Golden Age of Greece. But in the Age of Pericles condi-

tions in Athens changed, and so the educational program had

to change. Men who as citizens and officeholders might be

called upon to debate in the assembly or defend themselves in

the courts felt the need of a new sort of training, just as we
who live in a complex mechanical age feel the need of a train-

ing different from the simple one our grandfathers received in

the " little red schoolhouse” of fifty or a hundred years ago.

The Sophists. The new needs brought forth a new group of

private teachers, who gave instruction in public affairs and in

the art of public speaking and debating. They were called

Sophists (wise men), and they were the first professional

teachers of higher learning, the forerunners of our high-school

and college teachers. Most of them were upright men
;
but

some of their number became interested chiefly in making
money, and in order to attract students they taught various

tricks of arguing whereby one with a poor case might get the

better of his opponent. Thus the name "Sophist” fell into

disrepute.

Disturbers of Old Ideas. There were other reasons why
the Sophists became unpopular. Though they were Greeks,

they were not Athenians, and so they were looked down on, as

all aliens were. A more serious reason for their unpopularity

lay in the fact that they questioned many of the generally

accepted religious beliefs.

To understand what was happening, we need to remember
that with the Greeks, as with all early peoples, religion and
conduct (or morality) had for long been quite separate.

Religion was largely a matter of offering sacrifices to the gods

on important occasions, as, for example, when a man went on

a voyage or when he was married. Conduct was for the most

part a matter of custom : a man did as his father before him
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had done. Then religion and conduct came to be drawn to-

gether, largely through the drama, which showed the gods

as rewarders of good and punishers of evil.

This was the situation when the Sophists appeared. Some
of these now proceeded to teach the very modern-sounding

doctrine that 'There’s nothing in religion.” There really

were no gods, they said; the gods existed only in men’s

imagination. And since there were no gods to fear or to

love, each person was free to decide for himself what was
right and true. This sort of teaching proved attractive to

many young people (just as it might today), but it caused

much distress to their parents.

The Young People need a Guide. Thus on the one side

stood the Sophists, the "advanced,” or "liberal,” thinkers,

basing their ideas to some extent on the work of the scientists.

Recall, for example, how Thales’ predictions of the eclipse

forced the Greeks to revise some of their ideas about the gods

(p. 132). On the other side stood the conservatives, afraid of

change and wishing to keep things as they were. And be-

tween them stood the young people, more or less bewildered.

The old beliefs and rules of conduct, which had come down
from the past and which satisfied their parents, no longer

satisfied them
;
but in place of the old way of life they had no

new way which was entirely satisfying.

They were badly in need of a guide, and one appeared.

His name was Socrates, and, in the Western world at least, he

is counted next to Jesus as th§ greatest teacher of mankind.
He won many followers among the abler young Athenian

aristocrats.

4. Socrates

A Great Teacher. Socrates is the first person in Greek his-

tory, if not in all history, whom we know intimately. His

career shows strikingly that, with regard to the fundamental
problems of life, the past was very modem and the present is

very ancient. He wrote nothing himself, but two of his pupils
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(Plato the philosopher and Xenophon the historian) left ac-

counts of his life and teachings. He was born in Athens in

469 B.c. and died there seventy

years later (399 b.c.). His father

was a stonecutter, and he was one,

too, for a while ; but he came to

believe that he had a divine mis-

sion to perform, and from the time

he was thirty he spent most of his

days talking with anyone who
would listen about the problem

of how a man ought to live.

Not Everybody Liked him. Often

his listeners turned against him
and sometimes even beat him. But

this did not bother Socrates very

much. He was kept serene by the

conviction that he was doing what

he had been sent into the world

to do
;
besides, he had a sense of

humor. Once, when surprise was

expressed at his patience under

rough treatment, he said, "If an

ass had kicked me, should you

expect me to have him arrested ?
”

His sense of humor stood him in good stead at home, where

his wife, Xanthippe, 1 often displayed enough temper for the

two. Once when she scolded him and followed it up by throw-

ing water on him, he remarked, " Didn’t I say Xanthippe was
thundering, and soon it would rain?’’

His Needs were Few and Simple. Xanthippe may have had

good reason for getting angry, because Socrates was not a

very good provider. Unlike the Sophists, he would not take

money for teaching ; so his income was small. This did not

bother him, for he was contented with little. When he saw
1 z&n thip'e.
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how many things there were in the market, he would say,
" How many things there are that I do not want !

” In show-

ing that man could live a full, rich life without much worldly

wealth Socrates performed a worth-while service; yet it is

easy enough for us to understand Xanthippe and to sym-
pathize with her.

Not Much to Look At. Besides being endowed with few

worldly goods, Socrates was endowed with about as little

personal beauty as one could well be. It seemed as though
Nature were experimenting to find out whether a keen mind
and a just and lovable character could win respect and affec-

tion even when the possessor had no high social position

or great wealth or good looks.

The Problem. Socrates had the courage not only to think

but to think out loud, and this made him the center of a con-

flict between the new learning of the Sophists and the old

traditional ways of belief and conduct of the Athenians. He
realized, on the one hand, that there was much in the old ways
that might well disappear, and so he was willing to go a long

way with the Sophists ; but he realized also that there was
much in the old ways that was good. The good part he sought

to preserve by showing that it was based not merely on cus-

tom but on reason. He was not willing to reject a rule of life

just because it was old. The important question was, Why
had it lasted ? Might that not have been because it was true ?

He believed that by using his intelligence he could learn the

answer to these questions. So in place of relying on custom
Socrates chose intelligence, or reason, as man’s guide in the

search for truth.

Heavenly Patterns and Memories. But what was to keep

every thinker from reaching different conclusions ? Socrates’

idea seems to have been (1) that there were in the heavens

perfect patterns of goodness, justice, and everything else

that could be known about, which, taken all together, formed

the Supreme Goodness, or God, and (2) that man by using his

reason could learn about these perfect patterns because man
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Delphi

From a model in the Metropolitan Museum of Art

came from God and when he thought things out he was
really recalling something that he had brought from God .

1

Know Thyself. Socrates packed most of his wisdom into an
easily remembered two-word sentence, "Know thyself” — a

sentence that is easier to remember than it is to live up to.

Most people dislike to think hard about anything, and most
of all to think hard about themselves, because any sort of

close self-examination is likely to show that they are doing

those things which they ought not to do and that they are

leaving undone those things which they ought to do. Try it

on yourself. Note that before you can know yourself thor-

1 Wordsworth expressed this idea in his "Intimations of Immortality” :

Not in entire forgetfulness,

And not in utter nakedness,

But trailing clouds of glory do we come
From God, who is our home.
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oughly, you need to examine your relations to your family,

your friends, your business associates, your city and nation,

and your God. Nevertheless, hard as the task is, Socrates

believed that you must attempt it if you would' live a rational

life, that is, a life based on reason.

Socrates had another rule for living, namely, "Be moderate

in all things.” (Try that on yourself, too.) These two rules 1

served the Greeks as a guide to conduct, much as the Ten
Commandments served the Hebrews.

How Socrates Taught. Socrates is remembered not only for

what he taught but also for how he taught. He found that

questioning was more effective than the Sophists’ method of

lecturing, because by questioning he could find some facts on
which he and his listeners agreed and on which he could then

build his argument, leading them on step by step to the

point which he wished them to reach. This is the Socratic

method. Note that it is not a method of "just asking ques-

tions.” Socrates had a definite goal in mind, and all his ques-

tions were for the purpose of leading his listeners to that goal.

In the course of the discussions Socrates found that though

his listeners spoke very glibly about "justice,” "courage,”

"honor,” "temperance,” and so on, they really had very con-

fused ideas on these subjects. When he exposed this confu-

sion, some of his listeners began to hate him and withdrew

;

but those who remained were helped to a clearer under-

standing.

The Socratic method seems simple
; but, like Thales’ dis-

covery of the right angle in the semicircle (p. 133), it was a

great step forward in man’s intellectual life. Even today the

world at large hasn’t learned the lesson which lay at the

bottom of Socrates’ method; namely, that if you want to

think straight the first requirement is to know the meaning
of the words you use. Many discussions today about " democ-

1 Both rules were known to the Greeks long before the days of Socrates, through
the priests at Delphi, but it was Socrates who made the first one the familiar pos-
session of his people. The second gained currency chiefly through the ethical

teachings of Aristotle.
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racy,” " imperialism,” " religion,” "socialism,” and a thou-

sand other things get nowhere because the speakers do not

have clear ideas of what these terms mean.
The next time you discuss such matters with your friends,

check up on any terms which they use vaguely or loosely.

Such an exercise will teach you a great deal about Socrates.

Among other things, you will soon learn why he became
unpopular

!

Socrates would have an easy task with many of us today,

for there are so many things that we think we ought to know
something about and so few that we have ever pondered over.

We equip ourselves with a few catch phrases and slogans and
trust to luck that our friends will be as innocent of Socratic

thoroughness as we are.

Condemned to Death. By the time Socrates was seventy

he had made many enemies, so that when he was charged with

disrespect to the gods and with leading the young men astray

by his teachings, many of his fellow citizens were ready to

believe the charges, and he was condemned to death (399 B.C.).

Read Plato’s account of the trial
;

it is one of the greatest

pieces of prose writing that the world has.

In Fairness to the Athenians. In fairness to the Athenians

you ought to remember that Athens was a comparatively

small town where everybody knew everybody else and that

the Athenians had put up with Socrates for about forty years

while he punched holes in many of their favorite ideas and

often made them seem ridiculous. How long would Socrates

have lasted in your town ?

Not Afraid to Die. With death staring him in the face,

Socrates was greater than he had ever been while arguing

with friends in the market place. He might have saved him-

self if he had been willing to curry favor with his judges or

with the crowd, but he was too honest for that. It would have

meant giving up all that he had stood for, namely, the duty

of every man to seek for what was good and true, and his right

to teach what he found. Nor would he listen to the friends
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who planned to help him escape from prison. He who had
i always taught obedience to the civic authority would not

j

himself set the example of disobedi-

I

ence. So he went to his death calmly

and with a strong hope of immortality.

He had tried to do what was right

and good, and he believed that no

evil could come to a good man, either

in this or any other life.

A Noble Spirit. Socrates’ influence

outlived him. Even today men who
seek to proclaim what is good and

i true in face of the opposition of self-

j

seeking groups or of ignorant mobs
draw new courage from the example

! of the humble Athenian stonecutter.

His life and teachings made such an

impression on the early Christians that

they thought God had sent him to help prepare the world

for the coming of Christ. 1 But, as has happened so often in

history, his own age did not know how great he was.

5. Socrates’ Great Pupil

Plato. Among the small band of Socrates’ loyal followers

there was a young noble named Plato (427-347 B.c.), who
was later to become one of the world’s greatest philosophers.

Here we can refer only to one of his works, The Republic, in

which he gives his ideal of society. This book forms a land-

mark in human progress because it marks the beginning of

the serious study of government. The people of the Near
1 Socrates was very modest about his attainments. He would not call himself

a wise man. That, he said, was "a great name which belongs to God alone.”

He counted himself merely a lover of wisdom. When Socrates was told that the

Delphic oracle regarded him as the wisest among men, he thought long over the

report and finally accepted the verdict. He concluded that he was wiser than other

men because he was ignorant and knew it, whereas they too were ignorant but
did not know it.

Here lies

SOCRATES
He tried to

make people think;

so they

killed him

Aidfu - \V, {114-h

A Student’s Summing-up

of Socrates

Try writing appropriate
epitaphs for other great

men mentioned in this

book. It is good practice

in condensation
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Eastern empires had lived for ages and ages under absolute

rulers, and it seems never to have occurred to them to ask

whether there might not be

other forms of government.

The Ideal State. Plato’s

ideal state was not to be

governed by kings, as you
can tell from the title. It

was to be governed by those

who, through long study,

showed themselves to be

the wisest, no matter from

what social rank they came.

They were called philoso-

phers. Next to them came
the soldiers, or protectors

of the State; and below

them came the rankand file.

Everyone was to do that for

which he was best fitted.

Still Worth Reading. The

Republic would have been a

great achievement if it had

dealt with politics alone

;

but, besides that, it deals

with philosophy and educa-

tion and shows how close

these three fields are to one

another and to our daily

lives. It contains much that we can still use when we are

confronted with the problems of living rightly, of governing

justly, and of educating wisely.

The First Academy. Plato established a school in a grove

called the Academia, hence his school was called the Acad-

emy. He left his fortune to it and it continued as an educa-

tional institution for over eight hundred years, until 529 a. d.

Plato talking to One of his Disciples

Note the Parthenon in the distance.

(From a painting by Puvis de Chavannes,
in the Boston Public Library)
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6. Plato’s Great Pupil

Aristotle. Like Socrates, Plato also had a student who be-

came as famous as his teacher. The pupil’s name was Aris-

totle (384-322 B. c.). He was not

an Athenian ;
he came from

Stagira near Macedonia, where

his father was the friend and

physician of Philip II’s father.

From the age of eighteen to

almost forty he studied with

Plato; then, soon after Plato’s

death, he was invited by Philip

to take charge of the educa-

tion of the young prince Alex-

ander, who was then about your

age. When Alexander became

:

king (336 B.C.), Aristotle re-

! turned to Athens and established

;

a school of his own, called the Lyceum. Here he labored with
' his students until Alexander’s death in 323 B.c., when an

uprising of the Athenians against the Macedonians forced

[

him to flee. He died in Chalcis the next year.

A Walking Encyclopedia. The remarkable thing about

Aristotle was that he was interested in so many subjects and
knew so much about each of them. He was a veritable walk-

ing encyclopedia. (We might note, in passing, that he liked

to walk as he talked
; so his school came to be called the Peri-

patetic, or walking, school.)

Like Plato, he wrote on government, but he wrote on al-

most everything else that could be written about in his day.

He had an extraordinary capacity for systematizing knowl-

edge, so that what had heretofore been more or less of a

jumble of miscellaneous facts about, let us say, plants or ani-

mals, were shaped by him into well-organized bodies of

knowledge with names, or titles, such as botany or biology or
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zoology. Other subjects on which he wrote were art, astron-

omy, ethics, oratory, philosophy, poetry, politics, and psy-

chology. In short, he put his stamp on nearly all the learning

of the ancient world. On many subjects his writings were still

regarded as the standard reference works as late as the time

of Columbus. His was the greatest intellect that the ancient

world produced.

Unfortunately, men soon came to regard his writings,

especially on scientific subjects, as the final word. Aristotle

himself would have been the last person to wish to have his

writings treated in this manner. He had the true scientist’s

attitude toward his work. He would have expected his suc-

cessors to keep on looking for new knowledge and to use that

new knowledge to revise his views. What he had accom-

plished was indeed extraordinary
;
but, not having telescope,

microscope, or many other instruments of modern scientists,

he was greatly handicapped, and so it was only natural that

when finally (only a few hundred years ago) men invented

these instruments they should find that Aristotle had made
many mistakes. But all through the Middle Ages (c. 500-

c. 1500 a.d.) whatever Aristotle had said on science was be-

lieved as firmly as what the Bible had said on religion.

What Philosophers try to Do. Philosophers are often cari-

catured and almost always as "grinds” or graybeards, im-

practical, and having little in common with live and virile

folks. Before we take leave of these three great Greeks, let us

try to find out if this verdict is a just one. It may turn out

that everyone (including yourself) makes a start at being a

philosopher and that the many who quit do so not because

they’re too alive and virile but because they’re too lazy.

The Good. Perhaps you can remember the first time you

did something that you thought was right (or good or moral)

and someone else thought was wrong (or evil or immoral).

How did you settle it ?

You might have said, "It was right (1) because everybody

else around here is doing it” or (2) "because my church
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teaches that it is right” or (3) ''because my conscience told

me it was right” or (4) "because my reason told me it was

right” or (5) "It made me feel happy; so I was sure it was
right” or (6)

" I 'got by' with it ; so that proves it was right.”

Now, the business of the philosopher is to examine and
criticize such possible answers and try to determine which

is the best and why it is the best. He tries to answer the

question What is the good life? In so far as you try to do
the same, you are a philosopher.

The branch of philosophy which deals with "the good life”

(that is, with conduct) is called ethics.

The Beautiful. If you are a normal person you want
beauty in your life— beauty in landscape, in buildings, in

poetry and pictures and music, and in everything about you.

But what is beauty ? Do your friends always agree with you
in your choice of pictures or music or hats or neckties ? Peo-

ple’s tastes differ, so that what one person thinks beautiful,

another thinks sentimental, or exaggerated, or flat, or even
ugly.

Here again the philosopher tries to help by finding out

what goes to make up beauty, whether in things or in persons.

The branch of philosophy which deals with the beautiful is

called aesthetics.

The True. Besides trying to learn about goodness and
beauty, the philosopher tries to learn the truth about the

world we live in. Most people believe (1) that God made the

world, (2) that He keeps it going, and (3) that He had a
definite purpose in making it and has a definite purpose in

keeping it going. Some, however, believe that the world came
into being more or less by accident and that it keeps on going

like a complicated piece of machinery which some day will

run down. That branch of philosophy which studies the

question What is our world made of and how does it work ?

is called ontology.

More about the True. Finally, the philosopher asks this

question, "How is it possible for us really to know the world
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in which we live?” We report things that we have seen or

heard, but very often our sight and hearing deceive us. Wit-

nesses of an accident often give conflicting accounts. Not ail

these can be true, but how shall we learn which are true and

which are false ?

And, of course, much of our knowledge, especially of the

past, comes indirectly. Recall how we got our knowledge of

hieroglyphics through Champollion’s inferences drawn from

the Rosetta Stone. How can we tell whether an inference is

true or false ?

The branch of philosophy which tries to tell us what true

knowledge is and what the methods are by which we can get

it is called epistemology.

The Part that is Important. It does not greatly matter

whether you remember the technical names given above, con-

venient and useful as these names are. What is important is

that you should get clearly in mind the fact that philosophy

is something that is very close to every one of us.

Back to the Sophists. To go back to the Sophists : In spite

of opposition they continued to thrive. Their teachings

tended to make their students think of themselves first of all

as individuals rather than as members of the State. As a

result many of the Athenians came to take less interest in

civic matters than their fathers had done and to become more
and more interested in their own personal affairs. This be-

came true especially after the disastrous Peloponnesian War.

Getting Educated outside of School. While the Athenian

youth was carrying on his formal education, his informal edu-

cation, of course, continued
; that is to say, he continued to

learn things outside of school. And, of course, after he be-

came a citizen all his education was informal.

And what an education it was! Traders brought him news

from all corners of the Mediterranean world. In the assembly

and the courts he heard important public matters discussed,

sometimes even by Pericles or later by Demosthenes. About
every six or seven days some holiday came along, with its
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The Acropolis as it may have Looked in the Days of Pericles

The American School of Classical Studies has acquired possession of thirty blocks

Of modern Athens. After the buildings there have been torn down, excavations

will be carried on to bring to light the business center of Periclean Athens

religious festival. Often, as part of these festivals, dramas
were given, some of them written by TEschylus, Sophocles, or

Euripides — those men who ever since have been counted

among the world’s greatest dramatists and who, no doubt,

were familiar figures to the Athenian citizen. Other familiar

figures were sculptors, like Phidias and Praxiteles, and his-

torians, like Herodotus and Thucydides— all world figures.

These men and their works were some of the more important

influences which nourished the mental and spiritual life of

the Athenians and which made Athens ’’the School of Plellas.”

We shall speak briefly of some of them in the following

chapter.
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Readings

Breasted, Ancient Times

,

chaps, xv-xviii. Davis, Readings, I, chap, vii;

A Day in Old Athens. Seignobos, History of Ancient Civilization. Van
Loon, Story of Mankind, chap. xvi. Wells, The Outline of History,

chap. xx.

Some Key Words

informal education liberal 399 B. c. Xenophon Lyceum
pedagogue conservative Plato Academy ethics

Sophist Socrates The Republic Aristotle aesthetics

Questions

Section 1. Compare an Athenian home with a typical American

home. Name some things which you regard as necessities but which

your grandparents got along without.

Section 2. What are some of the things you learned informally

during the last week ? How does the Athenian method of instruction

in reading differ from the method we use ? Compare the education of

an Athenian youth with yours ; with that of an Asiatic youth.

Section 3. Most men belong to one of the following groups:

(a) those who are opposed to change and would like to have former

conditions restored (— reactionaries)
; (6) those who are content with

things as they are and who are disinclined to make any more changes

than are absolutely necessary (= conservatives)
; (c) those who think

that conditions ought to and can be changed, and are willing to move
along at a moderate pace (= liberals or progressives) ; and (d) those

who wish to pull things up by the roots and make rapid and decided

changes (= radicals). In which group would you place Socrates?

yourself?

Section 4. What two "rules of life” came out of Greece? What
is meant by the Socratic method of teaching? What did the early

Christians think of Socrates ?

Section 5. What does Plato’s Republic deal with? What is the

origin of the word "academy”?

Section 6. What were some of . the things that Aristotle did?

How were his works regarded by scholars in the Middle Ages? Do
you think such treatment is what Aristotle would have expected or

desired ? Does philosophy have any relation to you ? Explain this.



CHAPTER XVI * Concluding the Story of the

Golden Age of Greece, dealing here with Dram-

atists, Historians, and Artists

1. The Dramatists

The Drama and Religion. To understand the place of the

dramatist in Greek society, we need to say a word more about

Greek religion. We saw (p. 147)

that the Greeks had many gods,

local and national. These gods,

however, were not fitted into a

system, with an organized priest-

hood and a definite set of teach-

ings binding on all people. Each
deity was quite independent of

the others and had its own priests,

who were servants of the temple

and not of the State.

Such religious teaching as there

was, was much less systematic

than with us today. There were

no sermons or Sunday schools,

and there were no sacred books

like the Bible, and no fixed rules governing conduct, such as

the Ten Commandments of the Hebrews. For long, religion

and conduct (or morality) were quite separate affairs. It was
largely through the drama that they were drawn together,

because the drama showed the gods rewarding the virtuous

and punishing evildoers.

Origin and Development. The drama grew out of the cus-

tom of having a group of people sing and dance at religious

199
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Witnessing a Greek Play

From a painting by William Richmond. (Reproduced by permission of the Mu-
seum and Art Gallery Committee of the Corporation of Birmingham)

festivals. These singers and dancers, who were generally

men, formed what was called the chorus. Their leader alone

had a speaking part. Aischylus 1 (the first great dramatist,

525-456 B.c.) added a second speaker, and Sophocles 2 (his

close rival, 496-405 B.c.) added a third. With two or three

actors, aided by the chorus, it was now possible to portray

traits of human character— love, hatred, pride, ambition,

and the like — so that people could see their own lives

enacted on the stage.

Next to Aischylus and Sophocles stood Euripides 3 (480-

406 B.c.). In spite of his excellence, however, he had to wait

long before the Athenians gave him the applause they gave

the other two, because he brought in some of the hated ideas

1 Ss'ki lus. 2 sbf'o klez. 2 u rip'i dez.
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of the Sophists and gave the gods a less prominent part in

human affairs than .Eschylus and Sophocles did.

The Greek Drama and the " Movies.” The theater became a

great public school for teaching people how to live. For it was

a public affair ; all the citizens went. Never since that time

has so large a proportion of citizens attended the theater,

until the coming of the " movies” in our own day. (Do the

" movies” educate? Do they make for higher standards of

conduct ? Study the next motion picture you see, with these

questions in mind.)

Greek Sense of Balance. These three dramatists wrote

tragedies— serious stories in which the leading character

was generally overwhelmed by some great disaster. But the

Greeks realized that, while now and then it was good for men
to be reminded of the great lessons taught in the tragedies,

nevertheless they could get too much of them. So after a

solemn session with Eschylus, Sophocles, or Euripides in the

morning, they had an afternoon session with the comic dram-
atists and heard them deal with questions of the day and
perhaps poke fun at the fads and fancies of the political and
social celebrities of the city. The best-known writer of Greek
comedy was Aristophanes 1

(c. 448-c. 380 B.c.).

2. The Historians

Herodotus. Nowhere is the wide range of Greek interest

shown better than in the book written by Herodotus of Hali-

carnassus, the man who is called the Father of History (c. 484-

c. 425 b. c.) . Though this work is a history of the Persian wars,

it begins with an account of the Egyptians, Babylonians,

Lydians, and other peoples with whom the Greeks came in

contact.

Herodotus had traveled widely and had first-hand informa-

tion of much that he wrote about. He was not always as

critical as modem scientific historians are, but he was a much
1 Sr Is t6f'a nez.
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better story-teller than most of them. His book was intended

to be read aloud, and he had a fine dramatic sense which told

him when his hearers were likely

to become bored with the nar-

rative ; then he would change
the subject or bring in some an-

ecdote to revive their interest.

Herodotus is our chief au-

thority for the Persian wars, and
he is one of the world’s great

writers of narrative prose. It

is entirely appropriate to place

him near the dramatists, for he

too pictured the gods as ac-

tively interested in the affairs

of men, measuring out rewards

and punishments to them.

Thucydides. When Athens
honored Herodotus for his

great history, 1 there may have
been among those present a

young citizen who was destined

to write an even greater one. His name was Thucydides 2

(c. 471-c. 400 b.c.), and his theme was the Peloponnesian

War. Thucydides had lived during this war (he had even

taken part in it) ; so he was the first man to write a history

of his own times. Even more important is the fact that he

wrote a history which still serves as a model to the modern
scientific historian because of the care he took to get reliable

information and to present all matters fairly and impartially.

Two other important facts to notice about Thucydides’ his-

tory are these : First, he believed that events were caused by
the doings of men and not (as Herodotus had believed) by the

doings of the gods. In other words, he found an explanation

for events in natural causes, not in supernatural causes.

1 They presented him with a large sum of money. 2 thu sid'i dez.

Two Disconcerting Greeks

Theirs are the earliest histories we
have, and they have rarely been

equaled and never excelled
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Second, this greatest historian of the ancient world thought

that history was more than a tale told to amuse or thrill. He
thought that it could be useful, and he hoped that his work

would be studied by statesmen and soldiers. 1

Xenophon. Just as there were three great dramatists in

the Golden Age, so there were three great historians. We have

already mentioned the third and youngest historian, Xeno-

phon 2
(c. 434-c. 355 B.c.), in connection with Socrates, whose

friend he was. His best-known work is the Anabasis
,
which

tells of the exploits of the ten thousand Greeks who had gone

to help a Persian prince (Cyrus the Younger) to win the

Persian throne. When Cyrus was killed, Xenophon led the

stranded mercenaries safely through a strange and hostile

country. 3

3. The Sculptors and Architects

A Good Place for Artists. Athens was placed in a setting

of great natural beauty. Under a clear blue sky the varied

outline of mountain, plain, and island-dotted sea formed a

pleasing panorama rich in color, which altered with the sea-

sons and with the brightening and fading of the day. The
Athenians saw that it was beautiful and loved it.

But it was not only in nature that they found beauty ; they

found it in man too. We noted before that, in their endeavor

to turn out a well-balanced personality, they trained the body
as well as the mind and heart. The beauty which they found

in the human form they expressed in colors and in marble.

The paintings, except for those on their vases, disappeared

1 General J. J. Pershing, chief in command of the American forces in the

World War, proceeded in a thoroughly Thucydidean manner when he wrote in

My Experiences in the World War (1931) : "My primary purpose in writing this

story of the American Expeditionary Forces in France is to render what I conceive
to be an important service to my country. In that adventure there were many
lessons useful to the American people should they ever again be called to arms,
and I felt it a duty to record them as I saw them.”

2 zSn'o fon.
3 This exploit showed the Greeks how weak the Persian government was and

helps to explain why, not many years after Xenophon’s death, Alexander the
Great successfully led another Greek army against the Persians (see next chapter).
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A Portion of the Parthenon Frieze

long ago, but to judge from the accounts that have come
down to us some of them must have been as near perfection

as anything done by the Greeks in other fields.

Phidias. When we turn to sculpture, there is no need for

guesswork. Enough authentic pieces have been preserved to

show what great sculptors Greece produced. The greatest one

was Phidias 1
(c . 500-c. 430 b.c.), an intimate friend of Peri-

cles, whose chief adviser he became in matters that had to

do with beautifying the city. His masterpieces were two
colossal statues, one of Zeus in Olympia, so marvelously exe-

cuted that it was counted as one of the seven wonders of the

world, and the other of Athena in the Parthenon in Athens.

Both of these great works were destroyed long ago, probably

by vandals who valued the ivory of the flesh parts and the

gold of the drapery more than they did the art. However,

enough of Phidias’s work remains to show his genius.

Best known are the sculptures on the Parthenon, which

were made under his direction and which portray in a wonder-

fully lifelike manner the procession of young men and maidens

and priests and officials in the Panathenaea, the great festival

held in honor of the goddess Athena.

i fid'i as.
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Hermes hy Praxiteles A Part of the Laocoon Group

Olympia Museum Vatican Museum

The work of Phidias and his school 1 gives us the impression

of calmness and dignity and strength. It seems to say that

Athens is sure of herself and that all goes well with her.

Praxiteles and Others. But Greek genius did not exhaust

itself when it had depicted calmness and serenity. Other

sculptors expressed other human feelings, which ran the whole

gamut from the idle dreaminess of the Hermes of Praxiteles 2

(flourished 360-340 B.c.) to the agony and pathos of Laocoon
and his sons. Thus sculpture became more and more a way
of portraying the life of man as well as the life of the gods.

4. The Parthenon

A Great Greek Temple. The Parthenon, which, in ruins,

still forms one of the glories of Greece, was the chief temple

of Athens. It replaced an earlier one on the Acropolis, which
the Persians had destroyed.

1 Here is a new use of the term "school” meaning followers, as "the Platonic
school of philosophy ” or " the Wagnerian school of opera.” 2 pr5k sxt'e lez.
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A Model of the Parthenon os it May have Looked in the Days of Pericles

(Metropolitan Museum)

It, like the Temple of Karnak and most other structures in the Mediterranean
world until the days of the Romans, belonged to the first type of architecture,

called the beam or lintel type from the straight beam, or lintel, which spanned
all the windows and other openings and carried the weight of the walls above.

With the Romans the rounded arch came into general use; in the late Middle
Ages came the pointed arch ; and in our own day came steel construction. These
are the four main stages in the development of architecture. (See the illustrated

time chart on page 829)

The Greeks created three types, or orders, of columns.

Those on the Parthenon, which stand like sentinels guarding

the rooms of the temple, are of the earliest order, called Doric.

The Doric column consists of a sturdy shaft and a simple capi-

tal. The next order, the Ionic, is more slender and graceful

with a volute (or ranTs-horn) capital, and it has a base.

The third order, called the Corinthian, differs from the Ionic

chiefly in having an ornate capital of acanthus leaves.

Lesser Craftsmen. Though the Parthenon was the greatest

triumph of the architect and sculptor, it was only one of a

number of public buildings which made Periclean Athens a

landmark in the progress of civilization. And besides archi-

tects and sculptors there were craftsmen who worked in

different materials and on a smaller scale, but who, never-

theless, contributed to the artistic atmosphere of the city.
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Three Grjeek Capitals

Such were the makers of terra-cotta statuettes, the engravers

of coins and cameos, and, oldest of all, the makers of vases.

Two Safe Assumptions. Thus on the works of the great

teachers, dramatists, and artists the mental and spiritual life

of the Athenians was fed. Only a few great names have been
mentioned

;
but as a rule, wherever you meet a great name

in history you are safe in assuming two things. First, that

there were others in the same walk of life who were almost as

great or at least great enough to make competition lively.

Thus in the days of Shakespeare there were other English

poets and in the days of Washington there were other states-

|.
men of no mean ability.

Second, that these great men had a public that was capa-

ble of appreciating much of their work, even if not all of it.

From this we may conclude that the Athenians of the Golden

Age of Greece formed a society with a very high average of

i

intelligence and artistic appreciation. Many scholars believe

that it has never since been surpassed or even equaled.

Why Painters Paint and Writers Write. We have spoken of

j

all this cultural development as forming part of the informal

education of the Athenians, but that was not what the poets

and artists were aiming at primarily ; nor were they trying

to gain riches. They had something in their minds that they

wanted to express, whether in prose or poetry, in marble or

clay or color
;
and to express what was in their minds was

their chief concern.

•
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Nevertheless they did educate their fellow citizens. As the

latter listened to the tragedies of TEschylus or the comedies

of Aristophanes and as they looked at the temples, rich in

carving and statuary, their tastes were being formed and their

appreciation of what was beautiful was being cultivated.

They were being educated by their environment, as you are.

From Athens this culture spread all over Hellas; and in

this way the Greek world became united culturally, even

when it was separated politically.

A Greek Miracle. We saw (p. 170) that after the death of

Epaminondas the city-states of the Greek peninsula were too

weak to ward off any vigorous attack. Since an attack was
bound to come, it probably could not have come from a better

quarter than Macedonia; for the Macedonian leaders, es-

pecially Philip’s son Alexander the Great, valued Greek cul-

ture, and they had the strength not only to preserve it but to

spread it far and wide. So just when it looked as though

Greek culture might be wiped out by some outside attack,

a great miracle occurred, and the Greek spirit set out to con-

quer the world.

Some Key Words

Xenophon Aristophanes Herodotus Praxiteles Thucydides

iEschylus Sophocles Phidias Euripides Parthenon

Questions

Section 1. What connection was there between Greek religion

and the Greek drama? What resemblances (if any) are there be-

tween the Greek drama and the modern "movies”?

Section 2. In what respects does Herodotus’ history still serve

as a model? Thucydides’ history?

Section 3. Why was Athens a good place for painters, sculptors,

and other artists? What famous pieces of sculpture are associated

with the name of Phidias ?

Section 4. Do you know of any living person so great in some
line that he has no close competitor ? Goethe said that architecture

was frozen music What did he mean by this ?
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CHAPTER XVII • How a Young European Prince

overthrew a Great Asiatic Empire in Less Tune than

it takes to get through College, and how he then sought

to mingle the East and the West

1. Alexander the Great (336-323 b. c.)

A Young Great Man. If the Greeks had realized that the

new Macedonian king would go down in history as " Alex-

ander the Great,” they would undoubtedly have accepted

him readily, even if not gladly. But they knew him only as a

young prince just out of his teens, who had had little chance

to show what he was made of. So the old spirit of independ-

ence soon came to the surface again; Thebes revolted and
other cities were ready to follow her example.

Alexander lost no time in keeping the revolt from spread-

ing. He struck at Thebes quick and hard. Those of the citi-

zens who were not killed in battle were sold into slavery ; the

city itself was destroyed. One such example was enough, and
Alexander, like his father, became the leader of a league of the

Greek city-states.

Brave and Tactful. Alexander was strong, handsome, dar-

ing, and quick-witted. He could ride any horse, and no
hunting expedition was ever too full of danger for his bold

spirit. He had been brought up in a court where Greek in-

fluence was strong, and from his great teacher, Aristotle, he
had learned to appreciate the things which Greek genius had
produced. He showed this in his attack on Thebes when he
spared one house, the home of Pindar the poet. By this act

Alexander also showed that he was a diplomat. Nothing that

he could have done would have drawn the Greeks to him so

quickly as did this tribute to their culture.

211
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A Grcco'Persian Lion Hunt

Alexander’s sarcophagus, Museum at Constantinople

Another Drive to the East. Having secured the allegiance

of the Greek city-states, Alexander took up his father’s plan

of conquering the Persian Empire, and once more the Greeks

started on a drive eastward. This time they fairly paraded all

over the Near East and got even as far as India (see map,

p. 213). It was like a grand triumphal march, marked here

and there with brilliant victories. The battle of the Granicus

(334 B.c.) opened the way to the conquest of the Asia Minor
ports; the battle of Issus (333 b.c.) opened up Syria and
Phoenicia. Here the city of Tyre blocked Alexander for a

while, but it finally fell.

A New City and a New God. Then Alexander gathered in

Egypt. Two important events marked his stay here. One
was the founding of Alexandria, a city which for long was to

lead the Mediterranean world in commerce and culture. The
other event was a mysterious trip into the desert to the temple

of the god Amon, where the priests hailed Alexander as the
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god’s son. This sort of thing was customary in the empires of

the Near East, and it undoubtedly raised Alexander in the

eyes of the peoples he had conquered. But it was not the

Macedonian custom, and many of his followers did not like it.

Cutting away from the West. With Asia Minor, Phoenicia,

and Egypt in Alexander’s hands, Persia had lost all her naval

bases; Alexander now had nothing to fear from a naval

attack on the Greek peninsula. But Persia was far from de-

stroyed; she still held the whole Tigris-Euphrates basin.

Into this region Alexander now marched, and at the battle

of Arbela (331 b.c.) he dealt a smashing blow at the heart of

the empire. The King, Darius III, was killed as he fled from

the field, and Alexander soon became master of the whole

Fertile Crescent.

To the Indus and Back. He kept on to the east as far as the

Indus, through days and years full of romance and adventure.

Though his conquests here were soon to be lost, one result of

this farthest-east drive was lasting, namely, the closer contact

of India with Western Asia and Europe, both by land and by
water. Alexander made his way back to Babylon by land,

while his admiral, Nearchus, starting from the Indus, found a

water route and brought to the West the first authentic in-

formation about the Persian Gulf.

An Untimely Death. Seven years had elapsed since Arbela.

As much of the East had been conquered as Alexander

thought he could conquer, and now he planned to conquer

the western Mediterranean world. He was still a young man,

and his genius burned as brightly as ever. But the long hot

marches back from India had told on him, as they had on his

soldiers, and he suffered from wounds. While in this run-

down condition he weakened himself still further by a drunken
debauch, was stricken with fever, and died after a short

illness (323 B.c.).

It is interesting to speculate on what might have happened

if Alexander hadn’t got drunk, but perhaps it is quite as in-

teresting to note that he did get drunk. It points, among
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other things, to the fact that it is hard even for great men to

live up to Socrates’ two brief maxims (pp. 188, 189), Here

was one of the great men of all times, and a pupil of Aristotle

at that, who nevertheless cut his life short by doing what
any sixth-grader could have told him was unwise.

2. Alexander’s Work

A Rapid Worker. What Alexander had accomplished was
as amazing as it was romantic. At twenty-two (the age of the

average college senior) he set out with an army of only thirty

or forty thousand soldiers to overthrow the greatest empire

the world had ever seen. He did overthrow it and in less time

than it takes to get through college (334-331 B.c.)
; then he

kept on and added more conquests.

Greek Ideas invade the Near East. Wherever he went he

built cities (Plutarch says more than seventy) and estab-

lished some of his veterans in them. These cities became
centers of Greek culture. They afforded "good openings" for

ambitious Greek youths, who flocked thither in great numbers.

Of course they took with them their language and their fond-

ness for Greek literature, architecture, athletics, and all the

many aspects of Greek life, and so these new cities came to be

like bits of Hellas.

Near-East Ideas invade Europe. But the effects of Alex-

ander’s conquests were not all one-sided. The Near East ex-

erted a great influence on Greece, and through the Greeks on
all of Europe. Foremost among these influences were (1) the

religious ideas and practices of the Egyptians, Babylonians,

and Persians which spread among the common people and

(2) the governmental ideas of absolute monarchy and the

divine character of kingship.

Alexander was eager to have the two civilizations unite,

and to further the union he appointed many Persians to im-

portant offices, married an Asiatic princess (Roxana), and en-

couraged his soldiers to take Eastern brides.
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Hellenistic Culture. The new culture which grew up in the

eastern Mediterranean world was different from the old

purely Greek culture. To tell them
apart, historians use the word " Hel-

lenic’ ’ for the old Greek culture and
the word " Hellenistic” for the new
Greco-Oriental culture.

Hellenistic culture was developed

chiefly in the cities. The rank and file

of the people on the land were for the

most part untouched by it. They
went on much as they had from the

beginning of time, and in some parts

of what was once Alexander’s empire

they are still going on in the same
old way even today.

A Powerful Influence. Nevertheless,

what Alexander had accomplished

was of tremendous importance. In-

stead of Greek culture’s beingstamped,

out or at least neglected (as might

have been the case if Alexander had
been a semicivilized war lord), it was
tremendously encouraged. The result

was that for many years to come the

eastern Mediterranean world was
dominated by people who had Greek

ideas— who knew Homer and Sopho-

cles and Herodotus and Socrates and

Phidias and so on throughout the whole galaxy of Greek

genius ; they were Greek in culture even if they were not

Greek in blood.

What Alexander Accomplished. The last sentence helps us

to understand what it was that Alexander accomplished. It

was not the dashing young hero alone who turned the Near
East into a new Hellas : it was he, together with the men

The Venus of Milo

This lovely statue was found
on the island of Melos and is

now one of the glories of the
Louvre, in Paris. It is gener-

ally regarded as Hellenistic,

though some scholars place

it in the Hellenic period
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named above. The latter had brought new ideas and new
values into the world. Without their great works Alexander

would have had nothing new to take to the Near East. 1

What makes a Man Great? Every great man (like every age)

has his Living Past, which simply means that he uses the ideas

of earlier men. His place in history depends upon (1) how well

he uses his Living Past and (2) how much he adds to it.

On both scores Alexander deserves a high rating. No man
of his day treasured the fine things of Greece more than he

did, nor made more use of them. And by trying to break

down the barriers which separated one civilization from an-

other, he took a step toward a world-state based on respect

for all that is good in each civilization. This idea is so com-

mon today that it is hard to realize how few persons there

were in Alexander’s day who could see anything worth while

in any civilization but their own. To do that demanded a

mind that was open and generous and that could look far

ahead. Such a mind Alexander had.

Alexander’s Empire Breaks Up. Alexander left no heir ca-

pable of carrying on his work. Only a genius like himself could

have held his empire together, for there was very little that

the various parts of it had in common. He had been in the

Near East hardly a dozen years, and old civilizations cannot

be changed much in such a short time. 2 The seventy-odd

cities which he had founded in Egypt and Asia were like tiny

Greek islands in a vast sea of "barbarians.” 3 Egypt was still

Egyptian in civilization; Babylonia was still Babylonian;

Phoenicia was still Phoenician.

So the empire tended to fall apart. No one of Alexander’s

generals could get the support of the others. Soon they quar-

1 Even before Alexander Greek ideas had begun to spread to non-Greek peoples,

but after Alexander’s conquests they spread more rapidly.
2 To take a modem example, England won Canada from the French in 1763

and yet some parts of it are still as French today as they were one hundred and
seventy years ago.

3 The Greeks applied the term "barbarian” to all non-Greeks, whether they
were civilized or uncivilized.
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reled, and it was about twenty years before anything like

peace was restored.

No Political Unity in the Near East. When the dust of battle

cleared away, the empire lay broken into three large frag-

ments : Macedonia (including the Greek peninsula), Western
Asia, and Egypt. Each was under a Macedonian general, who
became king. Western Asia was the largest on paper, but the

eastern and northwestern parts of it soon broke away, and
this kingdom shrank to the region called Syria. It got its

name of the Kingdom of the Seleucids from Alexander’s

general Seleucus. In Macedonia the grandson of Alexander’s

general Antigonus ruled, and in Egypt his general Ptolemy .
1

Cultural Unity in the Near East. In spite of the break-up

of the empire there were certain bonds between the various

parts of it. Each had a Macedonian royal family, and their

courts were centers of Greek ways of doing things. The
Seleucids and the Ptolemies continued Alexander’s plan of

attracting Greek architects and sculptors, scholars and poets

to their kingdoms, and so Greek culture got a firm hold there.

Indeed, it was in the new kingdoms rather than in old Hellas

that Greek culture made its greatest advances in the follow-

ing centuries. This was notably true of Alexandria in Egypt.

Questions

Section 1. What were some outstanding qualities of Alexander’s

character? How did Philip II enter into Alexander’s Living Past?

What earlier "drives” to the East had the Greeks made?

Section 2. How did Alexander’s conquests result in the spread

of Greek culture? Make a list of some of the ideas which a well-

educated young Greek could have carried to the East. What Oriental

ideas spread into Europe largely as a result of Alexander’s conquests ?

1 tol'e mi.

Alexander the Great

Hellenistic

Some Key Words

Darius HI Antigonus Hellenic Granicus

Seleucus Ptolemy Alexandria Issus



CHAPTER XVIII • Concerning a New Culture called

Hellenistic and adding a PartingWord on the Greeks

1. Higher Learning in Alexandria and Elsewhere

The Museum. Ptolemy I (reigned 323-285 B.c.) made
Alexandria his capital, and he spent money lavishly in mak-
ing it a center of culture

and learning. Soon many
great scholars were assem-

bled there. They were pen-

sioners of the king, and they

lived and labored in the

great library and the labo-

ratories, lecture halls, exhi-

bition rooms, and dormito-

ries which had been built

for them in one part of the

great royal park. Like Plato's followers, they too were organ-

ized into a corporation, called the Museum. Unlike Plato's

Academy, the Museum was supported by the government;

it was the first state-endowed institution
r

of higher learning.

A Great Library. The Alexandrian library became the

most famous library of antiquity. At its height it contained

over half a million books, or rather papyrus rolls. When you
remember that every one of these rolls was written by hand,

you will begin to realize how much time and money went to

building up this library. (How many volumes are there in

your public library ?)

New Knowledge. But the Alexandrian scholars were not

only keepers of knowledge
;
they were also creators. Eratos-

thenes was the first to put lines of latitude and longitude on a

map and the first to figure out the earth’s circumference.

219

Hellenistic Coins showing Ptolemy I

and a Bird Familiar to those who Once

owned American Gold Pieces
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Considering the slight information he had to go on, his esti-

mate of about 28,000 miles was remarkably near the right

figure. (How far was he wrong?) Euclid gathered together

what there was of geometry and developed it into a complete

system, which still serves as the basis of the geometry you

study in high school and college. These were only two of a

number of outstanding achievements of Alexandrian scholars.

Aristarchus of Samos. While Alexandria was the chief in-

tellectual center in this Hellenistic period, the Greek mind
was active elsewhere. From the island of Samos came Aris-

tarchus, who had a theory that the sun and not the earth was

the center of the universe. Unfortunately he did not have

enough data to prove his theory
; so the ancient world con-

tinued to believe for another thousand years something which

every child nowadays knows to be wrong. However, Aristar-

chus’s work was not all in vain. When, about a thousand

years later, Copernicus came to the same conclusion, he felt

surer than he otherwise would have that he was right because

he had Aristarchus on his side.

Archimedes. Syracuse in Sicily produced the greatest

scholar of this age. His name was Archimedes 1
(c. 287-

212 B.c). Making use of Euclid’s geometry, he went on to

develop some more advanced branches of mathematics. Un-
fortunately, all that he did in this line was later lost and had

to be worked out anew by modern scholars.

Archimedes is best known for the use he made of science,

that is, for what is called applied science. He was a mechani-

cal genius and invented or discovered a number of principles

and devices which are invaluable for scientists and engineers

— for example, specific gravity, and the lever, without which

we could not have gear shifts on our automobiles.

1 ar ki me'dez.
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How the Lighthouse at Alexandria Probably looked

2. Hellenistic Art and Philosophy

Architecture. Not all Hellenistic genius and talent ran to

science. Architects, painters, and sculptors were active

wherever there was wealth enough to support them. The
royal palace at Alexandria and the Museum buildings were

imposing structures of marble
;
and though they have all dis-

appeared, we can get some idea of how impressive they must
have been from the architectural remains of much smaller

cities, such as Priene 1 and Pergamum. The most famous

Alexandrian structure was the lighthouse, called the Pharos

from the island in the harbor on which it stood.

Sculpture. The sculptors fared better at the hands of time

than did the architects. Many a statue, toppled from its

1 See page 210.
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pedestal, was gradually covered over with debris of one sort

or another and so preserved for us. Thus, for example, two of

the loveliest pieces of

Greek statuary, the

Venus of Milo and the

Victory ofSamothrace,

lay hidden from view

for hundreds and hun-

dreds of years. Others

may still be brought to

light bythe spade of the

archaeologist, for no-

where is archaeological

research being carried

on more actively today

than in the eastern-

Mediterranean world.

Philosophy. As the

commercial leadership

passed to Alexandria,

Antioch, and other

cities, Athens grew

poorer and poorer, and

so could not keep up
with the others in art

and science. But she still led in the field of philosophy. Phi-

losophy does not call for expensive laboratories such as are

needed for the study of botany, biology, anatomy, and other

branches of science. When you have found men with great

enough intellects to become great philosophers, you have

about all the equipment you need.

Two New Schools. Athens could still produce or attract

such men. They were grouped into four schools. We have

already spoken of Plato’s Academy and Aristotle’s Lyceum.
Of the two others one was founded by an Athenian named
Epicurus (c. 342-270 B.c.), and the other by a Semite from

The Winged Victory of Samothrace

Another glory of the Louvre (see page 216)
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Cyprus, named Zeno (c. 336-c. 264 B.C.). These schools too

tried to answer the old familiar question What should a man
live and strive for

; what should be his goal in life ? The
answers which they gave to this question played an important

part in the Roman Empire, of which Greece was soon to be-

come a part
;
so we shall defer a discussion of them for the

present. The point we wish to make here is that these

answers came out of that early home of philosophy, Athens.

The End of the Greek Millennium. Thus in the third cen-

tury B.c. a new Greek world grew up. It was no longer a

world of city-states but a world of great kingdoms. Within

the next two hundred years these new kingdoms were swal-

lowed up by the growing power of Rome : first Macedonia,

then Syria, and finally Egypt. So the end of the pre-Christian

Era found the Greek world— which had started out so

blithely, so full of vigor and the spirit of leadership— ready

to pass the torch of civilization on to a fresher and more vigor-

ous people.

3. Summing up what a Thousand Years had done

A Lot of " First’s.” But how different the world was at the

end of the Greek Millennium from what it had been at the be-

ginning ! The Greeks had done one new thing after another,

and in many instances they had done each so well that rarely

if ever have their achievements been surpassed. They not

only set up new targets for men to shoot at, but in many in-

stances they hit the bull’s-eye. Thus Herodotus wrote the

earliest narrative history we have, and it still ranks as one of

the best
; and Thucydides did the same for scientific history.

Aeschylus was the first dramatist and remains one of the

greatest. Socrates was the first to make a serious study of

conduct, and few have surpassed him— and so on.

Two Remarkable Experiences. During this thousand years

the Greeks had had two remarkable experiences. In the first

place, they had governed themselves for a large part of the

time
;
they had been free citizens, free to run their affairs in
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their own way. In the second place, they had done their own
thinking ; some minds had shaken themselves free from old,

traditional ideas.

What counts for Most in the World. The ancient Greeks

formed only a tiny fraction of the people who have lived on

this globe, but they demonstrated for all time that what
makes a people great is the number and quality of ideas it

creates rather than the amount of wealth or power it accu-

mulates. Their ideas had great spreading power
;
that is to

say, their ideas attracted thoughtful, intelligent people be-

cause they seemed to add to life something that was worth

while. Needless to say, they are still alive, and still have

spreading power. If we were to take out of our civilization the

ideas about art and literature, science and philosophy and

politics, which sprang from the Greek mind, we should have

little left.

Something the Greeks Lacked. But the Greek world was
not perfect. Though in some respects its civilization was
greater than any other (including our own), nevertheless it

lacked certain things which we of the twentieth century be-

lieve that a society ought to have. Greatest of these lacks

was the failure to recognize that a human being has value just

because he is a human being. The Greek citizen of, say, the

Age of Pericles might have looked at the kings and nobles of

the Near East and have said, "Pm just as good as you are” ;

but to large classes in his own community he said, "I’m better

than you are.” This was his attitude toward women and
metics and slaves. It would have not occurred to him to say

to these, " You are just as good as I am.”
An Academic Idea. It is true that near the end of the Greek

Millennium the Stoics did teach that all men are equal, but

that was largely an academic, or "classroom,” idea. A good

many people believed it, but very few did anything about it.

As a matter of fact, during the last third of the millennium

the common run of people were treated more as beasts of

burden than as human beings with hearts and minds capable
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of doing fine and noble things. They were to do the work of

the world
;
that was all they were fit for. Most of them lived

in such great poverty and distress that they often rose in re-

bellion against their heartless masters.

A Wide Gap between Classes. There was, then, a sharp

division between those who did the common everyday tasks

and those who had wealth and leisure, especially after the

Age of Pericles. This scorn on the part of the " intellectuals
”

for the everyday work of the world may help to explain why
the Greeks did not go so far in science as the modern world

has gone. Many of our advances have been due to accidental

discoveries made by men working with their hands as well as

their heads. It was by accident, for example, that a Dutch
spectacle-maker learned that two lenses could be so placed

that they would make very distant objects plainly visible.

From this discovery came the telescope.

What the Greeks were capable of doing in applied science

was shown by Archimedes. But if the story that has come
down to us is true, Archimedes was rather ashamed of his

mechanical achievements as being unworthy of a great

scholar, and asked that no record of them be kept

!

Handicapped for Work in Science. Whatever the cause, the

fact remains that the Greeks never discovered the microscope

or telescope, nor the barometer, thermometer, camera, or a

score of other instruments which our scientists have today.

It is easy to see how, without these aids, the Greeks could

not have learned many things that we now know.
A Parting Word on the Greeks. In spite of its defects the

millennium of the Greeks was a period of great and glorious

achievement. The English historian Macaulay ended one of

his essays on Greece with an eloquent passage, which might
be reworded from an American angle in some such way as this

:

When our civilization shall have passed away as did the civi-

lizations of Nineveh and Babylon, and no one is left to gaze

on the ruined dome of the American Capitol except some lone

fisherman on the Potomac, Greek ideas will still be as vital
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as when they first led men to believe that, by using intel-

ligence, they could learn what was good and beautiful and

true.

Now we shall consider in the following chapter what the

Hebrews were occupied with during this Middle Millennium.

Breasted, Ancient Times, chaps, xix-xxi. Bury, History of Greece, chaps,

xvii-xviii. Creasy, Fifteen Decisive Battles of the World (Arbela). Davis,

Readings, I, chaps, ix-x. Ferguson, Greek Imperialism. Hopkinson,
Greek Leaders (Demosthenes, Alexander the Great). Mahaffy, History

of Egypt under the Ptolemaic Dynasty. Mahaffy, What have the Greeks

done for Modern Civilization? Plutarch, Lives. Seignobos, Ancient

Civilization, chaps, xv-xvi. Wells, Outline of History, chaps, xxiii-xxiv.

Wheeler, Alexander the Great. Fiction. Church, Young Macedonian
in the Army of Alexander the Great. Cowles, Our Little Macedonian Cousin

of Long Ago.

Section 1. What was the first great institution of learning en-

dowed by a state ? What is the greatest institution of learning main-

tained by your state? Who were some of the Hellenistic scholars not

in Alexandria, and what did they accomplish ? What work of Archi-

medes was lost ?

Section 2. What evidence have we that there were great sculptors ?

Section 3. In the last two paragraphs on page 225, which state-

ments deal with matters of fact and which with matters of opinion ?

What sorts of material would you look for to prove the various

points ?

Some Key Words

Eratosthenes

Euclid

Aristarchus

Archimedes

Venus de Milo

Winged Victory

Epicurus

Zeno

Copernicus

Questions
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CHAPTER XIX • Telling chiefly about Kings and

Prophets
;

also about a Period of Captivity

1. Moses and the Promised Land

A Great Source Book. The Bible, of course, is our main
source for the history of the Hebrews. It is the only book
that came out of the Near East that can compare with the

writings of the Greeks as a powerful and lasting influence.

It has been translated (partly or in full) into hundreds of

languages
,

1 and, ever since the invention of the printing press,

more copies of it have been printed each year than of any
other book. Rather than being a single book, it is a veritable

library of history, poetry, law, and religious teachings.

1 The British Museum is said to have translations (partial or complete) in

six hundred and eighty-three languages, but even this collection is not regarded as

exhaustive. Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress, which has been translated into forty lan-

guages, holds the record for a secular book (that is, a book which is not counted
a holy book).
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To the Jew, as to the Christian, the Bible shows God re-

vealing himself more and more completely to man. To the

Christian, though not to

the Jew, this revelation

of God to man becomes

complete in the life and
teachings of Jesus.

Nomads, then Slaves.

Like the other Semitic

peoples we have consid-

ered, the Hebrews came
out of Arabia to seek a

better home in the Fertile

Crescent. After being re-

pulsed at various points,

they came into Egypt. 1

Egypt was just as good a

place as the Fertile Cres-

cent, but the Hebrews
were not happy there

because after a while

they were made slaves.

The Escape. During a long period of captivity the once-

free spirit of the desert wanderers was almost crushed out of

them. Almost, but not entirely. When they found a leader in

Moses they were ready to revolt. Their chance came while

the Egyptians were busy repelling attacks in distant parts of

the empire, and, escaping into the peninsula of Sinai, they

resumed their long-forgotten wandering life, living under a

code of laws which Moses gave to them. One part of this

code was a set of commandments which, according to the

Bible, was given to Moses by God.
The Hebrews enter Canaan. It was not until after the death

of Moses (c. 1200 B.c.) that a permanent abiding place was

1 Some Biblical scholars believe that the Hebrews did not enter Egypt proper,

but only the Asiatic limits of the Egyptian Empire.

Ramses II, who Persecuted the Israelites,

and Merneptah, from whom the Israelites

Escaped
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found by the wandering Israelites. 1 Then under the leader-

ship of Joshua they crossed the river Jordan and came into

the Promised Land of

Canaan (see the Book
of Joshua). Here they

settled down as tillers

of the soil.

A Young Civilization.

Consult again thetime

chart shown at the top

of page 49 and note

how old the civiliza-

tions of Egypt and

Babylonia were when
the Hebrews settled

down to build theirs.

The pyramid-builders

of Gizeh, the temple-

builders of Thebes,

and the heretic Pha-

raoh Ikhnaton had

come and gone long

before the Hebrews
reached Canaan ;

and

in the valley of the

Tigris-Euphrates Sar-

gon I and Hammu-
rapi had come and
gone, too.

Relations with Town Neighbors. It had been hard to live up
to the religious ideas of Moses, even in the wilderness of Sinai.

Now in the Promised Land it was still harder, for the Canaan-

1 The Hebrews called themselves "Sons of Israel,” so that "Hebrew” and
" Israelite” mean the same thing. The word "Jew” is also used now as a synonym
for Hebrew, though in the beginning it probably applied only to those who lived

in Judah and were adherents of Judaism, as the later Hebrew religion was called.

Where the Hebrews Worshiped One God and

Formed Two Kingdoms
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itish townsfolk with whom they came in contact had a re-

ligion which demanded much less from its followers in the

way of upright living. If the

relations between the Hebrews
and the Canaanites had been
friendly, the Hebrews might have
been entirely absorbed, and their

religion might have disappeared.

But there was almost constant

warfare between the two peoples,

and this helped to hold the He-
brews together and to strengthen

the feeling that they were a dis-

tinct people.

2. The Kingdom of Israel

From Judges to Kings. The in-

cessant warfare had another im-

portant result. It led the Hebrews
to give up their old tribal organiza-

tion 1 and to put a king in the

place of their former leaders, or

judges, as they are called in the

Bible.

Samuel was the last judge and Saul was the first king

of Israel. But Saul continued to live more like a tribal chief

than a king. He had no palace, not even a capital. He lived

in his tent, and wherever his tent was pitched, there was his

"court.” It was only under his successor, David, that the

kingdom got a capital, Jerusalem. David made the kingdom
strong, and it became rich and prosperous.

Saul and David, therefore, mark the change from the

wandering tribal life to the more settled life of a kingdom,

and they lived about the year 1000 b. c.

1 There were twelve tribes.

David as Michelangelo

Thought he looked

See page 439
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As Solomon’s Temple is Supposed to have Looked

A recently made model

David’s Court. The wealth and settled condition of the

kingdom made it possible for David to establish a court

where, among others, there were scribes. These men re-

corded the events of the day as well as the events of the past,

which until now had been handed down orally from father to

son. The scribes were religious leaders, whose main purpose

was, not to say nice things about the king, but to impress upon
him and all his people that what God demanded of them was
an upright life. Many of the Psalms were written in this

period, some of them by David himself.

Solomon. David’s son Solomon, who succeeded him as king

of Israel, came to be regarded as the essence of wisdom. But
Solomon was extravagant. He taxed the people heavily, not

only to build the temple at Jerusalem (which might have been

justified), but for his own luxurious living. This was displeas-

ing to many, and soon after his death the ten northern tribes

broke away and formed an independent state (see map, p. 231).

Two Kingdoms. The new kingdom kept the name of Israel,

but established a new capital at Samaria. It was the richer as

well as the larger part of the land and contained most of the

cities. Nothing was left of the old kingdom but the two tiny
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agricultural districts of Benjamin and Judah in the south,

whose only important town was Jerusalem. It was now called

the Kingdom of Judah. The two kingdoms used up much of

their strength in fighting each other and in warding off attacks

from other peoples.

The Northern Kingdom. The Hebrews of Moses’ day and

long after had led a simple tribal life, in which there was a

good deal of equality and where each had had much the same
opportunity for development as everyone else. But now there

developed among them, especially in the northern kingdom,

the inequalities of strong and weak, rich and poor, which

settled community life brings. Moreover, in religious matters

many of them adopted the ways of the people round about

them, who did not have such high standards of conduct.

3. Some Prophets

Amos and Hosea. Now there came out of Judah a simple

shepherd who denounced the wicked ways of the Israelites.

His name was Amos (flourished c. 750 B.c.). The gist of his

message was that Yahweh 1 was a God of justice, who would

punish those who oppressed the weak and poor.

Soon after Amos came the prophet Hosea, who revealed

a still higher idea of God. To Hosea, Yahweh was not only a

God of justice, but a God of loving-kindness and mercy. He
was just, but He was also forgiving and would spare those

who repented of their evil ways.

Ten Tribes Disappear. Israel did not repent
;
and when

the Assyrians came in 722 B. c. (p. 97) and destroyed the

northern kingdom, the righteous saw Yahweh’s hand in this

calamity, punishing His wicked servants. The Ten Tribes of

Israel disappeared so completely that they are spoken of as

the Lost Tribes. It seemed again, as it had often before, that

the religion begun by Moses would be swallowed up by the

1 ya'wS. Through an error of early scholars this word for God was misspelled

"Jehovah.”
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less noble religions round about. Only the tiny Kingdom of

Judah was left to carry on — a kingdom so small that if it

were set down in the middle of the state of Texas it would

take an army on foot over two weeks to reach it from the

border. But again there arose some prophets, notably Isaiah

and Jeremiah, who kept alive the old religious spirit.

4. The Babylonian Captivity

New Trials. About one hundred and fifty years after the

Assyrians had conquered the Kingdom of Israel, the Kingdom
of Judah was overwhelmed by the Chaldeans (586 b.c.).

Some of the Jews fled ; others were taken captive. By the

waters of Babylon they sat down and wept when they re-

membered their lost city of Zion (Jerusalem). They might

easily have merged with their conquerors and so have disap-

peared as a distinct people from the face of the earth, just as

the Ten Tribes had disappeared, for they were of the same
Semitic stock as their conquerors ; moreover, many of them
prospered in a worldly way, and some of them even rose to

high places in the imperial court.

A Small but Loyal Band. But the teachings of the prophets

had sunk deep into the minds and hearts of their leaders.

They believed that they were the Chosen People of God and
that in time He would redeem them from bondage for the

great mission of proclaiming Him to the world. Exile strength-

ened their belief, for it weeded out the weak-hearted and left

in the ranks only those who were strong. These formed the

real Jewish people, and they were the first people who, as a

whole, grasped the idea of a One and Only God and thought

of Him not as a thing apart from life, but as a Being vitally

interested in mankind and demanding of men that they act

toward one another justly and kindly.

A National Belief. It is this fact which makes the history

of the Hebrew religion such an important chapter in the his-

tory of humanity and which made that religion the mother of
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the three great monotheistic religions of the world, Judaism, 1

Christianity, and Mohammedanism. In Egypt and elsewhere

the idea of one God had been grasped by only a few great

minds, and by them merely as an idea; but among the

Hebrews it was bred into the fiber of a people and formed the

basis of their rules of conduct. It set the tone of their society,

just as the idea of democracy sets the tone today.

Fighting against Great Odds. For us, with more than two
thousand years of these teachings behind us, it is difficult to

grasp the epoch-making character of this development. Only

when we recall that this small group stood alone in a vast sea

of humanity where many gods were worshiped and where

these gods were thought of as being much more interested in

forms and ceremonies than in upright living, can we measure

the contribution of the Hebrew prophets. That contribution

is summed up in the oft-quoted passage from Micah (vi, 8),

which is worth learning by heart, " What doth the Lord re-

quire of thee, but to do justly, and to love mercy, and to

walk humbly with thy God?”
End of Captivity. Encouraged by their leaders, the captive

Jews looked to the day of deliverance, and, with the leisure

which wealth afforded them, they prepared for their return to

Jerusalem by gathering together the laws and legends which
had been handed down to them and putting these in writing.

Their captivity turned out to be much shorter than that of

their forefathers in Egypt. Hardly fifty years had passed
since the fall of Jerusalem before the Chaldean Empire was
destroyed by the Persians (539 b. c.) and Cyrus allowed the

homesick Jews to return and rebuild their city (p. 105).

What Contemporaries could not See. The history of the

Jews, in the period between the fall of Samaria (722 B. c.) and
the fall of Judah (586 b. c.), furnishes a good example of how
difficult it is for those living at any period to tell which of the

happenings about them will be regarded as most important by
1 Judaism is the name given to the religion of the Jews as developed after their

return from their Babylonian captivity.
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future ages. If you had asked the learned men of Assyria in

the seventh century b. c. where to look for happenings which

would have a profound influence on mankind and which

people twenty-five centuries later would like to know about

fully, they would most likely have told you to visit the

royal court or follow the royal armies. Of one thing you may
be certain, and that is that it would never have occurred to

your Assyrian informants to advise you to study what was
going on in Judah. And yet, as we have seen, it was in that

tiny kingdom, poor in everything but spiritual leaders, that

the worship of Yahweh was becoming so thoroughly a part of

the Jewish people that nothing could wipe it out — neither

exile nor persecution nor martyrdom.

(What happenings round about you today do you think

will be of most interest and significance to the people of

twenty-five hundred years from now ?)

Summing up Five Hundred Years. About the year 1000 B. C.

the Israelites organized a kingdom, which soon broke into two
parts. In 722 b. c. the northern half was conquered by the

Assyrians, and in 586 the southern part was conquered by the

Chaldeans, who led the Israelites captive to Babylon. But
when Cyrus the Persian conquered the Chaldeans, he allowed

the Israelites to return to Jerusalem. During these five hun-

dred years the Israelites had produced a number of men of

great spiritual vision, whom we call prophets.

Readings

For Readings, see end of Chapter XX

Some Key Words

Middle Millennium Jew Sinai Psalms Solomon
Hebrew Jerusalem Amos Hosea 722 B.C.

David Samaria Chaldean 586 B. C. Judaism
Judah Jeremiah Canaan Israelite Micah
Isaiah Moses Samuel Saul 539 B.C.
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Questions

Section 1. Why was the time chart at the head of the chapter

placed there? What two peoples made great contributions to our

civilization during the Middle Millennium? How does the Bible

rank among books?

Section 2. Why did the Israelites choose a king? What hap-

pened to the Kingdom of Israel after the death of Solomon? Was
he responsible in any way for this? How did the new northern

kingdom differ from the southern one? Supposing you had not

studied your lesson, how much would the preceding question help

you to answer the second question in this section ?

Section 3. What is the modern way of spelling the word that

was formerly spelled "Jehovah”? Which do you like better ? What
is the gist of the message of the prophet Amos? of the prophet

Hosea ? What became of the northern kingdom ?

Section 4. Who conquered the Kingdom of Judah ? What effect

did exile have on the Jews? How did the prophet Micah sum up the

contributions of the earlier prophets? Who allowed the Jews to re-

turn to Jerusalem?

Things to Do

1. Continue your time chart of the Middle Millennium (p. 250).

2. Adjust the "hands” of your "Clock” and "Great Circle” for

Jerusalem.

3. Draw (or find) maps of the United States and of the Kingdom
of Israel in the time of David or Solomon. Be sure that the maps
are on the same scale. Draw the outline of the Kingdom of Israel

on the map of the United States so that it will include the region in

which you live.

4. Memorize the Twenty-third Psalm. List all the inferences you

can draw from this psalm regarding the civilization of the Israelites.

5. Dramatize some episodes in the life of David.



CHAPTER XX • Telling about the Return from

Captivity; also about Jesus of Nazareth

1. The New Jewish State

Back to Jerusalem. When Cyrus freed the Jews, it turned

out that many of them did not want to go back to Jerusalem.

To live in peaceful, prosperous Babylon seemed much pleas-

anter than trudging to a poverty-stricken region nine hundred

miles away and trying to rebuild a state there. But some were

loyal and brave enough to make the journey and undertake

the heavy task.

It was uphill work. Palestine was now inhabited by people

of various races, and it was as unruly as some parts of the

American frontier were fifty years ago. Moreover, many of

the Jews had begun to marry outside of their religion. So it

looked as though the attempt to build a distinctly Jewish

state would end in failure.

Ezra and Nehemiah. But now two remarkable men ap-

peared in Jerusalem. The first was Ezra, a scribe of a high

priestly family, who came in 458 B. c. with a fresh band of

patriots. 1 He was followed soon after by Nehemiah, a Jewish

layman 2 of great ability, who had risen to the post of cup-

bearer to the Persian king Artaxerxes. 3

The Walls Built. Artaxerxes had made Nehemiah governor

of Jerusalem and had sent him thither to rebuild the walls of

the city. Best of all, the King had given him a military escort,

with which he fought off attacks while the Jews worked at the

walls. In fifty-two days the task was done.

1 Note that this was just about the same time that Athens was being rebuilt

after the Persian wars.
2 A layman is one who is not a clergyman. All laymen together are called the

laity.

3 ar t&k surk'sez.
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Then Ezra and Nehemiah set about making Jerusalem the

sort of place they thought it ought to be. They introduced

the Book of the Law (444 b. c.), which they had brought from

the Jewish colony in Babylon and which contained the laws

of Moses.

The Decalogue. Chief among the laws were those which we
call the Decalogue or the Ten Commandments. They were

brief enough to be easily remembered, and they could be

counted off on the ten fingers. No other code of anywhere

near its size contains so much wisdom or has had such a

profound effect upon so large a part of mankind throughout

the ages. The Ten Commandments are at the basis of our

common life today— another example of the fact that the

past is a Living Past.

It may help you to grasp how many of our generally ac-

cepted rules of right living are contained in this ancient code,

if you try to draw up a list of ten brief and simple rules which

you think ought to regulate the lives of men and women
today. Can you draw up such a code without using the ideas

expressed in the Ten Commandments? Try it.

The Commandments and the rest of the so-called Mosaic

law were designed to regulate the goings and comings of the

Jews. Among other things, the Jews were required to keep

the Sabbath as a holy day, and they were forbidden to marry

outside of their religion.

2. Jesus Christ

Under Greek and Roman. The Jews remained subject to

Cyrus and his successors over two hundred years, until Persia

was overthrown by Alexander the Great in 331 b. c. Then for

a long period after Alexander’s death the Hellenistic rulers of

Syria and Egypt struggled for the possession of Palestine.

During this period Greek ideas and writings came into the

land. This contact with Greek literature made the Jews

aware of the fact that they too had a literature worth writing
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down. They therefore began to put into writing much that

until now had been handed down by word of mouth.

While Palestine was under Syrian rule civil war broke out

(168 B. c.), and the orthodox (or strictly Jewish) party, under

Judas Maccabseus, established an independent state, which

lasted about a hundred years. Then came the Romans, first

as protectors and afterwards as rulers.

Jesus of Nazareth. In 4 B. c. a part of Palestine was made
into the Roman province of Judea. There, about the same
year, in the little town of Bethlehem a child was born, Jesus

of Nazareth. 1 He spent most of his life in Nazareth, where
he became a carpenter. Only during the last three years of

his life did he go farther afield, teaching.

His Death. The Jews had long been looking for a Messiah,

or Redeemer, who would free them from their oppressors and
establish God's kingdom upon earth. The followers of Jesus

regarded him as the Messiah, and, for a moment, he was
hailed as such by the crowd in Jerusalem. But only for a mo-
ment. The leaders of the Jews saw him only as a disturber of

the peace who might cause the Roman ruler to use force

against them, and the crowd soon sided with the leaders. So
Jesus was brought to trial before Pontius Pilate, the Roman
procurator of Judea, was condemned to death, and was nailed

to a wooden cross, where he died. 2

3. The Teachings of Jesus

He was Historically Minded. The life and teachings of

Jesus you will find recorded in that part of the Bible which is

called the New Testament. Here we have space only for one

or two remarks which will link Jesus with the rest of our story.

1 When in the sixth century a. d. men began to date events from the birth of

Jesus, they made the mistake of putting that event several years too late.

2 Crucifixion was the customary way of putting condemned persons to death. It

is interesting that throughout his life Jesus Christ never heard himself called by that

name. "Jesus” was the Greek word for the Hebrew "Joshua” or "Jeshua”; and
"Christ” or "Christus” was the Greek word for "Messiah” or "Redeemer.”
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In the first place, he was historically minded
; that is, he

built on the past. He remained a member of the Jewish con-

gregation, and many of his teachings had their roots far back
in the Jewish past .

1 As he himself said, he had come to fulfill

the Law and the prophets .
2

He was not fettered by the Past. But while Jesus built

on the past, he was not bound and fettered by the past. His

mind was free. He looked at things anew and judged them,

not by the generally accepted standard, but in the light of his

own ideal of what was right and true. Thus when everybody

was complaining of the pride and harshness of the Roman
rulers, it took a free mind to see that, in their hearts, the com-

plainers were just as proud and harsh as the Romans. When
the crowd was ready to stone the woman who had sinned, it

took a free mind to ask whether or not those who would con-

demn her were, in their hearts, any better than she was. Even
the law of Moses did not hamper the free working of his mind,

and when it stood in the way of what he thought was right, he

set it aside. Thus he healed a man on the Sabbath, even

though he knew that he was being watched and would prob-

ably be brought to trial for breaking the Law.

He saw Possibilities for Good in Everyone. Perhaps the

most appealing quality about Jesus was that he saw pos-

sibilities for good in all people, even in those who seemed to

have reached the lowest depths of depravity. He gave to such

people a new sense of the dignity of life. They were made to

feel that it was a noble thing to be a human being and that,

1 The New Testament contains four biographies of Jesus. They are called the

Gospels, that is, the Good News. The New Testament was first written in Greek.

It and the old Hebrew writings (called the Old Testament) form the Christian

Bible. The commonest translations of the Bible into English are (in order of age)

the (Catholic) -Douay Version (1582-1610) and the (Protestant) Authorized Ver-

sion, or King James Bible (1611, with later revisions). In recent years several

translations of the New Testament into modern speech have been made.
2 Jesus summed up the Law and the prophets as follows: "Thou shalt love

the Lord thy God with all thy heart, with all thy soul, and with all thy mind. This

is the first and great commandment. And the second is like unto it, Thou shalt

love thy neighbor as thyself. On these two commandments hang all the law and

the prophets.” — Matthew xxii, 37-40
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at least in the daily round of common duties, they too could

live nobly, kindly, and generously, instead of living lives that

were cheap and selfish and commonplace.

The Heart of his Teachings. Much of Jesus’ teaching can

be summed up as briefly as Socrates did his own. Jesus would

have accepted Socrates’ motto, "Know thyself,” as good but

not good enough. "Know thyself, by all means,” he might

have said, "but don’t stop there. Give thyself.” In other

words, Jesus found a place for the heart as well as for the head,

and it is well for the world that he did so. The best that the

head is likely to do is to give justice, and while that is very

good, most of us would have a hard time of it if we got only

our just deserts
; we need mercy. 1

The Heart of the Democratic Ideal. Jesus touched the heart

of the democratic ideal when he declared that God was the

Father of all men and that all men were brothers. The word
"brothers” carries with it the idea of a common sharing of

rights and duties. A brother has a share in both just because

he is a brother. This idea had been uttered earlier, but no
teacher ever shaped his life so completely upon it as Jesus

did. It has been slow in getting accepted, but during the

last century or so it has become the foundation stone, in

theory at least, of one part of our life— namely, our political

life, where there is now more of a balance between rights and
duties than has usually been the case.

Teaching through Stories. Once a lawyer who heard Jesus

state his rule of life (see page 242, footnote 2) asked him, "Who
is my neighbor ? ” Jesus answered by telling a story about a
man who was attacked by robbers and left lying along the

roadside. A priest came along and then a Levite (both of

whom were members of the "upper classes”), but they passed

him by. Then a Samaritan came along, and he bound up the

man’s wounds. Now Jesus, in turn, asked a question of the

1 It [mercy] is an attribute to God himself

;

And earthly power doth then show likest God’s
When mercy seasons justice. — The Merchant of Venice, Act IV, Scene 1
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lawyer, "Who was the neighbor and the latter replied,

"The one that helped."

There was nothing else that any intelligent person could

have said, and yet the lawyer was probably surprised to hear

himself saying that it was the Samaritan who did the neigh-

borly act ; for, to get the force of Jesus’ story, we need to re-

member that the Jews despised the Samaritans as half-breeds.

They were of mixed Jewish and non-Jewish blood, and their

religion was likewise a mixture of Jewish and non-Jewish ele-

ments. Yet it was in such a one that Jesus saw possibilities of

nobility, and it was such a one whom he selected to do the

neighborly act
;
and he made the point so clear and simple

that no one could miss it.

Reaching the Multitude. The story of the Good Samaritan

points to Jesus’ skill in expressing great truths so simply

that even the young and the uneducated could grasp them.

In this respect he surpassed Socrates and Plato. He made
use of situations with which people were familiar either from

their occupations (as those of farmer, carpenter, and fisher-

man) or from their early training in the home and the syna-

gogue. Thus he reached a wider circle than the Greek philos-

ophers did. In their teachings, however, both Jesus and the

Greeks pointed to the same goal— to spiritual rather than

to worldly things; to character rather than to wealth and
power ; to what a man was rather than to what he owned.

4. The End of the Jewish State

The Diaspora, or Dispersion. Not long after the death of

Jesus the history of the Jews as a political unit comes to an

end. Rome continued to rule with a heavy hand, and the

oppressed ones continued to look for the coming of their Re-

deemer. Some even tried to hasten the day of the Kingdom of

God by the use of force. After a long and bitter revolt Jeru-

salem was destroyed (70 a.d.) by Titus, son of the Emperor
Vespasian. Sixty years later, after another bloody revolt
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When Titus destroyed Jerusalem

Note the seven-branch candlestick

(132-135 A. D.), the Jews were crushed ruthlessly, and thence-

forth they ceased to exist as a national body. From now on,

their history is the history of the Diaspora 1 (that is, of their

dispersion, or scattering), and for the most part it lies outside

the main currents of western-European history. But even in

exile from their native land the Jews continued to cherish the

thought that God had intrusted them with a mission that was

to make for the happiness of mankind. 2

A Single Contribution, but a Great One. Our account of the

Hebrews has differed from our account of the Egyptians,

Babylonians, and Greeks in that it has said nothing about

1 di S.s'p5 ra.

2 The so-called Zionist movement, in our own day, is an attempt to make Pales-

tine again a center of Jewish life and culture.
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architecture or sculpture or engineering or craftsmanship.

The reason is that the Hebrews added little, if anything, along

these lines to what the world already had.

The People of a Book. The sole contribution of the ancient

Hebrews to the culture of the world was in the realm of reli-

gious ideas, which they embodied in their literature
; they were

the People of a Book. However, it was a remarkable book,

one which affected the later history of Western civilization as

profoundly as did any of the other cultural contributions from

other parts of the ancient world.

As far as we have carried the story, however, the religious

ideas of the Jews were known to few outside of Palestine.

Only with the development of Christianity in the Roman
Empire did they come to the people of western Europe.

5. Summary : Greeks and Hebrews during the
Middle Millennium

Only a very Few were Great. The most important thing

about the Greeks in this millennium was their philosophers

;

the most important thing about the Hebrews was their

prophets. The Greeks showed their chief greatness in intel-

lectual matters; the Hebrews showed their greatness in

religious matters. But don’t get the impression that every

Greek was a philosopher or that every Hebrew was a prophet.

We have some great American scientists, but what a mistake

it would be if, just on that account, our descendants thought

that all of us were scientifically minded

!

Points in Common with Other Peoples and with Each Other.

The Greeks and the Hebrews were like the Egyptians and
Babylonians before them and like the Romans and ourselves

after them, in that

:

1. They were individuals, no two of whom were exactly

alike.

2. A few were rich, more were poor, but most of them were
counted as being "comfortably off,” just as with us.
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3. A few of them had great intellects and great hearts', more
of them were poor specimens of humanity as regards both

heads and hearts, but most of them were just "ordinary

folks,” like ourselves.

4. Though many Greeks were engaged in trade and in-

dustry, most of them, like most of the Hebrews, were coun-

try folk, ^working on the soil as shepherds or as farmers of

one sort or another, just as most of our ancestors did until

recently.

5. They did their work on land with animal power, whether

of man or beast. On the sea, man power (using oars) was
sometimes supplemented by wind power through the use of

sails. These sources of power were
not much better than men had had
for hundreds of years, and they

were about as good as man was to

have for hundreds of years after, until the invention of the

steam engine opened a new chapter in the history of power
only about one hundred and fifty years ago.

An Old Common Heritage. Without extending the list it

ought to be clear that the Greeks and the Hebrews had much
in common with each other and with men before them and
after them. Men of King David’s time (c. 1000 b. c.) would

soon have understood the workaday world of Attica in the

Age of Pericles (c . 450 b. c.) and of Babylonia in the Age of

Hammurapi (c. 2100 b. c.) and of America in the Age of Wash-
ington (c. 1776 A. D.). 1

Differences between Greeks and Hebrews. The differences

between the Greeks and the Hebrews were as marked as their

resemblances. (1) The Greeks enriched life on many sides,

through architecture, sculpture, poetry, history, and higher

learning (especially mathematics, astronomy, and philoso-

1 Washington would undoubtedly have felt more at home in David’s Palestine

or Pericles’ Athens than he would in his own land today, with its steam power,
gasoline power, and electric power, and a thousand other things of which he had
never heard.
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phy). The Hebrews enriched life principally on one side,

namely, on the side of right living. They had, in their reli-

gion, ideas of social justice such as none of the religions round

about them had. (2) The Greeks believed they could find

what was true by using their reason ; the Hebrews believed

that their prophets had learned from God what was true.

(3) Plato and Aristotle planned aristocratic societies based on

slavery; the Hebrew prophets regarded all men as having a

right to freedom. It is interesting to note that when this idea

of equality comes into Greek thought, it comes through the

Stoics, whose founder, Zeno, was a Semite, like the Hebrews.

What may seem a Digression but is Wot It is sometimes

urged that you ought not to study history because you might

become depressed by reading about your huge debt to the

past and go away with the feeling that there is nothing left

for your generation to accomplish. How history happens to

make you feel is, of course, no concern of the historian : his

sole business is to strive to tell the truth. However, it is prob-

ably safe to say that any writer of history would feel that he

had done a terribly bad job if he left you downcast because

you thought that all had been done that needed to be done.

He would rather expect you to be challenged by the fact that

you saw generation after generation of men leaving great

things undone which might have been done through the use

of a little human intelligence and good will.

Persistent Problems. Whichever way you react to the

story, the fact remains that, along with new and glorious

things in art, learning, and religion, the Living Past which the

Greeks and Hebrews handed down to the Romans contained

much that was old and ugly — ignorance, greed, and hy-

pocrisy ; hatred of man for man and nation for nation ; crush-

ing labor which could not always keep away famine. In other

words, the Middle Millennium left for those that came after

three fundamental problems
: (1) how to regulate the rela-

tions between man and man so that all might have something

like an equal opportunity to develop themselves physically,
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mentally, and spiritually
; (2) how to regulate the relations

between nation and nation so that all might live in peace and
amity; (3) how to gain sufficient control over nature so that

the great mass of mankind would not be bound forever to

grinding labor in field, shop, or mine, but might be able to

devote some of their time and energy to the enjoyment and
enrichment of life.

Now we shall turn to the Romans and see what they did to

the world and what the world did to them.

Readings

If you are not familiar with the Bible, you ought to become so now. There
are any number of editions available and many collections of excerpts.

You will find the story of the Old Testament in convenient form in

A. D. Sheffield’s The Old Testament Narrative (Houghton Mifflin, 1910), in

which the language of the Bible has been retained but organized in the

order of events and with repeated matter omitted. Breasted, Ancient

Times , chaps, vii, xxviii. Van Loon, Story of Mankind, chaps, ix, xxv;

Story of the Bible. Wells, Outline of History, chaps, xix, xxix.

Some Key Words

Ezra Maccabaeus laity Pontius Pilate Levite

Nehemiah Artaxerxes orthodox Douay version Samaritan

the Mosaic Law the Decalogue Messiah King James Bible Diaspora

Things to Do

1. Using the key words above, draw up a list of appropriate

questions for this chapter.

2. List all the towns in America whose names come from the

region occupied by the Israelites.

3. Discuss the following proposition : No one who has never

studied the history of the Middle Millennium is likely ever to get a

full understanding of twentieth-century life.



PART IV • WHAT HAPPENED IN THE ROMAN MILLEN-
NIUM FROM THE EXPULSION OF THE KINGS TO THE
"FALL” OF THE ROMAN EMPIRE (ABOUT 500 b.c.-

ABOUT 500 a. d.)

Unit I • In which a Farmer Folk establishes a Great

Republic, conquers the Mediterranean World, becomes Rich

and Selfish, and succumbs to
u
the Man on Horseback

”
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IHAPTER XXI • Telling about Early Italy and

Ithe People there, and ending with a Question
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Part IV deals with the region and period in the shaded bar.

(See pages 49 and 829)

1. " Ferrymen ” and " Ferry ”

A Brief Glance at the World, c. 500 B. C. At the middle of

our five-thousand-year period (c. 500 b. c.), when the story of

the Roman Republic begins, there were four civilized regions

in the world, each of which had already had a long history.

One was the region we have just been considering, the Medi-
terranean world

; farther east was a second one, India ; still

farther east was a third, China ;
and beyond that was a fourth,

Central America. All these regions have a history that is full

of interest and romance. We, however, continue to be inter-

ested chiefly in the history of the first-named area, because it

was from there that we got our civilization. 1

1 By 500 B. c. India and China had had more than one thousand years of civili-

zation. Each had already produced one of the world’s great teachers, Buddha
and Confucius.

255
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How we became Heirs of Greece and Palestine. Of the vari-

ous parts of the Near East, civilization was most advanced
where Greek culture had taken root (as we saw in Part III).

That that civilization was preserved for us was owing to the

events of the closing centuries of the period before Christ.

A Number of Possibilities. The situation was full of uncer-

tainty. To the south of the Hellenistic world were the un-

civilized tribes of Africa. To the east were the Persians —
the most civilized neighbors, who, however, had shown little

of the free creative spirit of the Greeks. To the north were

the barbarous Celts and Teutons. To the west were the

crude Roman farmer-soldiers, who were just beginning to

develop a civilization, thanks largely to their contact with

the Greek cities of southern Italy.

It was the Romans who conquered the Hellenistic East,

and it was probably better that they should have conquered it

rather than any of the other peoples, for they preserved much
that the others might have destroyed.

What the Romans Added. But the Romans were not mere

copiers ;
they, as well as the Greeks and Hebrews, did some

things that were new. Their contributions lay chiefly in the

field of government and law. They were a very practical peo-

ple who built up an empire which spread over almost as much
territory as the present United States and which lasted much
longer than the United States has been a nation. This is all

the more remarkable because the Roman Empire was made
up of the most diverse types of people (from Egyptians with

a three-thousand-year-old civilization to western Europeans

just emerging from barbarism) and because the Romans had

none of the modern means of transportation and communica-

tion (railroads, telegraph, and the like) which help to bind

a nation nowadays.

A Warning. In your reading you will sometimes find the

Romans spoken of as "ferrymen” or "carriers.” As we look

back we can see that the best thing they did for us was to

"ferry” Greek and Hebrew ideas across a long span of time.
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But the Romans did not think of themselves as ferrymen.

They did not preserve the old ideas for the sake of us who
live in twentieth-century America.

for their own age, just as we Senatus populusque Romanus

do. That, in trying to live a full, <« The Senate and People

rich life, they made much use of of Rome”

Greek and, later, of Hebrew ideas

meed not surprise us, for we are doing exactly the same thing.

What the World Needed and the Romans Supplied. If the

world was going to profit by the advances made by the Greeks

.and Hebrews, what it needed now was not more artists and
poets and thinkers, but men of action— statesmen and sol-

diers — who could break down the barriers between Greek
•and Greek and between Greek and barbarian and establish

peace and order, so that the gains which had been made could

be preserved and spread freely and widely.
1

Such men
.

Rome produced in great numbers. Wherever
the Roman insignia were set up, there peace was established,

until the Pax Romana (Roman peace) covered the Mediter-

ranean world.

Where were your Ancestors? One more word before we
start on Rome. We are getting to a point in time when most
of you ought to be able to find it easy to believe that this book
is, for the most part, a history of your own families. We have
already dealt with those of you whose ancestors came from

the eastern Mediterranean. Now we shall deal with those of

you whose ancestors came out of Italy, Spain, France, Ger-

many, Great Britain, Ireland, and the rest of western Europe.

So think of yourselves as influenced by the doings of the

Romans because your ancestors were influenced by them. If

;you hadn’t had those ancestors, you would not be here today.
2

They did not even know that such

a place as America existed

!

So think of the Romans as living

1 Recall that Alexander the Great had begun to do this.

2 Reread pages 24-29, about ancestors.
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2. Land and People

A Strategic Position. The Italian peninsula belongs to the

Mediterranean basin rather than to Europe, for the Alps shut

it off quite effectively from

the rest of the continent.

Being near the middle of the

Mediterranean, it is in a fav-

orable position from which

to control the Mediterranean

world. Sicily serves as a

stepping-stone to Africa and
forms part of a barrier sepa-

rating the eastern waters

from the western.

The Greeks in Italy. At the

point where we begin our

study of Rome (c. 500 b. c.)

the most important people

in Italy were the Greeks in

the south. They had been

there for more than two
hundred years and had built up some flourishing city-states

in the foot of the "boot” of Italy, as well as in Sicily.

The Italians. North of the Greeks were scattered communi-
ties of shepherds and farmer folk; these were the Italians.

The Greeks regarded them much as we might regard some
crude, backward country cousins who live far from the civi-

lizing influences of our cities. When the Greeks first met them
the Italians had few, if any, of the refinements of life. Their

manners were boorish, and only a few of them could write and
do some of the other things that civilized people do.

A Good Place for a Town. The name "Italian” covered a

number of different groups, such as the mountaineer Samnites

and Sabines and the Latin farmers of the western lowlands.

Some of the Latins lived on a cluster of hills along the Tiber

,

The Italian “ Boot,” c. 500 b. c.
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about twelve miles up from the coast. Long before 500 3. c.

they had become organized into a city-state called Rome.
In later times Romans told their children that their city

had been founded about the time of the sixth Olympiad
(c. 753 b. c.) by Romulus and Remus. Whether this date is

correct or not, it is enough for our purpose to know that

Rome was old by 500 b. c. and that it was located at a spot

which was bound to become more and more important as the

population of Italy increased, for it stood at the crossing of

two arteries of travel— the Tiber-valley route and the north-

and-south route. Just where the Tiber passed the hills, there

was a small island, which made it easy to cross the river,

first by boat and later by bridge. The hills made it easy

for the dwellers to protect themselves and to guard the land

and the water traffic. They were also far enough from the sea

to be fairly safe from pirates.

Nature, therefore, had done her part to make this spot a

favorable location for a city. Now man needed to do his part.

It becomes a Latin Town. Some Latins had got there first.

But it wasn’t just because they got there first that they held

it. They held it because (and just so long as) they were able

to hold it. (What European power first held the present site

of New York? Why did it lose possession?)

Early in the story the Latins did lose control of it for a

while and Rome was ruled by foreign kings, probably from

Etruria, north of the Tiber. But these kings were expelled

about 500 B. c. From that time on, the Latins of the seven-

hill town, 1 whom we call Romans, never lost control of the city

for almost a thousand years, except for a brief moment in

390 B.c., when it was sacked by the Gauls. After the Gauls

withdrew, eight hundred years were to elapse before Rome
was again to fall into the hands of her enemies. (Try to get

the full force of that number, eight hundred.)

What Nobody knew in 500 B.C. Out of this town of farmer-

soldiers were to come the greatest empire-builders the world

1 See page 310 for map showing the seven hills.
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The Left Bank of the Tiber

This shows a sewer built by the Etruscans twenty-five hundred years ago,

still in use in modern Rome

had yet seen, but nobody knew that in 500 B.c. To the cul-

tivated Greeks of the south the Romans were strong, hard-

headed rustics who knew little of statecraft and who lived a

simple life in which literature and art and learning played

little part.

The Etruscans. North of Rome, across the Tiber, in the

region called Etruria, lived the Etruscans. These people form

one of the puzzles of history. We have some of their inscrip-

tions, but nobody has yet been able to tell what they mean.

The Etruscans seem to have come from Asia Minor in

about the eighth century B. c. and to have kept up their con-

nection with the homeland, so that the dozen cities they built

up had a civilization far ahead of that of the Italians to the

south and east of them. It was probably from Etruria that

the Roman kings came. Certain it is that the Etruscans
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taught the Romans many things. Next to the Greeks they

formed the most important outside influence.

If you had toured Italy in 500 b. c., could you have picked

the people that were to become rulers of the Mediterranean

world ?

Readings

For Readings, see end of Chapter XXII.

Some Key Words

Roman Millennium Romulus 753 B. C.

Gauls Remus
Etruria Pax Romana

Questions

Section 1. What is the meaning of the time chart at the head

of the chapter? Why is it placed there? What time is it in Rome
when your history class meets? What angle is formed by a person

in Rome and yourself when each stands erect? What centers of

civilization were there in the world in 500 B. c. ? What similarity is

there in their locations? (See map, p. 48.) How did it come about

that we became heirs of the culture of Greece and Palestine ? What
examples are there in Roman history of the spreading power of

ideas? What did Rome contribute to our civilization ? What did the

world in the time of the Romans need most? Does that need still

exist? What process did the Romans continue that Alexander the

Great had begun? Where were your ancestors during the Roman
Millennium ?

Section 2. What are the chief physiographic factors to note

about Italy? What various peoples were there in Italy about

500 B. c. ? What factors contributed to make the location of Rome a

favorable one for a city ? How should you answer the question with

which this chapter ends ?



CHAPTER XXII • Concerning an Early Roman

Revolution and what Manner of Men the Early

Romans Were

1. A Conservative Revolution

The Assembly. Having expelled their king, 1 the Romans
had to do the same thing that the American colonists had to

do after they had disowned their king, late in the eighteenth

century : they had to form a new government. And, like the

Americans in the Constitutional Convention of 1787, the

Romans built very largely on the past.

Under the kings they had had an assembly to which the

aristocrats (patricians) and the common people (plebeians)

belonged. This they kept. It had power to vote on candi-

dates for the high offices and on laws. Note that the assembly

could not nominate the candidates or propose the laws; it

could only accept or reject the names or the laws that were

submitted to it by the Senate.

The Senate. Under the kings the Romans had also had a

council of patricians, called the Senate {senex, "old man”).
This they kept too. It represented the brains and wealth of

the new state, and it became the controlling factor in the new
republic. No person could be nominated for high office, and
no measure could be voted on in the assembly, without the

Senate’s consent. It also decided matters that had to do with

Rome’s relations with other states and with the raising and

spending of money.

Two Chief Executives. Thus far the Romans had made no

great change in the government. But when it came to pro-

1 The traditional date is 509 B. c. This was just about the time that the Athe-

nians drove out the tyrant Hippias, son of Pisistratus.

262
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viding a head they did make a decided change. Like the

Americans after the Revolution, the Romans in 509 B.c. had
had enough of kings

; so they provided for two officials who
came to be called consuls. The consuls were elected for one
year only, and either consul could veto the acts of the other.

With these safeguards the Romans felt secure in intrusting

the consuls with very great powers. They commanded the

army, they proposed laws to be acted on by the Senate and
the assembly, they carried out the laws after they were
passed, they managed the finances, and they administered

justice. In short, they did very nearly all that needed to be

done in the everyday work of carrying on a government.

Lesser Executives. But, as time went on, new officials were

appointed to take over certain of the consuls’ duties. Such
were the quaestors (treasurers), the praetors (judges), and the

censors, who, among other things, decided which persons were

entitled to be enrolled as patricians. This function of the

censors was very important, because for a long time only

patricians could hold the higher offices.

The Chief Power House. Since no one could be a candidate

for these offices without the consent of the Senate, and since

all officials hoped some day to get into the Senate, the

Roman officials generally did whatever the Senate wanted
them to do. So the three hundred senators became the real

power in the Roman state. They represented the best that

Rome had, and, for several centuries, that meant a very high

level of intelligence, honesty, and loyalty, and a sense of fair

play.

From time to time the Senate had to share some of its

powers with the people, but it never lost control of affairs.

Rome never became a democracy in the Athenian sense,

where one man was regarded as being as fit as another for

political office and where even important officials were elected

by lot. Rome believed in being governed by the best. That is

what the word '’aristocracy” meant in the beginning
;
and as

long as the Senate was such an aristocracy, all went well.
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The Roman Senate— the Power House of the Roman Republic

Unfortunately, the time came when the aristocrats who made
up the Senate were anything but the best in the Roman
state ; then Rome began to weaken. But that day was far in

the future.

2. The Development of the Roman State and the
Roman Free Citizen

Two Parallel Movements. When Rome started out on her

millennium (c. 500 b. c.-c. 500 a. d.) she was (1) an insignificant

little town, (2) with a government in which the common peo-

ple had little share. Within about two hundred years she

was (1) mistress of all Italy, and (2) the common people were
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eligible for all offices and had an assembly which could make
laws binding on everyone in the State. The two Movements
went on side by side .

1 The gains of the plebeians were not

made without much opposition from the patricians, but there

never were cruel, destructive civil wars, such as so often

marred the pages of Greek history. The Roman patricians

had sense enough to see that, in the long run, the only solid

basis for a state was a contented people and that the surest

way to make them contented was to make them partners in

government.

A New Dividing Line. Of course there continued to be dif-

ferences among the Romans, but the line ceased to be drawn
between those of patrician and of plebeian birth and came
more and more to be drawn between the rich and the poor.

The rich got the important offices and the seats in the Senate,

and their families formed a new aristocracy.

3. How the Romans Did It

Good Fighting Material. The Romans won their way to

the front because they were good material out of which to

make an army. They never knew when they were beaten.

They always made one more attempt and always came out

victorious.

Roman boys were brought up in an atmosphere in which

the soldier was admired. No doubt one of the earliest stories

they heard was about the legendary founder of their city,

Romulus, who, they were told, was the son of the war god,

1 There is little certainty about the dates in Roman constitutional history be-

fore 287 B. c. In the first half of the fifth century B. c. the plebeians were granted

certain officials, called tribunes, whose business it was to look after their rights.

Next they were allowed to have their own assembly. About 450 b. c. the laws of

Rome were written down. By the Licinian Laws of 367 B. c. plebeians were made
eligible for the office of consul. By the Hortensian Law of 287 B. c. the plebeian

assembly could make laws binding on all the State.

Rome’s expansion in Italy was at the expense of the Etruscans (396 b. c.),

then of the neighboring Latins (338 b. c.), the Samnites (290 b. c.), the Greeks

(275 B. c.), and finally of the Gauls (266 B. c.).
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Mars. 1 At home the discipline was strict and harsh. The
Roman father loved his children, but he expected prompt

obedience. He had the power
of life and death over all in his

household, even over his wife

;

and he kept this power over

his sons even after they had
children of their own.

ThustheRomansweretaught
from early youth to obey. But
they were also trained to rely

on themselves and, when nec-

essary, to take the lead. Their

life was simple. They lived fru-

gally, and they worked hard.

Good Military Organizers. The
Romans had intelligence enough

to make their army better than

anyone else’s. They developed

a military unit, called a legion,

which was divided into smaller

units so drilled that they could either (1) spread out and
fight as independent units or (2) come close together and
fight as one solid mass. In the Greek phalanx it sometimes

happened that, if the line was pierced at one place, the whole

phalanx went to pieces; but in the Roman formation the

smaller units could keep on fighting. This they often did

and saved the day.

Good Governors. The Romans showed good sense in the

way they dealt with the people they conquered. The Oriental

way and even the Greek way had been to turn conquered

people into subjects who had to be held down by force. The
Romans, on the contrary, tried to win them over by mak-
ing them more or less partners. Some of the Latin cities, for

1 Recall one or two of the first stories you were told about American history.

What qualities about the hero did each story aim to bring out ?

Good Fighting Material
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example, were given full Roman rights; other places were

given only a part of these rights. 1 In most instances the con-

quered cities had self-government in local affairs, but, to pre-

vent them from combining against Rome, they could not have

direct dealings with one another. They could deal only with

and through Rome.
As a further precaution against revolt Rome established

colonies of veterans in the conquered regions. The veterans

were given pieces of land and, of course, had full Roman
rights.

In this way all Italy came to be bound together in one vast

partnership, in which Rome was the controlling partner.

All Going Well. Thus, by 264 b. c., the fateful year in

which she began to expand over the water, all was going well

with Rome. The city itself had grown from a collection of vil-

lages into a large and prosperous community of perhaps two
or three hundred thousand. Wealth was increasing, and beau-

tiful temples and palaces began to be built. The Forum,
which had started out as a simple market place, was on its

way to become the most splendid civic center in Europe
(see page 309).

The Romans at their Best. From about the time of the

Licinian Laws (367 b. c.) to the overthrow of Carthage in the

war with Hannibal (c. 200 B. c.), the Romans were at their

best. There were no great extremes of rich and poor. Most
of the Romans were like our American pioneers— willing to

live simply and not afraid of hard work. The lands they con-

quered offered an opportunity for all to make a living, just as

the great American West did in the nineteenth century.

An Interesting Comparison. Like American pioneers, the

Romans knew how to fight, how to govern themselves, and
how to make their farms pay. They had little art and litera-

ture of their own. The ability to create beautiful things,

1 The full Roman rights consisted of (1) the public rights of voting in Roman
elections and holding Roman office and (2) the private rights of trading in Rome
and intermarrying with Romans.
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A Roman Farmyard 1

This picture would bring back many memories to many of your pioneer forbears

which was so marked in the Greeks, was almost entirely

absent in them. Nor did they wonder about things and ask

questions about man and nature and the gods, as some of the

Greeks had done. They went on living and believing as their

fathers and grandfathers had done and were satisfied.

Very "Domestic” Men. Again like American pioneers and

unlike the Greeks, the Romans were great "home-bodies.”

Their whole life centered about the family fireside. The
family included the sons’ wives and children and the slaves.

Over this group the father had supreme power, and he was

the leader in its religious life.

Noble Women. In spite of the legal authority which the

men had over women, the latter held an important and digni-

fied place in the nation. Like the Greek women, they man-
1 From Gray and Jenkins’s Latin for Today.
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The Home Altar 1

Have you anything corresponding to this in your home ?

aged the household and guided the children through the early

years, but they had more freedom than Greek women had and
took a more active part in social life. The Roman matron of

the days of the early republic was one of the noblest types of

womanhood the world has ever known.

4. Roman Religion

Family Gods and State Gods. The gods played a great part

in the lives of the Romans. Almost everything the Romans
did was linked up in their minds with some deity or other,

whose favor they tried to win by performing the proper sacri-

fices. Some of the lesser gods, called lares ,

2 guarded special

places, such as the fields, the roads, or the sea. Others, called

1 From Gray and Jenkins’s Latin for Today. 2 la'rez.
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penates

,

l guarded the household, especially the storeroom.

Vesta guarded the hearth, and so on through a long list.

State Gods. Just as the family

had its gods, so did the State.

The chief one was Jupiter, who
held much the same position that

Zeus did among the Greeks. Juno,

his wife, was the protectress of

women. Mars was the god of war

;

Ceres was goddess of the harvest

;

Mercury did messenger service

for them all and guarded the

traders. (See note, p. 147.)

There was very little sentiment

in the Roman way of dealing with

the gods. Religion, like every-

thing else with them, was a very businesslike affair. They
were careful to perform the proper ceremonies and sacrifices,

and then they expected the gods to do their part.

Augury. One element in their religious life they owed to

the Etruscans — their way of reading the future. This they

did by watching the flight of birds or the actions of sacred

chickens or by studying the entrails of animals which they had
sacrificed. This was done by priests called augurs, who knew
what to look for and how to interpret what they found.

Two Qualities which make Great Rulers. The Romans were

often cruel and not above treachery, but they had two great

qualities. One was their undying devotion to their state, for

which they would sacrifice everything; the other was their

capacity for working together— for teamwork.

The Next Step. The defeat of the Gauls (266 B. c.) had

completed the conquest of the Italian peninsula (see footnote,

p. 265). But Rome had by no means used up her expansive

power. Many of her people had developed a strong desire for

more land and plunder. Others had begun to trade, and these

1 pe na'tez.

This Model of a Liver was Full

ofMeaning to the RomanAugurs
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wanted the same security on sea that they had on land. This
was impossible as long as the great North African trading

power of Carthage "ruled the waves/'* So Roman expansion
led inevitably to war with Carthage, and this in turn led to

war with the Mediterranean states to the east.

Readings

Breasted, Ancient Times, chaps, xx-xxiii. Davis, Readings in Ancient His
tory, II, chaps, i-ii. Seignobos, History of Ancient Civilization. Van Loon,
Story of Mankind, chap, xxiii.

Some Key Words

patrician plebeian 509 B. C. legion lares

consul quaestor censor senex penates
Licinian Laws Hortensian Law augury Forum praetor

Questions

Section 1. What happened in Athens about the time that the

Romans expelled their king? How did the work of the Romans in

509 b. c. resemble that of the Americans in 1787 A. d. ? How did the

Romans’ ideas on government differ from those of the Athenians in

the days of Pericles ?

Section 2. What two changes came over Rome during the first

two centuries of her millennium? The Twelve Tables of the Law
formed an important part of the education of every Roman boy.

How many of our laws do you know, — that is, how much do you
know about the rights and duties of an American citizen ?

Section 3. How did the Romans improve on the Greek mili-

tary organization? How did the Romans show good sense in deal-

ing with the conquered peoples of Italy? In what respects were

they like the American pioneers? In what respects did they differ

from the Greeks?

Section 4. When a person moves from one house to another, we
say that he is moving his "lares and penates.” What is the origin

of this expression and what does it mean? How did the Romans
try to learn about the future ? What was the Greek way ? the Chal-

dean way ? What two qualities of great rulers did the Romans have ?



CHAPTER XXIII • Reciting how Rome became

Mistress of the Mediterranean, conquering first

a Western-Mediterranean Business Man’s State and

then Two Hellenistic Kingdoms in the East

1. Carthage, a Business Man’s State

A Tyrian Trading Post. By the time Rome came to blows

with Carthage the latter had had a long history, longer than

the history of America from the days of Columbus to the

present moment.
Before 800 B. c. some traders from the Phoenician city of

Tyre had established a trading post on the north-central shore

of Africa. Time was to show that they had picked out a favor-

able spot from which to control both the land trade to the

east, west, and south and the water traffic of the western

Mediterranean.

A Western-Mediterranean Empire. The Carthaginian Em-
pire now (264 b. c.) extended over more than half the northern

coast of Africa and the southern coast of Spain. It also in-

cluded the western part of Sicily and the islands of Sardinia

and Corsica. (See map, p. 273.) Though Sicily was a natural

stepping-stone to southern Italy, the Carthaginians never got

possession of Italy because the Greeks got there first and were

strong enough to stay there.

Economic Resources. This rather good-sized empire domi-

nated the western Mediterranean. It included several hun-

dred cities and was rich in such staples as wine and olive oil,

wheat and wool. From the mines of Spain came copper and
silver ;

from the interior of Africa came Negro slaves and ivory.

A huge merchant fleet took these commodities wherever a

market for them could be found and brought back new car-

272
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goes to sell in the empire. There was, naturally, a big trade be-

tween Carthage and the older civilizations of Egypt and Syria.

The Capital. The city of Carthage was counted among the

richest in the world. Its wharves and workshops were busy

places, and so were its market places and banks. Within the

city walls were gorgeous temples and palaces, built and deco-

rated by Greek architects and artists, and beyond the walls

there were sumptuous villas (country estates), on which the

merchant princes lived.

A Shortsighted Policy. On the surface the Carthaginian

Empire seemed more than a match for the Roman Republic.

But the empire was run by the city of Carthage; and the

city, though it had an assembly and some elective officers, was
run by a small number of great merchant families who cared

only about keeping and increasing their wealth. So the em-

pire was not much more than a great trading company. The
various parts were never pulled together by common bonds of
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The Heart of an Early Business Man’s State— Carthage

A reconstruction

interest. From the beginning to the end it remained a col-

lection of separate peoples, whose sole business it was to

enrich the merchant princes of the capital city and who,

therefore, were ready to revolt whenever they saw a chance.

To hold the parts together, the Carthaginians had a great

navy (they took naturally to the sea) and an army. The
army, for the most part, was made up of hired troops.

2. Roman Arms check the Carthaginians

Europe against Asia Again. The wars between Rome and
Carthage are called the Punic wars, from the Latin word for

Phoenician. This reminds us that the Carthaginians were

Semites, like the Phoenicians, and that they therefore rep-

resented the old Asiatic civilization, while Rome represented

the ;new(European civilization. Needless to say, if the Car-

thaginians had won we should have today a civilization quite

different from the one we are accustomed to.
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Comparative Resources. In the conflict with Rome, Car-

thage started with two great advantages
: (1) a full treasury

and (2) a navy which controlled the western Mediterranean.

But she also had two weaknesses : (1) an army that fought

for pay and not for love of the State and (2) a loosely bound
empire, parts of which were likely to break away if given a

chance.

Rome likewise started with two advantages. She had

(1) an army that would fight for her to the death and (2) a

contented people on whose loyalty she could count. But she

too had a weak spot : she had no navy.

The First Punic War. It is customary to say that there were

three Punic wars, stretching over a period of about one hun-

dred and twenty years
;
but that statement is misleading, for,

as we shall see, Carthage was put out of the running by the

second war, so that the period of rivalry really covered only

about sixty years. It might be better, therefore, to say that

there were two Punic wars and one Punic massacre.

The first war lasted from 264 to 241 b.c. It had not been

going very long before Rome realized that she needed a fleet

;

so she built one
!
(There was little that Rome could not do in

an emergency.) Indeed, she built several fleets, for she suf-

fered more than one serious defeat before she won control of

the seas. As ever before, the loyalty and persistence of her

citizenry pulled her through to victory, and when peace was
made she got most of Sicily 1 and a big money payment from

Carthage.

Soon after, while Carthage was busy putting down a revolt

near home, Rome seized the islands of Sardinia and Corsica.

It wasn’t a very sportsmanlike thing to do, but there never

has been much good sportsmanship between nations.

Rome’s First Province. The conquest of Sicily marks the

opening of a new chapter in Roman history. In the first

place, Sicily was the first territory that Rome acquired out-

1 The Greek city of Syracuse kept her independence, though it was clear that

in time she would fall to Rome. This happened during the Second Punic War.
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side the Italian peninsula ; but much more important is the

fact that Rome did not take this region into partnership, as

she had done with her conquests in the peninsula. Sicily

was organized as a province and was ruled by a Roman
governor — a plan which thenceforth was applied to other

regions that were conquered by Rome.
Rapacious Governors. If this system had been honestly ad-

ministered, it would have been a great blessing for the pro-

vincials, because the extension of Roman rule generally meant
the end of wars. But unfortunately the Roman governors,

besides gathering taxes for the government, kept on until

they had amassed fortunes for themselves. Since they held

office generally for only a year, many of the provinces found

themselves no sooner rid of one rapacious governor than

another appeared. The Senate early recognized the evils of

the system and tried to remedy them but failed dismally,

because the ancient Romans liked to get rich quickly, just

as many moderns do; and it was not until the Republic

gave way to the Empire that the administration of the prov-

inces was much improved .
1

A Great Soldier and Father. The war produced one great

Carthaginian soldier, who deserves to be known in his own
right, but who is known best as the father of an illustrious son.

His name was Hamilcar
;
and from the suddenness with which

he struck, he got the added name of Barca, meaning lightning.

Hamilcar Barca was a statesman as well as a soldier, and
after the war he set to work to make up for what Carthage

had lost, by developing her power in Spain. He knew it was
only a matter of time before the war would start again, and
he wanted Carthage to be ready. He increased the Carthagin-

ian territory in Spain and built up a fine army there. But his

greatest gift to Carthage was a son, Hannibal.

1 In time, the Senate itself and the whole Roman state became corrupted. Gov-
ernors admitted frankly that they needed to make three fortunes during their

short term in office ; one to pay their debts incurred in getting the office, another

to bribe the judges when brought to trial for misgovernment, and a third to live

on after their term of office was ended.
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3. Hannibal; the Second Punic War (218-201 b.c.)

A Youth with a Purpose. From early youth Hannibal was
brought up to be a soldier and to hate the Romans. He came
to have only one aim in life— to wipe out his father’s defeat

in the First Punic War. After he began to carry out his aim,

he dominated the scene so completely that we cannot help

fixing our attention on him. In doing so we shall be doing

just what the Romans did. Roman boys, from the time they

were old enough to notice that their parents were worrying to

the time they were old enough to join the army, felt one ques-

tion hovering in the air and often heard it from the lips of their

elders, "What is Hannibal doing today?” Many of these

boys had fathers in the Roman army, and thousands of those

fathers never returned.
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Would Hannibal go down in History as Madman or Genius ?

From Gray and Jenkins’s Latin for Today

A Bom Leader. Hannibal began the Second Punic War by
attacking the Spanish town of Saguntum, which was under

Rome’s protection .
1 He was still in his twenties, but he was

a born soldier. His daring plans and the brilliant way in

which he carried them out have dazzled the imagination of

men from that day to this. His soldiers were devoted to him.

He shared the hardships of camp life with them, and in his

spare moments he read the Greek classics.

Madman or Genius? Rome sent an army against Hannibal,

but Hannibal did not wait for it. Instead, he undertook what,

if it had failed, would have put him down as a madman. But

it succeeded ; so we call him a genius. He led his army over

1 He was probably acting on instructions from home, for Carthage did not look

kindly on Roman expansion in the West.
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the Alps (218 b. c.) ! There was no Simplon Tunnel then
;
not

even roads. These he hewed out of the mountain side as he
went along. Many of his soldiers and most of his war ele-

phants perished from the cold or fell over the precipices, but
he got across the mountains with about twenty thousand foot

soldiers and about six thousand cavalry.

It still seemed like a lunatic’s venture, for the man power
of Rome and her Italian allies outnumbered Hannibal thirty

to one. Fortunately for him, Rome was accustomed to having

only forty thousand in service at one time. This reduced the

odds against him, but they were still great enough to have
daunted a lesser soldier.

The Romans hung on and Won. How he maintained himself

in Italy longer than many of you have lived (fifteen years),

without any support from his home government, and how the

Romans hung on doggedly in spite of disasters and finally

carried the war into Carthaginian territory you will have to

read about elsewhere. Here we can add only that in 204 b. c.

the Romans under Scipio 1 boldly invaded the dominions of

Carthage and thus forced the Carthaginians to recall Han-
nibal. At the battle of Zama (202 b.c.) he was defeated, —
the first time in his life, — and that defeat ended the war. 2

Carthage loses Heavily. By the treaty of peace (201 B.c.)

Carthage gave up Spain and all but ten of her warships,

promised to make a huge money payment within fifty years,

and agreed not to make war without Rome’s consent. 3

4. The Greek Mind conquers the Roman

The Roman Army Supreme in the West. Rome had gone

through a terrible experience, lasting as long as most of you
have lived. But she came out victorious and rich. We have

1 sip'i 5. 2 Scipio was henceforth known as Scipio Africanus.
3 Hannibal held high office in Carthage for a while, but even in peace the Ro-

mans pursued him and forced Carthage to send him into exile. He tried to stir

up the eastem-Mediterranean powers against Rome, but in vain ; and finally he

committed suicide to escape falling into the hands of his enemies.
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not space to tell in detail all that the struggle meant to her

people. However, if you pause to think how all of us living

today have been influenced by the recent World War, whether

we ; took part in it or not, you will grasp easily enough the

fact that every Roman had been alfected by the long Punic

war.

Many were ruined both in health and wealth
;
many others

came out richer than they went in. This was true especially

of those who had contracts to furnish the army with supplies, 1

and of those who got part of the loot of Syracuse and Capua
(which had sided with Hannibal) and of Spain.

Rome was now supreme in the West. Carthage could be

counted out of the game for some years, if not permanently.

Thus these two Punic wars determined who were to be the

teachers of western Europe— the Indo-European Romans or

the Semitic Carthaginians.

What happened when Roman met Greek. These wars also

settled what these Roman teachers were to teach. This is a

most important fact to grasp, at least from the point of view

of this book, which aims to explain how the present came
from the past.

Note that, in the coming centuries, Rome might have
spread only her own stock of ideas, or she might have taken

the Carthaginian ideas and spread them. But she did neither.

During these two wars great numbers of Roman soldiers

stationed in Sicily had come in contact with Greek ideas more
intimately than ever before, and they liked the Greek ways of

doing things so much that they adopted them— Greek archi-

tecture, sculpture, and painting, Greek poetry, plays, and
learning. To use an expression we have used before, Greek
ideas had greater spreading power than either Roman or

Carthaginian ideas, and so they prevailed.

Rome becomes a Distributor of Greek Ideas. We might ex-

press it this way : Roman and Carthaginian statesmen and

soldiers fought from 264 to 241 B. c. and from 218 to 201 B. c.

1 From that time to this army contracts have made many people rich.
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to see whose culture should prevail in the western Mediter-

ranean. In the process Roman soldiers defeated the Cartha-

ginians, but Greek ideas captured the Romans. Henceforth

Rome’s work in the West was to be largely that of absorbing

and spreading Greek ideas.

5. Roman Arms conquer the East

•Adding the Other Half. Rome could not have kept out of

the East, even if she had wanted to. Nature and man’s intel-

ligence (in inventing ships) had made neighbors of all the peo-

ples of the Mediterranean, so that what happened to one

people was bound to affect the others. For example, if a new
Alexander the Great should come along and unite the Hel-

lenistic East, Rome’s position would be full of danger. It

so happened that just at this time the ruler of Macedonia
(Philip V) did think he was another Alexander the Great

and started out on a career of conquest ; so when the threat-

ened states appealed to Rome for help she saw the wisdom
of doing something.

An Attempt to set up' a Substitute for War. The first thing

Rome did was interesting: she tried to see how much her

mere word would count for. She told Philip that the situation

in the East would have to be settled by arbitration rather than

by war, that is, by reason rather than by force.

The idea was a fine one, but Philip had sense enough to see

that, if he agreed, it meant that he recognized Rome as boss

of the whole Mediterranean world. So he went on with his

original plans.

The Conquest of the Hellenistic States. Rome then sent an

army to Macedonia and crushed Philip at Cynoscephalae 1

(198 b. c.). Though this made her mistress of Macedonia and

the Greek peninsula, Rome allowed these regions to run their

own affairs for a while. Soon after, she was drawn into war

with Syria, and in 190 B. c. she crushed King Antiochus 2 at

1 sin os sgf'a le. 2 Sn ti'o kus.
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Magnesia. Twenty-two years later (168 b.c.) Egypt, the

third Hellenistic state, became a Roman dependency.

The End of Carthage and Macedonia. Meanwhile Carthage

had begun to recover from Hannibal’s war, so the Romans
found an excuse to make war on her. After a bitter three

years’ struggle they captured the city and demolished it

(Third Punic War, 149-146 b.c.). 1

New Provinces. The Carthaginian possessions were formed

into the province of Africa (146 b. c.). In the same year Rome
put an end to the lenient policy she had adopted toward

Macedonia and Greece, which was not working satisfactorily.

She destroyed the city of Corinth (a strong commercial rival)

and added Macedonia and the peninsula to her possessions.

So, within fifty-six years after Hannibal’s defeat, Rome was
in almost complete control of the Mediterranean. She still

had to add a few bits of territory and to make the sea safe

for commerce, 2 but the main work was done.

Breasted, Ancient Times, chap. xxiv. Creasy, E. S., Fifteen Decisive Battles

of the World, chap. iv. Davis, Readings, II, chap. iii. Macaulay, T. B.,

Lays of Ancient Rome. Plutarch, Lives (Fabius, Cato the Censor).

Tappan, E. M., Old World Hero Stories. Wells, Outline of History,

chap. xxvi. Fiction. Church, A. J., Lords of the World. Henty, G. A.,

The Young Carthaginian.

1 That the Carthaginians still had some fight in them is shown by the fact that

before the surrender the population within the walls was worn down from 250,000

to 50,000.
2 We shall do injustice to the so-called "pirates” unless we bear in mind that

many of them were Eastern nobles and princes who had been robbed of their

estates by the conquering Romans. In earlier days piracy had been kept down by
Athens, Rhodes, and Ptolemaic Egypt, but the Romans were slow in recognizing

that, as a great naval power, it was their duty to police the seas.

Readings

Some Key Words

Carthage Saguntum
Hannibal Cynoscephalae (198 B.c.)

Philip V Punic

Tyrian Zama (202 B. c.)

province

Magnesia (190 B.c.)

Hamilcar Barca

Scipio Africanus
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Questions

Section 1. Who founded Carthage? To what race did the

Carthaginians belong? What were the extent and resources of the

Carthaginian empire? How did Carthage deal with the various

parts of her empire ?

Section 2. Compare the resources of Rome and Carthage at the

beginning of the First Punic War. What did Rome gain from this

war ? How did Rome’s treatment of Sicily differ from her treatment

of earlier conquests on the Italian peninsula? How did Hamilcar

Barca try to make up for Carthage’s losses in the first war ?

Section 3. Why did Hannibal renew war? What great Roman
general carried the war into Africa? When and where did Hannibal

suffer his first defeat? What did Rome gain from Carthage m the

Second Punic War?

Section 4. How did the Punic wars help to spread Greek ideas

among the Romans ?

Section 5. How did Rome attempt to settle troubles in the

East without war? If you had been Philip V of Macedon, would

you have followed Rome’s suggestion? What became of Carthage

after the Third Punic War?

Things to Do

1. Continue your time chart.

2. Draw a map showing the route and main battles of Hannibal

3. Draw a map showing Roman expansion outside of Italy.

4. Dramatize or write a story about some events in the life of

Hannibal, for example, (a ) taking the oath against Rome ; (b ) plan-

ning to cross the Alps
;

(c) considering whether it would be wise to

lay siege to the city of Rome
;

(d) receiving the news of the defeat

and death of his brother, Hasdrubal, who was trying to bring reen-

forcements from Spain
; (e ) after his defeat at Zama

; (/) planning

to commit suicide rather than fall into the hands of the Romans.



CHAPTER XXIV * Showing how the Roman

Conquests were woven together by Intelligence

and Good Will rather than by Force

1. The Good that came out of War

International Anarchy. Thus far the story of Rome has been

largely one of war, with its terrible destruction of life and
property and its long train of misery. But we need to recog-

nize that good too came out of these conflicts.

Wherever men come together, whether as individuals or as

groups, differences arise between them, and if these are not

settled by reason and a sense of fair play, they will be settled

by force. In the ancient Mediterranean world, before the

days of Rome, there was no political machinery (like a League
of Nations or a World Court) for bringing opposing parties

together. The generally accepted method for settling inter-

national differences was the use of force. Since that method
is still in use in the world after two thousand years of Chris-

tianity, it is not hard for us to understand that the ancient

Romans should have used it.

Peace and Order. Now the good that came from these

wars was that they avoided a lot of misery and bloodshed by
putting an end to hundreds of little wars which heretofore had
disturbed the peace of the Mediterranean but which were not

important enough ever to get into history books. Rome built

up what was almost a world state, and within that state she

gave just what people want today, namely, peace and justice.

In other words, once she had added a territory to her state, she

used intelligence, rather than force, in dealing with it.

The results were not perfect; there was still too little

good will. But, by and large, the peoples conquered by Rome
284
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got more peace and order and justice than they had ever

known before. There was always the Roman army in the

background, of course, and from time to time it had to be

used ; but it alone could never have held the widely scattered

territories together. What held them was the feeling of the

great mass of people that they were getting a square deal.

Effective Workers, but not Spectacular. This brings us to a

consideration of the work of another group of men who, like

the traders, rarely get the credit they deserve,— namely, the

jurists (judges and lawyers). Without them there would
have been no Roman Republic and Empire such as we are

describing.

Their work was not so dramatic or spectacular as that of

the soldiers. The latter had all the fireworks. A conquering

hero had a ’’triumph” — a magnificent parade through the

streets of Rome, with captive princes chained to his chariot

and feasts and games for the crowd. No wonder he got a big

’’write-up” from the contemporary historians. But Scipio

Africanus, Marius, Sulla, Pompey, Caesar, Augustus, and the

other great soldiers who fill the pages of Roman history (in so

far as they were mere soldiers) merely brought the various

pieces of the Roman world together. What made them stick

together was largely the work of the jurists.

This was the most original part of Rome’s work. Her legal

system was her greatest contribution to the world ; so let us

try to understand what it was that she did.

2. Law for Romans and for non-Romans

What Peace and Order Depend on. You have lived long

enough to know that people need to have laws, or rules, if

they wish to have peace and order. Whether they really get

peace and order depends largely upon one of two things:

either the laws must seem just to most of the people and so

be obeyed willingly, or the lawmakers must have enough

power behind them to make the people obey them.
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Customary Law. Laws need not be written down. If they

are regarded as part of the customs, or habits, of the people,

—

that is, if they are generally known and accepted as binding,

—

that is all that is necessary. For example, there is no written

law which says that no one shall be president of the United

States for more than two terms, and yet that rule has been

binding in the United States for more than a hundred years.

(What are some of the unwritten laws of your school? For

example, are there any offices which, by custom, always go to

seniors ?)

Like all early peoples, the Romans lived for hundreds of

years under unwritten, or customary, laws. Such laws have
one great drawback : because they are not written down, it is

sometimes hard to tell just what they are. One person under-

stands them this way, and another person that. As a result

those who enforce customary laws have the chance to twist

them to their own advantage.

Statute Law. This is what often happened in Rome, where

the laws were enforced by the consuls and other noble officials.

The plebeians, therefore, demanded that the laws be written

down, and, as we saw (p. 265), they finally got what they

wanted (450 B. c.). From time to time new laws were made by
the assemblies. Such laws are called statutes, to distinguish

them from unwritten laws.

So up to the fourth century B. c. the Romans had two kinds

of law
: (1) customary law and (2) statutory law.

Judge-made Law. Now a third kind came into being,

namely, judge-made law. This grew out of the edicts of the

praetors, who were officials elected yearly to relieve the con-

suls of their work as judges.

As Rome grew, new matters which were not covered by

some law were constantly coming up for settlement. 1 Some-

thing had to be done ; so the praetors got into the habit of

issuing an edict at the beginning of their term, in which they

1 In the same way, in our own day, the automobile has raised and is raising

many new problems, for which we have had to pass and are still passing new laws.
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stated what rules they would apply to certain new kinds of

cases. This document was called the praetorian edict.

The Praetorian Edict. Many praetors merely copied the edict

of their predecessors, and in time the main parts of the prae-

torian edicts came to be well known and to be accepted as

law. Notice that the regular lawmaking bodies had nothing

to do with these edicts. They were judge-made.

The Jus Gentium. All that we have said thus far applies

only to the law of Roman citizens. If the jurists had gone no
further, they would not rank so highly as they do in the his-

tory of law. But another great contribution they made lay

in what they did for those within the Roman state who were

not Roman citizens. For these they developed a system of

law which, because it applied to men of various lands, was
called the jus gentium, 1 that is, the law of nations.

As the Roman citizens learned about this new jus gentium

,

they came to like it better than their own old code (the jus

civile, 2 or civil law) and demanded that their cases be tried

by it too. So the jus gentium came to be regarded as uni-

versal law, that is, as a proper law for all peoples.

All this was a matter of slow growth
; we shall refer to it

again (p. 322). The point to note here is that the jus gentium

began to develop in this period of early Roman expansion.

Questions

Section 1. Choose eight key words for this chapter. What was
it that bound the parts of the Roman state together ?

Section 2. From what can we infer that the Romans had cus-

tomary laws before they had written laws? What is one disadvan-

tage of having customary laws ? What new kind of law began to be
developed in the fourth century b. c. ? Why did Rome have to develop

a new system of law as a result of her conquests? What is meant by
saying that the jus gentium came to be regarded as universal law?

1 jus jgn'shium. 2 si vl'le.



CHAPTER XXV • Concerning Riches, and how

these brought, first, Greed and Selfishness, and

then “ the Man on Horseback
”

1. Evil Effects of Expansion

Slave Competition. Though Roman expansion gave the

Mediterranean world more peace and order than it had ever

known, it brought on a great deal of suffering in Italy. The
wars had yielded tens of thousands of slaves, who from now on

play an important and mainly disastrous part in Roman life.

Most of them worked as agricultural laborers on the estates

of wealthy Romans and enabled the latter to undersell the

small Italian farmers. Many of these farmers were forced

to mortgage their lands, and when they could not repay

what they had borrowed, they saw their small farms go to

swell the estates of their creditors. Sometimes they stayed

on as hired men
; but more often they drifted to Rome, there

to find many like themselves, who once had been prosperous

and happy and now were poor and discontented.

The Newly-Rich Farmers go to the Capital. The poor were

not the only ones who flocked to Rome; so did the rich.

Contact with the old East was teaching them how attrac-

tive city life could be. Much of what they learned from the

East was worth learning, — art, literature, philosophy, and
the drama, — but much they would have been better off

without.

They take easily to the Showy Side. Like most newly-rich

people, they took most easily to the showy side of the old

cultures — to a life of luxury and extravagance. A new type

of Roman began to grow up, who was out chiefly for a good

time. Young people had all sorts of things their grandparents
288
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had never dreamed of having, and wanted more. The old

folks began to shake their heads and wonder "what the coun-

try was coming to.” That didn't worry the young, and for a

long time there seemed to be no need for anybody to worry.

Rome remained strong, at least outwardly, for more than

three hundred years. Yet the time came when she, or at least

the historians, pointed back to the weakening effects of

wealth on Roman character and home life as the beginning of

her downfall.

What kept Rome Going. Between the small rich class and
the large poor class there was, of course, a large middle class of

fairly well-to-do people made up of business and professional

men who carried on the every-day work of the Republic.

Without such a class no state has ever maintained itself long.

It has always formed the backbone of a people.

2. Rome heading toward One-Man Rule

Two Social Reformers. By the second half of the second

century B.c: the situation in Rome became so serious that

something needed to be done for the poor. Now they got two
champions from one of the noblest families in Rome, Tiberius

and Gaius Gracchus. 1

Tiberius planned to get back the public lands which many
wealthy Romans were wrongfully occupying and to distribute

them among the city's poor. On this back-to-the-land plat-

form he was elected tribune, and a land law was passed

(133 b. c.). But soon after, he and several hundred of his fol-

lowers were killed in a riot started by the senatorial (that is,

noble) party, and his law was annulled.

Ten years later his younger brother Gaius took up the

work, and he too was elected tribune. He renewed the land

laws of Tiberius and made several other reforms for the benefit

of the poor, but he too was killed (121 B. c.), and his work was

undone.

ga'yus gr&k'us.
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The Writing on the Wall. 1 The story of the Gracchi 2

(which you can read more fully in Plutarch’s Lives) is im-

portant for several reasons. It makes clear (1) that the sena-

torial class was in control at Rome and (2) that this class was

no longer wise enough to rule in a way that would bring peace

and contentment to the city. It looked after its own selfish

interests only. There was a tremendous amount of graft,

especially in connection with the government of the provinces.

(3) Finally, the fate of the Gracchi showed that no one could

hope to make lasting reforms in Rome unless he had an army
behind him.

Roman History becomes Soldier Biography. Rome was
heading toward one-man rule. Henceforth Roman leaders

are soldiers who settle matters more and more by force, and

Roman history becomes little more than a series of soldier

biographies.

The story of this period of civil war is too long to tell here.

It was a fierce and bloody struggle between the rich sena-

torial party and the democratic, or people’s, party, inter-

rupted now and then by wars on the frontier or by revolts

nearer home. At times the Romans pulled together and
showed that the old spirit of devotion to the State was not

dead — as, for example, when under Marius they defeated

the Cimbrians and Teutons (113-101 b. c.). More often, how-
ever, they were divided into factions, and in many ways
they showed that the old Roman spirit had been corrupted.

Thus the senators sent to Numidia in Africa to straighten

out a disputed succession to the throne were bribed by the

King, Jugurtha, and later Jugurtha bribed a consul with

whom he was negotiating a treaty.

War, Rebellion, and Conspiracy. From 88 to 82 B. C. Sulla,

leader of the senatorial party, and Marius, leader of the demo-

crats, made war on each other. Sulla finally won and made
reforms which were intended to strengthen the position of the

1 What does this refer to ? See Daniel v.

2 grSk'i. Most Latin words ending in us form the plural by changing the us to I.
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Senate. From 73 to 71 b. c. there was the War of the Gladia-

tors, 1 which caused great uneasiness in Rome until Spartacus,

the leader, was killed and the

revolt was crushed.

From 66 to 62 B. c. Catiline

and other senators conspired to

overthrow the government, but

their plans were frustrated by
the eloquence of the consul Cic-

ero, who denounced the conspir-

ators (see page 313, note 1).

What were Men to Do? Of such
is the story of this period largely

made up. It is not important for

our purpose here that you remem-
ber these names and dates, but

it is important that you get the

"feel” of this period. If you can

get a realizing sense of what it must have been like to live in

a period when, for about a hundred years, all was turmoil,

war, and confusion, and when neither life nor property was
secure, you will be in a position to understand the question

we wish to consider now, namely, What was the Roman out-

look on life in these days ? How did the intellectual Roman
think he ought to order his life in this period of wars and
conspiracies, of murders and assassinations?

3. The Influence of Civil War on Roman Thought

A Philosophy of Escape. The continual disorder in the re-

public led many thoughtful Romans to become followers of

Epicurus, who, as we saw, was the founder of a school of

philosophy at Athens (p. 222).

1 Gladiators were men, generally captives or slaves, who fought at public

festivals either with one another or with beasts. There were schools for training

gladiators, the most famous one being at Capua. The word comes from the Latin

gladius, meaning "sword” (see page 327).
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Epicurus believed that the gods paid no attention to the

affairs of men and that there was no future life. This being

the case, it seemed to him that the only sensible thing to do
was to strive for peace in this life. To many his teachings

came to mean "Eat, drink, and be merry, for tomorrow we
die." That was the way they chose to escape from the misery

they saw all around them. Epicurus thereby got a bad repu-

tation, which was not entirely deserved ; for, like many other

Greeks of his day, he probably had been guilty of nothing

more than losing his nerve. The world he had lived in was
full of disagreeable things

; so he taught men to avoid such

things as much as possible. Keep out of fights, whether of

war or politics. Let others engage in them, if they care to.

You, if you are wise, will seek peace of mind. (Have you
ever heard people talk that way ?)

A Philosophy of Resignation. Running away from unpleas-

antness, however, did not appeal to the old Roman spirit. In

our account of the Hannibalic war we saw what bulldog te-

nacity the Romans of that day displayed, and that spirit was
still alive in many of their descendants. They would not run

away; they would stay in the game and make the best of

whatever came their way. If riches and good fortune came
their way, they would not be puffed up ; if pain and sorrow

came, they would not be cast down. They would always be

masters of their feelings, and they would always be resigned,

no matter what befell them.

Like the first group, this second group drew its inspiration

from Greece. They were Stoics, followers of Zeno (p. 223).

What the Stoics Believed. While the Stoics believed in the

old gods, they also believed that over all these gods, and in-

cluding them, there was One Supreme God. This Supreme
God governed the world by reason. Men therefore ought to

accept calmly and in a dignified manner anything that hap-

pened to them, because there must be a good reason why it

should have happened.

Stoic philosophy guided many of the greatest Greeks and
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Romans for about five hundred years, until Christianity

spread over the Roman world. It called for great strength of

character and bred some noble figures. No flabby-minded

individual, blown hither and yon by every wind of good or

bad fortune, could become a Stoic.

Stoicism and Christianity. Stoicism had little of the kind-

liness and gentleness that we find later in the teaching of

Jesus, with its emphasis on God as a God of love. It was stern

and unbending, emphasizing justice rather than mercy. How-
ever, it did a great deal to prepare the Roman world for Chris-

tianity. It made educated people familiar with the idea of a

Supreme God and with the idea that all men (whether Greek
or " barbarian/’ free or slave) are equal. Many of the Stoics

became Christians, and many of their ideas became part of the

Christian religion.

4. Julius Cesar

A People’s Leader. Of the soldier-statesmen who domi-

nated the scene in the century after the Gracchi, Julius Caesar

(c. 102-44 B. c.) alone showed promise of being able to estab-

lish peace and order. Though he belonged to an old patrician

family, he nevertheless took sides with the people’s party and

against the senatorial party.

The First " Three-Man Ring.” The Roman general Pompey
had come back from a successful campaign in the East only

to find that the Senate was unfriendly toward him. Csesar

therefore had no difficulty in persuading him to join in a

plan to get control of affairs in Rome. To get the money with

which to supply the crowd with free bread and amusements
(and so get their votes), Caesar brought a millionaire named
Crassus into the combination. These three formed what is

known as the First Triumvirate.

Caesar in Gaul. Caesar’s plan succeeded, and he was the

one who profited most by it. He was elected consul (59 B. c.)

and then was made proconsul (or governor) of the Gallic

provinces in the north for five years.
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To the north and west of these provinces stretched the

rich, fertile region we now call France. Its natives were semi-

barbarous Gauls, who spent

much of their time fighting

one another. They were being

attacked by the Helvetians

from Switzerland and by the

Teutons from beyond the

Rhine. If either of these peo-

ples got control of Gaul, they

might invade the Roman prov-

inces to the south. Caesar

therefore decided to drive

them out of Gaul and to add
that region to the republic,

if possible. This he accom-

plished before his five years

were up. He described his

conquests in his Commenta-
ries on the Gallic War , which

you may have read in your

Latin class.

Caesar might now have

made himself master of Rome,
but instead he got his pro-

consulship renewed for another five years and spent the

time setting things in order in Gaul.

Caesar and Ourselves. Not once during these ten years did

Caesar think of us in twentieth-century America ;
he thought

only of himself and Rome. Nevertheless, his conquest of

Gaul was of tremendous importance to us, for he was dealing,

directly or indirectly, with the ancestors of a large propor-

tion of present-day Americans. (1) The Gauls intermarried

with the Romans and (after the "fall” of Rome) with the

Germanic invaders, and became the ancestors of the modem
French. (2) Some of the Gauls fled to Britain and Ireland

“ Be Thankful for Caesar
”
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and mingled with the Celtic peoples there, who were the an-

cestors of the Irish and Welsh. (3) The Germanic peoples

withwhom Caesar dealt were related

to those who later spread from Ger-

many over much of western Eu-
rope and of course to those who
remained in Germany.

"Be Thankful for Caesar. ,, By
pushing back the Germans to the

east bank of the Rhine Caesar

helped to give Rome several hun-

dred years more in which to de-

velop her civilization in peace. By
conquering Gaul he added to the

Republic a rich and fertile region in

which Roman civilization might

spread. This region proved very

important after Rome had passed

away. When that time came Gaul

did the same sort of thing that

Rome had done; namely, it pre-

served and passed on much of the

old civilization to later generations,

until it finally came down to us. It

is for this reason that the American
historian, John Fiske, said that we
in this hemisphere ought to be

thankful for Julius Caesar every

day of our lives.

Caesar becomes Master of the

Roman World. While Caesar was
building up Rome’s power and his own 1 in Gaul, both Pom-
pey and the Senate were becoming alarmed at his success

;

so they drew together and made plans to pull him down.

1 Csesar’s power, of course, consisted chiefly of an army of veterans who were

devoted to him.

This Modernized Version of

C.&5SAR aims to make him seem

as Real to You as he was to

Roman Schoolboys

To them he was not a statue or

a stage figure but a real man—
and rather particular about his

tailor. Do you know anyone
who looks like him ?
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Caesar knew what they were planning, and when he became
convinced that he could not get a square deal from them, he

marched against Rome (49 B.C.).

A Rapid Worker who could Dally. Though he had only

one legion with him (about five thousand men), he made
himself master of the whole peninsula within sixty days. To
conquer the outlying portions took much of the next five

years. He campaigned in Greece (where he defeated Pompey)

,

in Egypt (where the fascinating queen, Cleopatra, made life

so pleasant that he stayed longer than he needed to), in

western Asia (where he showed how much he could say in a

few words x
), and in Africa and Spain.

Internal Reforms. All this time Caesar was at work improv-

ing conditions in the parts under his control. He won over the

Italians by his generous treatment of those who had fought

against him. Far from putting them to death (as everyone

expected him to do, and as some of his predecessors would

undoubtedly have done), he appointed the able ones to office.

He won over the provincials by replacing the greedy gov-

ernors with honest and efficient men and by extending Ro-

man citizenship to many. He even admitted some citizens

from Gaul into the Senate. He also helped to beautify the

provincial cities. In these ways he made the provinces feel

that they were a real part of the Republic.

Reforms in the City. But he did not neglect Rome. One of

his chief interests there was to do something for the poor. He
sent them out lo establish colonies, notably in the places

where once there had stood the great cities of Carthage and
Corinth. (How long was it since these cities had been de-

stroyed ?) In this way he cut down by half the number who
had to be fed by the State.

The Julian Calendar. Only one more of Caesar’s reforms

can be mentioned, but that is perhaps the best-known one —
his reform of the calendar. That venerable timepiece had

been running behind for centuries, so that by now the spring

1 See page 146, Note 2, for his laconic report of the battle of Zela, 47 b. c.
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“ At the hose of Pompey’s statue . . . Great Caesar fell
”

But yesterday the word of Caesar might
Have stood against the world ; now lies he there.

And none so poor to do him reverence.

Shakespeare, Julius Caesar, Act III, Scene II

equinox (which belongs in March) came in June, three months
late. To straighten matters out, Caesar, acting on the advice

of a Greek astronomer, added these lost months to the year

46 B. c. (making that year fifteen months long!) and gave the

calendar a fresh start with the year 45 b. c. To prevent it

from running behind, as the old one had, an extra day was
added at the end of every fourth year (leap year).

A Futile Murder. Caesar was king of the Roman state in all

but name, and some of his friends urged him to take the name,

but he refused. In spite of this mark of loyalty to the Re-

public, he was regarded with suspicion by a group of senators,

and they assassinated him at a meeting of their august body,

on the Ides of March (March 15), 44 B.c. Their deed was
in vain. Within thirteen years Caesar’s grandnephew Octavian
(whom he had adopted) had all his powers, and more too.
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5. One-Man Rule Established

Caesar’s Nephew becomes Master of the Roman World. Octa-

vian was only eighteen (the age of the average college fresh-

man) when he was called

from his studies to accept

his legacy. At first no one
paid much attention to

him, but soon the Romans
learned that he possessed

much of his granduncle’s

genius for politics. To-

gether with Mark Antony
(Caesar’s right-hand man)
he crushed Brutus and the

other conspirators
;
then he

andAntonydivided the con-
trol, Antony taking charge

of the East and Octavian

of the West.

Two Suicides. Antony
made his headquarters in

Egypt, where he established himself in the good graces of

Cleopatra. His relations with Octavian were far from friendly,

and soon the two were at war. The contest was settled by
Octavian’s naval victory at Actium 1 (31 B. c.). Antony com-
mitted suicide, and Cleopatra, after she found that she could

make no impression on Octavian, did the same. So in 31 B. c.

(and at the age of 31) Octavian was master of the Roman
world.

Profits by his Uncle’s Mistakes. The Roman world was
willing to let Octavian be master, for it was tired of civil war.

Moreover, Octavian had learned one lesson from his uncle’s

experience, and that was not to take on the appearance of

power but to be satisfied with the essence of it.

1 ak'shx ym.

Young Octavian

In the Vatican at Rome
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Caesar had lived in great splendor and had had a pediment
built on his palace as a sign that the owner of it was divine

(only temples had pedi-

ments). Octavian, on the

other hand, lived as simply

as any senator. Moreover,

he kept the Senate and as-

sembly and all the republi-

can offices, but he held the

offices himself or had his

friends elected to them.

So on paper the Roman con-

stitution looked much as it

always had, but in reality

it was greatly changed.

The End of the Republic.

About the only changes on
paper were the addition of

two titles which Octavi-

an’s enthusiastic followers

forced upon him—Augustus

(meaning "August” or

"Majestic”) and Princeps Civium Romanum (meaning "First

Citizen of the Romans”). Nevertheless, Octavian (or Augus-
tus, as we shall henceforth call him) was as much in control

of Roman affairs as his successors, whom we call emperors. 1

So with Augustus the five-hundred-year-old Roman Republic

came to an end.

Failure of Experiment No. 2. It may be enlightening to re-

word the last sentence in this way : By the time of Augustus
the second widespread experiment of giving the people an
active share in the government had ended in failure. Roman

1 The title "Emperor” comes from the Latin imperator, meaning "general” or

"commander.” Caesar and other successful generals had had this title, and so did

Augustus, along with his many other titles. But it is only with his successor that

it took on its present meaning of ruler of an empire. From princeps comes our

word "prince.”

Mark Antony ?

He buried Caesar and would like to have
buried Caesar’s nephew. (See Shake-
speare’s Julius Caesar, Act III, Scene II)
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civilization was saved as Greek civilization had been, by "the
man on horseback" ; for in the last resort Augustus’s power
rested on the army just as much as Alexander’s had done. If

Augustus had failed to establish order, the Roman world
would very likely have weakened itself so greatly that the un-

civilized peoples of central Europe would have swept down
on it and destroyed it utterly. Fortunately Augustus ruled

for over forty years, and thanks largely to his work the Greco-

Roman civilization was given about four hundred more years

in which to establish itself in the Mediterranean world.

Experiment No. 3 now Going On. With Augustus the age-

old system of absolute monarchy which we saw in Egypt and
the Fertile Crescent and which Alexander had brought into

Europe began to take root in the Roman world, and it re-

mained in the Western world as the normal system until only

about one hundred years ago. The present widespread demo-
cratic order, of which we are a part, is only the third great

attempt at sharing the government with the people that the

world has ever seen (see top panel of chart on page 723).

No doubt this democratic order seems to you very perma-

nent now and destined to last for all time, but one thing you
will learn from studying history is that that view is not a

sound one. Democracy may last forever, and it may not.

Rome lasted as a republic much longer than the United States

has been a republic. This fact may help you to see the Roman
failure at self-government in truer perspective.

The downfall of the Roman Republic showed anew that

the strength of a state depends upon the character of its citi-

zens. Rome failed at governing herself because many of the

leading Romans who were in a position to set the tone for

Roman society had failed at governing themselves. When
all the Mediterranean world was open to them to loot, the

temptation was too great for them, and the scramble for

wealth led to the undoing of Roman character and thus of

the Republic.
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Some Key Words

the Gracchi Marius Sulla gladiator social

Cicero Epicurean Stoic Caesar proconsul

triumvirate Pompey Julian calendar Brutus Octavian

Mark Antony Cleopatra Actium Augustus

Questions

Section 1. What were the effects of the Roman conquests on

farmers in Italy? How did the Roman conquests affect life in the

city of Rome? What class was it that kept the Roman state going?

Section 2. What social reforms were attempted by the two

Gracchi? What changes in the Roman state are indicated by the

fate of the Gracchi? What is the character of Roman history after

the time of the Gracchi ?

Section 3. What was the influence of the Roman civil wars on

Roman thought ? Which outlook on life do you prefer : the Epicu-

rean or the Stoic? (Not all questions need to be answered in class.

Some are put in merely to make you think.) These two outlooks

on life still have many adherents. Do you know any persons whom
you would class as Epicureans? as Stoics? What was the relation

of Stoicism to Christianity ?

Section 4. Who were in the "three-man ring” that Caesar

organized? Why was it important to Rome that Caesar conquered

Gaul? Why was it important to us? What are some of the things

Caesar accomplished between 49 and 44 b. c. ?

Section 5. How did Octavian profit by his great-uncle’s mis-

takes? What new titles did Octavian get? Do you know of any

countries in the world today where internal disorders have led to

dictatorships ?
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Things to Do

1. Continue your time chart.

2. From Caesar’s march on Rome we get the expression ''To

cross the Rubicon.” Look up an extended account of Caesar and
find out what the expression means.

3. You are sent to interview Caesar after he had reached Rome,
or Brutus after Caesar’s assassination. Plan your questions care-

fully and submit them to the class
;

then write up the interview.

(The public wants to know what happened— when, where, why— and
who was involved, etc.).

4. Here are the beginnings of three news articles such as might

have appeared on March 16, 44 b. c., if Rome had had newspapers

:

"The tyrant is dead ; long live the Republic”
; "A dastardly crime

has been committed”; "On the fifteenth of this month Julius

Caesar died suddenly while on his way to a meeting of the Senate.”

Imagine yourself a reporter for the Roman Herald : which of the

three would you choose if you wished (a) to denounce the murder?

(b) to approve of it ? (c) to play safe ? Choose one and continue the

article. Which is the hardest to write?

5. If Caesar were living in America today he undoubtedly would

be in demand as a commencement speaker and would be gathering

in honorary degrees by the dozen. Draw up a brief statement of his

achievements such as might be read when the degree is conferred.

6. Would it be an anachronism to speak of Caesar’s using a com-

pass? a machine gun? speaking French? speaking Greek? How
would you go about to find the answers to these questions?

7. Assume that a number of scholars are writing books on the

following subjects : Roman literature, the problem of the city slum,

law, the calendar, sculpture, crime, colonization, warfare, education,

household furnishings. Which of these would be likely to mention

the assassination of Caesar? Which would feel most called upon

to give a detailed account of it?
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Strength and General Well-being, followed by Three

Hundred Years in which Strength and Well-being

Fade Away
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.APTER XXVI • Beginning the Story of the

wo Hundred Good Years of the Roman Em-

pire, chiefly about the Augustan Age

A Gradual Change. Since Augustus was emperor in every-

thing but name, we may speak of the Roman state as ceasing

to be a republic in his time. Note that this change came near

the middle of the millennium 500 b. c. to 500 A. D., so that the

Roman Republic lasted for about 500 years and the Roman
Empire lasted for about the same length of time. Note too

that it was a very gradual change. Augustus’s position was
not very different from what Caesar’s had been. The average

Roman citizen of the time would have been surprised if he had
been told that Augustus was beginning a new era in Roman
constitutional history. That became apparent only after his

day, when ruler after ruler stayed in office for life and the aver-

age citizen no longer took an active part in the government.

A Bird’s-eye View. The five centuries of empire may be

summed up briefly as follows
: (1) The first two hundred years

(c. 27 B. c. 1—c. 180 A. D.) were years of peace and prosperity.

They form the longest period of peace and prosperity which

the Mediterranean world has ever known through all the

pages of history. (2) Then came about a hundred years of dis-

order (c. 180-c. 280 A. d.), during which the machinery of gov-

ernment broke down. (3) Then came another period of about

two hundred years (c. 280-476 a.d.), during which the ma-
chinery was reestablished for a time but finally broke down
completely in the western half of the Empire.

1 Augustus’s reign is generally dated from this year, when he gave up the

extraordinary power the Senate had conferred on him during the civil wars and
received the title "Augustus.”

1. Boundaries and Business
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Rulers and People (27 b. c.-c. 180 a. d.). While some of the

Roman rulers of the first two centuries of the Empire were
weak and infamous wretches, most of them were men of great

ability and decent character. But bear in mind that even the

good rulers had to depend for their success on hundreds and
thousands of lesser folk whose names never appear in history
— loyal generals on the frontiers, who kept out the barba-

rians ; faithful governors, judges, and lesser officials, who kept
the machinery of government going and measured out justice

between man and man; and those of the rank and file of

Romans who clung to the ideals of their forefathers and
taught these to their children.

Augustus. Augustus (reigned 27 b. c -14 A. D.) came along

at a fortunate moment both for himself and Rome. Rome was
tired of civil war and was willing to hand over to the right

man as much power as was needed to restore order and keep

peace. Augustus proved himself able to do what they wanted
done; so Rome and Augustus got on well together. After

serving as consul for four years he was given the powers of

tribune and proconsul for life, and later was made Pontifex

Maximus (High Priest). These offices made him supreme in

civil, military, and religious affairs.

Boundaries of the Empire under Augustus. Under Augustus

the boundaries of the Empire extended to the Sahara Desert

on the south, the Arabian Desert and the Euphrates River on

the east, the Danube and Rhine rivers on the north, and the

Atlantic on the west. 1 He tried to move the northern bound-

ary from the Rhine to the Elbe, and at first he had some suc-

cess ; but in 9 A. D. his army there was utterly destroyed by

the Germans in the battle of Teutoburg Forest. 2

1 The only important additions after Augustus’s time were Britain by Claudius,

and Dacia by Trajan (see map, p. 307).
2 If Varus, the Roman general, had not had his three legions wiped out by the

German Arminius, the history of Europe would undoubtedly have been very

different. Rome might have reached the Elbe, thereby shortening her northern

frontier and making it easier to defend ; and Greco-Roman culture might have

reached our barbarous ancestors there some hundreds of years earlier than it did.

(Compare the pictures in this chapter with that on page 336.)
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Roman Shipping on the Tiber

Business Bigger than Ever. The vast Mediterranean area

was at peace. The sea was like a Roman lake, and on it and

around it Roman law and order prevailed. To peace and
stable government were added two other factors which helped

to make for economic prosperity. There was a sound sys-

tem of currency, and there was "free trade” within the Em-
pire. No attempt was made to give Italian merchants and
manufacturers an advantage over the provincials; every

enterprising business man had a fair chance. Under such cir-

cumstances it is not surprising that business should have been

carried on more actively than ever before. Everything that

was grown or mined or made in one part of the vast Empire
was likely to be found in any other part, and goods were

bought and sold beyond its borders. Italy exported wine;

Egypt exported grain, linen, paper, and glassware; north-

western Africa exported grain and olive oil ; Spain exported

olive oil and metals. Metals came from Britain, too, and from

the Danubian provinces. From Gaul came cloth and pottery.

From without the Empire came amber from the Baltic, pre-

cious stones, perfumes and rugs from India, and silks from

China.
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2. Architecture and Engineering

A City of Marble. The wealth of the Empire was shown in

the new buildings in the capital. Under Augustus Rome had
a Golden Age of architecture. Augustus said that he had
found Rome a city of brick and left it a city of marble. His

words hardly applied to the wretched buildings in which the

poor lived, but they did apply to public buildings and the

palaces of the rich.

The Forum (the old Roman market place) was the civic

center. Booths and shops had long ago given way to magnif-

icent temples and government buildings. On the Palatine 1

1 That the Palatine was a "rich man’s hill" is recorded in our word "palace."
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and Capitoline hills, which hemmed in the Forum, were other

temples as well as palatial residences of the wealthy.

Arches and Domes. The Romans got many of their archi-

tectural ideas from other peoples, especially from the Greeks,

but they were not mere imitators. They put their borrowed

ideas to new uses. For example, the Greeks had used the

column, and the Egyptians the pillar, and the Assyrians

the rounded arch. But no one had ever combined them as

the Romans did in their aqueducts or in the Colosseum.

The frequent occurrence of the rounded arch is what es-

pecially distinguishes Roman architecture from all others.

They used it so much that we think of it as belonging pecul-
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Ruins of an Aqueduct along the Appian Way

iarly to them. Its great usefulness lies in the fact that with

it you can make a larger and stronger opening than you can

with the lintel. It was used not only for buildings and aque-

ducts but also for monuments.
From the arch came the dome, which is formed by crossing

two or more arches. One great dome structure of the second

century a. d. still stands in Rome, the Pantheon (see page 321).

Roads. Augustus’s city of marble was the hub of the Ro-

man world. Everything revolved about it, and all roads led

to it. They were built by the army and built so well that they

were about the only usable roads in wet weather that western

Europe had throughout the Middle Ages. Parts of them are

still in use. Since they were built primarily for moving troops

quickly from one part of the Empire to another, no effort was
spared to make them level and straight. Hills were cut away,

and causeways were built across marshes. No need to say

that traders used them as much as soldiers did and that they
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were one of the great factors in the business development of

the Empire. (See map, p. 311.)

Aqueducts. Another field in which the Romans showed their

engineering skill was in the building of aqueducts. These
were huge troughs which brought water to the cities from the

highlands, sometimes many miles away. Rome alone needed

sixty to supply her needs
;
some of these too are still in use.

Even in ruins the aqueducts tell of great skill in solving diffi-

cult engineering problems and in creating structures that

were not only useful but beautiful as well.

3. Literature and Learning

The Golden Age of Roman Literature. The great Roman
writers were neither so numerous nor so great as the Greek
writers. Nevertheless, just before and during the days of

Augustus, Rome produced several men who are counted

among the great literary men of the world. Shortly before

Augustus’s day Cicero (Rome’s greatest orator and her first

great master of prose) showed what an excellent tool the

Latin language was with which to express one’s thoughts.

Besides writing great political orations, Cicero wrote on a

variety of other topics, such as law, rhetoric, and the art of

divination. 1 About the same time Caesar wrote his Commen-
taries on the Gallic War. Then came the Augustan group : a

great historian of Rome, named Livy, and three great poets

— Horace, Ovid, and Virgil. Virgil’s Ameid is one of the great

poems of the world. It celebrates the fame of Augustus’s

family (which claimed descent from the legendary hero

AEneas) and especially Augustus’s work as the restorer of

world peace. 2

1 Cicero is best known for his orations in the Senate, through which he broke

up a conspiracy to overthrow the Republic that had been planned by a senator

named Catiline. Cicero was consul at the time (63b.c.). During the troubled

days which followed the death of Caesar he was killed by order of Antony.
2 Virgil and Horace were supported by a wealthy Roman named Maecenas

;

hence a patron of the arts has come to be called a Maecenas. Do you know of any
.American Maecenas?
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A Roman Schoolmaster and Pupils

Note the type of book. (Provinzialmuseum, Trier)

Education. There were schools everywhere for those who
could afford to pay and, in some places, even for those who
could not pay. We can get some idea of how the barbarians

of western Europe profited by being conquered by Rome
when we learn that some of the best schools (to which boys

came even from Rome) were now in Spain and Gaul. Most of

what was taught and many of the teachers came from Greece.

Higher Learning. Augustus established a great university

at Rome. The other two chief centers of learning were the

old universities at Athens and Alexandria. Alexandria was
the best place for medicine, Athens for philosophy, and Rome
for law. These universities came to be well endowed, and
their professors were not only well paid but were given the

rank of senator.

A university (as our university presidents frequently point

out) has two main functions
: (1) to keep alive and spread

what the world already knows so that it will not be lost and

(2) to add to what the world already knows. The universities

of the Empire did the first part well, but they did very little

with the second, as we shall see.

Widespread Prosperity and Well-being. For those who
could see beneath the surface there were signs of weakness

and decay in the Empire even in Augustus’s day. We shall
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speak about these signs later when they become more ap-

parent. Here we shall take leave of Augustus with the re-

mark that, on the whole, no large empire ever had a more
favorable start or a longer period of peace and widespread

prosperity than did the empire over which he ruled during

the opening years of the Christian Era.

The Army not much in Evidence. There was a small em-
peror’s guard in Rome (the Praetorian Guard), but the rest

of the army was far away, guarding the frontiers. Though
we are apt to think of soldiers whenever we think of Rome,
yet, during the two centuries from Augustus to Marcus
Aurelius, generation after generation lived and died within

the Empire without ever once having seen an army.

Now we shall speak briefly of the emperors who succeeded

Augustus during the two "good” centuries. The names of

many of them appear so frequently in literature that you
ought at least to be introduced to them.

Readings

Breasted, Ancient Times, chap, xxvii. Davis, Readings, II, chap. v. Rei-

nach, S., Apollo, chap. x. Fiction. Lamprey, Louise, Children of An-
cient Gaul. Tappan, E. M., Old World Hero Stories.

Some Key Words

Augustus Pontifex Maximus Horace Praetorian Guard

Teutoburg Forest Virgil Maecenas Palatine Hill

Questions

Section 1. Give a brief overview of the five-hundred-year story

of the Roman Empire. What element of danger was there in letting

Augustus get control of a number of the chief offices?

Section 2. What were the characteristic features of Roman ar-

chitecture ? Why did the Romans build roads ? Why do we ?

Section 3. Who were the chief writers of the Augustan Age ?

What was the general character of the two hundred "good years”

of the Empire?



CHAPTER XXVII • Concluding the Story of the

Two Hundred Good Years of the Roman Empire

1. Emperors and Events (14-192 a.d.)

Tiberius (reigned 14-37 A. D.). The position which Augustus

held was not hereditary, but he "recommended” his stepson

and heir, Tiberius, to the Senate and got him the support of

the army ; so it was not hard to predict who Augustus’s succes-

sor would be. Tiberius and those who followed him bore the

title "Imperator Caesar Augustus” ; we call them emperors.

Not everyone was satisfied with the new arrangement, and
Tiberius therefore encouraged " informers,” who reported the

names of any who were unfriendly to him. The persons so

reported were executed and their estates confiscated. Since

the informers got a share of the estates, they often brought

false charges against people whose only crime was that they

were wealthy. Tiberius’s rule in the provinces, however,

was good.

What the world today remembers most about Tiberius’s

reign was something which he probably never heard of,

namely, the execution of Jesus, outside the walls of Jerusalem.

Caligula (reigned 37-41). Tiberius " recommended ” his

grandnephew Gaius, nicknamed by the soldiers " Caligula”

(" Little Boots”). Like many people before and since, Gaius

could not stand great power and riches. He went in chiefly

for a good time, which to him meant feasting and gladia-

torial combats. He even entered the arena himself, but

unfortunately came out alive. However, after four years

he became so impossible that he was killed by the officers

of his own Praetorian Guard.
Claudius (reigned 41-54). The Senate now hoped to re-

establish the Republic, but the Praetorian Guard got ahead
316
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Nero winning a Chariot Race

Would he have got any more of a thrill flying a plane?

of it and put in Caligula’s uncle, Claudius, an elderly gentle-

man who didn’t want the job, but who did well. He extended

Roman citizenship to many persons in the provinces and
promoted laws which gave protection to slaves. Under him
Rome got a firm foothold in Britain.

Nero (reigned 54-68). Claudius was succeeded by his step-

son, Nero, who at the time was about your age (sixteen).

He started out well, guided by a high-minded teacher (the

Stoic philosopher Seneca 1
), but presently his great powers

were too much for him, and he became a cruel monster .
2

The best-known events of his reign were the great fire

in Rome and the persecution of the Christians. The fire,

which raged for six days, wiped out half the city. Some

1 sen'e ka.
2 It may help you to understand Nero if you ask yourself how safe life, liberty,

and property would be in America if you were absolute ruler.
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thought. Nero had started it because he wanted some land

for new buildings. Others put the blame on a group of poor

people who used to meet secretly for worship. These people

were Christians. To draw attention from himself, Nero

took up the charge against these Christians and persecuted

them cruelly. Some were covered with the skins of animals

and thrown into the arena, where they were attacked by

savage dogs; others were burned alive; still others were

crucified or beheaded. Among those who perished was a Chris-

tian missionary named Paul, of whom we shall speak later.

Nero’s rule became so unbearable that the frontier legions

revolted, and the Senate condemned him to death; but he

got ahead of it by committing suicide.

Vespasian (reigned 69-79). Before order was restored,

Rome had had two years of disorder, in the course of which

three emperors came and went. Finally a vigorous ruler

appeared in Vespasian. It was in his reign that his son Titus

ended a revolt which the Jews had started in Palestine four

years before. Many of the Jews were killed, and many others

were sold into slavery.

Titus (reigned 79-81). Titus succeeded his father. His

short reign was marked by two events which made a great

impression on the Romans. One was the completion of the

Colosseum
,

1 begun by Vespasian. The other event was the

eruption of the volcano Vesuvius (which was thought to be

extinct) and the destruction (or rather burial) of the near-by

cities of Pompeii and Herculaneum .
2

1 It sesfted forty-five thousand. How does that compare with some college

stadium that you know ?

2 Pompeii (pom pa'ye) was "snowed in” by the wind-blown cinders, which
sifted into every nook and cranny. Herculaneum (hur ku la'ne um) was filled in

just as fully by volcanic mud and lava. After lying hidden for almost two thousand
years, these two cities began to be unearthed, and now they form the greatest

museum we have of city life in the Roman Empire. Archaeologists are still at work
at both places, and frequent accounts of their finds appear in the newspapers.

Much more has been done at Pompeii than at Herculaneum because it is easier

to dig out cinders than it is to dig out rock. Pompeii was the Roman business

man’s "Atlantic City.” Herculaneum seems to have been a resort for the Roman
intellectuals.
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Pompeii Coming to Life again, and Vesuvius, which Never Died

The Five Good Emperors. Titus's brother, Domitian
(reigned 81-96), was assassinated. The Senate then managed
to get one of its own members chosen, an old man named
Nerva (reigned 96-98). He and his four successors were able

and serious-minded men, who labored ceaselessly for the wel-

fare of the Empire. All were strongly influenced by the teach-

ings of the Stoics, which led them to seek justice for the slaves

and other unfortunates.

Nerva adopted a Spanish soldier named Trajan, who suc-

ceeded him as emperor.

Trajan (reigned 98-117). Under Trajan the Empire reached

its greatest extent. He added some territory to the east of the

Euphrates, and Dacia, north of the Danube. The former was
abandoned by his successor, but Dacia (modem Rumania)
remained part of the empire for over one hundred years. In

that time the Roman language became so firmly established

there that the present-day Rumanian language is still a Latin,

or Romance, language.
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Hadrian (reigned 117-138). Trajan
adopted Hadrian, who spent most of

his time in the provinces. He built

a wall across the middle of Britain,

to keep back the barbarians in Scot-

land, and two buildings in Rome,
which are still standing— the Pan-
theon and his own tomb. Hadrian
adopted Antoninus Pius 1 (reigned

138-161), who is noted chiefly for

his mild rule and his laws to pro-

tect the slaves. Antoninus adopted

Marcus Aurelius.

Marcus Aurelius (reigned 161-180).

This wise philosopher-emperor de-

sired nothing so much as peace,

but attacks on the frontier filled

his reign with wars. One other mis-

fortune (at least for Rome) was that

Aurelius (unlike his four predeces-

sors) had a son to succeed him. This

son, named Commodus 2 (reigned

180-192), turned out to be a cruel,

selfish wretch and was murdered.

With Commodus the two hundred
good years of the Empire came to

an end. Before we leave this good period, we need to consider

two topics
: (1) the writers and thinkers of the period from

Tiberius to Aurelius and (2) the common man in that period.

Trajan’s Column in Rome

This is an early historical reel

that has stood still for eight-

een hundred years while mil-

lions of people have walked
around it

2. Post-Augustan Writers and Thinkers

The Writers. Among the outstanding writers in the second

half of the first century A. D. were the Stoic philosophers

Epictetus 3 and Seneca, and in the second century Tacitus,

1 hn t5 ni'nus pi'us. 3 Sp lk te'tus.2 kom'5 dus.
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Hadrian’s Pantheon is of Great Interest to Architects, who call it the

Parent of All Structural Domes huilt since Hadrian’s Day

Its parent was probably the humble oven in which the Assyrians baked
their clay tablets

the historian; Juvenal, the satirist; Plutarch, the biog-

rapher; and the philosopher-emperor, Marcus Aurelius.

Plutarch’s Lives of Illustrious Men, a series of biographical

sketches of the great men of Greece and Rome, is perhaps

the most popular history book that came out of the ancient

world. Many of your forbears learned most of their Roman
history from its pages. (Have you read it ?) Marcus Aurelius

set down his reflections on matters of religion and conduct

in his Thoughts, or Meditations, a book which is still widely

read. Though he was not a Christian (he even persecuted

the Christians), his book shows how many ideas the Stoics

and the Christians had in common.
Greek Influence. The list of writers given above shows

clearly how much Roman life was influenced by the Greeks.
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Plutarch and Epictetus were Greeks, while Seneca and Mar-
cus Aurelius got their Stoic ideas from Greece. Greek in-

fluence is shown, too, in the works of another group of writers

of this period whom we do not ordinarily associate with the

Roman writers, even though they lived in the Roman Empire,

namely, the writers of the New Testament. They too wrote

in Greek.

The Scientists. In science Greek influence was even more
marked than in literature. In the first century Strabo (an

Asiatic living in Alexandria) wrote a geography of the Roman
world, and in the second century Ptolemy of Alexandria

wrote another. Ptolemy was also an astronomer. Galen (an

Asiatic) wrote a book on medicine, which for centuries was
regarded as the highest authority. All three of these scien-

tists wrote in Greek.

The Jurists. During the period we are considering, Roman
law continued to develop, and here too Greek influence was
strong.

With the growth of wealth and power Roman life became
more and more complex. All sorts of new problems came up,

which called for new laws. These new laws were sometimes

in the form of decrees by the emperors, but the people who
furnished the legal ideas were the jurists, as in earlier days

(p. 285).

Natural Law. These jurists, in their university days, had
studied the works of the Greek philosophers, notably the

Stoics. They were especially attracted by the Stoic idea of

natural law (jus naturale), that is to say, of law which applied

to all men just because they were men. According to this

view there was no difference between Greek and barbarian,

Roman and non-Roman, freeman and slave. All were alike

because they were rational beings, that is, beings with power

to reason.

New Legal Principles. Starting from this point, the jurists

worked out certain great principles (or general rules), such

as the following

:
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If any of your relatives get into trouble, they have a right

to expect certain help from you just because you and they

belong to the same family. (The family bond between

cousins and between even more distant relatives was much
closer than with us today.)

If you give your word, you will be held to it in court.

If you are in debt and cannot pay all your creditors in

full, what you have must be divided fairly among them all.

Likewise, if someone owes you and others and cannot pay
all in full, you are entitled to your fair share of what he has,

and no more.

If you make a promise to perform certain services, to

pay certain moneys, or the like, and the contract is wrongly
worded, you cannot get out of your promise on that account

because your intention is the important thing, and not the

words in which it happens to be expressed.

The reasonableness of such rules appealed to the Roman
people just as forcibly as it doubtless does to you, and bit

by bit these rules became part of the Roman law.

Improved Position of Women. No one profited more by the

new Roman laws than did the women. If the jurists were

willing to think of slaves as being on a level with freemen,

it was only natural that they should come to think of wives

and daughters as being on a level with husbands and sons.

They would probably have had to think that way, whether

they wanted to or not, because the growth of wealth and

city life made it difficult for fathers to exercise the powers

they had had in the days when life was simpler. Women
demanded new rights, and they got them. Among other

things, they were given the right to own property and so

no longer had to hand over whatever they owned to their

husbands.

The Creative Mind Disappears from the Roman World. There
were some other great names besides those we have men-
tioned, but we have named the greatest ones. After them
the creative mind in literature and science disappeared pretty
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Would this Young Pompeian Lady have got More of a Thrill from

Driving an Automobile?

completely from the Mediterranean world for almost a thou-

sand years. In law, however, it continued for a while. Some
of the greatest jurists, like Ulpian and Papinian, did their

work in the third century, a century of disorder.

3. Signs of Weakening during the Two Hundred
Good Years

The Free Citizen Disappears from Politics. Though, from

Augustus to Marcus Aurelius, the Empire enjoyed a long

period of peace and prosperity, it nevertheless developed

certain weaknesses which in time were to bring about its

downfall. Chief of these was the loss of political power on

the part of the Roman citizen. The assemblies soon disap-

peared, and even the Senate could do little to check the
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The Sort of House a Well'to-do Roman Lived in

A model in the Metropolitan Museum, New York

emperor, who had the army back of him. The real power
in the state rested with its armed forces and their leaders.

The Roman Citizen Disappears largely from the Army. The
Roman citizen disappeared from the army too. Though
the army was comparatively small, 1

it became more and
more difficult to keep the ranks full of Roman citizens; so

men from the provinces and, later, barbarians from the fron-

tiers who had become Romanized were taken in.
2

He Disappears largely as Landowner and Business Man. On
the economic side wealth came to be concentrated in fewer

and fewer hands. What we saw happening in the days of the

Gracchi (p. 289) was still happening. The small landowners,

who worked their lands alone or with one or two slaves, could

1 The regular army contained only about 150,000 legionaries. Auxiliary troops

and men on the warships brought the total armed forces of Rome up to about

400,000. Compare this number with the number today within the limits of the

old empire. Consult some current yearbook.
2 After about twenty years of service these new recruits, like the others, were

given a strip of land somewhere in the Empire. They intermarried with Romans,
so that the people in the Empire gradually came to have a considerable amount
of alien (especially Teutonic) blood in their veins. Note, therefore, that the blood

of the Empire was changing, too.
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A Restoration of a Roman Apartment House of Ostia

The red-brick walls were probably not stucco-covered. How modern it looks

!

not compete with their rich neighbors, who owned hundreds
and even thousands of slaves. Soon they fell into debt, and
before long they had to sell out. Some drifted to the cities

;

others remained as tenants, now paying rent for the land

they once had owned and probably not very happy.
In the business world the same thing was going on. The

'Tittle fellow’’ was forced out of business by the "big fellow,”

who did business on a large scale and who could undersell his

smaller competitors.

Weakened Foundations: the Home. In these ways the

Roman middle class (then, as now, the mainstay of a state)

was very considerably weakened. It became harder and
harder to make ends meet, and more and more citizens who
once were prosperous joined the ranks of the proletariat (the

rabble). New mouths to feed were not welcome ; so it became
a common practice to abandon newborn babes and let them
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The Cultivated Romans’ Idea of a Good Time

Here is a poser for those who say " You can’t change human nature ”

die of neglect .
1 Even as early as the time of Augustus so many

men chose to remain bachelors that he tried to drive them into

taking up the responsibilities of married life by imposing fines

and extra taxation on them. He was not successful, however,

and the ranks of the Roman middle class gradually dwindled.

The same was true of the upper class. Its members could

have afforded large families, but many of them were too busy
having a good time to be bothered with children.

Weakened Foundations: Religion. Closely connected with

home life was religion, and this too underwent a great change.

Like some of the other changes, it had begun before the down-
fall of the Republic, largely through contact with the East.

The educated Romans abandoned their religion for Greek
philosophy; the masses turned to the oriental religions,

especially those from Egypt and Persia.

1 It will help you to understand these poor wretches in Rome (and a lot of

other things) if you figure out how much your parents have spent on your food,

clothing, and shelter, medical care, and so on, since you were born.



Another Picture of how Pleasant Life Could Be in a Civilization

that Passed Away
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Augustus sought to make himself the center of the religious

life of the Empire in order to bind the various parts of it closely

together. But while divine honors were paid to him and his

successors outside of Italy, religion never again became the

support of the State that it had been in the early Republic.

A Final Word. The history of every great state that the

world has seen thus far is a mixture of good and bad. The
Roman Empire during the two hundred good years was no
exception. But, because we ended with an account of the

bad, don’t let that be the only part of the account you carry

away with you. You would do better to go to the other ex-

treme and remember the good side only, for there probably

never was a time in the history of the world when there was so

much peace and contentment in a vast empire as there was in

the Roman Empire during the two hundred years we have
been considering.

Readings

Breasted, Ancient Times, chap, xxviii. Davis, Readings, II, chaps, vi-viii;

A Day in Old Rome. Fiction. Bulwer-Lytton, E. G., Last Days of

Pompeii. Church, A. J., The Burning of Rome. Sienkiewicz, H. K., Quo
Vadis. Stoddard, W., The Swordmaker’s Son. Wallace, L., Ben-Hur.

Some Key Words

Nero natural law Plutarch Tacitus Marcus Aurelius

Seneca Colosseum Pompeii Trajan Strabo

Questions

Section 1. What two Roman cities still contain much that was
there about two thousand years ago? How did this come about?

What territory did Trajan add to the Empire?

Section 2. Who were the chief post-Augustan writers ? the chief

post-Augustan scientists ? What is meant by "natural law”? What
were some of the rights which women gained in this period?

Section 3. What happened to many Roman landowners and
business men in the first two centuries of the Empire ? to the Roman
home ? to the Roman religion ? What weaknesses are there in our

present society?



CHAPTER XXVIII • Telling about Three Hun'

dred Years of Ups and Downs, and about Two
New Elements that became Prominent in the Empire

1. Two Great Restorers

"Barrack Emperors.” After the murder of Commodus (192)

the office of emperor became the plaything of the armies

stationed along the various fron-

tiers. One "barrack emperor"
followed another in rapid succes-

sion, until more than thirty had
come and gone ! In this unsettled

state of affairs business fell off, but

at the same time taxes increased.

More and more, people found that

theycould nolonger afford tohave
children, so the population con-

tinued to decrease. An Asiatic

plagueswept over theEmpire, and
that decreased the population

still further. In some cities whole

sections were abandoned
;
houses

stood empty and fell into ruin.

Diocletian (reigned 284-305). Order was restored for a while

by a general from Illyricum, named Diocletian, who, knowing
from his own experience what a temptation it was for a gen-

eral with a great army to revolt, devised a plan whereby the

ablest generals might look forward to being emperor some day.

A Good Plan on Paper. He divided the Empire into four

parts, at the head of which were two Augusti 1 and two Caesars.

1 See footnote 2, p. 290.

330
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Each Caesar was under an Augustus but was to succeed him.

Diocletian also subdivided the large provinces in order to

reduce the power of the governors.

He himself was an Augustus and
the real leader. (Note that while

there were two Augusti and two
Caesars, there still was only one

empire.)

Like many other plans of gov-

ernment, Diocletian’s looked well

enough on paper and worked well

enough while its author remained

at the head of affairs; but soon

after he resigned, 1 civil war be-

gan again.

Constantine (reigned 324-337).

After eight years of civil war
the Roman general in Gaul and

Britain, named Constantine,

marched against the capital and by winning the battle of the

Milvian Bridge (312) became master of the West. Twelve
years later he became master of the East as well.

A New Source of Support. Constantine succeeded in pull-

ing the Empire together again, so that it lasted for another

century and a half. One thing that helped him was the fact

that he had the support of the Christians, who, though they
formed only about a tenth of the population, were now a
powerful factor in the Empire. He granted them toleration

and even favored them at the expense of the pagans.

A New Capital. To be nearer the dangerous northern and
eastern frontiers (where his generalship was needed) and also

to get away from the troublesome Romans (who still had

Constantine carried a Christian

Banner into Battle and Won, so

he Favored the Christians

1 Diocletian was one of the few rulers in history to give up power voluntarily.

In the troubled days which followed his resignation the new Augusti begged him
to return, but he was having a good time raising vegetables on his estate, and he
refused to budge.
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republican ideas), Constantine moved to the East, where he

could and did rule like an Oriental despot. He developed the

old Greek city of Byzantium 1 into a new capital, named
Constantinople. Note, therefore, that while he was a Roman
emperor, he lived in a capital whose language and culture

were Greek.

A Divided Empire. After his death disorder followed again.

Theodosius (reigned 379-395) was the last ruler of a united

empire. On his death his son Arcadius ruled over the eastern

half, and his son Honoriu-s over the western half.

2. A Crumbling Empire

Anything accepted for Taxes. All this time most of the

people were getting poorer and poorer. Those who still had
wealth were taxed heavily. One after another, business enter-

prises went under. Some few things were still imported from

India and China ; but since Rome no longer had any goods

to send back in exchange, she had to pay in cash. In this way
money was almost entirely drained out of the Empire, and the

long-abandoned system of barter came into use again. Since

people could not get money with which to pay their taxes, the

government was forced to accept cattle, grain, and any other

thing of value.

Sons must follow Fathers. Under these hard conditions

many tried to escape from their burdens by moving to a dif-

ferent part of the Empire or even outside of it. But the gov-

ernment checked even this. Every man was made to stay

where he was, and his son was to carry on his business after

him. Roman society thus became stratified
;

all freedom was

gone. In the cities a baker’s son had to become a baker, and

so on. The same thing took place in the country, where

tenants were forced to stay on the land.

Outsiders who wanted to Get In. While all this was going

on, the Persians on the east and the Teutons 2 and Celts on

1 bi z&n'shi um. 2 Or Germans. These terms are used interchangeably.
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the north were hammering at the Roman frontiers. The
eastern wall held well, but in the later fourth century the

northern wall began to crack and then to crumble. For
the next few centuries Europe was in terrible confusion.

Mistreating Guests. The first great disaster came in 378,

when the Eastern emperor, Valens, was defeated at Adrian-

ople by a Teutonic tribe called the Visigoths, or West Goths.

These people, driven westward by attacks from Asia, had
been allowed to cross the Danube and settle within the Empire,

but there they had been mistreated and they started to fight.

After their great victory they were given lands in the west

Balkans, but they knew now that they were strong enough to

have anything they wanted, so they soon moved farther

west to the rich lands of Italy. They even sacked Rome
(410), where they got a tremendous amount of booty. 1 After

some more years of wandering they settled down in southern

France and Spain and established a kingdom which lasted

about three hundred years.

A General Invasion. By this time there was a general ad-

vance of the Teutonic tribes all along the line. Men, women,
and children came, like the Greeks in the early days. In some
cases they wandered about for years before they found just

the place they wanted to settle in. When the millennium of

Rome (500 B. C.-500 A. D.) came to an end, all the western half

of the Empire was in their hands.

What happened in 476. In 476 the barbarians deposed the

Emperor in Rome; after that there was no longer an em-

peror in the West. This event is often spoken of as the

"fall” of the Roman Empire. But, as we have seen, the

Empire had been "falling” for many years, and Romans
living in 476 did not realize that any great change had come
over them during that year. It was only later that historians,

looking back, could see the meaning of 476, namely, that

after that date there no longer was an emperor in the West.

1 How long was it since this sort of thing had happened to Rome (p. 259) ?

The Visigothic leader was Alaric.
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How the Teutonic Invaders divided the Roman Empire among Themselves

3. The Teutons

The West about 500. On the above map you will see how
the invaders were distributed after they had settled down.

In Italy there were the Ostrogoths, or East Goths, who, in the

sixth century, were conquered by the Lombards. In North
Africa were the Vandals, 1 who had crossed over from Spain.

In Spain were the Visigoths, in southeastern France the

Burgundians, and in northern France the Franks. Across

the English Channel were the Angles and Saxons and Jutes

(from northwest Germany) and later the Danes. 2

1 The Vandals once were invited to Rome to help one of the factions there.

They destroyed many works of art needlessly; hence our word "vandal.”
2 The Romans in Britain had for long been attacked by these Teutonic sea

raiders, and in 410 they abandoned the province, leaving the Romanized Britons

to look after themselves. By 500 the invaders were well established in the east

and south of the island.
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Why they Came. The Teutonic invaders did much to de-

stroy Roman civilization in the West, but that was not
the reason why they came, any more than the millions of

Italians, Greeks, Poles, and Russians who immigrated to the

United States after about 1880 did so for the purpose of de-

stroying the civilization which, before 1880, had been built

up largely by the English, Irish, and Germans. 1 The Teu-
tonic tribes invaded the Empire for the same reason that the

ancestors of almost all of us came to America, namely, to

find better living conditions. They were probably not at all

aware of the fact that they were destroying the Empire.
What they Destroyed. Bear in mind that what the Teu-

tonic invaders destroyed was not the rich and prosperous

empire of Augustus, Vespasian, and the five good emperors

(31 B. C.-180 a. d.), but a poor, weary, heartsick ruin which
had suffered tremendously from long civil war and crushing

taxation. The Teutons had been trying to come for hundreds
of years ; when they finally got in, it was not so much because

they had grown stronger as because the Empire had grown
weaker. 2

A Melting Pot. For the next few centuries what was once

the western half of the Empire became a melting pot, in

which three elements were fused into a new western-European

culture. (1) One of these elements was the remnant of that

Greco-Roman culture which we have traced in the recent

chapters. During the centuries of confusion many libraries

and museums had been destroyed and fewer and fewer people

could afford to go to the universities
;
so the level of culture

was much lower than it had been during the good days of

1 Most immigrants to North America before 1880 came from northwestern

Europe ; it is only since that time that great numbers have come from southern

and eastern Europe.
2 In dealing with questions of immigration we in America are so used to think-

ing in large numbers that we are apt to exaggerate the number of Teutons who
entered the Empire. Probably not more than a million came in all,— less than the

number of immigrants which have sometimes entered the United States in a single

year. But, even so, there were enough of them to give the old Roman world all

it could do to civilize them.
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All of us had Many Forbears who Lived in Homes like These,

Some of them Not very Long Ago

the Empire. Nevertheless, there was much left that seemed
marvelous to the invaders. (2) These Teutonic invaders

themselves, of course, formed the second element in the

melting pot. (3) The third element and the one which bore

the greatest promise was Christianity.

A " Backward” Race, with Possibilities. To a cultivated

Roman of the fifth century it must have seemed a hopeless

task to try to civilize those ''backward” Teutonic ancestors

of so many of us. If he had been told that, in time, they

would help to build up a culture which would produce greater

poets and philosophers and far greater scientists and paint-

ers and musicians than the Roman world had ever produced,

he probably would have laughed. And you could not have

blamed him for laughing.

A Simple Culture. Up to date these Teutons had done little

more than fight. They had built no cities, but lived in small

clusters of thatched huts. They cleared a bit of land, and

when that was worn out they moved on to a better place.
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Their religion was as crude as their agriculture. They had
many nature gods, to whom in some cases they sacrificed

even human beings. They had some stories about gods and
heroes, but these were not written down, for the very good

reason that they did not know how to write. The only thing

they could do well was to fight. They were strong and daring

and used to standing on their own feet. They had not been

"fathered” for several hundred years by emperors, as the

Romans had been, but had had to look out for themselves.

So the Teutons had a real contribution to make to the melt-

ing pot in the way of a vigorous self-reliance.

Disorder on Land and Sea. The Teutons cared nothing for

city life; they preferred the open country. The decline of

city life, therefore, went on unchecked. Industry and com-

merce continued to decline because people could not afford

to buy anything but the barest necessities of life. Moreover,

the roads were no longer safe for traders, and neither was the

sea. Piracy came back on the Mediterranean and was to

remain there almost until our own day. (Recall the American
wars with the Barbary pirates, 1801-1805, 1810-1815.)

Thus western Europe entered upon a period of great dis-

order. But note that it was due not so much to the Teutons

as to the Romans themselves. The Roman state had failed

to renew its strength from generation to generation. Instead,

through wars and heavy taxes and through taking from its

people many of the old rights of free citizens, it had weakened
itself until it could no longer find enough men with the old

Roman spirit to hold the frontier against the barbarians.

4. A New Religion

Trying to solve a Problem. The topic "The Christian

Church” illustrates well the point made on page 22, namely,

that in reading history we start from the present and carry

back into the past the ideas and feelings which we have

gained from experience. All of us have had contacts of one
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sort or another with some branch of the Christian Church,
— for the Church is one of the most widespread and vital

forces in our civilization, — and the effect of these contacts

is bound to come into play as we read its story. Some will

approach it with love and reverence
;
others with bitterness.

Some will be patronizing ; others will be apologetic, wishing

to spare the feelings of the Early Church Fathers.

If you would understand the work of those who built the

foundation of all present-day Christian bodies, you will have

to rid yourself as far as you can of personal feeling and try to

find out what it was that the Church Fathers were trying

to do, just as you would if you were studying about the

Fathers of the United States Constitution, for each had a

definite problem to solve. The problem of the latter was to

provide for the political needs of the men and women of their

day; the problem of the former was to meet the spiritual

needs of the men and women of their day.

It was not a new problem, nor were they the only ones

trying to solve it; but from the fact that they devised an
institution that has brought help and comfort to all the vari-

ous groups of Christians from that day to this, we can hardly

escape the conviction that they came nearer to solving the

problem than any other group of their time could have done,

and that in the field of religion they were as successful as

the Fathers of the Constitution were in the field of politics.

Contributions from Various Sources. Various elements

came together to form the Church. It owed its organiza-

tion to the genius of the Romans for government, while from

the Greek philosophers came many of the ideas which helped

to explain its teachings (for example, Socrates or Plato might

have written the opening verse of the Gospel of Saint John,

"'In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with

God, and the Word was God’’)- 1 It owed some of its festivals

and ceremonies to the religions of the Near East. But the

1 Said the Early Church Fathers, "If God revealed Himself to the wise men of

Israel, why should He not have revealed Himself to the wise men of Greece?”
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essence of the Church dwelt in the life and teachings of Jesus

and the teachings of the prophets before him. Without these

there would have been no Church as we know it. Thus
Greece, Rome, and Palestine— the three great creative

forces in the ancient world— lie at the foundation of the

Christian Church, just as they lie at the foundation of all

the rest of our civilization today.

Given a World Meaning. The beginnings of the Church
were very humble— only a handful of simple folk in Pales-

tine, who were scorned by the orthodox 1 Jews when they

were not being persecuted by them. For a while it looked as

though they had merely added a new religious sect to the

many already existing. But when one of their persecutors

(a tentmaker of Tarsus, named Saul) became a convert, they

gained a recruit who was to give a world meaning to their

undertaking.

Saul (or Paul, as he now called himself) was a man of

great intellect, tremendous energy, and wide vision, and he

saw in Jesus the Son of God, who had come to minister not

only to a small group but to all mankind. So Paul became
a missionary to the Gentiles (that is, the non-Jews), and
through him, directly or indirectly, the teachings of Jesus

came to those of your European ancestors who were Chris-

tian. He traveled incessantly, amidst all sorts of dangers.

He was shipwrecked, stoned, imprisoned, and finally shared

with many others a martyr's death in the Neronian persecu-

tion (p. 318). Of such stuff were the early builders of the

Church made.
Persecution and Victory. It was not until the second cen-

tury that persecutions began in earnest, and then largely

because the Christians refused to worship the emperor. The
worst persecutions took place during the disorders of the

third century and, under Diocletian, early in the fourth.

1 "Orthodox” means holding the "right” beliefs, that is, the beliefs that have
been set up as a standard by some recognized authority, such as a religious council.

""Heterodox” means holding opinions or beliefs other than the standard ones.
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Every form of cruelty that man could devise was used, but
in vain. Even in the prosperous days of the Empire there

were many Romans who had
found life a burden, and in the

period of its decline there were
many more. These, as they

looked on at the calm and even
joyful way in which the mar-

tyrs went to their death for the

sake of an ideal, were won over

to their side; so presently the

emperors gave up. Galerius

granted to the Christians (grudg-

ingly) the rights which other

religionists had (311 a. d.), and
Constantine did the same (more

willingly) in 313 by the Edict

of Milan.

Divisions in the Church. Early in the history of the Church
differences developed regarding some of its teachings (and

the same has been true ever since). 1 Fearing that a split

in the Church would weaken the Empire, Constantine caused

an orthodox creed (that is, an official statement of belief) to

be drawn up by a Church council which met at Nicaea 2 in

325. The so-called Nicene 3 Creed, sponsored by an Alexan-

drian priest named Athanasius, has remained to this day the

generally accepted statement of belief of Christian bodies. 4

Christianity becomes the Only Recognized Religion. Though
the Christians exercised a great influence in the Empire, their

religion was still only one of many. Not until the time of

1 Note, therefore, that to have many divisions among the Christians, such as

exist today, is no new thing. The views of the early theologians regarding the

nature of God are as various and as hard to follow as the "scientific” views of

modem economists regarding the nature of credit. 2 ni se'a. 3 ni'sen.

4 Perhaps more interesting to you than Athanasius is a contemporary of his

— Saint Nicholas, bishop of Smyrna— who later became linked with Santa Claus

and who became the patron saint of schoolboys.
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Emperor Theodosius (reigned 379-395) did the Christian re-

ligion become the only recognized religion of the Empire.

This was not an un-

mixed blessing, forwhile

the number of Church
members was increased,

the qualitywas lowered.

Many who now called

themselves Christians

cared little for the teach-

ings of Jesus and would

never have dreamed of

becoming martyrs to his

cause. Theydid asmuch
as the law required and
secretly they worshiped

their old gods. But,

by and large, by the

time of the break-up of

the Empire in the fifth

century the Christian

Church had come to Saint Ambrose Forbidding Emperor Theodosius

be a real and vital force to Enter the Church because of his Cruel

in the lives of very Treatment of Prisoners of War

many people.

What had the Builders of the Church Accomplished? In a

world that was broken up into many social and religious

groups the Church Fathers had proclaimed a religion which

was to be for all mankind and in which all men (rich and
poor, free and slave) should stand on an equal footing before

the throne of God as free men and brothers. Thus they had
established the Church upon three pillars which we count

as the pillars of our own democratic society and which we
generally attribute to the American and French revolutions

of the eighteenth century,— namely, equality, liberty, and
fraternity.
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The Church was democratic too in the early period, in

that its bishops and priests were chosen by the people
; and

all through the Middle Ages it remained the most democratic

organization in Europe in the sense that even the humblest

might enter the priesthood and rise to the highest office.

(Adrian IV, the only Englishman ever to become Pope, came
of very humble stock; Cardinal Wolsey was the son of a

butcher, and so on.)

There were other democratic aspects of the Church : (1) It

held out to noble and serf alike the same reward, a heavenly

crown. (2) Through its monasteries it restored to manual
labor something of the dignity which that labor once had
had, long ago in the early days of the Roman Republic.

(3) It sought to instruct all men in what the world still

regards as the great fundamental, namely, how to conduct

one’s life.

Healers of Minds and Hearts. To mention only one other

aspect of this interesting institution : Long before anyone had
ever heard of psychoanalysts (modern mind doctors), the

Church knew that life often became intolerably dull and
burdensome to men and women, and that they needed to

be taken out of themselves and transported into a realm

where they could regain their mental and spiritual balance ;

so in various ways (through words of comfort, through spir-

itual exercises, through beauty in building and ritual, and
through the peace and calm that pervaded the Church serv-

ices) it cheered the weary, heartsick travelers on their way.

For us who live in a world that has a hopeful, forward

look it is hard to realize what an appeal Christianity made
to a world which was crumbling and which could look ahead

only with misgivings. The new religion alone seemed capable

of giving a meaning to life here on earth.

There was still some Roman Vigor. The victory of the

Church points to one fact that may be worth noting. It

ought to make us be sure of what we mean when we talk of

"the decline and fall” of the Roman Empire.
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Lions and Early Christians in the Colosseum

Another of the Roman ideas of a good time. See page 327

It is true that in the West the government was over-

thrown because it came to be based more and more on force

and so could not count on the hearty support of the people.

It had become a government by the emperor and for the

emperor. And the business world had been ruined, partly

at least, because it had been run for the sake of the rich and

at the expense of the poor. So it is easy to see that on the

governmental and business sides there had been a decline.

But it is just as easy to see that on the spiritual side the

Empire was far from having gone into a decline, if, indeed,

it was not as strong as ever. With something which they

thought worth living and dying for, the Romans were as

noble as they had ever been at any time in their history, and
showed the same courage and persistence that their ancestors

had shown in the early days of the Republic. If this had not

been so, Christianity would never have survived the persecu-

tions of the third century.

A New Chance for Organizers. As organizers too the Romans
showed that their genius was not exhausted. True, they could
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do nothing about State affairs, because those were in the hands

of the emperor, but in Church affairs they had a free hand.

Here there was a chance for anyone with ability. At first,

of course, the organization of the Church was very simple,

but in time it became as elaborate and complicated as the

organization of the State.

Patriarchs, Bishops, and Priests. Christianity developed

first in the cities, where the pocr and downtrodden were

concentrated. Their leader was called an episcopus, or

bishop. He was assisted by a number of overseers, or pres-

byters (from which we get our word "priest”). Certain

bishops became especially prominent in Church affairs, no-

tably those of Jerusalem, Alexandria, Antioch, Constanti-

nople, and Rome, and these were called patriarchs.

Note that four of the patriarchs were in the East and

fairly close together, and that only one was in the West,

namely, at Rome. In time the Western patriarch (later

called the Pope) came to dominate Western Christendom.

Why the Bishop of Rome became Leader in the West. A
number of things contributed to make the. Roman bishop

head of the Church in the West. (1) The Christians believed

that the Church in Rome had been established by the

apostle Peter, to whom Jesus had given special power. 1

(2) Many of the early Roman bishops were extremely able

men who, when the imperial government went to pieces,

did much to preserve order within the city. (3) They had
also sent out many able and active missionaries to convert

the various peoples of the West. (4) People in the West
were in the habit of looking to Rome for leadership; they

had done so for hundreds of years. 2

By 500, then, the Christian Church was well established

in the Mediterranean world. But it had a tremendous task

1 See Matthew xvi, 18-19.
2 The position of the bishop of Rome in the Christian world was strengthened

by the fact that when the four Eastern patriarchs got into a deadlock (two against

two), he held the balance and his vote could settle the matter in dispute.
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before it, especially in the West, where the old empire lay

in ruins. What that task was and how well the Church
performed it will be considered in the next chapters. Here

let us sum up briefly the work of the Romans.

5. Summing up the Republic and the Empire

Three Weaknesses that Developed. As in the preceding

parts of this book, so in this one, the hardest point to grasp

is the time element, that is, the fact — —

—

that Part IV deals with about one

ficult to be grasped by people who
live in such a rapidly changing world as ours is that through-

out this long period there were no marked changes in the

ways of doing the work of the world. Civilization remained

throughout in the hand-hoof-and-sail stage as far as power

was concerned.

The Romans started out brave, frugal, and intelligent and
with a strong spirit of fair play. With these qualities they

grew rich and powerful. But as they grew rich and power-

ful those who set the tone of Roman society grew careless

about several things. (1) They let the government get out

of their control, until it rested in the hands of the command-
ers of the armies. (2) They let the middle class be ruined

by heavy taxation and by the competition of slave labor.

(3) They let their old simple family life disappear. All this hap-

pened very gradually, but in time Rome was to suffer from it.

Three Great Contributions. However, for over five hundred

years (c . 300 b.c.-c. 200 a. d.) Rome was a strong state, and

she made some genuine contributions to the world. (1) She

taught western Europe how to build roads and aqueducts and

other useful public structures. (2) She developed a language

which continued to serve as a vehicle of communication

among the learned classes of Europe for a thousand years

after her downfall, and which formed the basis of many of the

thousand years. Another fact dif-
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present-day languages of Europe (p. 846). (3) Most of all, she

developed a governmental and legal system which demon-
strated through many generations that the use of reason leads

to justice among men, and that justice makes possible the

building of a world state.

For those who want to know what was Left to be Done. Great

as were the contributions of the Romans, we need to note

(as we did in the case of the Greeks and Hebrews) that they

left plenty to do for those who came after them. Though they

had ruled successfully for a very long period, they had not

solved the three fundamental problems listed on page 249 any
more finally than the people before them had done. Indeed,

the Mediterranean world was now in more of a chaos than it

had ever been. Ignorance, envy, hatred, malice, and all man-
ner of uncharitableness still set men against men and nation

against nation, while only with hard labor could the mass of

men and women, assisted by children, wrest a livelihood from

Adams, G. B., Civilization during the Middle Ages, chaps, ii-iii. Breasted,

Ancient Times, chaps, xxviii-xxx. Davis, Readings, II, chaps, ix-x.

Emerton, E., Introduction to the Middle Ages, chaps, ii-iv. Tappan, E. M.,

Heroes of the Middle Ages. Van Loon, Story of Mankind, chaps, xxvi-

xxvii. Wells, Outline of History, chaps, xxviii-xxix.

Pope Valens Galerius Visigoths Adrianople Nicene Creed

Franks Augusti patriarch Ostrogoths Athanasius Greco-Roman

Paul Vandals episcopus Diocletian Constantine Edict of Milan

Alaric Teutons Theodosius Lombards

1. Using the key words, write at least four questions on each section.

2. Continue your time chart.

3. In Part I we listed certain values that one might get from the

the soil.

Readings

Some Key Words

Things to Do
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study of history. Now that you have finished what is generally

called Ancient History, it might be well to see whether you are get-

ting any of those values. Copy the following in your notebook and
put Yes or No in the spaces.

a. I understand some things about the present better than I did

before I studied the ancient period, (If your answer is Yes,

list them.)

b. I have more ideas to think with on questions dealing with the

following subjects : architecture, ; sculpture, ; literature,

; religion, ; ethics (conduct),
; government, ; eco-

nomics, _ _ ; geography, Add to this list, if you wish, and put
in your notebook some of the main ideas under each heading.

c. I have made some interesting new acquaintances, (If so,

list them in your notebook.)

d. I have made some new friends whom I value highly for the

sort of life they lived, or I got to know some old friends better,

(If so, list them and tell what there was about their outlook on life

that appealed to you.)

e. I have clarified my ideas about the sort of world I want to live

in,

/. I have acquired the habit of looking at events as things that

were caused by what had gone before and that affected what came
after,

g. I have acquired the habit of thinking of events as having re-

sults that move out in all directions, affecting many people directly

or indirectly to a greater or less degree,

h. Instead of declaring a thing to be good or bad, I try to find out

whether there are persons for whom it is not good or bad ; in other

words, I have come to realize that, in general, goodness and badness

are relative,

i. I have come to look at inventions and discoveries not as good

or bad in themselves. The goodness or badness depends upon how
man uses them,

4. In what respects does the world in which you live differ from

your ideal world? Outline the sort of educational program you

would set up in order to bring about your ideal world. Could a suc-

cessful business man give you any help in framing your program?

a clergyman? a scientist? a philosopher? an artist? a day laborer?

If you could call on only one of these, which should you choose?



PART V • THE MEDIEVAL MILLENNIUM (ABOUT 500-

ABOUT 1500 a. d.), IN WHICH WE GET CLOSE TO FAMILY
HISTORY AND SEE OUR ANCESTORS MAKE MANY

NEW STARTS

Unit I • In which a Church-State grows up in the West



Church-Building reached its Height in the Gothic Cathedrals of

the Middle Ages

From a painting by Jean Fouquet, in the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris



CHAPTER XXIX • Concerning the Early Develop'

ment of the Church, and how the Franks saved

It and our Ancestors from becoming Mohammedan

1. A Great Opportunity

Family History. Part V will deal for the most part with

western Europe during the millennium from about 500 to

about 1500 A. d. This period, which we call the Middle Ages,

is full of interest for us because of its color and romance, be-

cause of the many new starts which western Europe made,

and, perhaps chiefly, because its history is the family history

of most of us who live in America.

But just because it is full of so many interesting things,

you are likely to get lost unless you keep up your time chart.

We shall simplify matters as much as possible by centering

the story around the Western Church, whose history forms

the most important single thread and the easiest one to follow.

351
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If you recall what was said on page 335 about the three

elements that went into the medieval melting pot, you may
be able to get the general drift of the history of this period

from the parable pictured on the following page.

The East Fails to Win Back the West. We have seen that

by the end of the fifth century a.d. western Europe lay in

ruins. But matters had been almost as bad several times be-

fore and had been set to rights again, as was done by Dio-

cletian and by Constantine ; so it was conceivable that the

same thing would happen again and the Empire would be
given a new start. This, indeed, was attempted in the sixth

century by Justinian, the emperor in the East (reigned

527-565), and he did regain Italy and parts of Spain and
North Africa; but the gains were not permanent. Before

the century was over, the Italian peninsula was largely in the

hands of a new Teutonic tribe called Lombards.

The other main groups of Teutonic invaders were the

Visigoths in Spain, the Franks in Gaul, and the Angles and
Saxons in southern and eastern Britain. How many they

numbered we do not know. Historians today put the figures

much lower than they used to. All that we can say with

certainty is that there were enough of them to be masters

(see map, p. 334).

A New Unifying Force in the West. Each group had before

it the task of establishing order, and it looked as though
western Europe for a long time to come would be broken up
into a number of quite separate regions, each going its own
way and developing a distinct civilization. That this did not

happen was due largely to the work of the Christian Church.

2. Organization and Activities

The Secular Clergy. The clergy were regarded as being

quite different from other people on account of their member-
ship in a sacred priesthood. They were divided into two
groups, called secular and regular, and all were under the



THE PARABLE OF WHAT WENT INTO THE MEDIEVAL MELTING POT
AND WHAT CAME OUT

ONCE upon a time a Ruffian from the North (who was probably One

ofyour Ancestors) attacked a Lovely Lady (who, too, was probably One

of your Ancestors) and might have Slain her if it had not beenfora

Kindly Priest who Protected her. The Ruffian was a Self-Reliant

Fellow, but he Wasted much of his Energy in Fighting (just as his De-

scendants Still do). However, after a Long Time, he became Somewhat

Civilized (thanks Largely to the Kindly Priest ) and began to See that

the lady Was lovely; Then he Courted her. He was Still Self-Reliant

;

but Flow he was more Restrained, and he Devoted his energy to Setting

the Mind Free and Conquering the Terrors of the Deep.
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Monks at Service

Pope. The secular clergy included archbishops, bishops, and

priests. A priest had charge of a parish, which was a division

of a diocese, or bishopric. A number of dioceses formed an

archbishopric.

The Regular Clergy. The regular clergy (called monks)
lived apart from the world in monasteries. They derived

their name of "regular” from the fact that monastic life was
regulated by a rule (Latin regula). 1 The head of a monastery

was an abbot, whom the monks elected but who held office

for life. Monasteries belonged to different groups, or orders,

such as Benedictine, Cistercian, and so on, and some of the

orders had a head who was over the abbots .
2

When the organization of the Church was complete, there-

fore, the Pope was at the head of two quite distinct hier-

archies, as shown on the following page.

A Point that appealed to the Invaders. Some things that the

Church had to teach made no great appeal to the Teutonic

1 The most famous monastic rule was that of Saint Benedict (died 543), which

was noted for its many common-sense provisions, such as those which required

every monk to do some manual labor each day.
2 There were religious houses for women, called convents or nunneries, and

presided over by an abbess.
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invaders, any more than they have to most Euro-Americans

who are their descendants — such, for example, as the in-

junction to turn the other cheek (Matthew v, 39). But one

thing did impress them and that was the picture of Jesus

with his little band of followers who were loyal even unto

death. That was something they could understand, for they

too were loyal to a leader— a war lord of their own choice,

with whom they lived and for whom they gladly sacrificed

their lives. 1

Something. New and Fine that came out of this. To this fight-

ing loyalty of the invaders the Church added an important

element by supplying them with a new goal— the goal of help-

fulness to the weak and oppressed. In doing so the Church
defined an ideal toward which noble men in greater or less

numbers had always striven, but which had never been

definitely formulated before. The ideal man was the Soldier

of Christ. Note his twofold character : he was militant and
he was Christian.

The ideal was not restricted to an order, like an order of

monks, but remained what it still is— a way of life which any
might accept. In the Middle Ages that way of life was called

Chivalry ; today we use the adjective and call it chivalrous.

By thus gradually enlisting the medieval fighting spirit

on the side of righteousness, the Church did something that

1 Note that they were loyal to a leader, not to a land. There were no national

fatherlands as yet. Hundreds of years were to pass before there were such national

states as England, France, and Spain.
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has contributed as much to our well-being and happiness as

did Thales with his forward step in higher mathematics or

the Roman jurists with their

development of law. Not
many accepted the ideal;

and of those who did, not

all lived up to it — perhaps

not nearly as many as do
today. Nevertheless it was a

great triumph for theChurch
to have created the ideal

and to have had it accepted

by any. Even that took a

very long time.

Early Methods of Conver-

sion. Of course the rank and
file of people had no chance

to choose whether they

would remain heathen or

become Christian. When
their leader accepted Chris-

tianity, that settled the matter for all his followers, who
were baptized in wholesale fashion as quickly as the priests

could get around to them. Thus, when the Frankish king

Clovis (Louis) became a Christian (496), that settled the

matter for the Franks.

The First Great Gain outside of Italy. The Franks were the

earliest of the great Germanic groups to receive Christianity

from Rome. This was to prove of tremendous importance

both to them and to the papacy. 1 Each could now count on
the support of a powerful ally, and together the two came
to dominate western Europe.

Conversion of the Teutonic Tribes in Britain. The conver-

sion of the Franks paved the way for the conversion of the

1 "Papacy” means the office or authority of the Pope ; also the supreme gov-

ernment of the Roman Catholic Church.

An Illuminated Page from the Irish

Book of Kells
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Teutonic tribes in Britain, for when the missionary monk
Augustine arrived in Canterbury 1 (597) he found his task of

convertingthe King of Kent
made easier by the fact that

the Queen was a Frankish

princess. 2

Early Irish Culture. Ire-

land, which had been made
Christian by Saint Patrick

early in the fifth century,

had become a place of refuge

for many who were driven

out of Britain and Gaul by
the invaders. Many of the

refugees were learned men,

and thus it came about that

in the sixth and seventh

centuries almost the only

culture there was in northern Europe existed in the Irish

monasteries. Some of the illuminated manuscripts of this

period have been preserved and are among the finest made
anywhere during these centuries (see page 356).

Gregory the Great. The Pope who sent Augustine to Brit-

ain was Gregory I, called the Great (Pope from 590 to 604),

one of the ablest occupants of the papal throne. He belonged

to a rich noble Roman family and had been trained in the

law. After serving in high public office for a while, he devoted

himself entirely to the Church, and, with the fortune he had

inherited, he established a number of monasteries in Italy

and joined one of them himself. But he was too able a man
to be left hidden in a monastery. In 590 he was elected Pope,

the first monk to hold that position.

1 Canterbury = the burgh (or borough) of Kent. It was the capital of Kent,
in southeastern England.

2 There had been Christians in Britain once before in the days of the old Roman
Empire, but they had been either killed off or driven into Wales and Ireland by
the Germanic invaders.

Early Irish Metal Work

Now in the National Museum,
Dublin
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Gregory sending Missionaries

From a tenth-century Anglo-Saxon
manuscript

missions and music, a practical

writer, Gregory won the title of
'

Gregory was now the

leading figure in Rome
and as such he was forced

to attend to various gov-

ernmental matters such

as defending the city

from attack and keeping

it supplied with water.

The Emperor at Constan-

tinople should have at-

tended to these, for he

still laid claim to Italy,

but he was busy in the

East. Gregory also wrote

extensively on religious

subjects and founded the

Scola Cantorum
,
which was

the earliest organization

to concern itself with the

systematic compilation of

church music, the so-

called Gregorian chants.

Thus as a promoter of

statesman, and a religious

Great.”

3. A Threat that turned out to be an Advantage

A New Semitic Expansion. About the time that Gregory

died an event occurred in far-off Arabia which was to prove

again the old, old fact that what happens in one part of the

world is likely to affect every other part. A young trader of

Mecca, named Mohammed (c. 570-632), began to preach a

new religion which the Arabs called Islam and which at one

time looked as though it would sweep all Christendom, in-

cluding the papacy, off the map.
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This Picture shows Mohammed at a Time when he had Begun to Use the Sword
to Spread the Blessings of his new Religion

From a manuscript in the Royal Asiatic Society, London

Arabia was the old Semitic stronghold of which we have
often spoken in connection with the Babylonians, Assyrians,

Aramaeans, Phoenicians, and Hebrews. Now, after having

been confined to their desert lands for hundreds of years, the

Semites were once more on the move, this time to spread

their power farther than ever before.

Mohammed and his Teachings. Mohammed belonged to a

family of some importance in Mecca, and he increased his

importance by becoming the business agent of a wealthy

widow and then marrying her. He was intensely religious and
believed that Allah (God) had inspired him. He taught that

Allah was loving and merciful and that all men should sub-

mit to His will and treat one another like brothers, giving

alms to the poor, forgiving those who injured them, and being

kind and considerate in the daily round of life.

The Koran. The teachings of Mohammed are preserved in

the Koran, the holy book of the Moslems
,

1 or Mohammedans.
How many of the teachings were original and how many Mo-
hammed got from the Jews and Christians is a disputed ques-

tion. However, there is no question about their tremendous
spreading power. The simple rules regulating the relations

1 moz'ISmz. Today Mohammed’s followers number over 200,000,000.
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Horsemen of the Koran

of man to Allah and of man to man came to be accepted will-

ingly by hundreds of thousands all over the world.

Getting Established. Like other innovators, however, Mo-
hammed first met with opposition, so he and his handful of

followers fled from Mecca to Medina. This event, called the

Hegira 1 (that is, the flight), occurred in 622, and later it

became the point in time from which the Mohammedans
reckoned the years.

At Medina Mohammed and his followers took to plun-

dering the caravans of those who were not of their faith

(just as later the Protestant sea-dogs of England plundered

the "plate fleets” of Catholic Spain), and soon they became
rich and strong enough to get control of their home town,

Mecca.
Back in Mecca. Mohammed treated his old foes leniently,

but he destroyed the images and idols they had been wor-

shiping, all but the sacred black stone in the wall of the

Caaba ("Cube”). Arabs had long been in the habit of

x he ji'ra.
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The Heart of Islam

The Caaba in Mecca. It is of stone and nearly cubical

making a yearly pilgrimage to kiss this holy relic, and
Mohammed turned this custom to his own advantage by
making such a pilgrimage a part of the duty of every loyal

Moslem.
Moslem Expansion. Firmly established in Mecca, Moham-

med now began to attack the Eastern, or Byzantine, Empire.

Before he had accomplished much, he died (632), but under
his successors 1 Islam spread with startling rapidity. Within

a dozen years they had conquered Persia on the east, the

whole of the Fertile Crescent on the north, and Egypt on
the west. The eastern frontier of the Byzantine Empire was
pushed back to Asia Minor, where it held fast for a time.

A Check in the West. On the west, however, expansion con-

tinued, until within a hundred years after Mohammed’s death

1 Called caliphs (also spelled khalifs), meaning representatives.
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all North Africa, most of Spain, and a part of France were
under the sway of the Crescent. 1 Thus, though checked in

the East, it looked as though the Moslems would engulf all

Europe from the West. But

Charles Martel 2 at the battle of Tours, 3

In 732, defeated the Moor.

This familiar rime, which has helped many a student in an
examination, may help you to remember a number of things.

First, your ancestors in eighth-century Europe had a narrow

escape from becoming Mohammedans (see map, p. 363).

Charles Martel and Pepin. Second, Charles Martel, who was
Mayor of the Palace, or major-domo, at the Frankish court,

made his family so powerful that his son Pepin was able to

put the royal crown on his own head (751).

The Moors. Third, the Moors were descendants of Arabs

who had intermarried with the Mauretanians of North
Africa. Though driven out of France, they held on to Spain,

where they built up a civilization which far surpassed any-

thing that western Europe then knew. While Franks and
Anglo-Saxons were yet for the most part crude country folk,

the Moors had a cultured city life. We shall say more about

their civilization later.

"That Depends.” Was Moslem expansion a good thing?

That depends on the angle from which you look at it. No
doubt the Persians and the people in Spain thought it was
''bad” to be conquered, but the Arabs thought just as cer-

tainly that it was "good” to be the conquerors. Even the

papacy profited, for the Moslem conquests practically wiped

out the three Eastern patriarchates of Alexandria, Antioch,

and Jerusalem and reduced the power of the fourth (Con-

stantinople), with the result that the Pope stood out more
prominently than ever as the leading church dignitary in

Christendom.

1 The Crescent is for Moslems what the Cross is for Christians.
2 mar tSl'. 3 toor.
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4. Popes and Frankish Rulers

The Pope needs Help. The Pope’s position, however, was
not so secure as he might have wished it to be. Though the

Lombards in Italy had by now become Christianized, they

nevertheless kept on trying to get possession of the city of

Rome. The Eastern emperor was of no help
;

so the Pope
appealed to Pepin, the new king of the Franks.

A Royal and Generous Ally. Pepin, like his father, Charles

Martel, had begun by being Mayor of the Palace (see page

362) ; but, with the approval of the Pope and the consent of

the people, he had put aside the so-called "do nothing” king

and had assumed the crown. 1 Since Pepin owed much to the

Pope, it was only natural that he should now hasten to the

Pope’s assistance.

The Pope becomes a Landed Prince. Pepin not only drove

the Lombards out of central Italy but he also handed over

much of this region to the Pope.

Was this a good thing? Again the answer is "That de-

pends.” It certainly was an advantage to the Popes to be

their own masters in political affairs. Among other things,

they probably could not have played the part they often

did later as arbiters between princes if they had not been

independent. On the other hand, by insisting upon remain-

ing independent they helped to block the formation of a

united Italy for several hundred years after there was a

united England, France, and Spain. Not until 1870 did

Italy become a united nation.

An Important Precedent. The papacy gained not only from

Pepin’s gift of territory but also from the earlier fact that

Pepin had asked the Pope’s approval before he removed

the "do nothing” king from his throne. It furnished a prec-

edent to which the Popes might point whenever they wished

1 Thus the Merovingian line of Frankish kings, begun by Clovis, was succeeded

by the Carolingian line, so called from Pepin’s famous son, Charlemagne (shar'le-

man), or Charles the Great {Carolus Magnus).
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to take part in the making or unmaking of kings. This prec-

edent was strengthened in the reign of Pepin’s son Charle-

magne (reigned 768-814).

A New Emperor in the West.

Charlemagne extended his power
over the greater part of western

Europe. On the south he added a

strip of northern Spain, called the

Spanish March. 1 On the north and
northeast he reached the Elbe, 2

the river toward which Augustus

had striven in vain (p. 306), thus

adding much of present-day Ger-

many. On the southeast he got

control of more than half of Italy

(see map, p. 367).

It looked as though the days

of the old Roman Empire had re-

turned — at least, it looked that

way to Pope Leo III
; so on Christ-

mas Day of the year 800, as the

Frankish king knelt in prayer in

St. Peter’s, Leo crowned him and Charlemagne, os the Sixteenth
--

hailed him as Emperor of the Century German Artist Diirer

Romans.” Charlemagne’s son and Thought he Looked

grandson were, in turn, crowned

in the same manner, so that it came to be pretty well ac-

cepted that no imperial coronation was regular unless the

Pope participated in it.

Charlemagne. Charlemagne was the first great ruler to

come out of the new western-European civilization that had
grown up on the ruins of the old Roman civilization. He ex-

tended his power with the sword. This was an old method

1 "March,” or mark, means a boundary, or frontier. From the fact that neigh-

boring tribes would meet at the frontier to exchange goods we get our word
"market.” 2 SlTae.
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and a bloody one, but it was effective in spreading what
Christian culture there was in France to large parts of Ger-

many .
1 Priests accompanied the armies and baptized the

vanquished. Churches and monasteries sprang up and be-

came centers of light. The light was not very bright as

compared with that which shone farther east (as we shall

see), but it was brighter than anything that that region had
ever known.

Culture in the West. How little light the Franks had to

spread is shown by the fact that among the clergy (the only

educated persons) there were many who could pronounce the

Latin words of the Church services but had no idea what the

words meant. When Charlemagne established a school in his

palace (which was at Aachen
,

2 or Aix-la-Chapelle 3
), he had

to go outside of his kingdom for teachers. It is interesting to

note that he got the head of his new school, Alcuin
,

4 from Eng-

land, a region whose civilization was considerably younger

than that of France.

Charlemagne’s interest in education was genuine. He him-

self learned how to read Latin (a most unusual accomplish-

ment for a layman) but seems never to have mastered the art

of writing. He urged the clergy to establish schools through-

out the realm, but not much came from his efforts, largely

because his empire went to pieces soon after his death and
western Europe entered upon another long period of dis-

order. Before we take up this new period it may be worth

while to contrast briefly the culture of this Western Christian

empire with that of the Moslems in Asia.

Culture in the Land of the Arabian Nights. During the days

of Charlemagne the ruler of the Moslems in the East was

1 Charlemagne holds the record for establishing a common control over France
and Germany, even though this control lasted less than fifty years. After it was
broken, almost a thousand years elapsed before there was again anything like a

common control ; then came Napoleon, but his control over Germany lasted less

than ten years. Would it be unreasonable to conclude that if France and Germany
ever come together in a lasting union, it will be on the basis of mutual consent

and not of force of arms ? 2 a'ken. 3 Sks'-la-sha pgl'. 4 Sl'kwin.
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Harun-al-Rashid 1 (reigned 786-809), the hero of many of the

tales in the Arabian Nights. Bagdad, his capital, was a rich

center of trade where mer-

chants from the East, with

silk and spices from India

and China, exchanged their

wares with fur traders from

Russia. His court was a

center ofwealth and culture.

While Charlemagne was
raking western Europe for

a few teachers for his court

school, Harun-al-Rashid had

dozens of scholars who knew
much of what the old Greeks

had known in science and
philosophy, and who were

also making additions of

their own to the world’s

culture, especially in mathe-

matics and medicine. What
do you suppose the results

would have been if these

Moslem scholars had visited Charlemagne’s school and had
examined, not the pupils, but the teachers?

The Importance of Environment. The Western teachers

would probably have made a poor showing. We should be

making a mistake, however, if on that account we concluded

that the Westerners were not as intelligent as the Easterners.

Their poorer scholarship can be accounted for by the fact that

libraries, schools, museums, and other cultural influences

were fewer in the West than in Bagdad. If Alcuin and his fel-

low teachers had been born and brought up in Bagdad, they

would most likely have mastered the learning of the East as

readily as any Moslem did.

1 ha roon'-ar-ra shed'.

How Charlemagne’s Empire looked

Fifty-six Years After his Death.

(Treaty of Mersen, 870)

The boundary between the East Franks
and the West Franks has never been
settled. The latest revision was in 1919.

(See map, p. 762)
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If Charlemagne’s Empire had Lasted. In less than thirty

years after Charlemagne’s death his empire broke up into

three parts which, by the Treaty of Mersen in 870, acquired

boundaries corresponding roughly to those of modem France,

Germany and Austria, and Italy. If the empire had lasted,

western Europe would undoubtedly have made more rapid

progress in the arts of peace than it did. On the other hand,

modern national states like England, France, and Spain

might never have developed, nor, in all likelihood, would the

Church have developed the power it came to have in gov-

ernmental affairs. Its opportunity lay in the fact that Europe
again became disunited and disorganized.

In the following chapters we shall see how the Church used

its opportunity.
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Things to Do

1. Using these key words, draw up appropriate questions for this

chapter.

2. Begin your time chart for the Medieval Millennium (p. 482).



HAPTER XXX • Disclosing a Long Period of

Disorder in Church and State and how the Church

reformed itself first and prepared to take the Lead in

European Affairs

1. A New Age of Confusion

Disturbing Elements in Europe.

In the ninth century the Asiatic

Magyars 1 invaded the plains of

Hungary, where their descendants

still rule today, and from Hungary
as a base they harassed south-

western Europe, sometimes getting

as far as Spain and Flanders. In

the Mediterranean the Saracens

(that is, Arab Moslems) got a foot-

hold in Sicily and southern Italy.

But most active and terrible were

the Vikings, or the Northmen, from

the still unchristianized regions of

Scandinavia, in the northwestern

part of Europe.

The Vikings. The Vikings were

daring seamen as well as furious

fighters. In their long boats with

fierce beaked prows they moved
out to sea in every direction. Some

sailed north around Lapland and into the White Sea ; others

sailed west to Iceland, Greenland, Labrador, and, according

to some accounts, even to what is now New England. Still

1 mSd'ySrz.
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Leif Ericson, thought to he

the First Viking to Cross the

Atlantic
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Vikings Leaving after Having Burned Barking Abbey (Njnth Century)

From a recent pageant at Barking, England

others sailed east across the Baltic Sea to Russia, where they

established the principalities of Novgorod 1 and Kiev .
2 Others

harassed the British Isles and the west coast of France.

Thus Europe was again in much the same state of disorder

that she had been in at the beginning of the Middle Ages.

A Common-Sense Arrangement. The new period of dis-

order is called the Feudal Age. Medieval Europe was neither

the first nor the last to have such an age. Ancient Mace-
donia had been feudal in the days before Philip II, and
Japan was feudal until only a few years ago.

Feudalism is a common-sense arrangement such as is

likely to develop whenever there is no central government
capable of keeping order. In the period we are considering,

men attached themselves willingly to a strong neighbor in

order to get protection. Almost everywhere the system that

developed was fundamentally the same, because disorder

1 nov'go rot. 2 ke'ySf.
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was general and because common sense pointed to much the

same method of dealing with the disorder.

Kings and Vassals. Bearing in mind that there were some
differences in detail here and there, we may consider that

the broad general outlines of feudalism were as follows

:

The kings were regarded as the supreme landowners, from

whom all others held their lands. For a long time this did

not mean very much. About the only real power that the

kings exercised was within their own private possessions,

and these sometimes were smaller than the holdings of some
of their vassals. This was the situation in France for a long

time (see map, p. 460).

Some Vassals were also Lords. Those vassals who held

lands directly from the king were called tenants-in-chief.

Since they generally had more land than they could look

after alone, they gave part of it to others, who became their

vassals and who were called subtenants. These subtenants

often divided their land, too, until many of the holdings

were not much larger than a good-sized farm. This process

of subdividing was called subinfeudation.

Duties and Rights. The land held by a vassal was called a

fief. In return for it he promised to fight for his lord, 1 to

give him advice when called upon, and to make a payment
on certain definite occasions— for example, when the lord

had to be ransomed, when the lord’s eldest son was knighted,

and when his eldest daughter was married. As a pledge that

he would perform his duties, he swore allegiance and did

homage to his lord; that is, he knelt before his lord and
swore that he would be his lord’s "man” (Latin homo).

The lord, on his part, was bound to protect his vassal ; but

since some vassals were very powerful, it often happened
that the lord needed protection as much as the vassal did.

A man frequently held fiefs from several different lords,

which resulted in all sorts of complications. For example,, if

two of his lords were at war, which one was he to help ? He
1 This condition came to be limited to forty days of fighting a year.

'
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Doing Homage

had sworn to help each of them, but clearly he could not

fight on both sides at once. So he often fought on neither side

!

The Kings never Liked it. Altogether, the system was a

clumsy and unsatisfactory one for maintaining peace and
order. The best that can be said for it is that it was better

than downright anarchy. The kings, of course, never liked

it, but it was a long time before they became strong enough

to get rid of it.

2. The Church during the Feudal Age

A Great Landowner. From very early days the Church had
received gifts of land,— so many that it became the great-

est landholder in Europe. As early as Charlemagne’s time

(c. 800) it held about a third of all France. Wherever feu-

dalism prevailed, Church lands, of course, came under the

feudal arrangement, and so bishops and abbots were vassals

just as dukes and earls and other lay lords were.
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Prelates as Vassals. Like other vassals, the bishops and

abbots had feudal duties to perform, such as furnishing armed
knights. It was therefore a matter of importance to a feudal

lord that the bishops and abbots who were his vassals should

be loyal to him ;
so, whenever he could, he made the appoint-

ments to these offices. This was called lay investiture and
was contrary to the rules of the Church. It was practiced

especially by the emperors of Germany, who thereby brought

on one of the most dramatic struggles in history, as we shall

see (p. 376).

Things that called for Reform. Lay investiture was only

one of the evils that had crept into the Church. Another one

was simony, 1 or the purchase of Church offices. Many a

nobleman was glad to pay high to get a king or other feudal

lord to appoint him to a rich Church holding. A third evil

was the marriage of the clergy. There was a Church rule

which forbade this, but the rule was frequently broken.

Finally, a fourth evil was the participation of the people of

Rome and the German emperor in the election of the Pope,

which made the election often a disgraceful affair.

The Cluny Reform. In the eleventh century a Church-

reform movement was begun. It got its impetus from the

famous Cluny monastery in southern France and so is called

the Cluny reform.

The reformers proceeded with vigor all along the line.

(1) Investigations were made as to how men had got their

offices, and many "simoniacal clergy” (that is, clergy who
had bought their offices) were removed

; (2) the rule against

marrying was enforced
; (3) the election of the Pope was

put in the hands of the cardinals, 2 where it still remains.

Thus three of the evils in the Church were done away
with, or at least largely checked, without a great deal of

1 sim'o ni. See Acts viii, 18.

2 The cardinals were certain clergy (deacons, priests, and bishops), in and
around Rome, who acted as advisers to the Pope. Though many of the cardinals

today live outside of Italy, each holds an office in one or another of the churches

in or near Rome.
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trouble. But it was quite different with the fourth, namely,

lay investiture. Before we take it up, we shall have to

say a word about the Ger-

man Empire.

3. Pope versus Emperor

The Holy Roman Empire

of the German Nation. Al-

though Charlemagne’s em-
pire had broken up, the idea

of an empire lived on. How-
ever, over a hundred years

were to elapse before a ruler

appeared who was strong

enough to do anything with

the idea. Then such a ruler

came out of Germany. His

name was Otto, and he was
duke of Saxony. Having
been elected king and hav-

ing restored some sort of order in Germany, he attempted to

conquer Italy but failed. Nevertheless he did get the Pope
to recognize him as emperor and to crown him (962). He is

known as Otto I or Otto the Great.

The empire which Otto founded lasted almost a thousand

years (to 1806), but it never developed into anything like the

old Roman Empire. Though in a vague way all Europe was
regarded as belonging to this new empire, yet the emperor

had little power outside of Germany.
Emperors and Lay Investiture. Otto and his successors in-

terfered freely in the election of the Popes, sometimes even

appointing them, much as they might have appointed any
governmental official. It need hardly be said that they did

as they pleased when it came to appointing bishops and

abbots in Germany.
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The king of Germany at the time the matter of lay in-

vestiture came to a head was Henry IV (reigned 1056-1106).

The Pope (from 1073 to

1085) was Gregory VII,

one of the great Popes
of the Middle Ages.

Gregory VII. Gregory
(or Hildebrand, as he was
known before he became
Pope) was an Italian

monk of German descent

who had long been an ac-

tive champion of Church
reform. He had a very

exalted idea of the power
of the papacy, believ-

ing that it extended not

only over all the clergy

but over all lay princes,

even the emperor. As
soon as he became Pope
he proceeded to act on

this principle, and among other things he tried to stamp
out the practice of lay investiture.

Gregory invited to Germany. Henry IV refused to admit

Gregory’s exalted claims, and he was supported by many of

the German bishops whom he had appointed, who were not

very anxious to see the Pope’s reforms succeed. Gregory

thereupon declared Henry deposed from office and released

all men from their oaths to him. This frightened Henry’s

adherents, who soon fell away from him, and his enemies in-

vited Gregory to come to Germany and preside over a council

which should try Henry for his misdeeds.

Headed off by Henry. Henry knew that if the council ever

met, it would depose him and that the only thing for him to

do was to make his peace with the Pope and, if possible, keep

The Empire of Otto the Great
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him out of Germany. Hurrying over the Alps, he intercepted

Gregory at Canossa, in northern Italy (1077). But Gregory

was not as anxious to see

him as he was to see Greg-

ory, and it was not until

Henry had stood as a sup-

pliant for three days in

the midwinter snow that

Gregory opened the door

to him.

A Compromise. Henry
promised to do all that

the Pope demanded and

was then restored to good

standing in the Church
and in his realm. He did

not keep his promises, how-
ever, and soon the struggle

was renewed. He crossed

the Alps again, but this

time with an army. Greg-

ory was driven into exile,

where he died a few years

later (1085). Meanwhile a churchman friendly to Henry had
been made Pope and had crowned Henry emperor (1084).

The investiture affair was finally settled in 1122 by the

Concordat (treaty) of Worms. 1 The Church was given a

greater share than it had had in Church elections, but the

emperor was still
.
able to prevent the appointment of men

who he thought might be unfriendly to him.

The Church makes Two Points Clear. On the whole, the

Church came out the winner in the investiture affair. It

had been made clear to all (1) that the bishops were part

of a vast religious organization which covered all western

Europe, and not mere local feudal lords dependent on some

Henry IV Humbling himself at the Knees

of Gregory VII

The Pope seems more pleased with the

situation than Henry. The onlooker is

Countess Matilda of Canossa, at whose
castle the humbling took place

1 wdrmz.
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local prince, and (2) that the religious side of their office was
not to be swallowed up by the political, or feudal, side.

The great majority of thinking people would have agreed

that this was as it should be, and the unthinking masses

would have agreed with them— if anybody had thought of

asking their opinion in the matter. The Church came first

in the list of people’s loyalties.
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Questions

Section 1. What peoples threw western Europe into confusion

after the death of Charlemagne? Under what conditions is feudalism

likely to develop ? Why did the kings put up with feudalism ?

Section 2. How did the Church get involved with feudalism ?

What double position did the higher clergy hold? What four evils

in the Church did the Cluny reformers try to stamp out?

Section 3. How did the empire created by Otto the Great com-
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CHAPTER XXXI • Concerning a Great Venture

and the Sort of Homes the Adventurers Came From

1. Why the Crusades did not come Earlier

What the Crusades were. By the time the investiture af-

fair was settled, Europe was in the midst of a movement
which showed still further

what a hold the Church had
on the minds and hearts of

the people. This was a se-

ries of expeditions known as

the Crusades, whose pur-

pose was to win back from

the Moslems the sacred

places connected with the

life of Jesus.

Since the holy places had
been in the hands of the

Moslems ever since the sev-

enth century, why did west-

ern Europe wait more than

four hundred years to regain

them?
Europe about 700 A. D. In the seventh century Europe was

in no position to undertake large-scale expeditions to distant

lands. (1) It had not settled down after the upheaval of the

Germanic invasions. (2) There was not enough surplus

wealth to fit out great expeditions. (3) Finally, there was no
unity, no "common mind,” in western Europe.

Europe about 1100 a.d. During the following four cen-

turies there had been great changes in each of these respects.

By 1096, when the First Crusade began, (1) there were
381

The Church of the Holy Sepulcher,

Jerusalem
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three great political units of considerable power and stabil-

ity, namely, the Holy Roman Empire of the German Nation,

the kingdom of France, and the kingdom of England.

(2) Their rulers and many of the nobles under them had

acquired a good deal of wealth. (3) The Church had pulled

all western Europe together into one great religious body
with a common set of ideas and ideals and a common center

in Rome.
New Moslem Rulers of Palestine. There were two other dif-

ferences between the situation in the seventh century and

that in the eleventh. The capture of the holy places in the

seventh century had been made by Arabs, who had treated

the Christians in the Holy Land not unkindly; but in the

eleventh century the Arabs had been overthrown by a less

civilized group of Moslems (the Seljuk 1 Turks), who treated

the Christians very harshly. Moreover, these Seljuk Turks

began a new series of attacks on the Byzantine Empire, and

they were more successful than the Arabs had been. Indeed,

they were so successful that the Eastern emperor (Alexius)

appealed to the Pope for aid. The Turks had become a real

menace to Europe.

Relation of the Papacy to the Crusades. In spite of the men-
ace of the Turks, there would probably have been no Cru-

sades if there had been no Pope, for there was no other

leader in western Europe who could have enlisted tens of

thousands of persons to journey several thousand miles to

fight in a strange land
;
nor was there any other leader ac-

customed to thinking in terms of the needs of all Europe.

While the Crusades were for the purpose of winning back

the Holy Land, yet in serving that purpose they kept the

Moslem Turks out of Europe. We shall not go far wrong if

we think of the Popes of this time as directors of the foreign

policy of Christian Europe.
1 sSl jook'.
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2. "God wills it”

A Tremendous Undertaking. The Pope at the time of Alex-

ius’s appeal was Urban II, a Frenchman. At a great Church
council at Clermont (1095)

he aroused his countrymen

to wage a holy war against

the infidels, and the cry

Deus vult ("God wills it”),

which broke from the as-

sembled multitude of nobles

and churchmen, was soon

heard all over Europe. Thus
began one of the most inter-

esting and romantic chap-

ters in the historyofEurope.

European Expansion Eastward. The First Crusade started

in 1096, and after a long, hard struggle Jerusalem was cap-

tured (1099) and became the capital of a Christian kingdom by
that name (see map, p. 384). Meanwhile several lesser states

had been created in western Syria as the crusaders fought

their way southward. Two orders of crusading knights,

—

the Knights Templars and the Knights of Saint John, or the

Hospitalers,— organized early in the twelfth century, gave

strength and some sort of unity to the Christian forces.

A Great Moslem Leader. But the situation was not a very

promising one. The crusaders were hundreds of miles away
from their base of supplies, and all around them were Mos-
lem enemies. For a while things went well enough because

the Moslems were fighting among themselves. But within a

hundred years a strong leader appeared in the person of

Saladin, who pulled the Moslem factions together. In 1187

he recaptured Jerusalem.

A Tri-Royal Failure. With the fall of Jerusalem the crusad-

ing spirit was again aroused, and for a while it looked as

though the infidels would finally be utterly crushed, for the

Crusaders on the March
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The Crusader States

three greatest rulers of the West started eastward (1189) —
the emperor Frederick I (Barbarossa, or Red Beard), the

French king Philip II (Augustus), and the English king

Richard I, the Lion-Hearted. But this, the Third Crusade, 1

turned out to be a great disappointment.

The emperor never got to the Holy Land at all ; he was

1 The Second Crusade (1147) was a failure. Between the various large-scale

expeditions (which we call the First Crusade and so on), there was a great deal

of coming and going, so that the crusading movement was really a continuous one.
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drowned in Asia Minor while trying to swim a swollen stream,

and his army melted away. Philip Augustus and Richard the

Lion-Hearted did get there,

but they soon quarreled

and Philip went home. Left

alone Richard could make r

no headway against Sala-

din; so he made a treaty

with him (1192) whereby
the Christians were left in

possession of a strip along

the coast and were given

the right to enter Jerusalem.

The Italian Cities profit by

the Crusades. So far about
the only ones who had profited much by the Crusades were the

Italian cities. This was true especially in the Third Crusade,

when much more use was made of the water route to Syria

than before. Through carrying soldiers, pilgrims, and sup-

plies (especially horses and armor), the Italians grew rich.

Venice in particular did well

for herself, and now with

the Fourth Crusade (1204)

she was to do even better.

A Crusade that went

Wrong. The Fourth Crusade
was begun by Pope Inno-

cent III
;

but instead of

trying to reach the Holy
Land the crusaders became
involved in a quarrel be-

tween two princes of the

royal Greek house who were struggling for the Byzantine

throne, and forgot all about Jerusalem. This was a dis-

graceful affair, full of cruelty and treachery, and in the end

it was one of the crusaders (Baldwin, count of Flanders) who

Crusaders using Italian Shipping

to the Holy Land

Knights Templars
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Venice, showing the Campanile (Bell Tower) and the Doge’s Palace

got the throne ! When the Pope heard of these proceedings he

exclaimed in anger, "These defenders of Christ, who should

have turned their swords only against the infidels, have
bathed themselves in Christian blood."

The End of a Great Adventure. Baldwin’s empire (called

the Latin Empire) lasted only until 1261, but the gains that

Venice made were more lasting. She now had most of the

trade of the East and many of the choicest trading posts in

Greece and the Aegean.

The Christians who were left in Syria lost one place after

another until 1291, when Acre, their last stronghold, fell.

Not a Total Loss. Thus the Crusades failed to get the re-

sults they had set out for. However, they did have some im-

portant secondary results. Thousands of Europeans had spent

months and even years in strange lands, and they came back
with many new ideas which were to help to create a new
Europe. To appreciate the changes that came, we need to

look first at Europe as it was when the Crusades started.
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3. Where the Crusaders Came From

A Medieval Manor. Until late in tne Middle Ages there

was very little city life in western Europe
;
almost all people

lived in the country. The ordinary unit of land was a manor,

or villa, which was the estate of a feudal lord. Manors varied

greatly in size, running all the way from a thousand acres to

ten times that number. Since most of you had some (and,

most likely, hundreds of) ancestors who lived and labored on
medieval manors, an account of their surroundings will enable

you to see that there have been great changes in the history of

your family as well as in the history of states.

Its People. Most of the people on the manor were serfs

who were bound to the soil
;
that is, they could not move

away from the manor. They were the foundation of the

whole feudal system, for without a plentiful supply of cheap

agricultural labor that system would have been impossible.

Besides the serfs, there generally lived on each manor a num-
ber of freemen, who, of course, were free to move away if

they wished to do so. They made certain payments to the

lord, either in money or in kind (for example, a goose or a

dozen eggs), or in both. There was also a priest, who acted

as chaplain, and the lord of the manor or his bailiff (over-

seer).

Buildings on the Manors. The manor house, of course, was
the most important building. Next in importance were the

priest’s house and the houses of the freemen. Then came the

humble thatched cottages of the serfs. Other buildings were

the chapel, stables and barns, brew house, mill, and some-

times a "smithy.”

Land Distribution. The arable land was divided into three

fields, which were used in rotation. One year wheat was
raised, the next year barley, and the third year the land

lay fallow, that is, it was used for pasture and given a chance

to regain its growing qualities. Thus each field went through

a cycle every three years.
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A Medieval Manor

Not all manors had castles. The lord’s land was sometimes in large blocks as

above, and sometimes in scattered strips, like the holdings of the serfs

The fields were divided into strips, each about an acre in

size, which were distributed among the manor folk .

1 The
priest and the freemen held more strips than the serfs, and

the lord of the manor had most of all. Besides the three

arable fields there were pastures for horses, sheep, and cat-

tle, and woods, where swine gathered acorns and serfs gath-

ered fuel.

4. Serf Life

Duties and Rights. The obligations of the serfs consisted

chiefly of making certain payments in money or in kind

and of working on the lord’s or the priest’s holdings. The
amount of time given to this work was generally two or

three days a week, though extra days were demanded during

seedtime and harvest. These obligations were fixed by cus-

1 This is called the "open field” system.
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tom, and any disputes about them were settled in the

manorial court, presided over by the lord or his bailiff.

The rights of the serfs consisted chiefly in getting a fair

share of the strips of land and of the pasturage and forage.

These rights too were fixed by custom, and disputes regarding

them were likewise settled in the manorial court. Needless to

say, the serfs were careful not to forget what their rights were.

The Bright Side of Serfdom. To us who live in a world that

is always ''on the move/’ the serfs seem to have been little

better off than slaves because they were bound to the soil.

But note, first, that freedom to move about would not have
been much of a boon during most of the Middle Ages

;
there

was no place to go to. Conditions were much the same on
one manor as on another, and towns were few.

Note, in the second place, that while a serf could not

leave the manor of his own free will, neither, as a rule, could

the lord expel him from the manor. All through the feudal

system, from top to bottom, ran the idea of a contract

between parties imposing obligations on both —"You must
do this for me, and I must do that for you.” Hence the

serf had rights as well as duties. Many a twentieth-century

workman, free to move about from factory to factory but

also free to be "fired,” might well envy the security his

medieval serf-ancestor possessed. The latter was almost al-

ways sure of a livelihood, even if it was often a poor one.

The Serfs’ Dwellings. The life of these serf-ancestors of

many of us was very crude. They lived in tiny one-room

huts, whose dirt floors were sometimes covered with rushes,

but more often were not. What little light or ventilation there

was came in through the door, and what heat there was came
from the sun or from their own bodies. They rarely, if ever,

bathed or even washed, but in this respect they were not very

different from the bailiff, priest, or lord, nor from many of

their descendants long after. (How often would you bathe

in an unheated house, especially if you had to draw the water

from a distant well and carry it in, a little at a time ?)
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Their Clothing. It would have been easy for the serfs to

get ready for a bath because they wore very little— often

only a single garment reach-

ing to the knees, a pair of

long stockings, and shoes.

Undergarments like those

common today did not come
into general use until much
later. The garments were

of wool (cotton cloth was
almost unknown then) and
usually were filthy. That
was inevitable because the

serfs rarely had a change

of clothes, and one outfit

had to do duty morning,

noon, and night, as work-

ing clothes, Sunday clothes,

and night clothes

!

Their Food. Their food

was as simple as their cloth-

ing and shelter. Sugar was
unknown, but they did some-

times have honey. The po-

tato, which now forms a

large part of the diet of

peasants everywhere, did not

come in, of course, until the discovery of America; and
many other of our common vegetables were unknown.
Meat they had, especially in the winter, when most of

the cattle were killed because there was no winter fodder for

them. The meat was generally smoked or salted, to preserve

it. But even when it spoiled, it was rarely so "far gone"

as to be thrown away. Our forbears had strong stomachs.

After the Crusades they rejoiced in spices (brought into use

through the trade with the Orient) partly because spices

Brewing and Bowling

Manuscript in British Museum
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killed the taste and smell of bad meat. They had no tea

or coffee, wine was scarce, and water has never been a

common drink in Europe
; so

their chief beverage was beer.

The mainstay of their diet

was what it always has been

and still is for poor people,

namely, bread. Theirs was
a heavy brown bread, soggy

and sour.

A Dull, Gray Life. To speak

of these ancestors as having

culture is to misuse a word.

Whether they were serfs or

freemen, they were terribly

ignorant and superstitious.

Life was hard and dull and
gray most of the time, for

men and women alike. For

long ages about the only spot

of brightness and beauty in

their lives and about the only

humanizing influence was the

Church.

Their Labors made them A Harvest Scene in the Late

Religious. Note that their ag- Middle Ages

ricultural labors tended to Manuscript in British Museum

make them religious. Agri-

culture called for faith, as it does even today with our modern
fertilizers and implements. After they had plowed and sown,

there was little that they could do but wait and hope (or pray)

that sunshine and rain would come at the right time and in the

right amount. As they grew in intelligence they learned that

the seed which they put into the ground first decayed and
then brought forth new life, and thus each year they were re-

minded of the Church’s teaching of death and resurrection.
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It’s All Comparative. Needless to say, we should not like

to live as these medieval ancestors did. But before we feel

obliged to pity them, we
might remember that con-

tentment and happiness de-

pend to a considerable degree

on what we are accustomed
to. Their lot seems hard to

us because we compare it

with our lot today; but if

we knew only such a life as

they knew, we should feel

quite differently about it.

Moreover, contentment is

apt to depend not so much
on what we have as on
whether we have more or

less than somebody else, and
one serf was about as well

off as another. Nor were

they very much worse off

than the freemen or even

than some of the nobles.

The latter hadlarger houses,

but none that we should not

consider very uncomfortable

dwelling places; and they

had more to eat and drink,

but nothing like the variety

which most of us have today. When it came to medical at-

tention, all were about equally well off because nobody knew
much about medicine, and the frequent plagues took terrible

toll from castle as well as from hovel.

As for diversions, the serfs were not much worse off than

farmer folk were long after, even in our part of the world.

They played simple games and sang and danced and listened

Back from the Hunt

Below, is this an early form of baseball ?

Note the catcher, batter, first base,

pitcher, and umpire! (From manu-
script in British Museum)
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to stories. They had to depend upon themselves for amuse-

ment more than we have to, and their diversions probably

brought them as much refreshment as our commercialized

ones bring to us.

Serfdom Better than Slavery. No matter how dull and
dreary life on the medieval manor may seem to you, note that

it was an advance over slave life on the old Roman estates.

Serfs, after all, were not slaves
;
they had rights as well as

duties, and they often had a share (even if a small one) in the

management of affairs on the manor. Finally, though their

feudal lord might often be lacking in justice and mercy, their

religion taught them that their Heavenly Lord was not and
that before His throne prince and peasant would stand on a

common footing.

Feudal society, as we know, was not to be the final word in

social organization, but it had one desirable quality which is
^

commented upon enviously by almost everyone who writes

about conditions today, namely, its economic and social

stability. In other words, the average man in feudal days,

especially the common workman, generally knew where he

stood in relation to the fundamental needs of food, clothing,

and shelter and in relation to his fellow men. No doubt, to

most of us, his position in these respects was a rather low

one
;
but such as it was it stayed fixed, instead of swinging

periodically between full-time work and plenty, on the one

hand, and unemployment and want, on the other, as often

happens nowadays.

5. Castle Life

A Medieval Stronghold. In the age of feudal disorder forti-

fied places became a necessity. These developed into the

elaborate and picturesque castles which, to most of us today,

are the symbol of romance. Since they were for protection,

they were often built on the tops of hills or in other places

easily defended.
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The core of the castle was the donjon
,

1 or keep, where the

lord and his family lived. It was the strongest part, and often

the first part built. Near
by were various store-

houses and quarters for

attendants and servants.

Around this cluster of

buildings was a wall

which, in turn, was often

encircled by a moat.

Wealth brings Refine-

ment. Castle life was
for long about as crude

as life in the serf’s cot-

tage, but as time went

on some degree of re-

finement was acquired.

Through payments from

tenants somewealth was
accumulated, which af-

forded the womenfolk
leisure and means with

which to make fine gar-

ments for themselves

and their lords, as well

as embroideries and other " interior decorations” for the great

hall, where the daily life centered. Gradually a little gracious-

ness and a few of the niceties of life came into the castle and
made it a place where men and women might live less like

animals and more like gentlefolk.

Manners. Medieval manners are a matter of a good deal of

importance to us, since they remind us of a debt we owe to

the castle folk of the Middle Ages, especially to the women.
It is difficult to see how many of the little acts which make up
what we call manners could have been developed by the serfs.

1 dun'jun.
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The Castle Hall where Medieval Manners were Evolved

Table manners in the late Middle Ages were not as fastidious as ours, but at least

they were moving away from the crudities of earlier days (see page 433). Note the
numerous attendants

To take one crude example : How could the serfs have learned

to use a handkerchief when they never owned one ? A certain

amount of wealth over and above the bare necessities of life

was needed before conditions could be favorable to the de-

velopment of good manners, and this condition, throughout

much of the Middle Ages, existed only in the castles .
1

Castle Education. Manners, of course, are not all of life, but

they go a long way toward making people agreeable to those

about them and so toward making life run smoothly and

pleasantly. They formed an important part of the education

of the castle youth, just as they do of the youth of today.

Until he was about eight years old the son of the castle lived

at home, where his mother taught him to behave politely

and to say his prayers. Then he generally went to serve as

1 It is reported that in those places where the Soviet regime has brought

prosperity to rural Russia the peasants are beginning to use, or at least carry,

handkerchiefs— on Sundays.
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page in the castle of some noble relative or friend. Here

the lord and the lady of the castle shared in supervising his

education. From the lady he learned more about manners

and religion, as well as the rudiments of reading, writing,

and music; and he began to learn chess and other games.

The lord or his attendants taught him horsemanship and

the use of arms, and the humbler retainers taught him how
to swim and box and wrestle.

Squire and Knight. When he was about your age he became

a squire and acted as the personal servant and bodyguard of

some knight, looking after his wardrobe, making his bed,

grooming his horse, and keeping his armor bright and in

good repair. Now he too began to ride and fight in armor

and to hunt. By the age of twenty his education was as a

rule completed, and he was ready for knighthood.

Something New in Education. This education for knight-

hood is of interest for several reasons. (1) It was the first

education developed by western Europe that was not in the

hands of the Church. (2) It was the first education in that

region that aimed primarily to prepare for life here on earth

rather than, like the Church’s education, for the life here-

after. (3) There was little that was bookish in it. The young
nobles learned "on the job"

;
they "learned by doing," and

the things they had to do had small relation to books. 1 But
what they learned was very much needed then (and still is)

— to be loyal and to work for other people and with them.

An Important Beginning. The manners which formed such

an important part of a young nobleman’s education were for

long a good deal of a "class" affair. Nobles felt bound to be

courteous to one another, but not to common people. How-
ever, the important thing is that they ever came to be courte-

1 Many of the nobles as well as almost all the common people in the period we
are considering (the twelfth century and after) never learned even how to write

their names. We are reminded of this when we speak of "signing” a letter or

document. What we really do is " subscribe,” that is, write under ; but most people

in the Middle Ages couldn’t write under— they could only make a sign of some kind,

.and from this practice it became the custom to speak of "signing.”
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ous to anybody. The time was to come when the common
people would acquire some wealth and leisure, and then they

would learn courtesy, or manners, from the nobility. That
time was soon to come for many as a result of the movement
we have just been studying, the Crusades.

Now that we have seen what sort of world the crusaders

came from, we shall consider the sort of world that began
to develop after their return.

Readings

Adams, G. B., Civilization during the Middle Ages, chap. xi. Archer and
Kingsford, The Crusades. Robinson, J. H., History of Western Europe
(new brief ed.), chap, xv; Readings, I, chap. xv. Webster, W. C.,

History of Commerce, chaps, vi-vii. Wells, Outline of History, chap, xxxii.

Van Loon, Story of Mankind, chap, xxxiv. Fiction. Bolton, I. M., The
Young Knight. Davis, W. S., God Wills It. Scott, W., The Talisman .

Stratton, C., Paul of France. Yonge, C. M., The Prince and the Page .

Some Key Words

Crusade open-field system

1096 A.D. Seljuk Turk
Saladin Knight Templar

Innocent III Frederick Barbarossa

Richard the Lion-Hearted

Philip Augustus Urban II

Latin Empire Acre, 1291

payment in kind donjon

Baldwin

Knight of St. John (Hospitaler)

Questions

Section 1. What reasons can you give for saying that, if there

had been no Pope, there would probably have been no Crusades ?

Section 2. Who were the leaders of the Third Crusade ? What
happened to the Fourth Crusade? When did the movement end?

Section 3. Why is a medieval manor of interest to us? How was
the land distributed?

Section 4. What were the rights of the serfs?

Section 5. Describe a medieval castle. What part did castle life

play in the development of "manners”? In what respects has your

education resembled that of a medieval youth of noble birth ? Why
was the training for knighthood important in the history of education ?



CHAPTER XXXII • Relating what happened to

Western Europe as a Result of Contact with the

Moslems in Spain and with the Near East

1. A General Shake-Up

The Educative Value of Travel. During the Crusades thou-

sands upon thousands of Europeans spent many months in

travel in foreign lands and came back with all sorts of new
ideas. They had seen new styles of houses and dress and had
tasted new kinds of food and drink. In some of the old cities,

especially in Constantinople, they had seen such wealth and
magnificence as they had never dreamed of. They had heard

strange languages, and some had learned how to read and
speak these languages. Those with some education had found,

to their surprise, that the despised Moslems knew much more
than they did

!

All Europe Affected. So, in a score of ways, the minds of the

Westerners were broadened. The Crusades gave them an
education such as they could not have got at home. They
were waked up mentally, and the alert ones came back with

new plans and interests and with a lively dissatisfaction with

much in the old life at home .

1 They told their friends and
neighbors of the wonders they had seen, and so they widened

the range of things people had to talk about and also the

range of people who wished to make changes. Thus in time

all people and all institutions in Europe were profoundly

affected — the rich and the poor, the educated and the un-

1 The sort of thing that happened to the crusaders happened to many an
American youth from our farms and villages who fought in the World War (1914-

1918). Most of them crossed the ocean and saw a great European city, like London
or Paris, for the first time. The effect of all this in shaking them out of their old

narrow life was reflected in a popular war-time song which you yourself may have
sung : "How ya gonna keep ’em down on the farm, after they’ve seen Paree?”

398
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educated, the home, the Church, the school, the vocations,

and the State. Before we go into detail we need to consider

a question which very

likely has occurred to

you, What would west-

ern Europe have been

like today if there had

been no Crusades ?

2. Moorish Spain

Suppose there had been

no Crusades. As recently

as when your parents were

students in high school

most historians held that

Europe would now have

been a very different

place if there had been

no Crusades, but nowa-
days many of them think The Court of Lions in the Alhambra

that it WOUld have been a fortified palace at Granada

very much as it is today.

Those who hold the latter view say that practically every-

thing that came from the Crusades had already begun to

come, partly through normal, peaceful trade with the East

and, more especially, through contact with the Moslems in

Sicily and Spain, so that the Crusades merely speeded up a

process that had already begun. A glimpse at Moorish

Spain may help you to judge the soundness of this point

of view.

A Western Caliphate. Moslem Spain reached its greatest

development during the ninth and tenth centuries. (What
was the condition in the rest of western Europe about that

time? See page 370.) By that time Spain had broken away
from the caliphate of Bagdad and, together with North Africa,
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formed the independent caliphate of Cordova. 1 However, it

continued to have business and cultural relations with the

Moslems of the East, just as the United States continued

to have such relations with England after she had become

independent.

Economic Life. Town life developed early and flourished

vigorously. Cordova and Seville were active centers of in-

dustry and commerce, where woolens and silks were woven

(Cordova alone had thirteen thousand weavers) and where

writing paper, 2 leather goods, and glassware were made.

Toledo became famous throughout Europe for its swords and

armor.

In the country there were large estates where fine horses

and cattle were bred and where advanced methods of agri-

culture were followed. New products from the East, such as

rice and sugar cane, were introduced. These, as well as Span-

ish wine and figs, were exported to Egypt and Asia. Return

cargoes were made up of Eastern cloths, spices, and slaves,

and (most important of all, though they did not take up
much space on shipboard) the writings of the scholars and
copyists of Bagdad.

Moorish Learning. The last-named articles gained their

importance because they included the writings of the ancient

Greeks. Most of these were unknown to Western Christians

;

the Moors, however, were not only familiar with them, but

they wrote learned commentaries on them. Averroes 3 (died

1198), who was perhaps their leading scholar, was the greatest

authority on Aristotle since the days of the Roman Empire. 4

1 kor'do va.
2 The art of making paper was lost to the West when the Christians in Spain

conquered the Moors there, so that it had to be brought in again from the East.
3 a v8r'5 ez.

4 Aristotle’s works reached Europe by a very roundabout route. They were
translated from the Greek into Syriac, then into Arabic, then into Castilian, and
finally into medieval Latin! In the course of this long voyage so many errors

crept into the texts that Aristotle would have had a hard time to recognize some
parts of his works. But with all their errors the medieval scholars found them
marvels of wisdom.
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The Moors had universities at Cordova, Granada, Toledo,

and Seville long before such institutions were thought of far-

ther north. In the tenth century some bold Christian seekers

after truth made their way to the Moslem classrooms, and
many followed them in the eleventh and twelfth centuries.

Another Part of your Living Past. While many of the best

things that western Europe could learn from the Moors were

the teachings of the ancient Greeks, these were not the only

ones. The Moslems, especially those in Asia, made some
original contributions, notably in medicine 1 and mathe-

matics. Some of their mathematics (including the numbers
1 to 9) they got from the Hindus in India, but they added to

what they borrowed. We have space to mention only one

addition — a trivial one at first glance, and yet one of tre-

mendous importance. They invented the zero. This simple

sign, together with the Hindu signs, gave us our so-called

Arabic numerals. With them it became infinitely more easy

to reckon than it was with the old Roman system of letters

(I, V, X, L, and so on. What numbers do these letters stand

for?) For example, even a child can work out the following

problem : 12 x 1,234,567,890. If you try to do this problem

with Roman numerals, you will realize how thankful you

ought to be to the Asiatic Moslems.

Moorish Literature and Art. The Moors, like the Moslems

in the East, had poets and story-writers, some of whom wrote

about love and the lighter and gayer side of life. Their writ-

ings made their way into Christian Europe, where there was

very little of this sort of literature and where they exerted a

great influence on the troubadours in Provence (southern

France) and, through them, on the minnesingers (love-

singers) of Germany. At this time, too, the Moors were also

far ahead of the Christian north in architecture.

1 Their greatest medical scholar was Avicenna (died 1037), whose textbook,

based on Hippocrates and Galen, was widely used in Europe until the seventeenth

century. He was also a great authority on Aristotle, and an active participant in

Moslem politics.
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Hall in the Alhambra

Compare this Moslem hall with the one shown on page 395. It has been said of

the Moslems that they built like giants and finished like jewelers

"One with Nineveh and Tyre.” 1 The Moors were quite

secure in the Iberian Peninsula until the eleventh century,

when the little Christian kingdoms of Aragon, Castile, Leon,

and (later) Portugal began to advance southward. The next

two hundred years saw many wars. By the middle of the

thirteenth century the Moors had little left but Granada, and
this they lost in 1492. After that they fade out of the picture.

However, we need to remember that they had once had a

flourishing state which lasted longer than the United States has

thus far, and that they, together with their fellow Moslems in

Sicily, helped to bring about the new Europe which developed

in the latter part of the millennium we are considering.

1 From Kipling’s ’’Recessional” :

Lo, all our pomp of yesterday
Is one with Nineveh and Tyre!
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These Medieval Coins Herald the Return of a Long'Disused

hut Useful Invention

3. The New City Life

Demand for New Things. The Crusades made many Eu-
ropeans dissatisfied with their crude ways of living. Once
they had tasted sugar and spices or had owned a piece of

cotton, muslin, or damask, they wanted more. Merchants
were prompt to respond to the demand, and these things be-

gan to come into general use. Other things too came in —
new fruits, such as apricots and lemons, and new colors, such

as lilac and purple.

Presently some enterprising individuals began to make
some of the Eastern products instead of importing them.

Thus new industries developed, and these, together with

trade, furthered the growth of towns.

The Advantages of Money. Trade and industry could not

have developed far with the old medieval system of barter.

They need some easy way of making exchanges between
buyer and seller and of measuring the value of goods (that

is, of giving them a price). Money does both of these things.

It is (1) a "medium 1 of exchange" and (2) a measure of

value. Coins had almost disappeared from the Western
world during the decline of the Roman Empire, but now

1 Look up the meaning of this term. Money, of course, has little value in itself,

as you would realize if you were stranded on a desert island with nothing but a ton

of gold dollars. After twenty-four hours you would gladly swap all of them for a

loaf of bread.
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they came back rapidly. At first they varied greatly in

form, size, material, and value, because many princes and
towns manufactured

their own. But later

in the Middle Ages,

as the power of the

kings increased, coins

came to be uniform

over large areas.

Italian Cities. City

life had never disap-

peared so thoroughly

from Italy as it had
elsewhere in western

Europe, and so the

lead which many of

the Italian towns had

they kept through-
Could a City the Size of London Today have been out the Middle Ages.

Provided with Food in the Middle Ages ? This was especially

true of the north of

Italy, where Venice, Genoa, Pisa, Milan, Florence, and many
other cities almost as important flourished mightily.

We have already noted that these places owed much to

the Crusades. Their merchants became the middlemen be-

tween northern and western Europe and the Near East.

They carried spices, drugs, and perfumes, silks and cottons,

and fine metal work from the East to Germany, France, the

Netherlands, and England by way of the Alpine passes or

the Rhone valley or by galley through the Strait of Gibraltar,

and they brought back chiefly woolen cloth and fish and other

foodstuffs.

Northern Cities. North of the Alps many of the leading

cities were those which are still the leading cities there today
— Vienna in Austria, Nuremberg and Cologne in Germany,
Lyon and Paris in France, and London and Bristol in Eng-
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land. Some of these urban centers dated from Roman days

;

all of them were small compared with their size today.

The Hanseatic League.

Farther north, in the Bal-

tic region, there were some
flourishing cities, for exam-

ple Liibeck, Hamburg, and
Bremen. About the middle

of the thirteenth century

these cities formed a league

(known as the Hanseatic

League or Hanse) to pro-

moLe^trade and provide

protection against pirates

and robbers. This league

lasted for about four hun-

dred years, and at its

height it included about

ninety citigs. Some places

far from the Baltic, like Frankfurt, were members, and it had
wharves and warehouses (called the Steelyard) in London.

City Government. Not all cities were governed in the same
way. In the beginning the feudal lord of the region, whether

king, noble, bishop, or abbot, generally had complete con-

trol; but from an early date the townsfolk tried to free

themselves from him. Where this was accomplished the

power fell generally into the hands of a group of nobles or

merchants, though later it was often shared by the craftsmen.

Thus the free citizen began to reappear in Europe.

Picturesque Places. Many of the towns were and still are

very picturesque places,— much more so than most modern
towns. Often they were surrounded by walls, with watch-

towers and turrets. Near the center of the town was a mar-

ket place, adjoining which were generally the main church

building, the town hall, and the halls of the merchant and
craft guilds. Except for this market place, there were few

fMHWi
afi

© Commercial Museum, Philadelphia

Norman
“ Cog ”

This was used in the Baltic and North Sea
trade in Hanseatic times. It was about

85 feet long and of about 120 tons
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open spaces within the walls. Houses were crowded to-

gether and often rose to a considerable height. In many
cases the ground floor was used for shops, and the topmost

stories for warehouses. Most of the streets were narrow and
crooked.

Some Things that we should Miss. But though these towns

were picturesque, we should find them lacking in many
things which we now regard as absolute necessities. There

was no running water in any of the houses
;
sometimes the

sole water supply consisted of the fountain in the town
square. Most of the streets were unpaved. At night they

were unlighted and were guarded only by an occasional

elderly watchman, who made his rounds carrying a lantern

and singing out the hour. In this way we could go on through

countless details in which life in a medieval town differed

from town life today.

Some Familiar Things. However, what was said about our

medieval ancestors on the manors applies to our medieval

ancestors in towns; there is no need to spend much time

pitying their lot, for they did not think they needed pity any
more than we think we do. After all, life is made up of a few

fundamental things, which existed then much as they do now.

In early infancy children need

Sunshine and love and food and play,

And clouds that pass, and flowers that stay

;

And sweet birds singing in the wood,

while their mothers pray that they’ll be good
;
and this holds

no more true today than it did in the Middle Ages. As
children grow up they make friends, and friendship belongs

to all the ages. As they grow older they fall in love, and
falling in love is not a matter of time or place

; it happens

no more easily or ardently at a football game or in an office

building than it did at a town carnival or in a medieval shop.

Dante (p. 434) fell in love with Beatrice as she was going
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to church; the same thing happens today. Then come
marriage and children, and the cycle is complete ; and that

cycle is no modem invention .
1

4. Merchant and Craft Guilds

The Merchants First in Control. Since in many towns the

merchants were the first group to acquire wealth, they became
the leaders in civic affairs. For protection against feudal

lords and highway robbers they formed an association called

the merchant guild, which combined to a considerable degree

the functions of a modern city government and a chamber of

commerce. It aimed to regulate matters cfftrade (sometimes

even to the extent of fixing prices or preventing anyone from

getting complete control of some branch of business) and to

protect its members from_outside competition .
2

Merchants share Control with Craftsmen. As the towns

grew, the demand for all sorts of things increased, and many
of these began to be made by townsmen. Presently the

workers began to specialize
; some made nothing but clothes,

others made shoes, still others made saddles, and so on through

a long list of commodities. When the number in a group

became large enough, it formed its own craft guild. Since

business could be influenced for good or evil by the city

government, the craft guilds demanded a share in the govern-

ment, and they generally got it.

Guilds and Modem Trade-Unions. Besides being an or-

ganization of skilled workmen banded together to further

1 An eighth-grade class, asked to list the most beautiful things in the world,

named the following : sunset, apple trees in blossom, autumn leaves, new snow on
trees, summer clouds, deer in the forest, the song of birds, the stars on a clear

night. How far do you agree ? How many of these did the Middle Ages have?
2 During the Middle Ages the town was the unit which regulated matters of

trade, and its citizens guarded its trade advantages jealously. Thus it happened,
for example, that London treated the merchants of the English town of Bristol

just as they did the merchants, say, of the Flemish town of Ghent ; both were
"foreigners.”
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Medieval Merchants

From a manuscript in the Bibliotheque Royale, Brussels. How much can you
make this picture tell you about medieval town life? (See page 11)

their business interests, a craft guild looked after its members
when they were in trouble, and from time to time it met for

banquets and other festivities. In these respects it reminds

us of our modern trade-unions which came with the develop-

ment of the factory system in the nineteenth century.
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But the differences between the two are as great as the

resemblances. A medieval master (as a member of a craft

guild was called) generally

owned (1) his shop and (2)

the tools in it and (3) the

materials he used. More-
over, (4) he generally sold

the finished product him-

self, The modern trade-

union worker (1) does not

own the factory he works

in or (2) the machinery- he

uses or (3) the raw mate-

rial he uses, (4) neither

does he sell the finished

product himself.*''

A System of Vocational

Education. A master crafts-

man generally had several

lads and young men work-

ing for him, who were called

apprentices and who learned

as they worked. This sys-

tem of vocational education

was common until well into

the nineteenth century. Trade schools are very modern.

An apprentice lived with his master and worked for him,

generally about seven years. Sometimes he paid for the

privilege, but as a rule he was taught the craft and was given

board and lodging in return for his labor.

A Social Education Too. "Learning the craft" meant more
than just learning how to make some article. It meant also

learning the manners and customs and ideals of the craftsmen.

So it was not as narrow a vocational education as it might
seem at first glance. It trained a young man to play his part

in the general social life of the guild and the community.

A Craft'Guild Examination

For what crafts are these candidates
being examined? Draw a companion
picture depicting an examination for the
same crafts in a modern trade school
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The Wanderjahr. After he had served his time the young
man generally spent a year as a journeyman, 1 going from one

town to another, working wherever he could find an opening

and a chance to learn new ways of doing things. This Wan-
derjahr 2 (wander-year), as the Germans called it, was very

valuable in widening the range of the young apprentice’s ex-

perience ; it was a sort of graduate course, and, to judge from

some of the journeymen’s songs, it was one of the happiest

periods in their lives.

After this year out in the world the young journeyman
was examined by the guild, and if he showed himself to be a

skilled worker he was admitted as a master.

Joy in Creative Work. Manufacture in those days was just

what the word means, namely, making by hand (look up the

derivation of the word). Most of what we call manufacture

today is really machinoiacture. This points to what is per-

haps the main difference between the life of the medieval

master workman and the modern factory worker.

The former made things by hand, and generally he made
the whole thing — a whole saddle or plow or pair of shoes.

Thus he had variety in his work ; he was not tied to a machine

all day, doing the same thing over and over again, such as

punching eyelets in shoe tops or putting '’bolt No. 16” on
some part of an automobile, as many of our workers do today.

And since the whole job was his own, he developed a pride in

his work, much as an artist feels pride in his painting. So
when you feel inclined to pity the medieval craftsmen for

having lived before the age of machines, remember that they

had something which the modern machine worker wishes he

might have, namely, the joy that comes from creative work.

If you can tell how to give that to the modern worker or

even suggest a good substitute, you will be conferring a great

blessing on him.

1 He was called journeyman because he worked by the day (from the French

word journee, meaning "day”).
2 van'der yar.
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5. New Things from City Life

A New Social Class. The revival of town life was largely

responsible for many great changes in European life. It

created a new social class, which is of special interest to us

because it is the dominant class today and the one to which

we belong. During the early Middle Ages there had been for

the most part only a small upper class, made up of nobles and

higher clergy, and a vast lower class, made up mostly of

agricultural laborers. Now with the growth of towns came
the bourgeoisie 1 (people Ofthe burg, or town), or middle class.

At first it did not differ much from the peasantry from which

it sprang, but in time it pushed nobles and clergy aside and
took matters into its own hands, where they still are.

Being based on trade and industry, it sided with the kings

in their efforts to create strong, centralized states wherein

highways and rivers would be cleared of robbers and of other

obstacles to business development.

New Interest in Learning. By bringing together many dif-

ferent types of people, — kings and nobles, bishops and other

clergy, merchant princes and widely traveled traders, and
skilled artisans of all kinds, — the towns created a life which

was much more likely to stimulate thinking than was the dull,

monotonous life on a medieval manor. This led to the crea-

tion of burg-schools (for the children of the new burgher, or

citizen, class) and universities. As the burghers learned to

read, many longed for something more amusing than the

heavy Latin tomes on religion and philosophy (just as people

do today) ; so a lighter literature in the vernacular (that is,

the common speech) developed. The first humorous book
that our European ancestors read in their own language was
probably Reynard the Fox

, a shrewd and amusing animal

story. (Have you read it?) It and The Golden Legend and
The Romance of the Rose were the most widely read books in

Europe in the thirteenth century and for several centuries after.

1 boor zhwa ze'.
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Pisa Cathedral with its Leaning Bell Tower

New Interest in Architecture. Besides stimulating learning,

town life stimulated architecture. Guilds erected imposing

town halls, and merchants as well as nobles and bishops

housed themselves in comfortable and sometimes even luxuri-

ous dwellings. These, together with the churches, gave to the

medieval towns the picturesque beauty and charm which

still delight the traveler.

Romanesque and Gothic. The outstanding works in medieval

architecture were the great cathedrals and other churches.

In the eleventh century the leading type was the Romanesque,
with its rounded arch and heavy piers and walls. But the

glory of medieval architecture was the Gothic, even though

haughty Italian "highbrows” regarded it as barbarous. That
was why they called it Gothic — to link it with the bar-

barians who had overrun Italy in the fifth century. However,

in time even they came to admire it and to copy it.

Flying Buttress. Gothic architecture began in France and
so might better be called French architecture. Its chief

development was in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.
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The Cathedral of Notre Dame (Our Lady) in Paris

Note the many windows and the general air of lightness as compared with the

Romanesque Pisa Cathedral. In recent years American architects, notably

R. A. Cram and B. G. Goodhue, have developed Gothic, especially in collegiate

architecture

Up to that time it had been necessary to make the walls

very heavy and solid, and consequently there could be few

openings for windows, and those there were had to be small.

Now builders learned (largely by trial and error )
1 how to

bring the great weight of the roof to center at a few points,

which they strengthened by means of a device called a flying

buttress. The walls could be made less heavy, and large

openings could be cut in them for windows. This gave an
opportunity to the medieval glazier, which he was prompt
to seize. See above.

Pointed Arch. Another feature of the Gothic was the

pointed arch for doors and other openings. This type of arch

permitted a more varied treatment of openings than the

rounded arch did. Still another feature was the wealth of

1 More than one great structure collapsed before they had solved all their

problems.
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A Medieval Gargoyle on Notre A Modern Grotesque on McCosh

Dame in Paris Hall, Princeton University

stone carvings, especially surrounding the main portal.

These were generally of a religious nature and depicted char-

acters or scenes from the Bible, though on the grotesques and

the gargoyles (or waterspouts) the stone-carver let his fancy

and his sense of humor have full sway.

Our Share in the Cathedrals. Most of the great Gothic

cathedrals were long in building; some, indeed, are still

A Medieval Sky Line

Erfurt at the time of Luther ; painted about 1525. From Erfurt in 12 Jahrhunder-
ten, Gebriider Richters, Erfurt. A comparison with the sky line on page 840 ought

to tell you much about the dominant interest then and now
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unfinished. No doubt, most of us who are of westem-European
stock have at least one among our many medieval ancestors

who worked on one of these structures. We certainly had
plenty of ancestors who helped to pay for them. Needless to

say, they were objects of great civic pride; they were the

first thing that visitors were taken to see, and until late in

the Middle Ages they were generally the most worth-while

thing to see. After that time palaces, town halls, and other

secular buildings began to compete with them for interest.

The last sentence gives the keynote to the later Middle
Ages. The growth of town life tended to make people more
secularly minded (that is, worldly-minded), and thus it could

not help but weaken the hold which the Church had over

them. .We shall see other evidences of this tendency later.
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Tappan, When Knights were Bold, chaps, i, iii, iv, vi, xiv. Van Loon,

Story of Mankind, chaps, xxxv-xxxvi. Fiction. Bolton, I. M., The

King's Minstrel. Lamprey, L., In the Days of the Guild ; Masters of the
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Things to Do

1. Using the key words, make up suitable questions for this

chapter.

2. Continue your time chart.

3. Find some examples of Romanesque and of Gothic architecture

in your town.



CHAPTER XXXIII • Picturing the Medieval Church

at its Height and noting Some Shadows that were

in the Picture

1. A Great Civilizing Agency

Pope and Princes. It was in the Age of the Crusades that the

Church reached its greatest height, especially during the years

when Innocent III was
Pope (1198-1216). Here
we can list only a few

of the signs of its power.

1.

It was Innocent

who had launched the

Fourth Crusade (1204),

which resulted in the

capture of Constanti-

nople and the estab-

lishment of the Latin

Empire in the East and
which thus brought a
large part of the East-

ern, or Greek, Church
into allegiance to the

Roman Church.

2.

Not only was In-

nocent victorious in a
quarrel with King John

of England over the appointment of the Archbishop of Can-

terbury, but John acknowledged himself a vassal of the Pope.

3.

Innocent forced Philip II (Augustus) of France to take

back his wife, whom he had unjustly divorced.

416

Innocent III Giving an Audience to Saint

Francis and Some of His Followers

By Giotto
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Monastery of Val di Cristo in Spain

4. Innocent was guardian of the young orphan prince who
later became Emperor Frederick II. And so on; there was
scarcely a court in Europe, from Norway to Sicily and from

the British Isles to the Aegean Sea, where the Pope’s influence

was not felt.

The Lateran Council. The high spot in Innocent’s career

was the great Church council which was held in the Lateran
Palace 1 in 1215, the year before he died. No Western prince

could have gathered such a brilliant assemblage as this, which
came from the four quarters of Europe.

Useful Institutions. It must be clear that the Church could

not have held the place it did in European life if it had not

done something to merit it ; so let us look, briefly, at what
the Church had done. We have already seen that the monas-
teries had kept learning alive, had looked after the poor, and
had served as inns for travelers, and that the monks, working

1 This palace is gone, but there is still a church by that name in Rome.
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as farmers, bakers, brewers, and builders, had made manual

labor again respectable.

The Church and Justice. For a long period there was so

little law and order in many parts of Europe that if it had

not been for the Church there would have been little justice

between man and man. As time went on, certain classes of

cases came to be regarded as belonging especially to the

Church courts. Such were cases involving members of the

clergy or marriage, divorce, wills, and the inheritance of

property. The Church, too, furnished counselors of all sorts

to kings and emperors.

The Truce of God. The Church used its influence to

lessen the incessant fighting of the feudal barons by urging

them to accept the so-called Truce of God, that is, to agree

to stop fighting from Wednesday night to Monday morning

and on holy days. It made the conferring of knighthood a

religious ceremony which bound the candidate to fight for

the right and to protect the weak. In these and other ways
it sought to enlist the fighting spirit of the age on the side of

righteousness.

2. The Church and the People

Touching the High Spots. The Church entered intimately

into the lives of the people, from the cradle to the grave.

(1) All, whether prince or lowly peasant, were admitted to

the Church through baptism. When they grew up (2) they

were " confirmed” by the bishop and (3) took part in the

most solemn ceremony of the Church, called the Mass. 1

From time to time (4) they confessed their sins to the priest,

who prescribed penance for their wrongdoings. (5) When the

time came to be married, it was the Church that married

them. (6) The priest attended them in their dying moments
and, finally, laid them to rest in the churchyard. 2

1 The Eucharist, or Lord’s Supper, was part of the Mass.
2 These six ceremonies, together with holy orders (that is, the ordaining of

priests), made up the seven sacraments through which the Church ministered to

man’s spiritual needs.
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Holy Days are Holidays. The Church lessened the burden
of toil for the workers through its numerous holy days,

which were also holidays. The Church service counted for

more in people’s lives then than it does now because there

was practically nothing else to do on holy days but to go to

church. It was the one bright, colorful spot in people’s lives.

The Cathedrals. In the cathedrals and other great churches
all that was finest in the work of artist and artisan was to

be found — carvings in wood and stone ; stained-glass win-
dows, through which the sunlight streamed in many colors

;

gold and silver sacred vessels and candlesticks
;

richly em-
broidered altar cloths. Everything beautiful that man could

make was there, dedicated to the glory of God.
The Church Services. The services were as impressive and

colorful as the buildings. Priests in rich robes chanted sol-

emn music as they marched up the aisle or stood before the

flickering candles on the altar, and choristers sang anthems
accompanied by the great organ. Sometimes the Church
presented religious plays, which thrilled the beholders with

the happy rewards that were given to the righteous and ter-

rified them with the torments of evildoers in hell.

It is difficult for us, who are used to the phonograph and
the radio in our homes, to patriotic parades, to the ’’movies,”

and to all the other varied thrills of modern life, to realize

what the Church meant to the people of the Middle Ages.

Much of what these things mean to us the Church meant
to them, as well as being a place of worship.

The Church’s Views on Business. Besides entering into

religious and social life, the Church entered into business life.

Here it stood for the principle that a man was entitled to a

reasonable profit or wage, but that he had no right to take

advantage of the needs of his customers to make them give

him more. The Church also opposed usury 1 (that is, lending

1 On this account money-lending fell into the hands of the Jews, who, of course,

were not in the Church. Jews could not hold land or engage in trade; so money-
lending was about the only business open to them.
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money at interest) on the ground that the usurer did no work
and so deserved no pay.

A Splendid Ideal. It is obvious that the Church in the

Middle Ages was not so much a purely Sunday affair as it is

today. It entered much more into the week-day and worka-
day life. At its best it stood for a way of living which men
were to follow from Monday to Saturday, as well as on Sun-
day, and which was to apply to business, government, inter-

national politics, education, and every other side of life.

It was a splendid ideal, and, though it may seem strange

to you that a church should try to exert such a widespread

influence, you will never understand your medieval ancestors

unless you realize that this did not seem strange to them.

They were not even surprised to see their kings take orders

from the Church ; they were accustomed to think of princes

as servants of the Church.

Not All People were Theological Scholars. Don’t get the im-

pression, because the Church played such an active part in

their lives, that all people in the Middle Ages were students

of theology. The average man accepted the claims and teach-

ings of the Church just because it was the thing to do. He
had been brought up to believe them, and everybody around

him believed them. They formed the main part of the intel-

lectual atmosphere in which he lived.

About Intellectual Atmospheres. If this seems strange to

you, note that in regard to our present-day intellectual at-

mosphere most of us do the same thing. Today almost every-

body, at least in this hemisphere, believes in democracy and

in science. These two terms describe in large part the intel-

lectual atmosphere in which we live. We hear and read about

them constantly ; we think we know what they mean, and

we have a great deal of faith in them. But if any intelligent

person were to question us about them we should very soon

show that we really know very little about either of them.

Yet, somehow, we feel pretty sure that both are right and

good, and that’s just about the way the average person felt
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See page 427
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about the Church in the Middle Ages. Just as science offers

us an explanation of the world, and democracy gives meaning

to our lives by claiming for us the opportunity to make the

most of ourselves, so the medieval Church offered an ex-

planation of the world, and it gave meaning to the humblest

soul by claiming for it a heavenly destiny.

Salvation through the Church. The essence of the Church’s

teachings was that our first ancestors, Adam and Eve, had
sinned and their sin had left a stain on all mankind. As the

old couplet ran:
in Adam’s fall,

We sinned all.

But God had promised that in time He would send a Re-

deemer. This promise was fulfilled when Jesus, by his death

on the cross, took upon himself the burdens of men’s sin.

"For God so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten

Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but

have everlasting life” (John iii, 16). The outward sign of

God’s mercy was the Church, which Jesus had established.

Only through the Church could men show that they "be-

lieved in him” and so win everlasting life.

3. Two Well-known Figures

Good and Bad. In such a vast organization as the medieval

Church, run by human beings who were very much like our-

selves, it is not surprising that there often were men who were

not worthy of their high office. Sometimes those in the high-

est ranks, as well as those in the lowest, were decidedly un-

worthy. But to see only the evils in the medieval Church
would be as unfair to the people of the Middle Ages as it

would be unfair to us if our descendants a thousand years

hence were to dwell only on the records of our dishonest

politicians. At its worst the Church had men in high office

who were totally unfit and who helped to bring on disaster.

At its best it had many noble men and women who labored

diligently for the ideals which the Church had set up.
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Saint Francis of Assisi. Foremost among those known to

history was an Italian contemporary of Innocent III who
lived in the little town of Assisi. His name was Giovanni

Francesco Bernardone, but we know him as Saint Francis.

When young Bernardone was in his late twenties he sud-

denly quitted the gay life he had been leading and devoted

himself to taking care of the poor and afflicted. Others joined

him, and before long a new religious order came into being,

the Franciscan order of friars .
1 Following the precepts of

Jesus ,

12 they went about doing good.

A "Povre Persoun.” As a picture of those whose names are

unknown to history, we might take the "povre Persoun”

(poor parson), whom Chaucer describes in the Prologue to

The Canterbury Tales .
3 This parson was "riche ... of holy

thoght and werk.” He lived simply so that he " coude in litel

thing han suffisaunce.” Though "wyd was his parisshe, and
houses fer asonder,” yet he went, on foot, to his most distant

parishioners who were in sickness or need, no matter how bad
the weather was. The description of the lowly cleric ends

with the familiar couplet

But Cristes 4 lore
,

5 and his apostles twelve,

He taughte, but first he folwed it himselve.

Messengers of Comfort. Such men, going in and out of the

highways and byways of town and country, brought comfort

to those on whom the burdens of life weighed heavily. Life

was hard, plagues and famine were only too common, and it

must have meant much to men and women to hear from the

lips of a "povre Persoun” that there was a place beyond the

grave where sorrow and suffering were no more and where

there was One to whom their lives were very precious.

1 See illustration on page 416.
2 " Heal the sick, cleanse the lepers, raise the dead, cast out devils : freely ye

have received, freely give. Provide neither gold nor silver, nor brass in your
purses, nor scrip for your journey, neither two coats, neither shoes, nor yet staves

:

for the workman is worthy of his meat.” — Matthew x, 8-10
3 Geoffrey Chaucer (c. 1340-1400) was the first great English writer.

4 kris'tSs. 6 Teaching.
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Back to Innocent III. This in brief is the sort of picture that

Innocent III might have seen in his mind’s eye as he blessed

the vast assembly of delegates to the great Lateran Council.

But there was another picture which he might have seen and
probably did see.

4. A Different Picture

Some Shadows. Though Innocent had launched the Fourth

Crusade, it
1 had not accomplished what he had thought it

would. He had expected the crusaders to take Jerusalem

from the infidel Turks’, instead, they had taken Constanti-

nople from a Christian prince !

Though the French king, Philip II, had taken back his

divorced wife, he had paid no attention to the Pope’s in-

junction to keep out of the territories which the English king

held in France. Though the English king, John, had be-

come the Pope’s vassal, yet when the Pope sided with him
against the English nobles, the latter paid no attention to

the papal commands. Though Innocent was guardian of the

future emperor, he knew no way of guaranteeing that the

young man would be any more friendly to the papacy than

many of his predecessors had been. (As a matter of fact,

when the young man did become emperor (Frederick II) he

gave the papacy a great deal of trouble.)

The Crusades helped to Weaken the Church. The Crusades,

which the Popes themselves had begun, weakened the Church
indirectly in a number of ways.

1. They withdrew from France and England many dis-

orderly knights and barons, and this enabled the kings to

strengthen their position at home.
2. They stimulated the growth of towns, which again

strengthened the position of the kings because the merchants

were willing to help the kings put down the feudal barons and
make the roads safe for business.

3. As business increased, the merchants began to oppose

the Church’s principles of a just price, a just wage, and no
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usury. Prices came to be fixed by the law of supply and de-

mand, which means, as you probably know from experience,

that when the supply is small and the demand is large the

price is high, and vice versa.

4. The Crusades broadened some men’s minds (not all,

by any means). They learned of a world which, in spite of the

fact that it was Moslem and not Christian, was nevertheless

away ahead of theirs in most of the comforts and some of the

decencies of life. They learned that these infidels had as fine

a code of honor as they themselves had and often lived up to

it better. Some of the crusaders came to like the Moslems
better than they did many of their fellow Christians. All this

tended to weaken the hold of the Church on men’s minds.

Overworking the Crusade Idea. The Church was further

weakened by a different sort of crusade — the so-called Albi-

gensian Crusade, directed against the heretical Albigensians

and Waldensians in southern France. The Dominican

friars 1 (organized by Saint Domipic (1170-1221), a Spaniard)

first tried to win over the heretics but failed, and in 1208 a

crusade was preached against them, and they were exter-

minated. But the Church probably lost more than it gained

by these harsh measures, for this "crusade” was one of the

most terrible butcheries in history, and made many people

wonder what there was in the teachings of Jesus that could

justify such cruelty.

Learning helped to Weaken the Church. Just as the Cru-

sades taught men that there was a world in space about which

they had known little, so the universities, which began to

develop in the twelfth century, taught them that there was
a world in time of which they had been ignorant.

Heretofore they had known little beyond the period of the

Early Church Fathers, in the first centuries of the Christian

1 They were also called Preaching Friars and, from the color of their robes.

Black Friars. Like the Franciscans, they spread all over Europe. Since their

main function was to win over those who were opposed to the Church, many of

them became great teachers and scholars. Thomas Aquinas (a kwx'nas), the

greatest scholar of the Middle Ages, was a Dominican.
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Era. Now they began to study about the early Romans and
Greeks and to find that, somehow or other, these peoples had
managed to build up great civilizations without the aid

of the Church. This, together with the growth of wealth
through trade and manufacture, tended to shift men’s in-

terest from other-worldly things to things of this world.

Naturally enough, this revival of the ancients’ joy of life

began in Italy, where wealth (through trade and through the

payments made to the Pope from all over Western Christen-

dom) first became abundant.

There were thus a number of tremendous movements
under way, tending to weaken the hold which the Church
had on men’s minds. Two of these we shall look at briefly

in the following chapters : the development of higher learn-

ing, and the development of nationality, that is, of like-

mindedness among people in various large areas in Europe.

Readings

Adams, Civilization during the Middle Ages, chap. x. Davis, Life on a Me-
dieval Barony, chaps, xxiii, xxiv. Jessopp, A., Coming of the Friars,

chap. iii. National Geographic Magazine, July, 1922 (famous cathe-

drals). Robinson, History of Europe (new brief ed.), chaps, v, xvi, xvii;

Readings, I, chaps, v, xvi. Fiction. Goodenough, Lady, The Boys’

Chronicle of Muntaner. Jewett, S., God’s Troubadour (St. Francis).

Some Key Words

Lateran Council

" just price ”

" just wage ”

" Truce of God ”

monastery

usury

King John

Franciscan

Innocent III

heretical

Dominican

sacrament

Albigensian Crusade

Canterbury Tales

Philip Augustus

Things to Do

1. Using the key words, make up suitable questions for this

chapter.

2. Continue your time chart.

3. Look up the derivation of " Canterbury ”
;

" cathedral.”



CHAPTER XXXIV • Telling about Learning and

Art in the Later Middle Ages

1. The Rise of Universities

A Turning Point. The eleventh and twelfth centuries mark
a turning point in the history of medieval education. Up to

that time practically all formal education was in the hands
of the clergy and aimed to prepare for some office in the

Church. Teaching was largely a matter of handing on what
the Church accepted as truth rather than of cultivating in

students a desire to seek new truth. The typical scholar of the

day had for his motto Credo ut intelligam ("I believe in order

that I may understand”). In the twelfth century, however, a
new spirit began to make itself felt,— a spirit which was to

have far-reaching results.

Abelard. During this century the schools connected with

the great cathedrals supplanted the monastic ones as leaders

in education. Among the cathedral schools the leading one

was that of Notre Dame in Paris. Here taught a remarkable

teacher named Abelard, whose keen mind detected that there

was scarcely a subject connected with the beliefs of the

Church on which the Early Church Fathers, the generally

accepted authorities, had not had conflicting views. This led

him to the conviction that the road to wisdom lay in starting

not with belief but with doubt
,
— in asking questions and then

more questions.

Sic et Non. Abelard used a method called Sic et Non, that

is, "Yes and No” or "For and Against.” Under Sic he listed

all the points that could be made for a disputed question,

and under Non all those that could be made against it. Then
he left it to his students to make up their own minds what
to believe.

427
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Such a method may seem innocent enough to us today,

but in Abelard’s day it was revolutionary, and it filled the

conservatives with alarm. It raised, among other questions,

a fundamental one about which men still disagree, How
can man better know God, through the heart or through the

mind ? One saintly contemporary of Abelard declared that

God is known in proportion as He is loved ; and today, as

in the Middle Ages, there are probably more people who
would vote Sic for this declaration than there are those who
would vote Non.

The First Medical School. During the same century there

were two important developments in Italy, where medicine

and law now came to be studied systematically. In the pre-

ceding century (the eleventh) the town of Salerno in southern

Italy had begun to get a reputation as a health resort, and
Constantine of Carthage (a learned Jew who had become a

monk) had given lectures on medicine there. During the

twelfth century others followed him, and thus the first

medical school in Europe developed.

The First Law School. The study of law was begun at

Bologna 1 in northern Italy. Here a great scholar named
Irnerius 2 lectured on the Roman law as codified by Justinian

(p. 478, note). Students flocked there from all over the West,

and Roman law came to play a very important part in

European life.

Remember that the law had been codified at a period when
the Roman emperor was supreme, so that everything in it

pointed to the ruler as the source of power rather than to the ,

nobles or common people or even the Church. On this

account rulers in western Europe were very glad to get law-

yers trained in the Roman law to help them to establish

their authority.

Note that with the development of the study of medicine

and law two new learned professions came into being in

western Europe.
1 bo lon'ya. 2 er ne'ri us.
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Abelard teaching in the Latin Quarter. Note the towers of Notre Dame
through the doorway
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Alma Mater. By 1200, therefore, there were three impor-

tant centers of learning : namely, Paris (noted for the study of

theology), Salerno (medicine), and Bologna

(law). We in America are interested chiefly

in the first because the University of Paris,

which developed in the thirteenth century,

became the alma mater of most of our uni-

versities. The history of those in the United

States is as follows : English students from the

University of Paris founded Oxford University ;

students from Oxford founded Cambridge
University ; students from Cambridge founded

Harvard College (1636), which became Harvard
University in the nineteenth century ; and most

other universities in the United States have

been influenced more or less by Harvard
University. 1 The Canadian universities are, of

course, descended from Paris either directly or

through Oxford and Cambridge. But those in

Latin America are descended from the Spanish

universities, which belong to the University of

Bologna family.

What makes a University? The earliest uni-

versities were very informal affairs ; they "just

grew.” A great teacher like Abelard or Irnerius

began to teach in this place or that, and stu-

dents came to listen to him. This informal be-

harvard ginning of universities helps to remind us of a

A University fact which is often overlooked today, namely,

Family Tree that the heart of a university consists of a

group of teachers who have something worth

teaching and a group of students who want to learn.

1 While Harvard is the oldest institution of higher learning within the American

limits of the United States, thefoldest university under the United States flag is

the Dominican University of Santo Tomas, in the Philippines, founded by the

Spaniards in 1611. The oldest university on this continent is the University of

Mexico (1553).
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2. Within the Academic Walls

The Liberal Arts. When the universities became fully

developed, each as a rule had what we should call an un-

dergraduate division and a graduate division. The under-

graduate division covered much the same ground as the

old cathedral school had covered, — grammar, rhetoric, and

logic (the trivium), and arithmetic, geometry, astronomy, and

music (the quadrivium).

Of these so-called seven liberal arts the first three aimed

to teach students to read intelligently, to express themselves

clearly, and to think straight. Of the last four, music was the

most important and practical because the Church service was
set to music.

The Three Advanced Faculties. The graduate division gen-

erally had three parts, or faculties — theology, law, and
medicine. From this list we miss engineering, commerce,
agriculture, and other practical, or vocational, faculties of

our modern universities. Men in the Middle Ages and for

long after trained for these callings "on the job.” But note

that three of the four medieval faculties were purely voca-

tional, preparing men for definite callings (the Church, law,

and medicine), and that even the arts faculty was largely

vocational in that it trained teachers.

Masters and Doctors. The medieval university began as a

guild of teachers, very much like the guilds of the merchants

and craftsmen. Admission to its ranks was by examination

(just as in the craft guilds), after which the successful can-

didate became a master and received all the rights of the

teaching craft. After further study and examination came the

higher degree of doctor, whether of theology, law, or medicine.

Not All Students were Studious. After the universities got

well under way they began to attract others besides earnest

seekers after truth. Going to a university came to be "the

thing to do” (just as in our own day), and many went chiefly

for a good time.
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Student life was gay and often wild. "Town and gown ” 1

fights were common occurrences, and sometimes they grew

into veritable riots. Each university had complete authority

over its members and had its own prison, where disorderly

students were confined.

An Old Custom. Student riots still occur, though not so

often as in the Middle Ages. But other customs that devel-

oped early are as strong now as they ever were. Perhaps

none has had a more vigorous existence than the custom of

writing home for money! This is how it was done in the

Middle Ages. After sending greetings to his "venerable

master,” one hard-up student goes on to supply his father

with the following information

:

I am studying at Oxford with the greatest diligence, but the

matter of money stands greatly in the way of my promotion, and it

is now two months since I spent the last of what you sent me. The
city is expensive and makes many demands

; I have to rent lodgings,

buy necessaries, and provide for many other things which I cannot

now specify. [What do you suppose these "other things" were?

Do you think he really wanted to tell?] Therefore, I respectfully

beg your paternity that, by the promptings of divine pity, you may
assist me, so that I may be able to complete what I have well begun.

For you must know that without Ceres and Bacchus, Apollo grows

cold .
2

What evidence is there in the last sentence that Greek
and Roman ideas had reached Oxford ? How many American
fathers would know what the young man meant ?

Becoming Worldly but not Mannerly. Parents too got train-

ing long ago in writing letters of a type that is still familiar
,

3

and clergy worried over the students just as they still do

;

for even when the students were studious, their manners and
morals left much to be desired. It is almost incredible how

1 Medieval students wore gowns (such as present-day students sometimes wear
at Commencement), which marked them off from the town folk and showed that

they had some connection with the Church.
2 C. H. Haskins, Studies in Mediaeval Culture, p. 10. Clarendon Press, 1929.

With permission of the author. 3 Ibid. p. 15.
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much in the way of good manners many were innocent of. If

you sigh for the "gentel curtesie” of the Middle Ages, read

this excerpt from a university student's handbook and realize

what you are sighing for

:

Wash your hands in the morning and, if there is time, your face

;

use your napkin and handkerchief ; eat with three fingers only, and

don’t gorge ; . . . don’t pick your teeth with your knife or wipe them

on the cloth; don’t butter your bread with your finger; don’t

whisper or go to sleep ; don’t spit on or over the table !
1

If such injunctions had to be laid on university students,

you can imagine what table manners must have been like

in our medieval ancestral homes. However, it is not our

purpose here to dwell on manners but to note that university

life, like life in general, tended to center men’s minds on
things of this world rather than on otherworldly things, and

this weakened the power of the Church.

3. The Classical Revival

A New Athens. The interest in art and learning aroused

by the revival of city life spread all over Europe, but it was
especially marked in Italy. We have already spoken of the

study of medicine in Salerno and of law in Bologna. The
chief cultural center, however, was Florence, which at its

height has been likened to the Athens of the days of Pericles.

Florence became a republic in the twelfth century. Though
the noble families exercised the chief control, they were

kept in check by the well-organized craft guilds. This was
not done without frequent disturbances, which often took

the form of miniature civil wars. Life in medieval Florence,

as in the other cities of Italy, was anything but a humdrum
affair.

1 Ibid. p. 80. Lest you think this is a fabrication, let it be said that it comes from
a study made by the dean of American medievalists. The whole book is an ex-

cellent example of a great scholar viewing the past as a Living Past and picturing

it in such a simple and human way that it does live for us again and yield us help-

ful ideas with which to think on present-day life.
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The New Athens about 1500 a.d.

From a contemporary woodcut. Note the dome of the cathedral and the wall

towers. The third bridge (Ponte Vecchio) is still lined with shops as in 1500

Dante. Florence had many illustrious sons, but none more
so than Dante (1265-1321), the author of the Divine Comedy .

This sublime poem points to some of the changes that were

coming over Europe. (1) It was written not in Latin

(though Dante knew Latin well) but in the common speech

of the Florentines. This Florentine speech, which, of course,

was based on Latin, now became the standard literary lan-

guage for Italy. (2) It was the first great work that had
been written by a layman since the downfall of the Roman
Empire over seven hundred years before.

Petrarch and Latin Literature. While Dante set the fashion

of writing in the vernacular, a fellow Florentine set the

fashion of studying the writings of the ancients. His name
was Petrarch 1 (1304-1374), and he was about your age

when Dante died. The study of the classics soon became a

veritable craze
;
men everywhere ransacked monasteries and

pe'trark.
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castles for ancient manuscripts. Thus began the literary

movement which is properly called the Renaissance. 1

Revival of Interest in Greek

Literature. Petrarch was in-

terested chiefly in the Latin

writers, but those who came
after him became more inter-

ested in the Greeks. Again

the lead was taken by Flor-

ence, to which a number of

Greek scholars came about

1400. One of these, named
Chrysoloras, 2 gave lectures

on Greek literature, and soon

Greek was as much of a craze

as classical Latin.

Advantages. Was the re-

birth of the classics a good
thing? Yes and no. We have
seen that the men of that

day were moving into a new
world. They were centering their attention upon themselves

as human beings rather than as potential angels; so their

main concern was with making life here on earth a rich and
agreeable experience. It was therefore a great boon to them
to learn from the ancient Greeks and Romans how to live

such an earth-centered life on a high plane. The writings of

the ancients gave them new ideals and helped them to for-

mulate a new outlook on life.

The ancient writings also saved them the trouble of dis-

covering or thinking out many things. They were enabled to

start from where the ancients had left off rather than from the

1 rSn £ saNs'. The term "Renaissance” (meaning rebirth) has come to be ap-

plied to the later Middle Ages in general. Used thus, it is apt to be misleading, for

much that happened in this period was new and not a revival, or rebirth, of any-

thing that the Greco-Roman world had known— for example, the invention of

gunpowder and the printing press. 2 kris 6 15'ras.

Dante

From a fresco in Florence by Giotto
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beginning. So in two very important respects the revival of

interest in the classics was advantageous.

Disadvantages. On the other hand, most of the men of

that period developed such an admiration for the learning of

the ancients that, instead of using it as a starting point for

further advancement, they became hypnotized by it. Their

Golden Age lay not in the future but in the past, in the Age
of Pericles and the Age of Augustus. To them, all that was
worth knowing had already been made known by the an-

cients, and the best that man could do now was to meditate

on the classics.

This attitude was unfortunate because a few men, such as

Roger Bacon, had become interested in the world of nature

and were on the way toward developing the scientific method
of careful observation and experimentation, through which

men later were to find many truths that the ancient world

had never known. If the early students of science had been

encouraged, the modern scientific movement might have

started three hundred years earlier than it did.

Humanists and Scientists. What the classical scholars, and
also the theologians, failed to realize was that the scientists

too had a contribution to make to the problem in which they

were chiefly interested, namely, how to live the good life. The
classical scholars sought to solve this problem by centering

their attention on man. It is for this reason that they came to

be called humanists. But while it is true (as you know from

experience) that man is a great obstacle to the good life, it is

also true that nature is likewise an obstacle. Not much had as

yet been done to overcome this obstacle. Plagues and food

shortages were about as common at the end of the Middle
Ages as at the beginning. Public sanitation was hardly

known. Medical science was little farther advanced than in

the days of the Greeks
; no human being had ever yet heard

of a microbe. And we could go on in this way through an
interminable list of items with which science has made us

familiar.
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We may say, therefore, that the revival of interest in clas-

sical culture was good in so far as it gave men a new outlook

on life, but that it was un-

fortunate in so far as it shut

men’s eyes to the possibili-

ties offered by the study of

science.

Erasmus. The study of

Greek spread over Europe,

but in the north scholars

were interested in it not so

much because it enabled

them to read the Greek clas-

sics in the original as be-

cause it enabled them to read

the New Testament in the

original.

The greatest scholar from

the north was a Dutchman
from Rotterdam, named Erasmus (c. 1466-1536). Like Pe-

trarch, he became an international figure
;
popes and princes

were his friends. Unlike Petrarch, Erasmus was interested in

Church affairs. Like most people of his day, he knew that

the Church needed to be reformed, but, unlike many, he

thought it could be reformed from within. Nevertheless,

though he remained in the Church, he did much to weaken
its hold on men’s minds. He brought out a new edition of

the New Testament in Greek and thus stimulated scholars

to its study. From this study many came to the conclusion

that the Church had misinterpreted some parts of it. He
also poked fun at some of the ideas and practices of the

clergy, in his Praise of Folly and other writings.

A New Way to spread Ideas. Erasmus’s influence was more
widespread than it would have been if he had lived in any
earlier age, for he had a new vehicle for spreading ideas,— the

printing press, which had been invented by Gutenberg about
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1450. Erasmus was the first great scholar to have the benefit

of this first modern machine for mass production.

To sum up the re-

sults of the new intel-

lectual movement in so

far as these affected the

Church, the revival of

the classics had a double
result. In the south it

tended to center men’s

attention on affairs of

this world and to make
them indifferent to reli-

gion. In the north it

aroused a great interest

in the study of the New
Testament in the original Greek, which brought on disputes

with the Church regarding the correct interpretation of that

foundation stone of the Christian religion.

4. Renaissance Art

Renaissance Architecture. Interest in the ancient classics

stimulated an interest in classical architecture and resulted in

developing a new style, called Renaissance, which superseded

the Gothic. As contrasted with the Gothic, with its pointed

arch and flying buttress, the new type was characterized by
the straight line of the Greeks and the dome and rounded arch

of the Romans. Another characteristic of Renaissance archi-

tecture (which you can see all about you today) was the use of

Greek and Roman pillars, pediments, and arches for doors,

windows, and outer-wall decorations. (What influences of

Renaissance architecture can you find in your home or school

building ?)

Renaissance Sculpture. At the hands of the men of the Ren-

aissance, sculpture reached a higher level of excellence than

One Panel of the Marvelous Bronze Doors of

the Baptistery in Florence, by Ghiberti

(died 1455)
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" And Man became a Living Soul ” (Genesis ii, 7)

The Creation of Adam, a detail of the Sistine Chapel, by Michelangelo. Salomon
Reinach has said, "This vast work ... is unrivalled and even unapproached in

the history of painting.”

Europe had seen since the great days of Greece. The greatest

Renaissance sculptor was Michelangelo 1 (1475-1564), who
was born near Florence and did much of his work there. He
was one of the greatest men of the period, excelling not only

as a sculptor but also as an architect, painter, poet, diplomat,

and engineer.

As architect he contributed to the building of St. Peter’s

in Rome, and as painter he decorated the ceiling of the

Sistine 2 Chapel in the Vatican, the Pope’s palace in Rome,
but he thought of himself chiefly as a sculptor. Among the

works of his chisel, perhaps the most famous are his statues

of David (see page 232) and Moses.

Renaissance Painting. Painting developed "on its own”
more than other forms of Renaissance art because there were

no classical paintings to serve as models. There had been
some slight beginnings of painting earlier in the Middle Ages

;

now it made such tremendous strides, especially in Italy, that

the word "Renaissance” almost inevitably makes one think

1 mi k£l &n'je lo. 2 sis'ten.
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of Italian painters. We have
already mentioned Michel-

angelo, and there were many
others. Here we have space

only for two of his contempo-
raries,who areusuallygrouped
with him, namely, Leonardo
da Vinci 1 (1452-1519) and
Raphael 2 (1483-1520).

Leonardo da Vinci. Leo-

nardo, like Michelangelo, was
a universal genius, excelling

as painter, sculptor, architect,

and military engineer. No
one embodied the spirit of

the Renaissance more richly

than he did. He sought to

learn about man and nature

and to express what was true in ways that were beautiful.

His best-known paintings

are The Last Supper and
Mona Lisa. 3

Raphael. Raphael, the

youngest of the trio and
the shortest-lived, was not

the all-round man that the

other two were. He was,

first and foremost, a painter,

but such a great one that

he was called ''the divine

painter,” both in his life-

time and long after. Though
only twenty-one when he

came to Florence, he was
already famous. In Florence The Sistine Madonna, by Raphael

3 rSf'a SI. 3 mo'na le'za.

Mona Lisa, by Da Vinci

1 la 5 nar'do da ven'che.
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he painted some of the lovely Madonnas by which most
people know him today. After four years he was called to

Rome, where he became
the favorite painter of

two Popes, Julius II and
Leo X, both of whom
were great patrons of the

arts. For them he deco-

rated the walls of the

Vatican with vast compo-
sitions dealing with his-

torical and religious sub-

jects (see page 158).

Relation of Wealth to

Art. The three masters we
have mentioned were but

a fraction of those who
came out of Italy during

the Renaissance period.

Note that a great deal of

their work dealt with re-

ligious subjects and illus-

trates again the relation

between art and wealth. The Church was the richest patron

of art, and it wanted Church buildings and religious pictures.

The Church, however, was no longer the only patron of the

arts. Private and civic wealth had increased to such a degree

that by 1500 there were city halls and guildhalls and palaces

of kings and merchant princes which rivaled in splendor the

cathedrals and the palaces of the bishops.

In this and the preceding chapters we have seen that the

growth of cities made life increasingly rich and varied and
tended to weaken the hold which the Church had on men’s

minds. But if there had been no development other than

city life, the Church’s position as a universal body, taking in
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all western Europe, would not have been threatened. That
position, however, was threatened when distinct national or

regional cultures began to develop and when men began to

think of themselves not as Western Christians but as French-
men, Englishmen, Spaniards, Germans, and so on. We shall

speak of this development in the next two chapters.

Readings

Adams, Civilization during the Middle Ages, chap. xv. Reinach, Apollo,
chaps, xiv-xviii. Robinson, History of Western Europe (new brief ed.),

chap, xxii; Readings, I, chap. xxii. Tappan, Heroes of the Middle Ages,

chaps, xxxi-xxxv. Van Loon, Story of Mankind, chaps, xxxix-xl.

Some Key Words

Abelard Vatican Salerno Sic et Non Michelangelo

Bologna Notre Dame Dante Florence Leonardo da Vinci

Petrarch alma mater humanist Renaissance St. Peter's

Erasmus classics Raphael Mona Lisa Sistine Chapel

Questions

Section 1. What change took place in European education in the

eleventh and twelveth centuries? Could you profit by using the

Sic et Non method? Show by means of an educational family tree

how Abelard of Paris forms a part of our Living Past.

Section 2. What did medieval students study ? What is meant

by "town and gown”? What inferences about medieval civilization

can you draw from the excerpts on pages 432 and 433 ?

Section 3. What was the importance of Dante in medieval learn-

ing? of Petrarch? What new vehicle did Erasmus have for spreading

his ideas? What ideas did he have to spread? How did the effect

of the revival of learning in southern Europe differ from the effect in

the north?

Section 4. How can you tell whether or not a building is of the

Renaissance type of architecture? Who were three great artists of

the Italian Renaissance, and what did each accomplish ? What evi-

dence is there in the Renaissance period of the relation between art

and wealth?
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CHAPTER XXXV • Telling briefly about Three

Areas that acquired National Solidarity, and Two
that Did Not

1. France

The Heart of Medieval Europe. The most important fact in

the political history of the later Middle Ages was the growth

of national feeling and national solidarity in the western

part of Europe. By 1500 France, England, Spain, and
Portugal had come into being with much the same boundaries

that they have now.

France was the heart of medieval Europe. From here

came Charlemagne, the creator of a Teutonic empire. Here

the wild Vikings were civilized, and from here they went
(as Normans) to conquer England and Sicily. From here,

too, came most of the crusaders.

Growth of Royal Power. The kingdom of France developed

from the western part of Charlemagne’s empire. For long

its kings had little besides the royal title, but through war,

diplomacy, and marriage they gradually extended their

power. Their hardest contest was with the English kings,

who, at one time, through inheritance and marriage, held

more than half of France as feudal lords (see map, p. 460)

and even acquired a claim to the French throne.

The Hundred Years’ War. In 1337 the English king, Ed-
ward III, tried to make good this claim to the throne of

France and thereby began the so-called Hundred Years’

War, which continued (with long interruptions) until 1453.

In it occurred one of the most extraordinary episodes in

history. In 1429 the English were besieging Orleans, and,

from the listless fighting of the French, it seemed inevitable

445
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that the city would soon be forced to surrender. Then,
suddenly, appeared the leader that France needed. This

leader was a surprising and at

first sight a most unpromising

one — a peasant girl of about

your age. Her name was Joan
of Arc. She had never even

taken part in a battle, let alone

directed one ; but she had had
a vision and had become con-

vinced that God had called her

to free France from its enemy.

Victor and Martyr. At first

people laughed at her, and she

had difficulty in getting to the

King. But she persisted and,

to her great joy, the King took

her seriously and furnished her

with an army. Her faith in

her mission aroused the fight-

ing spirit of the French, and
the English were driven from

Orleans (1429).

Within a year, however,

Joan fell into the hands of the

English, who brought her to trial as a witch. A Church
court made up of English sympathizers condemned her as a

heretic, and she was burned at the stake.

Her "Soul goes Marching On.” But Joan had done her

work ; she had aroused a new spirit in her people, and the

English won no more victories. With the loss of Bordeaux 1

(1453) the Hundred Years’ War came to an end. England

had nothing left on the Continent except the town of Calais 2

in the north, and before the end of the century Charles VIII

1 b6r d5'.

2 ka IS'. Calais was lost about a hundred years later (1558).

Joan of Arc from Life

From Archives Nationales, Paris.

This sketch was made on the margin
of his notes by the scribe who re-

corded the trial. We have no record

of how good an artist he was ; and
Joan did not carry her sword and
banner at the trial, so the chief value

of this sketch is to show us the sort

of gown she wore
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of France felt strong enough at home to try to establish his

claim to a part of Italy.

Meanwhile earlier French kings had dealt a great blow

to the papacy.

France and the Church. In France, as elsewhere, the great

powers claimed or exercised by the Church brought on con-

flicts between king and Pope. One such conflict occurred in

1296, when Pope Boniface VIII forbade the clergy to pay
taxes to the State. The French king, Philip IV (or Philip

the Fair), replied by forbidding the shipping of any money
or precious stones out of the country. This, of course, made
it impossible for the clergy to send their customary payments
to Rome, and so the Pope gave in.

The Babylonian Captivity. Philip soon won a greater vic-

tory over the papacy; in fact, he practically captured it

when, in 1305, a French archbishop was elected Pope and
established himself at Avignon 1 instead of at Rome. This

so-called Babylonian Captivity lasted until 1378. In that

year there was again a Pope in Rome, but matters now were

really worse because there was still a Pope in Avignon. This

state of affairs lasted until 1417, when once more there was
only one Pope, and he lived in Rome. But the papal office

had lost much of its prestige during the long period in which

it was the plaything of selfish factions. Thus the French

kings, who in the early Middle Ages had been the mainstay

of the papacy, contributed very materially in the later

Middle Ages to weaken the hold which the Church had on

men’s minds.

French Culture. On the cultural side the troubadours, as

the poets of Provence in southern France were called, started

a literary movement in the eleventh century which exerted

a great influence throughout western Europe. They sang

their songs for about one hundred and fifty years, and then

they were wiped out (with almost everything else that was

1 a ve ny6N'. Avignon was not annexed to France until 1791, but it was near
enough to be under French control.
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worth while in Provence) by the terrible Albigensian Cru-

sade (p. 425). But before this happened the minnesingers in

Germany had taken up the movement ; so the work of the

troubadours was not lost.

The French had also an epic literature which dealt with

the life of Charlemagne and with the lives of legendary

figures in their own early history or the history of the an-

cients. The French universities, notably that of Paris, had
many famous teachers who attracted students from all

parts of Europe, and French architects were master builders

of castles and cathedrals. Thus in a variety of ways France

led in creating the culture which we call medieval.

2. Spain and Portugal

Expelling the Moors. At the beginning of the Medieval Mil-

lennium the Iberian Peninsula was in the hands of the

Visigoths, who held it until the Moslem invasion of the

eighth century (p. 362). The differences in race and religion

kept the conquered and the conquerors apart. Presently a

number of Christian principalities arose in the north of the

peninsula, and from them developed the kingdoms of Aragon,

Castile, Leon, and Portugal. Their history in the Middle Ages

is largely the story of a crusade against the Moors.

By 1492 all but the southeastern part had been won, and in

that year the last Moorish stronghold, Granada, was taken.

The control of the peninsula was now shared by Portugal and
the combined state ofAragon and Castile, which we call Spain. 1

Maritime Discoveries. Here is another piece of doggerel

which has helped many a student through an examination

:

In fourteen hundred and ninety-two

Columbus sailed the ocean blue .
2

1 Ferdinand of Aragon married Isabella of Castile in 1479.
2 If rimes help you to remember dates, make up some of your own— for example,

In fourteen hundred and ninety-eight

Da Gama knocked at India’s gate.

You can do as well as that.
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The details of Columbus's career ought to be familiar to you

from your study of American history; so we shall confine

ourselves to a few general

remarks.

1. Spain was not the first

to engage in maritime dis-

covery. Portugal had begun
some years before under

Prince Henry the Naviga-

tor, who was probably the

first person ever to carry on
exploration in a systematic

manner.

2. Prince Henry sought a

route to India before 1453,

the year in which the

Turks took Constantinople

;

so it is hardly correct to

say (as used to be said in

the books your fathers and
mothers studied) that the

capture of Constantinople

was the reason why men
tried to find a new route to India. The real reason seems to

have been that the Portuguese and Spanish traders thought

they might as well get some of the money from the great

European trade in spices and other Asiatic products as let

all of it go to the Italian traders.

3. It is a little surprising to learn that, at the end of the

millennium we are considering, Portugal was more envied

than Spain. Columbus, it is true, had found a new hemi-

sphere
;
but up to 1500, and for some years after, it didn't

seem to be worth much. On the other hand, Vasco da Gama 1

had reached India (1498), and from the start the East Indian

trade was very profitable. We shall speak of this again.

1 vas'ko da ga'ma.
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By 1500 Spain and Portugal, like France, had become
fairly well-organized national states, with distinct national

cultures. The same was true of England
;
but we shall post-

pone her story for fuller treatment in the next chapter and
shall conclude this one with a few words about two impor-

tant areas which failed to become unified, namely, Italy and
Germany.

3. Italy

Political Disunion. Throughout the Medieval Millennium

the Italian peninsula remained disunited. At about 1500 the

main political divisions were as follows: (1) the Norman
kingdom of Sicily and Naples (or the "Two Sicilies”) in the

south, which for a while had belonged to the German impe-

rial family of Hohenstaufen, 1 but which now belonged to the

kings of Aragon; (2) the Papal States in the center; and

(3) a number of principalities, or city-states, in the north,

such as Venice, Genoa, Florence, Milan, and Savoy.

While Italy had made no progress toward political unity,

she had made great contributions to the cultural life of Eu-
rope, as we have seen. Italy remained disunited until very

recently. Most of your grandparents can remember when the

present united kingdom was formed (1870).

4. Germany

Getting Civilized for the First Time. Germany was the

region from which many of the barbarian invaders had come.

Its story during the early Middle Ages is therefore markedly

different from that of Italy. In Italy there was an old civili-

zation seeking to hold its own against the waves of barbarism

which swept over it ;
in Germany there was a sea of barba-

rism which had to be won for civilization.

Little Political Unity. In one respect Germany and Italy

were alike— both came out of the Middle Ages without hav-

1 Frederick I (Barbarossa) was the first emperor of this house (reigned 1155-

1190), and Frederick II (reigned 1220-1250) was the last.
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ing attained political unity. After Charlemagne’s empire had

gone to pieces Otto the Great had formed the Holy Roman
Empire out of the eastern

part (962) ;
but he and some

of his successors had tried to

get control of Italy and had
thereby wasted much en-

ergy which they might have

spent in strengthening their

position at home. Largely

on this account the year

1500 found the empire

united only in name. The
emperor was merely the

first among a great number
of German princes, some of

whom had very extensive

possessions.

What Royal Weddings

Accomplished. In the latter

part of the fifteenth century

several royal weddings took

place which showed what
an important part marriage

could play in politics. Em-
peror Maximilian of the House of Hapsburg 1 married Mary
of Burgundy, heiress to the regions we now call Holland and
Belgium. This couple had a son, Philip, who married Jo-

anna, daughter of Ferdinand of Aragon and Isabella of Cas-

tile. Philip and Joanna had a son (born 1500), whom they

named Charles and who became King Charles I of Spain

(1516) and Emperor Charles V (1519). His possessions in-

cluded Austria, the Netherlands, the Two Sicilies, Spain,

1 Rudolf (reigned 1273-1291) was the first emperor of the Hapsburg family.

From his descendants came most of.the emperors of the Holy Roman Empire until

1806 (p. 650).

The Parable of the Prodigal Son,

by Diirer

This is obviously a sixteenth-century Ger-
man prodigal rather than a first-century

Palestinian one. When most people were
still illiterate, pictures were even more im-
portant educationally than'they are today
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and the Spanish possessions in the New World (see map on
page 507). You will find him at school on the next page.

German Culture. As Ger-

many had started the mil-

lennium with little culture,

it was quite natural that she

should first be a borrower

rather than a contributor.

Among the cultural influ-

ences that came from the

outside were the Christian

religion, the higher learning,

architecture, painting and
sculpture, and lyric poetry.

The French troubadours

had worthy followers in the

German minnesingers, the

greatest of whom was Wal-
ther von der Vogelweide 1

(c. 1170-c. 1230) ; and the

same was true of French scholars and architects. Toward
the end of the period Germany produced two artists of the

first rank: Albrecht Diirer 2 (1471-1528), noted especially

for his etchings, and Hans Holbein 3 (1497-1543), whose

portraits are among the world’s masterpieces.

German Universities and the Church. The earliest univer-

sity in the empire was established at Prague, 4 in Bohemia, in

1348. Others soon followed. Out of them, shortly after 1500,

was to come a movement which destroyed the religious unity

of western Europe. In 1500 the leader of this movement,
named Martin Luther, was a student at the University of

Erfurt. He was then only a little older than you are, and he

was the son of a miner.

Thus by the year 1500 there were five areas on the Con-
tinent, each with a distinct culture

; and three of them had
1 val'ter fon dSr fo'gel vi de. 2 al'brSKt dii'rer. 3 hol'bin. * prag.

A Merchant of the Steelyard (London)

By Holbein, who painted many portraits

in England
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The Poor Little Rich Boy

Charles seems to, be trying to understand what Erasmus is talking about, but the
lady (probably the vice regent Margaret) has given up. — Charles would have
been happier all his life if he had had a modern public-school teacher in place of

Erasmus
; for such a teacher would have lectured the guardian and told her that

Charles had adenoids, which ought to be removed. Though Erasmus was one of the
most learned men of his day (see page 437) , he knew nothing about adenoids— no
one did then. So Charles’s stayed and flourished until, by the time he was well along
in his teens, they had left their characteristic marks on him. These the artist por-
trayed faithfully, as you will see on page 506, though he was totally unaware that
he was doing so and that in years to come his painting would be of especial interest

to doctors

attained a good deal of national feeling. We shall now turn to

England and bring her story up to about the year 1500.

Readings

Adams, Civilization during the Middle Ages, chaps, xiii-xiv. Cheyney,
Short History of England, chaps, x-xi. Reinach, Apollo, chap. xx.

Robinson, History of Western Europe, chaps, x, xii, xiv, xx ; Readings, I,

chaps, x, xii, xiv, xx. Tappan, Heroes of the Middle Ages, chap. xl.

Van Loon, Story of Mankind, chap. xl. Fiction. Doyle, A. C., The White

Company. Stevenson, R. L., The Black Arrow.
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Some Key Words

Charlemagne

Joan of Arc

Babylonian Captivity

Castile

Columbus

1498

Holy Roman Empire

House of Hapsburg

Diirer

Aragon

Henry the Navigator

Vasco da Gama
Charles I (V)

Holbein

Hundred Years’ War
Philip the Fair

Norman
1453

troubadour

the Two Sicilies

Orleans

minnesinger

Granada

1492

the Papal States

Questions

Section 1. Out of what did the kingdom of France develop?

What extraordinary person appeared during the Hundred Years’

War ? What did she accomplish ? How did the Babylonian Captivity

weaken the power of the Pope?

Section 2. What discoveries were made by the Spanish and

Portuguese in the latter part of the fifteenth century ? Why did they

engage in these enterprises ?

Section 3. What was the political situation in Italy at the end

of the fifteenth century ? When did Italy attain political unity ?

Section 4. How does the story of Germany in the Middle Ages

differ from the story of Italy? How is it similar? What was the

political situation in Germany at the end of the fifteenth century?

What were some of the cultural influences that came into Germany
during the Middle Ages ?

1. Continue your time chart.

2. Adjust the hands of the "Clock” and the Great Circle for Paris,

Madrid, Rome, and Vienna as you go through the chapter.

3. Look up the derivation of " Norman ”
;

" imperial ”
;

" diet.”

4. Make a genealogical table (family tree) showing how Charles V
got his various possessions. See page 26 for a diagram.

Things to Do



CHAPTER XXXVI • Narrating somewhat more

fully how Anglo-Saxons and Norman French be-

came Englishmen

1. Anglo-Saxon England

A Warning. We shall devote more space to medieval Eng-

land than we have to states on the Continent, because Eng-

land's story helps us to account for more things in our own
history and our own lives. Don't let this mislead you, how-
ever, into thinking that England was then the greatest power

in Europe. It was not until the eighteenth century that she

reached that position.

Britain makes a Fresh Start. Although the Romans were in

what we now call England for about four hundred years

(43-409 a.d.), the civilization they had built up was almost

entirely destroyed by the Germanic invaders of the fifth

century. The native Britons were killed or enslaved or fled

to Scotland, Wales, or Ireland
; so with the beginning of the

Medieval Millennium (500-1500) the island made practically

a new start toward civilization.

Britain becomes Anglo-Saxon and Christian. How com-
pletely the Roman culture disappeared is shown by the fact

that the invaders kept the language they brought with them,

which we call Anglo-Saxon. 1 Their old religion, however, be-

gan to disappear when, in 597, Augustine reintroduced Chris-

tianity in southern Britain (p. 357). Augustine’s work was of

great importance in the history of English civilization because

it linked Britain with Rome, the cultural center of Europe.

1 From the names of two of the invading tribes, the Angles and the Saxons.
Note that in the other regions invaded by the Germans (France, Spain, Portugal,

and Italy) the Latin language persisted and became the basis of modem French,
Spanish, Portuguese, and Italian.

455
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Much Petty Warfare. For about five hundred years after

Augustine the history of England 1 is largely the history of

wars between the va-

rious little kingdoms
which the invaders es-

tablished or between

them and the new
Danish invaders, or

Vikings. The most im-

portant and interesting

character in these five

hundred years was the

Anglo-Saxon king Alfred

the Great (died 901),

who held the Vikings in

check, as the map shows.

The Last Conquest of

Britain. About the mid-

dle of the Medieval Mil-

lennium an important

event happened which

brought into England

a new line of kings, a

new strain of blood, a

new speech, and many
other new things. In 1066 the Anglo-Saxon king, Harold, was
defeated at Hastings by Duke William of Normandy, and
William was crowned king. It took five years of hard fight-

ing, however, before the Norman conquest was complete and
William I was master of the kingdom.

Distant Kinsmen. The Normans were somewhat related to

the people they conquered, being descended in part from

the same Viking stock which had overrun England in the

1 "England” means "Angle-land.” While the Angles were not the most power-

ful tribe, they were the most numerous, and they were the first to develop a writ-

ten language, which gradually spread to the other tribes.
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ninth and tenth centuries. The Vikings in France, however,

had intermarried with the French; so their descendants

were not purely Germanic
but were partly Germanic
and partly French. Their

language too was differ-

ent, being based on Latin,

whereas Anglo-Saxon was
Germanic.

Two Social Classes and

Two Languages Merge. Eng-

land now had a conqueror

class, speaking French, and
a conquered class, speaking

Anglo-Saxon. To put it in

another way, French was
spoken in the great halls

of the castles, and Anglo-

Saxon was spoken mainly

in the kitchens and stables.

In the course of the next

few centuries the peoples

and the languages became
merged, and out of the mergers came the English people and
the English language as we know them today.

How Norman French enriched Anglo-Saxon. The Normans
enriched the language of the Anglo-Saxons by adding many
words, especially such as made it easier to express ideas

in the field of government. What took place will become
clear if you reword the following sentence so that it contains

only words of Anglo-Saxon origin. (Any large dictionary

will tell you whether your words are Anglo-Saxon or Latin.)

The words in italics are the ones you will have to change.

"The Constitution of the United States has been modified by
judicial interpretation as well as by action of Congress and
regional legislatures.”

Harold Rex Interfectus Est (King

Harold is killed)

A portion of the Bayeux Tapestry, which
depicts the story of the Norman Conquest.
Harold is shown dying after extracting an
arrow which had struck him in the eye
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Why was Norman French so rich in terms dealing with

government? (One word on the preceding page ought to

give you the answer.) 1

2. Bringing Order into England

Great Organizers. William I and many of his descendants

were strong rulers and great organizers, and they brought

more order and unity into England than that country had

ever known. As Kipling has expressed it in twelve lines which

you ought to learn, England was "on the anvil . . . being ham-
mered, hammered, hammered into shape" by her Norman
and Angevin kings. 2 Perhaps the ablest of them all was
William’s great-grandson Henry II 3 (reigned 1154-1189), who
strengthened the machinery of the central government in

various ways. He built up a strong treasury department (the

Exchequer), and, by sending royal judges throughout the

land to try cases, he began to wipe out local differences in

law and to give England a uniform system.

Henry II and the Jury System. Of Henry’s many reforms

none perhaps is of more interest to us than the one out of

which our modern trial by jury developed. How important

this reform was can be seen by comparing a jury trial with

1 The earliest great work in English is Chaucer’s Canterbury Tales (c. 1387),

but it contains many words which are strange to the modern reader. The earliest

great works that can be read easily by those who know English are the writings

of Shakespeare and the King James translation of the Bible, both of which date

from about 1600. About six tenths of our words are of Saxon origin, three tenths

of Latin and French, and one tenth of Greek, Celtic, and other origins. Today
English is the most widely used European language. It is the native tongue of

more than one hundred and eighty million people and is used by about sixty

million more. Next come French and German, native to sixty million and ninety

million respectively, and used respectively by fifty million and twenty million more.
2 Rudyard Kipling’s Verse, Inclusive Edition, 1885-1926, p. 762 (Doubleday,

Page & Company, 1927). A good example of how a poet can tell you more in

twelve lines than a textbook-writer can tell you in twelve pages— provided you
know what the textbook-writer has to tell.

3 Henry was related to William I through his mother, Matilda. His father was
Geoffrey, count of Anjou; hence Henry and his successors are called Angevins.

They are also called Plantagenets, from a plant— the planta genesta— which
became the emblem of their house.
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one of the old Anglo-Saxon methods still in use in Henry IPs

time, namely, trial by ordeal. In the latter case the accused

had to undergo some ordeal,

such as plunging his arm into

boiling water. The arm was
then bound up, and if, after

a fixed time, it had not

healed, the accused was con-

sidered guilty. There were

other forms of ordeal, as well

as a form of trial called com-
purgation, which you may be

interested in looking up. See

if you can find any form of

trial that you would prefer

to the one Henry II began.

If you fail, it ought to be

clear to you that Henry II

is a part of your Living Past

and a part for which you may
be very thankful if you are

ever brought to trial yourself.

A Sign of National Spirit. Henry tried to limit the power
of the Church courts, but he did not succeed. However, the

mere fact that he made the attempt shows how early the

English kings began to resent the power of the Church in

matters which they thought belonged to them.

Possessions in France. Besides being king of England,

Henry, as a result of a series of profitable marriages on the

part of his forbears and himself, was feudal lord of the west-

ern half of France (see map, p. 460). His French estates,

however, brought him and his successors little but trouble,

for the French kings tried to do just what William I and
Henry II had done in England, namely, hammer their king-

dom into shape ; and they never gave up until the job was
finished.

Henry II

Metropolitan Museum of Art,

New York
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3. Checking Royal Authority

Brothers, but not at all Alike. Henry’s two sons (Richard

and John) were, respectively, the most romantic and the

meanest of the English royal line. Richard I (reigned 1189-

1199) you know (or ought to know) from Scott’s Ivanhoe as

the lion-hearted king who went on the Third Crusade.

John (reigned 1199-1216) was a cruel, grasping fellow,

whom almost everybody hated. His reign was one long

series of fights, and he lost them all. (1) He quarreled with

Pope Innocent III over the appointment of an Archbishop

of Canterbury and had to give in. (2) He quarreled with the

French king, Philip Augustus, and lost Normandy. (3) He
quarreled with the English nobles until they revolted, and
they forced him to grant a charter (the Magna Carta, or

Great Charter, 1215) guaranteeing them certain very im-

portant rights.

A Great Document. The chief pledges of the Great Charter

were (1) that the king would levy no new taxes on the nobles

without their consent
; (2) that he would not sell, delay, or

deny justice
;
and (3) that he would not imprison or outlaw

any freeman unless the latter had been declared guilty

either in a trial by his peers 1 (that is, his equals) or by the

law of the land.

Rights do not Enforce Themselves. There are one or two im-

portant points to notice about the Great Charter. In the

first place, its scope was broad. Instead of applying only to

the higher nobles and clergy, it applied to all freemen, whether
in town or country. As the serfs became freemen they too

shared in its benefits. In the second place, the Great Charter

became the greatest document in English history (and one of

the greatest documents in world history) because the English

people made it so. It was not automatic : it did not enforce

itself. More than one English king, including John himself,

tried to do away with it. But the English people never let

1 Look up the derivation of this word. What does it generally mean today ?
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John Signing the Great Charter

A painting by Herter in the Capitol at Madison, Wisconsin. Should you be likely

to find this scene depicted in a government building in Mexico? in China?
in Canada ? Why ?

their kings forget it, at least not for long. They kept coming
back to it, and when necessary they fought for it, until the

rights granted in it were firmly established. 1

As soon as he could, John made war on the nobles who had
forced him to sign the charter ; but hostilities were cut short

by his death (1216).

4. The Mother of Parliaments

What Parliament grew out of. John was succeeded by his

son Henry III, whose long and troubled reign (1216-1272)

contained another great event in English history. This was
the important step taken in the development of parliamen-

tary government.

1 England has no formal written constitution such as the United States has,

but its government is based on a number of important constitutional documents,

the chief one of which is the Great Charter.
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From an early date the Anglo-Saxons had shown a marked

capacity for cooperation. Besides having had local and na-

tional popular assemblies (the shire

moots, or meetings, and the folkmoots)

their kings had had a council of nobles

and high clergy, called the witenage-

mot, 1 or meeting of the wise men.

William I had continued this body

under the name of the Great Council.

What Montfort did. What happened

in Henry Ill’s reign was this: While

the nobles were at war against the

King, Simon de Montfort, their leader,

called a meeting of the Great Council,

or Parliament (as it was coming to be

called). But in addition to the nobles and prelates he invited

each shire (county) to send two knights, and each of the

towns which supported him to send two burgesses (1265).

A Great Moment in History. This idea was taken up by
Henry’s son Edward I (reigned 1272-1307) and his successors,

and thus England began to develop what Rome with all her

great statesmen had never developed, namely, a system of

representative government. There ought to be no need to

point out that Simon de Montfort and Edward I are very

much a part of your Living Past. Try to imagine your nation

without a system of representative government.

Two Houses. The knights and burgesses soon found that

they had many interests in common and that these interests

were different from the interests of the great nobles and prel-

ates. Moreover, they felt ill at ease in the presence of these

great dignitaries. So Parliament broke up into two groups.

The great nobles and prelates, who received personal in-

vitations from the king, formed the House of Lords, or upper
house

;
the knights and burgesses, elected by the shires and

towns, formed the House of Commons, or lower house.

1 wit' e na gS mot.

Simon de Montfort Seal

Now in the British

Museum
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Because this bicameral, or two-chambered, Parliament be-

came the model for modern legislative bodies, England is

called the Mother of Parliaments.

Other Possible Arrangements. Note that the bicameral sys-

tem is not the only possible one, nor was it the only one tried

out. Shortly after the English Parliament was begun, France

started one (1302), called the Estates-General, which con-

sisted of three houses (nobility, clergy, and the ''third

estate”), the last representing the towns
;
and several states

had parliaments of four houses. But experience has shown
the bicameral system to be the best. It isn’t so clumsy as a

tricameral or a quadricameral body, and it isn’t apt to be so

impulsive as a unicameral body, because each house acts as

a check on the other. The upper house is generally smaller

than the lower house, and its members as a rule have longer

terms.

The Towns begin to see the Value of Parliament. In view of

the importance we attach to representative government it is

interesting to note that in the beginning English towns often

failed to send representatives to Parliament. It seemed to be

nothing but an expensive nuisance, because the towns had to

bear the cost of sending members and because the kings as a

rule summoned Parliament only when they wanted to find

out how large a tax they could levy.

But as Parliament grew in power the towns began to see

the value of having members in it. When the king asked for

money, Parliament began to ask, "What will you do in re-

turn?” Thus, in time, it established the rule "No taxation

without redress of grievances.”

Next, Parliament went on to get control of the spending of

the money
; but this is too long a story to tell here. There

were many ups and downs. When the king was weak or when
his claim to the throne was not very good, Parliament ran
things. When the king was strong, he ran things. But the

important thing to note is that no king was ever strong enough
to do away with Parliament entirely.



The Cooperating Mind : Edward I and Parliament

The artist has shown the King looking toward the Lords Spiritual (Bishops and
Abbots) and the Lords Temporal (Nobles) . At his left are the Knights and Burgesses.

The inscription is from Edward’s Summons to the Lords Spiritual
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5. Attaining National Unity

Everyday Life. We have now come down to about 1300

;

we shall have to pass over the next two hundred years rapidly.

Life in England went on much as on the Continent. Most of

the people lived on manors and were engaged in agriculture,

though many were also engaged in sheep-raising and in the

wool trade with the Flemish towns. The fact that burgesses

were summoned to Parliament showed that towns were be-

coming rich enough to attract the attention of the king.

Work in town and country was
done by age-old forms of power—by
wind and water and by the muscles

of men and the four-footed beasts.

Contact with the Continent. There was much going and
coming among the nobility, much banqueting and justing of

knights in tournaments. Contact with France was still close,

though not so much so since John had lost Normandy. Until

then many English nobles had had French possessions too.

Contact with the Continent now was chiefly through the

important wool trade with Flanders and through the Church
and the universities. There was much going and coming be-

tween England and Rome on Church business ; and English

students went abroad, and foreign students came to Oxford

and Cambridge. So England kept in touch with the main
currents of life across the Channel.

A Geographic Factor. We might note in passing that the

English Channel played an important part in English history,

for it served as a barrier against foreign invasion and thus

gave England a freer hand in developing herself than the

countries on the Continent had. Only in our own day, with

the invention of the airplane, has the Channel lost much of

its value as a protection.

What was done with Wood and String. In the later Middle

Ages England was more active as an aggressor than as a de-

fender. We have already spoken of the Hundred Years’ War
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Gloucester Hall

One of the buildings that made up the Oxford University of the
Middle Ages

in connection with France (p.445). Near the beginning of

that war the English won a great victory (at Crecy, 1346),

which was important largely on account of the way in which

it was won. Until then it had been taken for granted that the

only way a battle could be decided was by armored knights

mounted on chargers and wielding swords or battle-axes ; but

this battle was settled by common English yeomen (or free-

men) armed with bows and arrows. It was a terrible blow to

the old feudal order when the flower of French chivalry, clad

in fine armor, was put to’flight by a lot of " country bumpkins ”

armed with sticks of wood and pieces of string.

The Beginnings of Modem Artillery. Soon the old feudal

order was to get an even greater jolt. Warning of this had
already been given at this same battle of Crecy, where,

for the first time in the world’s history, gunpowder was
used in warfare.
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The cannons were small and ineffective; about all that

they could do was to frighten the horses. But as they became

Social Effects. The plague raged most terribly in the

crowded, unsanitary towns, but castle and country village

suffered greatly too. The whole machinery of life was thrown
out of order. The heavy loss among the clergy crippled the

Church badly. The loss among the peasants brought agri-

culture almost to a standstill.

By the time of the Black Death many of the one-time serfs

had become free agricultural laborers working for wages.

As many of these as had escaped the plague now demanded
higher wages. Not only did they get what they demanded,
but many of the remaining serfs were freed and put on a wage
basis, to keep them from running away.

improved they gave the

deathblow to feudalism, for

with them kings could bat-

ter down castles and con-

vert the unruly nobles into

law-abiding or at least law-

fearing citizens.

Longbow, crossbow, cannon, and the fore-

runner of the musket— an iron tube, much
.like a large Roman candle

Medieval Munitions

The Black Death (1348).

Soon after the battle of

Crecy the war was inter-

rupted by a terrible plague

called the Black Death,

which spread over Europe
and came nearer to wiping

out the human race than

any plague we know of. It

reached England in 1348

and carried off at least one

out of every four persons.

Oxford University is said to

have lost two thirds of its

students.
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The Wars of the Roses. In the fifteenth century the disap-

pearance of feudalism was hastened by the Wars of the Roses

— a struggle for the throne

between the Houses of Lan-

caster and York, 1 in which

many noble families were

wiped out or were greatly

reduced in power.

The wars ended in favor

of the Lancastrians when
their leader, Henry Tudor,

defeated King Richard III

of the House of York at

the battle of Bosworth Field

(1485). Richard was killed

in the battle, and Henry
became king of England, the

seventh of that name. He
married the Yorkist heiress,

Elizabeth, and through this

union the conflicting claims

of the rival houses of Lancaster and York were reconciled.

Unity and Solidarity. Henry VII was an able ruler, and

his position was strengthened by the fact that the wars had
not only killed off many powerful nobles but had made the

growing towns willing to give him a free hand in governing, so

long as he would maintain peace and order. England there-

fore came to the end of the*Medieval Millennium (1500) with

a strong royal government. She had lost all her Continental

possessions except the city of Calais, but this loss was some-

what made up for by the partial;! conquest of Ireland by
Henry II and the conquest of Wales by Edward I. Though
she had failed to conquer Scotland, still she had nothing to

fear from that quarter. Thus she had more unity and secur-

ity than any other region in western Europe.
1 The red rose was the emblem of Lancaster ; the white rose, of York.

The First of the Tudors
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England and the Church. The Church was still powerful in

England, but not so powerful as it had been in the days of

Henry II. Not only had Parliament limited the Church’s

activities, but in the late fourteenth century a distinguished

Oxford professor named John Wycliffe, who had a consid-

erable following even among the nobility, had attacked some
of its teachings. In the fifteenth century Wycliffe’s movement
(called Lollardy) was outlawed, but it was never entirely sup-

pressed. In England, too, as elsewhere, the Church was
weakened by its great wealth, which induced many unworthy
persons to seek admission to the ranks of the clergy.

Readings

Adams, Civilization during the Middle Ages, chap. xiv. Cheyney, Short

History of England, chaps, vi, vii, viii, xii ; Readings in English History,

chaps, vi, vii, viii, xii. Fletcher and Kipling, History of England

(verses by Kipling, pp. 3, 49, 86). Robinson, History of Western Europe

(new brief ed.), chap, ii ; Readings, I, chap. ii. Tappan, Heroes of the

Middle Ages, pp. 72-134.
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Questions

Section 1. Why did Britain have to build up a new civilization

about 500 a.d. ? What two classes were there in England after 1066?

Section 2. What important safeguard of personal liberty began

to develop in Henry II’s reign?

Section 3. What were the main provisions of the Great Charter?

Section 4. What evidence can you give to prove that De Mont-
fort forms part of our Living Past? How was Parliament organized?



CHAPTER XXXVII • Summing up the Forces that

destroyed the Religious Unity of Western Europe

1. New Forces at Work

A New Old World. To sum up the situation at 1500, there

were men everywhere in western Europe who were intensely

active and curious and interested in a wide range of subjects.

If we would find a parallel we shall have to go back almost

two thousand years, to the great days of Greece. We are

reminded of the Greeks especially by the northern Italians.

They, like the Greeks, were city-state folk; they had a

vigorous civic life and a strong civic pride; they were en-

gaged in a variety of things — trade, manufacture, geo-

graphic discovery and exploration, architecture, sculpture,

painting, poetry, and higher learning. Interestingly enough,

most of their higher learning had come from the Greeks.

A New Social Class. The driving force in awakened Eu-
rope lay largely in a new social class which interests us tre-

mendously because it is the one to which we belong, namely,

the middle class. Today, at least in this hemisphere, it is

the only class, but in early medieval Europe it did not exist.

It came with city life. Its chief elements were the merchants
and the craftsmen. By 1500 they had won back the position

in European affairs which merchants and craftsmen had
once held in the Roman Empire over a thousand years

before. There is no need to tell you that today they are,

more than ever, the dominant element in world affairs.

Aids to Navigation. Up to 1500 little advance had been

made in science; that was to come later. But several in-

ventions had been made or perfected which were to prove

of tremendous importance. One was the mariner’s compass,

introduced from the Near East about the time of the Cru-
471
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sades; another was the astrolabe. Maps and mariners’

charts had been greatly improved, especially by the Portu-

guese, and at some time during the Middle Ages sailors had
learned how to manipulate their sails so that they could sail

into the wind as well as with the wind. All this gave a great

stimulus to navigation.

Aids to Kings. Another invention was the cannon, which

first appeared in the fourteenth century. The Chinese had
long known that saltpeter, sulphur, and charcoal mixed to-

gether were explosive, but they had never got beyond the

firecracker stage. It was a German monk who first demon-
strated that this mixture, which we call gunpowder, could

be used for hurling missiles. Kings were further strengthened

by the revival of Roman law and by the growing national

spirit.

Aids to National Spirit. The growth of a national language

and literature drew people of different areas closer together

and gave them common ideas and ideals. The same end

was furthered by colonial possessions after the exploits of

Columbus and Vasco da Gama had shown men the way to

prizes of immeasurable value (pp. 513-515).

Aids to the Spread of Learning. About 1450 the printing

press was invented, probably by John Gutenberg, 1 though

there are others who have a claim to this honor. Gutenberg

set up his press in Mainz, Germany, and soon after there

were presses all over Europe. They were simple affairs

compared with the ones we are now used to, but they were

a remarkable advance over writing by hand.

Remarkable as this invention was, we need to note that

its rapid spread was due in large measure to the introduction

of paper, which provided a larger, and consequently a

cheaper, supply of writing material than the Middle Ages

had known. If the world had had to depend on parchment,

as the Middle Ages had done, the possibilities of the printing

press would never have been realized. Paper, like gunpowder
1 goo'tgn bSrK.
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Gutenberg Bible Which Cost U. S.

$250,000 Is Safe in Washington

A Treasure Acquired in 1930 by the Library of Congress

(and, we might add, like the compass, silk, tea, and many
other things we value highly), came originally out of China.

A New Era. The influences we have mentioned were among
the chief ones that transformed the medieval world and
ushered in a new era. Compass and astrolabe made oceanic

navigation possible; gunpowder and Roman law furthered

greatly the formation of national states
;
printing press and

paper made popular education possible.

If we state these three points in another way, it may help

to show you how much a part they are of your Living Past.

(1) If it had not been for the compass and astrolabe, few, if

any, would have ventured to sail into the wide expanse of

ocean; so neither you nor any of your forbears would

probably have ever seen the continent you are living on.

(2) If it had not been for gunpowder and Roman law, the

formation of national states would have been impossible or

at least greatly retarded, so that you might never have
known a national flag. (3) If it had not been for the printing

press, you would probably not be able to read these words or

any other words.

2. What the New Forces did to the Papacy

A Challenge to the Church. All these changes tended to

make men locally minded or nationally minded and to center

their interest on things of this world. Nobles coveted the rich

lands of the Church
; merchants needing capital tried to di-

vert money from church uses to business uses.
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Under these circumstances the Church’s only chance of

maintaining itself was through having a clergy that lived up
to its teachings. In too many in-

stances this was not the case, even

among those who held high office.

Thus there was much dangerous

material lying about, and any tiny

spark might set off a tremendous

explosion. That is what actually

happened.

The Spark that set off the Explosion.

The Pope was in need of funds to

carry on the building of St. Peter’s

in Rome, and some of his agents, in

their zeal to raise money, made it

appear as though men could escape

punishment for their sins merely by
buying a so-called indulgence. This

practice came to the attention of

Martin Luther, who was now a

theological professor at the Uni-

versity of Wittenberg, and he at-

tacked it (1517).

Luther proceeded in proper aca-

demic fashion, little realizing that

he would soon be changed from an
unknown monkish pedagogue into a

world figure. He wrote out in Latin

ninety-five theses (that is, statements

which he was ready to defend) and
nailed them on the door of the church,

just as you might put on your school bulletin board a list of

statements about, say, the League of Nations and challenge

anyone to a debate. There seemed to be nothing in that to

cause alarm. Even the Pope regarded the matter at first as a

tempest in a teapot. But soon it became tremendously serious.

The Men Largely Respon'

sible for the Explosion

Wycliffe, Huss, and Luther.
Luther learned from Huss,
who learned from Wycliffe,

who was the first learned man
to attack the teachings of the
Church. (From manuscript in

Prague, University Library)
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What the Explosion did. The theses were translated and

were read and discussed by high and low. After three years

of bitter controversy the Pope

excommunicated Luther ;
that

is to say, he expelled him from

the Church. Luther answered

by burning the Pope’s decree

publicly in the market square

of Wittenberg. Young Charles

Hapsburg, who was now Em-
peror Charles V, then ordered

Luther to appear before the

Imperial Diet. He went, but

refused to give up his teach-

ings, whereupon he was out-

lawed (1521). However, he

had a powerful protector in

Frederick, elector of Saxony,

who rushed him off to the

safety of the Wartburg, 1 one

of his castles.

The Protestant Revolt, as

the movement which Luther

started is called, soon spread beyond Germany. We shall

speak of it again in Part VI. Here we wish merely to point

out that when the conflict was over, the unity of Western
Christendom was gone. Generally speaking, the parts of

Europe where the Germanic element was strong became
Protestant— namely, northern Germany, Holland, Den-
mark, Sweden, England, Scotland, and parts of Switzerland.

The Ideal of a United Humanity. We have already spoken

in some detail about the work of the medieval Church

The Door of the Wittenberg Castle

Church, on which are Luther’s Theses

done in Bronze

1 vart'boorK. Here, among other things, Luther made a translation of the
Bible, and thereby did for the Germans what Dante had done for the Italians,

and Chaucer for the English ; that is, he gave them a literary masterpiece in their

own language which was to become the standard for later writers.
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(Chap. XXIX). With all its defects it had tried to see life as a
whole and had sought courageously to get men to live to-

gether in peace and amity. It had set its face against slavery

;

had cared for the aged, the poor, and the afflicted; had
sought to strengthen the bonds which held the family to-

gether; and, most appealing of all, had fostered especially

the love for little children.

A word in conclusion regarding the relation of the Church
to the ideal of a united humanity : Alexander the Great had
sown the seed of that ideal when he tried to bring the Greek

and Near East worlds together. Rome had gone further

when she built up a state that encompassed the whole

Mediterranean world. The medieval Church had not only

kept the Roman ideal alive, but also added to it by conceiv-

ing of humanity as bound together by a common rule of life,

which bade all men to love God and to love their neighbor as

themselves.

It is interesting to note that, after having been broken up
into separate national states for about four hundred years,

the Western world is now thinking once more in terms of a

united humanity. It has a League of Nations and a World
Court. The League differs from the medieval Church in

three important respects: (1) it takes in almost all the

civilized world
; (2) it is not linked up with any one religion

;

and (3) such power as it has is vested in a body of representa-

tives of the various nations rather than in the hands of one

man. Only the future can tell whether the League will be

more successful in drawing humanity together than the

medieval Church.

Before we continue the story of western Europe we shall

take a hasty glance at the Eastern Empire during the Medie-

val Millennium.
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3. The Eastern Empire

This section deals with the region and period in the shaded

bar. (See page 49)

Conserver and Protector. We saw that Constantine had
built a new capital on the Bosporus and that after 395 the

Roman Empire had had two emperors, one at Rome and the

other at Constantinople. The last emperor in the West was
deposed in 476, but there continued to be emperors in the

East for about a thousand years longer, until 1453.

Not much that was new came out of the Eastern, or

Byzantine, Empire, though it did develop a style of architec-

ture called Byzantine. However, the empire (1) did preserve

a great deal of what it had inherited from Rome, which is more
than western Europe did, and (2) it did hold back the Asiatics

throughout most of the millennium we are considering.

Constantinople. From the point of view of culture Con-
stantinople was for long much the brightest spot in Europe
and one of the few bright spots anywhere on the globe.

When whole sections of the once-proud capital on the Tiber

stood in ruins and abandoned and when London and Paris

were little more than villages, Constantinople had a popula-

tion of a million.
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Justinian and his Court

It was as far ahead of the rest of Europe in wealth and
grandeur as it was in population. Constantine had combed
(or robbed, if you prefer) the Mediterranean cities of their

Greek statues and other art treasures with which to beautify

his capital.

A Center of Culture. The wealth of the emperors and of

the merchant princes, who controlled the trade of the Medi-

terranean Sea and the Black Sea, enabled art and learning

to be kept alive. There was still a brisk demand for builders,

sculptors, painters, writers, teachers, and copyists in the

East, long after these callings had almost entirely disappeared

in the West. When, as late as the twelfth century, the cru-

saders gazed upon the city, they were filled with wonder and
admiration.

At about the opening of this millennium the emperor in the

East was Justinian (reigned 527-565), who is remembered
chiefly for having built the great Byzantine church of

St. Sophia and for having had the Roman law codified. 1

1 By collecting and systematizing the great mass of legislation and legal de-

cisions that had come down from the days of Rome’s greatness, Tribonian and
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Santa Sophia, in Constantinople

A Christian Church during most of the Medieval Millennium

;

since 1453 a Turkish mosque

The Arabic and Mongol Floods. We have already told of

how the Arabs under Mohammed and his successors spread

their power far and wide and how the Seljuk Turks (who
had become Mohammedans) brought on the Crusades

(pp. 382 and 383). While the crusaders and the Moslems
were at war in the Holy Land (in the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries) a new peril arose farther east which threatened to

engulf both of them. The huge Mongol reservoir in Central

Asia, which had often overflowed, now flowed over once

more and spread havoc far and wide. The leader of the

other jurists of Justinian’s court preserved Rome’s greatest contribution to man-
kind. Their monumental work, called the Corpus Juris Civilis (that is, "The
Body of the Civil Law”), consisted of (1) the Code, containing the statutes of

the emperors
; (2) the Digest, containing excerpts from the writings of celebrated

Roman lawyers ; (3) the Institutes, an elementary textbook on law ; and (4) the

Novelise, or new statutes, containing the laws issued by Justinian.
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Marco Polo Kublai Khan

Mongols was Genghis Khan 1 (reigned 1206-1227). When
he died his empire stretched from the Pacific to the Dnieper.

His capital was at Karakorum, in Mongolia.

Part of our Living Past. Genghis Khan’s best-known suc-

cessor was Kublai 2 Khan, who almost doubled the size of

the empire and moved his capital from Karakorum to Peking

(now Peiping), where he founded the Yuan dynasty (1280-

1368) (see map, p. 481).

Though Kublai Khan lived in far-off China, he belongs to

our Living Past more than one might think. The steps from

him to us are not many. (1) He was ruler of the dominions

in which a Venetian merchant named Marco Polo spent some
years (1271-1292). (2) This merchant’s account of the almost

unbelievable riches of the East, as told in his Voyages
,

dazzled the imagination of Europe and spurred men on to

seek new routes to that land of gold and jewels. (3) One of

those who sought such a route stumbled upon a new world

(1492) — and so we are here.

Ottoman Turks. Kublai Khan’s empire soon broke up ; but

the effects of the great Mongol expansion continued to be

felt for a long time, for the Mongols not only had moved
themselves but had set other peoples in motion. Among
the latter were the Ottoman Turks, who lived in the Seljuk

1 jSn'giz kan. 2 koo'bll.
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empire and were Moslems, and who took up the westward
movement which Genghis Khan had begun. Soon all Asia

Minor was in their hands.

Fall of Constantinople, 1453. Constantinople stood in their

way for a while. Since they could not take it, they went
around it and established themselves in southeastern Europe,

with a capital at Adrianople. Constantinople was now a

Christian island in the midst of a Moslem sea. It was only a

matter of time before it should fall. The end came in 1453.

Expansive Power still Strong. The capture of Constanti-

nople did not by any means exhaust the driving power of the

Ottoman Turks
; so the Medieval Millennium came to an end

with these Asiatic Moslems a real menace to the peace and
security of western Europe. (1) It was after 1500 that they

increased their holdings in southeastern Europe up to Vienna,

and they almost got that important city. (2) It was after

1500 that they conquered Egypt. (3) On the Mediterranean

they were a match for the Venetians, and they did not receive

a serious setback until the great sea fight of Lepanto (1571).
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You might be praying to Allah. So in the year 1500 a

Mohammedan need not have been a madman to declare that

soon the Crescent would supplant the Cross throughout the

European continent. What the subsequent history of Europe
and America would then have been is something you may
speculate about. Perhaps you would now be a Mohammedan.

In any case note that all of us who prize western-European

culture owe a debt to the Eastern Empire for serving long as a

bulwark against Asia. After the fall of that empire (1453) the

task of holding back the Asiatics fell to the Venetians and
Genoese in the Mediterranean, and on land to the Austrians,

Poles, and Bohemians (the modern Czechs 1
).

A Parting Word on the Middle Ages. The Byzantine Em-
pire and the medieval Church may be regarded as continua-

tions of the Roman state. Like Rome, each of these offshoots

lasted about a thousand years, and each performed a distinct

and important service for modern civilization. The eastern

offshoot was like a wall holding back the Asiatic hordes which

threatened to engulf Europe. The western offshoot was like

a worn-out field which had been plowed up roughly by the

Teutonic invaders and then cultivated by the Christian

Church; from it, in time, sprang many things which are

familiar aspects of our civilization today — city life, na-

tional tongues and national states, art and literature, and the

beginnings of science. Whatever you do, don’t think of the

Medieval Millennium as a dead period ; it was very much alive.

It is true that much of its energy was undirected or misdi-

rected, but the same thing may be said of our own age.

For those who Want to Know what was Left to be Done.

Great as was the promise of the later Middle Ages, we need to

note that it was only a promise. The men of that period left

plenty to do for those who came after, for they had not solved

the three fundamental problems listed on page 249 any more
than the Greeks or Hebrews or Romans had solved them.

Slavery, it is true, had disappeared from Europe
;
but greed

1 chgks.
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remained, and greed was soon to establish human bondage

in the new hemisphere which had just been discovered.

Ignorance and envy, hatred and malice and all manner of un-

charitableness, too, still held free men in bondage. Man still

fought against man, and nation against nation; and the

great mass of men, women, and children toiled long and hard

for only a very meager share of nature’s bounty.
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Questions

Section 1. What resemblances are there between fifteenth-

century Europe and the Greece of two thousand years earlier? This

Greek and Italian parallel suggests a generalization, namely, that city

life and a high level of civilization go together. "No city life, no

high level of culture." Would you accept this generalization? Apply

it to the world today. What social class that is very important today

did not exist in the early Middle Ages? How did it come into being?

How long before 1500 a.d. was it since there had been a vigorous town

life in western Europe ? What aids to navigation were developed in

the later Middle Ages? What aids to kings were developed in the

later Middle Ages? What aids to the spread of learning were de-

veloped in the later Middle Ages ?
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Section 2. What did Martin Luther do in 1517? What followed

as a result of his action? Was he solely responsible for these results?

What political ideal did the medieval papacy keep alive? How does

the League of Nations differ from the medieval papacy?

Section 3. How did the culture of western Europe about 500 a.d.

compare with that of the Byzantine Empire? For what is Justinian

remembered chiefly? How far did Genghis Khan’s power extend?

How does Kublai Khan form part of our Living Past ? What people

did the Mongols set in motion? What did this people accomplish in

1453? What evidence is there that the Ottoman Turks were still

"going strong ” at 1500 A. D. ? What is the purpose of this section?

Things to Do

1. Continue your time chart.

2. Find out how many copies of your local newspaper are printed

each day. Try to estimate how long it would take for a fifteenth-

century press to print a one day’s edition of your local paper
; that is,

how old would the news be before the last copy was printed ?

3. Construct a Sic et Non or a Was it a Good Thing? exercise for

one of the following
: (a

)

the invention of the printing press
; (b) the

invention of cannon
; (c

)

the invention of the compass and astrolabe

(see page 472).

4. At Section 3 adjust the hands of your "Clock” and Great

Circle for Constantinople.

5. You are sent to interview Marco Polo after his return from the

East. Write up the interview.

6. Construct a Was it a Good Thing? exercise for the fall of Con-

stantinople, 1453.

7. Now that you have completed about half of the book, it might

be worth while to repeat exercise No. 3, pp. 347-348, and see if you

have been getting any of the values which were claimed for the study

of history in Chapter II.

8. Look up the derivation of the following words : Byzantine

;

Constantinople.



PART VI • THE MODERN HALF-MILLENNIUM, TO WHICH
WE (MODESTLY) DEVOTE AS MUCH SPACE AS WE DID
TO THE PRECEDING FOUR AND A HALF MILLENNIUMS

Unit I • In which Europe weathers a Religious Revolt

tion and Prepares for a Political and Social One



The Experimenting Mind

Galileo dropping weights from the Tower of Pisa (see page 527)



CHAPTER XXXVIII • Disclosing what happened

when Men sought New Ways to Salvation
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This unit deals with the first part of the last half-millennium.

(See page 49)

1. Foreword

Two Reasons and a Third. Unless you have an unusually

good time sense, you will need from now on to glance fre-

quently at the time chart above ; otherwise you are likely to

get the impression, from the amount of space given to the

Modern Half-Millennium, that it is as long as the preceding

four and a half millenniums. Note well that we give almost

as many pages to the last tenth of our five thousand years as

we did to the first nine tenths. It is difficult to avoid such an
unequal division of space for two reasons

: (1) the scope of

the story widens till it takes in the whole world and (2) within

this area epoch-making changes occur with ever-increasing

rapidity. A third reason is that a knowledge of what hap-
pened since 1500 does more to help us live intelligently than a

489
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knowledge of what happened before 1500— at least this seems

to be the prevailing view in American schools and colleges.

Three Great Upheavals. We saw that by 1500 there were

many new ideas and forces at work in western Europe. As
these worked themselves out they produced three great up-

heavals, the first of which we have already mentioned briefly,

— the Protestant Reformation, which destroyed Church unity

in western Europe and finally brought about religious toler-

ation. The second upheaval (the French Revolution) oc-

curred in the late eighteenth century and finally brought to

many lands two important elements of a democratic society,

namely, individual liberty and popular sovereignty. The third

upheaval— the World War, 1914-1918— occurred about the

time you were bom. It did something tremendous to Europe
and the world, but as yet nobody knows just what.
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Three Great Upheavals

We shall organize the Modern Half-Millennium around
these three upheavals. In Unit I we shall carry the story from
about 1500 to the French Revolution ; in Unit II, from the

French Revolution to the end of the World War, with a few
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words about what has happened since then. Within these

units we shall proceed by periods of about a hundred years,

in order to keep the various political and cultural threads

moving along together. The chart on page 490 may help

you to fix the organization in mind. Note that each succes-

sive upheaval is more far-reaching than the preceding one,

but that through them all France, Germany (including Aus-

tria), and England remain at the center.

2. Salvation along State Lines

What made the Break Possible. To break with the Church
may seem simple enough to us who live in an age of many
religious sects, but it did not seem simple to western Euro-

peans of the sixteenth century. Many of them, no doubt,

were bitter against the abuses in the Church; nevertheless

they saw in it the only way to win salvation, and salvation

was, above all other things, the one that they were concerned

about. What made the break possible was that early in the

sixteenth century many members of the Church came to

believe with Martin Luther that they could be saved out-

side of it.

The Main Point at Issue. Luther’s followers came to be

called Protestants because a group of them protested against

a measure proposed by the Catholic princes in Germany,
and this term spread to all the groups that broke away from

the Catholic Church. They held that salvation was a direct

and immediate matter between man and God, and that man,
therefore, did not need the Church as an intermediary.

Neither could man improve his chances of salvation by
performing penances and other "good works” such as the

Catholic Church prescribed. Man, said Luther, was saved

by faith and not by good works.

Given Time to get Started. We saw (p. 475) that Luther

had been expelled from the Church and outlawed, but that

this had not silenced him. If the religious problem had
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stood alone, he and his followers would have been sup-

pressed promptly and effectively; but the religious prob-

lem became involved with

the problem of establish-

ing order at home (for

example, in France, p. 509)

and with the problem of

boundaries. The latter was
especially important at the

beginning, for the leading

Catholic sovereigns, Em-
peror Charles V and King
Francis I of France, were

more interested in getting

control of Italy than they

were in suppressing Luther,

and the Popes were busy
with the problem of check-

ing the ambitions of both

Charles and Francis. The
result was that more than

a quarter of a century was
given up to warfare, and

Luther Pnachmg that during this period the

FromacontemporaryGermanmanuscript teachings of the reformers

in the British Museum got a firm foothold in vari-

ous parts of Europe.

A Protestant Creed. Besides the question of how man was
to be saved, there was another difference between Catholics

and Protestants, which centered about the very difficult

problem of interpreting the Bible. According to the Cath-

olics the Church, through its leaders, was the only body
competent to do this; according to the early teachings of

Luther anyone was competent to do it. Soon, however, it

became apparent that not all individuals interpreted the

Bible in the same way, and Luther realized that if the anti-
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Catholic parts of Germany were not to fall into utter con-

fusion there would have to be an official statement of belief

and people would have to be made to accept it.

Such a statement was drawn up by Luther’s friend

Melanchthon and proclaimed in Augsburg in 1530. This

so-called Augsburg Confession exercised a great influence on
later Protestant creeds and is still the official creed of the

Lutheran Church.

State Churches in Place of a Universal One. War between
the German Catholics and Lutherans began in 1546, the

year of Luther’s death. After almost a decade of fighting

it became clear that the religious breach was likely to be

permanent, and in the peace made at Augsburg (1555) two
churches were recognized, the Catholic and the Lutheran.

Between these two, princes and the Free Cities, but not

individual citizens, might choose. Thus the Protestant Re-

volt in Germany resulted in substituting for the One Univer-

sal Church not religious toleration, but a system of state

churches. Lutheranism also became the state religion of

Denmark, Norway, and Sweden.

3. Salvation along Congregational Lines

Calvinism and Self-Government. Meanwhile another Prot-

estant reform movement had been started in Geneva 1 by
a former French priest named John Calvin, who had been

expelled from France for his religious teachings. From
Geneva Calvin’s teachings spread to France, Holland, Ger-

many, England, and Scotland, and, later, to the English

colonies.

The church he founded (called Calvinist or Reformed or

Presbyterian) had several features in which it differed mark-

1 At this time Geneva was not yet a part of the confederacy of Swiss cantons

(states). This confederacy dated back to 1291, but it was not recognized as an
independent state until 1648 (p. 536). Calvin was in Geneva from 1541 until his

death in 1564.
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edly from Luther’s church. (1) Each congregation was an
independent unit and (2) was governed jointly by the pastor

and the leading laymen, called elders or presbyters, who
were sometimes elected by the congregation. (3) Matters

of general interest to the churches in the various areas were

settled by representative assemblies, called synods or pres-

byteries, which were attended by the elders as well as by
the pastors.

It is obvious that the Calvinists got a training in self-

government in Church affairs such as the Roman Catholics

and Lutherans did not. This had an important bearing

upon the development of self-government in political af-

fairs in Great Britain and the English colonies, where the

English and Scotch Calvinists became champions of popular

government.

Austerely Moral. Another feature of Calvinism which had
a tremendous influence in Europe and America (of which

traces are still left) was its lofty and austere moral tone.

There was something fine about the way in which the early

Calvinists tried to make themselves worthy of salvation.

No medieval anchorites strove harder to hold their bodily

passions and appetites in check and to live on a high moral

plane. But an unlovely side of their character appeared in

their concern for their neighbor’s salvation. In their zeal

to save him they often pried into his affairs and sought

even to pry into his innermost thoughts in a way that we
should find extremely annoying. And they were as futile

as they were annoying in their attempts to make men good

by law.

The Calvinists in France (called Huguenots) were strong

among the rich merchants and the nobility and were granted

some toleration by Henry IV, who was one of their number
until he became king (p. 509). In the United Netherlands

and Scotland they became the dominant sect.
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4. Salvation along Conservative Lines

Two Stages. The church revolt in England differed from

the revolt in Germany in that it passed through two distinct

stages. In Germany there took place, at one and the same
time, a revolt against the authority of the Pope and against

the teachings of the Catholic Church. In England these two
revolts came separately. Henry VIII induced Parliament to

make him the Supreme Head of the Church in England in

place of the Pope (Act of Supremacy, 1534), but it was not

until after Henry’s reign that Protestant doctrines were intro-

duced into the English Church.

Antecedents of Revolt. Henry broke with Rome because the

Pope refused to grant him a divorce from his wife, Catherine

of Aragon. Such a break, however, would probably have been

impossible if there had not been a good deal of antipapal feel-

ing in England. Most of the kings since William the Norman
had tried to limit the power of the papacy in English affairs,

and Wycliffe and his followers had led many Englishmen to

reject the teachings of the Church. Wycliffe is often called

"the Morning Star of the Reformation” (p. 470).

The break with the papacy met with no great opposi-

tion, and the same was true of Henry’s dissolution of the

monasteries. Though these institutions were not such corrupt

places as Henry made them out to be, they nevertheless ap-

peared to the growing class of energetic townspeople to have

outlived their usefulness. Much of the confiscated property

went to Henry’s followers in Parliament, and this made him
more than ever the master of that body.

A Much-Married Man. Meanwhile Henry had been di-

vorced from Catherine by an English Church court and had
married Anne Boleyn, 1 who, after bearing a daughter (Eliza-

beth), had been executed. Next Henry married Jane Sey-

mour (he married six times in all). Jane bore him a son, who
became Edward VI.

bool'ln.
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An Unsettled Church. Edward became king in 1547, and in

his reign Protestant ideas began to come into the English

Church. Edward’s work,

however, was undone after

his death by his half-sister

Mary (reigned 1553-1558),

daughter of Henry and
Catherine of Aragon, who,

being a Catholic, restored

the old faith. She married

Philip II of Spain but had
no children, so after her

death she was succeeded

by her half-sister Elizabeth

(reigned 1558-1603), who,

in turn, undid her work.

A Conservative Reform.

The Elizabethan church

settlement (1559) was a

compromise and satisfied

most of the English peo-

ple. Outwardly the Church
(called Anglican) looked

much as it always had. There were still archbishops, bishops,

and priests. The churches still had altars, and the clergy

wore vestments at services. But the services now were not

so elaborate as they had been, and they were conducted in

English instead of in Latin. More important was the fact

that the doctrines of the Church became distinctly Protestant.

So with the Elizabethan settlement England entered upon
the second stage of the Reformation.

Religious Uniformity Enforced. The extremists, of course,

were not satisfied with the Elizabethan settlement. On the

one hand, there were some Catholics who wanted a return to

the old faith ; on the other hand, there were some extreme

Protestants who wanted still further changes made in the

Henry VIII in Royal Plumage

Like other Tudors, Henry was noted for

tact, except in his dealings with cardinals,

Protestants, monks, and wives. (After

Holbein)
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Queen Elizabeth Dined on Drake’s Ship and then Knighted Him

Drake was honored for having circumnavigated the globe and for having relieved

the Spaniards of much of their wealth. He was vice admiral at the time of the

Spanish Armada

Church. But Elizabeth stuck firmly to the middle path and
enforced the Act of Uniformity, which was passed by Parlia-

ment in 1559, and which provided penalties for all who did

not conform to the services as prescribed in the Book of

Common Prayer.

Safe from Outside Attack. Protestantism in England was
saved, just as it had been in Germany, by the political situa-

tion in Europe. Just as the wars between Charles V and
Francis I had given Lutheranism a chance to get established

in Germany, so the continued rivalry of Spain and France
gave Anglicanism a chance to get established in England.

Elizabeth played one power against the other for thirty

years, and by the time Philip II of Spain finally gave up
all hope of winning England to his side and sent the Spanish
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Armada to conquer her (1588), England had grown power-

ful enough to repulse it. This victory marked the end of

the period of doubt for Protestantism in England. Hence-

forth the Elizabethan religious settlement remained safe from

outside attack.

Now we shall consider briefly what had happened to the

Catholic Church since the days when Luther began his attack.

5. Salvation along Old Lines newly Defined

Setting the Catholic House in Order. In such a brief account

of the Middle Ages as was given above, one fact is apt to

escape your attention, namely, that Church reform was con-

tinuously in the minds of some of the leaders, just as the

matter of political reform is in men’s minds today. The
Cluny reform, for example, with the accompanying investi-

ture struggle, was a "reformation movement.” To think,

therefore, of Luther’s movement as the only attempt to re-

form the Church is as though you were to think of the

American Civil War as the only attempt made to solve the

slavery question.

The importance of Luther’s revolt, as far as the Catholic

Church was concerned, lay in the fact that it centered the

attention of Catholics on those of their leaders who had long

been trying to make reforms. These men now got a hear-

ing, the papal court was reformed, and earnest, high-minded

Christians like Paul III supplanted the pleasure-loving Popes-

of the early sixteenth century. Next the long-awaited Church
council was summoned.

The Council of Trent. The council met at Trent and re-

mained in session, on and off, for about twenty years (1545-

1563). Representatives came from Italy, France, Spain,

and Germany, but there were none from England. If the

Emperor (Charles V) had had his way, some attempt would
have been made to win back the Lutherans ; but the coun-

cil was dominated by the Italian delegates, and these re-
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fused to make any concessions. Far from taking a concilia-

tory tone, the council condemned the Protestant teachings.

Within the Catholic Church
steps were taken to bring

only men of the right sort into

the clergy and to see that

they were properly trained

for their high office and that

they performed their duties

faithfully. The fundamental

teachings of the Church were

set forth clearly and simply,

so that the people could be

instructed in them. To pre-

vent the spread of heresy,

Catholics were forbidden to

read certain books that were

likely to weaken their faith.

The Society of Jesus. Hav-
ing set its house in order, the

Catholic Church now sought

to win back lost ground. It had a large measure of success,

due in no small degree to the activities of a new religious

order, the Society of Jesus, or the Jesuits, which was founded
by a Spaniard named Ignatius Loyola 1 (1491-1556). Loyola

had been a soldier, and he made the soldierly quality of

obedience the foundation stone of his order.

The Society of Jesus was approved by the Pope in 1540,

and soon the Jesuits were active in combating Protestantism

everywhere. Their activities were various. Some became
distinguished scholars and thus won for the Church the re-

spect of the learned world. Others became advisers and con-

fessors of kings and princes and thus exercised great influence

in political affairs. Others distinguished themselves as mis-

sionaries, not only in Europe but in the uttermost parts

1 ig na'shi us 15 y5'la.

Ignatius Loyola
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of the earth, and showed by their courage and self-sacrifice

that the Church could still breed martyrs. Still others dis-

tinguished themselves as preachers and teachers. Jesuit

schools became the best schools in Europe, to which even

well-to-do Protestants sent their children.

Persecution. Unfortunately not all the methods of com-

bating Protestantism were of this peaceful nature. In Italy

and Spain the Inquisition (a court established in the thir-

teenth century to stamp out heresy) was reestablished, and
in other Catholic countries heretics were tried by the ordi-

nary courts. The punishments were severe
;
the guilty were

burned at the stake or scourged and imprisoned or sent to

the galleys as slaves. Protestants were no less severe in

dealing with the Catholics, the only difference being that the

condemned Catholic was more likely to have his head cut

off than he was to be burned at the stake.

6. What the Reformation meant to Europe and to Us

Main Lines Drawn. By 1600 the main lines along which the

Reformation movement was to develop had been drawn.

The movement did not subside till well toward the end of

the seventeenth century, but in that century it became more
and more involved with political questions. This is therefore

as good a place as any to sum up the results of the movement,
provided you bear in mind that some of these results worked
themselves out after 1600.

By 1600 Western Christendom was divided into two parts,

— Catholic and Protestant, the latter organized along state

lines. There was little religious toleration as yet, except in

Holland and to a limited degree in France. The areas that

were to remain permanently separated from the Catholic

Church were northern Germany, Denmark, Norway, and

Sweden (Lutheran)
; Holland and Scotland (Calvinist) ;

and
England (Anglican).
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You will miss much of the significance of the Protestant

Revolt if you think of it merely as breaking up the medieval

Church into a number of parts. Far more important is the

fact that there were now several contending systems of re-

ligious doctrine, each claiming to embody the truth. Obvi-

ously not all of them could be true, and as men noted the

unchristianlike bickerings of religious factions, many came
to wonder whether any of them were true.
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Differences and Resemblances. The Protestant reforms had

in general been along the line of simplifying Church organiza-

tion, ritual, and teachings. Of the sacraments, baptism and
the Lord’s Supper were kept. The central feature of the

Protestant service was the sermon.

Certain fundamental teachings of the old Church were re-

tained. Protestants and Catholics alike continued to believe

that man was sinful by nature and that his main purpose in

life was to attain salvation through faith in Christ, the savior

of mankind.

Persecution and Moral Earnestness. The movement affected

the European ancestors of all of us to a greater or lesser

extent. Those of our ancestors whose beliefs were unor-

thodox (that is, different from those established by law) had
either to change their beliefs or submit to persecution or move
to a place where they would not be persecuted. Many mi-

grated to America, not only from England but also from

Germany and France. Whether they stayed at home or

migrated, and whether they were Catholic or Protestant,

many of them came to take a more serious view of life. The
moral earnestness which we in America associate with the

Puritans (p. 556) was not confined to them but had its coun-

terpart among other Christian groups.

Developing Individuality. The Reformation made men
stand out as individuals. In the Middle Ages men had
thought of themselves primarily as members of a group. If

they were merchants or artisans, they belonged to a guild

;

if they were peasants, they belonged to a manorial group ;
if

they were scholars, they belonged to the university group;

and so on. Most of all, everybody who was a Christian be-

longed to one all-embracing religious group.

But after Luther had preached that salvation was a matter

between God and man, the Church organization tended to

break up, and the process continued until, with the Quakers,

every man was his own church. A similar process of disin-

tegration went on to a greater or less extent along all lines.
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Guilds tended to give way to individuals who went into

business
' 1

onjt^eirJ3wn
’
’

;
serfs tended more and more to be-

come freemen, working for wages and free to leave the manor
if they desired. Thus the old molds which had shaped medie-

val life tended to disappear, and men learned to stand on their

own feet. This disintegration of medieval society took place

in Catholic as well as Protestant Europe, but it was most
marked in England and Holland, where the new commercial

and industrial spirit was especially active.

Making Capitalists. We saw that Luther had held that

"good works," which were largely in the nature of religious

observances, were not necessary for salvation. According to

him any and all work faithfully done was pleasing to God, no
matter how humble it was or how unreligious it might seem.

Thus, by working diligently in the field or the kitchen or the

shop, the peasant or housewife or artisan could find favor in

the eyes of God, just as much as by going on religious pil-

grimages or doing other "good works.”

This attitude toward everyday work was emphasized by
Calvin and his followers, especially by his followers in the

industrial regions of Holland and England, and developed

into an ideal of conduct which became so thoroughly in-

grained that it still dominates our Western world. Its main
emphasis was on industry and thrift. (Do you have a Thrift

Club in your school ?) These traits were especially valuable

at the time, because there were tremendous business oppor-

tunities in the new colonial trade for those who had the

habit of hard work and who had saved up a little capital.

Of course these traits would probably have developed even
if there had been no Reformation, but by being intimately

linked with religion they formed an ideal which fitted per-

fectly the needs of the growing middle-class merchants and
manufacturers : it combined business and religion, and, in

the combination, business didn’t suffer. As a result the num-
ber of well-to-do townsfolk increased until soon they became
powerful enough to play an important part in politics.
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Increasing Literacy. The Reformation movement gave an
impetus to education among both Catholics and Protestants.

The emphasis which the Protestants put on the Bible aroused

in the rank and file a desire to learn how to read it. Many
schools were established, and, while most of these were very

elementary, they nevertheless did increase very materially

the size of the reading public. For the well-to-do there^were,

of course, more advanced schools. The Catholics confined

their educational efforts chiefly to the well-to-do.

Checking the Spirit of Inquiry. While to a certain degree

the Reformation movement was friendly to the spread of

learning, it was not friendly to the search for new knowledge.

One might have expected that, as a result of the study of the

Greek and Latin classics in the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-

turies, the sixteenth century would blossom out as an Age of

Reason such as Greece had had two thousand years before.

But the religious confusion of that period brought on a reac-

tion, and Catholic and Protestant leaders alike clung to the

accepted authorities of the Middle Ages and were hostile to

any who sought to test old truths by the use of reason.

Thus the early Renaissance spirit of inquiry got "stalled,”

as it were. Instead of being stimulated by the ancient writ-

ings to use their reason, most scholars were satisfied to admire

what the ancients had done. The Golden Age for them lay in

the past ;
two hundred years were to pass before men came to

look for it in the future (p. 604).

We shall now go over the sixteenth century again, this time

following the political thread.
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Calvin

Act of Supremacy

Council of Trent

" good works ”

Charles V

Presbyterian

Act of Uniformity

Loyola

Francis I

Huguenot
Anglican

Jesuit

Questions

Section 1. How much of the time chart on page 489 belongs to

the Modern Half-Millennium ? Around what three great upheavals

is this period organized in this book ?

Section 2. How did Luther contribute to the break-up of the

Medieval Church? How was the Protestant revolt given time to get

started in Europe? What were the terms of the Peace of Augsburg,

1555?

Section 3. Name some characteristic features of the Presbyterian

system. What effect did this have on England and her colonies ?

Section 4. How did the Reformation in England differ from the

Reformation in Germany? What signs of anti-papal feeling had
there been in England before the time of Henry VIII? Who were

Henry VIII’s children, and who were their mothers? What was the

Elizabethan church settlement? How did affairs on the Continent

favor the Elizabethan church settlement ?

Section 5. What were some of the reforms made by the Council

of Trent? In what activities did the Jesuits engage?

Section 6. What were some of the results of the Protestant

Reformation?

1. Begin your time chart for this unit (c. 1500-1789) (see pages 626-

627).

2. Adjust the hands of the ''Clock” and the Great Circle for

Wittenberg or Augsburg, and later for Geneva and London.

3. Draw a religious map of Europe about 1600.

4. Take any picture in this chapter and draw inferences which will

(a) bring in many people and (b) reveal its Living Past.

Things to Do



CHAPTER XXXIX • Showing how Europe and

America were threatened with Spanish Domination

until Spain was checked on Land and Sea by the

French, Dutch, and English

1. Establishing Boundaries

Still Uncertain. By 1500 there were four regions that

were fairly well consolidated as national states, namely, Eng-
land, France, Spain, and Portu-

gal. We know now that these

regions continued, for the most
part, to be distinct political units

with much the same boundaries

as they had then ; but it was by
no means certain to the men of

the sixteenth century that such

would be the case. One of the

most important developments of

the sixteenth century, therefore,

had to do with establishing the

boundaries of these new states.

Spain, France, and Italy. We
saw that when Prince Charles

was about your age he became

King Charles I of Spain (1516)

and that three years later he be-

came Emperor Charles V of the

Holy Roman Empire (p. 451).

Not content with his vast pos-

sessions he sought to conquer all Italy. However, his con-

temporary King Francis I of France also had designs on that

506

A Youthful hut Able and En-

ergetic Emperor, Charles V

As head of the Hapsburg house
he dominated Europe more com-
pletely than any other ruler from

Charlemagne to Napoleon
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region, while the Pope and the Italian princes had no desire

to have either of them there. Much of the sixteenth century,

therefore, was given over to wars between Charles and Francis

and their successors.

A Fivc-Hundred'Year Franco-German Seesaw, worth Referring to

from Time to Time. Will it go on Forever ?

An Empire Divided. Charles added the duchy of Milan in

northern Italy to his European possessions and made exten-

sive conquests in America. He ended his political career by
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doing two unexpected things
: (1) when still a long way from

being an old man he abdicated his numerous thrones and re-

tired to a monastery (1556) ; (2) instead of keeping his vast

empire together, he divided it between his son Philip II

(reigned 1556-1598), who received Spain, the Netherlands,

Milan, Naples, and the American possessions, and his brother

Ferdinand, who received the Austrian and other Hapsburg
possessions in Germany and who became emperor. 1

Spanish Gains and Losses. Philip II conquered Portugal

(p. 517) and thus got control of the East India trade, but

he lost part of the Netherlands, which he had driven to

revolt by his harsh rule and heavy taxation. He subdued

ten of the seventeen revolting provinces (modern Belgium)

but not the seven northern ones, which declared their inde-

pendence in 1581 and became the United Netherlands, or

Dutch Republic. Their leader was William of Orange, known
as William the Silent, whom they made a hereditary stad-

holder, or governor. William was murdered in 1584; but

his seventeen-year-old son Maurice took his place as leader,

and by 1600 independence was practically established, though

it was not officially recognized until 1648.

Factors in State-making. The establishment of the Dutch
Republic was part of a movement which had been going on

ever since the break-up of Charlemagne’s empire and which

is still going on, namely, the formation of national states.

One of the chief factors which determined the limits of the

new states was language, and that factor operated in the case

of the seven Dutch provinces, tending to separate them not

only from Spain but from the ten provinces to the south of

them. The Dutch spoke a Germanic language, whereas the

language of most of those in the provinces to the south was
derived from Latin.

At the time of the revolt there was also a difference in

1 Ferdinand married the heiress to the kingdoms of Bohemia and Hungary,
which remained part of the Hapsburg possessions until the revolutionary move-
ments which followed the World War, 1914-1918 (p. 789).
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religion between the two areas, which tended to separate

them. The Dutch provinces had become largely Protestant,

whereas the others had re-

mained largelf^Catholic.

France weathers a Civil

War. After the death of

Francis I (1547) France en-

tered upon a half-century

of civil war, in which reli-

gious questions became
mixed up with political

ones, as in the Netherlands.

After over forty years of

conflict the leader of the

Huguenots, Henry of Na-
varre, became King Henry
IV, the first ruler of the

House of Bourbon (1589).

As a young man Henry’s

chances of inheriting the

throne had been slight, but

four kings had come and
gone in rapid succession, leaving him next in line. France,

however, was too strongly Catholic to accept a Protestant

ruler, and therefore Henry had become a Catholic. Neverthe-

less he did what he could for his former coreligionists. By
his famous Edict of Nantes 1 (1598) he granted them equal

political rights with the Catholics and, in certain towns, reli-

gious toleration. They were also allowed to hold certain for-

tified towns. The last provision was to cause trouble later,

but on the whole France came out of the sixteenth century

rather well. She had survived the attacks from without by
Charles V and Philip II, as well as the civil war within, and
in Henry (the fourth of that name to rule in France) she had
a strong and able ruler.

Henry of Navarre Entering Paris

Gerard, Louvre

nSnts.
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England holds her Own. To round out our survey: by
1500 England already had well-established boundaries

; and
these she maintained, thanks to a succession of able rulers

— Henry VII, Henry VIII, and Elizabeth.

2. Establishing Autocracy

A Book for Princes. Besides establishing boundaries, the

builders of the new states had to establish order within those

boundaries. They sought to do this by suppressing the feu-

dal nobility and making themselves absolute rulers. We
saw that they were aided by the study of Roman law (p. 428)

and by the willingness of the rich merchant class to be

ruled autocratically, provided this brought peace and order.

They were aided further in the sixteenth century by a book

that came out of Italy— The Prince, by Niccolo Machiavelli. 1

Machiavelli was a Florentine statesman and patriot who,

distressed by the misery created by the attempts of foreign

princes to get control of Italy, looked forward to the day
when some ruler would arise strong enough to rid his land

of her foes. His book might well bear the title My Country
,

Right or Wrong. He did not originate this doctrine
;
many

Italian princes of his day were already acting on it. What
he did was to prove to the satisfaction of princes and states-

men that they were justified in committing acts of treachery,

provided they did this for "reasons of state.” The State

came before everything else.

Such a doctrine fitted in well with the needs of sixteenth-

century princes and statesmen and became so well established

that it is still a part of European statecraft.

A General Trend. England under Henry VII was the first

to establish internal order, thanks largely to the Wars of the

Roses (p. 469), in which many of the great lords either had
been killed or had had their estates confiscated. Henry’s

son Henry VIII and his granddaughter Elizabeth kept up

1 ma kya vSI'le.
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the "Tudor despotism” which he had begun. They con-

tinued to call Parliament from time to time, but it was
subservient to them. In Spain Charles I (Emperor Charles V)

likewise established an absolute monarchy, and his son

Philip II followed in his footsteps. France did not settle

finally with the feudal nobles until the seventeenth century,

as we shall see (p. 541), but everywhere the general trend

in the sixteenth century was in the direction of autocracy

(one-man rule).

The Blessings of Autocracy. To us who live in a democratic

land, autocracy is so distasteful that at first glance it is hard

to understand why people should have been willing to sub-

mit to it. But we need to remember that it came as a sub-

stitute not for orderly government but for feudal anarchy,

and that Europe, with its mass of illiterates, who had had
no political experience, could have done nothing with de-

mocracy. This ought to help us to understand not only why
our European ancestors of the sixteenth century submitted

to autocracy but why they did so willingly and praised it as

a God-given system. This system was to fail in time, too,

just as the old feudal system had, but not until it had con-

ferred certain great blessings upon western Europe, notably

in the direction of making our ancestors more orderly, law-

abiding citizens.

Another point worth noting is that autocracy was noth-

ing new : except for a few centuries in the history of Greece

and the Roman Republic, the idea of one-man rule was the

prevailing one among civilized peoples after they had devel-

oped an active city life. The same continued to hold true

until well into the nineteenth century. (See chart, p. 723,

panel 1.)

Ready for Colonial Expansion. By 1600 England, France,

and Holland were in a position to dispute the colonial mo-
nopoly which Spain and Portugal had had until then. They
were fairly secure at home, and on sea they no longer feared

the Spaniards as they had before the defeat of the Armada.
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What the Spaniards and Portuguese had accomplished we
shall tell briefly in the next chapter.

Readings

Adams, Growth of the French Nation, chap. xi. Banks, H. W., The Boys'

Motley, or The Rise of the Dutch Republic. Griffis, W. E., Brave Little

Holland, chap. xx. Haaren and Poland, Famous Men of Modern Times,

chaps, vii, xi. Hayes, C. J. H., Political and Social History of Modern
Europe, I, chap. iii. Robinson, History of Western Europe (new brief ed.),

chaps, xxviii, xxix ; Readings, II, chaps, xxviii, xxix. Fiction. Barnes, J.,

Drake and his Yeomen. Henty, G. A., By Pike and Dyke. Runkle, B.,

The Helmet of Navarre.

Some Key Words

United Netherlands Henry (IV) of Navarre William the Silent

Bourbon Spanish Armada (1588) Edict of Nantes (1598)

Hapsburg Philip II Machiavelli

Questions

Section 1. What four well-consolidated areas were there in

Europe about 1500? How did the Dutch differ from the people in

the provinces of the southern Spanish Netherlands? What provision

did Henry IV make for the Huguenots ? Why ?

Section 2. How long was it since Europe had seen a powerful

democratic state? Why were England, France, and Holland ready

to expand overseas by about 1600 ?

Things to Do

1. Continue your time chart.

2. Make appropriate adjustments of the hands of the "Clock” and

the Great Circle as you go through the chapter.

3. Draw up a Sic et Non exercise for the defeat of the Spanish

Armada (see page 427).

4. Draw a map of Europe about 1550, bringing out clearly the

threat of Hapsburg domination.

5. Make a family tree of the Tudor sovereigns of England.

6. Write a ballad celebrating the defeat of the Spanish Armada.

7. Write an advertisement for Machiavelli’s book.



CHAPTER XL • Recalling the Great Century of

Spain and Portugal

1. Portugal

TO DROP OFF INTO A
GREAT BIG HOLE YOU'U
SEE IF WE DON’T. HE

THE NUT SPENDS ALL
HIS TIME PLAYING
WITH AN EGG! YOU
CAN’T TELL ME HE’S
ALL THERE. HERE WE’VE
BEEN SAILING FOR OVER
A MONTH AND NOTHING
IN SIGHT.

GEE THE WIFE WILL GIVE
ME AN AWFUL RAGGINGWHEN I GET HOME- -

I’LL NEVER HEAR THE
LAST OF IT--WHEN WE
GET CHRIS BACK ON
SHORE WE’RE ALLGOING
TO PUNCHi

HM IN THE
FACE. IT’S COMING TO
HIM THE POOR FISH.

HE’S HAD THIS
ABOUT THE WORLD BEING
ROUND AND NOW I HOPE
HE’S SATISFIED- -therI
HE I S_LOOK}NG THROUGH^

5lNT‘*~
SEES SOMETHING.

A Most Wonderful Discov-

ery. Shortly before 1500 Eu-

rope had two thrills the like

of which she was not to have

again until Lindbergh flew

across the Atlantic in our own
day (1927). In 1492 a Genoese

sailor in the Spanish service,

named Cristoforo Colombo,

had sailed out into the great

western ocean and hadn’t

fallen off! After sailing west

for about ten weeks (August 3

to October 12), he had found

land and had returned to tell

the tale.

Not what they Wanted. Co-

lumbus, as we call him,

thought he had reached India.

But his Spanish friends were

skeptical, because he had
failed to bring back spices and

drugs and dyes and the other

much-coveted things from the

East. So while his voyage gave

Europe a thrill, it was because

he had done a great "stunt” rather than because he had
accomplished what it had been hoped he would accomplish.

513

New York Tribune, Inc.

Wouldn’t Herodotus have

Welcomed Briggs ?

Columbus and Da Gama have had
reams of write-ups, but who has ever
wondered what their sailors were think-

ing about, or had the keenness to realize

that their thinking was not done in the

polished language of the court ?
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Columbus Gave to Our European Ancestors Eight Times as Much Land

as they Already Had

If we assume (as our ancestors did) that the native Americans wouldn’t want
any of it for themselves

Its Meaning was hidden from them. Lindbergh’s flight

was known all over the world almost in an instant, but it was
many years before most of our ancestors in Europe heard

about Columbus’s exploit and many more years before they

realized what it meant to them. Columbus had shown them
the way to a land hitherto unknown, which was about eight

times as large as the area they occupied. It was as though he

had given to each of our ancestors living in the Europe of

1492 (that is, in the region west of Russia) a grant of land

eight times as large as what they then held or labored on.

Nothing like it can ever happen again, unless man learns to

fly to the planets. But much as the Western Hemisphere

means to us, to the Spaniards of Columbus’s day it seemed

an obstacle rather than a desirable possession.

The Real Thing. What caused Columbus’s exploit soon to

lose its glamour was the fact that in 1499 a Portuguese sailor
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Plowing New Seas

named Vasco da Gama, after having made an all-water trip

around Africa to India, returned to Lisbon with a cargo of

spices worth sixty times what the expedition had cost. That
was Europe’s second thrill. Portugal, of course, was elated,

and Spain became envious.

Since all eyes were now fixed on Portugal, we shall speak

of her colonial exploits first.

The Portuguese established in the East. The Portuguese

voyages paid well from the start, and Lisbon became one of

the chief commercial centers of Europe. Within a dozen
years the Portuguese viceroy Albuquerque 1 captured the

city of Goa (1510) and thus acquired a base in India. Then,

moving farther east, he took possession of Malacca (1511),

the great spice center on the Malay Peninsula, and some of the

near-by islands, notably Sumatra, Java, and the Moluccas, or

Spice Islands.

A Disappointed Sailor with a Plan. On the expedition to the

Spice Islands there was a young man named Magellan, who
was destined to become famous. When on his return to

Portugal he was not rewarded as he thought he should have

al boo kgr'ke.
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been, he offered to sail under the Spanish flag and made a

proposal to King Charles, which was well received. To under-

stand the situation, we must remember (1) that Spain still

envied the Portuguese and still wanted to get to the Indies

and (2) that soon after the discovery of America, Spain

and Portugal, aided by the Pope, had divided the non-

Christian world between them by the so-called Line of De-

marcation.

Magellan’s Plan. What Magellan told the Spanish king

was (1) that he felt quite certain that the Moluccas, or Spice

Islands, were in the half of the world assigned to Spain and

(2) that he thought he could find a western route to these

islands, through or around that miserable barrier which

Columbus had run against.

We know now that Magellan was wrong about the first

point, but he wasn’t very far wrong, as you can see from the

map. And he was entirely right about the second point.

A Great Voyage. With five ships and two hundred and
seventy men Magellan set sail in 1519 on one of the greatest

voyages in history. You know the story— how one ship was
wrecked and another deserted him while he was fighting his

way around the southern point of South America; how he

was killed in the Philippines; and how, after three years,

one of his ships (the Vittorio) with only eighteen souls on
board got back to Seville by way of the Cape of Good Hope
(1522).

One Matter that was Settled. Spain profited very little by
this expedition. Some years afterwards (1565) the Philip-

pines were added to her possessions (to remain hers until the

Spanish-American War, 1898), but the Eastern spice trade

remained in the hands of the Portuguese. However, Magel-

lan’s expedition had accomplished one thing: it had given

proof of a fact which many people still doubted, namely, that

the earth is round.

One Way of Getting the Spice Trade. Charles I of Spain

was succeeded by his son Philip II, who for a while had no
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more success than Charles in getting a share of the Eastern

spice trade. Then he got all of it by sending soldiers to Portu-

gal itself (1581) and taking

the whole kingdom! 1

2. Spain

Conquests in America. Un-
til the reign of Charles I of

Spain (1516-1556) not much
had been done in America.

Ponce de Leon had discov-

ered Florida (1513), and
Balboa had discovered what
we now call the Pacific Ocean

(1513), but that was about
all. Now, however, things

began to happen in this

newly-discovered world.

Mexico conquered by Cor-

tez. The Spaniards had learned that there was a rich state

in Mexico under the Aztec ruler Montezuma, and this was
conquered (1519-1521) by Cortez. More than twenty years

were needed to subdue all Mexico, but the Spaniards thought

it was worth the struggle. Though vast amounts of gold and
silver ore had already been mined, there was plenty more
where that had come from. One "gold rush" after another

followed in rapid succession, and "boom towns" sprang up,

just as happened in the western parts of the United States

many years later.

Other Conquests. Meanwhile Pizarro had duplicated Cor-

tez’s exploits by conquering the Incas in Peru (1531-1532).

A third region to be conquered and exploited was the

northern coast of South America (Venezuela), where riches

1 Portugal was not united with Spain but remained an independent kingdom,
with Philip as king. In 1640 Portugal freed herself from the Spanish royal house.

An Ancient American Calendar

Stone

Like the Egyptians and Babylonians,

the Central American peoples early de-

veloped a calendar
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"To Your Health!” Casey at the Bat

Examples of Mayan statuettes, which may or may not have meant what they
seem to mean to us today. National Museum, Mexico City, Mexico

were found in pearl-fishing as well as in mining. The Amer-
ican possessions were organized in two (and, later, more)

viceroyalties.

Making Work for Archaeologists. The Spaniards destroyed

much of what they found, so that it is only in our own day
that we are beginning to learn what a remarkable civilization

the Aztecs, Incas, and Mayas 1 had developed. Nowhere are

archaeologists more active than in Central and South Amer-
ica, and already we know enough to be filled with wonder.

Transplanting European Civilization. The work of the Span-

iards was not all destructive. Cities were built or rebuilt and
made into centers of European culture. The two chief ones

were the viceregal capitals, Mexico City and Lima. Social

life there was much the same as in Madrid. Universities

were established and were creditable enough places to be

recognized by the universities in Europe. Churches and
1 ma'yaz.
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monasteries sprang up everywhere and became centers of

religion, education, and charity.

The Church was especially active in trying to improve

the lot of the natives, who were being treated harshly

by their Spanish conquerors and were dying off in great

numbers. It was for the purpose of relieving their miserable

lot that African Negroes were enslaved and brought over,

which was nice for the natives but not so nice for the Negroes.

Though we are apt to think chiefly of gold-mining and
silver-mining when we speak of the Spaniards in America,

yet most of the people in their dominions were engaged in

agriculture and stock-raising on tropical plantations.

Readings

Barnard, Tall, and Gambrill, How the Old World found the New. Bassett,

S. W., The Story of Vasco da Gama. Bridges, T. C., The Young Folks'

Book of Discovery. Day, C., History of Commerce, chap. xv. Rolt-
Wheeler, F„ The Quest of the Western World. Steiger, Beyer, and
Benitez, A History of the Orient, chap. xvii. Synge, M. B., A Book of

Discovery, chaps, xxi-xxix. Fiction. Holland, R. S., Drake's Lad.

Knapp, G. L., The Quest of the Golden Cities. Lang, A., The Conquest

of Montezuma's Empire. Leighton, R., Golden Galleon. Rogers, C.,

Drake's Quest.

Some Key Words

Columbus (1492) Da Gama Spice Islands Magellan (1519) Philippines

Cortez Aztec Pizarro Incas Mayas

Things to Do

1. Using the key words, draw up at least eight appropriate ques-

tions for this chapter.

2. Continue your time chart.

3. An interview with {a) Columbus or (b

)

Vasco da Gama.

4. A news story or cartoon: "Wonder what one of Magellan’s
(or Cortez’s) men thought about!” (See page 513.)

5. Write {a) headlines or (6) a ballad celebrating the return of

Columbus or Da Gama or of Magellan’s ship.



CHAPTER XLI • Disclosing how our European

Ancestors found New Ways to Wealth, Culture,

and Truth

1. The Commercial and Financial Revolutions

The Commercial Revolution. The voyages of Columbus and
Da Gama opened up a new phase in history, the oceanic

phase. Ocean routes now took the lead over land and inland-

sea routes, and nations which controlled the ocean routes

took the lead over those which controlled the others. Thus
the center of European commercial activity shifted from the

shores of the Mediterranean to the shores of the Atlantic.

Alexandria, Venice, and Genoa gave way to Lisbon, Seville,

Amsterdam, and London. This shift from inland-sea to ocean

routes is called the Commercial Revolution.

Bigger Waves bring Bigger Ships. The perils of the new
ocean routes led to the building of bigger ships. These af-

forded more space for cargoes, and, as the ships "rode” best

with a full load, many products which heretofore had been

luxuries or been thought too bulky to handle profitably now
came into common use. No doubt it was during these two
centuries that many of your ancestors first tasted such things

as tea, coffee, chocolate, cocoa, sugar, molasses, and rum .
1

Some of them may have been able to afford fur garments,

which were then very fashionable, and also tables and beds

and "bureaus” made from precious woods brought from the

Caribbean region.

New Forms of Business Organization. Oceanic traffic called

for a big outlay of money. Not only were ships expensive,

1 The most valuable addition to our ancestors’ diet was the potato, which came
from America and soon became, next to bread, the main article of food of the

common people.

520
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but the voyages, especially those to the Far East, often took

several years. In order, therefore, to raise enough money to

finance a voyage, it was generally necessary for a number of

men to join together in what was called a joint-stock com-

pany. At first these combinations lasted only for the length of

one voyage, after which they were dissolved, but in time

they became permanent, as such organizations are today.

Among the leading companies of the sixteenth century

were the Muscovy Company of Russia, the Levant Company
of Turkey, and, most important of all, the English East

India Company (1600). Others were formed in the seven-

teenth century, such as the Dutch East India Company,
the Dutch West India Company, the French East India

Company, and the Hudson’s Bay Company.
The Financial Revolution. The Crusades had brought about

changes in financial methods. Christians began to compete

with Jews as money-lenders
;
checks and banknotes began to

supplant gold and silver coins in business transactions. These

and other changes form what is called the Financial Revolu-

tion, which went on much faster after 1500 on account of the

wealth which poured into Europe from the East Indian trade

and from the Spanish-American mines.

Decline of the Guilds. As a result of the new wealth' many
individuals who were not members of guilds began to compete
with these organizations. In England, for example, men in

the wool trade, instead of selling the wool to craftsmen, dis-

tributed it to farmers and villagers, who spun and wove it at

home during their spare nours. 1 Under such conditions the

guilds could no longer control industry, and they gradually

declined. Two of the principles for which they had stood in

the Middle Ages, therefore, disappeared : the principle of a

just price and the principle of a just wage. Everywhere men
now came to regard it as proper to buy for as little as possible

and to sell for as much as possible, whether they were dealing

in merchandise or in labor.

1 This was called the domestic, or the putting-out, system.
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2. Cultural Developments

A New Type of Man. Ever since the revival of town life

Italy had set the tone for polite society in western Europe,

and it continued to do so during the sixteenth century. From
the medieval knight she had evolved a new type of person, the

gentleman.

Like the medieval knight, the ideal gentleman was brave,

loyal, courteous, generous, and fair except in matters wherein

he thought his honor was involved. These were often nu-

merous. On very slight provocation he was ready to draw
his sword to avenge a real or fancied insult. To this medieval

foundation the Renaissance added the accomplishments of

the artist and the scholar. The ideal gentleman not only

should understand and appreciate painting and sculpture and
music and poetry, but ought to excel in one or more of

these accomplishments.

A Book for Gentlemen. From Italy the ideal spread

throughout Europe, partly by contact, but chiefly through

the picture of court life in Italy drawn by Castiglione 1 in

The Book of the Courtier. The ideal produced many noble

figures, of whom the best known perhaps are Bayard, the

French knight "without fear and without reproach," and Sir

Philip Sidney, warrior and poet and England’s best-loved

hero, who, as he lay wounded on the battlefield, gave his flask

of water to a dying soldier.

Part of our Living Past. The Renaissance ideal of the

gentleman was in marked contrast to the ideal of the thrifty

and hard-working shopkeeper which came out of the Refor-

mation. What is best in it has persisted from that day to this

as the goal of a liberal education. We no longer regard it as

belonging to a special class; our democratic ideal does not

admit of two sets of virtues and traits, one for the worker,

whether he be mechanic, banker, or merchant prince, and an-

other for the man of leisure. Nor does that ideal have one
1 kas tel y5'na.
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Keeping Up with the ( Italian
) Joneses, a Chapter in the Family History

of Every One of Us, and Since about 1600

Father is bound to learn how to manage a knife and fork at the same time. Mother
is proud of her man ; sonny wonders ; and grandfather laughs at his foppish son
and keeps on using his fingers. If you think this overdrawn, read from an Eliza-

bethan Englishman: "At Venice each person was served (besides his knife and
spoon) with a fork to hold the meat while he cuts it, for they deem it ill manners
that one should touch it with his hand.” And another writing a year after James-
town was settled : "I myself have thought it good to imitate the Italian fashion

since I came home to England.” With this picture as a lead, try drawing other
"first’s” in your family history, such as the first meal with potatoes, the first

family smoker, the first friction match, the first oil lamp, and other things you
encounter in the story

scale of values for commerce and industry and another scale

for art and literature and all that is covered by the word
" culture/’ It aims to combine the leisure-class ideal of the

Renaissance aristocrat with the workaday ideal of the Refor-

mation common man. But before they could be combined
each had to be created, and therein

5

lies our debt both to the

Renaissance aristocrat and to the Reformation commoner.
Much that was in the Renaissance ideal seems common-

place to us now, but it was not to our forbears, as the

picture above will make clear.
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Spread of the Renaissance Spirit. Outside of Italy the

Renaissance spirit showed itself best of all in literature — for

example, in the satirical romances of Rabelais, the essays of

Montaigne, and the dramas and sonnets of Shakespeare.

Rabelais ridiculed those monks whose lives were anything but

what they should have been. The eagerness with which his

satires were read showed how far people had drifted away from

the medieval attitude toward the Church. Montaigne’s essays,

with their emphasis on reason, tended in the same direction.

Shakespeare too dealt with life here on earth and did so in

such a rich and varied manner that he is counted the world’s

greatest dramatist. With him the Renaissance spirit reached

its highest literary expression; but you will learn more of

that in your literature classes.

Growth of Literacy and Light Reading. Throughout the six-

teenth century the printing press was active, and though the

total output of the one hundred years was probably less than

one of our huge presses of today can turn out in a week, it

nevertheless was a veritable flood compared with the output

of earlier centuries. The ease with which people could now
obtain books created a larger reading public than Europe had
ever known. An increasingly large part of it was made up of

ordinary folk who cared less for the learned works of the

theologians and scholars than they did for romances, dramas,

and other pictures of people like themselves living a life here

on earth
;
and the demand brought forth a supply.

The easy access to books had another important effect. It

tended to break down the barriers between classes and made
forever impossible anything like the social stratification that

had been the curse of the old Oriental civilizations. Anyone
with intelligence and zeal could learn his letters, and this

opened up to him the literary treasures of the world. Thus
like-mindedness among people of different social classes

increased.

Music. Music is so much a part of our lives today, what
with the piano, phonograph, and radio, that it is hard to
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realize how little of it there was in the lives of our ancestors

;

but the fact remains that, though music was one of the oldest

of the arts, it was the last to begin to blossom forth into its

modern development. Our medieval ancestors heard little

music beyond their folk songs and the chanting of the priests,

and even all this was one-part music until late in the Middle
Ages. Then part singing began to develop, and in an interest-

ing and unexpected manner.

It would seem that the choristers became bored with their

solemn chants and, to relieve the monotony, had some of

their number sing a popular folk tune as an accompaniment.
It was as though half your class sang "Onward, Christian

Soldiers” while the others sang "Swanee River.” This was
called descanting

; try it.

The need for more varied and tuneful music was especially

felt when, with the Protestant Reformation, Luther made
congregational singing an important part of the service. He
himself wrote a number of hymns, the best known of which is

"A Mighty Fortress is our God.” But the first great name in

church music was that of the Roman Catholic Palestrina 1

(died 1594), an Italian who wrote a great number of Masses

and other sacred pieces, many of which are still sung today.

3. A New Way to seek Truth

The Old Greeks still dominate in Science. Though by 1500

men’s minds were active with matters of art and literature,

very little was being done in science. What scientific study

there was consisted largely in absorbing the ideas of the

Greeks, especially those of Aristotle, Ptolemy, and Galen. In

the sixteenth century, however, men became active in seeking

new knowledge, and though for a while they were opposed by
the theologians, they have continued their quest ever since.

Copernicus, the Pole, questions Ptolemy. The new scientific

movement got a great impetus when a Polish cleric named
1 pa las tre'na.
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Copernicus (1473-1543) proved to his own satisfaction that

Ptolemy’s geocentric theory (that is, the theory that the

earth is the center of the universe) was wrong, and substituted

for it the heliocentric (sun-centered) theory.

How Things Hang Together. If Copernicus’s theory had had
to do with astronomy only, he undoubtedly would have pub-

lished it as soon as he felt sure that it was sound. Instead he
waited thirty-six years and then published it only because his

friends urged him to do so. The reason he hesitated was that

he realized that, by upsetting the old Ptolemaic astronomy,

he was also upsetting the accepted ideas about the universe

and man’s place in it.

The Medieval View. The medieval idea was that the uni-

verse was a three-storied structure. (1) The earth was the

middle story, and it stood still. It was the center of things

;

all the planets revolved about it. Men naturally got the idea

that the sun and stars were in the sky principally for their

sake. (2) Above the earth was heaven, where God and the

angels dwelt and where the righteous would go after death,

(3) Below was hell, where Satan and the wicked dwelt.

Upsetting a Universe. Such a picture was, of course, shat-

tered by the Copernican theory, and Copernicus knew it. His

theory was rejected by Protestant 1 as well as Catholic theo-

logians as being contrary to the teachings of the Bible. How-
ever, in the next century his conclusions were thoroughly

established by other scholars and have since become generally

accepted.

Escaping beyond the Limits. It is important to note the

widespread effect of the Copernican theory, for we shall see

the same thing happening more than once, and each time

causing trouble until men had adjusted themselves to the

new ideas. Copernicus was a scientist working in the field

of astronomy, but the results of his study would not stay

within the limits of science ;
they spilled over into the field

of religion. The same thing happened to Newton in the

1 Note that the Protestant Revolt was well under way by 1543.
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seventeenth century and to Darwin in the nineteenth, as

we shall see ; and it may happen to Einstein in your day, if

your generation should come to understand what he is talk-

ing about.

Vesalius, the Belgian, questions Galen. In the same year

that Copernicus’s book 1 was published (1543) another epoch-

making work appeared. This was a book dealing with the

structure of the human body (De Humani Corporis Fabrica),

by a Belgian named Vesalius (1514-1564). Vesalius too

proceeded in a scientific manner, and he proved Galen,

the accepted authority on anatomy (p. 322), to be wrong in

many particulars. 2

4. An Italian Seeker

Galileo questions Aristotle. Next it was Aristotle’s turn to

be upset as an authority. This was done by an Italian scholar

named Galileo (1564-1642). According to Aristotle, if you
dropped two iron balls, one of which was ten times larger

than the other, the larger one would reach the ground in one

tenth of the time that it took the smaller one. Because Aris-

totle had said this, men believed it. It apparently never

occurred to them to say what you would probably say,
"
Let’s

try it and see if it’s so.” This is what Galileo did.

Strange that Aristotle never thought of this. At the time,

Galileo was a university professor at Pisa, where the famous
leaning tower stands. From the top of this he tested Aris-

totle’s teaching by simply dropping two objects of different

1 De Revolutionibus Orbium Coelestium ("Concerning the Movements of the

Heavenly Bodies”).
2 The obstacles which Vesalius had to overcome to learn about the human body

afford a good example of how ideas change from age to age. Our ancestors of his

day had no objection to allowing men who had been hanged to continue hanging
until the crows had pecked off all their flesh, or, in time of plague, to dumping
corpses into ditches and letting dogs eat them ; but they wouldn’t let a scholar

cut up a corpse in order to learn how the body was constructed ! That seemed to

them to be sacrilegious. Vesalius had to sneak out at night and steal bones from
under the gallows in order to get material with which to carry on his studies.

He finally did get hold of a corpse and dissected it, and for that he had to do
penance by going to Jerusalem. He died on the way.
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weights, and he proved that Aristotle was wrong. He showed
that, if you make allowance for the friction of the air, any
two bodies dropped from the same height will reach the

ground at the same time.

No doubt some of the onlookers thought that Galileo

would drop dead for daring to question Aristotle, but he

didn’t (p. 488).

The Scientific Method. So, by the year 1600, men of learn-

ing had acquired a confidence in their ability to think things

through such as they had not had since the days of the

Greeks. We call their method of thinking the scientific

method. One central fact about this method is that it de-

mands that answers be tested by means of experiments,

whenever possible, as when Galileo tested Aristotle’s teaching

about falling objects.

Galileo, as we know, was not the first scholar to experi-

ment, but he was the first one to show how useful the method
could be in a variety of fields, and the first one to make sys-

tematic use of it. Hence he is generally regarded as the first

modern scientific thinker.

A Great Revolution. Nothing so revolutionary as the scien-

tific method had come into the field of learning since the

days of Thales, more than two thousand years before. It

was slow in [getting adopted
;
but, as the years rolled by, it

came to be applied to more and more fields of knowledge,

and today it is one of the very foundation stones of our

civilization. Without it modern medicine and surgery, mod-
ern factories, airplanes, radios, and a thousand other things

in the world about us would never have come into being.

The Scientific Method and the Free Mind. Besides experi-

menting wherever that will help to test facts, the scientific

method calls for careful observation and a willingness to

accept whatever conclusions come from the experiments and

the observation. Thus it tends to produce a free mind, ever

ready to consider new facts and new points of view. It is

largely for that reason that science has become part of your
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school program. The hope is that, even if you forget all

the chemistry or physics or biology you learn, you will at

least have acquired something of the scientist’s method and

will use this method wherever you can in your daily life. It

is hoped that in matters of politics, for example, you will

put your prejudices aside and study the problems just as

impersonally as you studied your science problems in the

laboratory. In short, it is hoped that you will develop some-

thing of the free mind that Galileo had, always seeking after

truth. (Is the method of Galileo much in evidence in your

community ?)

Galileo and Luther. It is interesting to note that in the

same century that Galileo began to question the authority

of Aristotle, Luther began to question the authority of the

Church. Today everyone accepts the conclusions that Galileo

reached, but not the results that Luther reached. What is the

reason for the difference? An attempt to answer this ques-

tion may help to make clear what science is.

Science means Counting. Science is knowledge that is ac-

quired by some method of counting or measuring or weighing.

(Does this definition cover all experiments you have ever

done in a laboratory?) The facts on which it rests are

known, and these can be tested. If the facts are true and
the counting is done carefully, the final answer will always

be the same. Thus, to take a simple case, you can go to the

top of your school building and test Galileo’s results with

regard to falling objects.

Religion means Believing. Luther’s work was quite differ-

ent. It dealt with matters of religion, of man’s relation to

God. These were matters which could not be settled by the

scientific method of counting. There were no measures or

weights that could be applied to the problems he raised.

In other words, there was no scientific way of telling whether
he was right or wrong in his conclusions. Hence, in his case,

there could not be the same agreement among churchmen
that there was among scientists with regard to Galileo. So
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while people in general today accept Galileo’s view with
regard to falling objects or Copernicus’s view with regard

to the universe, they are as much divided on religious matters

as they were in the days of Luther.

5. What the Sixteenth Century had Meant

Religious. Western Europe had been getting mental jolts

(some pleasant, some unpleasant) ever since the Crusades,

but in the sixteenth century these probably came more
rapidly than in any century since the great age of the

Greeks. Not only were great things happening but, through

increasing trade relations and through the printing press (the

first example of mass production), they became known to the

rank and file more quickly than ever before.

The most striking change since 1500 had been in the field

of religion. In general the peoples of northern Europe had
chosen to seek salvation outside of the medieval Church,

and as a result Europe was now partly Catholic and partly

Protestant.

Political. On the political side the great empire of Charles V
had come and gone, but his son Philip II of Spain had suc-

ceeded to his position as the most powerful political personage

in Europe. Philip had added Portugal to his possessions and
ruled over them all as an autocrat, with the result that during

the latter part of his reign the Dutch provinces revolted.

France had failed to get a foothold in Italy and had been

greatly weakened at home by civil war, but by 1600 she was
well on the way to political stability under the ex-Huguenot

Henry IV. Henry, however, was not the absolute ruler that

his contemporaries in Spain were
;

it was left for his seven-

teenth-century successors to win for themselves such a posi-

tion. England was nearly an autocracy, but Elizabeth had

some trouble with Parliament toward the end of her reign, and

only her popularity and good sense kept this from developing

into a serious conflict.
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Perhaps the most striking political change since 1500 was

the creation of a new state, the Dutch Republic. The most
important political fact about Germany and Italy was that

they continued to be mere geographic expressions, with little

or no political unity. 1

Economic. On the economic side the business center of

Europe had shifted from Italy to the states along the Atlantic.

Not until the opening of the Suez Canal in the days of your

grandparents did the Mediterranean begin to regain its old

position as a great avenue of trade. At first the East Indian

trade and the trade with the New World had been in the

hands of Spain and Portugal ; but by 1600 Spain’s sea power
had been greatly weakened by the destruction of the fleet

sent against England (1588), with the result that the English,

Dutch, and French now became more active in over-sea trade.

Social. Increased ocean travel and the new wealth of the

Indies and the Spanish Main had brought changes in the life

and thought of Europe too numerous to mention. By 1600

western Europeans were familiar with the idea of ships’

crossing the great seas and even sailing around the world.

These ancestors of ours were using spices more freely than

ever before, and some of them had begun to smoke and some
to use forks.

A Change with a Great Future. The changes we have enu-

merated were such as would have struck the average intelli-

gent person visiting Europe in 1600, and they were, for the

most part, exceedingly important changes
; but perhaps the

most important one might have been missed entirely. Very
few knew about it and fewer still were interested in it, but in

time it was to transform the world as nothing had since the

1 To round out our brief survey of Europe : Scotland was a monarchy under
James VI, who, shortly after 1600, was to succeed his distant cousin Elizabeth as

James I of England. In the Baltic, Sweden, which had been united to Denmark
and Norway since 1397, had become independent in 1523'under Gustavus I of the

House of Vasa. Farther east Poland stretched almost from the Baltic to the Black
Sea. South of Poland lay the Ottoman Empire, linking much of southeastern
Europe with Asia.
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days of the great Greek thinkers. This was the scientific

method of gaining knowledge. By 1600 only a handful of

scholars followed this method, and a hard fight had to be

waged with theologians before it became generally recognized

as an acceptable way of seeking truth.

No Changes Here. In several important respects the Eu-
rope of 1600 was much the same as it had been in 1500 and
before. (1) Its "life expectation” (to use the insurance com-

pany’s expression) was low, about twenty years. Of course

many persons lived to be older than that ; but vast numbers
died very young, and this brought down the average age.

If you had been born in the sixteenth century the chances are

that you would not have lived to be even as old as you are

now. This paragraph is worth bearing in mind because it

holds true for the next two hundred years. Not until the

nineteenth century was any considerable improvement made
in the average length of life, but

then it was made rapidly. Today
our life expectation is almost

sixty. (See chart, p. 723, panel 9.)

(2) In spite of what has been said about the growth of trade

and industry, Europe remained predominantly agricultural.

(3) The sources of power were much the same as they had
been ever since the days of the pyramids.

Readings

Day, History of Commerce. Haaren and Poland, Famous Men of Modern
Times, chap. xv. Long, W. J., English Literature, chap. vi. Quennell, M.
and C. H. B., A History of Everyday Things in England. Tickner, F. W.,

Social and Industrial History of England, chaps, xix-xxvii. Fiction. Ben-
nett, J., Master Skylark. Martin, Mrs. G., A Warwickshire Lad.

Commercial Revolution

Montaigne

heliocentric

Shakespeare

Some Key Words

joint-stock company Copernicus

The Book of the Courtier East India Company
Palestrina Rabelais

Galileo geocentric
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Questions

Section 1. What new form of business organization developed in

the sixteenth century ? What happened to the guilds in this period ?

Section 2. How does the Renaissance "gentleman” enter into

our present-day life ? Do you agree with what the text says about

our democratic ideal ? What types of literature came to be in great

demand in the sixteenth century and after ? Why ? How did part-

singing develop ? When did congregational singing develop ?

Section 3. Why was Copernicus reluctant to publish his theory?

Whom did Copernicus question ? Whom did Vesalius question ?

Section 4. Whom did Galileo question? What is the scientific

method? What training have you had in it? How? Why are

Galileo’s conclusions more generally accepted than Luther’s?

Section 5. What were the most important changes in sixteenth-

century Europe? What were some respects in which Europe re-

mained unchanged?
Things to Do

1. Continue your time chart.

2. Imagine that you are visiting some of your sixteenth-century

ancestors when they first get some of the articles mentioned on page

518, and write a letter giving as vivid a picture as you can of their

reaction to the situation. (If you know (or can learn) how your own
family reacted to its first ice-cream freezer, radio, vacuum cleaner,

or automobile, you should be able to create a very intimate picture.)

3. With one or more classmates, give an example of descanting.

(Two popular tunes that go well together are " In the Gloaming” and

"Silver Threads among the Gold.” You will find a phonograph

record of "Swanee River” sung to the accompaniment of Dvorak’s

"Humoresque.”)

4. An interview with (a) Copernicus, or (&) Vesalius, or (c ) Galileo,

or {d) Palestrina.

5. Select some episode in the life of one of the characters men-
tioned in this- chapter which would form a good subject for a picture,

and draw it yourself or write out detailed instructions for an artist,

telling him what to put in.

6. Write an advertisement for The Book of the Courtier.



CHAPTER XLII • Concerning Political Affairs on

the Continent in the Seventeenth Century—
chiefly about France under Louis XIV, who called

himself the Sun King

1. Spain and Italy

Inefficient Rule. In the sixteenth century it had looked for

a while as though Europe would be dominated by Spain, but

that danger disappeared after the Dutch had set up an
independent state and the English had defeated the Spanish

Armada and the French had found a strong ruler in Henry IV.

Nevertheless Spain began the seventeenth century as the

leading power in Europe, but during that century she de-

clined rapidly. Her rulers were weak men, governed by
self-seeking favorites. They unwisely drove out the Moors
and Jews and thus deprived their kingdom of her most
skilled agriculturists, craftsmen, and business men. Since

she no longer had a strong middle class, her manufacturing

and farming fell off greatly, and she had to depend more
and more on imports for many of the things she needed.

Serious Losses. Spain could make no headway against the

rebellious Dutch, whose independence was recognized in

1648. Eight years before (1640) she had lost Portugal. In

1655 she lost the important island of Jamaica, in the West
Indies, to the English, and in 1659 and 1668 she lost various

possessions on the Continent to France. By the end of the

seventeenth century she had become a second-rate power,

though she still possessed part of the Netherlands, parts of

Italy, and a vast empire in America.

Italy still Disunited. The Italian peninsula remained

broken up into a number of small states throughout the

534
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seventeenth century. Venice was still the leading power,

though she had lost some of her possessions to the Turks.

The duchy of Milan on the north and the kingdom of Naples

and Sicily (the Two Sicilies) on the south belonged to the

king of Spain. The Popes, all of whom were Italians, ruled

over the Papal States as before. In the economic field Italy

had lost the driving force she had had in the later Middle

Ages and was now living on her capital. The leadership in

trade and industry had passed to northern Europe (espe-

cially to England and Holland), and Italy, which in the

Renaissance period had had an active civic life, became more
and more a land of aristocrats and peasants.

2. Germany

A Religious War. Germany, like Italy, remained disunited

throughout the seventeenth century. Moreover, she suf-

fered terribly from a long and cruel religious war,— the

Thirty Years’ War (1618-1648),—which, beginning with a

quarrel between the Catholics and Protestants in Bohemia,

soon involved all Germany and later almost all the Continent.

During the first ten years the Catholic forces under the

imperial general, Wallenstein, won many victories, and it

looked as though Protestantism were doomed. Then a Prot-

estant champion appeared from across the Baltic. This was
Gustavus Adolphus, of Sweden, the noblest figure in the war.

He was a brilliant soldier, but, unfortunately for the Prot-

estant cause, he was killed in the midst of a victorious career

at the battle of Liitzen (1632).

The War ceases to be Religious. It soon became apparent

that the opposing forces were too evenly divided to enable

either to gain a decisive victory, and if the German princes

had been left to themselves peace would have been made.

But by now Sweden, Denmark, and France had become too

much involved to make that possible. France especially

was anxious to make the most of this opportunity to weaken
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the imperial House of Hapsburg. Since the latter was the

leader on the Catholic side, France sided with the Protestants,

even though she was Catholic.

The war thus became prima-

rily political rather than reli-

gious.

Peace of Westphalia, 1648.

Peace was finally made by
a series of treaties known
as the Peace of Westphalia,

which dealt with a variety of

subjects. (1) Three religions

were recognized in Germany,
— Catholic, Lutheran, and

Calvinist — from which the

princes might choose the one

that was to prevail in their

territories. Those of their

subjects who were not satis-

fied with the choice were al-

lowed to migrate. (2) Alsace,

in the western part of the empire, was given to France, and

most of Pomerania and other important holdings in northern

Germany were given to Sweden. (3) The independence of

the republics of the United Netherlands and of Switzerland

was recognized.

A Devastating War. The Thirty Years’ War set back the

cultural development of Germany for over a hundred years.

She had lost hundreds of thousands of men and millions of

dollars’ worth of property. During much of the time the

fighting was done by bands of professional soldiers, some
made up of the riffraff of Europe. They had no interest

whatever in the war other than to get a living out of it;

so they fought on whichever side offered the best terms

and plundered friend and foe alike. When the war was
over, vast regions lay devastated. Many towns were

The Lion of the North

A noble Christian in an unchristian

struggle
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In 1687 the Venetians Besieged Athens, which the Turks had Held

Since 1458

A Venetian shell landed in the Turks’ powder supply in the Parthenon and wrecked
the middle of the temple and the side column (see page 206). From Fanelli,

Alene Attica

greatly reduced in size, and in what had once been prosperous

villages wolves howled unmolested.

The " Pennsylvania Dutch.” In the second half of the

seventeenth century the empire suffered further losses to

France in the region of Alsace. The terrible destruction

wrought by the French drove great numbers of Germans to

the English colonies in America, where many of them settled

in Pennsylvania. At the same time Austria and, with it, all

Europe were threatened by the Turks.

Saving Europe from the Turks. Though the Turks had been
checked by the combined Venetian and Spanish fleets at the

naval battle of Lepanto (1571), they had remained active in

the Mediterranean, and on land had moved westward steadily

until the Balkans and Hungary were in their hands. Now,
in 1683, they appeared before the walls of Vienna, the capital

of Austria; but fortunately for western Europe they were
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held in check by the Austrians and were finally driven away
by a combined German and Polish army under the Polish

king, John Sobieski. 1 Never again did they get so far west in

Europe.

A Growing North German State. In the north of Germany,
Brandenburg became the leading state, owing largely to the

statesmanship of Margrave Frederick William, known as the

Great Elector (died 1688), the first outstanding member of

the Hohenzollern 2 family. In 1701 his son Frederick III was
raised to the rank of king. However, instead of calling him-

self King of Brandenburg, he took the title of "King in Prussia
”

from a region by that name on the Baltic, which the mar-

graves of Brandenburg had inherited early in the seventeenth

century.

3. The United Netherlands

Accomplishing Many Things. The Dutch, who had begun
their struggle for independence under William the Silent and
were finally recognized as an independent state in the Peace of

Westphalia (1648), had prospered mightily. (1) They had
ousted the Portuguese from the Far East, where they built

up a great colonial empire, thereby acquiring almost a monop-
oly of the spice trade. (2) They had sent Henry Hudson to

America, where he discovered the Hudson River (1609). As a

result they had soon after made settlements on Manhattan
Island (New Amsterdam) and along the river up to what is

now Albany. The wealth which they drew from this region

came largely from their fur trade with the Indians. (3) Fi-

nally, at a time when England and France were busy with

civil wars at home, the Dutch had become the chief carriers

of trade in western Europe.

Government by the Well-to-do. During most of the seven-

teenth century a prince of the House of Orange was head of

the State, with the title of " Stadholder.” The real power,

however, lay in the hands of a States-General, made up of

1 so bySs'ke. 2 hd en tsdl'ern.
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representatives chosen by the large landholders and the lead-

ing townspeople, most of whom were merchants. The prov-

ince of Holland was so much the most important one that

the terms "Holland,” "the United Netherlands,” and "the

Dutch Republic” came to mean the same thing. The chief

cities were Amsterdam and Rotterdam, and for a while they

were the leading commercial centers of western Europe.

A Center of Freedom. The Dutch were Protestants (chiefly

Calvinists), but they were liberal in their treatment of other

religions, and their land became a refuge for the persecuted of

many lands. The English Separatists who later founded

Plymouth (1620) first fled to Holland to escape perse-

cution, as you know from your American history (see map,

p. 551).

There was more freedom of the press in the Dutch Republic

than elsewhere, and many important works which could not

be printed at home were sent to Holland for publication.

A Weak Point in the Dutch Situation. Nature had done

much to make the Dutch a seafaring nation, and their wealth

enabled them to fit out a strong navy. So for a while the

Dutch played an important part in the affairs of Europe, but

only for a while. One might have foretold that as soon as

England and France got things in order at home they would

want to do their own shipping, and perhaps they would try to

get some of the Dutch colonies and colonial trade. This is

what actually happened.

English and French Competition. In 1651,Parliament passed

the first Navigation._Act, declaring that goods might be im-

ported into England only by English ships or ships of the na-

tion which produced the goods, and were to be exported only

in English ships. This was aimed primarily at the Dutch.

Later in the century France developed her carrying trade,

which likewise was a blow to the Dutch.

In the colonial field they lost New Netherland to the Eng-
lish (1664), and in the Far East their monopoly of the spice

trade was greatly reduced by English competition.
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New Amsterdam in 1661

Compare with picture on page 840

Champions of Protestantism. In spite of these setbacks,

the Dutch Republic was a power to be reckoned with through-

out the seventeenth century. During the years when the

English kings Charles II and James II were pensioners of the

Catholic Louis XIV of France, it was this tiny republic that

successfully championed the cause of Protestantism in Eu-
rope and produced in William III of Orange (later William III

of England, p. 559) one of Europe’s great statesmen. How-
ever, it could not keep up with England and France, and in

the eighteenth century it dropped into the second rank.

4. France (Richelieu)

Bright Prospects under Henry IV. The outlook for France

at the opening of the seventeenth century was very promising.

She had an able and energetic ruler in Henry IV, who, by his

Edict of Nantes, had made a settlement of the religious ques-

tion. With his able minister, the duke of Sully, he began to
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heal the ravages of the long civil wars. Aid was given to towns-

men and country folk in repairing the devastated areas.

Brigandage was put down. Roads and canals were repaired,

and new ones were built. New industries were encouraged,

notably the silk industry. Explorers were sent out, and trad-

ing posts were established in America 1 and the Far East.

Civil War Again. Then Henry was assassinated (1610), and
confusion set in again. The French throne went to Henry’s

nine-year-old son, Louis XIII, whose mother (Marie de

Medicis 2
) acted as regent, and fourteen years of plot and in-

trigue elapsed before another strong man came along.

Another Strong Man. The new "strong man” was a frail,

sickly cleric with a pale, drawn face. What strength he had
(and it was great) lay in his keen intellect and his iron will.

His name was Richelieu, 3 and he was a Catholic bishop and a

cardinal, but he was also a French duke. The last point has

an important bearing on political and religious history, for

Richelieu was more of a Frenchman than he was a Catholic,

and devoted his great powers to building up a national state

rather than a universal church.

Establishing Autocracy. Richelieu’s aims were to make
France orderly at home and respected abroad. The only way
to accomplish the first seemed to be by making the king

supreme, and that, therefore, became Richelieu’s goal in in-

ternal affairs. He waged relentless warfare against the rebel-

lious nobles and Huguenots. After a bitter struggle the

Huguenot towns were deprived of the political privileges

which Henry IV had given them and were put on the same
basis as the other French towns. That Richelieu’s opposition

to the Huguenots was primarily political and not religious is

shown by the fact that they were allowed to keep the religious

privileges which had been granted in the Edict of Nantes.

Richelieu likewise reduced the political power of the great

nobles by creating a new class of officials, called intendants,

1 It was in Henry IV’s reign that Champlain established settlements at Quebec
and Montreal. 2 ma de ses'. 3 re she lyfi'.
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who took over the governmental duties in the provinces, such

as presiding over courts and collecting taxes, which had been

in the hands of the nobles since

feudal days.

Ignoring the Estates-General. An-

other remnant from feudal days

was the Estates-General. It was
only a few years younger than the

English Parliament, but, whereas

the latter continued to develop,

the former was now effectively

suppressed. Richelieu ruled for

eighteen years (1624-1642) with-

out once calling the Estates-Gen-

eral together, and, as Louis XIV
and Louis XV followed Riche-

lieu’s policy, over a hundred and
fifty years were to elapse be-

fore this assembly was summoned
again (1789).

To raise the position of France

abroad, Richelieu took advantage
of the Thirty Years’ War to weaken

the imperial House of Hapsburg by aiding the German Prot-

estants. After his death his work was continued by Mazarin, 1

also a cardinal, who ruled during the minority (1643-1661) of

Louis XIV.

Richelieu Putting up a

“For Rent” Sign

How one student pictured French
parliamentary history. (See page

547)

5. France (Louis XIV)

Brilliant Prospects. Not often had a king started off with

more brilliant prospects than did Louis XIV when, after the

death of Mazarin (1661), he took the reins of government into

his own hands. France was strong and rich and prosperous.

Her nobles had been taught by Richelieu ^and Mazarin to

obey, and their one ambition now was to win the royal favor

;

1 ma za r&N'.
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so there was peace at home. France was at peace, too, with

her neighbors and had nothing to fear from any of them.

A Very Industrious Monarch.

When Louis began to gov-

ern he was about as old as

the average college senior

(twenty-two). While not bril-

liant, he was well endowed
by nature both in body and

in mind, and he was indus-

trious. He probably worked

harder than any nobleman in

his realm, conferring with his

councilors, reading dispatches

from his ambassadors, mak-
ing laws for his kingdom, and

in other ways keeping in close

touch with the manifold ac-

tivities of his kingdom.

A Regal Figure. Louis, un-

like many monarchs, looked

like a great king and played

the part with ease and grace.

No one thought it unseemly

that he should take the sun

as his symbol. His world re-

volved about him, and his

favor brought blessings, just

as the sun did. In order to

win that favor, even great

nobles danced attendance upon him as abjectly as any
sun-worshiper ever danced before the altar of a sun god.

Formal for Reasons of State. Life around the Sun King, or

the Grand Monarch, was one long formality. It began when
he got out of bed. One or another of his attendants of high

noble rank helped him to wash and get on a few garments.

Louis XIV

Louis apparently was not much older

than you when it occurred to him that
the sun was his proper symbol. Here
he is at a fancy-dress ball. (From a
drawing in the BibliothSque Nationale)
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Long before, many other nobles had gathered in the ante-

chamber, and these were admitted in order of rank as the

royal body became more and more completely garbed. At
meals Louis and his guests alone sat down. Some favored

courtiers waited on him
;
the rest looked on, standing. So it

went all through the day and evening, until the royal person

was back in bed.

All this will seem rather absurd to us unless we see its inner

meaning, which was that the royal power was now supreme.

Clearly it was better for France that her nobles should be

drawn to the court, even if most of them came to seek favors,

than that they should be back on their estates, plotting con-

spiracies, as in the days of Richelieu and Mazarin. It proved

to be a tremendous drain on the royal resources, but that

should not blind us to the fact that there was sound statecraft

behind what on the surface might seem to be nothing but per-

sonal vanity.

Regal Housing. Louis added to the strain on the royal

purse by his extravagant ideas of how his royal person ought

to be housed. His palace at Versailles 1 surpassed anything

in Europe in splendor and is still one of the great show places

of the world. It contained suites not only for the royal family

but for hundreds of nobles and attendants. While this was
the grandest of his palaces, it was only one of them, and all

were filled with pomp and splendor and with nobles ever seek-

ing to do him homage.

The Dangers of Autocracy. If Louis had been content with

a subservient nobility, all might have been well, but he sought

also to make foreign princes subservient to him or at least to

make them recognize his leadership in Europe. He made this

clear at the very outset of his reign (1661) when his ambassa-

dor and the Spanish ambassador got into a fight in the streets

of London over the question of whose carriage was to come
first in a royal procession. The Spaniard’s attendants killed

the horses of the French ambassador’s equipage, which, of

1 ver salz'.
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Airplane View of Versailles

Taken during the Peace Conference of 1919-1920

course, put the latter out of the procession completely
; but

when Louis heard of it he made ready for war, and the Span-

ish court apologized abjectly and promised never to claim

precedence over the French again. The next year Louis forced

a humble apology from the Pope because of an attack made
on the French embassy in Rome.
Then he set out to increase his territory on the north and

east by force of arms. His first two wars were successful, but

in the third one he was checked by the combined power of

most of the other states of Europe and was forced, in the

Treaty of Ryswick (1697), to surrender some of his earlier

gains. These wars were costly affairs and were beginning to

tell on the resources of the State.

Able Ministers. Louis was fortunate in being served by
able men. Louvois 1 organized the French army and made it

the best in Europe. Vauban 2 was the greatest military en-

gineer of his day. He never lost a place that he had fortified,

1 loo vwa'. 2 vo baN\
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and never failed to take a place that he besieged. But Louis’s

greatest minister was Colbert. 1 Without Colbert, Louvois

and Vauban could not have done their work, for it was Col-

bert who found the money with which to finance armies and
wars.

Unlike the other two, Colbert was from the middle class.

Mazarin had discovered him and had handed him on to Louis.

He was an indefatigable worker, with a wide range of interests

that covered almost every phase of national life. His chief

office was that of controller general (minister of finance), but

that was only one of a number of important posts which he

held.

What Colbert Did. Like most statesmen of his day, Colbert

believed that, to become rich and prosperous, a nation needed

to export more than it imported 2
;
consequently he encour-

aged Frenchmen to undertake the manufacture or growth of

as many as possible of the things France needed. He invited

foreign workmen to settle in France and, to help them get

started, he kept out foreign goods with a high tariff, just as

the United States Congress did to encourage its "infant in-

dustries.” He tried to build up markets outside of France

by encouraging the French colonies. To protect French mer-

chants on the sea, he built up the French navy. He encour-

aged science by founding a scientific society, and he gave

rewards to inventors. Finally, by watching closely the col-

lection and spending of money, he was able to relieve the

mass of the people of some of the burdens of taxation.

The Edict of Nantes Revoked. For over twenty years Louis

had the services of this invaluable man
; but Colbert died in

1683, and Louis never found his equal. From now on, things

did not go so well with France. Even Colbert in his last years

had found it difficult to make the national budget balance,

and two years after Colbert’s death Louis did a foolish thing

which made such a balancing still more difficult : he revoked

1 kol bar'.

2 This was a fundamental principle of the so-called mercantile policy.
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the Edict of Nantes (1685), thus taking from the Huguenots

the religious toleration which Henry IV had granted them

and which Richelieu had left them.

There was very little religious

toleration then in Europe, so that it

is easy enough to understand that

Louis should have desired religious

uniformity within his realm. Never-

theless his revocation of the Edict of

Nantes was a big mistake because it

robbed France of many of her ablest

merchants and skilled craftsmen.

This was not the result that Louis

had expected; he even forbade the

Huguenots to leave France, but more

than two hundred thousand of them
escaped. These found a welcome in

Protestant England, Holland, Bran-

denburg, and America, which they

enriched with their skill in making

silk thread fend cloth, paper, and

many other things. Some joined the armies of their adopted

countries, and all carried with them a hatred of Louis. 1

French Colonial Policy. If Louis had had the good sense

that the English kings had shown in dealing with their

religious dissenters and had let the Huguenots go to the

colonies, the history of Europe and America might have

been very different. But religious bigotry was shown as

much in his colonial policy as in his domestic policy. French

colonies were to be for Catholics only.

French explorers and colonizers were active in Louis’s

reign. It was at this time that La Salle, Marquette, and

Joliet explored the Great Lakes and Mississippi regions.

French settlements extended from Quebec, west and south

1 Among the many Americans of Huguenot descent were Alexander Hamilton,

John Jay, and Paul Revere.

Still For Rent

See pages 542 and 599
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through the Ohio and Mississippi valleys, to New Orleans.

Many Frenchmen were engaged in the fur trade with the

Indians, but there were not enough of them to get a firm

hold on the vast region they claimed. Moreover, those that

there were, were not permitted to develop the self-reliance

that the English colonists did. The latter were largely left

to shift for themselves, and consequently they had to learn

to stand on their own feet. The former were constantly

supervised by royal officials, and they got into the habit of

looking for leadership and support from home.

Autocracy at its Height. In spite of the revocation of the

Edict of Nantes and the checks received on battlefields,

France came to the end of the seventeenth century far

and away the leading state of Europe and with prospects

greater than ever of dominating it completely
;

for in 1700

the Spanish king (Charles II) died childless and left his

vast possessions to his grandnephew Philip of Anjou, who
was Louis XIV’s grandson. France had thrived under

autocracy, and it is not to be wondered at that not only

Frenchmen but most other Europeans should have thought

highly of that form of government. Before we go on with

the story of France, however, we shall need to look at

seventeenth-century England, where autocracy had been

established much earlier than in France and where it fared

quite differently.

Readings
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Famous Men of Modern Times, chaps, xii-xiv, xvii. Hassall, Louis XIV,
chaps, iii, ix, xi. Robinson, History of Western Europe (new brief ed.),

chaps, xxix, xxxi; Readings, II, chaps, xxix, xxxi. Robinson and
Beard, Development of Modern Europe, I, chaps, iii-iv; Readings in

Modern European History, I, chaps, i, ii. Van Loon, Story of Mankind,

chap. xlvi. Wakeman, H. O., European History, 1598-1715, chaps, i,

iv-vii, xi. Fiction. Dumas, The Three Musketeers. Henty, Lion of the

North. Major, C., The Little King. Sabatini, R., Bardelys the Magnificent.
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Some Key Words

Jamaica

Peace of Westphalia (1648)

Sobieski (1683)

New Amsterdam
the Sun King

Thirty Years’ War
the Great Elector

Stadholder

Colbert

1685

Gustavus Adolphus

" Pennsylvania Dutch”
King in Prussia

Navigation Act

1664

La Salle

Marquette

Lepanto (1571)

Henry Hudson
Richelieu

I®.

Questions

Section 1. How did Europe escape from the threat of Spanish

domination? Why did Spain decline in the seventeenth century?

What were some of her losses? What was the position of Italy in the

seventeenth century ?

Section 2. How did the early stages of the Thirty Years’ War
differ from the later stages? How did the French attack on Alsace

affect the settlement of Pennsylvania? By whom were the Turks

checked on sea? on land?

Section 3. Name some respects in which seventeenth-century

Holland forms part of the Living Past of the United States. What
weak point was there in the Dutch situation in the seventeenth

century ?

Section 4. What did Henry IV do for France? What were

Richelieu’s aims? How did he seek to accomplish them? How far

was he successful ?

Section 5. Do you think Louis XIV did wisely when he revoked

the Edict of Nantes? Why? How did the French colonial policy

differ from that of the English? What grounds did seventeenth-

century France have for being satisfied with autocracy?



CHAPTER XLIII • Telling how the English, by

Executing One King and Banishing Another,

showed that, if Kings could do no Wrong, Kings did

at least make Mistakes

1. The First Stuart King

Autocracy in England. In the later Middle Ages, England
had developed a strong middle class, made up of small land-

owners and merchants and craftsmen. These groups had
suffered from the disturbances of the Wars of the Roses, and
consequently they welcomed the strong rule of Henry VII,

even though he suppressed some of their rights. Peace and
order were what they wanted most of all. Owing to the good
sense of Henry and his successors, notably Henry VIII and
Elizabeth, this attitude continued for about a hundred years,

and England throve under the so-called Tudor absolutism.

Parliament grows Restive. But toward the end of Eliza-

beth’s reign middle-class Englishmen began to think once

more of their rights. This was true especially after the de-

feat of the Spanish Armada. By that time England had had
a considerable period of peace and prosperity. Men were

now on the scene who could remember nothing of the dis-

orders of the Wars of the Roses, and they began to protest

against arbitrary acts of the crown. It was only Elizabeth’s

popularity and her good " Tudor tact” that kept her from

having serious conflicts with Parliament over religious, con-

stitutional, and political questions.

That was the mood of the English people when Elizabeth

died and her distant cousin, James VI of Scotland, succeeded

her as James I of England (reigned 1603-1625) (see map,

p. 551).
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James I and his Ideas. The situation was not very promis-

ing for James. (1) He was not the sort of person to arouse the

love and devotion of his new subjects. He was ungainly and
slouching in his walk, and he had a slobbering mouth. Though
he was a learned man, he did not know how to manage peo-

ple. 1 He had none of the political sense which the Tudors had
had in such a marked degree. (2) Like other autocrats, he
believed in the divine right of kings

; that is to say, he be-

lieved that he was responsible to God alone. But many Eng-
lishmen were determined that he should be responsible to

Parliament at least in matters of taxation. (3) He was a

stanch supporter of the existing Anglican Church, with its

episcopal organization, while many Englishmen believed that

the Anglican Church ought to be further "reformed” and
especially that it ought to get rid of bishops.

Two Vital Questions. Thus two issues arose which kept

England in a turmoil through most of the seventeenth cen-

tury and which were not settled until one English king had
been beheaded and another had been driven from his throne.

One question was political : Was the English sovereign to be

an absolute monarch or was his power to be limited by Parlia-

ment ? The other questionwas religious : Was the Elizabethan

settlement to hold or were there to be further changes ?

If there had been only one question, the Stuart kings might

have weathered the storm
;
but those who wished to limit the

power of the king joined with those who wished to make
changes in the Church, and the combination proved to be too

much.
Puritans and Separatists. Though many Englishmen de-

sired changes in the Church, there was no general agree-

ment as to how far the changes should go. Some would have

been satisfied with "purifying” the Church of certain so-

called "popish” traces, by abolishing the office of bishop and

forbidding the clergy to wear vestments or to use the ring in

the marriage service. These moderate reformers were called

1 Henry of Navarre called him "the wisest fool in Christendom.”
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Puritans. Note that they were content to remain in the

Anglican Church, provided certain changes were made which

would make it more like the

other Protestant churches.

Some reformers, however,

wished to go further and
allow each congregation to

be separate and independ-

ent. These more advanced
reformers were called Sep-

aratists. It was to this

group that the American
Pilgrim Fathers belonged.

Colonial Expansion. The
reign of James marks the

beginning of England’s co-

lonial empire in America.

Settlements were made at

Jamestown ( 1607) ,
at Plym-

outh (1620), and in Nova
Scotia (1621). Meanwhile the East India Company had be-

come active in the Far East, breaking up the Portuguese

monopoly. In 1613 it defeated the Portuguese there in a

naval battle and got permission from the ruler, called the

Great Mogul, to establish a "factory” (that is, a trading post)

at Surat. This was the beginning of England’s empire in

India.

2. The Puritan Rebellion

Charles I. James died in 1625 and was succeeded by his

son, Charles I (reigned 1625-1649), whose features are familiar

to us from Van Dyck’s portraits. He was a handsome, cul-

tivated gentleman, fond of art and music. He was brave and
industrious, and he was a devoted husband and father. But
though he had been brought up in England, he did not under-

stand the situation there any better than his father had.
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Like James, he believed in the divine right of kings and felt no
responsibility to Parliament. He did not feel it necessary

ment soon after and ruled alone for eleven years (1629-1640).

Civil War Begins. This personal rule of Charles had an
important bearing on American history, for thousands of

Puritans who despaired of getting at home the sort of gov-

ernment and religion they wanted took the long and perilous

trip to New England, where they founded Massachusetts,

Rhode Island, and Connecticut. 2

After eleven years Charles was so badly in need of money
that he was forced to call a Parliament (1640) ; but the re-

lations between the two continued unfriendly, and in 1642

civil war broke out. Within two years the parliamentary

party produced a great soldier who was to prove himself also

a great statesman. His name was Oliver Cromwell.

1 This (1) limited the king’s power of taxation and forbade him (2) to billet

soldiers in private houses, (3) to imprison men without giving reasons, and (4) to

try private citizens before military courts.

2 It was during this period, too, that Maryland was founded by Lord Baltimore

as a refuge for English Catholics. It was named after Charles’s wife, Henrietta

Maria, a French princess, who was a Catholic.

even to keep his word to Parlia-

ment.

Oliver Cromwell

From a painting in Sidney Sus-
sex College, Cambridge

A Puritan Party in Parliament.

By the time Charles came to the

throne the two opposition elements

(those who wished to limit the

power of the king and, those who
wished to purify the Church) had
come to work together and had
formed a Puritan party in Parlia-

ment. They were earnest, high-

minded, and patient men, who at-

tempted to get reforms by legal

means. In 1628 they did force

Charles to agree to the Petition of

Right, 1 but he dissolved Parlia-
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After Cromwell and the Puritan

two brilliant victories over the

They behead the King.

Roundheads 1 had gained

Cavaliers (Marston Moor,

1644, and Naseby, 1645),

negotiations were opened

with Charles ; but it soon

became as apparent as be-

fore that he could not be

trusted. He was captured,

tried by a High Court of

Justice, 2 and sentenced

"to be put to death by the

severinge of his head from

his body.” The sentence

was carried out on Jan-

uary 30, 1649.

Government by an Army
and the Bible. England was
now a sort of republic,

called the Commonwealth,
but the real power lay in

the hands of Cromwell and his army, many of whose mem-
bers were religious fanatics. Cromwell made several attempts

to govern through a parliament, and when these failed he

took matters into his own hands. He refused to be made
king, but accepted the title of "Lord Protector.”

A Strong Ruler, but not a Popular One. Cromwell made his

administration respected at home and abroad. He crushed

the Royalist rebellions in Ireland and Scotland, and his

admirals defeated the Dutch on the sea. But he never suc-

ceeded in winning over the mass of the English people. They

Now in the London Museum. Cromwell
put great faith in God, but he believed that

man should use the intelligence God had
given him ; so he said to his soldiers, " Trust
in God and keep your powder dry.” How
should you word that as a slogan for a

disarmament conference ?

1 So called from the fact that they wore their hair cut at the neck. The
Royalists, or Cavaliers, wore long, flowing locks.

2 This court was appointed by the "Rump” Parliament, so named because it

was the remnant of the Parliament of 1640, from which all followers of Charles had
been excluded. The Parliament of 1640 is known as the Long Parliament. Al-

though it was not always functioning, it was not finally dissolved until 1660.
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remained Royalist and Anglican at heart. 1 Cromwell’s rule

was therefore a personal rule. There was no one capable

of succeeding him, and soon after his death (1658) the nation,

tired of army rule, restored the Stuart line to the throne

(1660).

A Royalist Reaction. For a moment it looked as though all

the sacrifices of the Puritans had been in vain. In the

strong Royalist and Anglican reaction of 1660 the House
of Lords and the Anglican Church, which had been abol-

ished by the Puritans, were restored. The bones of Cromwell

and other Parliamentary leaders were dug up and hung on
the gallows, and all the "regicides” 2 who were caught were

executed. A new Act of Uniformity was passed, and harsh

punishment and restrictions of various sorts were imposed on

religious nonconformists.

What the Puritans Left Behind. The Puritans, nevertheless,

had left their mark on England. Though the mass of the

English people were glad to get rid of the hated Puritan

regime,! with its army rule, they had no intention of giving

to their new sovereign, Charles II, the free hand which his

father had claimed. On the contrary, they required him to

recognize the ancient English rights for which the Puritans

had fought.

Moreover, Puritanism was not primarily a method of gov-

ernment : it was first and foremost a way of life ; and therein

it left an impress on life in England and America which has

never been entirely eradicated. The ideal was, briefly, not

to run away from the game of life, but to plunge boldly into

it and, in spite of all the temptations to do otherwise, to

play the game decently.

1 After the Civil War began (1642) the Puritan migration to New England
ceased. After the execution of the King (1649) it was the Royalists’ turn to mi-

grate, and many of them went to Virginia. Among them were the ancestors of

George Washington and many other distinguished Americans. (See map, p. 551.)
2 That is, the king-killers. This term was applied to 'the members of the

High Court of Justice which had condemned Charles I. In time England came to

recognize what she owed to Cromwell. His statue now stands alongside the

Houses of Parliament.
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He that can . . . consider vice with all her baits and seeming

pleasures . . . and yet prefer that which is truly better, he is the true

warfaring Christian. I cannot praise a fugitive and cloistered virtue,

unexercised and unbreathed, that never sallies out and seeks her ad-

versary, but slinks out of the race ; . . . that which purifies us is trial. 1

3. The Restored Stuarts

The Ablest of the Stuarts. After Cromweirs defeat of the

Royalists at the battle of Worcester (1651), 2 Prince Charles (or

King Charles II, as his followers called him even then) had
escaped to France, where he had been the guest of his rich and
powerful cousin Louis XIV until the turn of events brought

him to the English throne. He reigned from 1660 to 1685. In

him the Stuart family finally had a prince who understood

that the powerful English middle class would not put up with

arbitrary government.

Aided by French Money. He would have liked to rule auto-

cratically, as his cousin Louis did, but that was out of the

question as long as he was dependent on Parliament for his

income ;
so for about twenty years he played the pleasure-

loving, roistering "Merry Monarch," leaving affairs of state

to his ministers and Parliament. Toward the end of his reign,

however, Louis XIV, who had designs in Europe which he

knew Parliament would oppose, supplied Charles with funds

which enabled him to get along without Parliament, and by
the time he died (1685) he was in as complete control of affairs

as any king was anywhere. If his brother James, who suc-

ceeded him, had had his political sense, the outlook for parlia-

mentary government would have been poor, indeed. But if

there was one thing that James lacked, it was political sense.

Colonial Affairs. Several events in Charles’s reign form an
intimate part of American history. (1) At the beginning of

his reign the Carolinas (named after him) were settled. (2) In

1664 the Dutch were driven out of New Netherland, and thus

1 Milton, Areopagitica.
2 See map, p. 551, for Charles II, James II, and William III.
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the northern and southern English colonies were linked to-

gether. (3) Charles owed a debt to Admiral Penn, which he

discharged by giving a large tract of land (now called Penn-

sylvania) to the admiral’s son William. Philadelphia was
founded in 1682.

Charles had married a Portuguese princess, who brought

Bombay as part of her dowry. In 1668 Charles gave this city

to the East India Company. 1 Two years later (1670) the

Hudson’s Bay Company was organized.

4. The Revolution of 1688

James II. Charles bequeathed to his brother James, Duke
of York, a loyal and devoted people who were ready to grant

him a great deal of leeway in governmental affairs, provided

that the fundamental laws of the kingdom were observed and
especially that the Anglican Church was maintained. But
James was determined to rule as an absolute monarch and to

restore Catholicism in England. The result was that within

three years his people drove him out and made his Protestant

daughter Mary and her husband, William III of Orange, joint

sovereigns of England.

A Comforting Philosopher. Under the circumstances this

was the only thing to do, but the expulsion of their former

sovereign left many Englishmen with a guilty feeling, and
they were very much relieved when the philosopher John
Locke, in his Essay on Civil Government (1689), made it

appear that what they had done was only right and proper.

According to Locke there are certain "laws of nature” which

existed before there were any man-made laws and which give

men certain fundamental rights, such as the right to security

of life and property. The main purpose of government is to

secure these natural rights, and when it fails to do so men
are justified in overthrowing it.

1 Madras had been founded in 1639 ; Fort William (Calcutta) was founded

in 1696.
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Locke’s treatise has a greater interest for us than the mere

fact that it made many Englishmen of 1689 feel comfortable.

It was known to the Amer-
ican colonists, and its ar-

guments were found to fit

conditions in 1776 as well

as they had in 1689.

A Pillar of the English

Constitution. Before Parlia-

ment gave the crown to

William and Mary, it re-

quired them to promise to

observe certain political

rights of the English peo-

ple, which soon after were

embodied in the Bill of

Rights (1689). This great

state paper is one of the

three ''pillars” of the Eng-

lish constitution. 1 From its

contents you can easily infer

the sort of thing that James
had been doing during the

three years of his reign.

(1) It declared that, without the consent of Parliament, the

sovereign had no right to suspend laws, levy taxes, or keep

a standing army in time of peace. (2) It also declared that

the people had the right to bring their grievances to the

king (right of petition) and the right to elect members of

Parliament without royal interference
;
that these members

had the right of free speech in Parliament
; and that people

who were brought to trial were not to suffer from heavy
fines or cruel punishment.

Parliament also passed an act barring Catholics from the

throne.

1 The other two are the Magna Carta (1215) and the Petition of Right (1628).

The Third William of Orange and of

England When He was Seven

From a portrait in Hampton Court
Palace
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Religious Toleration to Protestants. The Revolution of 1688

would not have been possible without the support of the

Protestant nonconformists, 1 and these were now granted

religious toleration (1689). Non-Protestant groups, like the

Catholics and Jews, were not immediately benefited by this

act; nevertheless it did establish the principle that not

everyone was to be forced to conform to one particular

church, and it held out the promise that toleration might

some day be extended to all. This was done in the nineteenth

century.

Helping to hold France in Check. The Revolution of 1688,

or the Glorious Revolution, as it is also called, was important

in foreign as well as domestic affairs, for it lined England

up with the Continental powers who were seeking to hold

France in check. Together with Holland, Spain, Sweden,

and the emperor, she waged war on France from 1689 to

1697. Louis at last had encountered a combination too

strong for him. In the Treaty of Ryswick he returned certain

territories which he had previously taken from Spain, ac-

knowledged William as king of England, and promised not

to aid James any further in his attempts to recover the

English throne.

A Political Summary. The political situation in Europe was
markedly different in 1700 from what it had been in 1600.

Spain had been supplanted by France as the leading power,

and a French prince (Louis’s grandson) had just been be-

queathed the Spanish throne. Thanks to the labors of

Richelieu and Mazarin, France was an autocracy, as Spain

had been since the days of Philip II, and apparently was
prospering mightily under that form of government. England,

on the other hand, having tried autocracy, had found it

wanting and had overthrown it. "The divine right of

kings” and "the king can do no wrong” were ideas that no

1 A nonconformist was one who did not conform to the ways of the Anglican

Church, which was the State Church.
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longer had a good standing in England. William and Mary
were sovereigns of England because Parliament had made
them so, and for no other reason

;
and the fate of Charles I

and James II showed that the English were convinced that

kings could do wrong and could be made to pay for it.

Holland had played an important part in European politics

in the second half of the century, but she had not the re-

sources to keep up with France and England, and in the

eighteenth century she became a second-rate power. Italy

and Germany were still disunited. Germany had suffered

terribly from the Thirty Years’ War. The emperor was by
far the leading German prince, but the Margrave of Branden-

burg, in the north, had laid the foundations of a power that

was to prove a serious rival in the next century.

In the next chapter we shall survey briefly the cultural

developments of the seventeenth century.

Readings

Cheyney, Short History of England, chaps, xiv-xvii ; Readings, chaps, xiv-

xvii. Haaren and Poland, Famous Men of Modern Times, chap. xvi.

Lang, A., Tartan Tales. Robinson, History of Western Europe (new

brief ed.), chap, xxx; Readings, II, chap. xxx. Ross, E., Oliver Cromwell.

Fiction. Dumas, The Black Tulip. Hawes, C. B., The Dark Frigate.

MacDonald, G., St. George and St. Michael. Quiller-Couch, A. T.,

The Splendid Spur.
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CHAPTER XLIV • Setting forth briefly the Cultural

Development of the Seventeenth Century

1. New Cultural Centers

Spain. The evil effects of the expulsion of the Moors and
the Jews on the economic life of Spain did not become ap-

parent at once, because

wealth still poured in from

the mines of Mexico and
Peru, and about 1600 Spain

supplanted Italy as the so-

cial and cultural center of

Europe, holding that posi-

tion for more than half a

century. Kings modeled

their court etiquette on

that of her court, and the

fashionable world took its

cue in matters of taste and

good form from Madrid.

In literature and art Spain

produced several masters

of the first rank, notably

Cervantes, 1 author of Don
Quixote ,

2 one of the world’s greatest books; Velasquez, 3

famous for his portraits; and Murillo, 4 equally famous for

his religious paintings.

Holland. Painting flourished, too, in the Netherlands,

notably in the works of the Dutch portrait-painters Hals

and Rembrandt and of the Flemish painter Van Dyck. The

latter did much of his work in England (see page 553).

1 ser v&n'tez. 2 d5n ke hd'ta. 3 va las'kath. 4 moo rel'yo.
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The Cloth Syndics

One of Rembrandt’s most famous paintings. Though no amount of money could

buy this picture today, the syndics did not think very highly of it, and Rembrandt
died a bankrupt and almost a beggar

England. England’s chief cultural contribution was in liter-

ature. Shakespeare wrote some of his greatest plays in the

early seventeenth century. 1 At the same time a commission

of scholars brought out the
Good frend for Iesvs mke forbeare,

TO Dice THE DVST ENCLOASED H-ARE'

Blest be f man f spares ties' stones

AND CVRST BE HE 't' MOVES MY BONES-

so-called Authorized Version,

or King James Bible (1611),

a work which entered so com-
pletely into the lives of Eng-
lishmen that even those who
were not religious spoke in

the language of the Scriptures. The Puritans produced two
great writers in John Milton and John Bunyan. Milton’s

greatest work was Paradise Lost, which he wrote in the reign

Shakespeare’s Epitaph Written

hy Himself

1 Shakespeare and Cervantes died on the same day, April 23, 1616. See map,
p. 551, for Shakespeare, Milton, and Bunyan.
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of Charles II. He was then blind. Earlier he had written

a famous pamphlet on the freedom of the press, entitled

Areopagitica (1644).

Bunyan’sPilgrim'sProgress,

also written in the reign of

Charles II, by a nonconformist

preacher of humble origin and

little education, has been more
widely translated than any
other English book. (Have

you read it ?)

France. By this time the

cultural center of Europe had

shifted from Spain to France,

where it has remained ever

since. As in England, her

greatest men were in litera-

ture, notably in the drama.

Under the patronage of Riche-

lieu and Louis XIV the French

theater reached its height in

the works of Corneille ,

1 Ra-

cine ,

2 and, greatest of all,

Moliere.
3 Royal support was

given also to architecture,

painting, landscape gardening, tapestry-weaving, porcelain-

making, and other forms of art and fine craftsmanship, in all

of which France became the model for Europe. France, too,

was the pattern for Europe in matters of etiquette and dress.

John Bunyan

From the frontispiece of the 1728 edi-

tion of Pilgrim’s Progress

2. Music and Education

Music for Rich and Poor. Italy, which had led the way in

so many forms of culture, took the lead in yet a new form by

creating grand opera. This new art became well established

1 kor nay*. 3 mo lyar'.2 ra sen'.
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when in 1637 the Venetians built an opera house, the first of

its kind. Seven years later Stradivarius was born in Cremona,
a city he was destined to

make famous by his violins.

Until his time the chief mu-
sical instrument had been

the organ, and almost all

formal music had been Church music. Now the violin became
such a marvelous instrument 1 that composers wrote music
for it. Other instruments were improved, too, and composers
began to write music for several instruments played together.

Thus developed chamber music, which, like grand opera, was
for the entertainment of nobles and the well-to-do.

The great age of music, however, did not begin until the

eighteenth century, notably with the work of Johann Sebas-

tian Bach. 2 He and another German composer, Handel, were

about your age when the seventeenth century closed.

The common people, of course, had little opportunity to

hear chamber music, but they had their folk songs as of old,

and they could hear much fine Church music, especially in the

large towns.

Education for the Rich. As wealth increased, the demand
for education grew. For a long time most of the instruction

was in Latin and was very bookish, having little relation to

the life that the pupils were living. But in the seventeenth

century some important reforms were made. The sons of the

well-to-do now went to an " academy” to be taught such

things as would make them polished men of the world. They
learned modern languages, especially French, some history

and geography, politics and law, and a little about science.

They were also taught to ride, fence, and dance. After finish-

ing at the academy, they often spent some time in travel,

chiefly in Italy and France.

1 A few of the many violins made by Stradivarius are still in existence and may
be heard on the concert stage.

2 baK.

Antonius Stradiuarius Cremommfis
Faci ebat Anno 1 66

How the Master Marked his Violins
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Education for the Common People. The common people had

educational champions, especially in the Protestant north,

but Europe was for

long too poor to put

their ideas into effect,

and few learned more
than was contained in

the primer and cate-

chism. Our forbears

had to wait until well

into the nineteenth

century before any-

thing like an adequate

system of public edu-

cation was developed

in either Europe or

America, even on the

elementary level.

A Great Educational

Reformer. One of the

seventeenth-century

educational reformers

you ought to know by
name, if nothing more,

because you owe at

least one debt to him
which you will be will-

ing to acknowledge.

He was the first man
to prepare a textbook

with pictures. Think of

going as far through

school as you have without ever having had a single illustrated

book! His name was Comenius (died 1670), and he was a

Moravian (Protestant) bishop who lived a long, tragic, and

noble life. During the terrible Thirty Years’ War in Germany

The Barbers Shop, LXXV. Totijlrwa,

The Barber, i.

h the Barbers-fhop, 2.

cutteth off the Hair

and the Beard

with a pair o/Sizzars, 3.

cr fhaveth with a Razor,

which he ta^eth out of hit

Cafe, 4.

And he wafheth one

truer a Bafon, 5.

with Suds running

out of a Laver, 6.

and aifo with Sope, 7.

and wipeth him
with a ToweJ, 8.

comteth him with a Comb, 9.

and curleth him

with a Crifping Iron, ro.

Sometimes he cutteth a Vein

with a Pen-knife, ir,

where theBloodfpirteth out, 12.

Tonfor, 1.

in Tonjlrina, 2.

tondet Crines

Sc Barham
Forcipe, 3.

vel rad it NovaculU,

quam e Theca
, 4. depromit.

Et Iavat

fuper Pelvim, 5.
Lixivio defluente

e Cutturnio, 6.

ut Sc Sapone, 7.

Sc tergit

Linteo
,

8.

peftic Pethine, 9.

crifpat

Calamiflro
,
10.

Interdum Venam fecat
ScalpeUo, ir.

ubi Sanguis propullulat, 12.

The

A Page from Comenius’

s

" Orbis Pictus
”

The illustration and Latin text are from the

first edition of 1658 ; the English translation is

from the English edition of 1727
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his home was plundered and his books and manuscripts were

burned, his wife and children were murdered, and he him-

self was driven into exile; yet all the while he labored for

the advancement of mankind through religion and learning. 1

3. Progress in Science

Science wins a Place for itself. The scientific method had

made a beginning in the sixteenth century, but for a long

time it found little favor among the rank and file of scholars,

especially among the theologians, whether Catholic or Prot-

estant. However, the pioneer scientists kept on courageously

and made such startling progress that in the seventeenth

century much of the opposition to them died down. Scien-

tific societies were formed everywhere, some of them, like

the Royal Society in England (1662), with royal support.

New Measuring Instruments. Since science is so much a

matter of counting and measuring, it was only natural that

the scientists should have sought to improve their measur-

ing instruments. Great advances were made along this line.

Galileo improved the telescope, which a seventeenth-century

Dutch spectacle-maker had " invented” by accident, and

with it was able to add several "firsts” to man’s achieve-

ments. He was the first human being to see the mountains

on the moon, the spots on the sun, and the moons of Jupiter.

About the same time the microscope was invented, and with

it a Dutch scholar named Leeuwenhoek 2 studied minute

animal organisms. He was the first human being to see a

microbe. Other scientific instruments that were developed

in this period were the thermometer and the barometer.

The Scientist’s Goal. With these and other new instru-

ments knowledge was increased by leaps and bounds, and
it has been going at that pace ever since. You will have to

1 At one time it looked as though Comenius might become an American. In
1654 he was considered for the presidency of Harvard College.

2 la'ven hook.
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read about it elsewhere. It is enough for our purpose to
point out that the new type of scholar was not content, as

the medieval scholar had been,

with proving the truth of what
Aristotle or somebody else had
already said : he was looking for

new knowledge of himself and of

the world he lived in.

Men of All Nations seek this

Goal. Galileo did some of his best

work in the seventeenth century.

Next to him in order of time are

Francis Bacon (English), Jo-

hannes Kepler (German), Rene
Descartes 1 (French), and Isaac

Newton (English). Note the in-

ternational character of science.

Bacon. Bacon (died 1626) was an English nobleman and
jurist who sketched out the work that there was for the

scientists to do. By writing in English as well as in Latin

he made the intelligent public familiar with the idea that,

by painstaking inquiry and experimentation, man could learn

the secrets of nature and thus control nature. Knowledge,

said Bacon, is power. 2

Kepler and Descartes. Kepler (died 1630) was a cele-

brated German mathematician and astronomer who dis-

covered that the planets moved in elliptical orbits. This

knowledge removed some of the difficulties which Copernicus

had encountered, and helped to establish the latter’s theory

that the sun was the center of the universe.

Descartes (died 1650) gave added credit to the scientific

method through his brilliant contributions to philosophy,

1 re na' da kart'.

2 Two of Bacon’s contemporaries hold a high place among the pioneers in

science. William Gilbert (died 1603), in his De Magnete, laid the foundations for

the study of magnetism and electricity. William Harvey (died 1657) discovered

the circulation of the blood.
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mathematics, and science. His Essay on Method, written in

French, made the intelligent public familiar with the idea of

using reason to test old truths and seek new ones rather than

be content with old truths handed down from the past.

One Controversy Settled. Newton (died 1727) summed up
the work of his predecessors and added to it.

1 His best-known

achievement was the discovery of the law of gravitation. The
story of how he got the idea from seeing an apple drop from

a tree, and wondering why it fell toward the earth rather than

away from it, is as widely known as the story of Washington
and the cherry tree (and, according to some students, it is just

as true). He settled to the satisfaction of scholars that in the

controversy which Copernicus had begun Copernicus was
right. But he was largely responsible for starting another

controversy which is still unsettled.

A New Controversy Begun. To put it briefly, the new con-

troversy grew out of the theory that our universe is of the

same substance throughout, and that everywhere it acts ac-

cording to fixed laws, which man can learn by careful obser-

vation and study. According to this theory Galileo’s law

about falling bodies, for example, holds good on the planets

as well as in Pisa
; and if there are apple trees on the planets,

the ripened fruit there falls "down,” just as it did in Newton’s
back yard.

What Difference did it Make? This theory was quite dif-

ferent from the one held since the days of the earliest astrol-

1 The three scientists who did the most to prove the Copemican theory and
thereby establish modem astronomy were Galileo, Kepler, and Newton. It may
help you to place these men in time if you associate them with an astronomical

fact. Kepler died in 1630 ; Galileo died in 1642, the year in which Newton was
bom. These two dates are about three hundred years away. It takes about three

hundred years for the light from the polestar to reach us. The next time you look

at the poiestar, remember that the light which meets your eye started toward you
about the time that Kepler and Galileo died and Newton was born. None of these

men knew anything about "light years," the distance light travels in one year;

they didn’t even know that light travels in waves. That was a later discovery.

The star that will probably interest you most is Altair, in the constellation of

the Eagle (Aquila), because the light from it that you see started on its way about
the time you were bom. For Newton see map, p. 551, and headpiece, p. 487.
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ogers. The latter held that the planets were of a different

substance from the earth and that they acted according to

supernatural laws. Aristotle

too had believed that there

were supernatural forces at

work in the world, and so

did the Christian Church.

Astrology was no longer

powerful in Newton’s day;
but Christian theology was,

and the theologians were
quick to see what effect the

new theory would have on
the Christian teachings. If

it was possible to explain all

happenings in terms of nat-

ural laws which always

worked regularly, what be-

came of the miracles de-

scribed in the Bible or of the

teaching that God, in answer

to prayer, would modify the

working of these laws?

The scientists answered
these questions by saying

(1) that the Bible shows what the writers thought had hap-

pened, rather than what actually had happened, and (2) that

they could find no evidence that God interfered with the

working of the natural laws which He had established.

Note that in the case of Newton, as in the case of Coper-

nicus (p. 526), the results of his work in science and mathe-

matics affected the realm of religious thought.

The Line not clearly Drawn. From that day to this the

scientists and the theologians haven’t got on very well with

each other, though the division between them is not so clear-

cut now as it once was. Some clergy and scientists today re-

Archbishop Ussher of Armagh, Ireland

This seventeenth-century divine unwit-

tingly caused nineteenth-century scien-

tists a great deal of trouble by declaring

that the world was created in 4004 B.c.

He used the best data available, but they
were later found to be very inadequate.

[See page 37
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gard science as the enemy of religion, and some clergy and

scientists do not ; so you will have to decide for yourself. We
shall refer to this matter again. It is enough for our purpose

here to note that the seventeenth-century scientists won a

firm place for their method of procedure and also brought
1

about a better understanding of the orderliness that there

was in nature.

4. Some Things that did Not Change

Europe still Agricultural. In spite of what has been said

about the growth of towns and of wealth in the seventeenth

century, Europe was still predom-

inantly agricultural. The great

majority of the people still lived

in little hamlets, and most of

them were poor. If you had any ancestors living then in

Europe, you may be quite sure that in most cases they were

peasants and that, if they were outside of England, they were

probably still serfs.

Power. The sources of power everywhere were much the

same as they had been for thousands of years — the muscles

of man and beast, and the wind. Of these the first was still

by far the most important. Europe was still in the Muscle
Age. Life expectation was still as low as it had been in the

preceding centuries.

Readings

De Kruif, Microbe Hunters, chap. i. Faulkner, A. S., What we hear in Music,

Parts II-IV (of value not only for history but for references to phonograph
records of folk songs, national anthems, and classical music). Hamilton, G.,

Epochs in Musical Progress, chap. iii. Hart, I. B., Makers of Science,

chaps, v-x. Long, English Literature, chaps, vi-viii. Nitze and Dargan,
A History of French Literature, Part II. Reinach, Apollo, chaps, xxi,

xxiii.
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Questions

Section 1. Where was the social and cultural center of Europe in

the first half of the seventeenth century? Where was it after that?

Section 2. What contributions did Italy make to music in the

seventeenth century? What two lads of about your age in 1700 were

on their way to becoming famous composers ? What was the course

of study for seventeenth-century sons of the well-to-do? for the

children of the common people ?

Section 3. Why was there a marked improvement in measuring-

instruments in the seventeenth century? Name some of these im-

provements. What evidence is there in this section that "science

knows no national boundaries” ? In what does Francis Bacon’s con-

tribution to science lie ? Why do we need to designate his first name ?

(See page 436.) What controversy did Newton settle? What new
one began as a result of his studies?

Section 4. What were some of the things that did not change

during the seventeenth century?

Things to Do

1. Continue your time chart.

2. With the aid of a globe, adjust the hands of the "Clock” and

Great Circle for the region you are studying.

3. Give an illustrated talk on the paintings of one of the great

artists mentioned in this chapter.

4. Try to find out if the star Altair is visible this month.

5. This chapter contains many candidates for honorary degrees.

Write an appropriate presentation speech for one or more of them.

6. Take one of the pictures in this chapter and make it point to as

many different kinds of people as possible, and link this period with

the past (see page 11).



HAPTER XLV • Pertaining to Eighteentk'Century

1. The War of the Spanish Succession

If there Must be Wars. If there must be wars, civilians

could wish for nothing better than that they should be of

the eighteenth-century type, for these were unquestionably

the best-regulated wars in history. They were for the most
part fought by professional armies, and these were kept

well in hand by their leaders. Civilians scarcely knew that

a war was going on. There was no universal conscription

as there was in the nineteenth century, nor anything like

the continuous fighting or the attempts to bring victory by
terrorizing noncombatants, such as characterized the recent

World War.
A Chart of Wars. The eighteenth century was full of wars,

some of which involved the greater part of Europe as well

as the European colonies in America and India. The chief

combatants were England, France, Austria, and Prussia. It

will simplify the story considerably if we confine our atten-

tion chiefly to these four powers. This will bring out the

fact that two duels were being fought— a century-long duel

between England and France and a shorter one between
Austria and Prussia. We shall speak briefly of the War of

the Spanish Succession (called Queen Anne’s War in text-

books on American history), the War of the Austrian Succes-

sion (King George’s War), the Seven Years’ War (the French
and Indian War), and the American Revolutionary War in so

far as it affected the relations between England and France.

The following chart may help you to steer your course

through the maze of events; refer to it as you read the

story.

/International Politics
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War of Spanish Succession (1701-1713) War of Austrian Succession (1740-1748)

England
Austria vs. France
Prussia J

England 'j f
France

and
f

vs. S and
Austria J l Prussia

Seven Years’ War (1756-1763) American Revolution (1775-1783)

England "1

f
France

and vs. -( and
Prussia J L Austria

f
France

England vs. -i and
l America

Note (1) that in all four wars England and France are

enemies, (2) that in the second and third wars Austria and
Prussia are enemies, but

(3) that in the third war
their allies are different

from what they had been

in the second war.

Part of our Living Past.

When Louis XIV allowed

his grandson Philip to ac-

cept the Spanish throne

(p. 548), he knew he would
have to fight to keep him
there. France and Spain

were the two richest powers

in Europe, and France was
the most efficient one. If

their combined resources

were henceforth to be di-

rected by France, all Europe would soon be at her feet. The
situation therefore caused great alarm, not only in Europe
but in America, and brought on the War of the Spanish Suc-

cession (Queen Anne’s War). How much this war is part of

our Living Past will be clear to you if you recall that France

was then (1) autocratic and (2) without religious toleration,

whereas we in America (1) are democratic and (2) have reli-

gious toleration. That this is the case is due in large meas-
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ure to the fact that Louis’s plans for dominating Europe were

frustrated. The Grand Alliance, made up of England, Holland,

the Emperor, and several

lesser princes, was too much
for him.

Marlborough. The war
lasted from 1701 to 1713. Wil-

liam III (of England), who
for over a quarter of a cen-

tury had been the center of

opposition to Louis, died in

1702, but he left two able

successors in the English

soldier and statesman John
Churchill, later duke of Marl-

borough, 1 and the Dutch
statesman Heinsius. 2 These,

together with the imperial

general Prince Eugene of

Savoy, directed the affairs

of the allies and within a decade brought Louis XIV to his

knees. Marlborough’s most famous victory was at the battle

of Blenheim 3 (1704). In the same year England captured

Gibraltar. Peace was finally concluded in 1713 and 1714 by
treaties made at Utrecht, Rastatt, and Baden.

The Peace of Utrecht. By these settlements (commonly
called the Peace of Utrecht) Louis’s grandson was left on

the Spanish throne as Philip V, and thus Louis had the sat-

isfaction of seeing the House of Bourbon established in the

great kingdom south of the Pyrenees. 4 That kingdom, how-

ever, was not so great as it had been when the war started,

1 William was succeeded on the throne by his sister-in-law Anne (reigned

1702-1714), but it was Marlborough who directed affairs of state.

2 hin'se dos. 3 blen'em.
4 The Bourbons ruled in Spain (with one or two brief interruptions) until 1931,

when Alfonso XIII was driven from his throne. Whether this will prove to be

merely another brief interruption, you will live to tell. Watch the newspapers.
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Europe After the War of the Spanish Succession

for Philip retained only Spain and the American colonies.

The Spanish Netherlands, as well as Milan, Naples, and
Sardinia, went to Austria, and Sicily went to Savoy, whose
ruler now took the title of " King of Sicily.”

A Profitable War for England. England’s gains were con-

siderable and various. From France she got some territory

in America (Newfoundland, Nova Scotia, and the Hudson
Bay region). This was the first loss which France suffered

in her colonial empire in North America. Louis also rec-

ognized Anne as queen of England and agreed to expel

James II’s son from France. This son, called the Pretender,

had been conspiring to get the English throne.
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From Spain, England got (1) Minorca and Gibraltar, which

gave her control of the entrance to the Mediterranean,

(2) the sole right to supply Negro slaves to Spanish America,

and (3) the right to send one merchant ship a year to the

Spanish colonies. This was the first time that Spain had

allowed any power to trade with her colonies.

Parliamentary Government Saved. The most important re-

sult of the war, however, was the fact that England had

come out of it with the parliamentary settlement of 1689

undisturbed (p. 559). She still had a sovereign who ruled

by right of Parliament, and she still had religious toleration.

Autocracy, on the other hand, had received a heavy blow.

When, two years after the Peace of Utrecht, Louis XIV,

Sun King and Grand Monarch, was carried to his grave, he

was cursed by his people for the misery his wars had brought

upon them. 1

2. The War of the Austrian Succession. The Seven
Years’ War

Two Familiar Wars. Most of the losses in the War of the

Spanish Succession were at the expense of Spain. France, in

spite of a good deal of suffering among her people, was still the

leading power of Europe, and it was not until two more wars

had been fought that England’s leadership was undisputed.

The first of these wars (the War of the Austrian Succession,

1740-1748) began when Frederick II of Prussia seized Silesia,

a part of the Austrian possessions to which he laid claim.

England and France joined in the war, which spread to

America, where it is known as King George’s War. 2 Neither

1 Note that in the Peace of Utrecht the diplomats of Europe began a practice

which became a habit with them and which still persists, namely, the habit of

parceling out the world to suit the interests of the various states of Europe. The
last time to date that this habit was active was in 1919. Indications are that that

practice is not likely to last much longer.
2 In 1745 the words and music of "God Save the King” were first published.

Both, however, probably date back much farther. The music is the most widely
used national air; it is used by the Americans, Danes, Germans, and Swiss, as

well as by the British. What words do you know for it ?
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France nor England gained any territory by this war, but

Prussia came out of it still in possession of Silesia.

The second war grew out

of conflicting claims of Eng-
land and France to the

Ohio valley, where the so-

called French and Indian

War began in 1755. This

colonial war became merged
with another Austro-Prus-

sian war, which began in

1756 and which is known
in European history as the

Seven Years’ War (1756-

1763).

War on Three Continents.

Nothing could bring out

more clearly the extent of

European expansion since

A general who could recite Gray’s ’'Elegy ” 1500 than the fact that

the Seven Years’ War was
fought on three continents — Europe, North America, and
Asia. In Europe the main conflict centered about Silesia,

which Austria sought to recover. Frederick of Prussia was
defeated time and again, but, with a certain amount of

luck and a great amount of brilliant generalship and bull-

dog tenacity, he managed to pull through with Silesia still

in his possession. England did little fighting on the Con-

tinent, but concentrated her energies on gathering in colonies,

leaving the European conflict to Frederick, whom she sup-

plied with funds.

The French and Indian War. The war in America began

with disaster for England when Braddock tried to drive the

French out of the Ohio valley (1755), but Wolfe’s brilliant

capture of Quebec (1759) practically assured England’s vic-

tory on this side of the water.
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The Situation in India. The situation in India was very

different from the situation in America. (1) India was much
farther away from Europe,

and the Europeans there,

whether French or Eng-

lish, could not easily get

aid from home. (2) The
Europeans were only a

handful, and they had
come, not to colonize, but

merely to trade. (3) The
struggle of this handful

of Europeans was not

for empty, undeveloped

lands, but for an area

which had been developed

for ages and which was
counted one of the richest

regions in the world. What
made European control

possible was the fact that

India was broken up into

many kingdoms and prin-

cipalities constantly at

war with one another. In

the south the Hindus were strong, but most of the central

and northern parts were in the hands of the Mohammedans.
English and French in India. The English were established

at Bombay, Calcutta, and Madras, while the main French
settlement was at Pondicherry, south of Madras. France had
an able governor in Dupleix, 1 who, among other things, raised

an army of native troops, called sepoys, and won over some
native princes by giving them military aid. It seemed as

though India were destined to come under French control

;

then Robert Clive appeared on the scene.

1 diipleks' (Joseph Frangois, Marquis Dupleix, 1697-1763).

The Taj Mahal

A mausoleum of white marble inlaid with
precious stones, built by the East Indian
emperor Shah Jehan a hundred years before

Washington was born (1632)
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Robert Clive. Clive had gone out as a clerk for the East

India Company, but showed himself to be a bom soldier. He
overthrew the pro-French

rulers in the southeast

and replaced them with

pro-English rulers. His

greatest victories, how-
ever, were farther north,

where, at the battle of

Plassey (1757), he de-

feated an army much
larger than his own and
drove the French out of

Bengal.

Pitt the Elder. Clive in

India, as well as Wolfe in

America, owed a great

deal of his success to the

support he received from

England’s great states-

man William Pitt, later

earl of Chatham. It was Pitt more than anyone else who
awakened England from the lethargy into which she had
fallen since the days of Marlborough, and put some new
fighting spirit into her. 1

Peace of Paris, 1763. When peace was made, France got

back her trading posts in India, but her power there was
broken. England, on the other hand, had laid the founda-

tions of an empire.

In America, France lost almost all she had. Canada and all

the land between the Appalachian Mountains and the Mis-

sissippi went to England. What territory France held west

of that river and at its mouth she gave to her ally, Spain, to

make up for Florida, which Spain had lost to England.

1 He had a famous 9on, William Pitt the Younger, who led England during the

period of the French Revolution.
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A Parliamentary State does Well. England was now on the

top of the wave. She was the leading power of Europe, she was

mistress of the seas, and

she was the greatest colonial

power in the world. France,

on the other hand, had been

stripped of her colonies and
was on the verge of bank-

ruptcy. To getthe full mean-
ing of these statements, let

us put them in anotherway

:

the great French kingdom
under an autocratwho ruled

by divine right had been

defeated in three wars and
brought to the verge of

ruin by the much smaller

English kingdom under a

sovereign who ruled by
parliamentary right

,
and

whose plans were dictated

by an assembly in which

the middle class played an

important role.

The Anglo-French conflict, however, was not yet ended.

Fifteen years after the Peace of Paris the two nations were

again at war. The occasion of this conflict was the revolt of

the Anglo-American colonies.

3. The American Revolution

Ruling Ideas about Colonies. To understand what hap-

pened in the Anglo-American colonies in the second half of the

eighteenth century, we need to remember that everywhere in

Europe two ideas were common with regard to colonies. One
was that there was no point in having colonies unless you

Robert Clive

"Twice the pistol which he snapped at
his own head failed to gooff” (Macaulay,
"Essay on Clive”), so Clive concluded that

he was destined for great things— which
is one way to find out, but not the safest
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profited by them. The other was that the way to profit by
them was (1) to have them do most, if not all, of their trading

themselves. By 1750 their population numbered about two
million. By far the greater part of them were of English

stock and Protestant in their religion.

Europeans become Americans. From the beginning the

colonists had known what the rights of Englishmen were, and

these they kept alive in the new land. From the beginning,

too, the colonists (whether English, Scotch, Dutch, or Ger-

man) had been gradually changed into a new sort of people

:

they became Americans. They were in a new land in which

they had to build a civilization from the ground up. The new
land was three thousand miles from the homeland, and

between the two lay a vast ocean. As a result of these en-

vironmental factors there was, by 1763, a row of sturdy

settlements along the western Atlantic which belonged to

with you and (2) to make them
bpy more from you than they

sold to you. This was part of

what was known as the mer-

cantile policy.

He was ever a friend of the colonies.

His favorite study was history (see

page 626)

Pitt the Elder

The Colonies grow Strong.

Until after the Seven Years’

War matters went on well

enough because England en-

forced her colonial trade laws

laxly. Meanwhile the Ameri-

can colonies became firmly

established both on the main-

land and in the West Indies

;

on the mainland especially

they developed a spirit of

independence and initiative.

Being more or less neglected

by the mother country, they

learned how to look after
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Great Britain but which differed in several important particu-

lars from the mother country. They were becoming American.

Some Differences. (1) A
greater proportion of the

people shared in the gov-

ernment than was the case

in Great Britain, 1
(2) there

was no noble class in the

colonies, and (3) there was
no one official religion. Re-

ligion was largely a local

matter, which each colony

settled for itself.

An Old Peril Removed.

The Seven Years' War had
an important bearing on
the situation in the colo-

nies in that it removed the

one great peril, the French.

With this peril out of the way the colonists felt quite able to

look after themselves, and the spirit of independence, which
had often been shown in conflicts with the royal governors,

grew stronger than ever.

A New Peril to the Colonists. It happened that just at the

time when the colonists began to feel that they could get along

without Britain's aid, the British government began to pay
more attention to them and to enforce the trade laws more
strictly than before. It also levied a new tax, called fheStamp
Tax (1765). These measures aroused widespread opposition

and created a problem which could have been solved amica-

bly only by great statesmanship. Such statesmanship was
lacking.

Friends in England. England herself was passing through
a crisis in government. The situation there was something

1 Though Britain had a parliament, she was far from being a democracy.
Only a small proportion of the people had the vote (see page 682).
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like what it had been in the days of the Tudors. She still had
a Parliament, but, through bribery with money and with

offices, it had become a

mere tool of the king,

George III (reigned 1760-

1820).

George was a hard-

working and earnest but

narrow-minded person who
believed that his predeces-

sors, George I and George

II, had foolishly let slip

many of the powers of

the crown and who was de-

termined to win back those

powers if he could. There
were many Englishmen,

however, who were just as

determined that he should

not win them back. These men saw that the colonists, in

opposing the king, were really fighting their battle, and some
of them, like Pitt the Elder, encouraged the colonists in

their opposition to the crown. 1

Sound Instincts. The instincts of the colonial leaders were

right. The colonies had grown up ;
they could no longer be

kept in leading strings. They had become, to all intents

and purposes, independent commonwealths, and it needed

only the jolt which they were now getting to make them
aware of the fact. Then it suddenly became intolerable to

be controlled by a distant Parliament which was manipu-

lated by a king in his own interests and in which they could

never be represented satisfactorily. The question of inde-

pendence was therefore bound to come up sooner or later,

and when it came up the only issue would be whether the

separation was to be effected peaceably or through war.

1 Pitt, however, was not willing to go so far as to give the colonies independence.
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That it was not effected peaceably need not surprise us.

In our five-thousand-year story we have not yet encountered

a single state that willingly let a

great possession slip from its fingers.

A Familiar Story. One thing led to

another until there was a clash of

arms at Lexington and Concord, fol-

lowed soon after by a real trial of

strength at Bunker Hill (June 17,

1775). Then Washington was put in

command of the American forces

and hung on doggedly in a long

struggle in which he was more than

once defeated but not conquered. On
July 4, 1776, the new nation for-

mally announced its existence in the

Declaration of Independence, and in

the following year its forces won a

great victory at Saratoga.

Outside Aid. Meanwhile the young
state had been seeking an alliance

with France, and it was the victory

at Saratoga that settled the matter.

France not only joined the United

States (1778) but also brought Spain

into the war. In 1781 the colonial

army and the French fleet, working

together, forced the British general,

Cornwallis, to surrender. Soon after,

negotiations for peace were begun.

Great Britain recognized the independence of the thirteen

colonies and ceded Florida to Spain 1 and a West Indian

island (Tobago) to France (1783).

Young Bonaparte

In those depressing days it

mighthave comforted French-
men to know that a certain

Corsican lad then in school

would lift France higher than
she had ever been since the
days of Charlemagne. But
no one knew that young
Bonaparte would go down

in history as Napoleon

1 For about sixty years (1760-1820) Florida had a checkered national career,

belonging to Spain until 1763, then to Britain until 1783, then back to Spain
until 1819, then to the United States. We need not be surprised if Floridans
sometimes stood up for the wrong national anthem

!
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France, undoubtedly, had done something to weaken Great

Britain by helping the colonies to establish their independ-

ence, but she thereby had weakened herself more than she

had weakened her enemy. About all that she gained from

the war was an added burden of debt, whereas Britain was
still mistress of the seas and possessor of a vast colonial

empire. 1

Thus for a fourth time parliamentary Britain had held its

own against autocratic France. This was their last conflict

before the downfall of French autocracy in the revolution

of 1789.

Now we shall turn to central and eastern Europe and see

how Frederick II of Prussia and Maria Theresa of Austria,

after having fought two wars, became friends, or at least

became friendly enough to engage in dismembering a neigh-

boring kingdom. Before we tell of that affair we need to

say a word about the third confederate, Russia, involved in

it, and the victim, Poland.

4. Russia

Early History. We have said little about Russia since we
spoke of the little principalities established in the ninth

century by some bands of bold Vikings. In the thirteenth

century it was overrun by the Mongols from Asia, who held

it more or less in subjection for over two hundred years. In

1480, however, the Russian prince of Moscow, Ivan III,

refused to pay tribute any longer, and from Moscow as a

center a new Russia now began to develop. Ivan’s grandson

Ivan IV (the Terrible) took the title of ''Czar.”

The Russians had become Christians in the tenth century,

long before the Mongol invasion. Having been converted

1 The American Revolution is almost as important in the history of Canada as

it is in the history of the United States, on account of the loyalists who migrated

thither, many of whom were men of substance. The early Anglo-Canadian college

lists contain many names that are in the Harvard and Yale lists of pre-revolutionary

days.
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by missionaries from Constantinople, they belonged to the

Eastern, or Greek, Orthodox Church instead of the Roman.
Peter, of the House of Romanov. About 1600 the family of

Ivan died out, and after some years of civil war the nobles

elected Michael Romanov 1 to the throne (1613), where his

family ruled until our own day (1917). Michael's grandson

was named Peter. After ruling jointly with a weak-minded
brother for some years, Peter became sole ruler in 1689 and
ruled until 1725.

His Journey to Western Europe. Peter had had as tutor a

Swiss named Lefort, and what he learned from this tutor

about European ways made him keen to learn more. More-
over, he wanted to build up an alliance against the Turks,

who hemmed him in on the south. So he went west on what
was one of the most extraordinary royal journeys in history

(1697-1698). His party was made up of nobles, but he went
along incognito as a common sailor.

Though he failed to interest western Europe in his plans

against the Turks, he and his companions learned a great

deal about European ways. Peter was interested in a wide

variety of things. In Holland he studied shipbuilding, anat-

omy, and engraving. In England he gave his chief attention

to commerce and industry, and in Prussia to military affairs.

An Admirer of Western Ways. Meanwhile he noted differ-

ences between European and Russian manners and customs

and generally decided that the European ones were better

and must be introduced into Russia. European men used

tobacco ; therefore Russians must learn to use tobacco. Eu-
ropean women mingled freely in society with men

; therefore

Russian women must do the same instead of staying by
themselves, much as Oriental women did. And so on through

a long list.

Why Peter’s Reforms were Important. Peter made less

headway in Westernizing his people than he might have
wished for, but nevertheless he did accomplish a good deal.

1 rd ma'nof.
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This was important because Russia lay between two very dif-

ferent sorts of culture. The one was progressive and forward-

looking ;
that was the European. Europe had only recently

come upon a new tool which was to create such changes as the

world had never dreamed of. That new tool, of course, was the

scientific method. The other culture was unprogressive and

held out little prospect of making any contribution to the wel-

fare of humanity ;
that was the culture of Asia. It was long

since any new ideas had come out of that vast land mass.

On account of Russia’s great size and natural resources it

was a matter of great importance to the world which of the

two cultural spheres she belonged to, and it was Peter who
was largely responsible for bringing her into the European

sphere.

Town Life Stimulated. Russia in Peter’s day was about

where western Europe had been long before the Crusades.

Except for a small noble class almost all the people were serfs.

There was practically no town life and practically no middle

class. But Peter, by bringing in skilled artisans and teachers

of various sorts and by encouraging trade and industry, set

Russia on the way to develop a vigorous town life.

Getting a " Window to the West.” To keep in touch with

the West, Russia needed a port either on the Black Sea or on

the Baltic. The Turks barred the way to the first sea ; the

Swedes, to the other. Peter tried to break through both these

barriers, but succeeded only against the Swedes. After a num-
ber of defeats he won a victory over the brilliant but erratic

Charles XII in the battle of Pultowa 1 (1709). This battle

destroyed Sweden’s ascendancy in the Baltic and left Peter

in possession of a region in which he had already begun to

build a new capital, St. Petersburg (called Leningrad since

1924). Peter now had at least one "window to the west.”

Russian Expansion across Asia. Meanwhile Russian expan-

sion into Siberia, which had begun before Peter’s day, con-

tinued until it reached the Pacific. Not content with this vast

1 pool'to va.
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Asiatic possession, Peter sent a Danish explorer named Bering

to explore land which had been sighted farther to the east.

From this expedition came Russia’s claims to Alaska, which

the United States purchased in 1867.

Catherine the Great. For about thirty-five years after

Peter’s death Russia’s history is full of intrigues, murders,

and palace revolutions, until Catherine (II) the Great came to

the throne (reigned 1762-1796). It was she who joined Fred-

erick the Great of Prussia and Maria Theresa of Austria in

dismembering the kingdom of Poland. 1

1 In Catherine's reign Russia reached the Black Sea by driving the Turks out
of the Crimea and thus got a second "window to the west.” In Austria, Maria
Theresa’s son Joseph II was emperor, but she was the real ruler.
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5. Poland Partitioned

The Weaknesses of Poland. Poland was one of the largest

states in Europe, but for various reasons she was also one of

the weakest. (1) Her kings were elected by a parliament, or
Diet, made up chiefly of nobles, and these were careful not to
elect a man who was likely to become their master. (2) She
had a pernicious custom, called the liberum veto ("free veto”),
whereby a single nobleman might block any measure that was
being considered by the Diet. (3) The mass of the people
were ignorant peasants, and there was no strong middle class.

(4) Some parts of the kingdom were peopled chiefly by Ger-
man Protestants and others by Russian Orthodox Christians,

while the Poles themselves were Catholics. (5) Finally, Po-
land had no strong natural boundaries ; on the contrary, she

could be invaded easily from all sides.

" Three Times and Out.” In 1772 Russia, Prussia, and Aus-
tria annexed parts of Poland (see map, p. 591). This high-

handed action made the Poles realize that they needed to set

their house in order, and they adopted a new constitution

which, among other things, made the kingship hereditary.

But it was too late, and in 1793 Russia and Prussia took a

second helping, Austria being busy elsewhere at the time.

The Poles rose in arms under Kosciusko 1 (a Polish nobleman
who had fought with Washington in the American Revolu-

tion) ; but they were defeated, and in 1795 Russia, Prussia,

and Austria divided all that was left. Far from settling the

Polish question, however, the final partition aroused a na-

tional spirit which lived on in spite of oppression and which

was rewarded in our own day when, after the World War, the

Polish Republic was established.

No Self-determination or Settled Boundaries. The partition

of Poland brings out two facts in bold relief. One is that there

was no self-determination in eighteenth-century Europe
;
that

is to say, the people in any region had nothing to say as to

1 kSs l us'kS.
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How Poland was Divided in the Eighteenth Century and Reconstructed

in 1918

whether they would become a separate and independent state

or become a part of some other state. Such questions were
still settled by force. The other point is closely allied to the

first : it is that political boundaries were shifting in the eight-

eenth century, just as they had been shifting in the seven-

teenth century, in the sixteenth century, and back to the

beginning of national states in Europe. You will miss the

extent of the shifting of boundaries if you confine your at-

tention to Europe, for much of it took place in the colonies,

for example, after the Seven Years’ War.
We shall now turn to domestic affairs in the chief states of

western Europe in the eighteenth century.
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Questions

Section 1. How did eighteenth-century wars differ from the

World War? What was the main duel that was fought in the eight-

eenth century? the secondary duel ? In what important respect did

the Peace of Utrecht differ from any previous peace?

Section 2. How did the situation in India differ from that in

America during the Seven Years’ War? What were the chief out-

comes of that war?

Section 3. How might the history of the English colonies in
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Why was that visit important in European history ? What territorial

gains were made by Peter ? What " window to the west ” did

Catherine the Great acquire?

Section 5. What were the weaknesses of Poland ? What became
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CHAPTER XLVI * Comparing Eighteenth'Century

Systems of Government

1. Benevolent Despotism

Two Types that made Good. Great Britain came to the

year 1789 (the beginning of the French Revolution) as a

parliamentary state, and in the

same year the United States set

out as a republic under its new
constitution. We know now that

the next hundred years was going

to convert all western-European

states into limited monarchies or

republics, but that was by no

means apparent in 1789. It is

true that parliamentary Britain

had had great success in the

eighteenth century, but so had
autocratic Prussia, Austria, and

Russia. France alone among the

autocracies had been a failure.

Moreover, during the last half of the century, Prussia and
Austria, as well as several other autocracies, had had rulers

who had done as much to promote the welfare of the common
man as the British Parliament had done. These were the so-

called enlightened or benevolent despots, ofwhom the greatest

and most successful was Frederick (II) the Great, of Prussia.

A Benevolent Despot. During most of Frederick’s long

reign (1740-1786) Prussia was at peace, and she grew rich

through trade and industry. The peasants remained serfs, and
they had to work hard, but so did everyone else. Frederick

set the example, rising at four o’clock in summer and at five

Frederick the Great
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in winter. New lands were put under cultivation, and new
agricultural methods were introduced. Order was main-

tained, justice was strictly administered, and cruel punish-

ments were abolished. Elementary education was widespread,

and higher education flourished. To mention only one more
point, religious toleration was granted to all.

Frederick took his responsibilities seriously, and his sub-

jects looked upon him as their father. They as well as all other

Germans were proud of him, too. He was the first outstanding

figure that had come out of their land since Luther, two hun-

dred years before. If all autocrats had been of his type, it is

not at all unlikely that Europe would still be living under

autocratic rule. But they were not
;
and so, since the future

lay with parliamentary institutions, we shall need to consider

the system that had developed in Britain and had been taken

over with modification by the new republic on this side of the

Atlantic.

2. The Parliamentary System

Checks on the King. After the English people had estab-

lished the supremacy of Parliament, in 1689, it was necessary

for them to devise ways whereby they could keep what they

had won. (1) To prevent the king from retaining a subser-

vient Parliament year after year, they provided, through the

Triennial Act (1694), for a new election at least once in three

years. (2) To make sure that the king would summon Parlia-

ment every year, the Mutiny Act, which made it lawful for

the king to maintain a standing army, was passed for one

year only. At the end of a year the act had to be renewed

;

otherwise the king would have no legal right to keep up an

army. (3) To prevent the king from becoming independent

financially, much of his revenue was granted to him for a few

years only and later for one year only.

Political Parties. In order to make the system work, polit-

ical parties were developed. A beginning had been made in

Charles IPs reign, but their real development dates from
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after the Revolution of 1688. One was the Whig party, which

stood for the rights of Parliament and religious toleration;

the other was the Tory party, which favored the crown (that

is, the king) and the Anglican Church.

It was the Whigs that had been largely responsible for the

Revolution of 1688 ; but William, not wishing to offend the

powerful Tory leaders, many of whom were none too friendly

toward him, chose his ministers from both parties. After a
few years, however, it became apparent that this method did

not give the unity that was necessary to get things done.

Some of his ministers pulled one way, and some pulled the

other. William, therefore, finally chose all his advisers from

the Whig party, it being the stronger in Parliament.

William III and the Cabinet System. By choosing his minis-

ters from the majority party, William got a group (1) that

would act together and (2) that could carry measures through

Parliament. The ministers had charge of various depart-

ments of the government, such as the treasury and the navy,

and they therefore formed the executive part of the govern-

ment, or, as it came to be called, the cabinet.

Queen Anne 1 (reigned 1702-1714) started out by choosing

her ministers from both parties, as William had done; but

presently she too came to choose them all from the party

with the majority in Parliament — first from the Whigs and r

toward the end of her reign, from the Tories.

George I and Walpole. As none of Anne’s children survived

her, the throne went to her distant German cousin, George,

the elector of Hanover, whom Parliament chose because he

was a Protestant.

1 Like all the English sovereigns since James I, Anne was also ruler of Scotland

;

but the two countries remained separate until 1707, when they joined to form the
United Kingdom of Great Britain. The Scotch kept their laws and their religion

(Presbyterian), but they no longer had a separate parliament. They were given

seats in the British House of Lords and House of Commons. The flag of the new
kingdom was the Union Jack, formed by combining the white cross of Saint

Andrew with the red cross of Saint George. This flag had been used in England
ever since the time of James I ; hence its name, which is derived from the Latin
form of James (Jacobus).
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George I (reigned 1714-1727) played an important part

in the development of the cabinet system partly because he

could not understand Eng-

lish. This led him to stay

away from cabinet meet-

ings and helped to estab-

lish the principle that the

king ought not to attend

these meetings. The next

natural development was
for one member of the

cabinet to become its

spokesman both in Par-

liament and in dealing

with the king. The lead-

ing member for a long

time in George’s reign was

Robert Walpole, and he is

counted as the first prime

minister, though Walpole

never used that title. Be-

fore the end of the cen-

tury, however, it was in

regular use, and the prime

minister (or premier) was recognized as head of the cabinet.

Thus the main outlines of party government and the cab-

inet system were drawn by the time the Seven Years’ War
began (1756). It may help to make the cabinet system clear

if we compare it with the presidential system which devel-

oped in the United States.

Robert Walpole in the House of Commons ,

Talking to Speaker Onslow

Is Walpole standing on the government
side or the opposition side of the House?

(See page 597)

3. Two Systems Compared

Two Executive Systems. Great Britain has a king who
"reigns but does not rule.” (1) Her government is carried

on by a prime minister and other ministers, who form the
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Interior of the House of Commons in the Eighteenth Century

The party in power sits on the right of the presiding officer (the Speaker), with the

cabinet members in front on the "Government Bench.” The opposition party
sits on the left.— The man addressing the House (1793) is Pitt the Younger, one
of the greatest of English prime ministers. He waged war relentlessly against the

revolutionary French

cabinet, that is, the executive department. (2) They hold

office only so long as they have the support of the House of

Commons. That support may last throughout the five years

for which the House of Commons is elected; on the other

hand, the House may turn against them in five days. (3) They
are all members of Parliament and belong to the party that

can command the majority of votes in Parliament. As a
result the executive and legislative departments are always

in harmony.

(1) The government of the United States is carried on by
the president and his cabinet. (2) The president holds office

for four years. He appoints his cabinet with the consent of

the Senate. (3) The president and cabinet are not members
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of Congress, and their term of office does not depend upon
having the support of Congress. The president’s term of

office is fixed by the Constitution, and he retains his cabinet

officers as long as he is satisfied with them. It sometimes

happens that the president belongs to the party that is in

the minority in Congress.

Two Legislative Systems. Both Parliament and Congress

have two houses — an upper house (Lords, Senate) and a

lower house (Commons, Representatives). The House of

Lords is made up chiefly of hereditary peers. It was much
more powerful in the eighteenth century than it is today.

Today it acts chiefly as a brake on the House of Commons.
The United States Senate is made up of two members from

each state, elected by the people for six years. It is a much
more powerful body than the House of Lords.

The House of Commons is made up of members elected

for five years, but they do not necessarily hold their position

for that length of time. Whether they do or not depends on

the prime minister. If the House of Commons refuses to

support him he may do one of two things
: (1) he may

resign or (2) he may ask the king to dissolve Parliament and

call for a new election. The first procedure would not affect

the term for which the members had been elected, but the

second, of course, would end it, and they would have to seek

reelection. The House of Representatives is made up of mem-
bers elected for two years.

The Main Differences. One other difference between the

two governments is that Great Britain has no written con-

stitution such as the United States has. But the chief dif-

ferences to note are that the British prime minister is a

member of Parliament and that he holds office only as long

as he has the support of Parliament, whereas the president

of the United States is not a member of Congress and is

independent of that body (as far as his term of office is

concerned) so long as he does not violate the United States

Constitution.
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4. The Old Regime in France

Royal Recklessness. France alone of the great states of

Europe did not do well in the eighteenth century. Louis XIV
started her on her downward path

with his reckless extravagance and
costly wars. Louis XV, far from

checking her ruin, hastened it with

more extravagance and more un-

successful wars. We have already

spoken of the wars. 1 As for the ex-

travagance, some idea of it may be

gained from the fact that Louis XV
had about two thousand nobles as

guests at Versailles, and some sixteen

thousand servants of one sort or

another to look after the royal estab-

lishment there. The royal stables

contained about two hundred car-

riages and almost ten times that

number of horses. Everything was
on this scale, and it all cost the

nation about $20,000,000 a year.

The Three Estates. The people of France belonged to three

orders, or estates — the clergy, the nobility, and all the rest,

who formed the Third Estate. The first two estates numbered
about one hundred and thirty thousand each. They were the

privileged orders. They were largely exempted from the bur-

dens of the State, the chief one of which was paying taxes, and
yet they were the ones who could best afford to pay taxes.

Though they formed less than one seventy-fifth of the popu-

lation, they held two fifths of the land, which was the chief

source of wealth.

The Higher and the Lower Clergy. Not all the clergy were

well off by any means
;
only the higher clergy— the arch-

1 The War of the Austrian Succession and the Seven Years’ War.

See pages 547 and 602
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bishops, bishops, and abbots. These were generally nobles,

and were often more distinguished for their blood than for

their piety. With few exceptions they were very worldly and
took their clerical duties lightly. Some of them had huge in-

comes and lived in shameless extravagance and dissipation.

One archbishop is reported to have had an income of

$300,000 a year. Even the saucepans in his kitchen were of

silver.

But most of the clergy were in the lower ranks. They came
from the Third Estate, and their income was small. They
were, for the most part, earnest men, and they provided

France with a sincere religious life. Needless to say, many of

them resented the conduct of their superiors, who took their

duties so lightly.

The Courtiers and the Other Nobles. There was likewise a

division among the nobility. A small group of a few thousand

lived at the court and got all the offices. In return for these

offices, which paid them well, they did as little as the higher

clergy. They rarely visited their estates ;
and when they did,

it was generally for the purpose of exacting money from their

tenants.

Most of the nobles, however, did live on their estates,

largely because they could not afford to appear at court.

Many of them were so poor that even to keep up an appear-

ance at home they had to exact all they could from the peas-

ants on their land.

Great Extremes within the Third Estate. As against the

third of a million who made up the first two estates, the Third

Estate was made up of more than twenty-four million. It in-

cluded a wide range of persons, from the humble peasant to

the wealthy banker or merchant. There were comparatively

few of the latter. Most of the people were peasants, many of

whom were very poor and lived wretchedly. Yet they pro-

duced most of the wealth of France, and it would have been

enough to enable them to live in comfort, provided any intel-

ligence had been shown in its distribution.
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Little Intelligence in High Places. France had never been

lacking in intelligence. In the later Middle Ages she had
been the brightest spot in Europe. When the university

movement began, Paris had taken the lead in higher learn-

ing and had kept it. Abelard (p. 427) was a Frenchman.
The Protestant revolt had produced John Calvin, the new
movement in science had produced Descartes, and so on.

These were "key” men; they were the centers of great

movements. Now, in the eighteenth century, France was more
than ever the intellectual center of Europe, but her intellec-

tual leaders were not where they could make their intelli-

gence contribute to the welfare of the State. They should

have been in the high Church offices and at the court. In-

stead of being made use of in this fashion, they were generally

looked upon as dangerous radicals, and more than one of

them was put in jail.

France needed a Ceesar but got Louis XVI. In 1774 the long,

disgraceful reign of the pleasure-loving Louis XV came to an
end. His successor, Louis XVI, was a well-meaning young
man of college age who liked mechanical things. If he were

alive today and had his own way, he would probably be

tinkering away happily in a garage. Unfortunately, what
France needed was not an amiable tinkerer: she needed a

Caesar or a Charlemagne.

Turgot Comes and Goes. Louis XVI realized that some-
thing had to be done, and he made a good start when he
appointed Turgot, an experienced statesman and economist,

as minister of finance. With proper support from the King,

Turgot might have saved the day ;
but his demand that the

privileged orders give up some of their privileges and carry

a fair share of the burdens of taxation met with great oppo-

sition from the nobles, and they were powerful enough to

have him dismissed.

That was in 1776. Two years later France made an alli-

ance with the newly formed United States of America and
entered the war against England. The only result of the
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war as far as France was concerned was to hasten the day
of reckoning. By 1786 the treasury was running behind

to the amount of forty million dol-

lars a year. The situation was so

serious that Louis could think of

no way out except Turgot’s plan

of requiring the nobles to assume a

fair share of the burden of taxation.

The Estates-General Comes and

Stays. The nobles, however, put

off the evil day again by claiming

that only the Estates-General could

make such a radical change in the

taxation system. Louis accordingly

decided that he would call a meeting

of that ancient national assembly;

he was prepared to try anything.

True, he had never seen an Estates-

General ; neither had Louis XV nor

Louis XIV. The last one had met
in the reign of Louis XIII, over

one hundred and fifty years before.

Nevertheless, he had hopes that it would get him out of

his difficulties. Whether it would or not remained to be

seen, but one thing was clear from the fact that he sum-

moned it : he thereby announced to the world as loudly as

though he had stood on the housetops that autocracy, after

having been given a long and fair trial in France, had been

found wanting.

Before we turn our attention to the momentous meeting

of the Estates-General, we need to consider the cultural life

of the eighteenth century. This may shed some light on the

sort of ideas the delegates will bring to that assembly.
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CHAPTER XLVII • Telling how Men began to see

the Golden Age in the Future

1. The Idea of Progress

A New Idea. If there is any idea in which the average man
of today believes, it is the idea of progress, that is to say,

that men by taking thought can make this world a happier

place for all to live in. This idea is now so generally accepted

(even though we are still a long way from having a perfect

social order) that we learn with surprise that men in earlier

ages did not have it ; but the fact remains that Greece and
Rome had looked to the past rather than to the future for

their Golden Age, and the Renaissance had looked back to

Greece and Rome. Not until the new scientific movement
got well under way did men begin to look to the future and
to see the Golden Age ahead of them and as something to

strive toward. This point was reached in the eighteenth

century, a century in which men came to rely so much on

reason, or intelligence, that it is called the Age of Reason .
1

Interest in Causes and Results. Curiously enough, as the

idea of progress took hold of men’s minds they became in-

terested in the past almost as much as in the future. Since

they believed that the future would grow out of the pres-

ent, they came to see that the present was something which

had developed out of the past. From that day to this they

have sought to learn about that past. As they studied it

they got an entirely new view of the great events they found

recorded in history. Heretofore they had regarded these

events, such as the downfall of Assyria or the Protestant

Reformation, as sudden happenings, like flashes of lightning

coming out of the blue; but now they came to see these

1 See chart, p. 723, panel 7.

604
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events as the climax of gradual developments, or unfoldings,

each event being linked up with something that had gone

before and with something that came after.

The Historical Method. This method of tracing events back

to their origins and charting their development or evolution

is called the historical method. It spread from the study of

the history of man to the study of nature, and today it is a

generally accepted method of inquiry ; that is to say, when-

ever men are confronted with problems, whether in business,

government, or medicine, they try to solve them by asking,

"How and where did these problems get started?” When
applied to the study of history, this method gave men the

idea that there were great possibilities ahead for mankind,

and thus it made them increasingly impatient with the

abuses they saw all about them.

2. French Social Philosophers

Sources of Abuse. The place where men were most con-

scious of abuses was France, the intellectual center of eight-

eenth-century Europe. The abuses from which they suffered

grew out of the autocratic powers of the king and the privi-

leges exercised by the nobles and the higher clergy. Such

restraints on the royal power as the English people had in

the Magna Carta, the Petition of Right, the Bill of Rights,

a Parliament, and a judiciary that held office for life were

practically nonexistent in France.

Voltaire. The greatest foe of existing abuses was Voltaire

(1694-1778), a brilliant and prolific writer of dramas, his-

tories, essays, and other literary forms. Voltaire had visited

England, where he had been greatly impressed with the liber-

ties which the English people enjoyed, especially with their

freedom from arbitrary arrest and their liberty of the press,

and on his return he made known to Frenchmen what sort of

government there was only a few miles away, across the

Channel.
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Favored Enlightened Autocracy. Voltaire was not an out-

and-out enemy of autocracy and privilege
; it was only where

these failed to perform any
worth-while services that he
opposed them. He regarded

enlightened autocracy as a bet-

ter form of government than
democracy. As he expressed it,

he preferred to be ruled by one
lion rather than by a hundred
rats. His ideal of a ruler was
the Prussian autocrat, Frederick

the Great.

Voltaire was especially bit-

ter against the Church because

he believed that its leaders, far

from working to enlighten and
uplift the people, stood in the

way of enlightenment and kept France a place of superstition

and darkness. His writings were widely read, in spite of the

efforts of the authorities to suppress them, and did more than

those of any other to make Frenchmen conscious of the injus-

tices under which they lived. They called him King Voltaire .
1

Montesquieu and Diderot. A second great French writer

was Montesquieu ,

2 who, like Voltaire, had studied English

conditions at first hand and who helped to make Frenchmen
familiar with the ideas of parliamentary government. A third

writer was Diderot
,

3 editor of a famous Encyclopedia, to

which most of the great French scholars contributed and
which made the educated classes familiar with the new ideas

that were being developed in politics, science, and other

branches of learning.

1 Voltaire’s oft-quoted line to Helvetius tells us a great deal about the man and
the secret of his tremendous influence, "I wholly disapprove of what you say and
will defend to the death your right to say it.”

2 moN tgs kyu'. 3 ded r5\
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Rousseau. The man whose ideas exerted the greatest in-

fluence in bringing about a revolution in French political ideas

was Rousseau, 1 who in 1762

published a book called The

Social Contract. Beginning with

the striking statement that

"Man is born free
;
everywhere

he is in chains," he declared

that kings originally got their

right to rule from the people,

and that where kings ruled

badly, the people ought to take

matters once more into their

own hands and establish a repub-

lic based on universal suffrage.

Part of our Living Past. Rous-

seau’s theory exerted a tremen-

dous influence on eighteenth-

century Europe, and its influence still persists. It is at the

bottom of most political thinking today and has been ever

since Jefferson wrote some of Rousseau’s ideas into the Amer-
ican Declaration of Independence. It may therefore be worth

while to point out one or two things about the theory. In

the first place Rousseau did not make it up. In germ, at

least, it goes back as far as the Stoic idea of natural law,

and it is essentially the same idea that Locke used in 1689

(p. 558). What Rousseau did was to develop the idea and
make it popular.

A Welcome Assumption. In the second place he, like Locke,

started by assuming certain propositions that he couldn’t

prove and then drew inferences from them. It was as though

you were to say that "2 + 2 = 6’’ and then went on to prove

that two is one half of six. Rousseau said that men had once

been free but had lost their freedom through making a con-

tract with their rulers, and that now they ought to break that

Rousseau

1 roo s5'.
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contract because their rulers had not lived up to their part of

the bargain. But Rousseau had no evidence to prove that

men had ever made such a contract
; it was a pure assumption

on his part. That, however, did not prevent eighteenth-

century Frenchmen from believing it. They believed it for the

same reason that most of us believe anything— because they

wanted to. It fitted in nicely with their needs. Now if they

should ever rebel, they would have perfectly good reasons for

doing so.

France and Democracy. Although Rousseau, like other

French thinkers, was strongly influenced by English political

ideas, it is important to note that his ideal of a republic based

on universal suffrage was very different from anything that

existed in England or anywhere else in the world at that time.

England, it is true, had a Parliament, but she was far from

being a democracy. The upper house of Parliament was made
up chiefly of hereditary peers

;
the lower house was elected by

a very small proportion of the people. So it was France rather

than England that popularized the idea of government by

the people.

3. Ways of Thinking of God

Reason and Humanity. Though not all French thinkers

were advocates of democracy, they did have a strong humani-

tarian spirit. This was true of eighteenth-century thinkers

in general. Reason led them, as it had the early Stoics, to

believe that all men had certain rights just because they

were men, and experience taught them that these rights

were often denied. Hence they labored to remove the

abuses they saw all about them. Some, like the Italian

Beccaria, 1 sought to stamp out the cruel and inhuman treat-

ment of prisoners and of the mentally defective; others

strove to abolish the African slave trade. Still others, like

the German philosopher Kant (died 1804), sought to further

the happiness of man by advocating the use of reason rather

1 bSk ka re'a.
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than force in the settlement of international disputes. Kant
believed that men could not get away from the idea of right

;

something within them spoke

with the voice of authority

and urged them ever onward
and upward. "Two things

fill my heart with awe, the

starry heavens above and the

moral law within.” This inner

urge to strive toward the

right was, he declared, what
made it possible for men to

live together in states, and
it could become the basis

of international relations if

statesmen would encourage it

by acting intelligently in for-

eign affairs.

Reason and Religion. When
men were applying reason to

the life about them, it was
inevitable that they should

apply it to the generally ac-

cepted religious ideas. Here
they found much that they

regarded as superstitious, that is, as survivals of a time

when men were not so well informed and so critically minded
as they then were. Influenced by the teachings of Newton
and other scientists, they had come to believe that the uni-

verse worked according to natural laws which held good in

every part of it. They believed, for example, that the law

of gravitation holds good on the planet Mars as well as on
the earth, so that if there are men on Mars they stay on
the ground without having to be anchored.

Those who held this belief were called deists. They con-

tinued to believe that there was a God, but they thought of

Chained Lunatic

Society used to think it had done its

duty by lunatics when it put them
in chains. Etching by Cruikshank
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Him as being entirely outside of the universe. He was like a

great mechanic or watchmaker who had made the universe,

wound it up, set it going, and then left it to itself. Therefore

they regarded as superstitious the teaching that God or Jesus

had performed miracles or that Jesus had atoned for the sins

of the world by his death on the Cross or that he had risen

from the dead or any other Church teachings that seemed
contrary to the workings of natural laws.

Three Ways of Thinking of God. The deists were compara-

tively few in number. The great mass of the people continued

to believe in God as immanent, that is, as ever present in the

universe, though some of them resembled the deists in that

they believed that He worked according to unchanging laws.

Most of them, however, continued to think of Him as the lov-

ing Father of whom Jesus had spoken and who would answer

their prayers.

Here, then, we have three ways of regarding God
: (1) as a

Being entirely outside of the universe
; (2) as a Being within

the universe, who does not, however, interfere with the work-

ing of the laws He has established
; (3) as a Being within the

universe, who will modify these laws on occasion, for exam-

ple, in answer to prayer. Each of these ways of thinking of

God has had adherents among religiously minded people

from that day to this. 1

4. Faith Working in an Age of Reason

Faith and Humanity. It was not only among the advocates

of reason that there was a strong interest in promoting the

welfare of mankind. Faith too had its good works. The best-

known example of this was the Methodist movement in Eng-

land. There, as elsewhere in Europe, religion had become a

formal, lifeless thing, with little in it to stir men’s hearts and

1 Two other ideas about God are those (1) of the atheists, who say there is no

God, and (2) of the agnostics, who say there may be a God but that we have no

way of knowing whether there is or not.
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help them to live decent lives. This state of affairs was re-

flected in the life of the nation. From Walpole’s 1 time on,

most of the people of influence were interested chiefly in

getting rich and having a good time ;
drunkenness and gam-

bling were common among them.

A Wretched Lower Class. Meanwhile economic changes (of

which we shall speak presently) were driving thousands of

the common people from country to town. Living there

in misery and squalor, they tried to escape from their misery

by getting drunk. Gin had recently been introduced and

was as cheap as it was strong. Retailers announced that

their customers could "get drunk for a penny, dead drunk

for tuppence, and could have clean straw to lie on for

nothing."

Salvagers of Men. Into this almost hopeless situation a

small group of earnest Christian men flung themselves and
effected a great change in English life. At the head of the

movement were three outstanding figures. The oldest was
John Wesley (1703-1791), an Anglican clergyman like his

father before him. He was a man of tremendous vitality and
great organizing ability. With little financial support (his

work was chiefly among the poor) he built up an organization

that covered England and reached into Ireland and Scotland

in little more than a decade.
.
During his long apostleship he

traveled over two hundred and fifty thousand miles, mostly

on horseback, and preached over forty thousand sermons, an
average of about two a day every single day for fifty years.

Next in age was John’s brother Charles, whose chief con-

tribution lay in the hymns he wrote, some of which, such as

"Jesus, Lover of my Soul," are still widely sung in Protestant

churches. The youngest of the trio was George Whitefield,

the greatest preacher of his day.

The Methodist Church. The movement began in 1738,

when John Wesley was awakened to a new religious life by
some German Protestants (Moravians) who were in London.

1 Walpole was prime minister from 1721 to 1742.
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He was then thirty-five years old and had recently returned

from the new colony of Georgia, where he had served as a

missionary. He had no in-

tention of starting a new
church ; but, since the other

Anglican clergy would not

cooperate with him in his

endeavors to minister to

the religious needs of the

lower classes, he was forced

to build up a new organi-

zation. After his death

this organization, already

known as Methodist, be-

came a separate church.

It began as a Lower-Class

Movement. Wesley’s fol-

lowers were chiefly from the

lower middle class. They
were people of little or no

education, who could not

have been reached by

"highbrow” parsons, even if any such had bothered about

them. They needed to be talked to in simple, homely lan-

guage that made an appeal to their hearts rather than to

their heads. Wesley was a master of this sort of preaching.

What the Deists had Overlooked. In demanding a religion

of the heart rather than of the head, Wesley’s humble fol-

lowers were very much like many of their more intellectual

fellows. For every man or woman who was convinced by

Newton’s mathematics that God was outside of the universe

and that He did not work miracles, there were thousands who
were convinced by their own inner experience that God was in

the universe and that He did work miracles because He had

worked a miracle in their own lives.

What the deists had overlooked was that religion is more a
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matter of feeling than of reason and that in the realm of re-

ligion mankind has always been convinced that feeling, or

emotion, is at least as safe a guide to the truth as is reason.

When Christians declared that God was a loving Father, they

did so not because anyone had proved it to them mathe-

matically but because something within had told them it

was true. 1

It influenced All Classes. As a result of the Wesleyan

movement there was a vast improvement in the moral tone

of England. Though the Anglican Church was opposed to

some things about the movement, such as the use of lay

preachers, nevertheless many of the leaders of that church

became aware of the criminal way in which it was neglecting

its duties. These, together with the nonconformist leaders,

now set to work to make good the shortcomings of the past.

To provide religious instruction for the poor, Sunday schools

were established, the first one by Robert Raikes in 1780.

Soon after (1787), Thomas Clarkson and William Wilber-

force founded the Society for the Suppression of the Slave

Trade. About the same time John Howard began to work
for prison reform.

A Widespread and Lasting Movement. There was thus a

general humanitarian movement in the eighteenth century

which showed itself in all parts of Europe and among Catho-

lics, Protestants, and deists alike. From all quarters came
champions of the poor and downtrodden, the criminals, the

mentally defective. Nowhere would such a movement have
been possible except in lands with a Christian background,

where men preached, even if they did not practice, the doc-

trine that every human soul was precious in the sight of God.
What the deists added to this Christian background was the

idea that man could proceed more rapidly toward a more per-

fect social order here on earth than he ever had before if he

would but make better use of his intelligence.

1 Note that the issue raised by the deists was essentially the same old issue

that had been raised by Abelard five hundred years earlier (see page 428).
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The eighteenth-century humanitarian spirit is more alive

today than it ever was, and shows itself in many forms of

social-welfare work on the part both of churches and of lay

organizations. If it has not accomplished all that might have
been expected of it, that is because during this same eight-

eenth century there began an industrial and social revolution

which brought with it all sorts of new and difficult problems.

Readings

Cheyney, Short History of England, chap, xvii ; Readings, chap. xvii. Green,
Short History of the English People, chap. x. Lowell, The Eve of the

French Revolution. Robinson, History of Western Europe, chap, xxxiv;

Readings, II, chap, xxxiv. Robinson and Beard, Development of Modern
Europe, I, chaps, x-xi ; Readings, I, chaps, x-xi.

Some Key Words

the idea of progress deist Methodist Montesquieu

The Encyclopedia the historical method John Wesley Social Contract

Kant Rousseau Voltaire Beccaria

Questions

Section 1. When did men begin to see the Golden Age ahead of

them? How did the idea of progress make men interested in the past ?

Section 2. What safeguards of liberty did the English have which

the French did not have? What did Voltaire think of democratic

government? How does Rousseau form part of our Living Past?

How did the Stoics form part of the Living Past of the eighteenth-

century French thinkers?

Section 4. What were the social conditions in early eighteenth-

century England ? Why did not the humanitarian movement which

began in the eighteenth century accomplish all that men hoped for?

Things to Do

1. Continue your time chart.

2. You are sent to ask Rousseau how he knew that men had ever

made such a contract as he mentions in his Social Contract. Write up

your interview with him.



CHAPTER XLVIII • About EighteentlrCentury

Art, Science, and Invention, together with a Stir

vey of Europe when the French Revolution began

1. Art and Science

Literature. France and England in the eighteenth century

produced many writers of a high level of achievement, but

none so outstanding as Mo-
liere, Shakespeare, and Milton
in the seventeenth. French

writers were chiefly interested

in humanitarianproblems and
in science. We have already

referred to Voltaire, Montes-

quieu, Rousseau, and the con-

tributors to the French Ency-

clopedia. England witnessed

a marked development in the

art of prose-writing. Addi-

son, Swift, and Samuel John-

son wrote essays on literature,

politics, and matters of every-

day life. Defoe wrote that

undying favorite of youth,

Robinson Crusoe
,
and Fielding, Richardson, and Goldsmith

developed story-telling into what is now perhaps the favorite

of all forms of prose, the novel.

Perhaps the Last of a Type. The only eighteenth-century

writer who can measure up to the great writers of the seven-

teenth century was the German Goethe 1 (1749-1832) . In the

1 gu'te.
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wide range of his interests and activities Goethe was more like

the universal men of the Renaissance period, such as Leo-

nardo da Vinci and Michelangelo, than anyone will probably

ever be again. Not only was he a great man of letters, but he

was also a scientist of marked ability 1 and a practical states-

man. He had a grasp of the whole intellectual life of his time

such as no one is likely ever to have again because the range

of learning has increased so tremendously since his day. 2

Like Kant, Goethe believed that the universe was not a

mere machine but that it had a spiritual nature and that there

was something within men which drove them unceasingly to

seek that which was highest and noblest. This faith enabled

him to look on calmly during the convulsive quarter of a cen-

tury into which the French Revolution plunged Europe,

firmly believing that in time Europe would solve its problems

and would again be at peace. His best-known work is Faust, a

drama based on the story of a medieval magician who, tired

of long years of study, sold himself to the devil in return for a

promise of some years of earthly pleasure and glory.

Music. The greatest artistic achievements of the eight-

eenth century were in music, and most of them came out of

Germany. The best way to learn about them is to hear them,

and you are more fortunate than students of any preceding

age in being able to do this with little effort, thanks to the

phonograph and the radio (see page 714). They cover all of

life’s infinite variety, from careless care-free laughter to deep

searching for the meaning of life. Their creators tried to say

with music the sort of things that poets and philosophers had
said in words.

Some Giants. Bach (died 1750), the father of modern
music, was the greatest master of composition for the organ.

1 His work foreshadowed the nineteenth-century theory of evolution.
2 This fact would stand out if you were to compare the list of learned societies

of the eighteenth century with the present-day list. To take but one example,

the eighteenth century scarcely knew such a thing as a historical society ; today

there are more than twoscore in the United States alone. Of these, you ought to

know at least the leading one, the American Historical Association.
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Handel (died 1759) was famous for his oratorios. Gluck

(died 1787) put German opera in the leading position that

Italian opera had held up to his time. Haydn 1 (died 1809)

developed the symphony and more than doubled the number
of parts in the orchestra. Mozart 2 (died 1791), who died in

his thirties, left behind him a variety of music — orchestral,

chamber, sacred, and operatic— of such high quality as to

place him among the world’s musical geniuses. Greatest of all

was Beethoven 3 (died 1827), a titanic genius who wrote

some of his greatest compositions after he had become totally

deaf.

The impetus which these musical geniuses gave to their art

lasted on after them and made music the leading and most
characteristic art of the nineteenth century.

Science. Newton lived until 1727, the greatest intellect of

his day. After his death the chief contributions of the Eng-

lish to science in the eighteenth century were in the field of

invention. Among later eighteenth-century scientists per-

haps the most outstanding ones were two Frenchmen:
Buffon, 4 the naturalist who through his literary skill aroused

popular interest in natural history, and Lavoisier, 5 one of

the founders of modern chemistry. But more important than

any particular contribution in astronomy or chemistry or any
other branch of science was the fact that the scientists’ method
of questioning and testing accepted beliefs spread to those peo-

ple who were interested in studying governmental and Church
matters, with the result that the hold which old political and
religious ideas had on people’s minds was greatly weakened.

Decrees were no longer blindly accepted so readily as hereto-

i

fore just because they were made by king or cleric ; they were
now carefully scrutinized with an eye to finding out whether
or not they were based on reason.

ha'd’n. 2 mo'tsart. 3 ba'to ven. 4 bii foN'. s la vwa zya'.
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2. Intelligence in Agriculture and Industry

"Gentlemen Farmers” who were really Capitalists. Begin-

ning in England, agriculture in Europe underwent great

changes in the eighteenth century. This is another example

of how man responds to his environment and of how one

thing leads to another.

Man’s environment now included many growing com-

mercial and factory towns, which had to be fed, and this led

some men to go into farming not merely to raise food for

their families as heretofore but to raise food for profit. In

other words, they became capitalist farmers. The desire for

profits led to improved farm machinery and improved methods
of crop rotation and of cattle-breeding. The leaders in these

three lines were, respectively, Jethro Tull (seed-sowing ma-
chine), Lord Townshend (fourfold rotation of wheat, turnips, 1

barley, and clover), and Robert Bakewell (sheep-breeding and
cattle-breeding). From England the new ideas spread to the

Continent.

It was largely owing to these improvements that England

had no food shortage during the Napoleonic wars and so was

able to hold out against France (p. 651).

The Textile Problem. During this same time a revolution was
taking place in industry. This centered first about the textile,

or cloth-making, industry.

Making cloth was not a new industry. Men and women
had spun fibers into thread and woven the thread into cloth

probably as long as they had cultivated the soil
;
and very

early they had achieved remarkable results, to judge from

the remnants found by archaeologists in Egypt, Central

America, and elsewhere, some of which date back several

thousand years at least. The problem of the eighteenth cen-

tury, therefore, was not that of making finer cloths than had

1 The noble lord came to be called "Turnip Townshend.” He was active in

politics until he quarreled with his brother-in-law Robert ,Walpole. His grandson

is known to you as the author of the tax on colonial tea.
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ever been made before but of making them more rapidly and

cheaply. This was done by improving textile machinery

and thus multiplying

man’s power to do

work.

Hargreaves. Up to

the second half of

the eighteenth cen-

tury thread was spun

on the spinning wheel,

as it had been spun

for hundreds of years,

and this was a slow

and laborious proc-

ess. Weaving too was
slow and laborious,

though the loom was
so much more effi-

cient than the spin-

ning wheel that one

weaver could keep

five spinners busy providing him with thread or yam.
Meanwhile England’s growing population and foreign

trade led to a great increase in the demand for cloth. This

led to various attempts to speed up the spinning process, but

no attempt was successful until, in 1767, a weaver by the

name of James Hargreaves devised a frame which would spin

eight threads at a time.

What his Neighbors Thought of him. Hargreaves was a
great benefactor of mankind, but his spinner neighbors did

not see him in that light at all. They saw him as a robber,

who would steal most of their available capital, and they were

right in this. Their capital was, indeed, not in gold but in the

form of craft skill, developed during years of patient labor.

So they broke into his house and smashed the newfangled

contraption. Hargreaves, however, had better success else-

Hargreaves’

s

Spinning Jenny

From a model in the United States National Mu-
seum. Compare this simple mechanism with
some modern textile machinery that you may

have seen
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where and built ''spinning jennies” (as he called them 1
)

which could spin a hundred threads at a time.

Spinning by Water Power. About the same time a clever

barber named Richard Arkwright solved the spinning prob-

lem with a different sort of machine (1768), which made a

stronger thread than Hargreaves's, but one that was not so

fine. Arkwright's machine had one feature that Hargreaves's

did not have : it was run by water power. Then, after long

experimenting, a young spinner named Samuel Crompton
combined the best features of the two and produced what was
known as Crompton's "mule” (1779). Like many other in-

ventors, Crompton failed to take out a patent and lived to see

manufacturers grow rich from his invention, while he re-

mained poor.

Weaving by Water Power. Now it was up to the weavers,

who were still using hand looms, to improve their machinery,

because the spinners were supplying thread faster than it

could be used. Their problem was solved by a country parson

named Cartwright, who invented a loom run by water power.

Cartwright’s ideas were developed by others until an efficient

power loom came into being.

One Thing leads to Another. The new textile machinery

was used at first in the cotton industry. The reason for this

was that the wool-growers had got Parliament to prohibit the

importation of Indian cotton cloth (or calico, as it was called)

into England because it cut down the sale of woolen cloths.

The English people, however, wanted calicoes because they

were cheaper and cooler than woolens, and, if they could not

get them from India, they were willing to use English-made

calicoes. So the English spinners and weavers of cotton found

a great demand for their wares, and they quickly installed the

new machinery.

1 It is generally said that he named them after his wife Jenny, but it is more
likely that the name came from the word "engine.” Compare cotton gin (that is,

cotton engine).
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Now a new problem arose: the spinners could not get

enough cotton, not because enough could not be grown, but

because the process of sepa-

rating the cotton fiber from

the seeds was such a slow

one.

America makes a Contri-

bution. You know how the

problem was solved ;
it’s

part of American history.

Not long after Washington

became president of the

United States a young Yale

graduate named Eli Whit-

ney went South to teach.

The world has never been

particularly interested in

knowing whether he was a

success as a teacher, but it does know that he had a great

deal of Yankee ingenuity, and that his cotton gin (1793) made
a great deal of history. With it one person could turn out as

much cotton fiber as fifty could working by hand. Thus the

problem of the cotton supply was solved.

Good and Evil. Whitney's invention of the cotton gin is

another example of how good and evil often come from the

same event. It was good, no doubt, that cotton goods

should become plentiful and cheap, so that people might

have more and varied garments. It was not until after

Whitney's invention that cotton became cheap enough for

the ancestors of most of us to afford handkerchiefs and un-

dergarments. On the other hand, the cotton gin made
cotton-growing much more profitable than it had been be-

fore, and this led to an increased demand for slaves in the

southern part of the United States, which in turn led to

civil war (1861-1865).

Eli Whitney’s Cotton Gin
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A Double Change. Note that in the middle years of the

eighteenth century England got, not only improved machin-

ery for making cloth, but also a new source of power for

running the machinery. Not only were there now better

machines for spinning and weaving, but these machines were
run by water power.

The Beginning of the Machine Age. Water power had been

used to some extent for grinding grain as early as the later

Middle Ages, but it became infinitely more important than

ever before when it was applied to textile machinery. From
now on muscles began to play a relatively less important

part in the production of goods. The introduction of water

power was only the beginning of a change which has been

going on with ever-increasing rapidity down to our own day,

but it was an important beginning.

One result of the use of water power was the building of

cotton mills and factories in places where there were swift-

running streams. Around these mills industrial towns grew
up. By the time we are considering (1789) there were almost

one hundred and fifty mills in England run by water power.

3. A New Era in Power

The Steam Engine. Water power had hardly begun to

make its influence felt before an even greater source of

power was developed. This new source of power was steam.

Ever since the days of the Alexandrian Greeks, two thou-

sand years before, men had known that boiling water could

exert power, but until about 1700 no one had ever made any
practical use of this knowledge. Then an Englishman named
Newcomen built a crude steam engine, which was used for

pumping water out of mines. This engine, however, was very

wasteful of energy, for after having pushed the piston up, the

steam was allowed to escape from the cylinder, and air pres-

sure pushed the piston down again.

This was the situation when, in the second half of the
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eighteenth century, one of Newcomen’s engines came into

the hands of James Watt to be repaired. You will have to

read the complete story elsewhere. Here we shall note only

what was perhaps the most important improvement that

Watt made. He converted Newcomen’s " atmospheric en-

gine” into a real steam engine by devising a way of making
steam push the piston both ways. (If this isn’t clear to you,

ask your science teacher to explain it to you.)

Better than Water Power. Watt patented his steam engine

in 1769, but he had difficulty in getting it on the market
until he won the support of a Birmingham manufacturer

named Boulton. It soon became clear that the new engine

had certain great advantages over the water wheel. It could

be used wherever coal could be obtained ; and as long as the

coal held out, the supply of power was steady and not de-

pendent upon rains and melting snows, as was the case with

the water wheel.

The Toolmaker meets the Scientist. Watt was a repairer of

scientific instruments at the University of Glasgow. In

other words, he was (1) a skilled toolmaker who was (2) fa-

miliar with the methods of scientists. The world had had
toolmakers since the beginning of history, and it had known
more or less about the scientific method ever since the days

of Aristotle and especially since the days of Galileo; but

it was only about the time of Watt that the two came
together and began to show how effective the combination

could be. We may therefore take him as the first great

example of the type of man who during the last hundred
and fifty years has built up our complex technological civili-

zation. 1 Like all other men, he built on the past, but the

1 See illustration, p. 634. The advantage of the combination of scientific

method and manual dexterity is shown well in the case of Benjamin Franklin.

His recent biographer, Fay (1929), points out that one reason why Franklin went
so much farther with his experiments in electricity than did his scientific friends of

the French nobility was that he was used to working with his hands and so could

make his own apparatus, whereas his noble friends, who never soiled their delicate

white fingers with toil, had to rely on craftsmen, who often failed to grasp just

what it was that they were expected to do.
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additions he made to the past were so tremendous that he is

counted as one of the world’s great inventors.

A New Symbol. The first cotton mill to use steam was one

in Nottingham in 1785. By the time the French Revolution

began, four years later, the new motive power was so widely

installed in England that it was safe to predict such revolu-

tionary changes in men's ways of working, living,

and thinking as the world had not seen since our

early ancestors passed from hunting to farming and

settled down to build homes, temples, and schools.

To mark the change we need a new symbol. Note that this

steam whistle is the first symbol for power that we have

added since the days of the pyramids.

The steam engine, however, did not really begin to make
itself felt until after 1789 ;

so we shall postpone a considera-

tion of the revolution in industry until we have taken up the

revolution in politics which was about to take place in France.

4. A Survey of Europe on the Eve of the French
Revolution

The Western States. Europe in 1789 was much as it had
been in 1700 in many important particulars, but there were

also some striking differences.

1. Spain, Portugal, France, and England. The four con-

solidated areas we started with in 1500 were still in exist-

ence — Spain, Portugal, France, and England. The first two,

however, had become second-rate powers, though Spain still

had vast possessions in America. France had lost almost all

her colonies. England had joined with Scotland to form Great

Britain (1707). Great Britain had lost a great part of her

possessions in America, but she was supreme on the seas and
was getting firmly established in India.

2. Russia. One new region had come into the European
family of nations, namely, Russia. This increased enormously
the area into which European culture was free to spread.
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3. Italy. Italy and Germany remained disunited. They
were still mere "geographic expressions." There was still no

political area called Italy, and the Holy Roman Empire of the

German Nation was, in the words of Voltaire, neither holy,

nor Roman, nor an empire.

The greatest change in Italy was the transfer of Naples,

Sicily, and Milan from Spain to Austria. The Popes still

ruled over the Papal States. One Italian prince, the duke of

Savoy, had been raised to the rank of king ; he was now king

of Sardinia.

4. Austria, Prussia, and Lesser German States. In Germany,
Austria was still the chief power. Her ruler was emperor and,

besides possessing extensive German and Italian territories,

he was king of Hungary and of Bohemia. A close rival

had developed in the north, where the Prussian king ruled

over a great realm, thanks largely to the work of Frederick

the Great. These two princes possessed more than half of

Germany.
The remainder of Germany was divided among (a) about

two hundred and fifty lesser princes, (b) about fifteen hun-

dred "knights of the empire,” and (c) about fifty "free cities.”

Some of the princes, such as the rulers of Bavaria and Wiirt-

temberg, had very considerable estates, but their possessions

were often widely scattered. Many of the princes and most
of the knights had very tiny estates, sometimes containing

as little as two or three square miles of land and as few as

two or three hundred people.

5. Other Lesser States. (a ) Sweden had been forced to give

up her ambition to make the Baltic a Swedish lake and had
slipped into the rank of a second-rate power. The same was
true of Holland. Denmark and Switzerland had little weight

in European affairs, (b) The partitioning of Poland had
already begun, (c) Most of southeastern Europe still belonged

to the Turks.

The Nobility. Everywhere in Europe there was a small

noble class which held most of the land and monopolized the
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628 MAN S GREAT ADVENTURE

Franklin at the French Court

This picture is interesting for the glimpse it gives of French court life and of

America’s first citizen of the world, Benjamin Franklin. — That the American
republic was created by men who were of age culturally ought to be clear from this

tribute of the leading Old World court to its philosopher-statesman and from the

tribute of Europe’s leading statesman, the Earl of Chatham, to a group of Frank-
lin’s contemporaries :

" History, my Lords, has been my favorite study. ... I

must avow that in all my reading (and I have read Thucydides and have studied

and admired the master states of the world), for solidity of reasoning, force of

sagacity and wisdom of conclusion, no nation or body of men can stand in prefer-

ence to the General Congress at Philadelphia. The histories of Greece and Rome
give us nothing to equal it.” — Think on this when you are tempted to speak of

America as young, and help her to be her age

high offices of state. It was not, however, entirely a parasite

class. It is true that many nobles were utterly selfish, but

probably no more so than the "industrial barons" of today,

whose wealth is in factories rather than in ancestral estates.

Their attitude toward the people on their estates was often

kindly and benevolent even if not always enlightened. They
were patrons of the arts, and their wealth and leisure enabled

them to make life gracious and dignified, which is more than

many newly rich industrialists attempt to do.
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The Bourgeoisie and the Peasantry. In the towns there was
a growing upper middle class, which had acquired wealth

through trade, manufacture, and banking; but it was still

small, and between it and the old nobility there was a wide

gulf, especially on the Continent. Nevertheless it was this

class that produced most of the intelligence that was active

in the Western world. From its ranks came some of the states-

men and most of the philosophers, scientists, and writers, as

well as the musicians and artists.

The great mass of the people were peasants. In many
places they were still serfs, but even where they were freemen

their lot was hardly an enviable one. Most of them were poor

and ignorant and superstitious.

The Position of Women. There was no such thing as a

public system of education for either boys or girls. Women
were barred from the universities and the learned professions,

or perhaps it would be more correct to say that it would not

have occurred to one woman in a million that the universities

and the professions were something that they might aspire

to. Woman's place was in the home.

If the home was a poor one, woman was a household

drudge ; if it was a home of wealth, she was almost worse off

because, if her poorer sister had too much to do, she had too

little to do. The ideal upper-class woman of the eighteenth

century had a few pretty accomplishments, like singing or

embroidering, and a good deal of false modesty, but not much
of a mind of her own. Such ideas as she did have came from

the recognized founts of wisdom — her father, her brothers,

or her husband. She was a clinging-vine, doll-house type of

person, who was or pretended to be easily shocked and who
counted it a sign of gentility and feminine delicacy to faint

easily and often.

Where were your Forbears? In France there were about

three hundred thousand nobles and about an equal number
of upper-middle-class people out of a population of about

twenty-five million. In most of the rest of Europe the pro-
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portion of the well-to-do was much smaller, so that, if you had
any ancestors in Europe in 1789, you can figure out for your-

self what the chances were that

they belonged to the small, en-

lightened, and cultivated mi-

nority or to the large, illiterate,

superstitious, rather uncouth

majority.

Localism. No matter which

group your ancestors belonged

to, there was something they

lacked which is so common to-

day and so much esteemed that

we are apt to regard it as part

of the divine order of things and
dating from the beginning of

time: they had little if any

of our present-day national pa-

triotism. What patriotism they

had was a local patriotism.

George III may, as he said,

have gloried "in the name of

Britain," but few others in his

island kingdom did. They
gloried in the name of England

or Scotland or Wales or Ireland, whichever happened to be

their native soil. The lands we know as Italy and Ger-

many were still broken up into petty states whose people

did not think of themselves as Italians or Germans, but as

Neapolitans or Romans or Venetians, in the one case, or as

Prussians, Bavarians, Hanoverians, and so on, in the other.

The same thing was true in the more unified areas of France

and the United States. In the former, people thought of

themselves as Bretons or Gascons or Provencals rather than

as Frenchmen, and in the latter as Virginians or New Yorkers

or New Englanders rather than as Americans. Everywhere

The Man with the Hoe, by Millet

Most of your male forbears were
men with hoes. Nothing indicates

the change between then and now
better than the fact that we speak
of the ordinary man as the man in

the street rather than as the man
with the hoe
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the memories that gripped men's hearts were local ; the wider

national memories we now cherish came with the nineteenth

century and in some regions date back only to the days of

your grandparents.

Religion. Something of the same localism existed even in

religion, especially among the Protestants. Europe was
divided among three Christian bodies — Catholic, Protestant,

and Greek, or Orthodox (which corresponded roughly to the

three great linguistic groups — Latin, Teutonic, and Slavic),

and these were further divided to a greater or less degree along

national lines. The Catholic Church had much more unity

than the others on account of the recognized headship of the

Pope.

Government. Almost everywhere Europe was ruled by
princes who had absolute power. Nowhere was there a de-

mocracy as we understand that term today. The nearest

approach was in England and, outside of Europe, in the

United States of America. The example of these two states had
a great influence on European thinkers, especially in France. 1

Power. In England James Watt had perfected the steam

engine, but by 1789 it had hardly begun to make itself felt

even in the English industrial world. Water power was used

more extensively than ever before, but that was largely in

connection with the new textile

machinery, and the new machin-

ery was used in England only.

For almost all other work, whether

in England or on the Continent, men still relied for power
chiefly on the age-old sources, man and beast. The world

as a whole was still in the Muscle Age.

Life expectation continued to be as low as in the preceding

centuries (p. 532), and the three great problems listed on
page 249 were still far from being solved.

1 Through Benjamin Franklin and John Adams, ministers to France from
the United States, the American state and federal constitutions became known
there and were read and discussed as eagerly as in America.
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The End of an Era. Such, in brief, was the Europe of 1789,

when the delegates to the Estates-General met at Versailles.

We call it the old regime or the ancient regime (Vancien

regime), that is to say, the old order of things. That term is

generally used to refer to eighteenth-century conditions
;
but,

as you know, those conditions for the most part date further

back than the eighteenth century— they were part of the

ancestral order. Columbus would soon have found himself at

home in the Europe of 1789, and so would Charlemagne and
Caesar and Cyrus the Great and Cheops. Now a transforma-

tion was to begin, so rapid and so overwhelming that, if

any one of those great personalities were to visit us today,

he would think he had come to a different planet.

Readings

Cheyney, Industrial and Social History of England, chap, viii ; Short History

of England, chap, xviii ; Readings, chap, xviii. De Kruif, P., Microbe

Hunters, chap. ii. Faulkner, A. S., What we hear in Music (see refer-

ence on page 571). Hamilton, C. G., Epochs in Musical Progress,

chaps, iii-iv. Hart, I. B., Makers of Science, chap. xi. Holland, R. S.,

Historic Inventions. Long, English Literature, chap. ix. Reinach, Apollo,

chap. xxiv. Robinson and Beard, Readings in Modern European His-

tory, II, chap, xviii. Smiles, S., Lives of Various Inventors. Thompson, H.,

The Age of Invention. Tickner, F. W., Social and Industrial History of

England, chaps, xxxii-xl.

Some Key Words

Defoe Handel Buffon Hargreaves Cartwright

Goethe Mozart Lavoisier Arkwright Whitney

Bach Beethoven capitalist farmers Crompton Watt

Things to Do

1. Using the key words, draw up appropriate questions for this

chapter.

2. If there is a phonograph in your schoolroom, play some of the

eighteenth-century compositions and tell about the composer.

3. Take a picture of one of the inventions and link that invention

with some discovery or invention of early man.



Unit II • In which French Ideas and English Machines

plow up the Crust of Ancestral Custom and bring forth

New Fruits
,
some Giving Life and some Destroying it



The Technological Mind

The skilled worker meets the scientist. James Watt at the
University of Glasgow (see page 623)



CHAPTER XLIX • Telling how the French ex-

changed their King for an Emperor, but not until

they had set loose a flood of Revolutionary Ideas

1 1 i 1 : [ ! i i
25O0 B.C + 1500 B.C. i 5 OOB.C. * 500 A.D. I

I500 A.D.

3O0OB.C 2000 SC, IOOOB.C AD. IOOOA.D. 2000A.D.

This long unit deals with the last third of the last half-

millennium, being only 3 per cent of our five-thousand-year

period

1. Foreword

An Unprecedented Era of Change. There have been changes

in the world ever since the beginning of time, but never

have there been so many or such far-reaching changes as in

the short period which separates us from the later eighteenth

century. Until then changes had been few, and as a rule

they had spread slowly enough to allow mankind to adjust

itself to them without much difficulty. Thus, the changes

brought about by the printing press or by gunpowder, im-

portant as these were, did not cause any great upheaval

in the existing social order. But, beginning with the later

eighteenth century, one change after another came in rapid
635
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succession, and these were so far-reaching in their effects

as to justify the title given to this unit. Economically the

western-European world was still predominantly agricultural

;

governmentally it was still largely monarchical
; socially it

was still largely based on privilege
;
and intellectually it was

still largely illiterate and steeped in superstition. How this

social order gave way in the course of little more than a

hundred years to one that was predominantly industrial and
commercial, democratic in its governmental and social life,

and more or less literate and scientifically minded, is some-

thing that you will never cease to marvel at, no matter how
long you study history (see chart, p. 723).

The story from 1789 to the present may be conveniently

divided into two parts, the dividing line coming in about the

1870’s ; so in the next few chapters we shall carry the story

to that point.

2. The Estates-General

Its Problem. If you had been present to see Louis XVI
open the meeting of the Estates-General in the grand palace

at Versailles on May 5, 1789, you would not have guessed

from the pomp and splendor of the occasion that the man
in all the rich trappings of royalty was pretty nearly a bank-

rupt. But every one of the delegates knew that he was. As
a result of inefficient management and reckless extravagance

the royal income had been running millions of dollars behind

expenditures for years.

Though France was confronted with a serious crisis, there

was no reason to suppose that she could not get through it

safely. There was plenty of wealth in the land and plenty

of intelligence. All that was needed now was that the rep-

resentatives of the nation, assembled in this parliament,

should use their intelligence and act toward one another with

good will and in good faith. You might think that that was

not much to ask of them, but it proved to be more than they

were capable of.
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Louis XVI Opening the Meeting of the Estates'General, May 5, 1789

Within a few weeks of each other Louis XVI, By the Grace of God, King of France
(whom his blunt subjects were soon to call Louis Capet, as they cut off his head),
and George Washington presided over newly-elected popular assemblies, the one
in France, the other in America. The one marked the end of the old era ; the other

marked the opening of the new

Its Composition. The assembly was made up of about

three hundred delegates from the clergy (the First Estate), a

like number from the nobility (the Second Estate), and about

double that number from the people (the Third Estate). The
delegates from the Third Estate represented about 96 per

cent of the entire population.

Its Thoughts. The thoughts which ran through the minds
of King and subject were various. (1) The King wanted
money and wanted it badly. (2) The members of the privi-

leged orders hoped he would get it, but not from them.

(3) The members of the Third Estate knew that he wouldn’t

get even as much from them as he had in the past, if some
great wrongs were not righted.

How would it Vote? When the nobles had urged the King
to call a meeting of the Estates-General, they thought they

were acting safely, because it had been the custom of the
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Estates-General to vote by estates, or orders, and the two
privileged orders (the clergy and nobles) could therefore

outvote the unprivileged order. Under such an arrangement

the privileged orders had little to fear.

However, the delegates of the Third Estate, many of whom
were lawyers and journalists reared on the teachings of

Voltaire, Montesquieu, and Rousseau, soon showed that

they had no intention of putting up with that ancient ar-

rangement. They demanded that the three estates should

meet together and that in the joint assembly each delegate

should have one vote.

A Bold Stand. A five weeks’ deadlock followed, which was
ended when the Third Estate boldly declared that it was the

National Assembly and that the others could join it or not,

as they pleased (June 17). Two days later some liberal

nobles and many parish priests (who had been elected to

the First Estate) accepted the invitation, and thus the Third

Estate had a majority of the votes on its side.

Would it Succeed? Things were moving fast, too fast for

the King and his courtiers. Once more Louis called all the

delegates before him and commanded them to proceed in

the old accustomed manner. This was a critical moment.
The King had given a direct challenge. For the Third Estate

to stand firm meant to risk all ; to give in meant to lose all.

A Bolder Stand. Nothing happened until the King, together

with the nobles and higher clergy, withdrew. Then Mira-

beau, 1 a liberal noble who had been elected as a representative

of the Third Estate, reminded the commoners of the oath they

had taken a few days before, not to separate until they had
made the necessary reforms in the government. 2 When the

royal master of ceremonies ordered them out, Mirabeau told

him to tell the King that they were there by the power of the

people and that nothing but bayonets could drive them away.

1 me ra bd'.

2 This was the Tennis Court oath (June 20), named after the place in which

the people’s delegates met when they were barred from the assembly hall.
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It Paid to be Bold. It was a bold stand, and it proved to

be the right one. Louis was beginning to doubt whether

he could count on bayonets.

Only a few miles away Paris

was getting unruly. The har-

vest of 1788 had been poor,

and bread was scarce. Many
people were near starvation.

Recently they had begun to

riot, and the French Guards,

ordered to fire into the mob,

had refused to do so. Obvi-

ously Louis would have to

move carefully. Within a

week he gave in and ordered

the nobles to join with the

commoners.

3. Paris takes a Hand

The Assembly Threatened.

Soon the nobles won Louis

to their side again, and some
troops on whom he could rely

were assembled near Paris. That could mean only one thing

:

they were to be used in overcoming the Assembly. The
Assembly therefore requested the King to order them away.

Instead of complying with this request he dismissed Necker,

the only minister he had whom the people trusted.

The Fall of the Bastille. Now Paris rose in earnest. This

time some regiments of the French Guards actually joined the

rebels, and together they tore down the ancient fortress of

the Bastille (July 14, 1789). 1 Thereby they gave Louis some
measure of their determination, for the Bastille stood as the

symbol of the oppression and the wrongs of the old regime.

1 July 14 (Bastille Day) came to be celebrated as the birthday of political

liberty in France.

Mirabeau

An able statesman who did much for

his country in her hour of need, but
who might have become her savior if

he had not, through dissipation, ruined
his health and lost the respect of decent
people. He died at forty-two (1791)
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The Demolition of the Bastille by an Almost Unarmed Mob

(July 14, 1789)

This made Europe realize what a terrible and terrifying thing a people can be
when once it is ripped loose from its ancient moorings. It made the English
realize how fortunate their land was, to have had the steadying hand of Cromwell
during the Puritan revolt (p. 554). In our own day the Russian working classes

are destroying the symbols of the old regime as effectively as the French did,

only in a more leisurely manner

It had long been used as a prison, and within its walls

many victims of injustice had once been confined.

Uprisings in the Provinces. Uprisings in the provinces fol-

lowed. All the hatred of the old regime that had been bottled

up for generations burst forth in an orgy of bitter destruction.

In many towns the royal officials were driven out and new
popular governments were set up. In the country, castles

were destroyed and the hated title deeds, which stipulated

the payments which the peasants were to make, were espe-

cially sought for and burned by the peasants whenever they

could lay hands upon them.
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The Nobles surrendered, but Too Late. At Versailles Louis

made his peace by restoring Necker to office. Many of the

nobles sought safety across the border, but those who re-

mained bowed before the storm and in one night (August 4,

1789) voted away their feudal privileges. If only they had
acted thus a few years earlier! Now, however, a number of

things conspired to rob France of the blessings that might

have come from this belated recognition of the wisdom of

Turgot’s proposals (p. 601).

The Mob got Control of the King. Food was still scarce, and
there were much suffering and disorder in Paris. The mob
suspected Louis of trying to overthrow the Assembly (on

which they had pinned their hope of getting bread) and tried

to bring him from Versailles to Paris, where they could watch
him. The men were turned back by Louis’s troops, but not

some thousands of haggard, half-mad women of the Paris

market place, who seemed harmless enough. These, however,

stormed the palace, threatened the life of Queen Marie
Antoinette, and forced the royal family to return with them
to Paris.

The procession was one of the most extraordinary in his-

tory. To this had the descendant of the Sun King come —

-

that he should be escorted from Versailles to Paris surrounded

by a howling mob of hags, who called him "the baker,’’ and
his wife "the baker’s wife,” and his son "the baker’s little

boy”

!

The royal "baker” took up his abode in his own palace in

Paris, the Tuileries, but he was nevertheless the prisoner of

the Paris mob.
The Mob terrorized the Assembly. Worse than Louis’s go-

ing to Paris was the fact that the National Assembly followed

him and soon came under the influence of the mob, which
crowded the galleries and terrorized the members. Many
conservative delegates stayed away from the meetings, with
the result that the Assembly fell more and more into the hands
of those radical members who had the mob behind them.
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Louis tried to Escape. Even so Louis might have saved his

throne if he had come out frankly and accepted the results

of the Revolution as final. Instead of doing this he tried to

escape from France (June, 1791). He was almost over the

border when he was recognized and brought back. Then the

Emperor, Leopold II (brother of Marie Antoinette), and other

German princes tried to take a hand in French affairs. They
had no desire to see the Revolution succeed, for fear similar

movements would take place in their lands, just as today

western Europe has no desire to see the Russian Revolution

succeed. War followed in 1792.

4. Lights and Shadows

The Constitution. Before war began, the Assembly had

completed a constitution (1790). It contained a Declaration

of the Rights of Man, — one of the great charters of the hu-

man race, — which proclaimed, among other things, that

"men are born equal in rights and remain so” and that "law
is the expression of the will of all the people.” It provided for

a limited monarchy, with the control in the hands of a legisla-

ture dominated by the middle class. France was divided into

eighty-three "departments,” each with a local assembly.

Hereditary nobility was abolished, and all Church orders, ex-

cept those that were primarily educational or that cared for

the sick, were dissolved. The clergy now came under the

State. Bishops were to be chosen by the voters of each de-

partment, and priests by voters in local districts. Bishops

and priests alike were to be paid by the State, which had

taken possession of the lands of the Church. 1

France in a Panic. Thus far the changes, far-reaching as

they were, had been carried on with very little bloodshed or

destruction. But now came war with foreign powers, and

1 To provide funds, the Church lands were sold. Many peasants bought small

bits, and France became what she has remained ever since, a land of small farm-

owners. This is an important fact to bear in mind in connection with the history

of France from that day to this.
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Forging the Constitution

From a cartoon in the Bibliotheque Nationale. The men of Louis XV’s court

would have declared such teamwork between the three estates utterly impossible.

They would probably have said, "You can’t change human nature.”

France fell into more or less of a panic, with the result that

the control of affairs passed more and more into the hands of

the extremists. First Louis was deposed, and France was de-

clared a republic (1792). Soon after, Louis was beheaded.

An orgy of bloodshed, called the Reign of Terror (1793-1794),

followed. Thousands of the nobility, including the Queen,

and others who were suspected of hostility to the republic,

were guillotined.

But Constructive Work Continued. The Reign of Terror was
full of many dramatic and terrible incidents, which fill the

pages of many histories. But during this Terror the National

Convention, as a newly elected assembly was called, worked
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Queen Marie Antoinette Merely Marie Anne

The Ups and Downs of Families

doggedly along and accomplished many things which, though

not dramatic, were of great importance. Imprisonment for

debt and slavery in the colonies were abolished. The metric

system of weights and measures was introduced. New insti-

tutions of higher learning were established, and plans were

made for a complete system of public education and for better

hospitals and prisons. Such a record is one of which any gov-

ernment might be proud ; it will be remembered long after

histories cease telling about the blood spilt during the Terror.

A Victorious Crusading Force. Meanwhile the new national

spirit had created a fighting force which began to win vic-

tories. It was a crusading force .
1 The French Republic offered

1 Nothing shows this better than the French national anthem, "La Marseil-

laise,” written by De Lisle at Strasbourg (1792). It derived its name from the

soldiers of Marseille, who made it popular by their enthusiastic rendition. You
can find a good phonograph record of the song. As an example of the curious

turns of history, the French general to whom the song was dedicated was the great-

grandfather of Count von Luckner, the daring German sea raider, who wrought

havoc with French and English shipping during the World War (1914-1918).

,
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its support to any people that wanted to throw off the old yoke

of oppression and secure the blessings of liberty, equality, and

fraternity.

By 1795 the people of the Austrian Netherlands had voted

to join the French Republic. Holland (called the Batavian

Republic) had become an ally ; Prussia and some of the lesser

states had made peace. Only Austria, England, and Sardinia

were still in arms.

Great Strides made, but made too Fast. What the French

had accomplished in six years was extraordinary. Not only

had they established a representative government, but they

had established a republic with a wider suffrage than even

the United States of America had at that time.

But they had gone too fast. A society of twenty-five mil-

lions is a very complex affair and cannot be made over in a

few years. Even the English, who had had much more
experience in politics than the French, had taken fifty years,

counting from the Long Parliament of 1640 to the Bill of

Rights of 1689, to establish a limited monarchy.

The Leaders go too far Ahead. The leaders of the Revolu-

tion were hurried into one measure after another by the

extremists, and got so far ahead of the mass of the nation

that many who were once friendly became lukewarm and
even hostile. For example, when the government seized the

property of the Church and forced the clergy to take an
oath of allegiance which ran counter to their oath of alle-

giance to the Pope, the majority of the clergy became enemies

of the Revolution, and many of the common people sided

with them.

The Nation not yet Ready for Self-Government. The truth

of the matter was that the French people were not yet ready

to undertake the complicated task of governing themselves

in time of war. They needed a ruler, and it was a question

merely of whether he would come from the inside of France
or from the outside.
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5. Napoleon Bonaparte

The Directory. The new ruler came from the inside. He
first came into the public eye in 1795, when he saved the

Directory, 1 as the executive branch of the government was

then called, from a royalist uprising in Paris. His name, as

you probably know, was Napoleon Bonaparte.

For four years longer the Directory maintained itself, but

it was corrupt and inefficient. We on this side of the ocean

had an example of its way of doing things in the "XYZ”
affair, when the directors tried to extort money from the

American commissioners sent over by President Adams to

straighten out difficulties which had arisen between the

United States and France. 2 The only bright spot during

these four years were the victories of the young artillery

officer Bonaparte.

Campaigning in Egypt. With a poorly equipped army this

twenty-seven-year-old general had defeated the Sardinians

and Austrians and had forced them to make peace (1797).

Now England alone remained, and he sought to force her

to make peace by destroying her East Indian empire. In

1798 he sailed to Egypt and at first won some brilliant vic-

tories ; but after the English under Nelson had defeated the

French fleet (battle of the Nile, August, 1798), things did

not go so well. 3 However, from an English newspaper which

fell into his hands by chance, he learned that things were

going even worse with the Directory. All that he had gained

by his victories in 1796 and 1797 had been lost. If he could

only get back to France, the nation undoubtedly would wel-

come him with open arms.

1 The Directory was an executive committee made up of five directors chosen

by the National Convention.
2 Look this up in your American-history textbook. If your book is an old one,

you will read the stirring American reply "Millions for defense but not one cent

for tribute!" If it is a new one, you will read "No, no, not a sixpence!” which

is not so dramatic but more correct historically.

3 It was during this expedition that the Rosetta Stone was found (see page 8).
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The Lad from Corsica has Raised Himself to the Select Company of Alexander,

Cj®sar, and Charlemagne, and He had a Longer Way to Go

Bonaparte became Napoleon. Leaving his army in charge

of a subordinate, he eluded the British fleet and, with a few

followers, reached France in safety. Aided by two of the

directors, he had the inefficient Directory replaced by a new
form,of government, called the Consulate (1799), of which

he was made regent with the title of ''First Consul.” He was
assisted by two other consuls, but, since he appointed them,

he was practically sole ruler of France. In 1802 he was
made consul for life by popular vote, and in 1804 the French

legislature made him emperor. He was now Napoleon I,

hereditary emperor of the French.

A Long Way from Corsica to Versailles. The election of

Napoleon as emperor was confirmed by a vote of the people,

and he was crowned with great ceremony. Pope Pius VII
was brought to Paris for the occasion, not, however, to crown
Napoleon but merely to bless him. Napoleon placed the

crown upon his head with his own hands. Thus far had the
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son of a poor notary from the barren island of Corsica 1

climbed in less than ten years.

A Great Soldier. Napoleon showed himself worthy of the

title of " Emperor.” As soon as he had matters in hand French

armies began to win victories again. In 1800 he duplicated

Hannibal’s feat of leading an army across the Alps and won
a brilliant victory at Marengo in Italy. In 1801 he made
peace with the Pope and thus won to his side the many
Catholics who had been offended by the action taken against

the Church early in the Revolution. In 1802 he made peace

with Great Britain. France was now at peace with the world,

and she was more feared than she had ever been in the days

of Louis XIV. She was larger too (see map, p. 651).

A Great Civil Ruler. But Napoleon was more than a great

soldier : he was a great civil ruler as well. He knew that a

prosperous people was apt to be a contented people and one

that would not bother much about whether they were govern-

ing themselves or were being governed. So every group
received his attention and encouragement— the farmers, the

traders, the manufacturers, and the workers. He improved
and developed secondary and higher education, but he did

little for elementary grades. 2 Under him the State replaced

the Church as the controlling factor in education.

His Greatest Work. Napoleon’s greatest work of peace was
that of providing France with a simple and uniform system of

law (the Code Napoleon) in place of the complicated legal sys-

tem which had grown up since the early Middle Ages. His

code was adopted in part or whole in Spain, Italy, parts of

Germany, and elsewhere in Europe, and it still forms the

basis of law there.

1 Napoleon’s parents were Italians, and he himself narrowly missed being one,

for Corsica became a French possession only shortly before he was born. Through-
out his life, whenever he became excited, his accent betrayed his Italian origin.

2 Elementary education was not furthered by the French government until the

1830’ s.
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6. From Versailles to St. Helena

France too Powerful. Peace did not last long. Napoleon

was too strong for the comfort of the rest of Europe, and in

1805 a new alliance of England, Russia, Austria, and Sweden
was formed against him. Napoleon knew what was coming

and had been preparing for it. His preparations are of inter-

est to Americans because they form part of an important

chapter in the history of the United States.

Napoleon sold Louisiana. To see the connection, we need

to recall that in 1763 Spain had got Louisiana from France,

and in 1783 she had got Florida back from England. When
Napoleon became consul he persuaded Spain to return

Louisiana (1801), obviously with the intention of developing

it into a great colonial empire. This was a matter of grave

concern to the United States because it meant that the Mis-

sissippi would undoubtedly be closed to American shipping.

There were then no railroads to the east coast
;
the Western

farmers’ main avenue of trade was by boat down the Missis-

sippi. If this were now closed to them, it would prove a great

hardship.

Accordingly President Jefferson sent commissioners to

Paris to get this question of a trade outlet definitely settled.

Much to their surprise, they found Napoleon willing to sell

the whole of Louisiana. Needless to say, they grabbed at his

offer and bought it (1803), although they had no instructions

to do so.

Napoleon Knew What he was Doing. Napoleon knew that

war with Europe was coming and that until he had finished

with Europe he could not do much about building up a

colonial empire. If he won, he could easily get some new
colonies

;
if he lost, he’d lose those he already had. Besides

he needed money to equip his army.
Master of a Continent. Napoleon did not wait for his ene-

mies to act. He struck first, and in a series of brilliant victo-

ries he crushed Austria at Austerlitz (1805) and Prussia at
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l^apoleon as King-Baker

A contemporary cartoon by Gillray

Jena 1 (1806) and won Russia as an ally in the Peace of Tilsit,

after the battle of Friedland (1807). Emperor Francis II gave

up his title of " Holy Roman Emperor” and became, modestly,

" Emperor of Austria” (1806). This brought to an end the

ancient German empire which Otto the Great had established

over eight hundred years before (962).

Good to his Family. Napoleon was now supreme on the

Continent. He was emperor of France and king of Italy, and

he had made his brother Joseph king of Naples and his

brother Louis king of Holland. He had still another brother,

Jerome. For him he now created the kingdom of Westphalia,

from lands taken largely from Prussia in western Germany
and within the Confederation of the Rhine (see map, p. 651).2

1 ya'na.
2 In 1809, while Napoleon was at the height of his power, "four men likely

to be remembered among the English-speaking races as long as English is spoken

[were bom]— the statesmen, Abraham Lincoln and William E. Gladstone ; one

poet, Alfred Tennyson ; and one man of science, Charles Darwin” (James Bryce).
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One Unsolved Problem. But Napoleon still had England
to deal with, and she presented a problem that he had on his

hands all his life. He never solved it. During these years of

one slashing Napoleonic victory after another England was
the one hope of Europe against complete French domination. 1

In the same year that Napoleon had crushed Austria at

Austerlitz (1805) Nelson had annihilated the combined
French and Spanish fleets off Cape Trafalgar. England and
the conquered portions of the Continent learned the news
with joy. England was now safe from French invasion and
free to help any people that would revolt against French rule.

The Continental System. It took more than a defeat on the

sea to discourage Napoleon. He knew another way of at-

1 England had played the same role twice before, against Louis XIV of France
and against Philip JI of Spain.
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tacking England, and that was by shutting off her markets.

This he proceeded to do through what is known as the

Continental System. No one on
the Continent was to buy any-

thing from England if Napoleon
could help it. All seaports were
to be closed to her ships.

National Uprisings. That was
easier said than done. Little

Portugal refused to enforce the

Continental System; and when
Napoleon sent troops to force her

to do so, the Portuguese rose up
in arms, and England sent Wel-

lington with troops to help them.

Next the Spaniards roseup against

their new king, Joseph Bona-
parte, 1whom Napoleon had forced

on them. Then murmurings began
to be heard everywhere when men found that they could no
longer get shoes and clothes and other things for which they

depended upon England. Finally the Czar of Russia, Alex-

ander, moved by the suffering which the Continental System
brought to his people, withdrew from the alliance he had
made with Napoleon at Tilsit and allowed the English to

bring in their goods once more (1811).

A Game that Two could Play. Moreover, Napoleon’s game
was a game at which more than one could play. If he would
keep out English goods from the lands under his control,

England with her much greater navy would keep all other

goods out from those same lands.

France and England were now in a death grapple, and
in such an extremity the fighters aren’t likely to consider

the rights or feelings of onlookers. Among the onlookers,

1 When Joseph was shifted from Naples to Spain, Napoleon gave the kingdom
of Naples to his brother-in-law. General Murat.
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as we might term the neutral powers, was the United States,

and the treatment her seamen received at the hands of the

English helped to bring on the War of 1812. 1

The March to Moscow. When Napoleon learned that the

Czar had turned against him, he found himself in a dilemma.

If English goods came freely into Russia, they could easily

be smuggled from there into the other parts of Europe, and
the Continental System would go to pieces. On the other

hand, Russia was a long way from France, and it would be

no easy task to subdue her. Nevertheless he decided to

try, and gathered together all his available resources — an
army of half a million (the Grand Army).
The Russians did little to hinder Napoleon’s progress ex-

cept to destroy supplies that might prove useful to him.

This was a wise policy because, though Napoleon reached

Moscow without much serious fighting, his troops suffered

greatly for lack of provisions.

The Retreat. Napoleon offered to come to terms with the

Russians, but they rejected his offer. Neither would they

meet him in battle ; so there was nothing left for him to do
but to go back home. After remaining five weeks in Moscow,
he made.the start (October 19, 1812).

Once the retreat had begun, the Russians became active

and harassed the Grand Army, which was poorly clad and
hungry. Soon the cold weather, coming on cruelly, added
fresh horrors. Thousands upon thousands dropped in the

snow from exhaustion and never got up again. At least

three fifths of the Grand Army were left by the frozen road-

sides of Russia.

The "Battle of the Nations.” Napoleon hurried back to

France ahead of his troops, to raise another army. He knew
he would need it soon, for when the news of the disaster

reached Prussia and Austria, they would surely join with the

victorious Russians against him.

1 Look this up in your American-history books. It was during this war that

"The Star-Spangled Banner” was written.
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He met the allied forces with what fighting material ex-

hausted France had left — boys of about your age and old

men. F or a while he held

his own, but in the three

days’ "Battle of the Na-
tions” at Leipzig 1 (1813)

he was badly beaten. Re-

turning to France, he won
some brilliant victories

around Paris
;
but, know-

ing that he was playing

a losing game, he finally

surrendered (April, 1814).

Elba. His foes, thankful

tohavehim in their power,

treated him generously,

granting him the island

of Elba as a principality,

together with a generous

pension ; and the brother

of Louis XVI mounted
the French throne as

Louis XVIII of France. 2

Then the statesmen of

the allied powers proceeded to straighten out the tangle into

which the events of the last twenty years had brought

Europe.

Waterloo. While they were in the midst of their task they

were startled by the news that Napoleon had escaped from

Elba and was back in France. Louis sent troops against the

unwelcome visitor, but the returned exile had an amazing

power of commanding devotion, and when his former soldiers

saw "the Little Corporal,” as they fondly called him, they

threw up their hats and got behind him ! Soon he was back

Wellington and Blucher

Wellington probably was never so glad in

all his life to see anyone as he was to see

Blucher at Waterloo. (From a painting in

the National-Galerie, Berlin)

1 lip'sik.

2 Louis XVI’s son was counted as Louis XVII, though he never reigned.
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again in Paris without having found it necessary to fire a

single shot, and King Louis XVIII was scurrying away. 1

The allies, however, had

had enough of Napoleon,

and they rushed all avail-

able troops against him
before he had time to make
full preparations for a cam-

paign. Moreover, during

his year’s sojourn at Elba

he had grown stout and no

longer had the endurance

he had had in his prime.

Even so he came near

enough to defeating the

allies to make his final

battle one of the great

battles in history. On June

18, 1815, he hammered
against the allied line, under

Wellington, from ten in the

morning until four in the

afternoon. Then Welling-

ton was reenforced by the Prussians under Bliicher, 2 and that

was the end. Even Napoleon could not win against such odds.

St. Helena and You. This time Napoleon was put in a safer

place— on the tiny island of St. Helena, far away in the

south Atlantic. There he died in 182 1. 3

If Napoleon grips your imagination (and if you are at all

alive, he will), you may be interested to know the message he

1 The German poet Heine’s song "The Two Grenadiers,” set to music by
Schumann, will do more than pages of description to show you what an appeal

Napoleon made to his men. You will find good phonograph records of this song.
2 blii'Ker.

3 If Napoleon had had his way he might possibly have died in America. After

the battle of Waterloo he tried to escape to the United States, but the British

fleet was guarding the French ports, and he finally surrendered to it.

British Museum.

Napoleon on St. Helena

On the bleak island Napoleon spent little

time in dressing, but much in dictating

and some in thinking. One of his thoughts

may interest you (see page 656)
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sent to his young son, the Duke of Reichstadt. Napoleon had

lots of time to think at St. Helena, and because he loved his

son he wanted to give him the

benefit of his thinking. This is

what he wrote: "I would have

my son study history.”

7. The Congress of Vienna
(1814-1815)

Reconstructinga Continent. When
Napoleon’s imperial throne was
toppled over, it brought down
with it the thrones of his satellites

in Spain, Holland, Westphalia

Prince Metternich (western Germany), and Naples.

He was the dominant figure in
The kil»gs 3nd PrinC<5S and States-

European affairs from the Con- men who gathered in Vienna in
gress of Vienna to fte Revolution m4 tQ dea, wjth ^ situation

had, therefore, to reconstruct a

continent, and the most important question of the day was,

How much had these men learned from the experiences of

the last twenty-five years?

Most of the petty princes who had been dispossessed by
Napoleon had learned nothing. They looked upon the recent

years as no more than a nightmare which, now being past,

would leave things much as they had been before. Of course

they were doomed to disappointment, but at least they had a

good time while they were in Vienna, dancing, hunting, and
feasting at the expense of their host, Francis I.

1 The great

princes had not learned much more, but, because they were
powerful, they fared better than the lesser princes did.

1 It cost the emperor a quarter of a million dollars a day to entertain his

numerous guests during the congress. After the long lean time many of them
had gone through, they were in a mood for dancing, and they were greatly taken
by a new dance step which was then all the rage,— the waltz.
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Legitimacy. Matters were settled by the Big Five — Aus-

tria, England, Prussia, Russia, and, strange as it may seem,

France. The last named was still too powerful to be ignored,

and, by having restored Louis XVIII of the old Bourbon line,

she was thought to have repented of her recent sins. Through
the clever statesmanship of her representative Talleyrand she

played a prominent part in reorganizing the affairs of Europe.
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The five powers proceeded on the principle of legitimacy

;

that is to say, they restored Europe as far as possible to those

who had been its legal rulers before the great upheaval or

provided them with an equivalent.

The Settlement. The chief provisions of the settlement

made at Vienna were as follows
: (1) Austria received a large

part of northern Italy (including Milan and Venice), Illyria

and Dalmatia on the northeast shore of the Adriatic, and cer-

tain German lands. (2) Prussia rounded out her possessions

with a large section along the Rhine, almost half of Saxony,

and part of Pomerania. (3) A confederacy of thirty-eight

German states took the place of the old Holy Roman Empire.

(4) Russia got the greater part of the duchy of Warsaw, which
Napoleon had created and which was now called the kingdom
of Poland. (5) England got the island of Ceylon (south of

India) and Cape Colony (in South Africa) from the Dutch,

and the islands of Malta and Heligoland. (6) Sweden kept

Norway, which Denmark had ceded to her in 1814. (7) Bel-

gium was joined to Holland to form the kingdom of the

Netherlands. (8) The old dynasties were restored in Spain

and the various Italian states. (See map, p. 657.)

National Spirit Disregarded. The most striking fact about

this settlement is that the strongest force at work in Europe
during the years preceding the downfall of Napoleon, the

spirit of nationality, had been almost entirely disregarded by
the congress. In some instances peoples were joined together

against their wishes. Thus the Norwegians were joined to the

Swedes, and the Belgians to the Dutch. In other instances

peoples who wished to be united were kept apart. Thus the

Poles were still parceled out among Russians, Prussians, and

Austrians, and the Italians were divided into a number of

petty principalities, many of which were in Austrian hands or

under Austrian control. The Germans were nearer unity than

they had been in 1789 (thanks to Napoleon, who had wiped

out many of the petty principalities), but they were not so

near to it as many wanted to be, largely because of Austria,
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who feared that she would not be able to control a strongly

unified German state. So the thirty-eight German states

which were left after the Napoleonic era were organized into

a loose confederacy— very much like the thirteen American
states under the Articles of Confederation (1781-1788).

Bad as it seems to us now, the settlement might have

proved workable enough if there had been any intelligence

shown in the administration of internal affairs, but here the

same reactionary spirit prevailed.

A Gloomy Outlook. Imagine yourself living in Europe in

1815. Perhaps you knew from your own experience what the

old regime was like. Certainly your parents could have told

you about it— how some few had had all the rights and
privileges, and the great mass of people had had all the duties

and burdens. No fair sharing of the burden of taxation, no
trial by jury, no right to be elected to office or even to vote,

no freedom of the press, no free-school system, and so on
through a long list of things that had made life burdensome.

Was this old state of affairs now to return ?

A New Period of Struggle. You know what you would have
done with such a prospect before you. You would have fought

to keep the gains and to add to them
; and that’s what the

ancestors of many of you did. It was a long struggle, with

many ups and downs, 1 but in the end the reactionary ele-

ments were overthrown. With the struggle to make perma-

nent the glimpse which Europeans had had of individual

liberty and popular sovereignty during the years of the

French Revolution, the nineteenth century really begins.

Readings

Creasy, Fifteen Decisive Battles of the World (Waterloo). Hayes, Political

and Social History of Modern Europe, I, chaps, xv-xvi. Johnston, R. M.,

Napoleon. Mathews, S., The French Revolution. Robinson, History of

Western Europe, chaps, xxxv-xxxviii ; Readings, II, chaps, xxxv-xxxviii.

Van Loon, Story of Mankind, chaps, lii-lv. Wells, Outline of History,

1 It was during the "down” periods that many of your ancestors fled to this

continent. Make inquiries of your parents or grandparents.
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Things to Do

1. Using the key words, prepare appropriate questions for this

chapter.

2. Begin your time chart for this unit (see page following 793).

3. Adjust the hands of your "Clock” and Great Circle for Paris.

4. Write a story: "If Napoleon had escaped to America after

Waterloo.”

5. Draw a map showing Napoleon’s power at about 1810.

6. Play on phonograph (or get class to sing) " La Marseillaise,”

" The Star-Spangled Banner,” and "The Two Grenadiers.” Play the

record of Tschaikowsky’s overture " 1812,” explaining first to the class

what it aims to tell.

7. Write an appropriate address for granting an honorary degree

to Napoleon, Nelson, Wellington, or Bliicher.



CHAPTER L • Showing French Revolutionary

Ideas still at Work

1. France (1815-1875) 1

Royalist France. When, after the fall of Napoleon, Louis

XVIII of the House of Bourbon became king (reigned 1814-

1824), he granted a charter to France (1814), which provided

for freedom of the press, religious liberty, an independent

judiciary, 2 and a legislature of two houses, something like

the English Parliament though not so powerful. But neither

Louis nor his brother Charles X, who succeeded him in 1824,

could rid himself of the autocratic ideas of the old regime, and
Charles was overthrown in the so-called July Revolution

of 1830.

A Middle-Class King. The July Revolution was the signal

for revolutions elsewhere. The Belgians declared their in-

dependence and drove out the Dutch

;

3 but the Poles, who
tried to get free from Russia, failed. In France royalty was
given another chance, the new king being Louis Philippe 4 of

the House of Orleans. 5 The outlook seemed promising because

Louis Philippe had the support of the rich and powerful bour-

geois, or upper middle, class.

Too much Middle Class. The bourgeois element, however,

was his undoing because he allowed it to control the govern-

ment in its own interests. This aroused widespread opposi-

tion on the part of the new class of factory workers, crowded
1 It is especially important that you keep up your time chart throughout this

chapter; otherwise you are apt to become hopelessly confused, for we shall be
going over the same sixty years half a dozen times. See page following 793.

2 That is, the judges could not be removed from office at the will of the king.
3 The Belgian national anthem, "La Brabangonne,” was written during this

uprising. You can find a phonograph record of it.

4 fe lep'.

6 A younger branch of the House of Bourbon.
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One of Napoleon Ill’s Works

The Opera House in Paris, the most magnificent one in Europe

in city slums, who resented bitterly the conditions under

which they had to live and work
; it aroused opposition also

on the part of the noble and peasant landowners (the conserv-

ative classes), who resented the favors granted at their ex-

pense to the new capitalist class. The result was that in 1848

there was another revolution, and Louis Philippe was over-

thrown.

From President to Emperor. This time France thought she

wanted to be a republic, and Louis Napoleon, a nephew of

the great Napoleon, was elected president. But when, four

years later (1852), President Napoleon converted himself

into Emperor Napoleon III, 1 France accepted the transfor-

mation without much commotion, thanks largely to the magic

of the new emperor’s name.

Napoleon Ill’s Good Years. Though Napoleon III was a

long way from measuring up to his illustrious uncle, he was

not the ineffective dreamer that some historians have made

1 Napoleon I left a son who never ruled ; nevertheless Louis Napoleon counted

this young cousin of his as Napoleon II, and himself as third in the line.
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him out to be. Under him France enjoyed twenty years of

prosperity, during which the Paris of today, with its spacious

boulevards and magnificent build-

ings, was built. His first ten years

were the best ones and were

especially successful in foreign

affairs. He joined with England

in the Crimean War (1854-1856)

to keep Russia from getting Con-

stantinople and other parts of the

Turkish Empire. The peace end-

ing the war was made in Paris,

which made it appear as though

France was once more the center

of Europe. In 1859 he helped the

king of Sardinia to drive the Aus-

trians out of Lombardy and to get the duchies of Parma,

Modena, and Tuscany to become part of the kingdom of

Sardinia. In return for the latter service Napoleon received

Nice and Savoy, to the southeast of France.

The Mexican Disaster. But after that things did not go so

well. One of Napoleon's plans came very near getting him
into war with the United States. In 1861 he and England

and Spain joined together to settle certain matters with

Mexico. England and Spain withdrew in 1862, but Napoleon
kept on. The United States was then in the midst of the

Civil War, and Napoleon seemed to think this offered him
a good opportunity to build up in Mexico a state which would
be practically a part of his empire. He sent over an army
and persuaded some of the Mexican leaders to choose Arch-

duke Maximilian of Austria 1 to be ruler. The mass of the

people, however, refused to recognize Maximilian and kept

on fighting. Then, when the Civil War was ended (1865),

the United States moved some troops to the Mexican fron-

tier. Thereupon Napoleon, unwilling to engage in a major
1 Maximilian was a brother of the Austrian emperor, Francis Joseph.
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war, abandoned Maximilian, who, left to himself, was soon

defeated by the Mexicans, captured, and executed.

The Prussian Refusal. About the same time Napoleon re-

ceived a second setback. He had been led by the Prussian

minister Bismarck to remain neutral in a war which Prussia

waged against Austria (1866), thinking that in return he

would be at liberty to annex a portion of southern Germany
to France. Though Bismarck probably knew what Napoleon
had in mind, he nevertheless had been careful not to make
any promises; and when Napoleon made ready to gather

in what he thought was his reward for neutrality, he found

himself opposed not only by the south-German states but

by Prussia as well.

The Fall of Another Napoleon. These two setbacks made
the opposition elements in France bold, and Napoleon was
forced to grant some of the demands of the liberal reformers.

At the same time, in order to win back his prestige at home,

he took a haughty attitude toward Prussia. But this only

landed him in war, and the war landed him in England — as

an exile. We shall say more about this war in connection

with Prussia (p. 668). Here we shall note only that Napo-
leon’s empire collapsed, and that for the third time France

adopted a republican form of government (1871).

The Third Republic. The monarchist sentiment, however,

was still strong in France, and for four years the Third

Republic led a precarious existence. Nevertheless, senti-

ment in its favor grew steadily, and in 1875 a new republican

constitution was adopted.

The French Constitution. Since 1875 France has remained a

republic. Her constitution provides for a president, elected

for seven years, and a bicameral legislature, made up of a

Senate and a Chamber of Deputies. The deputies are elected

for four years by direct manhood suffrage. The senators

are elected indirectly, mostly by electoral colleges, and hold

office for nine years. The president is elected by a joint

meeting of the two houses. His position is very much like
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that of the English king
;
that is to say, while he is the head

of the State, the real work of carrying on the government is

in the hands of a cabinet, responsible to the Chamber of

Deputies.

Thus in the 1870’s France had reached the conclusion

that government of the people, by the people, and for the

people offered the best prospects for a happy and prosperous

state. Now let us bring the story of Germany and Italy up
to the 1870’s.

2. Germany (1815-1871)

A Common Obstacle. Germany and Italy have two things

in common in their history during the years from 1815

to 1870. (1) Each had Austria as the main obstacle to

unity, and (2) each succeeded in pushing that obstacle out

of the way.

A Great Reactionary. Austria was the dominant power in

Europe in 1815, and the leading personality in Austria was
Prince Metternich. Metternich was a thoroughgoing reac-

tionary. He hated everything that the French Revolution

stood for — liberty, equality before the law, freedom of the

press, religious toleration, trial by jury, and all the rest of

those things which we take for granted without ever thinking

of the sacrifices it cost to establish them.

The Quadruple Alliance. After the Congress of Vienna,

which he had dominated, Metternich organized the Quad-
ruple Alliance, made up of Austria, Prussia, Russia, and
England, mainly for the purpose of maintaining the settle-

ments of 1815 and suppressing all agitation for liberal gov-

ernments in Europe. Wherever he could make his influence

felt, he exerted it in the direction of muzzling free discussion,

either in the press or on the platform. Student meetings

were forbidden in the universities, and professors who were
too liberal in their views were dismissed. Spies were active

everywhere, ferreting out revolutionary sentiment.
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Mettemich and American History. Within a few years

France was admitted to the inner circle, and a few years

after that England dropped out. One reason for England’s

action was that she, like the United States, disapproved of

the measures Metternich and his colleagues were planning

against those Spanish-American colonies which had declared

their independence.

It was these measures that induced President Monroe
to tell the Continental statesmen (obliquely, through his

message to Congress in 1823) what the United States thought

of such measures. Monroe’s pronouncement on that occa-

sion still represents the sentiments of the United States on

the matter of European interference in the affairs of this

hemisphere (the Monroe Doctrine).

Mettemich Overthrown. For fifteen years Metternich’s pol-

icy endured ; then came the revolutions in France, Belgium,

Poland, and elsewhere (1830). Though the storm passed, it

had weakened Mettemich’s position, and in the revolutionary

movement of 1848 the proud autocrat was driven from power

and fled from Vienna in disguise.

The Revolution of 1848. The revolutionary movement of

1848, which, as we saw, began in France, spread all over

Europe and was especially strong in Germany. There it led

to an attempt to establish a unified state. Austria, as usual,

blocked the way. The hope of the reformers lay in Prussia

;

and if Prussia had had a ruler who was willing to take the

lead, there would have been a united Germany in 1848.

But Frederick William IV was not in sympathy with the

plans of the reformers, nor did he wish to offend Austria ; so

nothing lasting was accomplished.

Bismarck. After a dozen years, however, Prussia got a

new king, William I, who was not afraid to offend Austria

;

neither was his chief minister, Otto von Bismarck.

Bismarck (1815-1898) was a Junker, that is, a member of

the Prussian nobility. He had had experience in the legis-

lature of Prussia and of the German Confederation and had
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served as ambassador to Russia and France. In St. Peters-

burg he strengthened the relations between Prussia and
Russia. In Paris he had ample opportunity to take Napo-
leon IIPs measure and seems to have concluded that Prussia

would be able to handle France as long as Napoleon was at

the head of affairs there.

The Seven Weeks’ War. Bismarck was determined to bring

about what most Germans longed for, a united Germany.
This he accomplished through two wars. The first one was
with Austria in 1866. It was over in a few weeks. Austria

agreed to the formation of a new Germany from which she

should be excluded. Prussia annexed certain German prin-

cipalities, thus increasing her territory and population by
about a third.

The North German Confederation. The kings of Bavaria

and Wiirttemberg in south Germany were not yet ready to

unite under Prussia; so only the northern states joined

together, in what was called the North German Confedera-

tion. The King of Prussia, of course, became the head of

the confederation, and Bismarck was his chancellor, or chief

minister. Though the south-German states remained out-

side the confederation, they made alliances with Prussia

and agreed to put their armies under Prussian command in

case she should be attacked.

A War-Plotter and a Willing Victim. The only place from
which an attack was likely to come was France, and Bis-

marck did his best to bring it on, knowing that if Prussia

came out of the war victorious, complete German unity

would follow. It proved easy to bring relations between
France and Prussia to such a point that Napoleon declared

war; for Napoleon’s position at home had grown so weak
that his advisers were not sorry to engage in a foreign war,

thinking that it would bolster up the tottering throne.

A French Disaster. From the start everything went wrong
for Napoleon. (1) Much to his surprise, the south-German
states sided with Prussia. (2) Again to his surprise and to

i
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the surprise of most of Europe, his army turned out to be

totally unprepared for an offensive campaign; (3) then it

turned out to be unprepared

even for a defensive cam-

paign. Within amonth after

the fighting began the army
at Sedan was surrounded

and Napoleon himself was a

prisoner (September 1, 1870).

As soon as the news of

the disaster at Sedan reached

Paris, France cast Napoleon

aside and for a third time

proclaimed herself a repub-

lic. Meanwhile the vic-

torious Germans marched

against the French capital

and besieged it.
1 A valiant

defense followed, but after

four months the city was
forced to surrender (Janu-

ary 28, 1871).

French Losses. France

gave up Alsace and a part of

Lorraine (4700 square miles,

with a population of a mil-

lion and a half) and agreed

to pay five billion francs within three years. Many professed

to see God’s justice at work in the fact that the preliminaries

of peace were signed at Versailles, in the gorgeous palace

which Louis XIV had built, because it was in Louis’s reign

that most of this region (Alsace) had been annexed by France.

But about fifty years later many others were to see God’s

justice at work in the fact that the treaty restoring Alsace-

1 The German anthem " Die Wacht am Rhein ” (" The Watch on the Rhine ”).

written by an obscure merchant in 1840, first won its popularity during this war.

" Open Season for Prussians
”

This Parisian cartoon would seem to indi-

cate that the French thought they had
nothing to fear from the Prussians, but
rather expected the war to be a walk-over

for them. However, after the war people

forgot that French leaders had welcomed
it and remembered only that they had
lost it, so the world got the impression

that the French were not a virile race
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Bismarck Escorting Napoleon III as a Prisoner to King William I, Whom
Bismarck was Soon to Make Emperor William I

From a painting by Camphausen

Lorraine to France was signed in the same building
; so per-

haps you had better withhold your judgment until you reach

page 788 (1918-1919).

A New German Empire. France had gone to war with

Prussia; she made peace with the German Empire. This

new state had come into being during the war when the

south-German states finally decided to join the North Ger-

man Confederation (January 18, 1871). William I of Prus-

sia was the first of the new line of German emperors, and
Bismarck, who had made him emperor, was his chancellor.

Germany had at last attained unity. 1

1 Don’t confuse this new German Empire with the old one, which Otto the
Great had founded (962) and of which Austria had been the leading power. That
so-called Holy Roman Empire had come to an end in 1806 (p. 650). Austria was
not part of the new empire.
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King William of Prussia Being Declared Emperor of Germany

at Versailles in 1871

In 1919 another quite different scene was enacted at Versailles. (See page 788)

If Nations had a Sense of Humor. The Germans gave Bis-

marck all the credit for having brought them together. They
lauded his aggressive spirit by erecting his statue all over the

land and by wearing their mustaches as he wore his.

If they had not been obsessed by the prevailing spirit of

narrow nationalism, they would have erected at least a few

statues to the aggressive spirit of the French as manifested

in the two Napoleons. You could have told them that

Napoleon I helped them toward unity most of all when he
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Growth of German Unity

overran their land and wiped out hundreds of petty prin-

cipalities. But Napoleon III helped too. If he and his

generals hadn’t had designs to seize part of south Germany,
there might never have been the strained relations between

France and Prussia which finally resulted in war, and there

might not even yet be a united Germany. But nations rarely

get a fair perspective on things, because as a rule they haven’t

the saving grace of a sense of humor.

A Federal Union. The new empire was a federal union

somewhat like the United States ;
that is to say, it was made

up of a number of states, each of which had a large amount of

local self-government and a share in the central government.

By 1871 constitutions which provided for a good deal of popu-
lar control were in fashion, and all the states had such con-

1 Boundary of Empire, 1871

Line dividing South German States

from those which belonged to the
North German Confederation of 1867

t i Kingdom of Prussia before 1866

Prussian gains in 1866

ty///A German gains from France in 1871
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stitutions, just as the American states have. And just as the

American Federal Union has a constitution, so the empire had
one too. Prussia was by far the most important member of

the new federal state, contributing nearly two thirds of the

territory and nearly two thirds of the population.

The Imperial Constitution. The main provisions of the im-

perial constitution were as follows
: (1) Whoever was king of

Prussia was emperor of Germany. (2) The emperor had com-
mand of the army and navy and represented the empire in

international affairs. (3) Representatives of the states formed

a federal council {Bundesrat 1
), which was presided over by

the emperor’s chief adviser, the chancellor. 2 These repre-

sentatives were chosen by the head of each state and not by
popular election. (4) Representatives of the people formed a

parliament called the Reichstag .
3 They were elected by uni-

versal manhood suffrage for a period of five years, but the

emperor with the consent of the Bundesrat could dissolve the

Reichstag at any time and thus necessitate a new election.

(5) Three years of military service were required of all men.

Democracy only Partially Achieved. Thus by the 1870’s

Germany had achieved national unity, and her people had
won a voice in the government. That voice was not so power-

ful as in France or England ; nevertheless, it was much more
powerful than it seemed ever likely to be in 1815. If in 1815

Germany had had such a constitution as the one outlined

above, the chances are that many of you who are of German
descent would be living in Germany rather than in America.

It was largely because there was no self-government there

that many of your ancestors came to this continent. That
was especially true after the unsuccessful attempts to estab-

lish constitutional governments in 1848.

1 bdon'des rat.

2 There were twenty-five states in the new empire, but they did not have an

equal voice in the Bundesrat, as the American states do in the United States

Senate. Prussia, being by far the largest state, had seventeen votes out of a total

of fifty-eight. About a third of the states had only one vote each.
3 riKs'taK.
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3. Italy (1815-1870)

Mettemich Again. Nowhere was the reactionary spirit of

Metternich more clearly shown than in the settlement made
for Italy. Austria dominated the

whole peninsula. She herself held

the rich northern part (Lombardy
and Venetia), and princes of her

royal house ruled the duchies of

Parma, Modena, and Tuscany.

The Pope was bound to her by
many ties, and the King of Naples

was only too glad to have her for

a friend. In the northwest she

completely overawed the King of

Sardinia, who lived in constant

dread of seeing his tiny posses-

sions swallowed up by the great

Hapsburg empire.

"The Good Old Days.” In in-

ternal administration Austria set the example of "back to

the good old days,” and the others followed eagerly enough.

Privilege came back, with all its inequalities and injus-

tices. Little if anything was done to promote the welfare

of the people ; no new methods were introduced in agricul-

ture or industry, no provision was made for popular educa-

tion, and everywhere there were gross mismanagement,
oppression, and heavy taxation. The press was muzzled,

public meetings were forbidden, and spies ferreted out those

who sought to bring about reforms.

Young Italy. No amount of oppression, however, could

crush the spirit of those of the Italians who were bent on
bringing about a better order of things. These formed secret

societies, of which the earliest and best-known was the

Carbonari, or Charcoal-burners, which tried by force to get

reforms. At first the revolutionists had no definite goal, but

Mazzini, the Soul of Italian

Unity
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in 1831 a young Genoese poet named Mazzini 1 organized

them into a society called Young Italy, whose goal was Italian

unity.

One Promising Spot. Mazzini

wanted a republic, but the at-

tempt to achieve that goal in 1848

ended in failure. However, the

revolutionary movement of that

year was not a total loss. It fixed

the eyes and hopes of Young Italy

on the kingdom of Sardinia, whose
king, Charles Albert, had granted

a constitution to his people and
who had made war on Austria.

Though defeated by Austria,

Charles Albert refused to with-

draw the constitution; so one

step had been taken in the right

direction. More were soon to follow, under Charles Albert’s

able son, Victor Emmanuel (reigned 1849-1878).

A Great Statesman. Victor Emmanuel had for his prime

minister one of the ablest statesmen of the nineteenth cen-

tury, whose name was Cavour. Together the two set to work
to build up Sardinia and get her ready for the leadership ex-

pected of her by oppressed Italy. Farmers were taught new
methods of agriculture; manufacturers were encouraged to

start new enterprises. Roads and railways were developed,

commercial treaties were made with other lands, order was

preserved throughout the country, and taxes were kept low.

Soon the kingdom, especially Piedmont (the part on the main-

land), began to thrive as it had not done in ages. And all the

while the constitution, which provided for a government very

much like England’s, was rigorously lived up to.

Making Friends. But the kingdom was a tiny affair, only

about one twelfth the size of France and comprising less than

1 mat se'ne.
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Florence Nightingale

A pioneer war nurse who served

the British soldiers in southern
Russia during the Crimean War

one seventh of all Italy. If it

were to grow, it needed friends;

so this was another task which

Cavour set himself.

The Crimean War, which

France and England were waging

against Russia (1854-1856), of-

fered him an opportunity. Sar-

dinia had no special interest in

this war, nor did France and Eng-

land have any real need of her

help. But Cavour saw here an

opportunity to attract the atten-

tion of the great powers; so he

proposed that Sardinia be allowed

to fight at their side. The offer

was accepted ; and when the war

was over, Sardinia got a seat in

the peace congress at Paris. That
was all she got out of the war, but

itwas a great deal. Europe learned

that there was at least one part

of Italy that was not under the

thumb of Austria.

How France helped Italian Unity.

Three years later great strides

were made toward Italian unity

when Napoleon III joined with

Victor Emmanuel in a war against

Austria (1859). 1 Together they

gained Lombardy, and though
Napoleon withdrew before they

gained Venetia, this was more than
made up for elsewhere. The war had been a signal for up-

risings elsewhere, and the three duchies of Parma, Modena,

Garibaldi, the Sword of

Italian Unity

1 "Garibaldi’s War Hymn,” one of Italy’s national songs, was written in this year
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and Tuscany, as well as large parts of the Papal States, voted

to join Sardinia. Then the kingdom of Naples was brought

into line by Italy’s dashing

hero, Garibaldi.

A Romantic Figure. Gari-

baldi had had a varied and
thrilling career. After an
uprising in the 30’s, he had
been arrested and con-

demned to death; but he

managed to escape to South

America, where he won a

brilliant reputation as a

soldier. The Revolution of

1848 had brought him back

to Italy, there to thrill his

countrymen by desperate

fighting to gain possession

of Rome. Forced at last to

give up, he made his escape

to New York, where he

lived for some years, earn-

ing a living as a sailor. In

1854 he returned once more

to Italy and settled down
on his farm in Sardinia.

Conquest of Naples. Gari-

baldi took onlya minor part

in the war of 1859 ;
but in

the following year, with a band of followers (his famous

"Thousand”), he set sail from Genoa to aid the rebels in

Sicily. The island was soon in their hands, and, crossing to the

mainland, they conquered the rest of the kingdom of Naples.

How Prussia helped Italian Unity. Naples, like the other

freed parts of Italy, voted to be annexed to Sardinia. Victor

Emmanuel was now ruler of all Italy except Venetia and

With the Aid of Garibaldi, Victor

Emmanuel Puts His Foot into the Foot

of Italy’s Boot

Garibaldi is saying, "If it won’t go on,

sire, try a little more powder” {Punch,
November 17, 1860). — There is a belief

prevalent in some parts of America that
the English have no humor. A perusal of

Punch will soon show that belief to be a
myth, though the humor will not be found
to be quite as robust as that in America
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Rome. He took the title of " King of Italy ” (1861) and moved
his capital to Florence. In the same year Cavour, worn out

with work, died, but the work of unification went on. Five

years later Victor Emmanuel allied himself with Prussia in

making war on Austria. He won no battles ; but Prussia won
enough for both, and at her bidding Austria gave up Venetia.

The last step was to get Rome, and here too Prussia helped,

though indirectly.
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The Last Step. What kept Victor Emmanuel out of Rome
was not the hostility of the Roman people but the troops

which Napoleon III had stationed there to protect the Pope.

In 1870, however, when the Franco-Prussian War broke out,

Napoleon needed all the troops he could get and recalled the

Roman contingent. Victor Emmanuel then marched in and
took possession of the ancient capital on the Tiber.

The Italian Constitution. Thus in the 1870’s the dream of

Mazzini, Cavour, and Garibaldi had in large measure come
true. Not only was Italy united, but she had (on paper at

least) a government of the people, by the people, and for the

people. Her king ruled under a constitution, and the con-

stitution provided for a cabinet responsible to a popularly

elected parliament.

4. Austria (1815-1867)

Champion of a Dying Cause. We have already told much
of the history of Austria in speaking of the new German
Empire and Italy. It is largely the story of loss of prestige

and of territory.

In 1815 Austria was the leading state on the Continent.

Especially did she dominate Germany and Italy. But she

stood for a losing cause. The French Revolution had loosed

forces in Europe that could not be shackled by such reaction-

aries as Prince Metternich. Europe as a whole was done with

the old regime of privilege, and Italy and Germany were done

with being mere geographic expressions.

The Fall of Metternich. Metternich had his way pretty

much until 1848, but the revolutionary movements of 1848

swept him aside. After having directed the affairs of the em-

pire for almost forty years (1809-1848), the reactionary aris-

tocrat, now an old man, fled into exile.

A Mixed Family. The Austrian emperor had a more motley

array of subjects than any European monarch. The two main

parts of his realm were Austria and the kingdom of Hungary.

Austria was controlled by the twelve million Germans, and
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Could You Have Ruled this Confusion of Tongues and Temperaments?

It may help you to realize Austria-Hungary’s difficulties if you imagine her

melting-pot problem transferred to the United States

Hungary by the ten million Magyars, or Hungarians ; but
these formed less than half the population. There were
many other nationalities within the State, — Czechs, Slovaks,

Serbo-Croats, Poles, Ruthenes, Rumanians, and Italians, —
in all, twenty-eight millions (see map above). If the emperor
could have brought these diverse peoples into peace and
unity, he would have been one of the world’s greatest bene-
factors. But unfair treatment kept them apart, and the non-
German elements strove continually either for more rights

or for independence and kept Austria in a state of turmoil.
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The Dual Monarchy. In 1859 and 1866 Austria lost almost
all her Italian possessions, and in the latter year she was

barred from the newly formed
North German Confederation.

These disasters forced her to

make some liberal reforms. The
most important one had to do
with Hungary, which was raised

almost to the level of Austria. A
new state, the Dual Monarchy of

Austria-Hungary, took the place

(1867) of the former Austrian Em-
pire. The emperor of Austria, 1 of

course, continued to be ruler of

Hungary, but Hungary now had

a separate parliament. Matters

of common interest to both king-

doms, such as foreign relations and certain matters of taxa-

tion, were managed by ministers responsible to a joint com-

mittee made up of representatives of both parliaments.

Thus by the 1870’s some measure of popular government

had come to Austria-Hungary— not so much as in the lands

farther west but much more than seemed likely ever to come
in 1815.

5. Russia (1815-1870)

Francis Joseph I

The Holy Alliance. Russia continued as an autocracy

throughout this period. There were only two gleams of hope

:

the Holy Alliance and the abolition of serfdom. Alexander I

(reigned 1801-1825) was a very religious man, and after

the defeat of Napoleon he persuaded the rulers of Austria

and Prussia to join him in a "Holy Alliance” (1815), through

which peace was to be preserved in Europe. The three rulers

pledged themselves to rule as servants of God and according

to the Christian precepts of justice, charity, and peace.

1 Francis Joseph I (reigned 1848-1916).
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Alexander was the only one who took the Holy Alliance

seriously, and even he soon forgot all about it. About the

only ones who profited by his

pious streak were the Poles, who
were granted a constitution. 1 This

they lost, however, after their

revolt in 1830.

Serfdom Abolished. The disas-

ters of the Crimean War (1854—

1856) made Alexander II (reigned

1855-1881) realize that Russia

was no match for the more pro-

gressive powers of the West. Ac-

cordingly he introduced certain

liberal measures. He established

trial by jury, granted more free-

dom to the press, and abolished

serfdom (1861). But a few years later a revolutionist tried

to kill him, and this killed any liberal ideas Alexander may
have had left in his head.

Many Dark Years. For the rest the years from 1815 to

1870 and long after were years of darkness and repression.

The government was in the hands of selfish, rapacious nobles.

The mass of the people were pitifully poor and densely igno-

rant and superstitious. They were little better than animals,

even though they were no longer serfs.

However, Russia did have an educated class (the so-called

intellectuals), who had absorbed Western ideals of liberty

and equality. They were few in number but brave, and, at

great peril to themselves, they secretly spread the gospel of

the rights of man.
Russification. Besides trying to stamp out liberal ideas in

Russia proper, the government tried to turn its millions of

subject peoples into Russians. To stamp out the national

1 Recall that Napoleon’s duchy of Warsaw had been given to Alexander and
changed into the kingdom of Poland (1815).
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languages of the Ukrainians, Poles, Lithuanians, Finns, and
the other subject peoples, Russian was made the language

of the schools and the law courts. To make the Orthodox,

or national, Church supreme, all sorts of obstacles were

placed in the way of the free exercise of other religions. In

some instances dissenters were forced to have their children

brought up in the Orthodox Church. But the national

spirit among the subject peoples proved too strong for even

such an autocratic government.

Storing up Trouble. So the Russians, whether of native

stock or of subject nationalities, lived under a heavy yoke

in the 70’s and long after. Spies were everywhere, and up-

risings were ruthlessly repressed. Thousands upon thousands

of those who sought reforms were killed or sent off to con-

vict camps in far-away Siberia or driven into exile. Russian

autocracy clamped the lid down tight on any liberal fer-

ment. The time was to come (and that was ju9t about the

time you were born) when the ferment would blow off the

lid. Then autocracy would come in for a terrible reckoning,

worse than that which had come to the French autocracy

during the Reign of Terror.

6. Great Britain (1815-c. 1870)

A Limited Democracy. In 1815 Great Britain was the only

one of the great states of Europe that was governed by a

popular assembly. 1 However, she was far from having a

democratic government. While the House of Commons rep-

resented the people, only a very small proportion of the

people (about one in two thousand) had a voice in the elec-

tion of its members. The real power in British politics lay

in the hands of the nobles who sat in the House of Lords.

Through their influence as great landowners they practically

dictated the election of a large part of the members of the

1 Though the government set up in France by Louis XVIII was modeled on

the English government, the French legislature had much less control over affairs

than the English Parliament had.
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House of Commons, and they held most of the important

offices of state or appointed loyal commoners to them.

A New Class of Barons.

However, during theyears

just before and after 1815,

a new class grew up in

Great Britain, which de-

manded a greater share in

the government than it

then had. This was a new
capitalist class, made up
of "industrial barons,” or

"captains of industry/’

created by the Industrial

Revolution, which Har-

greaves, Arkwright, and
Watt had inaugurated

(p. 619). These new capi-

talists, having acquired

great wealth, now wanted political power, partly in order to get

laws which would be favorable to their business enterprises.

The First Reform Bill. After long agitation a parliamentary

reform bill was passed in 1832. The details of the bill are

rather complicated, but the general effect was to extend the

vote to all fairly well-to-do persons — merchants, manufac-

turers, bankers, and the like — but not to the working classes.

It also took away seats from many of the smaller boroughs

and gave them to the new factory towns.

Two More Reform Bills. The wealth of the new class of

capitalists had been made possible not only by the steam

engine and the new kinds of machinery, but also by the new
class of factory workers, crowded together in the new indus-

trial towns. And just as the capitalists wanted representa-

tion in Parliament in order that they might get favorable

legislation, so did the factory workers. The agitation for

parliamentary reform therefore went on.

A Plunge in the Dark

From Punch, August, 1867. The Conserva-
tives thought that Britannia shuddered when
Disraeli gave the vote to the workingman.

It’s certain that they shuddered
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A revolution wrought by intelligence and good will rather than by force

It took thirty-five years for the factory workers to reach

their goal, but in 1867 a second reform bill brought them
to it. This left only the agricultural laborers without the

vote, and they got it in 1884. So by that date Great Britain

had practically manhood suffrage.

A Peaceful Revolution. The three reform bills of 1832,

1867, and 1884 wrought a change in British political life

that was every bit as marked as the changes on the Conti-

nent. In the course of about fifty years Great Britain had
become as much a government by the people as republican

France was, and much more so than the other countries

were. And the striking fact is that this great change had
been accomplished with practically no violence— a few riots

and a few broken heads, that was all. Compared with the

countries on the Continent, with their revolutions of 1830

and 1848, the British revolution was a bloodless one. The
British people had successfully substituted discussion and

the ballot for rifles and bayonets in solving their internal

political problems.

Britain’s Great Century. The nineteenth century belonged

preeminently to Great Britain. She had done more than any

power to save Europe from a Napoleonic dynasty. She
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"ruled the waves” with scarcely a glimmering of a rival. Her
statesmen could bear comparison with those of other lands

;

and the same was true of her

writers, who reached a high level

of excellence in many fields—
notable poets like Wordsworth,

Byron, Keats, Shelley, Tenny-

son, and Browning
;

novelists

like Scott, Dickens, Thackeray,

and, later, Hardy, Stevenson, and
Kipling ; historians and essayists

like Carlyle, Macaulay, Cardinal

Newman, and Matthew Arnold.

In science Darwin (p. 700) alone

was enough to secure her a place

in history, but there were others,

like Faraday, Lyell, and Wallace.

What may interest you more
than writers and scientists are the

English schools and games. This

was the time of Tom Brown at Rugby and of Rugby's famous
headmaster, Dr. Arnold. It was the time, too, when school

magazines and debating societies were begun and when games
became so absorbing that teachers invented a new word,

"athleticism,” to describe the phenomenon. Interscholastic

and intercollegiate meets began about the middle of the

century. The first Anglo-American intercollegiate meet took

place in 1894 between Yale and Oxford. 1

A Wide-Flung Empire. What marked nineteenth-century

Britain most of all, however, was her material prosperity,

which she owed chiefly to her business men and her colonial

administrators. Britain was the first land to become indus-

trialized and the first one to develop on a large scale colonial

markets for her manufactured goods and for raw materials.

1 This meet was arranged by the famous Yale sprinter C. H. Sherrill, who
invented the crouch start.

Prince Albert

He did more for England than
introduce a style of coat such as

your grandfathers used to wear
on Sundays (see page 686)
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© Russell and Sons

Victoria was About Your Age Fifty Years Later, as Empress

when She was Crowned ( 1837 ) and Grandmother

Many of your grandparents and great-grandparents, whether English or not,

modeled themselves on Victoria from her maiden days to grandmotherhood, for

she was greatly beloved on account of her motherly and homely qualities.

—

"Victorian” is still a synonym for respectability. In recent years it has been used

derisively, but there is a feeling nowadays that the world lost something worth
while when it so scornfully abandoned the Victorianism of your grandparents

Her empire was the most widespread that the world had

ever seen and perhaps the most successfully administered.

Britain’s Longest Reign. Queen Victoria reigned during the

greater part of the century (1837-1901), much beloved by her

people for her good sense and for the propriety of her home
life, which was in marked contrast to the scandalous home
life of most of her Hanoverian predecessors. She married her

first cousin, Prince Albert of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha, a man of

refinement and cultivation, who counseled her wisely and

who, by his breadth of interests, brought a richer note into

English upper-class life.
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Queen Victoria’s recently published correspondence shows

that she was not kindly disposed toward liberal reforms, but

she was wise enough not to make her opposition known pub-

licly. Influenced by Disraeli (p. 688), she became, after the

death of Prince Albert, an ardent colonial expansionist and a

strong advocate of the "white man’s burden,” especially if

the white man was a Britisher. Her diamond jubilee in 1897

brought her homage from all quarters of that vast empire on

which the sun never sets.

Parliamentary Government at its Best. Political wisdom
sometimes crops up in most unexpected places, as, for ex-

ample, in the following lines from Iolanthe 1
:

I often think it’s comical

How Nature always does contrive

That every boy and every gal

That’s born into the world alive

Is either a little Liberal

Or else a little Conservative.

These lines contain an important truth
;
namely, that man-

kind in general may be divided into two groups— a conserv-

ative group, satisfied with things as they are and suspicious

of change, and a liberal group, which believes things can be
made better and wants to move forward. (Which group do
you belong to?) 2 When the great majority of voters divide

into two parties representing these two fundamental tend-

encies, parliamentary government finds the most favorable

conditions for its successful operation. This was the situation

in Great Britain through most of the nineteenth century, first

with the Tories and WThigs, and later with the Conservatives

and Liberals. The Liberal party, of course, was the one that

was chiefly responsible for the extension of the suffrage.

1 One of the Gilbert and Sullivan light operas, which took Europe by storm
in the days when your grandparents were young.

2 Extremes of these groups are (1) reactionaries, who want to go back to "the
good old days," and (2) radicals and "reds,” both of whom want to change things

from the very roots (Latin radix), the one through the use of intelligence, the other
through force.
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Two Great Parliamentarians. England had probably more
able men in public life during the nineteenth century than any

other European nation.

Here we can speak of only

two of them. Both were in

their prime in the 70’s, and
both were associated with

the extension of the suf-

frage. They were Benjamin
Disraeli (later the earl of

Beaconsfield), who carried

through the second parlia-

mentary reform bill (1867),

and William E. Gladstone,

who carried through the

Third Reform Bill (1884).

These two men dominated
the public life of England
throughout the greater part

of the second half of the

century. They were about

as different as it was pos-

sible for two statesmen in

the same land to be.

Disraeli. Disraeli (1804-

1881) was one of the most
picturesque characters that

ever appeared in the public

life of western Europe. Though of Jewish ancestry, he had

been brought up in the Church of England. He was very much
of a poseur in dress, manner, and speech. He wore gaudy
clothes, and rings outside his gloves. No one could have car-

ried off such affectation unless he had ability, and Disraeli

did have plenty of that. He had an almost uncanny faculty

for telling how plans were going to turn out. He could stand

up against the strongest debaters in Parliament, for though

Disraeli

This photograph was made in 1878 by-

command of the Queen, which may ac-

count for the fact that it is more subdued
than most of his pictures. (See Arliss’s

interpretation on page 716.) Disraeli was
now at the height of his power and a leader

in world affairs
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he was not a great orator, his speeches were extremely clever.

He had a brilliant wit and could overwhelm a foe with biting

sarcasm. He could use flat-

tery too when it counted.

When the Queen wrote a

very commonplace book,

Disraeli, who had written

some brilliant novels, linked

their work together in the

tactful phrase "We au-

thors.’ ’ And with voters he

used a dodge which many
a politician has copied since

when confronted by some-

one who knew him but

whom he had forgotten;

he asked, "How’s the old

complaint ?
”

A Conservative and an

Imperialist. Disraeli was a

Conservative. His party

was not in favor of extending the suffrage, but he realized

that the workers were bound to get it and thought his party

(rather than the Liberals) might better have their gratitude

;

so he put through the act of 1867 (p. 684).

His chief interest was in building up the British Empire.

In 1875 he purchased from the Khedive of Egypt his shares

in the Suez Canal and thus secured for Great Britain the

control of that important trade artery to India. The fol-

lowing year he put through Parliament a bill which gave to

Victoria the title of "Empress of India." In 1878 he was the

British representative at the Congress of Berlin, which dealt

with some questions growing out of the Russo-Turkish war.

He was prime minister twice— in 1868 and from 1874 to 1880.

A Liberal and a "Home Ruler.” Gladstone (1809-1898) was
the son of a Liverpool merchant and was educated at Eton
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and Oxford, where he distinguished himself by his scholar-

ship. He entered Parliament at the age of twenty-three and
was a member for almost

sixty years. He was prime
minister four times— 1868-

1874, 1880-1885, 1886, and
1892-1894. Next to his ac-

tivities in connection with

parliamentary reform, Glad-

stone’s name is chiefly as-

sociated with various acts

intended to improve condi-

tions athome and in Ireland.

He tried to get home rule

for Ireland but failed.

No statesman of his day
could equal him in matters

having to do with the man-
agement of the nation’s

finances or in parliamentary

debate and public speaking.

His voice was melodious

and his presence impressive.

What gave him his great drawing power was the tremendous

earnestness with which he threw himself into his work. But
he was more successful in dealing with large groups than in

dealing with individuals. Unlike Disraeli, he was not a good

mixer. It was said of him that "he understood man but not

men.’’ He was an accomplished scholar, especially interested

in the Greek classics and in theology.

Civil Service. Two measures of Gladstone’s first ministry

which showed his liberalism were the Education Act and

civil-service reform, both in 1870. The former gave every

child the chance to get an elementary education, a chance

which up to that time only about half of the British children

had. The latter threw open to public competition almost all
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public offices in the civil service— that is, practically all

offices in which the everyday work of the government was

done, such as collecting taxes, purchasing supplies, collecting

and distributing the mail, and scores of other things.

Too Often Left Out of History. Britain's civil service, local

as well as national, deserves a place in history because it be-

came very efficient and contributed greatly to the well-being

of the nation. Prime ministers might come and go as the

majority in Parliament changed ; but these changes did not

affect the ordinary man very much so long as he continued

to get good police and fire protection, good mail service, and
other adequate returns for the taxes he paid.

An American humorist once remarked that when you are

sick it doesn't make much difference what school of medi-

cine your doctor belongs to, provided you have a good
nurse. It is probably just as true that for the average per-

son it doesn't make much difference whether the Liberals

or Conservatives, the Democrats or Republicans, are in office

so long as there is a good civil service.

7. Europe after Sixty Years of Revolutionary Ferment

Little Effect in Russia. We have now dealt with the main
Christian nations of Europe in the period from 1815 to about

1870. In all of them the ideas of the French Revolution

had been at work to a greater or less degree. Even in Russia

serfdom had been abolished
;
and while it is true that the ex-

serfs had not been left with enough land to support them
adequately, nevertheless they at least had more freedom

than their forbears had had. Russia, however, was still an
autocracy.

More Effect in Austria and Germany. In Austria-Hungary

there was a constitutional government, but this was in the

hands of the two dominant nationalities, the Germans in Aus-

tria and the Magyars in Hungary. The Czechoslovaks, Italians,

Poles, and other subject peoples were not fairly represented.
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In Germany national unity had been attained, and there

was a constitutional government, though this was dominated

by the princes rather than by the people— especially by
the Prussian king, who was also emperor. Nevertheless the

people did have some voice in the government. Both Ger-

many and Austria had large non-German elements within

their boundaries, which they tried to Germanize but with-

out success.

Most Effect in Italy, France, and Great Britain. In Italy

there was national unity and a constitutional government

fashioned on that of Great Britain. Of all the great states in

western Europe, however, Italy was the least prepared for

self-government on account of the great amount of illiteracy

which prevailed, especially in the south.

France was a republic, governed by a ministry responsible

to a lower house (Chamber of Deputies), which was elected

by manhood suffrage.

Finally, though Great Britain had a king, hers too was a

government by the people. In the 1870’s the agricultural

laborers still lacked the vote, but they had not long to wait

for it (1884).

Force still much in Fashion. Thus, from the point of view

of liberty and equality, western Europe had traveled far since

Metternich and his associates tried to restore the good old

days of the old regime. Except in Great Britain, the over-

throw of autocracy and the winning of popular rights took

place for the most part in the good old-fashioned way— by
the use of force. Those who were the privileged ones had not

yet learned to use intelligence in solving the problems which

confronted them. However, the main point we are interested

in here is not how the common people got their rights, but the

fact that they did get them, because next we want to consider

what the winning of these rights meant.

What the Changes Meant. Taken by and large, the govern-

ment of Europe after the 1870’s was in the hands of the people.

It wasn’t thrust upon them
;
they had asked for it and had
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even gone to the extent of shedding their blood to get it. They
were quite sure that they could do the job better than it had
been done, which meant that they were quite sure they could

bring more happiness to themselves and to their children and
their children’s children.

The Story reaches You. That brings the matter very close

to you, for those children’s children are boys and girls of your

age who, like you, are in school today in England, France,

Germany, Italy, and elsewhere. They are the boys and girls

who, together with you, will have much to do with running

this world m only about twenty or thirty years. What do you
suppose those young people, brought up in the misery and
hardships which followed after the World War, think of their

grandfathers, who took upon themselves so blithely the re-

sponsibility for running the affairs of a continent ?

What do you think of them? Talk this over with your
grandfather. Since your conversation will be about Europe,

you need have no hesitation in approaching him. The World
War was started over there and not by us ; so you won’t be

casting any reflections on American grandfathers! But go
easy

;
you may find that he will agree that his generation has

made a mess of things, and then he may say, "Well, my child,

I wish I might live to see how much better your generation is

going to do the job.’’

Four Interesting Young People. From 1871, the year in

which France became a republic and Germany became an
empire, the story fairly races over the few years of a single

lifetime to the great disaster of 1914. It is interesting to re-

flect that in 1871 the men who settled the affairs of the world

after the World War (1914-1918) were already living. It may
help you to realize how short that period was if you catch a
glimpse in 1871 of the men in whose hands rested the destiny

of the world at the end of that war. Georges Clemenceau, 1

French premier in 1918, was already in politics. David Lloyd
George, the British prime minister, was a lad of eight, living

kla maN s5'.
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If Dave, Tommy, and Vittorio had Visited Paris in 1871, they would Prob-

ably have been Flattered by Being Taken in Tow by the Grown-Up Georges

They went to Paris in 1919, and they were grown up, too (see page 787)

in Wales with an uncle who earned his living by mending
shoes. Vittorio Orlando, prime minister of Italy, was eleven,

and Thomas W. Wilson was about your age and, like you, was
a high-school student. 1 What do you suppose those three

schoolboys of 1871 were thinking about? Did they ever

picture themselves as one day toppling over the thrones of

emperors ?

Before we take up the story of what the generation of your

grandfathers did with the western-European world that was
intrusted to their care, let us see what that world was like.

1 Tommy Wilson did not become Woodrow Wilson until after his college days

at Princeton.
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Readings

Davis, History of France. Hayes, Political and Social History of Modern

Europe. Headlam, J. W., Bismarck and the Foundation of the Ger-

man Empire. Holland, Builders of United Italy. Robinson, History

of Western Europe (new brief ed.), chaps, xxxix-xliii; Readings, II,

chaps, xxxix-xl. Simpson, F. A., The Rise ofLouis Napoleon. Strachey, L.,

Eminent Victorians', Queen Victoria. Trevelyan, G. M., Garibaldi and

the Thousand. Fiction. Capriana, L., Nimble-legs. Cotes, Mrs. S. J.,

Story of Sonny Sahib. Henty, Young Franc-Tireurs. Tappan, In the

Days of Queen Victoria. Weyman, S. J., Starvecrow Farm.

Louis XVIII

July Revolution

Louis Philippe

Napoleon III

Archduke Maximilian

the Third Republic

Chamber of Deputies

Mettemich

North German Confederation

Some Key Words

Franco-Prussian War
Bundesrat

Reichstag
" Young Italy ”

Mazzini

Cavour

Garibaldi

the Dual Monarchy

anarchism

Reform Bills of 1832,

1867, and 1884

Victoria

Disraeli

Gladstone

Irish home rule

Bismarck

Francis Joseph I

Questions

Section 1. How did Napoleon III demonstrate again that Amer-
icans could not be indifferent to what happened in Europe ?

Section 2. If the new German Empire had been created earlier,

how would that probably have affected the racial make-up of America ?

Section 3. What was Austria’s position in Italy? What does

Italy owe to Cavour? How was Italian unity furthered by France?

Section 4. Why is it fair to say that if the Austrian emperor

could have solved his political problems satisfactorily, he would have

been well qualified to head a League of Nations ?

Section 5. How much progress had the ideas of the French

Revolution made in nineteenth-century Russia ?

Section 6. What evidence can you give to show that the nine-

teenth century belonged especially to Great Britain ?

Section 7. To what extent had the ideas of the French Revolu-
tion worked themselves out in Europe by the 1870’s ?



CHAPTER LI • Setting Forth some Economic and

Cultural Changes (about 1800— about 1870)

1. The Industrial Revolution

The Machine Age. If you were to be carried back to the

Europe of the 1870’s, you would feel, very likely, that you

had been transported to a rather unprogressive community.

Many familiar things would be lacking, such as automobiles,

airplanes, " movies, ” and radios. However, you would find

that the men of that day thought they lived in a marvelously

progressive community. Certain it is that it was a very dif-

ferent one from the one their grandfathers had lived in.

England becomes Industrialized. We saw that in the eight-

eenth century England had begun to manufacture textile

machines and steam engines (p. 619). This led to an in-

creased demand for iron and steel, and this in turn led to

an increased demand for coal. Fortunately for England

she had a plentiful supply of both coal and iron, and these,

too, were close together in the north and west. That was
also the region in which the supply of water power was

most plentiful ; so the north and west became the industrial

center of England. New factory towns, such as Birmingham,
Manchester, and Leeds, grew up almost overnight.

Better Roads. The increased production of iron and coal

and of textiles led to a demand for better transportation.

Until late in the eighteenth century the roads of England

were very poor, which, of course, made transportation ex-

pensive. Great improvements were now made by two engi-

neers, Telford and Macadam. The type of road built by

the latter, and called macadamized, was the common type

in Europe and America until the automobile brought in the

present types of pavement.
696
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1
I

TREVITHICKS , .
V.

STEAM ENGINE
j

The Locomotive. But the greatest improvements in trans-

portation were made when the new motive power was ap-

plied to wagons and to

ships. The first resulted

in what we call the loco-

motive, and the second in

the steamship.

Like all other inven-

tions, the locomotive and
the steamboat were mat-

ters of gradual growth.

George Stephenson was
the first to make a loco-

motive that could dowhat
was wanted, namely, pull

not only itself but a load

attached to it. The first

railroad using locomo-

tives was the Stockton

and Darlington, in north-

ern England, which was
built in 1825. 1

The Steamboat. A num-
ber of people claim the

distinction of having in-

vented the steamboat,

but it was Robert Fulton,

a young Irish-American,

who first made it a practical affair. His paddle-wheel steam-

ship, the Clermont
, made its first trip between New York and

Albany in 1807. But though the steamboat was perfected

before the railroad, it did not come into its own until the

second half of the nineteenth century. The railroad locomo-

tive, on the other hand, came rapidly into common use. It

1 There had been earlier railroads (that is, roads with rails), but on these

horses had been used for power.

j

»

X Mechanical Power Subduing 3 .

Animal Speed. . i
,

Richard Trevithick’s Business Card Show-

ing his "Puffer”

Trevithick (died 1833) was the first to devise a
road locomotive to carry passengers by steam
and the first to put locomotives on rails. (From

Transactions of the Newcomen Society)
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came too late, however, to affect the political make-up of

Europe. Her boundaries had been firmly fixed in stagecoach

days. If Charlemagne
had had railroads it is

not unlikely that Eu-
rope would long ago
have become as unified

as the United States of

America is now.

Some Other Great

Inventions. The age of

invention, which the

English textile workers

of the eighteenth cen-

tury began, went on
with ever-accelerated

speed in the nineteenth

century, chiefly, how-
ever, in England and

America. Here we can list only a few of the epoch-making im-

provements. (1) At about the same time an American named
Kelly and an Englishman named Bessemer discovered a proc-

ess for turning out cheaply a good grade of steel. Without

a plentiful supply of steel the Machine Age would have been

slowed up greatly. (2) An American named Cyrus McCor-
mick invented a mechanical reaper and other machinery

for the farm. Without these and similar improvements in

agricultural machinery it would have been difficult, if not

impossible, to supply food for the new industrial population. 1

(3) No one name can be assigned to the last invention we
shall mention, the electric telegraph. Many men contrib-

uted to it, and, since the main value of the telegraph lay

The
"
Savannah,” the First Steam-Propelled

Boat to Cross the Ocean

From a model in the Philadelphia Commercial
Museum. The screw propeller was introduced
in the 40’s, but the Cunard line continued to

use sidewheelers into the 60’s

1 Population increased tremendously after the beginning of the Industrial

Revolution. For example, the population of England and Scotland grew from

10,000,000 in 1800 to 26,000,000 in 1870; 37,000,000 in 1900; and 43,000,000 in

1930. (There are no satisfactory statistics before 1800.) (See map of London, p. 404.)
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in linking peoples together, it is interesting to note that

these men came from various lands — Denmark, England,

France, Germany, and the United States. It was an Ameri-

can (Samuel F. B. Morse) who made the first workable

telegraph (1844). In the 50’s England and Ireland were

linked by electric cable to the Continent, and in the 60’s

the Atlantic cable wa6 laid.

Only a Beginning Made. Thus by the 1870’s great changes

had come in the making and distributing of goods. Mankind
had in its machines the equivalent of millions of slaves, lifting

from its shoulders a tremendous burden of work. There had
never been anything like it in history. And yet the Machine
Age was only in its infancy ; it was only just beginning to

show what it could do. England was the only nation that

could have been called industrialized. France was only

partly so, and Germany, Italy, Russia, and the United States

were still almost entirely agricultural. However, there was
in all these places at least the promise that the new source of

power would soon be available there too. And with the new
machines would come the possibility of easier lives and greater

leisure for the mass of human beings.

2. Cultural Development

Public Education in France. By the 70’s the opportunities

for making rich use of leisure had greatly increased, even for

the common man. It was easier to get an education than ever

before, especially in France and Germany. France during

the Revolution had been the first to start on a national pro-

gram of education; but after Napoleon this program was
allowed to lapse, and it was not until 1833 that the matter of

public education was taken up seriously. Thus it happened
that the Germans, especially the Prussians, were ahead of the

French in providing schools for the common people.

Public Education in Germany. The cause of the movement
in Prussia was the disaster brought to that land by Napoleon.
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After the crushing defeat at Jena (1806) Prussia, guided by
two able statesmen, Stein and Von Hardenberg, began a

series of reforms which had for its goal the development of

a happy and prosperous people with a strong national spirit,

who would be ready when the chance came to rise up and
throw off the French yoke. The reformers saw in education

one of the surest ways to attain their purpose, and accord-

ingly a system of schools was established. The schools, it is

true, carried the pupils through only the elementary grades,

but that was more than any other of the great European
states did for its children at that time and for a long time

after.

England and Italy. England began to give serious attention

to popular education in 1870. Soon after, Italy, which had
just attained unity, followed suit. So by the 1870’s formal

education, at least on the elementary level, was commoner
over wide stretches of Europe than ever before.

Informal Education. The world in which western Euro-

peans lived was, moreover, more educative than it had ever

been, and even the common man after he finished school

kept on learning at a rate unknown before. Intellectually he

kept getting one jolt after another. Every new invention and

discovery opened up a new world for him. The railroad, for

example, made him believe in man’s power to travel at a rate

which he had hitherto thought impossible.

3. New Frontiers of the Mind

Learning to Think in Terms of Tiny Cells and Atoms. During
this period the human mind was expanded in several direc-

tions. Since the days of Galileo (p. 527) men had become ac-

customed to think of the universe as being infinitely larger

than their medieval ancestors had thought it, and so were

familiar with the idea of vastness in space. Now, thanks to

the development of the compound microscope, they were

called on to go to the opposite extreme and grasp minuteness.
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This instrument magnified a particle measuring a hundredth

of an inch in diameter so that it could be seen as clearly as

the naked eye could see an object measuring a foot in diame-

ter, and revealed the fact that plant and animal life was made
up of one or more tiny bits of substance called cells. This dis-

covery led to other discoveries of the minutiae of life, the best-

known ones being those made by Pasteur (p. 709).

The Atomic Theory. Meanwhile an English chemist named
Dalton put forth the theory that rocks and other minerals

were also made up of tiny structures called atoms. This idea

had been advanced long ago by the Greeks and Romans, but

it had been a mere guess on their part. Dalton, however, was
able by his experiments to satisfy scientists that his explana-

tion was more than a mere guess, and they accepted his

further pronouncement that the atoms grouped themselves

in various patterns to form minute particles called molecules.

Learning to Think in Terms of Eons. In addition to think-

ing in terms of enormously large and incredibly small masses,

men were called on to think in terms of vast stretches of time.

Heretofore, when they had gone back about six thousand

years in their thinking, they stopped because that brought

them to the generally accepted date of the year of creation

(p. 37). Now, however, Ussher’s theory regarding the age of

the earth was upset by the geologists, who showed that the

earth was enormously older than had been thought.

Learning to Think in Terms of Continuous Change. The ge-

ologists got their data from rock formations
; that is to say,

they found the history of the world written (as it were) in

the various layers of rock and soil. And they found more
than rock and soil : they found traces of the plant and animal

life of bygone ages. After many of these traces had been

brought together and placed in what was thought to be their

proper sequence, they seemed to point clearly to a rather

steady development from a lower to a higher type of life.

This gave support to the so-called evolutionary theory which
was beginning to appear in scientific circles. Already in the
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eighteenth century the French naturalist Buffon (p. 617) had

noted such a development in plant life, and early in the nine-

teenth another French scholar named Lamarck had made
the idea of development from lower to higher forms of life

familiar to the scientific world.

What Every Farmer Knows. Here, then, we have still an-

other new factor which men were called on to bring into their

thinking. Not only was the universe immense (as the astron-

omers taught), and very old (as the geologists taught), and

made up of tiny atoms and cells (as the chemists and biolo-

gists taught), but it was constantly changing. This factor of

change got into the scientific mind chiefly through the writ-

ings of an English naturalist named Charles Darwin, in

which he tried to explain how the changes which Buffon

and Lamarck had referred to came about. His best known
work is the Origin of Species (1859).

Changes in plant and animal life such as Darwin dealt with

had long been known to farmers and stockbreeders. Virgil

(p. 313) tells how Roman farmers of Augustus’s day put aside

the largest seed of the harvest for the next year’s planting.

In the eighteenth century Robert Bakewell (p. 618) made
extraordinary improvement in the size and weight of sheep

and cattle by breeding only from the healthiest specimens.

The speed of horses was improved by breeding only from

those that had greatest swiftness and endurance, and so on.

Stating it Scientifically. Note that in the instances men-
tioned above there were two factors involved

: (1 ) There

were differences between the members of the various groups,

whether of grain, sheep, cattle, or horses; that is to say,

there was what the scientist calls variation. (2) The farmer

or stockbreeder used only the best specimens of each ; or, to

state it scientifically, there was selection.

Variation and selection were the two factors which Darwin
seized upon as adequate to account for incessant change.

He could not explain how it happened that there were varia-

tions, any more than the farmer or breeder could, and he
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admitted the fact. For one reason or another, some seeds,

some sheep or horses, turned out to be better than others,

and that was about all that anyone could say.

But he had more to say about selection, namely, that na-

ture determined by a process of selection which plants and
animals should continue and which should not, very much as

the farmer and stockbreeder did. This process, he declared,

had been going on from the beginning, and in all sorts of

subtle ways. When swamps became dry land, only those

plants and animals that could get along with little water

would survive ; when dry land became swampy, the process

of selection was reversed. When food became scarce, the

stronger or more cunning survived, and so on ; in other words,

those plants and animals survived which, under the changed

conditions, were best fitted for the struggle of life.

Man Profits by Imitating Nature. Naturally enough, scien-

tists were stimulated to seek out desirable variations in plants

and animals which might be developed for the well-being of

man. The results read like a fairy tale. Americans are fa-

miliar with the stoneless plum, the spineless cactus, and other

spectacular triumphs of Luther Burbank, but not so many
know that the bread they eat was probably made from a

kind of wheat which did not exist until the present century.

In 1903 a Canadian scientist named Saunders experimented

at Ottawa with wheat from India and central Europe. By
constant selection and replanting of the most promising vari-

ations he had at the end of two years about an envelopeful

of a kind of spring wheat which ripened early, was excellent

for baking, and had other desirable qualities. Within fifteen

years the yearly crop in North America of this so-called

Marquis Wheat had grown from that first handful to

300,000,000 bushels! This is only one instance, developing

almost under our own eyes, of the sort of change that most
scientists believe has been going on from the beginning.

An Imitation that was Not so Profitable. A meaning read

into the new theory was that wars (whether between nations
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or social classes or rival business concerns) were inevitable and
were nature’s way of sifting out those that were fit to sur-

vive. It seemed clear to them that, if nature proceeded with

plants and animals on the principle of the survival of the

fittest (as Darwin said nature did), the same principle must
hold true in business and politics. So ” Look out for Number
One ” (whether number one was an individual, a nation, or

a race) came to be regarded as the law laid down by nature.

At first this had only a defensive aspect, that is, " Fight when
you’re attacked” ; then it became offensive, "If there isn’t

an enemy at hand, go out and find one.” Thus Darwin’s

teaching was used to justify the colonial empires which west-

ern Europe built up in Asia and Africa. Nowadays men are

beginning to suspect that they had read too much into Dar-

win’s theory and that more can be accomplished by intelli-

gence and good will than by force.

4. Writers and Musicians

Opportunities for Culture. Many of the mental jolts which

came in this period were pleasanter than the one caused by

the Darwinian theory. With railroad and steamboat, men
traveled more than before or at least had more frequent

opportunities to talk with those who did travel. The cable,

too, brought news from distant lands, and the newspapers

spread it.

Books appeared at an ever-increasing rate, especially after

1814, when steam began to be used for running printing

presses, and libraries multiplied. Of the three hundred great

libraries of the world, almost half were established between

1789 and 1870. In the 1870’s public libraries began to be

established in the United States. Museums and art galleries

too increased in number. 1

1 In 1761 the British Museum was opened to the public on certain days. Only

about a dozen persons were allowed to go through at one time ! During the French

Revolution, the Louvre in Paris was made a national art gallery.
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Victor Hugo Hawthorne Scott

Writers, Romantic and Otherwise. Not only were books

numerous, but they covered such a wide range of subject

matter that few who could read could fail to find their lit-

erary tastes gratified. Most popular of all were the works

of the poets and novelists of the romantic school, which
expressed the new interest in man and man’s affairs that

was so characteristic of the late eighteenth and the nine-

teenth century. It brought out the beauty that there was
all about, in nature and in the homely commonplace things

of everyday life.

First in time were two Scots — Robert Burns, poet, and
Walter Scott, poet and novelist ( The Lady of the Lake, 1810

;

lvanhoe
, 1820). Among the English poets were Wordsworth,

Byron, Keats, and Shelley. From France came Les Miserables,

the greatest work of Victor Hugo, and a whole flood of novels

by Alexandre Dumas 1 {Monte Cristo, The Three Musketeers).

Some Victorians. During the middle of the century Eng-
land had so many writers of such high excellence that the

period is called the Victorian Age (after Queen Victoria).

The three outstanding novelists were Thackeray, who por-

trayed the follies of the upper classes {Vanity Fair) ; Mary
Ann Evans, whose pen name was George Eliot and who

1 SI Sg zaN'dr’ dii ma'.
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wrote of the life of the middle classes (Silas Marner) ; and,

most widely read of all, Charles Dickens, the champion of

the poor (David Copperfield, Oliver Twist).

Some Americans. In this period the young republic on
this side of the ocean began to produce writers who were

widely read in Europe, as well as at home, and who showed
that in letters, as well as in politics, this part of the world

was beginning to come of age (see page 628). First in time

and eminence was Ralph Waldo Emerson, philosopher

and poet. Others were the poet Longfellow, the novelist

Hawthorne, and the story-teller Poe.

How History got its Innings. The interest in man which was
so marked in this period did not confine itself to the present

but took in the past as well. One outcome of this has a

special interest for you : it caused you to do what you are

doing now, namely, study history. The romanticists may
be said to have discovered time.

Newton and Development. If you regret this discovery, you

should have been born in the days of Newton and his school.

To them time was of no special consequence. God the Watch-

maker had made the watch (the universe), had wound it up
and set it going, and it had been going ever since and prob-

ably always would keep on going, very much as it was now.

In such a view there was no place for change or development,

and without change and development there can be no history.

The Romanticists and Development. But the romanticists

thought of God as an indwelling spirit, and that altered the

whole situation. If the universe was alive with the spirit of

God, then it must be a changing universe because everything

that is alive grows, and growth means change. As one re-

sult, therefore, of the romantic movement men became in-

terested in tracing growth and development, that is, in

studying history, whether it was the history of man or of

plants, of animals, or of the universe itself.

The Historical Method. That interest is as strong today as

it ever was. The historical method is so much a part of
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Gounod (French) Wagner (German) Dvorak (Bohemian

)

To a Chinese lad these men seem as much alike as all Chinese do to you

our thinking that wherever men are confronted by a problem,

whether in government or industry or medicine or geology,

they try to learn its history ; or to express it more informally,

they ask, "How did things get to be as they are?”

Music. The most widely spread cultural influence was
music. Pianos, organs, and other musical instruments be-

came common in the homes of the well-to-do. For these

there were operas too and symphony concerts in all the

large cities. Many more names had been added to the list

of great composers. They came from many lands, proclaim-

ing once more the familiar fact that in things of the spirit

the Western world was one family.

A Wedding March and a Waltz. Among the great com-
posers living in the 1870’s were Richard Wagner and Johann
Strauss and his sons. By that time Wagner, the greatest

and most original writer of opera, had produced Lohengrin ,

and brides were beginning to march up to the altar to the

stately measures of its wedding march, just as they do
today. The Strauss family turned out tuneful melodies for the

dance by the hundreds and raised dance music to a higher

level than ever before. Probably their best-known creation

is the "Blue Danube” waltz, by Johann Strauss the Younger.
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Much of this secular music was heard by the common
people in band concerts in the parks and other public places

;

but the Church, with its

organ and choir, continued

to furnish most of the music

they heard. This, no doubt,

was one reason why many
of them went to church;

for religion is primarily a

matter of the heart, and
anything that is beautiful,

whether it be music, po-

etry, painting, or architec-

ture, ministers to religion. 1

Widened Mental Hori-

zons. These were some of

the main forces at work in

the mental and spiritual life

of people in the first three

quarters of the nineteenth

century. They may seem very tame to you compared with

the forces at work today ;
but compared with what the eight-

eenth century had had to offer, they were intensely thrilling.

They extended the mental horizon of the common man and

filled his mind with all sorts of new ideas. The world, there-

fore, held much greater possibilities for a full, rich life for all

in the 70’s than it had in 1800.

5. Pasteur

Medicine. During the same years, too, much had been done

to conquer disease and banish pain. The spread of vaccina-

tion, discovered in 1796 by an English physician named
Edward Jenner, stamped out smallpox almost completely in

1 In this period music gained a place in the curriculum through the pioneer

efforts of Lowell Mason, who became supervisor of music in the Boston public

schools in 1838.
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regions where for ages it had been a scourge. The use of ether

and chloroform (begun in the 40
,

s) and of antiseptics (begun

A Graphic Representation of the Effectiveness of Vaccination in Reducing

Deaths from Smallpox

This chart is for Germany, where compulsory vaccination was introduced in 1875.

(After Osier, The Evolution of Modern Medicine, Yale University Press)

in the 7(ys) made surgical operations less dangerous than

before and turned what must often have been veritable agony
into comparative painlessness. (Picture to yourself a battle-

field before the days of anaesthetics !)

The Germ Theory. The diagnosis and cure of diseases were

greatly furthered by the introduction of the stethoscope and
the clinical thermometer and by a more accurate knowledge

of drugs. But the greatest medical advance of the age was
the discovery that certain diseases were caused by tiny living

bodies called germs or bacteria. As with all other great dis-

coveries, men from various nations made contributions
;
but

the greatest worker in the field of bacteriology was the French

scientist Louis Pasteur 1 (1822-1895). By the 70’s he had
accomplished marvelous things in animal medicine, but it

pas tur'.
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was not until 1885 that he applied his discoveries to human
beings. Then he showed the world how to cure hydrophobia.

Only Getting Started. Marvelous as these changes in the

conditions of life must have appeared to the generation of

your grandfathers, we know now that they were mere be-

ginnings. Not only has change continued to our own day, but

it has been at an ever-accelerated pace. To bring out the con-

trast between the 70’s and our own day, we shall continue

briefly, in the next chapter, the story of the cultural changes

of the last sixty years.

Readings

Faulkner, What we have in Music (see reference on page 571). Hamilton,

C. G., Epochs in Musical Progress, chap. v. Hart, I. B., Makers of

Science, chaps, xii-xvi. Lansing, M. F., Great Moments in Science—
Groups 6, 9, 10. Long, English Literature, chap, x

; American Literature,

chaps, iii-iv. Nitze and Dargan, A History of French Literature, Part

III. Tickner, Social and Industrial History of England, chaps, xxxvi-

lxiii. Van Loon, Story of Mankind, chaps, lvii-lviii. Wells, Outline of

History, chap, xxxviii.

Some Key Words

Macadam Stephenson the Louvre Bessemer Hugo
Darwin Pasteur Kelly Dickens Morse
Emerson Fulton Scott McCormick Hawthorne

Questions

Section 1. What were some of the great inventions of the early

nineteenth century ?

Section 2. Why was it reasonable to suppose that England’s

interest in public education was due to the fact that she had widened

the suffrage greatly in 1867? What new ideas were people getting

outside of school ?

Section 3. In what field did Darwin get his theory of evolution ?

In what other fields did men apply it?

Section 4. Why in this period did history become a more im-

portant subject of study than it had ever been? What evidence is

there in this chapter that no one people has a monopoly of music?

Section 5. What advances were made in medicine ?



CHAPTER LII • A Further Setting Forth of Eco~

nomic and Cultural Changes (since 1870)

1. An Industrialized World

The Spread of Machinery. In the 1870's England was still far

ahead of every other country industrially, but from then on
she met with more and more
competition, especially from

Germany and the United

States, both of which have
become converted from ag-

ricultural to industrialized

nations since the days

when your grandfathers

were about your age. Simi-

lar transformations, though

not so marked, took place in

France, Italy, and the other

countries ofwestern Europe.

Automobiles and Airplanes.

Since the 1870's two new
sources of power have come
into common use— electric-

ity and the internal-com-

bustion (gasoline) engine. The gasoline engine was a compact
affair and required little fuel ; so it was not long before man
fastened it to a wagon and made of the wagon an automobile.

Both France and Germany claim the honor of having made
the first automobile, but the United States soon took the

lead in automobile production.

Next the gasoline engine was equipped with wings and
made to fly. Here the Americans were pioneers, notably

711

Aw Early Automobile

Probably the first gasoline automobile
was the one built in 1875 by a German
named Markus. In 1896 there were four
automobiles in the United States. Thirty
years later there were over seventeen
million passenger cars alone. How many

are there now ?
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Orville and Wilbur Wright of Dayton, Ohio. In 1927 Charles

Lindbergh flew from New York to Paris in an American-built

plane, the Spirit of St. Louis, covering 3610 miles in thirty-

three and a half hours.

Locomotives and Steamers. Meanwhile larger and larger

railroad engines, some driven by electricity, and larger

steamers, some driven by a new type of engine (the turbine)

and burning oil for fuel, have increased still further the

world’s means of transportation.

Factory and Farm Mechanized. Production, like transporta-

tion, has become more and more mechanized. Factory after

factory has put in machinery driven by steam, electricity, or

gasoline. The production of the necessities of life has in-

creased a hundredfold and a thousandfold. Shoes and cloth-

ing of all sorts come pouring out in unheard-of quantities.

Machinery has also transformed farm life and, together with

scientific agriculture, has enabled the farmers to meet the

growing demand for food from the new industrial cities. Thus
the westem-European world has fulfilled the promise of the

70’s and has become a machine and technological world.

Machines and Leisure. What has that meant for the com-

mon man? It has meant, among other things, that hours of

labor have decreased until an eight-hour day has become
common, and it has been declared by competent engineers

that the work of the world can be done in a five-hour day.

Machinery has created as much power as would, if equally

distributed, give to each of us the equivalent of the labor of

about a hundred slaves. 1 Clearly the promise of more leisure

which the 70’s held out has been fulfilled. What opportuni-

ties were there and are there for making use of that leisure?

1 This matter touches you so closely that it is worth stating in another way—
namely, that if it were not for these "mechanical slaves,” most of you would now
be in the field, factory, or mine, working alongside your fathers and mothers

instead of being in school. (See page 723, panel 8.)
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2. Cultural Development

A Stimulating Environment. The greatest blessing that came
to the common man after the 1870’s was the increased oppor-

tunities of getting educated.

Schools multiplied on all

sides, — not only elemen-

tary schools but also high

schools and universities, —
so that the chances of get-

ting a higher education were

greater than ever before in

the history of the world.

But this formal education

was only one of the forces

at work and not the most
far-reaching and insistent

one. As in the past, the gen-

eral environment in which a

man lived day in and day
out was the chief educative

factor, and that environ-

ment was more stimulating

than ever before.

" A Machine Age cannot be

a Stupid Age.” Increasingly

the work of the world called

for more intelligence, for, as

Edison said, "A machine age cannot be a stupid age.” For
example, there are many more locomotives and automobiles

in the world] than ever there were wagons, and to keep these

in repair calls for more intelligence than was needed to keep
the wagons in repair. Unfortunately it is true that there is

more monotonous work, especially in factories, than ever

before, but this should not blind us to the fact that by no
means all the work of our Machine Age is of that character.

Thomas Edison (aged thirty'two) Demon-

strating his Speaking Phonograph before the

JSfational Academy of Science, 18 78

More perhaps than anyone else, this mod-
ern wizard made the man in the street

ready to believe that science could do
anything it set out to do
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Travel. Travel has become more common than ever, and
travel is one of the pleasantest as well as most effective ways

of getting educated. You, who
think nothing of going a hun-

dred or a thousand miles by rail

or automobile, ask your grand-

father how old he was before he

got even ten miles away from

home. "Armchair travel ” too has

increased at an astonishing pace.

The "movies” and illustrated

papers and books carry millions

of people to places where formerly

only the very rich or the very

adventurous could go.

Libraries and Museums. The
telephone, telegraph, and radio

gather news from all corners of

the earth, and newspapers and
radio bring it to us in our homes.

Books have multiplied at an astonishing rate and through

public libraries have been made accessible to all. Museums
and art galleries have multiplied too and, through intelligent

arrangement and adequate labeling of exhibits, have become
educational establishments of the first rank rather than mere

show places. Reproductions of great works of art are often

on sale at prices which make it possible for every home to

have some of them.

Music. There is more music in the air than ever before.

Old types of instruments, like the piano and organ, or new
types, like the phonograph and radio, are turned out with the

rapidity to which mass production has accustomed us and

bring to any who care to listen the whole range of musical

composition— opera, symphony, band concert, dance music,

hymn, folk song, and so on.

Over the radio music comes from every land and people,

Walter Damrosch

A pioneer in bringing good music
over the air to homes and schools

in America
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and nobody bothers very much about which nation produced

it. Paris "tunes in” on Berlin and hears Berlin playing

Debussy; Rome "tunes in” on London and hears Grieg or

Tschaikowsky ; and so on. Thus the radio reveals the fact

that in the intimacy of their homes, comfortable in smoking

jacket or the more democratic carpet slippers and shirt

sleeves, Western men, whether in town or country, in Europe
and Australia and the Americas, are linked together by that

most democratic of all the arts, music.

Two things which you would probably hear abroad you
would recognize as from this side of the water— the lovely,

haunting Negro "spirituals,” which we ourselves have only

recently discovered, and jazz, that wild, barbaric clamor

which seemed at first as though it could have no meaning,

but which now seems to express the noisy confusion of our

present "speed age” and which has attracted the serious

attention of musicians .
1

3. A New Educative Influence

The Motion-Picture Theater. The "movie” theater is prob-

ably the most profound educative influence today. Together

with eating, sleeping, and working, it makes up almost all

that millions of men, women, and children the world over call

life. It offers them an escape from the dullness and monot-
ony of everyday life into the land of adventure and romance.

But it is becoming more than an escape from reality ; more
and more it is bringing us face to face with reality. It takes

us to the farm and factory, to the scientist’s laboratory and
the artist’s studio. The current-events strip brings us news
of the day from all parts of the world, sometimes with
comments by men prominent in public affairs. What can

1 If you ever become rich and wish to use your wealth to bring happiness to
your fellow men, you can probably not do better than to duplicate the Elizabeth
Sprague Coolidge Foundation, through which the Library of Congress is enabled
to broadcast concerts given by musicians of the first rank.
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best be learned by the eye is told in picture ; what can best

be learned by the ear is told by the human voice.

Even the "feature" helps to

bring us face to face with reality

by showing us people who are

very much like ourselves acting

nobly or ignobly in situations

that are not very different from
those in which we often find our-

selves. Thus we get, or at least

we have a chance to get, more of

a realizing sense of what life is

like, of what we are like, and of

what it means for others to have
to live with us.

A Unifying Force. The film is

perhaps even a greater unifying

force than the radio, partly be-

cause most people learn better

through the eye than through the

ear and so are more likely to be

influenced in their conduct and
attitude (mind-set) by what they

see rather than by what they hear. The pantomime of the

silent film makes it understandable everywhere and carries it

to the uttermost parts of the earth, with the result that mil-

lions of Chinese coolies and African Kafirs who never heard

of a single one of the great statesmen named in this book

know Charlie Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks, and Harold

Lloyd.

" Stars.” The picture which these "movie stars ” give of our

civilization is not a fully rounded one, but it does include

certain of our fundamental and rather appealing traits.

Douglas Fairbanks does what all of us would love to do in

high romance and high adventure. He embodies a combina-

tion of the spirit of the Knights of the Round Table and of

Arliss as Disraeli — a Good
Augury

George Arliss (English), Emil Jan-
nings (German), and other out-

standing artists of the legitimate

stage are reaching millions whom
they never would have reached but

for the film
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the Arabian Nights. Harold Lloyd is the hero of a class

that nineteenth-century city and business life brought into

existence, that of the humble clerk, chained

for life to a monotonous task behind desk or

counter. But most universal in his appeal is

Charlie Chaplin, who has been called the hero

of the poor, perhaps the first one they ever

had. There are poor in China and central

Africa as well as in our Western machine
world; and wherever they are they laugh at

the flat-footed, wrinkly trousered under dog Anonymous ?
1

who sometimes gets the better of his oppres-

sors and who keeps on twirling his cane, even if he doesn’t

;

and they go away refreshed because he has made them
laugh.

Being made Socially Agreeable. It ought to be clear from

the above that the "movie” is a powerful force working in the

direction of making everyone pretty much like everyone else,

at least outwardly. Many forces besides the "movie” are

working in the same direction. Through bulletin board, news-

paper, magazine, and radio the common man is continually

bombarded by highly paid experts who try to teach him how
to be like the elite. He is told "what the well-dressed man will

wear” and what he will smoke. He is coaxed to buy books

or to engage teachers who will show him how to tell stories,

how to talk intelligently on topics of the day, and, in general,

how to become a social success .
2

What does it All Mean? Thus through the whole gamut of

big things which help to make life rich and fine, and little

things which help to make life run smoothly and graciously,

1 Millions who could not name a single other picture in this book could name
this one.

2 The next time you go to a "movie,” analyze the situation with this account

in mind. See if you can tell which men in the audience belong to the professional

class, which ones are bankers, which ones are skilled laborers, which are unskilled

laborers. To which of these groups do the wives and daughters belong? Note
whether the picture changes your attitude in any particular.
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a varied and stimulating environment keeps beating upon the

common man with an insistence that has never been equaled

in the history of the world.

What the final outcome of it

all will be we can’t tell; we
are too much a part of it,

and the process is nearer the

beginning than it is near the

end. Many have nothing but

praise for what man has done
and call it progress, but more
thoughtful spirits declare that

we have as yet only the instru-

mentalities, or "makings,” of

progress. They remind us

once more that inventions

are neither good nor bad
in themselves; whether they

prove a blessing or a curse

depends upon how they are used. That answer to the ques-

tion "What does it all mean?” tells us in effect that we can

make these instrumentalities of progress bring progress if

we make up our minds to do so.

4. The Position of Woman

Always in the Picture. Not many specific references have

been made to women, but, of course, they were in the story all

the time. They were the mothers of all the great personages

we have talked about. They bore the countless generations of

men that have come and gone since the beginning of time, and

millions of them died in giving birth to their children. They
shared most of the hardships of the men, while being deprived

of many of the rights which men had. In the ranks of women
are most of the real martyrs of history, even though they are

not featured so prominently as the men in history books.
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Women’s Rights. Most of the rights which women have

today are of very recent origin and can be traced directly to

the doctrines of the Ameri-

can and the French revolu-

tions. After men had claimed

that liberty and equality and

the pursuit of happiness were

rights which could not, in

justice, be taken from them
because they were born with

these rights, the question

followed naturally " Weren’t

women likewise born with

the same rights?”

To this question there was
only one logical answer. But
men are not always logical,

especially when dealing with

women
;
and women had to

wait a long time and struggle

too before the principles of

the eighteenth-century revo-

lutions were fully applied to

them. The story of their fight to get a higher education, to

be admitted to the legal and medical professions, to get the

ballot, and even to retain their property after they were mar-

ried is every bit as interesting as the story of man’s fight to get

the ballot. Here we have space to note only a few landmarks.

A Few Landmarks. We saw (p. 629) that the eighteenth-

century ideal for the women of the upper classes was that of

a doll-like person, fragile, simpering, sentimental, submitting

herself in all things to her husband. But the road began

to turn in 1794 when Mary Wollstonecraft wrote her Vindi-

cation of the Rights of Women. The first women’s rights

convention in history was held in 1848 at Seneca Falls, New
York, where an interesting paraphrase of the Declaration of

Jane Addams

The founder of Hull-House in Chicago,
who has devoted over forty years to good
works and who shared with President

Butler of Columbia University the Nobel
Peace Prize for 1931
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After Six Hundred and Tuientyfour Years of Pure Masculinity the House

of Commons Admitted a Woman to Membership (1919)

Lady Nancy Langhome Astor is here shown being escorted to the Speaker’s chair

by the Conservative leader Balfour and the Liberal prime minister Lloyd George.

Lady Astor was born and bred in Virginia. (Painting by Sims)

Independence was drawn up, showing how neatly that famous

document lent itself to the feminine cause. The first victory

for woman suffrage came in Wyoming in 1869.

A Few Accomplishments. Nowadays women are on an

equality with men to such a degree as they have not been

since the days of the Roman Empire. Throughout the Eu-

ropean world they are free to develop their personality, with

few restrictions or none. In many countries they may vote.

In England and the United States, as well as elsewhere, they
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have seats in the national legislatures. England has had a

woman as a member of its cabinet too. One of the most out-

standing scientists of our

day is the Polish-French

physicist Madame Marie

Curie
,

1 who first got radium
from pitchblende. Many
women have achieved dis-

tinction as scholars and ar-

tists and as business execu-

tives.

What will it mean? Be-

fore the ballot was granted,

the slogan of the antisuffra-

gists was "Woman’s place

is in the home.” Today
woman’s place is very nearly

anywhere that she wants it

to be. What the change

will mean in terms Of world Madame Marie Sklodowska Curie

history cannot yet be told. The Polish.French ***« and her

We are too near the event daughter

to be able to evaluate- it.

However, he would be a rash man who, looking at the mess
the world is in, would declare that women could not have
managed the affairs of the world as well as men have man-
aged them during the last twenty years or so.

5. Magic Outmagicked

Medicine. To mention only one other development which
has had a profound effect on the life of the common man, the

advances in medicine and surgery and in public-health service

have added twenty years to the average life of man at the

same time that they have cut down enormously pain and
1 ku re'.
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suffering. Many diseases, like typhoid fever, diphtheria,

tuberculosis, and yellow fever, are much less likely to be fatal

now than they were only a few years ago. Free clinics con-

tinue to multiply in our cities, and the poor now get medical

care such as even kings could not have had fifty years ago .
1

Thus science (which is nothing but the patient study of na-

ture), together with democracy (which has no meaning if it is

not humanitarian), have outmagicked magic.

Heroes for Humanity. From the ranks of the medical scien-

tists has come a new type of hero and nobleman, risking a
martyr’s death to learn the secrets of human suffering. They
come from all nations and thus proclaim anew that intelli-

gence and good will are no one people’s monopoly.

Shadows. If we could call up some great-grandfather of ours

who had lived under the old regime and tell him the story

that has barely been touched on in the preceding pages, he

would marvel at our tale. So much drudgery gone, so much
pain wiped out! So many opportunities to live a full, rich

life ! Surely, he would say, our world must be a world made
up only of happy, contented people.

Then we should have to tell him that we had shown him
only the high lights. We should have to add that our world

had just come out of the most terrible war known to history,

which left it burdened with war debts about which we
should probably be hearing all our lives and which disor-

ganized our whole economic life so completely that vast

numbers of men who wanted to work couldn’t find work to

do, with the result that millions of men, women, and children

were living in poverty and distress.

How did all these shadows get into the picture ? We shall

try to shed some light on this question in the following

chapters. It might be worth while, however, to say here

that you already have the key to the answer. You know,

for example, that chloroform is useful to doctors, but so it is

1 See page 453 (Prince Charles and Erasmus).
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to bank robbers; that an airplane is useful for carrying

food to a famine-stricken town, but so it is for carrying

poison bombs with which to wipe out a town; and so on.

In other words, great inventions and discoveries in them-

selves do not mean progress. Whether they bring happiness

or misery depends upon how they are used. And the secret

of all the shadows in the picture lies in the fact that the

discoveries of the last hundred years, marvelous as they

were, left men much as they had been, each seeking what
he thought would bring happiness to himself without bother-

ing much about the effect this might have on others.

Readings

De Kruif, P., Microbe Hunters, chaps, iii-v, xi. Faulkner, What we hear

in Music (see reference on page 571). Hamilton, Epochs in Musical

Progress, chaps, vi-viii. Kaempffert, W. B., Popular History of American

Inventions. Lansing, M. F., Great Moments in Science, Groups 6, 9, 10.

Lindbergh, C., "We.” Long, American Literature, chaps, v-vi; English

Literature, chaps, xi-xii. McFee, I., Stories of American Inventions.
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Questions

Section 1. What were some of the main steps which transformed

Europe into a machine world ?

Section 2. What new opportunities were there for cultural de-

velopment for the common man? What new evidence does this

chapter offer of the fact that no nation has a monopoly in culture?

Section 3. Do you agree with the remarks made about the in-

fluence of the "movie”?

Section 4. What are some of the landmarks in the history of

"woman’s rights”?

Section 5. What were some of the advances made in medicine?

What in general was the basic cause of the shadows in the picture ?



HAPTER LIII * Disclosing Some Problems of the

Conflicting Tendencies. During the nineteenth century the

various peoples of Europe became more conscious than ever

before of the fact that they belonged to distinct national

groups, and each national group sought to further its own
interests without regard to the interests of the other groups.

Likewise, within each national group men became more
conscious of themselves as individuals, and each sought to

further his own interests without regard to the interests of

others. There was thus little cooperation either among the

nations or among the individuals within the nations; on

the contrary, within the nations there developed a good deal

of friction between employees and employers over the ques-

tion of wages and working conditions, and among the nations

there developed a rivalry for colonies and markets.

At the same time the development of the factory system

tended to make employers and employees dependent upon

each other, and the development of the railroad, steamboat,

cable, and other means of rapid transportation and commu-
nication tended to pull the various nations of the world

closer together than they had ever been. There were thus

two sets of forces at work, one tending to hinder unified

action and the other tending to further it. These forces

often came into conflict and resulted in wars or threats of

war between nations
;
within nations they resulted in strikes,

which sometimes developed into fair-sized civil wars. Look-

ing back, we can see that there was woefully lacking any-

thing like an intelligent plan; but before we condemn the

men of the nineteenth century for not having made such a

•Machine Age

1. Every Man for Himself

725
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plan, we ought to realize that the situation was a very

difficult one.

The Old Order Disturbed. About 1700 the economic situ-

ation in Europe was fairly stable and had been so for a

long time. Each national region knew pretty well what it

could raise or manufacture, and it had known this for a long

time. The same thing was true inside the national areas.

Then England upset the existing order by developing textile

machinery, run first by water power and then by steam.

This development had a double effect, internal and exter-

nal. Internally it shifted the mass of workers from the

south and east of England to the northwest, where the

mountains supplied water power and coal and iron. Besides

shifting the workers from the south and east to the north-

west, it took them out of small towns and villages and
crowded them into huge, hastily built factory towns. Ex-

ternally the new development brought English textiles, which

could now be manufactured more cheaply than before, into

greater competition than heretofore with textiles made in

other parts of Europe. The same thing was true of other

commodities, such as shoes, hats, cutlery, and so on, as these

came to be manufactured under the factory system.

The Process is still Going On. If England had been the only

place to have the factory system, the world would probably

soon have adjusted itself to the new state of affairs. But there

was water power in France, Germany, the United States,

and elsewhere ;
also iron for making machinery, and coal for

making steam. Moreover, England could not keep other

peoples from learning how her machinery was made or from

inventing newer and better machines. So one after another

the various nations of the world became industrialized
;
that

is to say, they built factories in which the new forms of power
and machinery were used. Herein lay one reason why it was
difficult for the nineteenth-century statesmen to plan. Since

each nation was politically independent, it was free to become
industrialized if it wished to do so. And as each nation became
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industrialized, it entered into competition with those that

were so already and hence disturbed the whole economic

system.

Changes you may see in your Time. The process is far from

complete even today. You will probably live to see several

large regions become industrialized that are not so now, for

example, China and parts of Africa and South America in

which there are vast supplies of water power with which to

generate electricity. No doubt sometime the world will learn

which the best places are in which to raise or manufacture

this or that commodity, and then it may have something like

the economic stability that western Europe had a few hun-

dred years ago ; but we shall probably all be dead long before

that happens.

Perhaps enough has been said to show you some of the

difficulties that stood in the way of an intelligent planning

of the business life of the nineteenth century and to convince

you that there will still be plenty of chances for your genera-

tion to plan an intelligent economic order if your generation is

inclined to do so. Now we shall consider briefly how the men
of the nineteenth century handled some of the economic prob-

lems within their national boundaries, chief of which was the

problem of capital and labor, that is, to say, the problem of

the relations of employer and employee.

The Dead Hand of the Past. When trade and industry were

revived in the later Middle Ages, they came to be regulated,

often very minutely, by the town guilds; and as national

states developed, the system of regulation continued, only

now the rules were made by the central authorities rather

than by the individual towns.

As long as the old business methods prevailed, the system

of governmental regulation worked fairly well ;
but when, as

a result of increased over-sea trade and of eighteenth-century

inventions, new business methods came in and business oper-

ations were conducted on a much larger scale than ever before,

merchants and manufacturers found themselves hampered by
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it. It was almost impossible for them to strike out along new
lines without running up against some restriction or other and

getting involved in all sorts of red tape. They therefore began

to work for the abolition of government control of business,

and they found an ally in a place where you would hardly

think to find one, namely, in the teachings of the great mathe-

matician Newton.

Freed by a Scientist’s Theory. We saw that Newton had con-

vinced the learned world that our universe worked according

to certain definite laws, which were never interfered with by
an outside force, and that this universe was a wonderfully

harmonious place. When in the later eighteenth century

certain learned men turned their attention to the business

world, they proclaimed that it too was governed by certain

laws and that if it were not interfered with by outside forces

(meaning, of course, the government), it would be as wonder-

fully harmonious as the universe. They therefore argued that

government ought to adopt a hands-off policy toward busi-

ness and give it a free hand.

These men were the founders of a branch of learning which

since then has become very prominent in the Western "vprld

— economics. The policy they advocated was called laisszz

jaire ,

1 a French phrase meaning "give a free hand" or "hands

off."

Big Profits. In time, the business men had their way
;
and

the results were all that they could have hoped for, especially

in England, where the Industrial Revolution had made its

start. Production was enormously stimulated, and wealth

poured into their laps.

But poorly Distributed. But too much of the wealth stayed

in their laps. While they lived in luxury the multitude of

slaving men, women, and children who produced this wealth

lived in squalor in hastily built factory-town tenements. It

was not long, therefore, before it became obvious that a gov-

ernment could go too far in taking its hands off business, that

18'sa far.
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English Children and their Cruel Factory Bosses

By Cruikshank

there was a point where the gain to the State was more than

offset by the loss. Champions of the workers appeared, de-

claring that the purpose of the State was not to provide wealth

for the few but to provide the highest possible level of well-

being for the many, and urging that the State interfere once

more in business affairs.

Lots of Misery. Before much was done, however, more than

one generation had come and gone, dragging out a weary
existence under the new conditions of life. Imagine what it

must have been like for men who once had lived an outdoor

life, doing a variety of things on their bits of land, to be

forced now to spend all their days in dark, damp mines or in

poorly lighted and ventilated factories, doing one monotonous
job over and over.

The worst of it was that not all the workers were men.
Women and children worked, too, both in mine and factory.

The hours were cruelly long. Boys and girls no older than
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Women in Coal Mines

you had already had six or eight years of factory life, work-
ing from sunrise to sunset. By fifteen they were already old,

with all the joy of life squeezed out of them, never having

known what happiness youth could bring. Never had there

been greater misery among people in a Christian land.

Unsung Heroes. Such were the conditions which the new
Machine Age brought to England during the Napoleonic era

and long after. Under such conditions was produced much
of the wealth which enabled England to overthrow Napoleon.

The workers were not counted among the heroes and hero-

ines of the war, but we can see now that they contributed

as much to the final victory as Wellington’s soldiers and
Nelson’s sailors did, and they suffered a lot more.

The Problem was New. The governing classes in England

were no more heartless than the governing classes elsewhere.

Conditions in factories and mines in many other countries,

including our own, were wretched enough in the beginning.

If they were worst of all in England, it was because the

changes came rapidly there and came there first. The Eng-

lish people had no other people’s experience to draw on;

they had to solve the problems from the ground up.

Beginning to deal with the Problem. Presently the public con-

science became aroused, and Parliament was forced to take

action. The first important measure was the Factory Act
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of 1833. See what you think of its provisions : If you had
been living then, you would not have been allowed to work
until you were nine years old, but between the ages of nine

and twelve you could have worked eight hours a day and
then have had two hours of school. (How much should you
learn in school after you had worked eight hours in a fac-

tory?) Then, until you were eighteen, you could have
worked ten hours, and after that, if you were a man, you
could have worked as long as your employer could make you. 1

This wasn't very much, but it was a start. Even so,

many factory-owners objected because they now had to

employ more grown persons, whose wages were higher than
children's. But presently they found this paid on account

of the better quality of the work done by the grown-ups.

Progress made Slowly. Thus the British government inter-

vened on behalf of the working classes, and it has done so

more and more down to the present day. The same became
true of the governments in other states as the Machine Age
spread over Europe. But changes were made slowly and
grudgingly because of the selfishness of factory-owners, who
often controlled the governments, and most of all because

of their blindness to what was taking place within their

nation and in the world at large.

2. A New Interdependence

The Disappearing Individual. The French Revolution with its

Declaration of the Rights of Man had got men into the

habit of thinking in terms of an individual who was free to

order his life almost as he chose, very much as our early

pioneers had done. But as a matter of fact, as Europe
became more and more industrialized, the individual tended

to disappear more and more in the group. For example,

as men were drawn into factory towns, they found there

infinitely less chance of acting as free individuals than when
1 Women’s work in factories was limited to ten hours.
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they had lived out in the country. Every moment of their

waking hours was influenced by what someone else was
doing, to a degree unknown in earlier ages. They did not

raise their food or often even prepare it, but bought it

"ready to serve” at the shops. In the factory their time

was not their own : they worked according to bells or

whistles. Whether or not there was anything for them to

do depended on matters entirely beyond their control.

All Part of a Whole. In like manner the whole world was be-

coming interdependent. An example from a later period will

illustrate how various parts of the world were becoming inter-

locked. The poverty caused by the Russian Revolution of

1917 cut down the Russian consumption of China tea, which

cut down Chinese consumption of British manufactures,

which cut down British consumption of Australian meat,

which cut down Australian consumption of American radios

and phonographs, and so on. Each of these "cut downs,” of

course, involved a decrease in the demand for workers and
emphasized the fact that men the world over had come to be

bound together into a single group.

Workers’ Groups. The increased interdependence of men
was borne in upon the workers through the crowded and

wretched conditions under which they lived and worked, and

they began to organize themselves into groups called trade-

unions, in order to bargain more effectively with their em-
ployers. Their demands were, in the main, three: shorter

hours, a living wage, and better conditions under which to

work.

Socialism. Various plans were proposed for bringing a hap-

pier lot to the workers, such as Robert Owen’s communist

plan, where everything was to be owned in common, and

Louis Blanc’s plan for workshops owned by the State. The
most widely favored plan, however, was that of Karl Marx (a

German of Jewish parentage), which is called Socialism.

The heart of the Marxian teaching is that the State should

take from private owners the factories, mines, railroads, and
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land and make them the common property of the people as a

whole. Note that Marx did not aim to abolish all private

ownership of property, but only private ownership of what
are called the means of production.

Socialism in Germany. The Socialists, as Marx’s followers

were called, grew in numbers most rapidly in Germany,
where they alarmed the governing classes with talk of revo-

lution. This enabled Bismarck to pass stringent laws against

them (1878), and many of their leaders were driven into ex-

ile. However, in order to counteract their influence Bismarck

himself put through a program of social legislation which

included much that the workers had asked for. Labor ex-

changes were established to help men to find employment,

and a national system of insurance made provision for them
in case of accidents, illness, or when they became too old

to work.

Socialism in Great Britain. Meanwhile the teachings of Marx
had spread all over Europe ; and as they spread they were

modified. Marx had predicted the early collapse of capitalism,

but, in spite Of this prediction, capitalism grew stronger and
stronger. Socialists, therefore, began to look for changes in

the social order through peaceful evolution rather than

through bloody revolution. They sought to make the general

public see the reasonableness of their demands and to win
these demands by the ballot. This was especially true in

Great Britain, where the growth of the Labor party led Par-

liament to carry through a series of laws providing for old-age

pensions and for insurance against sickness and unemploy-
ment (1906-1911). 1

1 Up to that time England had had for the most part only two parties : first

the Whigs and Tories and then from about the middle of the nineteenth century.

Liberals and Conservatives. This was in marked contrast to the situation on the

Continent, where parliaments were (and still are) often made up of six or more
groups. These form coalitions, or alliances, with one another until one group gets

a majority and so can take charge of the government. This system is much less

stable than the two-party system because if any one group breaks away from the
coalition and votes with the opposition, it can generally upset the government.
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A Persistent Problem. Throughout the later nineteenth and
the early twentieth century the lot of the working classes of

Europe, except in Russia, was progressively improved, though

not so rapidly as the workers desired. Then came the World
War (1914-1918), which destroyed billions of dollars’ worth
of property and left Europe impoverished and staggering

under the burden of huge war debts. Her people could no
longer buy as they had bought before the war

; so millions

of men who had left the factory to join the army found no jobs

waiting for them when they were demobilized. Europe is now
trying to get back on its feet but is finding it anything but

an easy thing to do. Meanwhile the problem of capital and
labor is far from having reached a satisfactory solution.

That problem is not quite the same as it was even a few

years ago. Then the workers demanded higher wages, shorter

hours, and better working conditions. The last two demands
have been largely met, through improved machinery and
governmental regulation. What the worker is chiefly con-

cerned about today is a steady job. How this can be provided

for him when improved machinery is continuously making it

more and more difficult to find anything for him to do is a

problem which your generation will in all likelihood still have

on its hands.

The Situation in Russia. In dealing with the problem of capi-

tal and labor, your generation will have an experience to go on

that your father’s generation does not have. You will know
better than we do now whether the great economic experi-

ment going on in Russia is likely to be successful or not.

The Russian workers of the nineteenth century, whether in

factory or on farm, did not share in the general improvement

that took place among the workers in western Europe. They
lived and labored under wretched conditions. Uprisings were

frequent, but they were put down with terrible severity.

Finally, however, they became so serious that the Czar heeded

the demands of the reformers and established a representative

assembly (the Duma, 1905). Even so, there was no sincere
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desire on the part of the controlling nobles to make reforms,

and by using their influence in the elections they soon got a

Duma that did only what they wanted it to do. Thus they

managed to stay in control for a while longer. Through an

elaborate system of spies they sought out those with liberal

ideas and punished them ruthlessly.

The Reckoning. Then the World War came (1914), and the

Russian people responded to the appeal of the Czar to be

loyal. But presently the terrible mismanagement of the war,

which brought great and needless suffering to the troops,

brought on a revolution that swept away the old autocratic

system of the Czars (1917) and substituted for it a system

controlled by the workers’ party, called the Communist party.

We shall speak of Communist Russia again (p. 816).

Now we shall take up the expansion of Europe in the nine-

teenth century. It was closely related to the industrial de-

velopment, for Asia and Africa supplied markets in which a

considerable part of European manufactures was sold and
where necessary raw materials were bought.

Che^ney, Industrial and Social History of England. Dawson, W. H.,

Germany and the Germans. Gibbins, H. de B., Industry in England.

Hobson, J. A., The Rise of Modern Capitalism. Kirkup, T., A History of

Socialism. Pound, A., The Iron Man in Industry. Ruehle, D., Karl

Marx. Tickner, Social and Industrial History of England. Wells, Out-

line of History, chap, xxxviii. Fiction. Brighouse, H., Hepplestall's.

Craik, Mrs. D. M., John Halifax, Gentleman.
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Questions

Section 1. What conflicting economic and social tendencies were

there in the nineteenth century ? How did England disturb the exist-

ing economic order ? Has the economic order settled down yet ? Why ?

How did Newton the theorist help the business man ? Why did not

the great increase in wealth prove a blessing to Englishmen in general ?

What "unsung heroes" were there in the wars against Napoleon?

What do you think of the Factory Act of 1833? Why did the meas-

ures to improve the condition of the workers come so slowly ?

Section 2. What idea drawn from the French Revolution no

longer fitted conditions in the lands that were becoming industrial-

ized ? What were Marx’s teachings with regard to private property ?

From whom did the German workers get important social legislation?

Do you think they would have got it if it had not been for Socialist

agitation ? What is the Socialist party in Great Britain called ? How
did the Socialists change their idea as to how changes in the social

order were to come ? How have the demands of the workers changed

in recent years ? What economic experiment is being tried in Russia

today ? What will the next chapter deal with ?

Things to Do

1. Continue your time chart.

2. It is a common saying that "the radical of one generation is the

conservative of the next."

(a) Ask your parents if there are any things which they think it

proper for you to do but which their parents (your grandparents)

thought it improper for them to do. (6) See if there are any generally

accepted ideas of today which in your parents’ grandparents’ days

were frowned upon as "socialistic.”

3. It has been said that British Conservatives stand for measures

which in America are regarded as being very radical. See if you can

find out whether this statement is true or false.

4. It has been said that the Socialist party would poll a much
larger vote if it changed its name, because many people who like what

the party stands for associate that party with the use of violence. Do
you think this is true?

5. Take any picture and make it reveal its Living Past (p. 11).



CHAPTER LIV • Following Europeans about dur-

ing a New Era: of Expansion

1. Africa

A Barren Period in Colonial Expansion. We saw that in the

seventeenth century England, France, and Holland had made
great inroads into the colonial monopoly which Spain and

Portugal had established. Then for a period of about one

hundred and fifty years there was a great slump in colonial

development except on the part of England. The Dutch con-

tinued to hold, as they still do, the islands to the southeast of

Asia, and the Portuguese held Brazil until 1822. France lost

most of her colonial empire in the eighteenth century to Eng-

land, and Spain lost most of her American possessions through

revolution early in the nineteenth century.

England alone continued to add to her colonial possessions.

Soon after the Seven Years’ War she began to take an active

interest in Australia, and after the Napoleonic wars she got

Ceylon and the Dutch colony in South Africa. Meanwhile she

had been spreading her influence in India.

Machines and Colonies. This was the situation when Europe

entered upon a second period of colonial expansion. It was
brought about by a number of factors, chief of which were

those that grew out of the Industrial Revolution. (1) When
the industrialized nations of Europe began to produce more
goods than they could sell at home, they had to find markets

for their surplus products abroad. (2) When these nations

began to consume more raw materials than they produced at

home, they had to find supplies of raw materials elsewhere.

These two needs were largely responsible for the carving up of

Africa and the increased interference of Europe in the affairs

of Asia. The rest of the world, of course, had been appro-
737
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priated by western Europeans. Australia and New Zealand

belonged to England, and there was no unclaimed land in

America, as President Monroe had made clear in his message

to Congress as early as 1823.

Plenty of Open Spaces in Africa. When in the latter part

of the nineteenth century the rush for colonies began, the

situation in Africa was as follows : Egypt, though a part of

the Turkish Empire, was practically independent of Turkey
and under the control of England. The ruler of Egypt, the

Khedive, had borrowed huge sums from England and other

European countries, and in order to make sure that the inter-

est would be paid on the loans, England was given control of

Egypt’s finances. Early in the 80’s she became practically

ruler of the land.;

At the other end of the African continent England held

Cape Colony, which she had captured from the Dutch in

1805. The only other European country with important hold-

ings in Africa was France, who had conquered Algiers in 1830

and Tunis in 1881.

Quickly Taken Up. Within thirty years almost all the rest

of that vast continent was appropriated by western Europe.

The chief holders were the ones who had got there first,

namely, England and France. These two powers nearly came
to blows because England wanted to build up an Anglo-

African empire extending north and south from the Cape of

Good Hope to Cairo, and France wanted to build a Franco-

African empire extending east and west from the mouth of the

Congo to the Gulf of Aden. However, in 1904 the two powers

came to an understanding. France agreed to give up her plans

for an east-and-west empire and not to oppose England in

Egypt, while England agreed to give France a free hand in

Morocco, in northwest Africa. This agreement marked the

beginning of the Entente Cordiale, 1 or "Cordial Understand-

ing,” between the two countries, which grew in strength as

the years went by.

1 aN taNt' kor dyal'.
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Morocco. France acted promptly on the new agreement,

but found herself blocked by Germany (1905), who suddenly

appeared as the friend of Morocco.

Backed by England, France took

a firm stand, and in 1911 she and
Germany came to a settlement.

Germany was given part of the

French Congo and withdrew her

opposition to France’s plans for

getting control of Morocco.

The Boer War. Meanwhile Eng-
land had had trouble with the

Boers, as the South-African Dutch
were called. These people had
moved north from Cape Colony

and had established two republics

— the Transvaal and the Orange

Free State. After a hard-fought

war (1899-1902) the Boers were

conquered, but they were treated generously and soon were
granted representative assemblies. In 1910 the four British

colonies in South Africa were organized into the Union of

South Africa. 1

Huge Holdings. Besides England and France, the other coun-

tries to get large holdings in Africa were Germany, Portugal,

Italy, and Belgium. When the World War broke out (1914),

each of these four possessed an area about a third the size

of the United States, while France and England each held

an area larger than that of the United States (see colored

map No. II at the end of the book).

1 In British South Africa are the greatest diamond mines in the world. A link

between that region and the United States and Canada was established by the

British miner and statesman Cecil Rhodes, who had made a huge fortune in

diamond-mining. He bequeathed most of his fortune to the establishment of

scholarships in Oxford University for students from the British dominions (60),

Germany (15), and the United States (96). The scholarships run for three years

and carry an annual stipend of about $2000. Do you know any Rhodes scholars?

Cecil Rhodes

A British empire-builder and pro-
moter of Anglo-American under-

standing (see footnote)
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2. India

A Harder Problem. It was a comparatively simple matter

for Europe to take possession of Africa. Much of the north

of that continent was a desert, and the central part was
inhabited by uncivilized peoples who could not successfully

resist the advance of the white man. The situation in Asia,

however, was quite different, for Asia was more densely

populated than Africa and had an advanced civilization,

which was already old when our European ancestors were

still barbarians. 1

A Great Trading Company. European penetration had begun
almost four hundred years before, when soon after Da Gama’s
voyage (1498) the Portuguese got control of the Spice Islands.

We have already seen that these islands passed to the Dutch
in the seventeenth century and that, after Clive’s victories

in India, England, through her East India Company, be-

came the dominant European power there. After Clive’s

time the company spread its control over all India and be-

yond. This, however, was not done without many a hard-

fought war.

A New Royal Title. In 1857, just one hundred years after

Clive’s victory at Plassey (p. 580), a serious rebellion, called

the Sepoy Mutiny, broke out. After the rebellion was sup-

pressed, the possessions of the East India Company passed

to the British crown, and Parliament bestowed upon Queen
Victoria a new title, " Empress of India” (1876).

In Disunion there is no Strength. There were (and still are)

native princes in large parts of India, but they were under

British control. Taken all together, India presented the

extraordinary picture of a population three times as great

as that of the United States being controlled by a population

less than a quarter of that of the United States and living

nine thousand miles away from England. What made this

possible was the lack of unity. The Indians had no common
1 See colored map No. V for this and following sections.
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language or religion or culture. About two hundred millions

were Hindus, divided into a great number of distinct social

classes, or castes, which kept rigidly apart. About sixty

millions were Mohammedans. Besides these there were a

number of smaller religious groups, of which the main ones

were the Buddhists and the Christians.

Western Innovations. The British brought in westem-

European ways. Through improved transportation (rail-

roads and highways) and improved agricultural methods
they sought to wipe out the scourge of famine which fre-

quently swept over large areas. They sought to improve

the administration of justice, and they did something to

develop a system of education.

Big Profits. If all the British innovations had been of this

character, all might have been well, but the British were in

India primarily for their own sake and not for the sake of the

Indians. The latter bought vast quantities of British manu-
factures and supplied vast quantities of raw materials and

manufactured goods, which the British sold elsewhere. That
the British found it profitable may be judged by the fact that

they stayed. That the Indians were not entirely satisfied with

their rule may be judged by the fact that there has always

been unrest in India. We shall speak of the situation in India

again. Here we shall note only one point, which applies not

only to India but to other regions in Asia and Africa where the

western European has entered.

It was Bound to Happen. Wherever the western European

went, western-European ideas went with him — all of them.

He could not take some and leave the others at home. He
could not, for example, take his economic ideas with him and
leave his political ideas behind. The latter followed him in-

evitably. So it was only a matter of time when the conquered

peoples should come to know not only western-European

business methods but also western-European ideas of nation-

alism. When that time came they began to grow more and
more conscious of themselves as a distinct people, with a his-
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tory and a distinct culture which they wished to preserve

(just as Europeans do), and then they began to ask, "By what
right are these foreigners here?”

3. China and Japan

Taking the European down a Peg. From India British mer-

chants smuggled opium into China. Here was another civili-

zation which most Europeans failed to understand. They
still do. They regarded China very much as the American

pioneers regarded the West— as a place to exploit. There

was one great difference, however, between the two regions

;

for whereas the American West held only a small number of

Indians, whose culture was primitive, China held a vast popu-

lation with an ancient advanced culture. How the Chinese

regarded the Europeans is shown by the reply of the

Emperor Chien Lung when the British tried to establish

trade relations:

If you assert that your reverence of our Celestial Dynasty fills you

with a desire to acquire our civilization, our ceremonies and code of

laws differ so completely from your own that, even if your Envoy
were able to acquire the rudiments of our civilization, you could

not possibly transplant our manners and customs to your alien soil.

Therefore, however adept the Envoy might become, nothing would

be gained thereby.

Swaying the wide world, I have but one aim in view, namely, to

maintain a perfect governance and to fulfill the duties of the State

;

strange and costly objects do not interest me. I have no use for your

country’s manufactures. It behooves you, O King, to respect my
sentiments and to display even greater devotion and loyalty in

future, so that, by perpetual submission to our Throne, you may
secure peace and prosperity for your country hereafter.

Our Celestial Empire possesses all things in prolific abundance and

lacks no product within its own borders. There is therefore no need

to import the manufacture of outside barbarians in exchange for our

own produce .
1

1 John Langdon-Davies, The New Age of Faith, pp. 113-114. Permission of

the Viking Press.
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You and most other Westerners will probably smile at

Chien Lung’s claims, but a contemporary philosopher who
knows China (Bertrand

Russell) has declared that

"no one understands 'China

until this document ceases

to be absurd.”

Opened by Opium. When
Chinese officials tried to pre-

vent the pernicious opium
trade, the British declared

war (1840). They captured

a number of the cities on

the coast without much
difficulty, and after two
years the Chinese made
peace. Britain received the

island of Hong Kong, and

five ports were opened to

her traders. Within a few

years other foreigners were

allowed to settle in these five "treaty ports.” Thus as a

result of the Opium War the door which China had for hun-

dreds of years closed upon the "barbarians” and "foreign

devils” of Europe was forcibly opened.

An Old Compromise. A second war (1856-1860), in which
France joined Britain, grew out of an insult to the British

flag and the murder of a French missionary. This resulted in

the opening of six more ports to the "barbarians,” through

which as odd a combination as one could well imagine was
allowed to enter into the interior of China— opium and
Christian missionaries! The European statesmen who were

responsible for this settlement were not trying to be funny,

though you might be pardoned for thinking that they were.

They were merely making what is the oldest compromise in

1 From Sir George Staunton’s Lord Macartney’s Embassy to China

.
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Can You Date this Picture ?

Japan first modeled her army on the French army ; later, on the German army.
(After a contemporary print from Hammerton, The Universal History of the World)

history, and one which almost all of us make now and then,

the compromise between God and Mammon. Like other in-

stitutions set up by man, European imperialism had its selfish

side and its altruistic side. On the one hand, there were those

who wanted to make money out of the "backward” regions of

the world
;
on the other hand, there were those who wanted

to give the benefits of what they regarded as their superior

civilization to these regions. And since neither would with-

draw in favor of the other, the statesmen let them both go in.

Opened by United States Guns. To the northeast of China
there was another people who, like the Chinese, had an old

civilization of which they were very proud and who looked

with scorn on the upstarts from the West. These were the

Japanese. Shortly before the second Chinese war Commo-
dore Perry had induced them by a display of force to open

up two ports where ships of the United States might put in

for supplies when in distress (1854). Soon after, Americans

and other peoples were permitted to reside in Nagasaki and
Yokohama and to engage in trade.

Quick at Sizing Up. The reaction of the Japanese to the

situation was in marked contrast to that of the Chinese.

They recognized that a new age had begun for Asia, so they

set to work to take over all those elements of European civili-
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zation which were necessary to enable them to keep their

place in the world. They remodeled their government and

laws and army on European

patterns. They also introduced

the factory system and built

railroads and steamships. Soon
they were competing in the

markets of the world with

Europeans.

A Progressive Leader. Much
of their success was due to

the energy and the farsighted-

ness of the Mikado (emperor)

Mutsuhito. 1 He was hospi-

table to foreigners and foreign

ideas. He sent commissions

abroad to study Western
institutions and introduced

those which he thought suit-

able for Japan as rapidly as seemed advisable. With the

consent of the nobles he abolished feudalism (1871), thereby

wiping out serfdom and strengthening the power of the cen-

tral government. In 1889 a constitution was granted, which

gave the vote to the middle and upper classes and which
provided for a parliament and cabinet. The cabinet, how-
ever, is responsible to the emperor and not to parliament,

and the army and navy are less under parliamentary control

than is customary in Europe.

An Apt Pupil. What progress Japan had made was shown
in 1894-1895, when in her attempt to get control of Korea
(Chosen) she came to blows with China. Japan won every

battle and forced China not only to give her a free hand in

Korea but also to give up some territory near by.

Europe becomes Active in China. Japan's success alarmed not

only the Chinese but the western-European powers as well,

1 moot' soo he'to.
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and the latter forced her to give back part of her gains.

Then these powers proceeded to carve out "spheres of in-

fluence" in China, wherein

their own capitalists were

to have the monopoly of

building railroads, opening

up mines, and engaging in

other large-scale business

enterprises. The United

States tried to counteract

this policy by advocating

that China should be open

on equal terms to business

men of all countries. This

"open door" policy, how-

ever, met with little success.

A Chinese Reaction. Mean-
while a hatred of foreign-

ers was smoldering in the

breasts of many Chinese,

and in 1900 an attempt was

made, by patriotic bands

known as the "Boxers,"

to drive them out. The up-

rising was put down ruth-

lessly by the foreign powers,

and China had to pay
heavily in money and priv-

ileges. The United States

gave up part of her share of the indemnity, with the provi-

sion that it be used for educating Chinese students in Ameri-

can colleges and for founding a national university in China.

A Surprising Victory. In 1904-1905 Japan and Russia went

to war over Korea (Chosen) and Manchuria. Japan was as

decisively victorious as she had been ten years before over

China. Korea and southern Manchuria were now a Japanese

Hsuan Tung, the Last Manchu Emperor

He ascended the throne in 1908 (aged 2)

and abdicated in 1912, and probably
hadn’t any idea that he ever did either.

In 1932 the Japanese made him ruler of

Manchukuo, and in 1934 he became em-
peror, taking the name Kang Teh. (From
China under the Empress Dowager. Re-
produced by permission of the authors,

J. O. P. Bland and E. T. Backhouse)
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sphere of influence, and Japan stood out more than ever as

the one Asiatic nation that was a world power.

China falls into Confusion. The remarkable exploits of the

Japanese finally induced the Chinese emperor to embark

upon a policy of Europeanization. Before the movement had

gone very far, however, a revolution was started by a group

of Chinese republicans (1911). Since then China has been

in constant turmoil. As far as the outer world is concerned,

China is a republic with a capital at Nanking; but large

parts of the republic are controlled by contending generals

who, to all intents and purposes, are independent rulers.

It will probably be many years before she settles down as a

peaceful member of the family of nations.

4. Persia and Turkey

Russia in Asia. Russia’s vast possessions in Asia stretched

along the northern border of China and reached from the

Caspian to the Pacific. Her power of expansion seemed
limitless. Her progress toward India caused England to

form Afghanistan and Tibet into buffer states between India

and Russia, and, since she could not keep Russia entirely

out of Persia, she arranged for a partition of that kingdom.

The Partition of Persia. Persia was divided into three parts

(1907). The northern part became a Russian sphere of in-

fluence, the southeastern part became a British sphere, and
the middle part was left under the control of the Persian

Shah, or king. Meanwhile Western ideas of constitutional

government had come in, and the Shah was persuaded to

grant reforms; but these reforms, together with Russia’s

desire to keep Persia weak, merely added to the confusion.

Turkish Asia. West of Persia stretched the Turkish Empire,
including Babylonia, one of the first cradles of civilization,

as well as Asia Minor, Syria, Palestine, and the western

coast of Arabia. This region had for ages been one of the

richest in the world, but Turkish rule had been as a blight
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on the land. It was terribly misgoverned. However, it had
great possibilities both on account of its location and on

account of its natural resources. (1) A railroad from Europe

across the Turkish possessions to the Persian Gulf would

tap the resources of India and the Far East. (2) Modern
scientific methods of irrigation could make Mesopotamia
again a great granary, and modern methods of business

applied to the oil and mineral resources would yield great

returns.

German business men saw these possibilities, and early in

the twentieth century they got a concession (that is, permis-

sion) to build a railroad across Turkey. 1 The plan, though

first approved by the British, was later opposed by them and

also by the Russians, neither of whom wanted a powerful

third party in that region. The attempt on the part of the

Germans to develop Turkish resources, therefore, helped to

create an unfriendly atmosphere in Europe, which ultimately

brought on the World War. 2

The Suez Canal. The Turkish possessions included Egypt, 3

and here a great enterprise was undertaken by Europeans

early in the second half of the nineteenth century. This was
the cutting of a canal across the Isthmus of Suez, thus con-

necting the Mediterranean Sea and the Red Sea.

De Lesseps. Napoleon I had thought of building such a

canal, but it was not until the reign of his nephew Napo-
leon III that the project was actually accomplished. The
moving spirit in the enterprise was a French engineer named
Ferdinand de Lesseps. Work was begun in 1859 and com-
pleted ten years later. 4

1 The Germans planned to link up Germany and Turkey by the so-called

Berlin-to-Bagdad Railway.
2 Two regions in Asia remain to be mentioned, Siam and Indo-China. The

latter was a French possession, parts of it having been so since the time of Napo-
leon III. Siam very early adopted European ways and has managed to maintain
itself as an independent state. p

3 Turkey’s control over Egypt was very slight.

* De Lesseps tried to build a Panama Canal, 1881.
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The Ditch that Opened a New Era for an Old Sea

A New Era for an Old Sea. The year 1869, therefore, is an

important one in the history of the Mediterranean Sea. It

marked the end of the chapter which began in 1498, when
Vasco da Gama found the water route to India. Now the

Mediterranean began to resume the position it had had all

through the ancient and medieval periods as the link between

the Far East and Europe. The voyage from western Europe

to India was cut down three quarters (from three months to

three weeks). England profited most by the canal on account

of her Far Eastern trade.

5. American Expansion

On Land and Sea. While Europe was expanding, the United

States was doing the same thing; but whereas Europe ex-

panded oversea, all the new possessions of the United States

until 1890 were in North America, and until 1867 they were

contiguous. In that year (1867) she completed her North
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American possessions by the purchase of Alaska from Russia.

Meanwhile western Canada had been partially settled and
organized into provinces, and in 1867 all the Canadian prov-

inces except Newfoundland were organized into the Dominion
of Canada, with a capital at Ottawa. 1

The over-sea expansion of the United States began in 1898
with the annexation of the Hawaiian Islands. Not long after,

as a result of the brief Spanish-American War (1898), she

acquired Puerto Rico and the Philippines, and in 1917 she

acquired the Virgin Islands by purchase from Denmark.
Meanwhile she had built a canal across the Isthmus of

Panama (1904-1914) and thereby greatly shortened the

water route from New York to San Francisco and to the Far
East.

America faces Both Ways. Trade between America and Asia

by way of the Pacific now began to increase rapidly. Until

the opening of the canal America had faced eastward, and
China and Japan had faced westward, each, therefore, turn-

ing its back on the Pacific. Now, however, all three look

toward the Pacific
;
the two Eastern countries and the United

States face each other. The twentieth century, therefore, is

likely to see a tremendous development in transpacific trade

and consequently a great growth in the importance of the

American states along the Pacific.

" Bearing the White Man’s Burden.” In all this European ex-

pansion into Asia and Africa there was a good deal of altruism.

Many of your parents and grandparents will tell you how they

contributed to mission funds for the "heathen Chinee” or

the "little black brother” in Africa. Many noble Catholic

and Protestant missionaries from this land and from Europe

sought to spread the Gospel, and many high-minded laymen,

as colonial governors and judges, sought to carry the blessings

1 The Dominion has a British governor-general, whose relation to the Canadian
parliament is much like that of the king to the British parliament. Canada is to

all intents and purposes an independent state. She has a diplomatic representative

at Washington.
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of Western civilization to the farthest corners of the earth.

That was called "bearing the white man’s burden,” and there

was a great deal of sincerity and honest endeavor in it.

Bearing the White Man. But there was also a great deal of

selfishness in it and cruel exploitation, and early in the history

of the colonizing movement the natives of these exploited

lands, whether brown or black or yellow, became only too

well aware of the fact that, far from the white man’s bearing

them as a burden, they were bearing the white man. About
the best that can be said for the European colonizers is that

they did not exploit the Asiatics and Africans any worse than

the European factory-owners and mine-owners exploited the

men, women, and children of their own race. That, how-

ever, was small comfort to the natives of Asia and Africa.

Today in those regions the ideas of nationality and the rights

of man are spreading more and more. What the outcome will

be, you can tell as well as anyone else.

The Situation in 1914. In some instances we have run beyond

the year 1914, when the World War began ; so it may be well

to point out that the situation in 1914, as far as the problem

of expansion is concerned, was as follows
: (1) England and

France had been in accord for some years
; (2) England and

Russia, long suspicious of each other, had been drawn to-

gether by Germany’s plan for a railroad across Turkey;

(3) Germany, having entered the race for colonies late in the

day, had comparatively few holdings and not very good ones

at that. But colonies formed only a part of the situation.

In the next chapter we shall take up (1) the problem of

"subject nationalities” in Europe and (2) the relations of the

leading European states to one another.

Readings

Cheyney, Short History of England, chap, xx ; Readings, chap. xx. Gibbons,
The New Map of Africa-, The New Map of Asia. Hayes, Political and
Social History of Modern Europe, II, chaps, xxvii-xxix. Latourette, K. S.,

The Development of China-, The Development of Japan. Muir, R., The
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Expansion of Europe, chap. i. Robinson, History of Western Europe
(new brief ed.), chaps, xli-xlii. Robinson and Beard, Readings, II,

chaps, xxvii, xxx. Steiger, Beyer, and Benitez, A History of the Orient,

chaps, xxi-xxix. Wheeler, H. F. B., The Boys' Life of Lord Kitchener ;

The Boys’ Life of Lord Roberts. Wells, Outline of History, chap, xxxviii.

Fiction. Kipling, Plain Tales from the Hills. Pollard, E. F., With
Gordon at Khartoum.

Some Key Words

Entente Cordiale De Lesseps Mikado
Sepoy Mutiny Cecil Rhodes Morocco
Boxer Rebellion Hong Kong opium
Suez Canal Commodore Perry Korea

buffer state Manchuria Shah

Questions

Section 1. What brought about the second great period of Eu-
ropean expansion ? When was it ? What regions were open for Euro-

pean exploitation ? What was the situation in Africa about 1870 ?

Section 2. How did the problem which confronted the Europeans

in Asia differ from the problem in Africa ? What made it possible for

Great Britain to control India ?

Section 3. What do you think of Emperor Chien Lung’s reply?

Change the word "manufactures” to "ideas” ; now how many more
changes are necessary to make this such a reply as England or France

or Germany might send today to Soviet Russia?

Section 4. What buffer states did Great Britain establish in Asia ?

Who sought to develop Turkish Asia? What new era opened for the

Mediterranean Sea in the nineteenth century?

Section 5. How did the expansion of the United States differ from

European expansion ? Why is the west coast of North America likely

to become more important than ever before ?

Things to Do

1. Draw a map of Africa showing Europe’s possessions in 1914.

2. Prepare an illustrated talk on the " Cape-to-Cairo Railway.”

(See files of the National Geographic Magazine.)

3. Draw a cartoon to show the changes mentioned in the para-

graph "America faces Both Ways” (p. 750).

exploitation

East India Company
" treaty ports”

"spheres of influence”

Berlin-to-Bagdad Railway



CHAPTER LV • Concerned with Europeans at

Home (about lS^o-igi^)

1. Subject Nationalities

Two Kinds of Problems. While Europe was spreading her in-

fluence over the world, she was not at peace with herself.

There were serious problems within the states themselves,

and there were serious problems having to do with the rela-

tions of one state to another. One of the internal problems,

the problem of capital and labor, we have already touched

upon. Now we shall take up the problem of the subject

nationalities.

A Stupid Answer. The new spirit of nationality which was

aroused by the French Revolution raised a very important

question, namely, What is a nation? But Europe made no
intelligent effort to answer that question. The only answer

she gave was "Try to win your independence and you’ll find

out. If you succeed, you’re a nation; if you don’t, you
aren’t.”

The trouble with this answer was that it did not settle any-

thing, especially because it did not indicate how many times

it was worth trying. So those subject peoples who tried and
failed— like the Poles, for example— always looked for-

ward to trying again.

The Disturbed Areas. The three areas in which the move-
ment for independence (or self-determination, as it came to

be called) was most active in the nineteenth century were

Austria-Hungary, Russia, and the Turkish Empire. Almost

60 per cent of the population of Austria-Hungary were sub-

ject peoples (Czechoslovaks, 16 per cent ; Yugoslavs, 14 per

cent; Poles, 9 per cent; Ukrainians, 8 per cent; Ruma-
nians, 6 per cent; and Italians, about 1 per cent). The per-

753
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centage of subject peoples in Russia was smaller than in

Austria-Hungary; nevertheless it totaled up to over fifty

millions — Ukrainians, Poles, Lithuanians, Finns, and many
other nationalities.

Both Austria-Hungary and Russia were able to hold their

subject peoples down, but Turkey was not.

Turkey in Europe. We saw (p. 481) that about the year

1500 the Turks were showing great expansive power. They
had conquered Constantinople in 1453 and had continued to

move westward both in Europe and Africa. In 1571 they had
received a serious setback in the Mediterranean at the naval

battle of Lepanto, but on the European mainland they had
continued to move westward until 1683. In that year they

came very near taking Vienna. That was as far west as the

Turks got, and Europe thought it was quite far enough.

The Turks Expelled. The Turkish Empire was an autocracy

of the Oriental type, which was infinitely worse than the

western-European type. Not only had the Sultan power of

life and death over his subjects, but he often exercised this

right freely and for trivial causes. This was especially true

after the empire began to decline in the eighteenth century.

In the nineteenth century the government became very in-

efficient and corrupt. There were grafting officials every-

where, and where these failed to get what they wanted by
graft, they used oppression and extortion. Needless to say,

the subject peoples were often driven to revolt, and by 1914

Turkey had lost most of her European possessions. There

were then four independent Christian states in the Balkans,

—

Greece, Serbia, Rumania, and Bulgaria, — while most of the

remainder of what had once been Turkey’s European empire

was in the hands of the Russians or the Austrians.

New Balkan Problems. The expulsion of the Turks did not,

however, settle the question of self-determination in the

Balkans. For example, Serbia was a Yugoslav state, but it

included only a fraction of the Yugoslavs. Most of these were

under the rule of Austria-Hungary, where they were not much
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happier than they had been under Turkish rule. Serbia,

therefore, aimed to bring them all together in one large

national state. In this

she was encouraged by
Russia, who posed as

the ''big brother” of all

Slavic peoples. This

friendship of Russia for

the Serbs caused great

alarm in Austria, and,

as we shall see (p. 774),

it was an important fac-

tor in bringing on the

World War (1914).

Subject Minorities in

Germany. The subject

minorities in Germany
did not present so seri-

ous a problem as in Aus-

tria and Russia
;
never-

theless they produced

an element of discord

within the State. In

the west were the con-

quered provinces of Alsace-Lorraine, which sought equal

rights with other German states ; in the northwest were the

Danes in Schleswig-Holstein, 1 and in the east were the Poles.

Attempts to Germanize the Danes and Poles met with no
more success than did the attempts of Russia to Russianize

her subject populations.

A Rare Way of Settlement. We have already seen that the

Belgians, who had been joined to the Dutch in 1815 with-

out being consulted, gained their independence by the old-

fashioned way of fighting for it (1830). In marked contrast

was the separation of Norway and Sweden, seventy-five

The Balkan States before the Outbreak of

the World War (1914)

shlas'viK hol'shtin.
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years later (1905). Norway had been transferred from Dan-
ish rule to Swedish rule in 1814 without being consulted.

In 1905 her citizens voted to

become an independent state,

and Sweden accepted the de-

cision. This generous-minded

act on the part of Sweden has

rarely, if ever, been paralleled

in history.

2. Ireland

The Irish Union. Ireland had
been conquered by the English

in the Middle Ages, but it had
been governed as a separate

state and had had a parliament

of its own until 1800. The
situation, however, was not

so satisfactory as that state-

ment might lead one to sup-

pose, for the Irish parliament

represented only the Protes-

tants, and they formed but a small part of the population.

They were the conqueror class and were of Anglo-Norman
stock. The great mass of the Irish were Catholics and

were of Celtic stock.

The relations between conqueror and conquered had rarely

been good, and they were not improved when in 1800 the

parliament in Ireland was induced to abolish itself and to

unite Ireland with England in a parliamentary union. The
native Irish felt that they were now more than ever under

the control of their English conquerors. It is true that after

1829 Catholics could be elected to the Parliament in West-

minster, but this did not seem to help matters much because

the Irish Catholic members were never more than a small

minority.

Daniel O’Connell

The famous Irish orator who was
largely responsible for the passage

of the Catholic Emancipation Act
(1829), which admitted Catholics

to Parliament
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A Common Scene in Ireland during the Potato Famine

In many places burial was more informal because there were not enough coffins

"Absentee Landlords.” Most of the Irish were peasants, and
they suffered from harsh treatment at the hands of their

landlords. The latter were chiefly Englishmen, who lived in

England most of the time and regarded their Irish estates

chiefly as places from which to get an income. If they had
taken an intelligent interest in their tenants instead of being

"absentee landlords,” the feeling of the peasants toward
them would not have become so bitter as it did.

The Potato Famine. In 1845 the Irish suffered from a terrible

famine, caused by the ruin of the potato crop, on which the

peasants depended for the major portion of their diet. After

the famine vast numbers of Irish peasants migrated to Amer-
ica, many taking with them their bitterness toward England. 1

Home Rule. Those who remained sought to better their lot

by demanding home rule, that is, control of Irish affairs

1 No doubt some of you who read this book are descended from those famine
sufferers of the 1840’s. If there had been no potato famine, you might now be
living in the old Emerald Isle.
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through an Irish parliament. Agitation for home rule kept

the land in a turmoil for many years. A settlement had

such circumstances it seemed reasonable that the Irish should

have asked for home rule. But if this were granted, it would

create another minority problem; for there were many
Protestants in Ireland, especially in Ulster in the northeast,

and these would now be ruled by the Catholic majority.

Would it not be reasonable now for the Protestants in Ulster

to demand that there should be home rule for Ulster ?

But not everyone in Ulster was a Protestant; many
Ulsterites were Catholics. Would you grant the Catholic

Ulsterites a sort of home rule within Ulster? If so, how far

would you carry the process?

Where the Irish Stopped. We shall complete our brief ac-

count of Ireland by saying here that when in 1922 Britain

granted home rule, Protestant Ulster broke away from the

rest of the island and retained its connection with Britain.

Ireland, therefore, is divided into two parts, the Irish Free

almost been reached by

1914, but the World War
caused it to be post-

poned several years.

Ireland Today

An Endless Problem.

The situation in Ireland

illustrates well the dif-

ficulties which are tied

up with the question of

self-determination every-

where. When Irelandwas
a part of the joint king-

dom ofGreat Britain and

Ireland, the Irish were

clearly in the minority

in Parliament and were

ruled by the Anglo-

Scotch majority. Under
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State and Northern Ireland. Each has its own parliament,

but in addition Northern Ireland has thirteen members in

the House of Commons at Westminster (London).

3. Foreign Affairs (c. 1870-1914)

A New Leader on the Continent. After the Franco-Prussian

war (1870-1871) the newly created German Empire stepped

into the role of leader on the Continent. It was dominated

by Prussia, and Prussia was dominated by a military aris-

tocracy which exercised an influence on the government and
the army out of all proportion to its numbers and wealth.

This was resented by many, but the malcontents could

make little headway against a government which took an
intelligent interest in the welfare of the people. It provided

an educational system which, in the elementary grades, was
free to all and which, from the elementary grades to the

university, was one of the best in the world. The rapidly

growing industries received encouragement and aid from the

State, and the working classes were protected against sick-

ness and accidents and old age by a national system of

insurance. So Germany presented to the world a strong and
fairly united front.

Satisfactory Foreign Relations. Her relations with her neigh-

bors were on a satisfactory footing, except, of course, in the

case of France; and from France she had nothing to fear,

for the present. It took that nation some time to get over

the effects of the crushing defeats of 1870 and 1871, and
meanwhile she was alone in Europe without a single ally.

Germany, on the other hand, had an alliance with Russia

and a triple alliance with Austria-Hungary and Italy, and
she was on friendly terms with England (see "The Parable

of the Balance that Broke," pp. 768-769).

Two is One too Many. Bismarck, who was responsible for

this satisfactory state of affairs, guided the destinies of the

empire from its beginning in 1871 to 1890; then he was
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dismissed from office or, to be more exact, the resignation

which he had handed in in a moment of irritation was ac-

cepted. He probably had not the slightest idea that this

resignation would be accepted any more than his earlier ones

had been ;
but two years before, the old emperor William I had

died, and Bismarck now had a different sort of person to deal

with. This was William II, the grandson of the first emperor .

1

William II was twenty-nine years old when he came to

the throne. He believed that he was the divinely appointed

ruler of his people, and he had no doubt as to his ability

to rule them. So it came about that the imperial council

chambers were not big enough to hold two such decided

personalities as the young emperor and the old empire-builder,

and the latter had to go .
2

An Old Situation. In some respects the situation was almost

as old as man and was one that you yourselves are likely to

encounter. On the one side was an elderly but still energetic

man who had built up a successful enterprise (the German
Empire), who had dominated it from the start, and who was
quite convinced that he was the only person who knew how
to run it. On the other side was a young man of some
ability and plenty of faith in it, who had his own ideas about

how the enterprise ought to be run. In this conflict of the

older generation with the new you have the setting for most
of the dramas in political history as well as in family history.

It is Hard to Predict. If Bismarck had had his way, young
William II would have become as much of a rubber stamp
as William I had been, affixing his name docilely to any
state paper that Bismarck might place before him. Perhaps

the results would have been better for the world if William II

had been like the earlier William. Looking back, we can

now see that they could not have been much worse. But
when the young William came to the throne, it looked as

though he had more to offer to the German people than

1 William II’s father died in 1888, too, after reigning only three months.
2 Bismarck retired to his estate, where he died in 1898, at the age of eighty-three.
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Bismarck Receives a Visit from Young William II

The one attended the birth of the German Empire, guided her through youth, and
would have ridden ,with her down to death ; the other fled from her as she died

(see page 783)

Bismarck, for he then had some rather liberal ideas about

government. It was only later that he became autocratic.

Needlessly Noisy. William never measured up to Bismarck

as a statesman, nor did he ever find a minister who could.

He talked too much, often blusteringly and with rattling of

saber, and thereby led men to regard every move on the

part of Germany with suspicion. 1 In the 1890’s, when Eng-

1 This lack of tact was reflected in his ministers. For example, the German
delegates to the First Hague Conference (called at the suggestion of the Russian
Czar Nicholas II, 1899) were unnecessarily outspoken in their opposition to peace

plans. It has recently become known that the plan for the peace conference

originated with the Russian war department, which felt at the time that its army
was in no position to compete on equal terms with Germany’s. That, however,
was unknown in 1899; so "Nicky” (as the Czar Nicholas signed himself in his

correspondence with the Kaiser, who in turn signed himself "Willy”) was prayed
for as a prince of peace, and "Willy” was set down as the world’s bad boy. The
opposition to peace plans even today ought to help you to see that there might
easily have been greater' opposition before the World War.
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land was having trouble with the Boers

in South Africa, he alienated the Eng-
lish by sending a telegram to the Boer
leader, assuring him of Germany’s good
wishes for success. About the same
time he alienated the people of the

United States by his pro-Spanish at-

titude during the Spanish-American

War (1897-1898).

All Nordics were Noisy. William II,

like all of us, was influenced by the in-

tellectual atmosphere of his day, and,

like most of us, he could not rise above

it. One important factor in that at-

mosphere was the so-called Nordic

doctrine that the only people who
amounted to anything were North
Europeans and North Americans who
had in their veins the blood of the old

Teutons and Vikings. Some went so

far as to declare that Da Vinci, Colum-
bus, and any other Southrons who had

ever gained distinction must have had
a Teutonic ancestor some time. They
were anything but subdued in pro-

claiming their superiority ; and William

differed from most of them only in

being a little noisier.

The Nordic "complex” serves as an-

other excellent example of the relativ-

ity of things. To the Nordics their

doctrine was a terribly serious matter

;

to the Southrons, and especially to the

French, it was terribly funny. While

Four Hundred Years at the Nordics ranted, Frenchmen smiled and

Franco-German Frontier looked at the map. On one, which
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you encountered in your study of the Hundred Years' War,

they saw their forbears driving the English out of France.

Another, which you will find

on page 762, showed them
encroaching rather steadily

on German territory. The
Nordics had this map, too

;

but their fixed idea (that

no one but Nordics had any
aggressiveness) made them
so nearsighted that they

thought they had been do-

ing all the pushing.

Victoria was Unimpressed.

William II suffered from

another mental handicap.

He tried to impress his

grandmother; and that is

often very hard to do, as

you probably know. After

she has seen you through

your childhood trials and
ailments, in which you often

appeared as anything but

a hero, you are always

''Sonny" to her, even if

in the meantime you have got to be president or emperor.

William's grandmother, Queen Victoria, presided over an
empire which was a grandmother as compared with the

very youthful German Empire. Against such a combination

William was helpless from the start; Grandmamma Victo-

ria refused to be impressed. The situation improved some-

what when Victoria's son (Edward VII) succeeded her in

1901 ; for it is not so hard to impress an uncle as a grandmother.

The Triple Entente. His failure to keep up the alliance with

Russia which Bismarck had made was probably another error

Visiting Grandmamma

When William II visited England in 1889
the British staged a naval review for his

benefit, and he saw . the greatest armada
that had ever been assembled. So, in Sir

JohnTenniel’s cartoon in Punch, Grandma
Victoria is saying, "Now, Willie dear,

you’ve plenty of soldiers at home ; look at

these pretty ships, — I’m sure you’ll be
pleased with them\”
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in judgment. It resulted in a Russo-French entente
, or under-

standing (1894), and this was followed by an Anglo-French

(1904) and an Anglo-Rus-
sian (1907) entente, thus

formingwhat was called the

Triple Entente,

Against this Triple En-
tente there was still the

Triple Alliance ofGermany,
Austria, and Italy, which
Bismarck had formed earlier

(1882) ; but that was not

so strong after 1902 as it ap-

peared to be on paper, for

in that year Italy had come
to a secret understanding

- with France.

An Even Balance. Never-

theless the two sides were

so evenly balanced that

each spent every penny it

could spare on building up
its military power for fear

that the other would get

ahead (see the parable, pp.

768-769) . The five states on

the Continent had compul-

sory military service. Eng-

land was spared that burden, but she had as great a one

in the maintenance of her huge navy. Europe was thus an

armed camp, and people’s nerves became keyed up almost

to the breaking point. A conflict seemed inevitable, and, as

the strain increased, many were ready to welcome the conflict

for the sake of getting it over with.

The Dangers of Prosperity. Undoubtedly the chief factor

in bringing about the strained relations in Europe was the

William II and President Roosevelt

Two of the most colorful Nordics of their
Iday .1 On his way home from a lion hunt in

Africa, Roosevelt lectured to Europe on
world affairs in a way that William en-
vied, for William had recently been taken

i to task by the Reichstag for some of

his utterances. He is saying to T. R.

:

"Really, Teddy, you oughtn’t to try to

be emperor. You couldn’t stand it if they
were suddenly to make you stop talking.”

Note the gay abandon of the pony.
(From Simplicissimus, July 1, 1912)
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remarkable commercial, industrial, and naval development
of Germany. For one thing, this alienated the English, who
disliked seeing their trade and naval supremacy challenged

by anyone. For another, it aroused the hostility of the Rus-
sians, who saw in Germany’s friendship for Turkey a great

obstacle to Russia’s ever getting Constantinople. Finally,

Germany’s prosperity did not make it any easier for the

French to forget that they had lost Alsace and Lorraine to her

in 1871. As a result of Germany’s development, therefore,

Europe was confronted by a number of serious problems, all

of which came down to this one : What are you going to do
when one power becomes stronger than it used to be and so

imperils the situation to which you have become accustomed ?

No Legal Way to Settle Problems. Recall what was said on
page 172 about nonjusticiable cases, and note that the case in

Europe in 1914 was of that sort. That is to say, there was no
law which forbade Germany to increase her fleet or her trade

;

neither was there any law which forbade England to check

Germany’s development, if England didn’t like this develop-

ment. Likewise, there was no law which forbade Germany to

make friends with Turkey, even though this lessened Russia’s

chances of getting Constantinople ; nor, on the other hand,

was there any law which forbade Russia to weaken Germany,
if she thought this would improve her chances of getting

Constantinople.

Not a New Situation. The situation in Europe, of course,

was not a new one. It was the same that had existed ever

since the beginning of history. Through all that period no
adequate means had been devised for dealing with it. What
was needed now was the disposition on the part of all con-

cerned to be decent and reasonable. But that was asking too

much. Nations have rarely grown up gracefully. If they are

making rapid progress, they are apt to be arrogant and bump-
tious toward those who are lagging behind. II they are los-

ing a leadership they once had, they are apt to be resentful

toward those who are pulling ahead. Sweden’s example of let-
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ting Norway go her own way peaceably is one of the few

cases in history where we find a nation accepting a new state

of affairs gracefully— as gracefully as we expect an individual

to accept a new state of affairs.

War Inevitable. The German-French-English-Russian fac-

tors were not the only ones in the situation in 1914. Italy

wanted to get some bits of Italian-speaking territory which

Austria still held; Austria wanted to weaken the Serbian

movement in the Balkans ; Serbia wanted to strengthen it

;

and so on. Europe was one mass of jealousies, old grudges,

and conflicting interests.

And since there was no machinery of government through

which this unfortunate state of affairs could be remedied, nor

any general disposition on the part of the nations to settle

their problems by the use of intelligence, sooner or later the

settlement would have to be made by the use of force. 1 There

were serious "war scares” in 1905, 1908, 1911, and 1913, but

the final outbreak did not come until 1914.

Summing Up in Two Parables. Much of the history of Eu-

rope from 1871 to 1914 may be summed up in two parables.

The first one (pp. 768-769) is intended to show you the steps

which led to war ; the second (p. 770) is intended to bring

out the chief underlying forces which determined those steps.

There were other forces at work ; but if you remember the

two that are mentioned in the second parable you will have

the key to the situation, for it is probably safe to say that if

there had been no rampant nationalism and covetous com-
mercialism there would not have been a world war.

1 At the peace conferences of 1899 and 1907, held at the Hague, little had been

accomplished except the establishment of an international court of justice, and
this court had not been given the powers necessary to make it effective.
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Questions

Section 1. What is a nation? How did Europe answer this ques-

tion in the nineteenth century ? What happened to European Turkey
in the nineteenth century? What new Balkan problems developed

after the expulsion of the Turks? What subject minorities did Ger-

many have? What unusual settlement was made between Sweden
and Norway?

Section 2. What happened to Ireland’s parliament in 1800 ?

How does Ireland illustrate the difficulty of the problem of self-

determination ? Did the forbears of any of your classmates come to

America as a result of the potato famine? (Make inquiries.) How is

Ireland governed today?

Section 3. How was Germany governed after 1870 ? Why were

the Germans content with this government? What was Germany’s

position in Europe under Bismarck? How did it change under

William II? (See parable, p. 768.) If you had been emperor of Ger-

many in 1890, would you have accepted Bismarck’s resignation?

Why did the Russian Czar suggest a peace conference in 1899 ? How
did William II alienate the British? the Americans? Do you think

war was inevitable about 1914? Why?



THE PARABLE OF THE BALANCE THAT BROKE

IN 1879 the Black Eagle (Germany) made an Alliance with the

Double-Eagle (Austria-Hungary) and in 1882 with the Roman

Eagle (Italy), thus forming a Triple Alliance. It also made an

Alliance with the Bear (Russia, 1887 ) . The Lion (Great Britain )

was Friendly to the Black Eagle; Moreover, its chief Interest lay out-

side of Europe, in its Colonies. Thus the Cock (France) was left

quite Alone.

Presently the Black Eagle Abandoned the Bear; so the Bear moved

over to the Side of the Cock (Franco-Russian Alliance, 1894),

while the Lion began to take Ffotice of what was Happening to the Balance.



]\[ext the Lion got behind the Cock (1904) and the Bear (1907),

thus forming a Triple Entente and Making the Balance Even.

But because Both sides believed that the Best way to Avoid War was to

Prepare for it, they Armed themselves so Heavily that the Balance Broke

and Hurled them All into the War Cauldron.



THE PARABLE OF THE ENGINES THAT GREW LARGER AS THE
ROADBED GREW SMALLER

ONCE there were some Engines that Started out to Trade with those

Parts of the World that did Elot have Engines. As they went along they

grew Larger and Larger until Each became Quite Convinced that it was

The Heaven-Appointed Salesman, so Each Stuck a Big Flag out in

Front in order that Everyone should know it Was Heaven-appointed. But

the Flags got to be So Large that the Engine'Drivers could not see that

the Roadbed was growing Smaller
,
and so they Failed to Use their

Intelligence. You can Guess what Happened in 1914.



CHAPTER LVI • Disclosing a World at Wax

(1914-1918)

1. Foreword

Some History of your Own Times. The World War will prob-

ably be more real to you than any previous topic in this book
has been, because, though you can’t remember it as one who
lived through it, you have had first-hand contact with those

who can and even with some who actually took part in it.

You will therefore approach this topic with a greater fund of

ideas than you had for any other, and you ought to be able

to read this part of the book more critically than you did any
earlier part.

The World War affords an excellent example of a fact which

we might have brought out earlier, namely, that as events

recede more and more into the past the accounts that are

written of them change. For example, the accounts that are

written today of the Protestant Revolt or the American Revo-
lution are quite different from the accounts that appeared a

hundred years ago. What makes the case of the World War
stand out with special sharpness is the fact that the accounts

have undergone such a marked change in such a short time.

Conflicting Accounts. The early accounts, which were al-

most universally accepted by the peoples that went to war
with the so-called Central Powers (Germany and Austria),

unreservedly put the responsibility for starting the war upon
the shoulders of these powers. Here it remained until well

after the war, and here most people thought it would remain
forever. Soon after the war, however, other accounts began
to appear, and, because they were written by men who were
known for their honesty as well as for their knowledge of

affairs, they received serious consideration.

771
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Some of these so-called "revisionist” accounts went much
farther than others in lifting the burden of responsibility

from the shoulders of the Central Powers, but all of them
agreed that to put all the blame for the war on one side was
too simple a solution to be the correct one. They were more
inclined to say either that both sides were in part responsible

or that neither side was so much responsible as were condi-

tions that had been allowed to develop beyond human control.

Glimpses into Secret Archives. How are we to account for

the revisionist view? For one thing, since the war the evi-

dence has been studied more critically than was possible dur-

ing the excitement of the conflict. For another, since the war

a great deal of new evidence has come to light, much of which,

in the normal course of events, would not have been available

to historians until the days of your grandchildren, long after

the leading actors in the war had passed away.

This was notably true in Russia, where the revolutionists,

who had overthrown the old czarist regime, published many
important state documents which dealt with the period im-

mediately preceding the war and which shed new light on its

origins. The Germans followed suit, and then the British,

the Austrians, and the French in the order named. Mean-
while many memoirs had appeared, written by statesmen and

soldiers who had been active in that early period. Not all

that can be told has probably yet been told ; nevertheless,

much more has already been told than even well-informed

persons ever suspected that there was to tell.

A Matter of Practical Politics. This matter is one of practi-

cal politics. It illustrates well how those things which we call

"history” link up with the present. In this instance the

"history” of "Who started the war?” has a bearing, some

people think, on the question "Who is to pay for the war?”

You will encounter a great variety of answers to that question

not only in the books you read but also in current periodicals.

You can scarcely pick up a newspaper or magazine without

running into the terms "reparations” and "war debts.”
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The Last Ride

Archduke Ferdinand and his wife at Sarajevo, June 28, 1914

The burden of this foreword is that you ought to check up
as carefully as you can on any accounts you read of the World
War. (This remark applies, of course, to this book as much
as it does to any other. 1

)

2. The Four Longest Years in History

A Shot heard round the World. On June 28 of the year 1914

the archduke Francis Ferdinand, heir to the Austrian throne,

and his wife were assassinated as they were driving through
the streets of Sarajevo, a little town in the province of Bosnia.

The shots were fired by a young Bosnian Serb, a member of a

Pan-Serbian society. Europe was horrified by his act.

1 As the publication of state documents dealing with the war continues, new
books dealing with the origins will continue to pour from the press. Up to date the
outstanding revisionist work is that by an American, Professor Sidney B. Fay, of

Harvard University (The Origins of the World War (1929), The Macmillan
Company). The "nonrevisionist” view is presented by an equally able scholar.

Professor B. E. Schmitt of The University of Chicago, in The Coming of the War,

(Scribner’s, 1930).
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Though nothing so terrible as this had happened before in

her relations with Serbia, Austria had long had trouble with

that state, and now she was determined to settle matters once

and for alL

If the affair could have been confined to Austria and
Serbia, it would not have been especially serious

; but back of

Austria stood Germany, and back of Serbia stood Russia,

who was likely to be supported by both France and Great

Britain.

Harsh Terms. Austria’s first move was to ask the German
emperor, William II, if he would back her up in her dealings

with Serbia. Without inquiring carefully into Austria’s plans,

the emperor gave a favorable reply. How rash he had been

he was to learn when the Austrian ultimatum to Serbia ap-

peared. Europe was thunderstruck by the harshness of the

terms. 1 Austria demanded, among other things, that Serbia

should suppress Pan-Serbian papers and societies within her

borders, dismiss anti-Austrian agitators from office, and allow

Austrian officials to assist in finding those who had plotted

the murder; and she gave Serbia only forty-eight hours

within which to accept her terms.

A Fair Answer that was Rejected. Serbia, after consulting

with Russia, answered within the time limit, and agreed to all

the terms except the one which would allow Austrian officials

to enter Serbia and hunt for the conspirators. It looked as

though the crisis had passed. Even the German emperor

(who by now had regretted the free hand he had given to his

ally) urged in the strongest terms that the answer be ac-

cepted at least tentatively and that the issues between the

two states be settled by diplomatic negotiations rather than

by war. Austria, however, was not satisfied and ordered her

troops forward (July 28).

1 From recently published archives it appears as though Austria might have
made a better case than she did in her ultimatum if she had taken more pains

with it. Apparently she had shown a great deal of patience in dealing with Pan-

Serbian and Russian intrigues.
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Too Late for Diplomats. The diplomats of the various powers

now strove to keep the war from spreading, but that proved im-

possible. One power after another was drawn into the conflict.

Serbia, if left to herself, would have been crushed by-

Austria, and this, of course, would have been a blow to

Russian influence in the Balkans. Russia therefore mobilized

her army (July 30).

Austria, if left to herself, would have been smashed by
the combined power of Russia and Serbia, and this would

have weakened Germany’s position in Europe. Moreover,

the Russian mobilization was a danger not only to Austria

but to Germany as well ; so Germany declared war on

Russia (August 1).

Now the advantage rested with Germany and Austria

(the Central Powers). Whether it would remain there de-

pended on Russia’s ally, France. If France joined with

Russia, Germany would find herself between two fires.

Germany declares War on France. To find out where she

stood, Germany had asked France (July 31) to state within

two days whether or not she would keep out of the war.

France replied (August 1) that she would do what she

thought was best for her interests. Germany interpreted

this to mean that France had made up her mind to enter

the war and was merely waiting for the Russians to get well

under way before she declared her position. (Was that a

fair interpretation?)

Now it was a toss-up as to which side had the advantage.

If Germany’s interpretation of France’s intentions was right,

her only hope of victory lay in putting the French army out

of the running before the lumbering Russian army became
aggressive on her eastern frontier. France’s only hope of

victory lay in keeping out of the fight until the Russian army
did become aggressive in the east. Germany therefore de-

clared war on France (August 3).

In order to avoid the strong French fortifications and
come to grips with the French army quickly, the Germans
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invaded Belgium; but the Belgians put up a valiant fight

and thereby gave the French army some precious days in

which to get ready.

Great Britain declares War on Germany. By invading Bel-

gium Germany broke a treaty which she, together with

other powers, had made to respect the neutrality of that

tiny state. Whatever military advantage she might have

gained by this move was more than offset by the righteous

indignation it aroused in the western-European world. Pub-

lic opinion there seems finally to have reached a point where

it believed that the solemn pledges in treaties ought to be

strictly observed.

Doubtless the German government was taken by surprise

to find that public opinion in the rest of the world had devel-

oped to this point ; for almost every nation had been guilty

some time or other of breaking treaties, and there seemed to

be little in the conduct of these nations to guarantee that

they would not be guilty of it again. What had been done
in the past, however, did not make Germany’s course any
less blameworthy or any less costly to her. By invading Bel-

gium she made it possible for the British government to de-

clare war on her with the assurance that it had the support of

the British people (August 4). Great Britain would probably

have entered the war anyway because her ministers had cer-

tain secret understandings with France and Russia, but the

danger of having Germany in possession of rich lands and

harbors so near to England caused her to act promptly.

Thus step by step Europe became involved in a war which
(according to the best historical opinion today) not one of

the governments involved wanted, however much some mili-

tary factions here and there might have welcomed it.
1

Britain’s ally, Japan, also joined the war in August.

1 It has been said that on both sides many factory workers, bored with their

monotonous tasks, welcomed the war as ardently as the militarists did. This
suggests an aspect of the general problem of war and peace which may be worthy
of earnest consideration.
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Europe at War, Showing the Combatants and Neutrals

Italy, who had treaties with both sides, remained neutral

until 1915, when she joined the Entente Powers. She claimed

that, since the Triple Alliance was only a defensive alliance,

she was not bound to come to the aid of Germany and
Austria because they had not been attacked but had done
the attacking.

The Chief Combatants. The war lasted over four years (from

July 28, 1914, to November 11, 1918) and brought in all

the leading countries of the world and many of the lesser

ones. Only fourteen states (all in the latter class) remained
neutral. The chief combatants were Germany, Austria, Bul-
garia, and Turkey, known as the Central Powers; and
France, England, Russia, Italy, Japan, known as the Allies,

and, later, the United States of America.

A Wide Field of Operations. Japan’s main contributions con-
sisted in driving the Germans out of China and off the
Pacific and in supplying the Allies, especially Russia, with
munitions of war. England’s activities were most varied.
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Besides furnishing the Allies with vast amounts of money
and munitions, she destroyed Germany’s commerce on the

seas, blockaded Germany’s ports,

and, aided by her colonies, seized

the colonial possessions of the

Germans. Together with her

colonies, she also put a large army
in the field, chiefly in France,

where the decisive struggle took

place. The brunt of battle in

France, however, was borne by
the French themselves.

The Battle of the Marne. It took

the Germans seventeen days to

fight their way through Belgium

into France. There, during the

first two weeks, they swept every-

thing before them and were al-

most at Paris before they were

checked. At the river Marne, however, they were stopped

effectively. After trying vainly to break through the French

line, they settled down to trench warfare.

Trench Warfare. Soon the northeast of France presented

the extraordinary spectacle of hundreds of thousands of men
in two parallel systems of trenches, extending for hundreds of

miles. Here they spent their days and nights, always on the

alert, one side or the other ever trying to break through the

opposing line. This was the situation in 1914, and it remained

much the same for four of the longest years that the civilized

world has ever known.
Downfall of Russia. The successful resistance of the French

made it impossible, of course, for the Germans to send as

many troops against Russia as they had hoped to. Never-

theless they were able to spare enough to cause such disaster

that the Russian people rose in rebellion against the Czar and

his inefficient autocratic regime and swept them both out of

Marshal Joffre

He turned back the Germans at

the Marne, 1914
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existence (1917). The new government made peace with the

Germans on terms which left the latter in possession of a large

part of western Russia (Treaty of Brest-Litovsk1
). Mean-

while Germany’s allies were winning victories or at least were

holding their own, so that during the first three years of the

war it seemed probable that the Central Powers would emerge
victorious.

3. The United States enters the War

War on the Sea. The prospect of victory, however, was de-

stroyed by what took place on the sea. First the English

drove the German navy and merchant marine off the seas

and blockaded German ports. This caused great hardship to

the Germans, who were dependent upon imports for much of

their food and for various raw materials needed in industry,

1 brgst' lye tofsk'.
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such as cotton, rubber, and copper. The British, however,
needed imports, especially food, even more than the Germans

did; so the Germans
planned to starve the

British into submission.

To do this, it was neces-

sary to keep not only

British ships but all

ships from reaching Eng-
land, and this meant
that the Germans would
have to interfere with

neutral shipping. This

they did and thereby

turned some of the neu-

tral states against them.

Submarine. The only

effective weapon that the

Germans had, moreover,

was the submarine, now
employed in warfare for the first time, and the civilized world

was horrified at its cruel effectiveness.

Among the victims of the German submarine campaign
were many citizens of the United States, whose fate greatly

increased the American feeling against Germany, of which

there had been much from the start. The government of the

United States, therefore, had the nation back of it when it

declared war on Germany (April 6, 1917) and on Austria

(December 7, 1917).

Why the United States entered the War. The reasons which

led the people of the United States to support the Allies were

various, but they were in general singularly free from selfish-

ness. To some the war offered an opportunity to repay the

debt owed to France for aid given in the American Revolu-

tionary War. Others were interested chiefly in maintaining

the right of neutrals to the use of the sea in time of war. But
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perhaps what influenced most Americans was the belief that

the Germans alone were responsible for the war and the fear

that the future of democratic institutions everywhere would
be endangered if the autocratic Central Powers were to win.

A Terrific Race. The war now became a race between the

Germans and the Americans to see who could reach western

France first. The whole manhood of Germany was already in

the army, superbly efficient and flushed with the recent vic-

tories in Russia. The manhood of America was in factory

and office or on the farm or in college. Could it be trained for

battle and transported across the sea before the weary French-

and-British line broke ? It could, though it had to rely chiefly

on the British for transport. 1

Family History. The story is too long to tell here. Ask
your parents about that thrilling, feverish time

;
they lived

through it. Many of them got into the army ; most of them,

even your mothers, did some sort of war work, if it was noth-

ing more than rolling bandages or knitting socks or limiting

the amount of sugar used in cooking or the amount of white

flour used in baking, so that there would be more of these

things for the "boys” when they reached the French trenches.

"Over there” in Time. So while the Germans were launch-

ing some terrific "drives” against the Allied line in the spring

of 1918, the hastily trained American soldiers were pouring

into France. It was none too soon. The endurance of the

Allied forces was near the breaking point, and the atmosphere
in the Allied countries was one of gloom.

Pershing’s Plan. The arrival of the American army did more
than revive the drooping spirits of the Allies : it changed the .

character of the war. The Allied commanders seem to have
become convinced that the war had reached a stalemate and
that the best they could hope for was to stick to trench

1 Remarkable as were the things accomplished by the United States, they would
have been of little avail if it had not been for aid from the Allies. British shipping
transported a large part of her army and its equipment, and British and French
foundries equipped it with heavy artillery. The war taught the United States

that an army cannot be created and equipped overnight.
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warfare and wear down the enemy bit by bit. Against such

a war of attrition the American chief in command, General

John J. Pershing, took a

firm stand; he insisted

upon an offensive cam-
paign which would drive

the Germans from their

trenches and out into the

open, and he carried his

point.

President Wilson. Al-

most as important as the

men and the guns which

General Pershing directed

against the Germans were

the words which Presi-

dent Wilson sent to them,

notably his "Fourteen
Points.” This was a state-

ment of terms of peace

(made before Congress,

January 8, 1918) which
aimed to establish a world

order based on principles

of justice. At the time President Wilson’s political enemies

made fun of what they called his "rhetoric,” but after the war
the exiled Kaiser bore testimony to the fact that this "rhet-

oric” weakened greatly the morale of the German people.

They were just as tired of the war as the French and English

were, and the hope that President Wilson held out to them of

a square deal at the Peace Conference made them eager to

have done with the terrible business of slaughter.

Marshal Foch. In the spring of 1918 the Allies made the

French marshal Ferdinand Foch 1 commander of all their

forces. Foch let the Germans wear themselves out in ham-

Ferdinand Foch, French Marshal and

Allied Commander, and General John J.

Pershing, U.S.A.

1 fosh.
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Imperial War Museum

Doughboys Passing through the Village of Nonsard with Flags Flying, after

having Captured a Salient in the St. Mihiel Sector

mering against the Allied line until July, 1918, by which

time more than a million American "doughboys” were "over

there” and had had some months of intensive training.

Then the Allies took the offensive. That was the beginning

of the end.

The Central Powers Crumble. While the Germans were being

driven out of France and Belgium, their allies were meeting

with disaster elsewhere. Bulgaria was the first to quit, on
September 30, 1918. Turkey and Austria-Hungary followed

a month later. Meanwhile those Germans at home who had
always been opposed to the control exercised by the Prussian

military caste became bolder in their demands for peace and
for certain reforms. The discontent spread to the army, and
soon Germany was in the turmoil of revolution. The Kaiser

fled to Holland (November 9), and a republic was proclaimed.
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The Armistice. On November 11, 1918, an armistice was
signed, and the four years of terrible warfare came to an
end. Germany was down and out. Not only had the Allies

driven her from Belgium and France, but they advanced and
occupied her territory west of the Rhine.

4. Science and Warfare

A New Kind of War. The World War was the first chance

that the new age of science and invention had had to show
what it could do in war, and it did quite enough to convince

mankind that one or two more such wars would put an end

to our civilization. This war would have made Caesar or

Alexander the Great think that he had been playing marbles.

Far-flung Battle Lines. The battle lines extended for hun-

dreds of miles. In France, from Belgium to Switzerland, the
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The British General Allenby Entering Jerusalem, December, 1917

line was six hundred miles long; in Russia it was eight

hundred miles long. The war was fought all over the world,

on land and sea, wherever the combatants could get at

each other.

New War Engines. Many new engines of war were used

for the first time or were used on a larger scale than ever

before —- huge guns that could hurl shells seventy-five miles

;

machine guns that could mow down a regiment in a few

minutes; moving forts called tanks, with the caterpillar

tread which enabled them to move over trenches; bombs
and mines of all kinds; poisonous gases; scores of subma-
rines ; squadrons of airplanes.

Huge Numbers and always on the Job. There were vastly

greater numbers of soldiers involved than in any previous

war. The Central Powers had enrolled over twenty millions,
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the Allied Powers over twice that number— a total of over

sixty million men in arms.

The armies were on the job continuously. Fighting was
not a matter of an occasional one-day or two-day battle, as

in the wars of Alexander or Napoleon; once the opposing

forces had dug themselves in, there was a continuous series

of attacks and counterattacks. Many engagements that will

never be mentioned in history would have been considered

major battles in any previous war.

A Ruinous Luxury. The war shot away more wealth than

anyone would have thought possible. If you had started on

the day when Jesus was bom and had coined a gold dollar

every second of the time up to the present, working day and
night, Sundays as well as week days, you would not have

enough even yet to pay for one fifth of what was destroyed. 1

The whole affair was on such a stupendous scale that the

human mind fails to grasp it.

5. The Peace of Paris

The " Big Four.” Diplomats from the Allied countries now
gathered at Paris to set the world to rights again. This peace

conference, like the one held in Vienna about a hundred years

before, was dominated by five powers— in this instance

France, Great Britain, Italy, Japan, and the United States.

The outstanding personages there were Clemenceau, Lloyd

George, and Orlando, prime ministers of France, Great Brit-

ain, and Italy, respectively, and Woodrow Wilson, president

of the United States — the "Big Four," of whom we had a

glimpse long before they ever dreamed that they would one

day meet to settle the affairs of the world.

Changes since 1815. Nothing marks better the changes that

had come over Europe since the Congress of Vienna (1815)

than two simple facts
: (1) not one of the four was of the

1 The total immediate economic cost of the war has been estimated at more than

three hundred and thirty-five billions of dollars.
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The Big Four Grown Up

Lloyd George, Orlando, Clemenceau, Wilson (see page 694)

nobility
;

all were commoners. Clemenceau had started out

as a physician, Lloyd George and Orlando as lawyers, and
Woodrow Wilson as a professor of history and politics. (2) All

four of them came as representatives of the people.

There was one other striking contrast between the Con-
gress of Vienna and the Peace Conference at Paris in 1919 : at

Vienna, though she had just been crushed, France shared in

the deliberations and helped to reconstruct Europe
; at Paris

the defeated Central Powers were not admitted.

The Treaty of Versailles. After some months of deliberation,

the conference concluded a statement of terms on which Ger-

many might have peace and presented it to the representative

of the new German Republic, who signed it on June 28, 1919,

though not without protest against its severity. The ceremony
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Signing the Treaty of Versailles, 1919

Perhaps the most interesting thing about this event is that so many men want to

forget it. The man in the street celebrates Armistice Day, not Peace Day. He
knows there was an armistice. — Dr. Johannes Bell signing for Germany. Oppo-
site him, seated : Henry White, Robert Lansing, and Woodrow Wilson (U. S. A.)

;

Clemenceau (Fr.) ; Lloyd George, Bonar Law, and Balfour (G.Br.). From a
painting by Sir William Orpen, R. A.

was staged in the palace at Versailles, where about fifty years

before the newly created German Empire had dictated terms

to France (p. 670). In the following year treaties were made
with Austria, Hungary, Bulgaria, and Turkey. These treaties

together form the Peace of Paris (1919-1920). (See colored maps
Nos. Ill, VI, VII.) The treaty you will hear most about is the

one made with Germanyand known as the Treaty of Versailles.

A New World. As a result of these treaties the map of

the world was remade. The most important changes were

those in Europe, and of these the most important were those

which affected Germany.
German Losses. Germany lost her non-German provinces

(p. 755), her colonies, 1 and her navy permanently, and the

1 Most of her colonies and protectorates went to the British and French under

the so-called mandate system ; that is to say, they were to be held in trust for all

the states in the League of Nations, to which reports were periodically to be made.
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control of the Saar valley (rich in coal) for fifteen years. She

was forced to agree to make good all civilian damages ; the

amount of these was
not fixed, but as a start

Germany was to pay
five billion dollars. She

was to reduce her army
and navy very mate-

rially and to surrender

the ex-Kaiser for trial.

Other Losses. Austria,

like Germany, lost those

of her territories which

were inhabited by non-

Germans and became a

small, weak state.

Hungary lost her non-

Hungarian territories.

Turkey lost Egypt,

the Arab state of Hejaz, 1

Palestine, Mesopotamia
(all of which became
more or less independent

states, under British protection), and Syria, which was to be

administered by France acting under a mandate from the

League of Nations.

Though Russia was not a party to the treaty, we might

note here that she lost Finland, Estonia, Latvia, and Lithua-

nia, as well as her Polish provinces.

New National States. These territorial changes aimed to

solve, among other things, the problem of " oppressed nation-

alities^ in Austria, Hungary, Germany, Russia, and Turkey.

The Russian Poles were joined with the German and Aus-

trian Poles to form a new and independent state. The Austro-

Hungarian Czechoslovaks were formed into an independent
1 h8 jaz'.

What was left After the World War of the

Proud Austrian Empire, over which Metter-

nich had Presided Less than a Hundred Years

Before

In fairness to a fallen foe, recall that for long

Austria had been part of the bulwark against

the Turks. Only the future can tell whether as

independent states the various parts of her
former empire will have greater well-being than
they had when they were part of the Hapsburg

dominions
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republic (Czechoslovakia). The Austro-Hungarian Yugoslavs

were joined to Serbia to form the new state of Yugoslavia,

the Austrian Italians were

joined to Italy, and Alsace-

Lorraine was reunited to

France. (See colored map
No. VII.)

Allied Gains; Japan and

Italy. Japan improved her

position greatly by getting

some of Germany’s islands

in the Pacific and by tak-

ing Germany’s place in

China. Italy completed her

national unification by ac-

quiring Trent and Trieste 1

from Austria.

Great Britain. Great Brit-

ain added considerably to her empire, at the expense of

Germany and Turkey (pp. 788, 789). She profited, too, by
the destruction of the German navy, merchant marine, and
industries ; at least she thought so at the time.

There was one change in Britain’s position, however, that

was not at all to the good. Owing to the remarkable develop-

ment of the airplane during the war, the English Channel had

lost much of its value as a protection. A navy is of no great

value as a protection against air raids.

France. France not only regained her lost provinces of

Alsace-Lorraine, but she also got control of the rich German
coal mines in the Saar valley (for fifteen years), of Syria, and

of a part of the German colonies in Africa. She could count

on the support of the newly created states in eastern Europe,

and she had the most efficient standing army in Europe.

France was once more the dominant power on the Continent.

1 tre Sst'.

Open Season for Kings

Beginning with France in 1870, thirteen

monarchies have been overthrown. The
topmost crown is that of Spain, cast there

in 1931. It has been there before and
recovered. Watch it
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6. The League of Nations

A Discredited System. If the settlement of 1919 had gone

no further than has been outlined above, the prospect for the

future of Europe would not have been very bright. Europe

had had frequent experience with a power in the dominant

position that France now held and it had not brought her

peace. So it is of tremendous interest to note that the

Peace Conference sought to establish a different system.

Economic and Cultural World Unity. During the preceding

fifty or a hundred years, especially after the development of

the railroad, steamship, cable, and wireless, the world had

become so closely knit Together that it was now virtually a

neighborhood. It was easier to get from San Francisco to

Berlin or Rome than it had been in colonial days to get from

New York to Boston. Trade and finance had become inter-

national
;

science and invention, scholarship, literature, and
music knew no national boundaries. Only in political organi-

zation had the world lagged behind. Politically it was still in

a condition of anarchy
; every state was a law unto itself.

The War made Men World-Minded. By 1914 there were more
free citizens and more free minds in the world than ever be-

fore, but these for the most part had failed to perceive that a

world community had gradually come into being, and they

had gone on thinking in terms of national units. But during

the terrific four years’ holocaust millions of men all over the

world had come to see the need of thinking in terms of a

world community, and now they sought to find a political

substitute for international war. For these Woodrow Wilson

became the spokesman.

The Spokesman of World-Minded Men. What gave the move-
ment promise of success was the fact that nations already had
a political substitute for internal wars. In their parliaments

or congresses votes took the place of bullets ;
intelligence

took the place of force. It was for the purpose of bringing

about a similar condition in world affairs that President Wil-



Woodrow Wilson, the Spokesman of World'Minded Men

Till the war-drum throbb’d no longer, and the battle-flags were furl’d

In the Parliament of man, the Federation of the world.

Tennyson, Locksley Hall
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son went himself to Paris 1 and there proposed the establish-

ment of a League of Nations.

With his prestige as president of the nation whose entry

into the war had turned the tide in favor of the Allies, he was

able to have his proposal embodied in all the major treaties

made in Paris. He himself wrote a large part of the Covenant,

as the constitution of the League is called.

His Advantage as an American. It was not an easy task to

get the leaders at the Peace Conference to agree to substitute

intelligence for force as a means of settling future disputes,

and probably the representative of no other country could

have got the proposal accepted. The reason for this is that,

though the Allies had only recently been fighting shoulder to

shoulder, they had not always been allies. They had often

been enemies. Europe was (and still is) dominated by fear

such as it is almost impossible for us, surrounded by friendly

neighbors and wide oceans, to appreciate. A proposal like the

one President Wilson made would therefore undoubtedly

have been viewed with great suspicion if it had been made by
a European statesman.

Fortunately, however, the United States had long been on
friendly terms with all the powers. Moreover, she asked for

none of the spoils of the war. Finally, the war had revealed

her tremendous wealth and potential military power.

Forced to make Concessions. Even with all the advantages of

his position, President Wilson had difficulty in getting his

proposal accepted. He had to bargain and to give up certain

points which he had hoped to embody in the treaties of peace.

For this he was bitterly criticized by many. Only the future

can tell whether hewas right in thinking that in the long run the

League of Nations was the most important factor in the whole
situation and that anything else might well be sacrificed for it.

The Machinery of the League. The Covenant provided for

(1) an Assembly in which each country belonging to the

1 He was the first president of the United States ever to go abroad during his

term of office.
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League had one vote and (2) a Council composed of repre-

sentatives of the Big Five (the United States, England,
France, Italy, and Japan), together with four (now nine)

representatives elected by the Assembly. (3) There was also

to be a Secretariat, or permanent body of officials in charge of

various international bureaus, at the League's headquarters

in Geneva, Switzerland.

The League and War. The Covenant pledged the mem-
bers to submit their disputes to arbitration before resorting

to war and to take collective action against any state that

refused to do so. All existing treaties that ran counter to

the Covenant were declared null and void. All future trea-

ties made by the members were to be filed with the Secretariat

and published.

Administrative Functions. The League was given charge of

several areas, such as the Saar valley, and it was to keep

an eye on the " mandated" territories taken from Germany
and Turkey.

It was empowered to study the problems of international

health, disarmament, and labor. The standards laid down
for labor give an insight into the fine humanitarian spirit

of the Covenant and show what an advance the Western
world had made since the terrible days of the beginning of

the factory system. They call for the abolition of child

labor, a forty-eight-hour working week, and a wage which
makes possible a reasonably decent standard of living.

The United States does not enter the League. The League of

Nations fared better everywhere else than it did in the

United States. The opposition to it there was due to a va-

riety of causes
;
perhaps the main one was the feeling that

by joining the League the United States would constantly

be drawn into European entanglements and might be forced

into measures which would be against her best interests. The
Senate refused to ratify the treaties in which the Covenant
was embodied, and the League went into operation (1920)

without the United States as one of its members.
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The United States makes Separate Treaties. Since President

Wilson had insisted upon making the Covenant of the League
a part of the treaties made at Paris, it followed that the

treaties could not be ratified without the Covenant’s being

ratified at the same time. Since the Senate refused to accept

the Covenant, it was therefore necessary for the United

States to make separate treaties with the Central Powers.

This was done in 1921.

"Thus ended the War.” It seems the natural thing to say

now, "Thus ended the war” or "Thus peace was made,”
but such a statement would be misleading. It would be

more exact to say, "Thus treaties of peace were made,”
which is quite a different matter. No one knew then whether

a lasting peace had been made, nor do we know even yet.

So don’t think of the Peace of Paris as ending a chapter

which you can consider completed and put behind you; it

forms part of a chapter which is still being written.
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CHAPTER LVII • Recounting Some Things that

have happened since the World War

1. The Allies try to collect from Germany

What did the War Mean? The World War no doubt seems

very far away, farther away than your earliest memory, but

no one knows yet what that war meant. This probably does

not surprise you, because you have seen that the same thing

was true of earlier great upheavals. It took Europe many
years and many wars to learn what sort of new world the

Protestant Revolt had ushered in; it took Europe many
years and many wars to learn what sort of new world the

French Revolution had ushered in. And you may be old

men and women before you know much about the new sort

of world that, the war of 1914-1918 ushered in. Looking back,

you undoubtedly will see gfeat changes, and you will probably

date many of these changes from this war, but you cannot

predict them with any more certainty than Prince Mettemich
in 1815 could have predicted the Europe of the 1870’s.

A War that didn’t run True to Form. About the only thing

that can now be said with certainty about the World War
is that it meant all sorts of things that no war was ever

intended to mean. That the vanquished should come to ruin

seemed right and proper, but that the victors too should

reap the same harvest seemed all out of keeping with pre-

vailing ideas as to how wars ought to behave.

Since the Allies dictated the terms of peace, we shall have
to call them the winners. Here is what happened to their side:

1. Russia— millions killed or crippled
;
the Baltic provinces lost

;

the imperial family murdered
;
the social order turned topsy-turvy

;

years of a reign of terror.

797
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2. Italy— millions killed or crippled ; huge debt ; millions of

unemployed
;
parliamentary government lost.

3. Great Britain— millions killed or crippled ; huge debt ; loss of

markets ; millions of unemployed ; loss of leadership in the banking

world.

4. France— millions killed or crippled ; huge debt ; loss of mil-

lions invested in Russia ; disliked now by some of her former allies

almost as much as by her former foes.

Creating a Difficult Situation. The World War gives point

to the remark of the Irishman on seeing the Winged Victory

(p. 222), "Sure, if that was the winner, I’d like to see the

other fellow.” The "other fellow,” of course, was even worse

off, and yet the Allies expected him to make good all their

losses. Austria was so completely out of the game that noth-

ing [could be expected from her; the only hope, therefore,

was Germany. Everything that could be taken from her by
force was taken— her colonies, frontier lands which held

non-German elements, her merchant ships, great quantities

of arms, coal, chemicals, cattle, agricultural machinery, and

so on.

The items above, however, covered only a small part of

the damage sustained by the Allies, and accordingly Ger-

many was required to pay a huge indemnity. The exact

amount was not named in the treaty ; but an initial payment
of $5,000,000,000 was to be made by 1921, by which time it

was thought that the Interallied Reparations Commission
would have determined what the total amount should be.

That commission fixed Germany’s reparations bill provision-

ally at $33,000,000,000, with the understanding that this

amount would be raised if it appeared at any time that she

could pay more.

The Germans objected to the report on two counts : first,

that the amount was too large, and, second, that it was un-

fair to ask them to accept any increase which the commission

might see fit to impose upon them in the future. The Allies

replied with threats of military occupation, whereupon the
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German government accepted the conditions and made the

first payments.

Troubles at Home. Meanwhile the young republic had been

having heavy sledding at home. The vast number of unem-

ployed offered a fertile field for the spread of Russian com-

munist doctrines, and this led to uprisings among the working

classes. At the opposite end of the social scale the members
of the old aristocracy hoped, and even worked, for the down-

fall of the republic and the restoration of the old order.

Between these two groups stood the upper middle class—
doctors, lawyers, teachers and officials, and men who had

retired and who were living on the income from investments.

These various groups depended for their economic well-being

upon the stability of the monetary system, and that system

failed them utterly during these years. Before the war the

German mark had been worth twenty-five cents in American
money, but during and after the war the government had
printed so much paper money that in 1923 the mark was
worth one five-hundredth of an American cent.

The Occupation of the Ruhr Valley. The general situation

became so desperate that the German government asked per-

mission to postpone reparation payments for several years,

hoping that with a breathing spell German industry and trade

could be revived and the monetary system stabilized. Great
Britain favored granting the request, partly because she too
was suffering from the burden of unemployment and hoped
that a revival of industry in Germany would result in a sim-
ilar revival in Britain. France, however, was opposed to a
suspension of payments, and in 1923 French and Belgian
troops invaded Germany and occupied her chief industrial

area in the Ruhr valley.

The occupation of the Ruhr aroused bitter resentment on
the part of the Germans, who regarded it as a virtual renewal
of war arid an infringement of the Treaty of Versailles. The
situation, indeed, had all of the uncertainty of war time, so
that what little faith the people still had in the value of the
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mark now dwindled to the vanishing point. After the Franco-

Belgian invasion of the Ruhr you could have bought a couple

of billion marks for a cent. In other words, German paper

money wasn’t worth the paper it was printed on. As a result

the economic life of Germany became more disorganized, and
she was less able (and less willing) to pay reparations.

Two Further Revisions. After some months of strained re-

lations the matter of reparations was referred to a committee

of financial experts, and a new settlement, known as the

Dawes 1 Plan, was made (1924). This provided for a loan

of $200,000,000 to Germany to enable her to restore the mark
to its old value. The amounts which Germany was to pay
were again fixed only provisionally and might be raised or

lowered with the passing years, depending upon her ability

to pay.

Germany accepted the Dawes Plan, and the French and
Belgian troops withdrew from the Ruhr (1925). Within a few

years, however, it was again clear that the payments de-

manded were higher than Germany could meet, and accord-

ingly they were again revised by the Young 1 Plan, made in

1929. The payments which were stipulated seemed such as

Germany would be able to pay, and she might have been able

to do so if there had been any perceptible improvement in

business conditions. Instead of that, however, business con-

ditions grew worse, affecting even the United States, which,

almost overnight, was plunged from the heights of unprece-

dented prosperity into a morass of bank and business failures.

Saving Europe from Chaos. The situation in Germany now
became so desperate that it seemed as though every mill and

factory there would have to shut down and that the millions

of unemployed would rise in rebellion and throw Europe, if

not the whole world, into chaos. You no doubt went your

way, not realizing what critical days you were living in ; so

1 Charles G. Dawes, an American banker, and Owen D. Young, an American

engineer and business man, were leading members of the Allied commissions

charged with reaching a reparations settlement.
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did most other people, but some statesmen knew. That the

crisis passed was due to the action of President Hoover
in proposing a year's

moratorium; that is to

say, he proposed that

payments on all the in-

tergovernmental debts

be postponed for one

year, beginning June 1,

1931. This attempt "to

give the world a chance

to catch its economic

breath" was to apply

not only to the repa-

ration payments from

Germany but to the so-

called war debts— the huge sums which the Allies had bor-

rowed from one another and from the United States during

and immediately after the war.

But though the crisis of 1931 passed, that year did not

settle the question of how much Germany was to pay to the

Allies. The same was true with regard to the question of

how much the Allies were going to pay to the United States.

2. The United States tries to collect from the Allies

A New Leader in World Affairs. If it did not seem dramatic,

at least it seemed "history" to you when you read about

Rome taking the lead in pre-Christian days, or Spain taking

the lead under Charles I (V), or France under Louis XIV
and again under Napoleon, or Great Britain under Queen
Victoria. This ought to help you to realize that history has

been made in your own day, for in your day the United

States has come into a leadership as marked as any that

has gone before. This was another trick the World War
played. It may have been inevitable that in time the United
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States should become the world’s greatest power, but the

events of 1914-1918 greatly hastened the day and thrust

this country almost against her will into a position which

other powers had gained only after long years of striving.

Given a Hearty Welcome. When in 1916 the Allies were

fighting with their backs to the wall, they began to pin their

hope on winning the American republic to their side. After

that hope was fulfilled, Washington, D. C., became as much
of a European capital as Paris, London, or Rome, while

everywhere in Allied lands the American uniform or even

the American accent was as good as an intimate letter of

introduction and assured the bearer of a hearty welcome.

America reveled in an orgy of Allied hospitality.

Learning not to take War Enthusiasms too Seriously. Then
came the "peace” and with it the very sobering problem of

squaring accounts. This process gave Americans a new slant

on war enthusiasms. Where only a short time before they

had heard "Uncle Sam” proclaimed as a savior, they now
saw him caricatured as a Shylock, demanding the uttermost

farthing of what had been lent. Their failure to enter the

League of Nations added to their unpopularity. All this

they took more to heart than Europeans would have because

the latter have a long history back of them, in the course

of which they have been enemies of their recent allies as

often as they have been friends, and so they are likely to take

war enthusiasms with a grain of salt from the very start.

Two Views of the War Debts. There are various ways of

looking at the loans which the United States made to the

Allies. Whichever view you incline toward, be open-minded

enough to see that some other view might strike others as

being quite as reasonable as yours, because it does strike

millions of others in just that way.

One view declares that when the American people handed

those billions over to the Allies, they made loans and not

gifts; that without these loans, together with the military

aid of the Americans, the peace might have been dictated by
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the Central Powers rather than by the Allies; and that

therefore the Allies ought to be glad to repay the loans.

A second view agrees that the Central Powers might have
won but argues that in that case the United States might at

some future date have had to fight it out with the Central

Powers single-handed ;
that the Allies, therefore, were fight-

ing America’s battle from the start, sacrificing millions of their

sons for her sake, and that she ought to be glad to regard her

monetary advances not as loans but as contributions to the

general Allied war fund.

A Third View. A third line of argument disregards what
might have happened or what might happen in the distant

future and tries to take a common-sense, business-man’s view

of what is happening now and what is likely to happen in the

near future. Those who hold this view consider that the main
problem is not what to do with some billions of dollars of in-

debtedness, but how to preserve the confidence that has grad-

ually been built up between the nations of the world. They
remember that it was Germany’s disregard of her pledged

word (when she invaded Belgium in 1914) that turned public

opinion against her, because the average man believes that

pledges ought to be kept. If now all intergovernmental

pledges are to become mere scraps of paper, the nations of the

world might just as well destroy all their international rail-

roads, steamship and air lines, cables and radio systems,

etc., erect high walls along the frontiers, and go back to the

self-contained economic order of the early Middle Ages.

Unless they are prepared for such a step, the debtor na-

tions, on the one hand, must be willing to acknowledge their

debts, and, on the other hand, the creditor nations must be
willing to acknowledge that these debts form such a burden
as to hamper for a long time to come the return of normal
business conditions. Furthermore, all parties concerned must
recognize that during the last fifty years they have been try-

ing to run a complex industrial civilization with the ideas

of an eighteenth-century farming community
;
that this has
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landed them all in a terrible mess ; and that the one and only

thing to do now is to strive for enough intelligence and good
will to work out a settlement which will distribute the burden
upon debtor and creditor alike and leave each party satisfied

that the other parties will play fair. How should you settle

the matter of the war debts ? 1

3. The United States and World Peace

The Washington Conference. We saw that the United

States did not join the League of Nations. This, however, did

not mean that she was not interested in world peace. From
that point of view her record since the war is one of which

her citizens may well be proud.

The war convinced the United States that she needed a

bigger navy, and she had the resources to build one
;
indeed,

if she had wished, she might have started a naval race that

would have brought financial ruin to any of her possible

rivals. Instead of doing that, however, President Harding

called a conference at Washington (1921) to try to put an end

to just such wasteful struggles for naval superiority. It would

be hard to find any measure in history to parallel this first

serious effort to bring about disarmament by international

agreement. It did not accomplish all that was hoped for, but

at least it showed the world how the great American republic

felt on the matter of world peace, and it pointed the way along

which the nations of the world might move in order to make
world peace more certain.

A Refreshing Sign of Intelligence and Good Will. Perhaps

the most important result of the conference was the agree-

ment of Great Britain to give up the supremacy on the seas

which she had held for over a hundred years, and to accept

naval equality with the United States. Think back over the

1 The problem is very complex. For example, Germany cannot pay Great

Britain or the United States in gold because she has no gold ; and to the degree

that she pays in goods, she increases the unemployment among those British and

American workmen who could produce those same goods.
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pages of history (Greece and Persia, Rome and Carthage,

Venice and Turkey, Spain and England) and see if you can

find another instance of a great power’s having enough intelli-

gence and good will to recognize a change in the state of affairs

without having had this fact pounded into its head by war.

According to the settlement Great Britain and the United

States were to be on a par as far as capital ships (battleships

and aircraft-carriers) were concerned, while Japan was to

be three fifths as strong as these two, and France and Italy

were to be about half as strong as Japan. No settlement was
reached in regard to auxiliary craft (cruisers, submarines, and
aircraft) until some years later, though such a settlement was
urged by President Harding’s administration at this confer-

ence and again at a conference in Geneva in 1927 by Presi-

dent Coolidge’s administration.

Affairs in the Pacific. Other settlements at the Washington
Conference had to do with the relations between the powers

in the Pacific. The United States, England, France, and
Japan bound themselves to respect one another’s insular pos-

sessions there. They also agreed to give China a free hand in

settling her affairs. Another matter of special interest to the

United States was the decision of England and Japan to end

the alliance which they had made some years before.

The World Court. In the same year (1921) the League of

Nations established a Permanent Court of International Jus-

tice, commonly called the World Court. Though closely asso-

ciated with the League, the World Court is independent of it,

and nations which are not members of the League may join it.

Forty-eight nations have become members. In February,

1926, the United States Senate voted in favor of joining, pro-

vided certain changes were made in the rules of the court.

These so-called reservations have not yet been accepted.

A World Bank. Besides settling the amounts that Ger-

many was to pay, the Young Plan of 1929 provided for

a Bank for International Settlements which was to act as

financial agent and receive and distribute the payments made
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by Germany. Since these payments are to come in until 1988,

and since the bank is empowered to engage (with certain

limitations) in general banking business, this new super-

national structure may, through its control of funds, prove

to be one of the strongest forces in keeping nations from

going to war.

The Locarno Conference. In 1925 a conference was held at

Locarno, where a treaty was made between Belgium, France,

Germany, Great Britain, and Italy, guaranteeing the bound-

aries between the three first-named states. If any one of these

states violates the agreement, Great Britain and Italy will

take up arms against the offender. One important outcome of

the Locarno settlement was the entrance of Germany into

the League of Nations with a permanent seat in the Council

(1926).

The Kellogg Peace Pact. In 1928 the United States, Japan,

Czechoslovakia, and Poland, together with the five powers

named in the preceding paragraph, renounced war and
pledged themselves to settle "all disputes or conflicts of what-

ever nature or of whatever origin they may be” by pacific

means. This Pact of Paris (commonly called in the United

States the Kellogg Peace Pact, after the then United States

Secretary of State) was submitted to forty-eight other states,

and many of them, including Russia, signed it. Like many
earlier peace documents, the Pact of Paris looks well on
paper, but the force of its declarations against war has been
very much lessened by the "reservations” or "interpreta-

tions” which some of the leading powers have made. Some
of these reservations give the states a good deal of leeway in

matters of war and peace ; time alone will tell whether they

will take advantage of that leeway. 1 Nevertheless the Pact

1 The Kellogg Peace Pact grew out of a proposal made by the French minister

of foreign affairs Briand for a treaty "to outlaw war” forever between' the United

States and France. Briand also proposed to the nations of Europe that they join

together and form a United States of Europe, another indication of the fact that

men are thinking more than ever before in terms of organizations larger than their

national state.
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does at least form a center around which public opinion in

favor of peace can rally.

The London Conference. The Kellogg Peace Pact came in

President Coolidge’s administration. The interests of world

peace were furthered in the next administration (President

Hoover’s) by the moratorium, of which we have already

spoken, and before that by the participation of the United

States in the London Naval Conference (1930). When Presi-

dent Hoover came into office Great Britain and Japan were

suffering from economic depression, while the United States

was on the crest of a wave of unprecedented prosperity. Again
the United States had the chance to outdistance her rivals in

an armament race, but at the London Conference she joined

with Great Britain and France in putting a limit on auxiliary

war craft. Italy did not share in the settlement, because she

demanded equality with France, and this France refused to

grant.

4. Through French Eyes

France and Italy. Whenever a nation gets to the head of

the line, it is more likely to become a target for unfriendly

criticism than when it was farther down the line. Therefore,

since France is now the dominant power in Europe, it be-

hooves you to try to see world problems through her eyes.

If France had an ocean between herself and Italy, she

would probably be willing to let Italy have as large a navy

as the Italians wish. But she and Italy are close neighbors.

Moreover, she has great holdings in northern Africa and

western Asia, which demand that she have sufficient control

of the Mediterranean to safeguard communication with them.

Still further, she has an Atlantic as well as a Mediterranean

coast line to defend.

France and Germany. In the same way, if France had an

ocean between herself and .Germany, she would probably be

as glad as any other power to see Germany restored to her old

position. But France and Germany are close neighbors, and
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so, as in the case of Italy, the factor of security enters into all

French thinking to a degree that it is hard for Americans to

appreciate. France has a population only about three fourths

that of Germany, and she remembers her treatment at the

hands of the Germans in 1871. 1

Starting to retell a Parable; how will it End? Offhand it

might seem that the matter of security had been settled by
the League of Nations, but that institution did not win the

confidence it would have won if the United States had joined

it. France consequently has felt it necessary to supplement

such security as the League affords by maintaining a large

army and by making alliances, as in the pre-war days. The
situation now is singularly like that of the 1880’s, with the

position of France and Germany reversed. Now Germany
stands alone, while France has alliances with Belgium, Po-

land, Czechoslovakia, Yugoslavia, and Rumania.
The most serious question in the world today is whether

your generation is going to see a repetition of "The Parable

of the Balance that Broke" (p. 768). No sane person wants to

see such a repetition
;
the question is how to prevent it. On

the one hand, there are men of the highest integrity who main-

tain that it can be prevented only by universal disarmament,

that is to say, who maintain that disarmament will bring

security. On the other hand, there are men of just as high in-

tegrity who maintain that security must precede disarma-

ment. They believe that scrapping all the armaments in the

world won’t bring security unless national groups are willing

to act decently toward one another, and, like most men the

world over, they believe that their own national group is the

only one that is willing to act decently ; so there you are. To
which side do you incline ?

1 The Germans, on the other hand, remember their treatment at the hands of

Napoleon and, earlier, at the hands of Louis XIV. It is easy to see how a French-

man and a German could very soon get into a violent argument as to which people

had the cleaner record in the matter of territorial aggression (see map, p. 762).
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asms” in the years immediately following the war? Why did they

have more to learn in this respect than the Europeans did ? In what
various ways do people regard the moneys advanced by the United

States to the Allies ? How would you settle the matter of war debts ?

Section 3. What was unusual about the action of the United

States in calling the Washington Conference? about the action of

the British at that conference? Does the statement in the text re-

garding the relation of the United States to the World Court still hold

true? (See the latest issue of the World Almanac or some other year-

book.) When was Germany admitted to the League of Nations?

Why had she not been admitted earlier ?

Section 4. What is France chiefly interested in attaining? Why
did not the League of Nations provide her with that? How does the

Franco-German situation of today resemble that of about fifty years

ago?



CHAPTER LVIII • Viewing briefly our Funda-

mental Institutions, especially the One in which

you are most Active

1. The Home, the Church, and the Vocations

A Familiar Outline. You have been reminded from time to

time that events have effects which move out in all directions,

so you are prepared to hear that the World War did more
than affect the relations of states to one another. It affected

every aspect of life. But there were other forces at work at

the same time. To try to unravel all of these would take too

much space ; hence we shall content ourselves with a few gen-

eral remarks about our fundamental institutions (the home,

the Church, the vocations, the State, and the school), chiefly

to bring home to you again the widespread results of great

events.

The War and the Home. The war reached into almost

every home on the globe. To many homes it brought pride

in heroic accomplishments
;
to some homes it brought added

comforts and luxury through successful business deals in war
supplies. But to millions of homes it brought only disaster,

the main breadwinner having been killed or (what was often

worse) having come back wrecked in body and mind. As for

the young people, millions of them, especially in Europe, had
had four years of disorganized family life. Robbed of the

guidance and companionship of their fathers, many ran wild

and came through those years with a juvenile-court record

instead of an excellent school record, which they might have
had if there had been no war. Many came out of those years

with another sort of handicap — a weakened constitution

caused by long months of undernourishment.
810
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After the war unemployment brought new misery to count-

less homes, especially in England and Germany. Even those

who once were counted well-to-do found their standard of

living reduced by high prices and high taxes— and so on.

You can probably add to this list of war and post-war changes

in the home from your own experience.

However, perhaps the most important fact to note is that

the home (that is to say, the family) weathered the storm and
persisted as the normal unit of human association. Alike in

city slum, city palace, village cottage, and country farmhouse,

people continue to be more than mere citizens of the State:

they stand in a unique and intimate relation to one another as

father, mother, sister, or brother, just as theyhad for ages before.

Woman Suffrage. More than ever the war took women out

of the home and put into their hands many duties which here-

tofore had been intrusted to men. After the war most of these

duties went back to men, but the effective way in which
women had discharged them destroyed the last lingering

doubt there might have been in men’s minds regarding the

fitness of women to have the vote. Soon after the war they

were given the ballot in England and the United States, as

well as in many of the newly established states.

The War and the Church. The war gave our foreign mis-

sionaries a great deal to explain away. As the news of the

long-drawn-out slaughter kept pouring into Asia and Africa,

it became harder and harder for non-Christians there to

make the doings in Europe agree with what they had been
told about the Christian teaching of the Prince of Peace
and the brotherhood of man. They had been told "By their

fruits ye shall know them,” and the tragic harvest of Euro-
pean civilization was only too apparent (see page 812).

Science and Religion. During and since the war the cause

of religion received a setback in Russia (p. 817), but at the

same time it received a powerful reenforcement from an
unexpected quarter, namely, science. One after another

some of the greatest men of science have "gone metaphysi-
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Bj their Fruits ye shall Know Them

Courtesy of the Chicago Daily News

cal” ;
that is to say, they have ceased to regard the universe

as nothing but a machine which came together by chance,

and now they regard it as something designed and made with

a purpose. What the purpose is they don’t know and they

don’t pretend to say, because that is not within their province;

it lies within the province of religion.

This change of position has caused bewilderment to those

scientists who have not "gone metaphysical”
;
but perhaps

the most interesting aspect of the matter for you is that you

may live to see the "war” of science and religion, which was
so bitter in your grandfather’s day, ended by such an alliance

of these two as will further greatly the welfare of mankind.

Certain it is that, after a period of calm assurance, men of

science became first baffled (c. 1900) and then modest.

Shortly before Edison died, he said that we knew only a tiny

fraction of what there was to know, and we weren’t very sure

about that. This attitude is quite different from the one

shown in the story of the scientist who made an eye that had
none of the imperfections which he claimed to have found

in the human eye. The only thing that was wrong with the

new model was that it couldn’t see.

Intellectual Atmospheres Again. Perhaps when some bits of

Einstein’s thinking get into the public mind, as Newton’s and
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An Interesting Juxtaposition of Science and Religion

Marconi, inventor of wireless telegraphy, introducing Pope Pius XI to the first

papal radio audience, 1931. This picture itself represents a modern scientific

. marvel; it was sent across the ocean by radio

Darwin’s did, it may turn out that science, which made
the breach, will heal it. Einstein seems to have said that

most truths are relative. If, for example, you are traveling

on a north-bound train and walk to the rear platform, you

appear to your fellow travelers to be going south; but to a

farmer by the roadside you appear to be going north. Which
is right?

Einstein was not the first to see such relativity, any more
than Darwin was the first to see that things were always be-

coming something else, or Newton the first to see that there

was a certain regularity in the workings of nature .
1 What

these men did was to show that their principles held true

over a wider area than had formerly been believed. Now it

may happen that men will come to regard religion and science

each as a part of something which is greater than either,

namely, Truth.
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A Great Future. With all its faults the Church remains the

one institution that focuses its attention, not on what a
man shall eat or where-

with he shall be clothed or

amused, but on how a man
shall live and for what he
shall strive. As such it has

a great and never-ending

mission to perform. Aside

from denominational dif-

ferences, which mean much
to some and little to others,

it embodies in its main festi-

vals two of the loveliest gifts

of God, and those which we
least willingly would lose.

Christmas proclaims man’s

love for children and his

faith in the infinite possibil-

ities of childhood. Easter

proclaims his faith that

truth crushed to earth shall

rise again ;
if nailed to the

Cross, yet shall not perish.

The War and the Vocations. The war created many new
temporary jobs, but it destroyed many more permanent

ones by shooting away billions of dollars’ worth of wealth

and disorganizing the economic life of the world. Some of

this disorganization would have come anyway because,

through invention, new types of machines were abolishing

old jobs more rapidly than new jobs could be created. What
the war did was to make the whole situation much more
acute than it otherwise would have been. Your generation

will probably still be confronted with the most serious eco-

nomic and social problem of today, namely, How shall we
provide jobs for all who want to work?

Albert Einstein and Charles

Chaplin

The latter makes things as clear as we
wish the former did. If Einstein had a
Chaplin to popularize his theory of rela-

tivity, the world might come to see that,

though the sovereignty of states may
have been absolute in the days of the ox-

cart, the radio and airplane have made
it a relative matter, and that the only

absolute sovereignty henceforth is the
sovereignty of all humanity
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2. The State

Some Outstanding Changes. We have already spoken of

the change in the relative position of the great powers. To
sum up briefly, France supplanted Germany as the leading

state on the Continent, and the United States supplanted

Great Britain as the leading state in the world.

Some of the old problems of self-determination were set-

tled, but new ones arose. For example, the Poles got what
they wanted, namely, an independent state ; but within the

new Polish state there are many Germans who are just as

dissatisfied with their lot as the Poles ever were.

New Governments. The most interesting effects which the

war had on the State are those which bear on the form of

government. Germany and Austria, as well as the newly
created states, such as Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Yugo-
slavia, were organized either as republics or as constitutional

monarchies with a wide suffrage, a parliament, and all the

other marks of the modern democratic state. This seemed
only natural to Americans, British, and French because they

had long taken it for granted that government of the people,

by the people, and for the people was not only the most
worth-while goal but the one toward which mankind was
moving irresistibly. The Western democratic world was
therefore surprised and even shocked to find undemocratic

developments taking place in various important areas. After

a brief experience with popular government the newly cre-

ated republics of Poland and Turkey came to be ruled by
dictators— General Mustafa Kemal in Turkey (1923) and
General Pilsudski in Poland (1926). Spain, 1 Portugal, and
Yugoslavia also had dictators, and, most important of all, so

had Russia and Italy.

What Government Is. We shall have to consider the de-

velopments in Russia and Italy more in detail because what
has happened and is happening there may have far-reaching

1 Spain became a republic in 1931 (see illustration on page 790).
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results. Before we do so we need to point out that those

Westerners who were surprised by the developments in these

two nations had in most
instances failed to realize

that democracy as a form
of government is not an
end in itself, but merely a

means to an end. The end
aimed at is the general

well-being of all members
of the State, and democrats

believe that this end can

best be reached if all the

people have a share in the

government.

Now it happens that

both in Russia and in Italy

the government has fallen into the hands of people who be-

lieve that the general welfare can best be promoted by dicta-

tion from above. Russia is governed by the Bolshevist, or

Communist, party (also called the "Reds” from their red

flag, which, for them, is the symbol of the brotherhood of

man)
;
Italy, by the Fascist party.

Three Competing Philosophies. The important thing to note

is that both Fascism and Communism are striving for a better

social order, just as Democracy is in western Europe and
America, and that they need to be taken seriously.

"Red” Russia. Soviet Russia 1 is a quarter of a million

square miles smaller than the Russia of the Czars, but even

so it is almost three times as large as the United States, with

a population about a third larger (see map, p. 589). It con-

sists of a number of federated republics, which form the Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics (U.S.S.R.). The republics have

constitutions in which, however, there is no Bill of Rights

such as most Western constitutions have. Another un-

1 So called from the soviets, or local councils of workingmen and peasants.

Ignace Paderewski, Polish Premier

After a brief interlude in politics he
returned to the piano
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Western (or undemocratic) feature is the limitation on the

suffrage. No one (except farmers) who employs labor for

profit or who does not do socially useful work and no member
of the clergy may vote. All other citizens may, if they are

over eighteen years of age.

The Central Government. There is no direct voting. Work-
ingmen’s assemblies (called soviets) choose delegates to higher

assemblies, which culminate in the All-Russian Congress of

Soviets. When this congress is not in session the supreme
authority rests with a Central Executive Committee. The
only legalized political organization is the Communist party,

which has a membership of about 2,000,000 out of a popula- *

tion of about 155,000,000.

Economic and Social Life. Land and natural resources belong

to the State. Any citizen may secure land for cultivation but

may not own the land. Most of the natural resources are ex-

ploited by state trusts. These resources consist chiefly of ag-

ricultural and forest land, coal, oil, iron, and water power.

Almost nine tenths of the people are farm workers. There are

a few large cities, the chief ones being Moscow (the capital)

and Leningrad, each with a population of about two millions.

The Communist regime has done its best to destroy the

Church, which it regards as a tool of the rich designed to

make the poor contented with their miserable lot. It is keenly

interested in education because it realizes the value of having

the people (especially the young) understand the principles

of Communism.
Three Revolutions Compared. The Communist regime in

Russia has lasted much longer than western Europe thought

it could possibly last. It was thought inevitable that the

Russian Revolution would go the way of the English and
French revolutions. The three revolutions did parallel one

another at the start. A few years after its beginning each

produced a great leader who became dictator— Cromwell,

Napoleon, and Lenin. But already the differences appear.

(1) Cromwell and Napoleon were "men on horseback,” rely-
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ing on an army; Lenin was a revolutionary statesman,

relying on the working classes. (2) After Cromwell died and
Napoleon was overthrown, the old regimes came back in Eng-

land and France respectively. Cromwell’s bones were dug up
and scattered ; Napoleon wasted away in exile. After Lenin’s

death the Communist regime continued to function as suc-

cessfully as before, and Lenin’s tomb became from the outset

a national shrine.

Russia was Prepared for Change. How are we to account for

this greater stability ? It was probably due in part to the fact

that the Russian Revolution came only after great numbers
. of Russians had long been educated in revolutionary ideas,

whereas the English and French revolutions came without

any such period of preparation. Neither the English in 1642

nor the French in 1789 had such a definite political and social

program as the Russians had in 1917. One other factor that

undoubtedly has contributed to the success of the revolution

is the long experience the Russians have had in carrying on

joint enterprises. Cooperative societies operating on a large

scale had been common there long before the attempt was
made to convert the whole nation into a vast cooperative

society.

A Great Challenge. The reports that come out of Russia

are so conflicting that it is difficult to find out what has

taken place there since 1917. Nevertheless this much seems

to be clear, namely, that the Communist experiment is the

greatest challenge that the western-European capitalistic

system has ever had. Communism is discussed in all quar-

ters of the globe. Being a set of ideas, it cannot be suppressed

by force but can be successfully combated only by a better

set of ideas. Western capitalistic democracy will have to

show, for example, that it can provide work for all who
wish to work and that in other ways it can make for greater

happiness among men than Communism can; otherwise

Europe west of Russia will be strongly tempted to go the

way of Russia.
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Another of the Ups and Downs of Families

Mussolini, son of a blacksmith, becomes Italy’s Man on Horseback

Fascist Italy. Italy had long been a hotbed of Socialism,

and after the war the extreme Socialists became active, seiz-

ing factories and in other ways causing disorder. Against

them a young journalist named Benito Mussolini (who had
formerly been a Socialist himself) began to organize a middle-

class party, called Fascist (1919). Within three years the

Fascist party became the most powerful group in Italian

politics, and Mussolini became prime minister (1922). Within

three more years constitutional government had practically

disappeared. The Fascist party was as supreme in Italy as

the Communist was in Russia, and Mussolini was as much
of a dictator as Lenin had been.

A Parliamentary Weakness. What made Mussolini’s rise

possible was the fact that parliamentary government had
developed a weakness which made it very ineffective. We
saw that, to work well, the parliamentary system requires

two rather stable parties fairly well balanced, such as Eng-
land had during the nineteenth century. But on the Con-
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tinent parliaments are frequently made up of numerous
parties, or " blocs,” any one of which, by changing sides,

can upset the cabinet or, by refusing to take sides, can pre-

vent the formation of a cabinet. The latter was what
happened in Italy. A long deadlock in parliament made a

large proportion of the Italians so disgusted with the sys-

tem that they were willing to see the reins of government
fall into the hands of anyone who would get things done.

Fascist Changes. Italy still has a parliament, but it is little

more than a Fascist debating society. Certain Fascist groups

of employers and employees nominate eight hundred candi-

dates for the Chamber of Deputies (the lower house). Of
these the Grand Council of the Fascist party chooses four

hundred and adds fifty more. The list of names is then sub-

mitted to the people, who have the right only to accept or

reject the whole list.

Local self-government has disappeared, too, mayors and

councils having been supplanted by officials appointed by
the central government. There is still private ownership in

industry, but employers as well as employees are subject to

rigid governmental control. Strikes and lockouts, for ex-

ample, are strictly forbidden, and labor disputes are settled

by compulsory arbitration.

The press is strictly censored, and in other ways the gov-

ernment interferes with what democratic peoples regard as

fundamental rights.

Resemblances and Differences. As compared with Russia

Italy’s problem is more complex. Russia’s problems center

chiefly around the development of her vast resources. Italy,

on the other hand, has no vast resources to exploit. She has

a larger population than she can find work for, and she could

make use of more colonies.

Both Fascists and Communists claim to be working for

the general welfare, and both are convinced that they know
best how to promote it. The fundamental difference be-

tween the two philosophies is that Communism is directed
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chiefly against the weaknesses of the capitalistic system,

whereas Fascism is directed chiefly against the weaknesses

of the parliamentary system. Communism puts the whole

people, functioning through the government, in the place of

individual owners; Fascism puts a dictator in the place of

an executive responsible to a popularly elected assembly.

The capitalistic and parliamentary systems are integral

parts of Western democracy. That both .systems have weak-

nesses few will deny. Whether Communism and Fascism

will cure these weaknesses, however, is quite a different

matter.

Democracy and Communism. We said that Communism is

a protest against the weaknesses of the capitalistic phase of

Democracy. It believes that the general welfare can best

be promoted through government ownership of business.

Democracy, on the other hand, believes that the general

welfare can best be promoted through private ownership and
the incentive of private gain. Since in the past men have

generally needed that incentive to make them put forth

their best efforts, Democracy believes that it is better to let

them have it and to trust that the good sense and good will

of those who prosper will cause them to look after the others,

either through adequate wages, private benefactions, or com-
munity support. Such a system, it is believed, will stimulate

more initiative than government ownership can and so will

be of more benefit in the long run to everyone concerned.

Democracy knows from experience that there is no magic in

the word "government” which will convert knaves into

saints and that unscrupulous men can manipulate govern-

ment-owned enterprises so as to cause injustices, just as well

as they can manipulate private enterprises.

Democracy and Fascism. Fascism is a protest against the

weaknesses of the political, or parliamentary, phase of Democ-
racy. Its ideal is efficiency. It believes that parliaments and
other institutions of self-government are slow and clumsy

ways of getting things done. Democracy’s ideal, on the other
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hand, is freedom. It is as keen as Fascism about efficiency,

but it believes that efficiency is bought at too great a price if

freedom of speech, of the press, and of assembly, freedom from

arbitrary arrest, trial by jury, and other fundamental rights

of the citizen are sacrificed. These rights are realities in

democratic lands. In spite of what injustices there may be in

those lands, they do give men vastly more freedom than does

either Russian Communism or Italian Fascism as these are

functioning today.

3. The School

The Schools and the War. We have left the school to the

end because it forms the most important topic. If you reread

what was said on page 16 about the race between education

and catastrophe, you will perhaps be convinced of the fact —
the staggering fact— that the most significant thing that is

happening in Europe today is what is happening to your con-

temporaries there in school.

This is a matter of interest to you because the schoolboys

and schoolgirls of Europe are those who, with you, will have

the job of running the world before many years have passed.

It will be worth while to look into this matter more closely.

Reasons for Faith in the Common Man. Those who still

have faith in the common man are willing to admit that he has

not yet done very well with the task which Democracy has

thrust upon him. On the other hand, they see a hope of im-

provement in the fact that he has done rather better than

might have been expected in other lines. In the course of only

about a hundred years he has become machine-minded, city-

minded, and nation-minded
;
that is to say, he has come to

think in terms of machines, cities, and nations rather than in

terms of handicrafts, farms, and small provincial areas. 1 But
there were two things which he failed to do.

1 To take a single instance, if as late as the days of Lincoln you had predicted

that in fifty years the ordinary drayman would be intrusted with a sixty-horse-

power vehicle, capable of going fifty miles an hour, in the crowded city streets,

you would have been laughed at.
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How within a Hundred Years a World became a Neighborhood

One Thing he failed to Do. In the first place, he failed to be-

come world-minded. This fact will undoubtedly strike future

ages as strange because so many forces had been trying to

make him world-minded. Every time he sat down to dinner

the tea from China or the coffee from Brazil, the sugar from

the West Indies and the bread from Minnesota, the meat from

Australia and the spices from Java, fairly screamed at him
that the world was a unit. Every time he dressed, his shirt

of India cotton, his suit of Scotch wool, his tie of French or

China silk, tried to tell him the same thing, and so did a score

of other details of his life. Strange, indeed, that he should

have missed their message.

Another Failure. In the second place, he failed to become
socially-minded. He made the same sort of mistake within

the limits of his national boundaries that he made outside

them. Here, instead of thinking in terms of humanity, he

thought in terms of social classes — in terms of an upper
and a lower class, each more or less hostile to the other.

His Schools largely to Blame. For these two failures his

schooling was largely to blame. Public schools were started

in Europe originally for the purpose of developing a national

spirit. Without them the Prussians would probably never
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have got ready to do their part in overthrowing Napoleon,

and without them there might never have developed a French

Republic or a united Germany. Yet while this national de-

velopment was going on, the railroad and steamer and cable

were knitting the world together
; but the schools missed the

significance of these unifying forces as completely as the man
in the street did, and made no adequate provision for develop-

ing world-mindedness.

A Parenthesis. To prevent any misunderstanding, .it may
be well to say, parenthetically, that world-mindedness does

not mean ceasing to love one’s country. On the contrary, love

of country will probably always remain an essential part of

world-mindedness. To quote Alfred Zimmern’s 1 paraphrase

of a verse in the first epistle of John (iv, 20), "If we love not

our country which we have seen, how can we love humanity

which we have not seen?”

Educating for a Fixed Social Order. The old education was

not only narrowly national, but it was also narrowed by class

distinctions. For example, England had one set of schools in

which the sons of the wealthy were trained to rule the British

Empire and another set in which the sons of the common peo-

ple were trained to do the work of the empire. France and

Germany too had one system of schools for the common peo-

ple and another for the well-to-do who were to run the affairs

of state and of business. The underlying principle was that,

by and large, everyone ought to stay in the social position in

which he was born.

Too Late for a Fixed Social Order. Here again the schools

fell down on their job. They failed to see that, while educa-

tion for a fixed social order might have been all right in the

aristocratic eighteenth century, it had no place in the demo-

cratic nineteenth and twentieth centuries, where the interde-

pendence of men was daily becoming greater. (Where should

you be now if there had been a fixed social order in America,

from the days of your grandfathers ?)

1 A distinguished English student of public affairs.
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A Tremendous Fact. The upshot of it all is that those who
still have faith in democracy are pinning their faith to the

schools, asking them to turn

out a generation that is world-

minded and socially-minded.

So it is as true as it is star-

tling that this story of man,

which has taken you so often

into the camp and council

chamber and palace of king or

emperor, should lead you at

this critical moment in world

history into the schools, es-

pecially into the schools of

France and Germany. The
council chambers can prob-

ably be counted on to hold

the camps in check for a while

(thanks to some good will

and a great deal of near bank-

ruptcy)
;
but if our civiliza-

tion is to survive, the spirit which animates the council

chambers of the future will have to be more generous than

the narrow nationalistic spirit of the past.

Heeding the Fact. Teachers the world over are realizing

this more than ever and, accepting the challenge that has

come to them, are striving to develop a generous-minded

generation. This is true even in France and Germany, where
(owing to the scars and wounds of the World War and earlier

wars) teachers and pupils labor under a handicap such as

American teachers and pupils can scarcely appreciate .
1

1 It would be well for you to learn French and German so that you might learn

the sort of ideas and ideals that are being instilled into the minds and hearts of

your contemporaries in Europe, for your future happiness will depend in no small

measure upon what those ideas and ideals are. Likewise it would be well for your
French and German contemporaries to learn your language in order that they
might know the sort of ideas and ideals that are being instilled into you.

From Saddle-maker to the Saddle

of State

Friedrich Ebert, first president of the
German Republic
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Two Principles. Those who have faith in the schools are

asking them to base their teaching upon two fundamental

principles. The first is that no-

body can tell from a student’s

present social position just

where he will be twenty years

hence. Lincoln went from a
log cabin to the White House

;

Lloyd George went from a
cobbler’s home to 10 Downing
Street 1

; Mussolini was the son

of a blacksmith; Ebert, the

first president of the German
Republic, was a saddle-maker.

The only wise plan, therefore,

seems to be to offer every stu-

dent all the educational oppor-

tunities he can use.

The other principle is that

nobody can tell what the social

order will be like in twenty or

thirty years. All we know is

that the world has always

changed (never more rapidly

than at present) and that it probably always will.

How can the schools help here ? The next paragraph will

tell
; see if you can get it.

The Most Important Paragraph in the Book. When a change

comes, — that is, whenever you are confronted with a new
problem, — you can solve that problem in one of two ways.

One way is to try one solution after another blindly, just as

each pops into your mind. You may light on the right solu-

tion, and you may not
;

if you do, it’s a matter of chance.

This method we call ''trial and error” or "trial and chance,”

and it is generally very wasteful of time and energy.

1 The home of the British prime minister.

Rodins Thinker

The great French sculptor chose a
laborer as model for this statue.

Many persons, young and old, believe

such workers never think
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The other way is to try out one solution after another in

your mind. This method we call thinking. Obviously it is

less wasteful of time and energy than the other method.

Your Cue. Now if you hope to stay in the world some

years, it would seem to be the part of wisdom, since each year

is sure to be quite different from any that has gone before, to

learn how to think, in order that you may be able to deal intel-

ligently rather than blindly with new conditions as they con-

front you. There is no Use in your being content just to

settle down, because, as H. G. Wells has said, you live "in

a world that, on its part, refuses to do anything of the sort."

4. Democracy, or the Art of Living Together

A Cue for your Generation. To go back to our ancestor of

the old regime, if we were to tell him even so brief a story

of the pre-war world as we have outlined here, he would prob-

ably say that the world had gone far ahead of his day in the

field of the natural sciences but not so very far in the field of

the social sciences. "The generations of your fathers and
grandfathers have made great progress since my time in con-

trolling nature," he might say, "but not much progress in the

art of living together." And, in saying that, he would give

your generation its cue.

Your generation will have to be better equipped to practice

the art of living together than any earlier generation, because

you will have to practice it on a world-wide scale. If you have

any doubt about this, consider the case of China or of the

United States. No nations ever tried harder to follow a policy

of isolation
;
yet both are now in the thick of world politics,

and no sane person sees how they can ever get out. Recogniz-

ing this fact, the generation of your fathers is doing the best

for you that it can by providing you with better schools than

any previous generation ever had.

Not meant as a Joke. If "better schools for bigger prob-

lems" sounds to you like a terribly grim joke, all that your
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father’s generation can say is that it wasn’t intended to be

a joke. The problems are here, and they are not the kind

that can be solved in a few years ; so it’s merely a question

of whether or not you are going to prepare yourselves as

adequately as you can to deal with them.

World-mindedness and the Curriculum. All subjects in the

curriculum help you toward the goal, for they all make for

world-mindedness. In the case of history, geography, for-

eign languages, music, and art the contribution is obvious.

In the case of mathematics and science we often lose sight

of the fact that it has taken many peoples (Egyptians, Arabs,

Hindus, Chinese, and Japanese, as well as Euro-Americans)

to make these subjects what they are today.

Just as important as the classroom is the playground.

The main business of the classroom is to get you to think,

and to respond to what is good and beautiful and true in

art and science and in the conduct of man as depicted in

history. The main business of the playground is to bring

out the desire and develop the disposition to play fair.

If ever an aggressive minority of the generation in school

could learn to think, to respond to what is good and beautiful

and true, and to play fair, even if it were a small minority, it

would go a long way toward solving the problems of the world.

What Democracy Is. Democracy is the ideal to which most
of western Europe, America, and other parts of the world

stand committed today. It has not brought all the blessings

that men hoped for, largely because it has been interpreted

as though it meant merely giving everyone the ballot, whereas

the ballot is only a symbol. Democracy itself is a way of

life. It means living together in such a way that every

individual will have the fullest opportunity to develop his

personality.

Building up the Ideal of Democracy. This meaning, derived

from diverse sources which we have mentioned earlier in

the book, has been slow in the making. Democracy calls

for intelligence, and the Greeks, together with modern scien-
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tists, showed us how effectively human intelligence can be

enlisted in the service of mankind. Democracy calls for

laws to regulate man's doings, and the Romans showed us

what effective laws human intelligence can devise. It calls

for teamwork, and the Teutonic peoples, especially the

Anglo-Saxon branch, showed us how to get teamwork through

a parliament (as in England) and through a federal union

(as in the United States). Finally, it calls for a spirit of

righteousness and social justice, and the Hebrew prophets

and Jesus of Nazareth, as well as the eighteenth-century

philosophers, showed us what righteousness and social jus-

tice demand of us.

Biology versus History. The various elements of the demo-
cratic ideal have often come together, but never on a large

enough scale to produce a democratic world order. Today
most men, influenced by the teachings of Darwin, believe

that untold ages must elapse before such a world order

ever does become a reality. But some men are beginning

to question whether the fact that natural selection worked

slowly is a valid reason for believing that human selection

need always do so. They are willing to grant that it may
have taken the giraffe a million years to get a long neck,

but they fail to see therein any good reason for believing

that it need take men a million years to learn to act decently

toward their fellow men, once they become aware that the

world will be a pleasanter place to live in if they do 60.

What do you think about it?

Social Spurts. As a matter of fact, we have read history

wrong if we believe that changes have always come slowly.

Under our very eyes Russia has jumped out of the Middle

Ages into the twentieth century, and from all appearances

she seems to have landed fairly on her feet. Japan did a

similar thing in the days of your grandfathers. At the close

of the eighteenth century the French Revolution placed an

indelible mark upon Europe in less time than separates us

from the battle of the Marne — and so on.
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It would seem as though there were always a number of

forces at work by themselves and striving more or less blindly

toward a goal, when, almost in an instant, something fuses

them together into a working unit, and they reach their

goal. Thus, long before the days of Hargreaves, Arkwright,

and Watt, there were forces at work tending to transform in-

dustry, but it was not until the eighteenth century that they

all came together. When they did, they effected a transforma-

tion such as industry had not seen since early man invented

the wheel.

This may Happen. It may be that in our day the elements

needed for a democratic world order will fuse themselves into

a working unit. Religion, learning, art, and music have all cut

across national boundaries since long ago. So have business

and banking; and modem inventions have converted the

globe into a neighborhood. It is conceivable that at any mo-
ment those statesmen who already see the meaning of all this

may succeed in teaching it to their colleagues. If this should

happen we may find ourselves suddenly part of a world so-

ciety which, working through cooperating national groups,

seeks actively to enlist human intelligence and good will in

the service of all men.
But so may This Happen. Society, like everything else, is

always changing, which means, of course, that we are either

moving nearer to Democracy or away from it. Lest you fall

into the error of thinking (as the nineteenth century did) that

we are moving irresistibly toward it, let the top panel on
page 723 warn you that the present trend may be quite in the

other direction. So, if you want Democracy to prevail, you
will need to have sincere convictions about it and be willing to

act on them. Unless you are ready to do so, even the partial

Democracy we now have may disappear.
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Questions

Section 1. What connection was there between the World War
and the granting of the vote to women? How has the relation of

science to religion changed in recent years ? What can you tell from

your own experience about the effect of the war on the economic life

of the world ?

Section 2. What undemocratic features are there in the Russian

constitution? Compare and contrast the English, French, and Rus-

sian revolutions; the situations in Italy and Russia. What made
possible the rise of the Fascist party to power? Compare and con-

trast Democracy and Communism ; Democracy and Fascism.

Section 3. What were some of the things the common man ac-

complished in the nineteenth century? What were two things that he

failed to do ? What is the relation of world-mindedness to patriotism ?

Do you think our schools ought to educate for a fixed social order?

Explain your answer. Do you approve of the two fundamental prin-

ciples of the new education ? Why ?

Section 4. Do you think that the cue given to your generation is

one which it ought to accept? Why? What is the narrow interpre-

tation of the word " democracy ” ? What is the broad interpretation ?

Which do you accept ? Why ? What elements go to form the demo-

cratic ideal ? What is essential if Democracy is to endure ?



CHAPTER LIX • Concluding with aWord about the

World Today, and about Men, Geese, and Donkeys

1. The Europeanized World

I. Europe West of Russia. For our purpose we may divide

the world into two parts, one of which is European in civiliza-

tion and the other non-European, and consider each of these

under four subheadings. Those of the first part are (I) Europe

west of Russia, (II) Russia, (III) "Europe overseas," ex-

clusive of the United States, and (IV) the United States.

France. Europe west of Russia is the motherland of the

civilization which furnishes the driving force in the world to-

day. Its leading states are France, Great Britain, Germany,
and Italy. Of these four, France is in by far the most favor-

able position. She is still a land of small peasant proprietors

and small industrial establishments, with less of an unem-
ployment problem than any other great state. Her people,

like those of most European lands, are frugal to a degree that

Americans can hardly conceive .
1 Her capital is still the cul-

tural center of the Euro-American world.

France has the largest gold reserve in Europe, the largest

army in the world, the most formidable air force, and the most
profitable colonial empire. She has alliances with Belgium
and the new states of eastern Europe, which, like her, are

opposed to a revision of the Treaty of Versailles.

Rich and Clear-headed. All this makes France the dominant
power in Europe, and that position carries with it the chief

1 The idea that Americans covet the "almighty dollar” as no other people do
is one of Europe’s pleasantries which dies hard and which many Americans accept.

Not only do Europeans covet the dollar (or its equivalent) as much as we do, but
we could learn a great deal from the way they hang on to it, once they get it.

Make a comparative study of European and American gifts to philanthropy and
education during the last fifty years.

833
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responsibility for preserving the peace of Europe. Franee has

been at the head of the European states before, but her leader-

ship today rests less on armed force than it did in the days of

Napoleon or Louis XIV and more on her control of the gold

reserve of Europe. Any European state that needs to borrow

has only two places to turn to, France and the United States.

If it deals with France, it will deal with a people that are as

desirous of peace as any other, but who, above all things, are

realists, seeing things clearly and not misled by sentiment or

vague general phrases. So the borrowing nation is likely to

get a loan from France only on such terms as will contribute

to what she wants most of all, namely, security. It will be

interesting for your generation to see whether France the

banker can achieve a more permanent leadership in Europe
than France the warrior did under Louis XIV or Napoleon.

The peace of Europe (and so of the world) depends more
upon the establishment of friendly relations between France
and Germany than upon any other single factor.

Great Britain. Great Britain is still the center of the

greatest empire in the world, but she is relatively less im-

portant in world affairs than she has been for over a hundred
years. She has lost the supremacy she formerly had on the

seas and in the markets and the banking circles of the world.

Ever since the war she has had a serious unemployment prob-

lem. Canada, Australia, and South Africa have become prac-

tically independent states, and a large fraction (but by no
means all) of the natives of India under Mahatma Gandhi are

seeking the same status for their country. Great Britain is
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more disposed to revise the Treaty of Versailles than France
is. Before the war Germany was one of her best customers,

and no state would profit more
by a prosperous Germany than

she would.

Empire or Empire-Dowager?

British optimists look forward

to a new Britain holding again a

position in world affairs such as

she enjoyed before the war. Brit-

ish pessimists see her going the

way of the Italian cities after

the exploits of Columbus and
Da Gama, or of Holland after

her brief period of glory in the

seventeenth century, and be-

coming nothing more than a

pleasant place in which to live.

Your generation may see a marked
drift in one direction or the other. Meanwhile it may be
worth while to note that if the British were to drop out of

world affairs today it would be a world misfortune, for no
European people has ever been so successful as they in deal-

ing with non-European peoples.

Germany. In spite of Communist agitation on the one
hand and Fascist agitation on the other, Germany seems

determined to stick to the republican regime established at

the end of the war. Nevertheless, since it was on her account

that President Hoover declared the 1931 moratorium, it would
seem that not much would be needed to plunge her into chaos.

Needless to say, the Treaty of Versailles continues to

rankle, and all the more since leading statesmen of three of the

nations that drew up the treaty (Great Britain, Italy, and
the United States) have declared openly that the treaty ought

to be revised. The so-called Polish, or Danzig, Corridor (a

narrow strip connecting Poland with the sea), is regarded by
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most observers as one of the most serious sore spots in Europe,

and according to some it is one that cannot be eliminated

without war. Any Polish government that proposed to give

up the Corridor would almost inevitably be overthrown, and

so long as Poland has French support, Germany will not be

able to make her give it up.

In spite of what Germany has gone through, or rather as a

result of it, she is (according to recent American observers)

in a better position industrially than any other European

country. To keep from going under she had to gain markets;

to gain markets she had to undersell her competitors
;
and to

undersell her competitors she had to scrap her old methods

and machinery and install the most modern industrial system

that science and invention could devise. But, unfortunately

for Germany, it is a case of "all dressed up and no place to

go." Nobody is in a position to buy enough of her wares to

put her on her feet
;
and whoever does buy from her at all is

likely in just that degree to increase unemployment at home.

It is another of the curious tricks played by the war that

Germany should now be in a position to determine the fate

of European civilization probably more completely than she

could have done before her downfall. If she were to "go
Bolshevik," the whole European capitalistic structure would

probably crumble. The technical skill of the Germans (not

to mention their military genius), combined with the man
power and natural resources of Russia, would probably form

an unconquerable team. But in spite of their present dire

straits the Germans seem determined not to choose that

avenue of escape, even though it might free them from the

present need of turning the cloth of their garments inside out

to keep up a respectable appearance .
1

Italy. In Italy the Fascists are still in power. They are con-

fronted with serious economic problems,— much unemploy-

1 An index of conditions in Germany is given by the fact that there are thou-

sands of young men over thirty who have never had a job in their lives because

there were none to get.
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The New Papal Domain

A state within a city— the State of Vatican City. Within its 108.7 acres are the

church of St. Peter and the Pope’s palace (Vatican). Its population is about 500.

Pace off around your school a territory the size of the new papal state

ment and a large war debt,— and it remains to be seen whether

they can deal with them successfully. If they can, they will

probably not lack imitators in other parts of the world.

One matter that has brought them a great deal of credit has

been the improved relations between the Italian government
and the papacy, through the creation of an independent papal

state (1929). Another mark greatly to their credit was the

proposal to the nations of the world to take a year’s holiday

from war preparations (1931). This proposal was accepted

by all the leading powers — another hopeful, even if slight,

indication that the nations of the world are growing in un-

derstanding and world-mindedness.

The Fascist government has not seen fit to allow as much
freedom of speech or of the press as is customary in demo-
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cratic lands. Its relations with France have not been entirely

friendly since the war. Like Great Britain, Italy would like to

see the Treaty of Versailles

revised.

These four states (France,

Great Britain, Germany,
and Italy) form the heart

of the League of Nations.

If they could only learn

to work together harmoni-

ously, western Europe would
furnish the world with the

leadership it needs.

Happy the Nation that

keeps out of the Headlines.

On the borders of the four

states mentioned in the

preceding paragraph are

others, which play a less

prominent part in inter-

national politics, but which,

as they pursue the even

tenor of their way, exercise

quietly a profound influence upon European culture. This is

true especially of the Scandinavian states (Denmark, Norway,
and Sweden), Holland, Switzerland, and Czechoslovakia. In

all these there is a keen interest in education, and from them
all have come notable contributions to the arts and sciences.

II. Russia. Russia is likely to be absorbed with internal

problems for some years to come. Her progress is being

watched with great interest. In two important respects she

has broken with European traditions: (1) in her attempt

to build up her economic life on the basis of government

ownership and (2) in her hostility to the Christian Church.

Russia, like the United States, is not in the League of

Nations. Unlike the United States, she has a large army.

Just as Big as Daddy

The British colonial offshoots are proud of

their independent position, but they don’t

take themselves too seriously. (Daily Star,

Montreal)
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III. "Europe Overseas " Europe overseas,” exclusive of

the United States, falls mainly into two parts
: (1) the British

almost-independent states of the Dominion of Canada, the

Commonwealth of Australia, and the Union of South Africa

and (2) the Latin-American states. All these states are well

established and are full of vitality. They have some beauti-

ful cities, in which there is a high level of culture. Their

statesmen and scholars bear comparison with those of other

nations. Latin America has produced some outstanding art-

ists. Grand opera flourishes there as much as it does in the

United States.

All these " overseas” regions have vast material resources,

which, however, are as yet only partly developed. Their day
lies in the future. It is worth noting, however, that the various

"overseas” states have developed more individuality than

we are apt to credit them with. This is true especially of

the South American states, whose cultures are more varied

than the term "Latin American” suggests.

IV. " The U.S.A.” The United States of America stands

in marked contrast to the other areas of Euro-American
civilization. As compared with western Europe, she is one

unified state, and, among other things, she thereby enjoys

the blessings of free trade within a vast area which most
Americans think is just the right size for free trade. She is

less scarred by the World War and less burdened by un-

employment. Besides having great natural resources, she

is now the money center of the world. Together with France,

she holds three fourths of the world’s supply of gold. As
compared with Soviet Russia, she is more firmly established.

As compared with "Europe overseas,” she is more unified

and more industrialized.

After a long period of almost uninterrupted prosperity, the

United States herself fell (1929) into the general economic

depression into which most of the world had fallen long be-

fore. Some economists thought that this depression was
much like those which had followed previous American wars
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New York

No city has a skyline more impressive by day or more fairylike by night, when
darkness blots out the skyscraper frames and lights gleam from thousands of

windows high above the ground

and that in a comparatively short time the United States

would recover from it. Others held that it was markedly dif-

ferent from any previous one and that the United States would

come out of it much more slowly. Perhaps by the time you

read this page you will know which view was correct.

2. The Non-European World

I. Africa. The four main parts of the non-European world

are Africa (exclusive of the South African Union), India,

China, and Japan.

Africa, exclusive of the South African Union, is largely

under European tutelage and is likely to remain so till long

after your day. Much of it is still undeveloped, but, thanks

to the radio, airplane, and " movie,” it is almost within sight

of Euro-America to a degree hitherto undreamed-of. This is

likely to make for the happiness of the natives, who will

probably never again be subjected to such atrocities as those

committed in the nineteenth century in the Belgian Congo
by men from so-called Christian nations.

II and III. India and China. India and China are beset

with serious domestic problems. If and when these two vast
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regions, with their huge populations, become unified and mod-
ernized, they will exert a tremendous influence in world

affairs. For the present

their main problems are

internal. A large party in

India under the national-

ist leader Gandhi (one of

the most extraordinary

figures in history) is seek-

ing home rule. Whether
or not India gets home
rule and prospers under

it will depend upon how
well the diverse races and

creeds of that country can

work together. 1

China is seeking to es-

tablish peace and order.

She is still a long way
from her goal

;
she is about

where Europe was in the

Middle Ages. Meanwhile,

though her republican tra-

dition is only a few years

old, millions revere the memory of her great leader Sun
Yat-sen (1867-1925). At least in their present aspirations

India and China belong in the ranks of Democracy rather

than in the ranks of either Communism or Fascism. That
does not mean, however, that they will become exact du-

plicates of democratic western Europe. Each has an old

civilization of its own and is likely to take on only such

aspects of Western civilization as seem necessary to bring

about a better social order.

1 Gandhi attended a conference on Indian affairs in London in 1931, but failed

to win the terms that his followers demand. When he left England (November,
1931) he predicted that serious troubles in India would follow as a result of the

failure of the conference. Has his prediction come true ?
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IV. Japan. For the present it is Japan’s day in the non-

European world, just as it is the United States’ day in the

world of European civilization. Hers is the most Westernized

area among the non-Europeans both in politics and in in-

dustry. She thus forms a link between the two worlds which

is likely to grow in importance.

Japan’s crowded population presents a serious problem.

In an area about one twentieth the size of the United States

there are more than half as many people. The peace of the

Far East was disturbed in 1932 by problems growing out of

Japanese penetration into Chinese possessions in Manchuria.

What the ultimate outcome will be, no one can foretell. Japan
has great aggressive power, and China has great resisting

power, so it is a case of an irresistible force meeting an
immovable object ; and you know how such encounters end

as well as anyone else does. Count Sforza, who learned to

know the Chinese well while he was Italian ambassador at

Peking (Peiping), has said that attacking China is like mak-
ing a dent in a rubber ball. If you want the dent to stay,

you have to keep on applying the pressure. Your generation

will see whether Japan can do this.

Making Use of Unofficial Intelligence and Good Will. A dis-

turbed state of affairs is no newer in Asia than it would

be in Europe. What is new, however, is the fact that dur-

ing recent years Chinese and Japanese leaders (philosophers,

statesmen, bankers, and business men) have been meeting

unofficially with leaders of thought and affairs from other

lands bordering on the Pacific (in what is known as the

Institute of Pacific Relations) and have been studying the

problems of the Far East with the aim of solving them on

the basis of intelligence and good will rather than on the basis

of flag-waving. Never in the history of the world has there

been such a thoroughgoing attempt to solve vast political

and social problems scientifically, and no agency at work
today is so likely to bring peace and happiness to the Far

East as is this unofficial institute.
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3. What of the Future?

The United States Again. As between Japan and the United

States, the latter has the greater natural resources and re-

sources in men and money.

She is the most powerful

single political and social

unit in the world. Just as

Russia stands for Commu-
nism and Italy for Fascism,

so the United States stands

for Democracy. If Democ-
racy fails here, it is likely to

fail everywhere. If it solves

its problems here,, it will

take on new life everywhere.

Two Problems. The first

essential necessary to make
Democracy succeed is for a

nation to organize its eco-

nomic life so that everyone

who is willing to work is as-

sured the minimum of food,

clothing, and shelter neces-

sary to make decent living

possible. The most impor-

tant question today is whether, in order to do that, the United

States will first have to pass through a period of tyranny under

a working-class party (as in Russia) or a middle-class party (as

in Italy) or whether she will proceed directly toward that goal,

maintaining all the while her present free democratic order.

Along with the problem of assuring a decent standard of

living goes another one, namely, the problem of a nation’s

ordering its relations with other states so as not to hinder the

latter’s efforts to reach the same democratic goal. The two
problems hang together. Strong and rich as the United States

© Philadelphia Evening Public Ledger

Famine and Overproduction

The world is a long way from overproduc-
tion, but is right in the midst of under-

consumption. The new slogan is "Pass
Prosperity Around.” That is more than

a slogan ; it is probably a cure
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may be, it is hardly likely that she will remain democratic if

all the rest of the world becomes undemocratic.

A Common World Mind.

Never before did the world

need to act together harmo-
niously so much as at the

present time, and never be-

fore was it so possible. We
often fail to realize how
much of a basis we have to

work on. We realize read-

ily enough that Americans,

whether in Maine or Cali-

fornia or Canada, have a

common cultural heritage

which has come down in

large part from Greece and
Palestine and Rome, but we
often forget that England,

France, Germany, Italy,

Mexico, Chile, Brazil, Aus-

tralia, and all the rest of the

Euro-American world have

much the same heritage.

High-school students in all

these places know the three forms of Greek columns and the

Ten Commandments as well as you do and find translations

of Caesar to help them with their Latin. The textbook you use

in world history would serve them as well as it does you, from

the Great Pyramid down at least as far as 1500 a.d.

The additions to the cultural heritage made by modern
scientists and inventors belong, too, to modern Egypt, India,

China, Japan, and other non-European regions. So there is

already something of a common world mind such as would

have seemed impossible even a hundred years ago, and modern
means of travel and communication are adding to it daily.

When we Find a Governess that

Does a Better Job we’ll change

If healthy howling means the same for

nations that it does for babies, the world
is doing well
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recta, son paralelas entre si. (Spanish

)

Si deux lignes droites sont paralleles & une autre ligne

droite, elles sont paralleles l’une a l’autre. (French

)

In

»*
$ &

SBenn gtoet gerabe Sinten einer britten parallel [mb, fo finb fie

aud) mttemanber parallel. (German

)

Om tva raka linjer aro parallela med en tredje, aro de

sig emellan parallela. (Swedish)

Ecjih ^Be npHMBie jhhhh napajuiejibHbi toh ace

TpeTteii, ohh napajurejLBHbi Meac^y codoio. (Russian)

•N ~\

^TT 3RFTrT{

TtrT. (Marathi)

iaia. U Jai> j£\ T ^
(Persian)

*tjL
(Chinese)

,n'&'bw irty-6 £”x rmja rvahn nnw w dx
(Hebrew) trx mea ma^n nnwn IX

Like-Mindedness ; or Your Generation at School with Minds Running Parallel
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How Euro-Americans are Linked Together (and Linked to Millions of

Asiatics) by Language

The circle shows how the three western streams came together in our own tongue,

which draws from the Germanic, Latin, and Celtic in the ratio of about 6-3-1

Periods in History. Historians and laymen are in the habit

of dividing the past five thousand years into periods. Some
think in terms of pre-Greek, Greek, Roman, medieval, and
modern

;
others in terms of two periods only, such as before

Christ and after Christ or before Columbus and after Colum-

INDIAN SCIENTIST
WINS NOBEL PRIZE

JAPANESE SCIENTIST

WINS CANCER PRIZE

Physics Award Goes to Sir

Chandrasekhara Raman
Prof. Yamagiva of Tokio Gets

$1000 Award at Munich

All Lands and Peoples contribute to our Cultural Heritage
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bus or before Galileo and after Galileo. How will your distant

descendants divide it ? One can only hazard a guess, and you

can take it for what it’s worth.

It would seem as though

they would have good reason

for dividing it into two parts,

making the division about

the year 1800 A. d. That year

is so close to the year of

Washington’s death (1799)

that they might take his mon-
ument as a symbol to mark
two great changes.

A Boundary Stone. Hence
the Washington Monument
would serve as a boundary

stone and would say to them

:

1. Up to about the year

1800 man had little faith in

his ability -to manage the af- On the Boundary between the Ances'

fairs of his world
;
then he TRAL Order and the New Order

grew in faith and began to

take his destiny in his own hands. Man became democratic.

2. Up to about 1800 man was the slave of labor. He
earned his living by muscle power. Then he freed himself

from the curse of labor by using his intelligence. Man be-

came scientific, and the Muscle Age finally gave way to the

Machine Age.

Two Stupendous Words. " Science ” and " democracy ” will

probably be the two words that students in school five thou-

sand years from now will meet most often in studying our

age; and these words are all they will need to know, pro-

vided that science means the free mind and that democracy
means the free citizen. Those two words point to epochal

changes in man’s ways of working, living, and thinking.

George Washington, Columbus, Charlemagne, Caesar, Alex-
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ander, and Hammurapi, and Martha Washington, Queen
Elizabeth, Cleopatra, and Hatshepsut, all lived in pretty

much the same sort of world. And so did all our ancestors

who were their contemporaries. How utterly lost any of

them would be if they were to drop in for a visit today!

Our ancestral order of life has passed away.

Have these Words a Common Meaning? Perhaps your de-

scendants of five thousand years hence will see clearly some-

thing about the words "science” and "democracy” that we
are only just beginning to suspect, namely, that they have to

go together. Science would seem to flourish best in a demo-
cratic society. What chance would Pasteur and Edison and
countless other scientists and inventors have had in a society

with fixed social classes and where learning was reserved for

the few ?

In the same way democracy would seem to demand that

its citizens have something of the scientist’s habits of observ-

ing carefully, thinking clearly, and acting without prejudice.

Science and democracy would seem, therefore, to be not two
separate things but two parts of a single thing— an intelli-

gent humanity. Science in countless ways brings men to-

gether
;
democracy proclaims that they are brothers.

A Challenge. You have often thrilled to tales of American
pioneer life in the days when your grandparents and great-

grandparents were young. Those generations seemed to have
a magnificent challenge, a challenge to brave the danger of the

wilds and master a continent. It was a magnificent challenge,

and men and women alike met it boldly and nobly. Thereby
they added something very precious to Euro-American civili-

zation, namely, a recognition of the worth of the common man.

But their challenge was not so great as the challenge to your

generation. Theirs was but the challenge of a natural frontier

of prairies, forests, and mountains
;
yours is the challenge of

a social frontier of poverty, ignorance, and injustice.

What the Past has Given. The challenge comes to all of you

the world over, whether in America, Europe, Asia, or Africa.
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The situation can be stated very simply: Your ancestors

through countless generations filled a treasure house for you
with wonderful things — music, literature, painting and
sculpture, ways of healing the sick, ways of justice, ways of

finding God. For all this they paid a great price; but it

hasn’t cost you — not one of you — a single cent or an ounce

of effort. It is the gift of the past.

What imperils the Gift of the Past. It happens that this gift

is now beset with grave dangers, which likewise have come
down from the past. Men have not yet learned how to live

together in peace and amity. The chief obstacle is one that

you will readily understand because men (whether as in-

dividuals or in national groups) are very much like their

children at school : most of them welcome and many of them
seek privileges.

All through the historic period privilege has been at the

heart of the established order. Under autocracies or oli-

garchies, that seemed right and proper; it was taken for

granted that certain desirable things (chiefly wealth or the

things that wealth brings) were to be reserved for a small

minority. This helps to explain why, when nations adopted a

democratic form of government, many men thought of it

merely as an opportunity for each to try to get ahead of his

fellows and become a member of the small privileged group.

True democracy, however, admits of no privilege but one—
the privilege of serving ; but only a few rare spirits have ever

seen any worth in this privilege. The result is that today the

forces making for peace and those making for war are once

more about evenly balanced, and the best that men dare to

hope for is that the forces making for peace will hold their

own until your generation appears on the scene.

Why Men look to your Generation. Why should grown-up
men look to your generation for more of the spirit of service

to mankind than their own generation now possesses? Well,

to be frank, not all of them do, by any means. Most of them
expect your generation to be just as self-centered as theirs is
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and as they conceive their fathers’ and grandfathers’ genera-

tions to have been, and they expect the same of your children

and children’s children down to the end of time.

But there are in all lands men who do look for something

better from your generation because you are youth
,
and it is

youth that sees visions. These men have never been able

(nor have they wanted) to forget that in their youth they saw

visions of playing fair and of doing other knightly things in an

unknightly world. A few have kept their visions ; more have

abandoned them as being too idealistic and unpractical for

the.game of life. But all of them, looking back, think they

can see where the clear-eyed, generous visions of their youth

would have been the acme of common sense and practicality

and might have saved the world a great deal of misery. So in

them has again been awakened the age-old hope that sometime

a generation would grow up whose visions would not fade.

For the present that hope rests on you.

Men, Geese, and Donkeys. Thus history comes right down
to you. Unless it does so, there is no point in it.

You, of course, have been in the picture before now; you

have been in it all the while, though sometimes you probably

lost sight of that fact. You have a long lineage, dating far

beyond the dawn of history. So have geese and donkeys.

Geese have cackled and donkeys have brayed since long be-

fore the days of the pyramids
;
so have men.

But men have been able to do something that geese and

donkeys could never do : they have been able to carry along

the memory of their past and to draw from it meanings

which gave direction to their lives — in other words, men
have had a history.

The meanings they drew from their past were often such as

did little for the good of mankind, but that may be explained

by the fact that their record was very incomplete. If that is a

fair explanation they may reasonably be expected to do much
better now that archaeologists and historians have made and

are making the record more nearly complete than it has ever
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been, and the printing press and the schools are making it an

open book to all who will take the trouble to read it.

Of course you can shut your eyes to history and still be

different (somewhat) from geese and donkeys. They are as

they are 100 per cent.

4. Where does History End ?

The Master Gleaner. History never ends. It is the master

gleaner that gathers up everything in the path of time. Far
from stopping where history books stop, it dogs the footsteps

of the living present. The moment that you give to reading

these words has already become part of the past which belongs

to history. That moment may have been one of tremendous

importance. In it some scientist may have just completed a

discovery which will revolutionize industry or vanquish some
terrible disease, or some statesman may have made a decision

which will bring on another world war. It is obvious, then,

that history is still being made and will continue to be made
as long as there are men on earth.

"The Best Laid Schemes.” 1 Though history is always at

our heels ready to gather in everything we do, we cannot tell

what sort of history we are making because no one is wise

enough to measure all the forces at work at any one moment.
When Louis XVI summoned the Estates-General in 1789

(p. 602), he believed that he had taken a measure which
would free him from bankruptcy ; instead it brought him to

the guillotine. When the Austrian Foreign Office sent its ulti-

matum to Serbia in 1914, it believed that it was strengthening

the Austrian Empire; instead it brought on that empire’s

ruin. The best we can do is to use whatever intelligence and
good will we may have and trust that these will be sufficient

to bring results which will make for the well-being of man.

1 The best laid schemes o’ mice an’ men
Gang aft agley,

An’ lea’e us naught but grief an’ pain. — Burns, "To a Mouse”
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China Russia India Euro-America

The Present Generation Produced a Generally Acknowledged Leader in Each of Three

of the Great Human Masses on the Glohe: Sun Yat-sen, Lenin, and Gandhi

The fourth great human mass is the Euro-American. Has it produced any leader

as widely acknowledged as the three above ? Whom should you put in the fourth
panel ?

Will Any of our Contemporaries live in History? Are any
men and women of our own day likely to loom large in his-

tory, like Pericles or Csesar? That will depend largely upon
what happens in the future. If the world continues to move
toward a democratic order, Sun Yat-sen and Gandhi will be

as sure of a place in world history as Washington is. But if

the world reverts to autocracy, all three of these may come
to be regarded as weak-minded individuals who had the

quaint notion that the average man had intelligence enough

to be intrusted with a share in government.

If the world becomes Communistic, the Russian revolu-

tionary statesman Lenin will loom large
;

if Communism fails,

Lenin will probably get only a short notice as a visionary. If

the League of Nations becomes the regulating force in the

world and makes for happiness, Woodrow Wilson will become
one of the great figures in history ; if it fails, he too will be

counted a visionary. And so we could go through the list of

all the great names of our age, whether in politics or business

or art. They all embody certain ideas and ideals, and whether

their names live on in history will depend upon how much
spreading power their ideas and ideals have among mankind.
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Since you are part of mankind, you will help in some degree

to determine which of the men and women of this or earlier

ages will live on in history. Which ones have you chosen ?

" Thank God for History.” During the heartbreaking days

of the war and of the years that followed, this thought was
more in the minds of men in Europe than in America. They
needed it more ; they needed it to give them courage enough

to go on with the game of life.

Suppose you could remember absolutely nothing but the

depressing days of 1931, with its bread lines and beggars and
unemployed. Well, that is the only picture that millions of

your contemporaries in Europe can remember, not only about

the year 1931, but about all the years that they have lived

;

and if they had never come in contact with anyone who knew
about the past they would think that life has always been

nothing but bread lines, beggars, and unemployed. What a

hopeless outlook

!

The long view of history enables us to see things in some-

thing like their proper perspective, just as a look at the stars

helps us to put the petty worries of home or school or business

in their right place. Without it we could not see, for example,

that the problems of the post-war period were so infinitely

greater than any that ever before had confronted man that,

instead of bemoaning the absurdity of some of the things he

did, we ought to marvel that his will to act had not become
completely paralyzed. He bungled, but at least he tried and

is trying.

Without it we could not see that in the League of Nations

the world has for the first time the machinery capable of turn-

ing the vision of world peace into a reality, that in modern
science and technology the world has for the first time the

machinery capable of driving hunger and heavy labor from

the world, substituting for them plenty and leisure— and so

we could go on through a long list of really important and
worth-while things.
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Shall we say "Only Two Left” or "Only One Gone”? Note
that, in his power to wipe out hunger and heavy labor, man
has solved one of the three fundamental problems that we saw
dogging his footsteps from the dawn of history (pp. 249, 252).

If you are an optimist, you will fasten on the fact that only

two are left to be solved; if you are a pessimist, you will

fasten on the fact that, after thousands of years, only one

has been solved. But whether your outlook is hopeful or

hopeless, note that you got it from history — from what you
have read into the past.

And if the outlook seems to you to be hopeless and you
don't like it, try reading more history.

Things to Do

1. Continue your time chart from your current-events study.

2. Gather clippings and illustrations for your class bulletin board

referring to the following persons and topics : Baldwin, MacDonald

( British) ; Laval, Tardieu (French) ;
Hindenburg, Hitler (German )

;

Mussolini (Italian) ; disarmament ; reparations, war debts ;
Russia

;

Sino-Japanese relations.

3. Repeat the exercise on pages 347-348 about possible values to

be derived from studying history.
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IHAPTER I • Spending 3500 Years with the

(Chinese,— which is only a Part of their Story

1. Before Confucius

"All God’s Chillun.” Separated by mountain and desert,

the peoples of China, India, and the Mediterranean world

went their way for long ages in utter ignorance of one

another. But from the start they had much in common.
Those of one color, whether white, brown, or yellow, were

"God’s children” as much as those of another color. All

needed and sought after food, companionship, and security

;

all were in the same game, with the same urge to achieve

happiness in the extraordinary and interesting adventure

which we call life.

They all lived on the same globe, warmed by the same sun

and lighted at night by the same moon and stars. Water
was as wet in one place as the other, and drew men to the

banks of the Hwang Ho (or Yellow River) and the Yangtze, or

is
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those of the Indus and the Ganges, just as it drew men to
the banks of the Nile and the Tigris-Euphrates. In the east

as in the west, civilization be-

gan in the river valleys. Like-

wise, in both regions it moved
out from these centers,—from
China to Korea and Japan,

and from India to Tibet and
Malaysia.

But here appears a differ-

ence ; for whereas in the west

the center of culture shifted

from Egypt and Babylonia

first to Greece and then to

Rome, in the east China and
India remained the centers of

their respective cultures. (It

is impossible for us migratory

Americans to get any idea of

what it must feel like to live

in a place where one’s forbears

have lived since long before the days of Jesus. Few of us live in

the same town where even our grandparents lived. Do you ?)

Early Chinese Immigrants. About the time that the Great

Pyramid was being built in Egypt (3000 b.c.), some nomads
from central Asia settled in the valley of the Wei, 1 a tribu-

tary of the great Hwang Ho (see map, p. 26s) . They already

knew how to grow grain and to make various tools useful in

home and field. They were accustomed to living together

in orderly fashion, under rulers whose duties were as few as

their society was simple. Like the English settlers in America
about forty-six hundred years later, they found themselves

among backward natives who were still living in the hunting

and fishing stage; and these, like the American Indians,

could not withstand the encroachments of the more civilized

newcomers.

Boston Museum of Fine Arts

A Bronze Bell of the Shang Dynasty,

Older than David and Homer

1 wa.
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Covering Long Stretches of Time. Almost two thousand

years pass over these people before they leave much for the

modern historian to work on. The first dynasty (the Hsia 1

)

is supposed to have begun in 2205 B.c., and the second (the

Shang) in 1765 B.c., but little is known about them with

certainty. With the third dynasty, the Chou, lasting from

1125 to 255 b.c., we are on safer ground.

Note the length of these three dynasties. Even the shortest

is longer than the period which separates us from Columbus.
They were not uniformly strong, but had their ups and downs
as strong and weak rulers alternated, just as in the case of

the Pharaohs of Egypt. This was notably true under the

Chou dynasty, whose founder, Emperor Wu Wang, 2 allowed

his chief followers to exercise almost sovereign powers within

their domains. This policy was safe enough as long as a

strong man sat on the imperial throne ;
but not all of Wu

Wang’s successors were of that sort, and presently the lead-

ing vassals became independent princes. During the last five

hundred years of the Chou dynasty, therefore, China was
like western Europe during the Feudal Age (p. 371), broken

up into about a dozen large, warring principalities and
hundreds of petty ones (eighth to third centuries, b.c.).

2. Confucius, "the Perfect Sage”

Choosing a Great Profession. As always happens in times of

disorder and misery, thoughtful men reflected on the sad

condition of affairs and sought remedies for it.
a Foremost

1 shi a.

2 One value of studying Chinese history is that it gives us an opportunity to

find out if we’re provincial. If Chinese names strike you as being funny, you are

provincial. "Washington,” "Roosevelt,” "Mississippi,” sound just as "funny”
to the Chinese.

A recently arrived Chinese student was asked for her impressions of America.

She said she liked it very much, but that all the people looked alike. Did you ever

say the same thing about the Chinese ?

3 It is probably safe to say that during the misery of the "depression” which
followed the financial crash of 1929, tens of thousands of Americans reflected on
the purposes of life as they never had before, and learned more about how their

various governments have been, are, and ought to be, run than they ever bothered

to learn before.
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among the Chinese seekers was a poor but brilliant aristocrat

named Kung, who achieved the name Kung-fu-tzu (meaning

Kung the Philosopher), and whom we call Confucius 1 (551-

479 B.C.). Winning, early in life, a reputation as a teacher,

he received and accepted an invitation to take office in Lu,

his native state. But the continued corruption at court and

the lack of earnestness on the part of the ruling duke caused

him presently to resign in protest, and to return to the

strategic position of teacher, where he thought he could do

more to shape the destinies of his people than as an official

in a corrupt and frivolous government. For Confucius in

far-away China had discovered (long before Socrates and

Jesus) what men were to discover and rediscover time and
again down to our own day, namely, that a society is only

as good as the men and women in it, and that the rank and
file takes its tone from those who occupy positions of wealth

and influence. If injustice, dishonesty, and civil strife were to

be banished, men must first be taught to banish from their

own lives injustice, dishonesty, and all evil desires that lead

to civil strife.

Believing that Men are Good by Nature. Like all the great

teachers of the art of living, Confucius built on the past.

Reflecting on the illustrious men of China (he knew of no

others), he derived from their lives general rules of conduct

for all relationships of life. These rules were put forth, not

as commands from God (compare the Commandments of

Moses which begin "God spake these words and said:”)

but as the outcome of human experience
;
yet they do have

much in common with the Commandments in that they

aimed to teach men how to live.

The Confucian system of ethics was based on the conviction

that men are born with the capacity and the inclination to

be decent in their relations with one another. It divided

those relations into the categories of ruler and subject, parent

and child, older brother and younger, husband and wife, and

1 This name was coined by Jesuit missionaries who, two thousand years later,

first acquainted the Western world with Kung and his teachings.
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friend and friend, and provided rules to govern each. That

of parent and child Confucius regarded as the most impor-

tant, believing that if

that relationship were

all that it ought to be,

the other relationships

would be right as a mat-

ter of course.

"Manners Makyth
Man.” These words were

not writtenbyConfucius
but by William Wyke-
ham, an English bishop

of the Middle Ages who
founded a famous boys'

school (at Winchester)

;

yet they do provide the

key to much of the Confucian code, for that code involved

a great deal of ceremonial and ''manners.” Even the modest
home came to have (and still has) more formality than we
could find in the homes of most state officials in the West-

ern world. It is true that much of the ceremonial was often

mere form, and lacked genuine feeling (like much of our church-

going today), but by and large there was sincerity in it.

Here, then, we have the beginning of something new in

the world, — a vast society which will have a continuous

existence for more than two thousand years, and which will

be held together largely because men are brought up in an
atmosphere in which the past is held in respect, and in which

good manners are highly esteemed and taken for granted

in all ranks of society. This may be difficult for you to

understand, because in our Western world (especially where

it is democratic) good manners are linked up with bygone
aristocracies, and these are not in the best repute among' us.

The fact remains that China evolved a society in which the

people who set the tone showed a self-restraint and a nice-

ness of feeling, in dealing with one another in all the fivefold

Boston Museum of Fine Arts

A Chinese Banquet in the Second

Century a.d.

Copied from a stone cutting on a tomb
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relationships listed above, which compared favorably with
anything created by the Greece, Palestine, or Rome of that

day.

Another Stone which the Builders at first Refused. 1 As in

the case of Socrates and Jesus, not much heed was given to

Confucius during his lifetime except by a small group of

disciples. Only later did his people come to realize that a

great teacher had lived among them; then his sayings,

embodied in the so-called Confucian Classics, were revered

much as we revere the Bible. 2 More than that, they were
injected into everyday life much more than the Bible is

among us today, by being made the basis of the rigorous

examination given to all candidates for public office. (How
many of our governors and legislators do you suppose could

pass a rigorous examination on the Bible? Would it be a
good thing for them, and for us, if they were made to do so ?)

Confucius made no attempt to found a religion or to sup-

press the old ones. After his death, however, temples were

erected in his honor, and gradually a religious system, called

Confucianism, developed. It still forms the chief religious

force in China, but it has always remained this-worldly, seek-

ing only to help men to achieve happiness here on earth

through right living.

Chinese Writing. Confucianism spread to Korea, Japan,

and Indo-China, and with it went other elements of Chinese

culture, notably the art of writing. The Chinese had prac-

ticed this art long before the time of Confucius (nobody

knows precisely how long)
;

it was now in the ideographic

stage (p. 41) and remained there down to our own day. For
centuries they wrote on thin strips of wood or bamboo ; then,

about 200 a.d., they invented paper.

1 Psalm cxviii, 22.

* The Chinese never claimed divine revelation for the Classics, but accepted

them for what they were, — the words of wise men who had striven to dwell

among men in peace and happiness.
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3. The Chin Dynasty, Brief but Significant

How China got its Name. Disorganization in China con-

tinued for more than two hundred years after the death

of Confucius; then the duke of Chin overthrew the Chou
dynasty and established a new one named after his duchy.

Though the Chin dynasty was one of the shortest in Chinese

history, lasting only a little over fifty years (255-202 B.c.),

yet it was the one to give to the state and region the name
by which we know them.

A Great Ruler. Short as the Chin dynasty was, it pro-

duced an outstanding ruler in Shih Huang Ti, 1 who reigned

from 246 to 209 B.c., and who was therefore a contemporary

of Hannibal (p. 277). To him belong four achievements,

three of which bore the marks of statesmanship and one

of which was as stupid as it was short-lived. He (1) brought

the nobles once more under control
; (2) pushed the southern

boundary far beyond its old line, the Yangtze River, until it

encompassed all of South China and the kingdom of Annam

;

(3) built the Great Wall ; and (4) ordered all books except

those on medicine, agriculture, and divination (foretelling) to

be burned.

The Great Wall. With infinite labor the Chinese erected a
fifteen-foot roadway, about twenty feet high, which ran for

about fifteen hundred miles over mountain, valley, and river,

and which had a fortified tower about every hundred yards.

Though built as a protection against the nomad Hiung-nu
Tatars on the northwest, it presently became a secondary

line of defense, for the Chinese pushed far beyond it.2

The Burning of the Books. Shih Huang Ti’s aim in burning

the books, chief of which were the writings of Confucius,

was to wipe out the memory of the past ; but why he should

have wanted to do that is not clear. The most favorable

1 shi hwang te.

9 The Great Wall had a decided, even if indirect, effect on our European for-

bears ; for the Tatars, checked in the east, moved westward and after about a
hundred years appear in history again as the Huns, creating havoc in Europe.
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A Part of the Chinese Northern Defense, 1500 Miles Long

On a map of North America, locate some place 1500 miles from your home

explanation seems to be that he thought his people were too

much given to dwelling on the glories of the past, and he

wanted them to look forward to the New China that was
coming into being. The earnestness with which he pursued

his purpose is shown by the fact that he caused to be buried

alive over four hundred scholars who had tried to conceal

the Classics. But his efforts were in vain ; for shortly after

his death a ruler friendly to the old teachings mounted the

throne, and the successfully concealed copies of the Classics

were brought from their hiding places.

The Great Wall, however, remained as a monument to

Shih Huang Ti. What was perhaps of greater value to his

people was the ideal of a united China, which so impressed

them that they never forgot it, even when their country was
for long periods at a time broken up into fragments.

4. The Han Dynasty, Long and Prosperous

At Last they hear of the Romans, and take the News Calmly.

The Chin dynasty was followed by the Han, which lasted

more than four hundred years (202 b.c-221 a.d.), running

parallel, both in greatness and in time, to the four centuries
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of Roman splendor which followed upon Rome’s defeat of

Hannibal at Zama (202 b.c. ; p 279). China’s boundaries

were extended on the

three land sides; new
ties were made with

the outside world
;
and

within the empire there

was, for the most part,

peace and plenty.

The foremost ruler of

the Han dynasty was
Emperor Wu Ti 1 (140-

86b.c.), a contemporary

of the gruff old Roman
Marius, who died in the

same year as Wu Ti (p.

290). During his reign

the Chinese came first

to know about the Ro-
man Republic (from the

Parthians in Persia), and no doubt looked on it patronizingly

as a mere upstart — which, indeed, it was from the Chi-

nese point of view, being only about two hundred and fifty

years old!

They hear, too, of Japan. If it is hard for us to realize that

the Chinese and the Romans could have been on the same
hemisphere for a quarter of a millennium without getting to

know about one another, it is still harder to understand how
the Chinese and the Japanese could have lived almost side

by side for a much longer period and not have established

contacts until then. The explanation, no doubt, lies in the

fact that China had within her vast, highly civilized territory

all that she needed and saw no advantage in outside contacts.

Rome, for example, had nothing that China wanted nearly

as much as the Romans wanted Chinese silk.2

1 woo te.

2 The Chinese had begun to make silk before their recorded history begins.

A C avalryman of the Han Period and his

Steed

The Chinese learned about cavalry, as well as

about Rome, from the Parthians in Persia
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Boston Museum of Fine Arts

From a Tomb Carving of the Han (?) Dynasty

What inferences can you draw from it about Chinese civilization? (See page 11)

The closest contacts with the outside world were with

India, begun by Buddhist missionaries who, about 60 a.d.,

brought into China not only Indian religious doctrines but

also Indian art.

The World’s Oldest Civil-Service System. The Chinese had
an art of their own which long since had reached a high

pitch of excellence in architecture, painting, carving, and

vase-making. But no cultural achievement was as remark-

able as the "merit system” which the Han dynasty instituted

and which persisted (not, indeed, without some interrup-

tions) down to our own day.

Admission to civil and military office was open to anyone
who could pass the searching examination based on the

Confucian Classics. To make it possible for everyone to

compete who wished to do so, a uniform system of education

was set up all over the empire. Quite aside from the main
purpose of providing a well-educated corps of officials, the

schools had an important secondary influence. They served

as a social cement, binding the empire together by creating

a large group of educated men, all of whom had absorbed
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a common fund of ideas and who had therefore grown in

like-mindedness. (When you studied your country’s history,

did it occur to you that you were growing in like-mindedness

with pupils in other parts of your land ?)

Throughout this period the Chinese not only held their

own against the Mongol nomads, but pushed them far from

the Great Wall.

A Chinese "Fall,” not as Complete as the Contemporary Ro-

man "Fall.” The four hundred years that followed the Han
dynasty paralleled those in Europe, being a period of disorder,

though the disorganization in China was not so complete as

in the Roman world. There were always some considerable

areas where peace and order prevailed and where the arts

continued to flourish ; and long before civilization blossomed

forth once more in western Europe, it had done so in China.

(See page 22s.)

We have now brought the story of China up to the point

in time that we had reached with the story of the Mediter-

ranean world. In the next chapter we shall do the same, in

the same brief fashion, for India.

Summing up the Chapter. Civilization in China, as else-

where, began in the river valleys. Her history is largely

legendary until the Chou dynasty (1125-255 b.c.). Her
greatest teacher was Confucius, whose rules of conduct have
lain at the basis of her civilization to this day, and have in-

fluenced peoples beyond China. China was so named after

the brief Chin dynasty, whose leading emperor, Shih Huang
Ti, restored a strong central government, built the Great

Wall, added South China and Annam, and tried to wipe out

the memory of the past by the burning of books. During
the long and prosperous Han dynasty, contacts were made
with Japan, India, and indirectly, with Rome; and a re-

markable civil-service system was established, based on liter-

ary examinations. The Chinese Empire suffered a "fall”

about the same time that the Roman Empire did, though not

so serious a one. — The sum total of human happiness in
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Chinese history was probably greater than that in the history

of the Mediterranean world. There were no huge estates

worked by slave labor, but vast numbers of small holdings,

almost always occupied by the owner, who took pride in them
and cultivated them intensively. Life was simple. Most
business was done by barter.

Directed Reading

You will find the full titles on page 50s. Use table of contents

and index. Consult encyclopedias. See note on page 50s.

The Land of China

:

Williams and school geographies.

Life in Ancient China: Hirth, Pott, Steiger, Wells, Williams.

Confucius ,
the Man and his Work: Same as the preceding

; Browne 1
, Gaer.

The Great Wall: Geil.

Some Key Words

Hwang Ho Confucius

Wei civil-service examinations

Chou Chin

Wu Wang Shih Huang Ti

Questions

Section 1. What are some things, not mentioned in the chapter,

that the early Chinese probably had in common with peoples in the

West? When does Chinese history begin to become authentic? Is

China any farther away from us than we are from her ?

Section 2. Why did Confucius become a teacher ? What were

some of his teachings ?

Section 3. What do you think of the wisdom of Shih Huang Ti’s

burning of the books ?

Section 4. What is the world’s oldest system of civil-service

examinations? Does it point to a lower level of civilization than

existed in the West, or a higher ?

Things to Do

1. Fill in your time chart for China.

2. Write an advertisement announcing the opening sale of a new

textile, namely, silk. Do the same for the first sale of paper.

Great Wall

Han
Wu Ti



CHAPTER II • Spending 2500 Years with the

Hindus,— which is only a Part of their Story

1. Before Buddha

Another River-Valley Civilization. In the temperate zone,

between the Hwang Ho and the Tigris-Euphrates valleys,

there lie two other great river

systems, the Indus and the

Ganges, spreading across the

north of India. From what we
have said about the beginnings

of civilized life in China and
in Babylonia (pp. 2s, 83), we
should expect to find similar

beginnings in these river val-

leys, and that was actually the

case. Not much progress was
made until the coming of some
Aryans from the north, some
time after 2000 b.c. The new-

comers were already in the

grain-growing stage, with habits of settled life and religious

ideas and practices considerably higher than those of the

native Dravidians. These primitive :nomads were enslaved

or driven into southern India, where their descendants still

live today.

The Hindus. The Hindus, as we call the Aryans of India,

were an intelligent, industrious people who soon adapted

themselves to their new home and made its fertile fields

yield the things needed to maintain life. They discovered

that their old northland diet of beef and fermented liquors

was unsuited to the warm climate of India, and abandoned
13s

Boston Museum of Fine Arts

An Early Hindu Seal from the

Indus Valley
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it for one made up largely of vegetables and "soft” drinks.

What little they needed in the way of clothing and shelter

was procured easily from

an abundance of fibers and
woods. Soon there were

those whose labor was not

required in the fields, and
who could devote them-

selves to the various arts

and crafts, building beauti-

ful abodes and supplying

them with things to make
life pleasant for those who
were fortunate enough to

possess them.

Forming Exclusive Social

Groups. It took a long time

to make life a pleasant

thing in India, because

there, as in China, Egypt,

and Babylonia, civilization

developed on its own and

had to be built from the

bottom up. But it was well under way by the middle of the

five millenniums we are considering. By that time there were

in India four rather distinct social classes, which later became
so distinct and exclusive that we call them castes. These

were, in the order of importance, the Brahman 1 or priestly

caste, the warrior or kingly, the mercantile and agricultural,

and the artisan and laborer. Later the castes numbered up
to the hundreds. It was impossible for a member of one to

pass into another, and even contact with members of a lower

caste or with things belonging to them brought defilement,

which could be wiped out only by elaborate ceremonies of

purification. Each caste had its own ceremonies and rules of

life which its members were brought up to follow implicitly.

1 bra'man.

Boston Museum of Fine Arts

Siva, a Member of the Hindu Trinity
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Like-minded through Religion rather than through Politics.

Though the Hindus spread over India, they did not build up

a single large state, as the

Chinese had done farther to

the east, but remained for

the most part broken up into

petty principalities. They at-

tained a certain unity, how-

ever, through a common reli-

gion, just as Euro-Americans

have done.

The Hindu religion was
based on the sacred hymns,

prayers, charms, and curses

found in the so-called Vedas
,

1

which their Aryan forbears

had brought from the north,

but it came to include much
of the demon worship of

the native Dravidians. There

were many sects, just as in

Christianity; yet all Hindus
were bound together by certain common religious beliefs.

Such a one was the belief in reincarnation, which held that

the soul was the only real part of man, and that it kept on
returning in a lower or higher form of animal until it became
worthy to be merged forever with the spirit of the universe.

What sort of animal would house the soul during any one

reappearance depended upon the sort of life the person had
lived during his previous existences on earth.

Religious practices varied widely among the various sects,

ranging from the strictest sort of fasting and other forms of

self-denial to the wildest debauchery.

1 Written in Sanskrit, the old Indo-European language through which the
Hindus are linked linguistically with us (see map, p. 846).

Buddha as a Lad, being instructed in the

Art ofShooting with Bow and Arrow

Part of a fresco of about the fifth cen-

tury a.d. depicting various aspects of

the education of young Gautama
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2. Buddha, the Enlightened One (c. 560-c. 480 b.c.)

Seeking a New Way of Life. In that remarkable sixth cen-

tury b.c., which gave to the world Thales and Solon in

Greece, Cyrus and Da-
rius in Persia, Isaiah

and Jeremiah in Pales-

tine, Confucius in China,

and the founders of the

Republic in Rome, In-

dia likewise had a great

contribution to make.

There was among her

millions a keen, sensi-

tive, spiritually-minded

prince by the name of

Siddhartha Gautama ,

2

heir to Kapilavastu in north India, where his father ruled.

His parents surrounded him with all the material things

that could make life pleasant ; but they could not shut out

the knowledge of sickness, suffering, and misery, and this

knowledge filled young Siddhartha with unhappiness. Fi-

nally, in his twenties, he fled from his luxurious home and
went out to seek a way whereby misery could be banished

and happiness put in its stead.

Gautama becomes Buddha. First he tried the Brahman way,

denying himself the needs of the flesh until he almost per-

ished, but this brought him no answer. After long wandering

and meditation he came to the conviction that most of the

misery in life resulted from desiring things, and that only by
driving out all desires could happiness and eternal bliss be

won, and an end put to the soul’s reappearances on earth.

He developed a way of life known as the Eightfold Path,

which called for rightness in thought, word, and deed ;
and

soon he won followers who hailed him as Buddha
,

3 that is, the

Enlightened One. They loved and revered him as a kind and
1 From Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc. 2 se dar't’ha go'ta mg. 3 bood'a.

Visit of Buddha to Brahmanic Hermit 1
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wise teacher who taught them to seek happiness, not in forms

and ceremonies nor by escaping from the society of men, but

by living in it and following

the ways of peace.

Another Teacher Worshiped as

Divine. Buddha had concerned

himself chiefly with the prob-

lem of providing a way of life

which men could follow by
themselves, and so had made no

provision for a priesthood or

temples or monasteries. These,

however, soon came into being

after his death, and he came

to be worshiped as a god.

Like Confucius, he made no

attack upon existing religions,

but the spirit of his teachings

ran counter to the caste dis-

tinctions which the Brahmans
fostered, and these social bar-

riers disappeared among his

followers.

The Teaching Buddha (Fifth (?)

Century a.d.)

3. Asoka, who took his Religion Seriously

When the West met the East. All this long while, East was
East and West was West, and, except for an occasional

trader, the two never met until Darius (c. 500 B.c.) and
Alexander the Great (c. 330 B.c.) brought India in contact

with Persia and the Greek world (p. 214). Alexander’s con-

quests in India were soon lost, but Greek influence persisted

and came to have a marked effect on Indian politics and art.

Alexander’s success as conqueror spurred on an adventurer

named Chandragupta Maurya 1 to build up a state in north

India, stretching from sea to sea. This was enlarged by his

1 ehun'dra gdop'ta mowr'ya.
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son and grandson until, under the latter, it reached from the
limits of Persia southward to include most of the peninsula.

Making a Success of

Intelligence and Good
Will. The grandson was
named Asoka, 1 and he

reigned during the mid-

dle of the third cen-

tury b. c., 2 which makes
him the contemporary

of Hamilcar Barca and
the other participants

in the First Punic War
(p. 275). Like his con-

temporaries in Rome,
Asoka fought a war and

won it. But whereas the

Romans pursued war-

fare almost joyously,

Asoka became disgusted

with it, on account of the misery it caused. In its place he

used the teachings of Buddha as a means for extending his

influence and power.

No doubt he saw that Buddhism, with its absence of caste

distinctions, would weaken the power of the influential Brah-

man caste; nevertheless his championship of that religion

seems to have been thoroughly sincere. He sought to make
justice and mercy the way of life in the home, in business,

and in state affairs. He established hospitals, public gardens,

and schools, making provision even for the education of

women. He sent missionaries far and wide, even to the Hellen-

istic princes of the West. His brother established Buddhism in

Ceylon, where it remains the dominant religion to this day.

Indian Museum, Calcutta

How Fallen Warriors were Rewarded

These dancing nymphs, with their very modern
rhythm, welcomed those who had fallen in battle.

(Early second century B. c.)

1 3 soTcg.
2 No contrast between the early Hindus and the Greeks and Romans is more

striking than the former’s lack of interest in recording historical events. Few
dates in early Indian history are well established.
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Buddhism becomes a World Religion. Asoka’s reputation

for doing justly and loving mercy spread far and wide, so that

kings and princes brought

disputes to him for settle-

ment. His high position,

together with his lavish sup-

port of Buddhism, caused

that religion to spread rap-

idly, and now for the first

time it rose to the rank of

a world religion.

Back to " Normalcy.” But
there was only one Asoka.

In less than a century after

his death his empire was gone, and India became again a

mass of petty warring states. Thus it continued for hun-

dreds of years. Buddhism persisted side by side with Brah-

manism, but could not overthrow the caste system. This, on
the contrary, became more and more a part of India’s life

as time went on.

Outside Contacts Grow. In the period after Asoka, Hellenis-

tic influence became marked in Hindu and Buddhist art.

Trade with the West began to flourish. Yearly a fleet of more
than a hundred ships sailed from Egyptian ports on the Red
Sea to bring from India the spices that were relished so much
by the Mediterranean peoples. Early in the Christian Era,

contacts were developed with China, through Chinese Bud-
dhists who made pilgrimages to the shrines of their master

or came to study at the Buddhist universities. Through
these avenues not only Indian but Greek ideas, especially in

art, spread to the eastern limits of Asia.

Summing up the Chapter. Civilization in India began in

the fertile valleys of the Indus and Ganges. Its chief builders

were the Hindus (Aryans from the north), though these had
been preceded by the Dravidians. The Hindus developed

an elaborate caste system, which still persists and which has

British Museum

The Many Roman Coins found in

India, of which this Coin of Nero is One,

point to an Extensive Trode between Rome
and the East
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been dominated by the Brahman, or priestly, caste for over

three thousand years. This system hindered the development

of a united Indian state. — The Hindus believed in rein-

carnation. After about fifteen hundred years Hinduism pro-

duced a great teacher called Buddha (c. 500 b.c.), on whose
teachings a world religion was built. Buddhism owed its

first great expansion to Asoka (c . 250 b. c.), one of the few

great rulers in history to take religion seriously. After

Asoka's death, contact with the Greek world (begun by
Alexander the Great) became more pronounced, and in-

fluenced Indian art directly and Chinese art indirectly.

Directed Reading

You will find the full titles on page 50s. Use table of contents and

index. Consult encyclopedias.

The Land of India: Rapson, Smith, and school geographies.

Asoka, the Man and his Work: Rapson, Smith, Steiger, Wells.

Buddha: Same as the preceding; Browne 1
, Gaer.

Some Key Words

Indus Hindu Veda
Dravidian caste Sanskrit

Aryan Brahman reincarnation

Questions

Section 1. What social classes were formed in early India? To
what race do the Hindus belong? Would it be desirable to have a

caste system in America? Would it be possible? Explain your

answer.

Section 2. What was Buddha’s attitude toward the caste system ?

Section 3. What did Asoka do that was unusual for a ruler to do ?

Who made Buddhism a world religion? What contacts did India

have with the outside world ?

Asoka

Buddha
" Eightfold Path ”



CHAPTER III • Sketching Briefly what Hap-

pened in the Far East during the Medieval

Millennium

1. China under Native Dynasties

"Believe it or Not.” Throughout the Medieval Millen-

nium the Chinese had almost everything that our medieval

forbears acquired only after eight or nine hundred years. Of
course they had their ups and downs, but their "downs”
were briefer and shallower than those in the West. At almost

any period of the millennium a cultivated Chinese visitor to

the West would have felt as forlorn as an Athenian of the Age
of Pericles if exiled among the simple farmer folk then living

along the Tiber. His garments of silk would have contrasted

sharply with the native homespun woolens of his host. The
rude furnishings and fare of the castle hall, the ruder manners
at table, and the utter absence of any interests that could be

21s
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called intellectual and cultural would have made him think

longingly of all that he had left at home. For at any time

during the Medieval Millennium he would have come from

a land with a civilization in which men (and women too) 1

were deeply concerned with art, literature, and other things

that distinguished life from mere living ; and where scholar-

ship was so highly esteemed that brains and cultivation in

governmental officials were nothing to marvel about but were

taken as a matter of course (see page 10s). Not until near

the end of the millennium would our visitor have felt that

he was with his sort of people, and then probably only in

Italy.

We have space for only a brief outline of China’s story

during these years, but it may be enough to make you want
to read more of it in other books. At the least it ought to help

you to see the story of your medieval ancestors in better per-

spective. After our survey we shall raise a question that has

probably occurred to you (and try to answer it) : Why did

not the Chinese maintain the lead they had over the West?
As Brilliant at the Beginning as the West was at the End.

Like western Europe, China entered the Medieval Millen-

nium in a state of disorder; but her people pulled out of

it early in the seventh century under the newly established

Tang dynasty, 618 to 907 a.d. (Compare the length of this

dynasty with the brief imperial outburst begun by Charle-

magne, p. 369.) A brilliant era of literature (especially

lyric poetry), painting, and sculpture now began, throughout
which Chinese skill in the practical arts continued undimin-
ished. Silk was a familiar product, and had been for hun-
dreds of years. Paper, invented in the second century, and
tea, first mentioned in the fourth century, were now in

common use. Sixth-century mention of a "south-pointing

chariot” may refer to the device which later developed into

the mariner’s compass.

1 A Canadian scholar has recently published the life of Pan Chao, a celebrated
Chinese woman of letters, who won fame in the first century A. D. as historian,

poet, teacher, and moralist.
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Foreign Contacts. The Chinese were more given to foreign

trade than we ordinarily think. As early as the third and
fourth centuries they

were trading with the

East Indies. About the

same time the Arabs

established themselves

at Canton and linked

China with the West,

holding a trade monop-
oly until the coming of

the Portuguese in 1516.

They entered more in-

timately into Chinese

history when, in the

eighth century, some
Arab troops helped a

Tang ruler to regain

his throne and, as a

reward, were allowed to

settle in China. Since they were Mohammedans, their coming
brought Islam into the Far East.

Gunpowder and Printing. In the same century some Arabs

who had learned how to make paper carried that art into

Western Asia, from whence it spread to Moorish Spain

(p. 400). By the eighth century, too, the Chinese were using

gunpowder to make fireworks, and in the ninth century they

learned how to print with blocks. All the while, of course,

they continued to have schools for the teaching of the Con-
fucian classics and to choose their civil servants by com-
petitive examination. So during this part of the Medieval
Millennium, which in western Europe is called the Dark
Ages, China was by contrast a land of dazzling sunshine.

Khitans and Kins. But China under the Tangs had her

troubles
; the Tatar nomads of central Asia could always be

counted on to supply those, through constant forays along

the western frontier. In the eleventh century, under the

The Woman who is Writing on Paper might

have been One of our Medieval European

Forbears, except that the Latter had Nj) Paper

and probably did not know how to Write. This

One lived during the Tang Dynasty in China,

where they had had Paper since the Second

Century a.d.
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Boston Museum of Fine Arts

This Charming Painting of the Sung Dynasty shows Silk-Beaters ironing a

Newly Woven Fabric

By this time the art of making silk was already several thousand years old in China

Sung dynasty (960-1127), the Khitan 1 Tatars established

themselves inside the Chinese boundaries. To oust them, the

Sung rulers called in another band of Tatars (the Kins) who
did their job well and then stayed! So now there was a Kin
dynasty in the north (1127-1260), with a capital at Peking, 2

and a Sung dynasty south of the Yangtze.

Learning to Make " China.” It seems to be well established

that by the twelfth century the Chinese were using the com-

pass for navigation and gunpowder in warfare, though some
scholars think that the compass had been perfected by the

Arabs rather than by the Chinese. The claim to having in-

vented hand grenades charged with powder seems to be better

established. Finally, it was during the Sung dynasty that the

1 ke tan. "Cathay ” as a name for China is derived from Khitan.
2 The region around Peking had been the seat of a Chinese state ever since the

twelfth century B.c., but it has been rebuilt frequently. From the early eleventh

century it was known as Yenching. We shall note its change of name as we
proceed.
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Chinese began to make a product which became so identified

with them that we call it ''china” ;
namely, porcelain ware.

They made not only ordinary "house” china but also lovely

works of art, some of which are now almost priceless "mu-
seum pieces.”

Genghis Khan. Meanwhile a great Tatar state, called the

Mongol Confederacy, was being organized among the nomads
of central Asia, with its capital at Karakorum. 1 About
the year 1200 it chose as its head a remarkable leader who
took the title " Genghis Khan ” 2 (1162-1227). After winning

the submission of the Kins in northern China, Genghis Khan
turned his armies westward until his power extended even

over Russia. Under his son Ogdai the Mongols pushed on
into Poland and Hungary, and might have overrun all the

West if Ogdai ’s death (1241) had not recalled the chieftains

to Karakorum to elect a new head.

Really! About twenty years elapsed before the best-known

Mongol leader, Kublai 3 Khan, came to the head of affairs.

Not much that happened during the interval is worth re-

cording except an illuminating and delightful bit of diplo-

matic correspondence. When, after the death of Ogdai, the

Mongols withdrew, the Pope, who at that time was more
powerful than any European king, sent an embassy to Ka-
rakorum telling the Great Khan that he’d have to stop in-

vading Europe. The Great Khan answered politely, but

gave the Holy Father to understand that invasions would
have to continue until the people on that little peninsula of

Asia called Europe learned to obey

!

Another embassy from the West, sent by Louis IX, fared

little better. This French king wanted the Mongols to join

with him in crushing the Moslems (this was in the period of

the later Crusades), but the Great Khan could see no good
reason for it and declined the proffered alliance.

ka ra ko'rum. 2 jgn'gis kan'. 3 koo'bli.
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2. Kublai Khan

An Alien Proud to Pass as a Native. Kublai Khan, Mon-
gol chieftain from 1260 to 1294, almost doubled the size of

the empire (see map above) ; but he cared most of all for the

Chinese part, where he came to be counted as the founder of

the Yuan 1 dynasty (1280-1368). He moved his capital from

Karakorum to Peking, now renamed Cambaluc (City of

the Khan). Though he lived in far-away China, he belongs

to our Living Past more than you might think. The steps

from him to us are not many.
From Kublai Khan to Us. (1) In 1271 two Venetians,

Nicolo and Maffeo Polo, who had once been to China, started

back, taking with them Nicolo’s son Marco, then a lad of

seventeen. They were made welcome and stayed seventeen

years, Marco holding important government positions part

of the time. Growing homesick at last, they begged leave to

1 ydo an'.
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When the Twain Did Meet 1

return, and Kublai reluctantly granted their wish. Travel

was slow then, and it was not until 1295 that they saw Venice

again— veritable Rip Van Winkles.

(2) Marco joined the Venetian navy and was captured by
the Genoese, who kept him prisoner for about a year. He
shared a cell with a Pisan named Rusticiano, 2 who wrote

down the stories of the Far East with which Marco whiled

away the weary hours.

(3) The Book of Ser Marco Polo (known by various other

titles) dazzled the imagination of Europe
;
and while most of

its readers read it as we read the tales of Baron Munchausen,

some were spurred on to seek new routes to the land of gold

and silks and jewels.3

(4) One of the seekers, born in the very town where Marco
had dictated his story, stumbled upon a new world (p. 449),

and so we are here. 4

1 East is East, and West is West,
And never the twain shall meet.— Kipling

2 roos te cha'nd.
3 The following passage in an old book of travel called Purchas his Pilgrimage

is of interest for the picture it gives of the splendor of Kublai Khan’s court, and

because it supplied the idea for the English poet Coleridge’s well-known poem
"Kubla Khan.” In a place called Xamdu (Xanadu) "did Cublai Can build a

stately palace, encompassing sixteen miles of plain ground with a wall, wherein

are fertile meadows, pleasant springs, delightful streams, and all sorts of beasts

of chase and game, and in the midst thereof a sumptuous house of pleasure.”
4 It is interesting to note that sons of the two great Italian rival cities should,

between them, have discovered the Old World and the New.
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Evening Scene on a Fifteenth-Century Chinese Farm

3. Under Native Rulers Once More

Cool toward Foreign Folk, especially Europeans. After

Kublai Khan’s death Mongol power declined, and in 1368

a native dynasty, the Ming (1368-1644), ruled in China
once more, though over a realm which was now strongly

Mongol in the northern part. The new dynasty was not so

friendly to Europeans as the preceding one had been, because

the Europeans had become identified in the minds of the

Chinese with the alien Mongol rulers. Contact with the

West continued, however, through the old Arabian channel,

and Chinese merchants themselves traded with the East

Indies and the Philippines; but, quite unlike our modern
"high-powered” salesmen, they contented themselves for

the most part with their vast home market.

Content to make their People Happy. The Ming rulers set

the example of local-mindedness by checking their northern

drive after they had driven the Mongols beyond the Great

Wall. 1 Then they set to work to add to the well-being of their

people. Taxes were reduced, new irrigation works begun, and
public granaries established in various parts of the land as

precaution against poor harvests. Paper money (still un-

known in the West) was widely used in business transactions.

Architecture and the other arts flourished anew and brought

1 The third of the Mings moved his capital to Peking (1241), where it re-

mained under that name, which means "north capital,” until the new republic,

not keeping it as capital, revived an earlier name (Peiping) in our own day.
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forth works, especially paintings, bronzes, and porcelains*

that could bear comparison with the best that was being

created in the contempo-

rary Renaissance move-

ment in western Europe

(p. 438).

A Visitor from Afar, Her-

ald of a New Age. So the

Chinese passed out of the

Medieval Millennium and

into the Modern Period

more envied than any other

people. They had nothing

like the fall of Constan-

tinople or the Protestant

Revolt to announce the

beginning of a new era;

but one faint indication of

it reached them only a

year before Luther nailed

his theses to the door of

the church at Wittenberg

:

in 1516 a Portuguese ship

reached China, the first

ship from the east-Atlantic

world to reach the west-

Pacific coast.

Before we turn to the question proposed on page 22s, let

us glance briefly at Japan and India during this millennium.

An Early Japanese Statesman

Prince Shotoku Taishi with his two sons.

Renowned regent who made Buddhism
the state religion of Japan. Late seventh-

century ( ?) painting on paper

4. Japan, a World of its Own

Long Ruled by Unknown Sons of the Sun Goddess. The
stories of Japan and India throughout the Medieval Millen-

nium and long after are in marked contrast. The Japanese

lived apart in an island world of their own; the Hindus lived

in a world that was anybody else’s but their own. Like the
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Am Episode in the long Struggle for the Shogunate

From a thirteenth-century Japanese scroll, now in the Boston Museum of Fine

Arts. The man on horseback is the father of Minamoto Yoritomo (p. 31s)

Chinese, the Japanese were chiefly of Mongolian stock,

though perhaps with more of Malay admixture. Legends

carried their story far back to descendants of the sun goddess,

and their official history dated the founding of the state

at about 660 b. c. ; but little is known with certainty until

about a thousand years later, when the much more ad-

vanced Chinese civilization began to penetrate the island

kingdom.

A Franco-Japanese Parallel. The Japanese ruler (the Mi-

kado) was active head of the state until the seventh cen-

tury A. d. Then came a great transformation in government

and social structure. The Japan which emerged was like a

combination of France before the days of Charlemagne and

after. We saw (p. 362) that until Charlemagne’s father

became king there had been for some time a roi faineant 1

(do-nothing king) and a Mayor of the Palace, who was the

real ruler. After Charlemagne’s empire broke up and the

feudal system became well established, there were two main

social classes (not counting the clergy) : the fighters or

knights, and the agricultural workers or serfs, who supported

the knights. Similar developments took place in seventh-

century Japan, as we shall see.

1 rwa'fa'na aN'.
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Mikado Eclipsed by Shogun. As the demand for a larger

army increased, the abler Japanese came to form a separate

military class, called the sa-

murai. The others formed

an agricultural class, and

on them fell the burden of

maintaining the warriors.

At the head of the warriors

were two families, or clans,

of nobles, controlling all

the military offices. The
chief commander was the

Shogun, who corresponded

pretty much to the Frank-

ish major-domo. As in

France, so here the kings

were softened by court life

and became mere figure-

heads in the government.

They did not renounce

their royal powers; they

simply were not strong

enough to maintain them
against the unconstitutional encroachments of the army.

In 794 A. D. Japan’s capital was established at Kyoto.

Throughout the millennium her history is almost entirely

local, made up of wars between rival claimants to the throne

or rivals for the shogunate. 1

5. India, Never its Own World

Turks, Huns, Arabs, and More Turks. While the Japanese

were hammering out their state quite undisturbed by the out-

side world, the Hindus in India were deluged by one wave of

invaders after another. In the early centuries of the Christian

1 One of these dynastic wars was a "flower” war, reminding us of the English

Wars of the Roses (p. 469). This was the Chrysanthemum War (1336-1392), so

called from the flower used as the imperial emblem.

Museum, Kyoto

Minamoto Yoritomo (1177-1199),

Great Statesman and Founder of the

Shogunate of the Minamoto Family
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It was probably in commodious hut-wagons like the above that royal families,

from Genghis Khan to Tamerlane, followed their sires up and down Asia

Era came Turks and Huns, and in the eighth century the

Moslem Arabs. These were followed by new bands of Turks,

now Moslemized, who about 1000 a. d. established themselves

across the north from the Indus to the Ganges.

Tamerlane, the Mongol. After a general break-up, during

which a strong independent state was formed in the north

with its capital at Delhi, 1 the Moslemized Mongols arrived

under Tamerlane 2 (reigned 1398-1405) . After conquering the

northern half of India, Tamerlane swept over the west as far

as Constantinople. But between him and the city lay the

narrow strip of the Bosporus, and Tamerlane had no way
to cross it; so he made new plans and started across the

greatest continent on the globe, with nothing better than

horse transportation, to attack China
!
(The plans of Asiatic

nomads like Tamerlane, Kublai Khan, and Genghis Khan
are amazing in their scope and daring. Their campaigns

make the Crusades look like boy-scout expeditions. To dis-

pose of such leaders by calling them pagan butchers, as is

often done, does not seem to accord with the facts.)

1 dgl'e. 2 tSm er lan'.
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Making it Easy for Europeans to get a Foothold. Bold

Tamerlane died before he reached China; and India soon

broke up again into petty

states, generally at war
with one another. This

was the condition of affairs

when, in 1498, Da Gama
knocked at India’s gate,

herald of a new era which

has lasted to this day—
the era of European con-

trol.

Life goes on Much As

Before. In spite of all the

turmoil, life for the rank

and file went on during the

Medieval Millennium much
as before, and much as it

goes on today. In the in-

tervals of peace the ravages

caused by invaders were

forgotten, and the invaders

themselves were absorbed into the life of the land. By now
the caste system (p. 14s) was well established, with the

Brahman, or priestly, caste in control.

Life was pleasant for the princely families, who, like the

well-to-do in China, lived in luxury such as was undreamed
of in the West until well toward the end of the epoch. Learn-

ing flourished in the universities, where again the Brahmans
were in control. From the beginning of the millennium Hindu
scholars were probably familiar with the idea of place value

in arithmetic, which European scholars learned only much
later, from the Arabs (p. 401).

Almost everything else that came to Europe from India

came by way of the Arabs, who had practically a monopoly
of Indian as well as Chinese trade until Da Gama’s epoch-

making exploit.

Tamerlane Granting an Audience
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Through Traffic to the Heart of European Commerce in the Middle Ages

Note the arrows which indicate that Europe was mainly a consumers’ market,
producing little for export except some raw materials. She remains, as a whole,
a consumers’ market even today, though England’s Asiatic exports (since 1887)

exceeded her Asiatic imports.
Before you read the following list, see how many of the places numbered on the

map you can identify.

1. Alexandria. 2. Mecca. 3. Bagdad. 4. Calicut. 5. Delhi. 6. Malacca. 7. Can.
ton. 8. Peking. 9. Karakorum. 10. Samarkand. 11. Astrakhan. 12. Antioch.
13. Constantinople. 14. Venice. 15. Genoa. 16. Cadiz. 17. London. 18. Ant-
werp. 19. Liibeck. 20. Bokhara. 21. Trebizond. 22. Konigsberg. 23. Moscow.
24. Novgorod. 25. Breslau. 26. Stockholm. 27. Bergen. 28. Cairo. 29. Basra.

30. Riga.

Summing up the Chapter. China was as civilized at the
beginning of the Medieval Millennium as western Europe
was at the end of it. Her achievements in the field of fine arts

included gorgeous temples and other structures, and paint-

ings, bronzes, and porcelains of very high artistic merit. In
the practical arts silk-making, paper-making, and tea-growing
dated from before 500 A. D. To these she now added making
china, printing from blocks, fighting with hand grenades,

and sailing by compass. Kublai Khan conquered China,
but Chinese culture made him captive (recall the parallel

of Roman soldier and Greek culture, p. 280). Marco Polo’s
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account of the Great Khan's court captivated the mind of

western Europe and contributed to our being on this con-

tinent.—The effects of the Mongol conquest are shown to this

day in the differences in physical build and general culture

between the Chinese of the north and those of the south.

In India the natives went on much as they had for ages

(and as they go on today), while one invasion after another

swept over them. Their contact with the West, like that of

the Chinese, was mainly through the Arabs.

Europe hardly knew that there was such a place as

Japan, and vice versa.

6. Why did the West Pull Ahead of the East?

Hazarding Some Guesses. Where should you have been hap-

piest during the Medieval Millennium? Probably in China
during most of the period, if you like to live in civilized

society. There you would have found the most comfort and
urbanity,— the sort of thing we associate with cultured city

folk .
1 But since then the West has taken the lead. How shall

we account for it ? The following three factors probably had
much to do with the change.

Willing "to Scorn Delights and Live Laborious Days.” 2

Western Europeans had the zest for life which comes with

awakening youth, driving them relentlessly toward their

goal. They had the " go-getter” spirit, whether they sought

goodness, beauty, or truth, or just money. All these were

age-old goals for the Chinese, many of whom had achieved

them to a large degree and were satisfied with their

achievements.

Blessed with an Easy Way of Recording Knowledge. In the

search for new knowledge Europeans had an advantage

over the Chinese in their mode of keeping records. With us,

1 More culture remains in China today than is realized by most Westerners,

whose only contact with that culture has come from an occasional visit to a Chinese

laundry. (How much could the Chinese learn about our culture from our laundry-

men?) 2 Milton, Lycidas.
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reading and writing are fairly simple accomplishments which

soon come to be second nature to most. With the Chinese

they were (and are) much more difficult matters; and the

average intelligent Oriental might well have become easily

content to limit his reading to the generally accepted stand-

ard works, such as the Confucian classics, and not try to

read or write about new things. Also their system of num-
bers did not lend itself to complex mathematical computa-

tions as well as the western Arabic system does (p. 401).

Blessed with a Method that Continually Opened Up New
Vistas. Finally (and (probably owing to the causes given

above), the Westerners did, and the Chinese did not, come
upon the scientific method which, more than anything else,

has transformed the modern world. Curiously enough, the

Westerners shied away from the new method when it first

began to get results, because those results forced them to

change some long-accepted ideas (p. 527). But when the

method began to bring "practical” results such as the aver-

age man could appreciate, — mass production, speed, public

sanitation, and the like, — it won general acceptance and
brought about radical changes in ways of life such as the

world had not seen since men first learned how to cultivate

plants and domesticate animals. Science, in short, proved

to be a tool which gave the West an infinitely greater con-

trol over nature than any tool the East had ever evolved.

Directed Reading

You will find the full titles on page 50s. Use table of contents

and index. Consult encyclopedias.

The Travels of Yuan Chwang: Steiger, Wells.

The Travels of Marco Polo: Komroff, Miller, Synge, Wells, Yule.

Kublai Khan: Steiger, Wells, Williams, Zeitlin.

Japanese Shoguns: Brinkley, Clement, Latourette, Steiger.

India when Da Gama Arrived: Rapson, Smith, Steiger, Wells.

Fiction: Arabian Nights (Sindbad the Sailor). Lee, F. H., Folk Tales of

All Nations (China, Japan, India).
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Some Key Words

Tang Sung Genghis Khan Mikado

paper Kin Kublai Khan Shogun

Canton Peking Marco Polo Kyoto

gunpowder china Ming Tamerlane

printing Mongol 1516 1498

Questions

Section 1. What were some evidences of civilization in China

that could not have been found in medieval Europe? Who carried

on maritime trade between China and Europe? What Tatar people

established themselves in northern China in the twelfth century?

How far did Genghis Khan’s power extend ?

Section 2. How does Kublai Khan form part of our Living Past?

Section 3. Why were the Ming rulers unfriendly to Europeans ?

Section 4. When do Japanese records begin to become reliable ?

What resemblance was there between medieval Japan and early

France?

Section 5, What various peoples invaded India during the Middle

Ages? Who was the western European who first reached India by
water ?

Things to Do

1. Continue the medieval time chart for the Far East.

2. Adjust the Clock and Great Circle for Peking, Kyoto, and
Delhi as you go through the chapter.

3. Make a block print, — your name or a Christmas card. (Put

your sketch on a piece of linoleum and cut away all but the drawing.

See your art teacher for further instructions.)

4. Continue your collection of illustrations and clippings for China,

Japan, and India.

5. With the aid of the map on page 34s, and your school geogra-

phies, write an imaginary journal of a journey along the old Chinese

silk route.

6. After reading some of Marco Polo’s Travels
,
write an interview

with him.

7. A class project : China Day. See Directed Studies to accompany
this volume.



CHAPTER IV • Telling about the Far East and

how it was Annoyed by Rude Adventurers from

the West who had Little to Give and who Appro-

priated More than they Purchased
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This chapter deals mainly with the Far East during the period

in the shaded bar (1500-1789)

1. China

From Ming to Manchu. We left the Chinese at the end of

the Medieval Millennium contented with their lot, and living

serenely under the enlightened rule of the Ming emperors

(p. 28s). This happy state of affairs continued rather stead-

ily throughout the period we are now considering, in spite

of a change in dynasty early in the seventeenth century.

The new rulers came from Manchuria, where a remnant of

the Kins (p. 24s), called Manchus, 1 had built up another

Tatar state. Expanding southward, the Manchus reached

the Great Wall just about the time that the Pilgrim Fathers

1 mSn chooz'.

38s
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Marble Pai-lou (Gateway) at Entrance to Ming Tombs

reached Plymouth (1620). Meanwhile civil war had broken

out in China, and the Manchus, like the Kins before them,

were called in by one of the factions ; and, like their earlier

kinsmen, they stayed after they were no longer needed or

wanted.

The Tai Tsing 1 (Manchu) Dynasty (1644-1912). Under the

new ruling house, life went on much as before. The Manchus
had already absorbed some of China’s civilization and ad-

mired it. Scarcely a change was made in imperial adminis-

tration. The system of competitive examination for high

office (p. 10s) continued, and most of the leading officials

continued to be Chinese. Taxation remained as little of a

burden as it had been under the Mings, while literature

and the arts (fine and practical) flourished throughout the

period.

Manchu Innovations: Queues and Conquests. Only two out-

ward signs reminded the natives of their foreign overlord-

ship, but one of these stared them in the face whenever they
1 ti tsing.
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looked into a mirror. This was the shaven head and pigtail,

imposed as a symbol of submission. The other outward sign

was an enlarged empire.

The Chinese were a peaceful

people, content to stay within

their old limits, but the Man-
chus were warriors and bent on
further conquests. Their prog-

ress was so marked that about

the time the French Revolution

began in the West, China had
reached her farthest limits, con-

trolling Manchuria, Mongolia,

Tibet, and Turkestan directly

from Peking, and holding Ko-
rea, Annam, Siam, Burma, and

Nepal as vassal states.

An Eastern " Son of Heaven”
who Eclipsed the Western ?t Sun
King.” The years between 1644

and 1789 were spanned by the

reigns of only four Manchu em-
perors, all able men, and two

especially so, namely, Kang Hsi 1

(reigned 1661-1722) and his grandson, Chien Lung 2 (reigned

1736-1796). It would have been interesting to see Kang
Hsi and his French contemporary, Louis XIV, together.

For once the "Sun King ” (p. 543), to whom Western princes

deferred in envious admiration, would have met his match,

though Louis might not have recognized the fact. In almost

every particular the Eastern "Son of Heaven" outshone the

Western king.

Louis began to rulewhen hewas eighteen ; Kang Hsi, when he
was thirteen. Louis ruled fifty-four years ;

Kang Hsi, fifty-six.3

1 kang she. * chi 6n loong.

* Louis reigned from 1643 to 1715, but ruled only from 1661 to 1715 ;
Kang Hsi

began to rule in 1666.

An Ancient Chinese Pagoda
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Louis inherited the richest kingdom in Europe, but brought

it to the verge of ruin through extravagance and not very-

successful wars ;
Kang Hsi inherited a much larger, older, and

richer realm, added to it more than Louis had ever owned,

and left his people rich, prosperous, and happy. Louis re-

newed religious persecution; Kang Hsi permitted religious

freedom, and took action against the Christians only when he

found them taking advantage of that freedom to interfere in

politics. Louis was succeeded by a wastrel (Louis XV) and
an amiable dimwit (Louis XVI); Kang Hsi was succeeded by
an able son and an abler grandson (Chien Lung), whose ex-

ploits rivaled those of the grandfather himself. Kang Hsi, in

short, was one of the great rulers of history; Louis XIV
was not.

China and the West. When the Portuguese arrived at Can-
ton in 1516 (p. 29s), the Arab traders, seeing their monop-
oly imperiled, tried to persuade the Chinese officials that the

newcomers were ruffianly pirates. That was a fairly accurate

description
;
but the Portuguese began by behaving well, and

it was some years before the Chinese had to slaughter a lot

of them in order to teach the others how they were expected

to behave in China.

Early in the seventeenth century (1604) some Dutch ves-

sels arrived ; and now in turn the Portuguese, seeing their

monopoly threatened, did what the Arabs had done a hun-

dred years earlier, namely, denounced the newcomers as

ruffianly pirates, — which again was a fairly accurate de-

scription. This time the Chinese believed the denouncers

and drove the Dutch away. But they came back about

twenty years later and established a settlement on the island

of Formosa. About the same time some English ships ar-

rived; but soon after that England was plunged into civil

war, and not much was done by her people in the East until

after the Stuart restoration (1660; p. 557).

Open and Shut. Kang Hsi (see above) was keen to establish

closer relations between China and Europe, and threw open

all ports to Westerners. But the latter abused his hospitality
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by interfering in Chinese politics. Kang Hsi thereupon re-

stricted trade once more to Canton and Macao (1717).

Land traffic with the West, which had largely disappeared

after the break-up of Kublai Khan’s empire (p. 28s), was
revived by the Russians, whose caravans carried on a brisk

business. Thus, by land and water, Chinese teas and silks

and porcelains were carried westward in ever-increasing quan-

tities, and played a much more important part in the life of

Europe than anything European did in the life of the Orient.

In this respect the years after 1789 were to produce a tre-

mendous change. But when the period we are considering

ended (1789), the Chinese could think of nothing European
that they wanted. No crowned head of Europe could bear

comparison with their Son of Heaven, Chien Lung, in respect

to statesmanlike and soldierly qualities, and no state in re-

spect to size or the general level of well-being.

2. Japan

Opened Peacefully by Firearms. The Portuguese, who had
been the first to reach India and China by water, soon added
another achievement to their credit by sailing on to Japan.

There they found the great families still at war (p. 31s) ; and
this state of affairs helped to make them welcome, for they

had brought with them a munition of war hitherto unknown
in that kingdom, namely, firearms. After they had enjoyed a

monopoly of Japanese trade for about fifty years, the Span-

iards (by way of the Philippine Islands) and the Dutch
appeared as competitors. European trade centered in the

southernmost island of Kyushu. 1

A Wise Shogun. Order was finally restored when Toku-
gawa Iyeyasu 2 became Shogun (c. 1600). Having noted the

softening effect of life at the capital (Kyoto), Iyeyasu estab-

lished a capital of his own at Yeddo (later called Tokyo),

where a simpler, more rugged life was lived. He tried to

attract Europeans to Yeddo, but they all found it more
profitable to remain in Kyushu.

1 kyoo'shoo'. * td koo ga'wa e ye ya'soo.
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Fujiyama, Japan’s Sacred Mountain

From a print by Hokusai in the Boston Museum of Fine Arts

Closed by Fear till Opened by Force. After Iyeyasu’s death
there developed among the Japanese a fear of European
aggression, whereupon the Spanish and Portuguese were
ordered out of the land, and the Japanese were ordered to

stay at home (c . 1630). Only Chinese and Dutch traders were
admitted, and these were strictly supervised. Thus a few

Dutchmen were almost the sole links between Japan and the

Western world. She remained in this state of isolation until

contact was again established by guns (but not so peacefully

as when the Portuguese first came) through Commodore
Perry of the United States navy, who in 1854 negotiated a
treaty with the Mikado (p. 744).

3. India

Two Great Mogul Leaders. India entered upon the Modern
Period as a mass of warring states, chiefly Moslem in the

north and Hindu in the south. This state of confusion lasted

more or less continuously throughout the period we are con-
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sidering (1500-1789). The power that came nearest to es-

tablishing political unity in the peninsula was the Mogul
empire (capital at Delhi),

which produced one great

leader in the sixteenth cen-

tury and another in the

seventeenth. The first, Ak-
bar the Great (1556-1605),

was a descendant of Tam-
erlane and a contemporary

of the English queen Eliz-

abeth. Akbar’s empire cov-

ered all of northern India,

but he could not subdue
the Dekkan (in the south).

The other great Mogul em-
peror was Aurangzeb 1 (1658-

1707), a contemporary of

Kang Hsi in China and the

French king Louis XIV.
He did manage to conquer

part of the Dekkan, but, by
attempting to force Mo-

hammedanism on everyone, he called into being a mighty

Hindu power, the Mahratta Confederacy, which he could not

subdue. The extent of his riches and power may be judged

from the fact that his revenues are estimated to have been

about four hundred millions of dollars — a huge sum for

those days.

The Portuguese in the East Indies Supplanted by the Dutch.

After Aurangzeb’s death the Mogul empire began to go to

pieces once more, thus affording again an opportunity for

European intervention in India, of which advantage was
taken. Until then Europeans had hardly touched the rim of

Indian affairs. The Portuguese, whose main "factory” (trad-

ing post) was at Goa, soon discovered that the real center of

1 6'rung zSb'.

Akbar, an Enlightened Mogul Sultan
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the spice trade was farther east, and promptly turned their

attention to the East Indies. The monopoly they had in the

sixteenth century was de-

stroyed in the next one

by the Dutch, English,

and French. The Dutch
East India Company (or-

ganized in 1602) flour-

ished mightily for a hun-

dred years, but, owing to

English and French com-

petition and to misman-

agement, it declined rap-

idly in the eighteenth

century. By 1789 it was
virtually bankrupt, and

soon after (in 1798) the

Dutch government took

over the East Indies,

which it still holds (see

current World Almanac).

English and French East

IndiaCompanies. The Eng-
lish East India Company
was founded in 1600, and

the first French one in 1604 ; but the disturbed state of affairs

at home prevented both English and French from doing much
in the Far East until after 1660. At that date the former held

little besides Madras (Fort George), founded in 1639. Now
Charles II gave Bombay to the Company (1668), and in the

reign of William III a settlement was formed at Calcutta

(1696). Meanwhile Louis XIV’s minister Colbert (p. 546)

had organized a new French East India Company (1664),

which in 1674 bought Pondicherry, a place south of Madras.

Sepoys. In the eighteenth century the French introduced

into India the policy which the Dutch had pursued farther

east, namely, that of taking part in local wars in return for

The Taj Mahal

A mausoleum of white marble inlaid with
precious stones, built by the Mogul em-
peror Shah Jehan at Agra, a century be-

fore Washington was born
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trading privileges. The English soon followed suit. The
French, through Dupleix (p. 579), introduced another prac-

tice which was likewise

taken up by the English :

they supplemented their

armed forces with'native

soldiers, who were called

sepoys.

The French Put Out of

the Running. The Anglo-

French clash in India

was a part of the War of

the Austrian Succession,

which we have already

spoken of (p.577). Eng-
land lost Madras (1746),

and France lost Louis-

burg in Canada (1745)

;

but each retrieved her

loss by the Treaty of

Aix-la-Chapelle in 1748.

The final round was fought out during the Seven Years’ War,
when the French were eliminated from India as completely

as from North America (p. 580), thanks to the victories of

Robert Clive at Plassey (1757) and of Eyre Coote 1 at Wande-
wash 2 (1760). Nothing was left to them but Pondicherry,

and that was to be used only as a base for trading.

A Trading Company becomes a State. By now it had be-

come clear to the directors of the Company 3 that, much as

they might dislike it, their organization would have to be-

come a political and governmental one as well as a trading

one. It took complete control of the lower Ganges valley and

of parts of the east coast, and made alliances with Indian

princes in various parts of the peninsula.

1 Sr koot. * wan'dg wash.
* "The Company” could mean only one thing to an eighteenth-century Eng-

lishman, namely the East India Company.
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It Again Restricts itself to Trade. Now the Company had
practically a monopoly of the Indian trade ; but it was not in

as enviable a position as that statement would seem to in-

dicate. On the contrary, it was brought almost to ruin by
corrupt officials, who ignored its interests while they amassed
fortunes for themselves through extortion and dishonest deal-

ings. 1 The situation was so serious that, near the end of the

period, Parliament took over the control of political affairs

in India and restricted the Company to trade. The governor-

general, Warren Hastings, was charged with extortion and
became the center of one of the most famous impeachment
trials in English history (1788-1795), which finally ended in

his acquittal. His successor in India was a man well known to

Americans— General (Lord) Cornwallis, whose surrender to

Washington at Yorktown in 1781 had brought the American
Revolutionary War to an end.

A Remarkable Chapter about to Open. Thus our period

ends with the English in India about to open a new chap-

ter, in which Parliament will be in control of political

affairs there. The chapter will have two other important

features. (1) Hitherto the English, like other Europeans,

had had few commodities to take to the Orient in exchange

for spices and other Eastern goods. In the nineteenth cen-

tury, as they became more and more proficient in mass pro-

duction (through steam power and machinery), they found

in the millions of Hindu and Moslem Indians an enormous
market for their wares. (2) Bit by bit England’s power
spread until finally it gave to India more unity than she

had ever had, even though this unity was not accompanied

by entire inner harmony. See pages 740 f., 840 f.

Summing up the Chapter. China added another great chap-

ter to her long, illustrious history when the Ming dynasty

gave way to the more virile and aggressive Manchu dynasty,

1 Europeans often have a short memory, or a sublime ignorance of their own
history, when they deal with the subject of graft in America. Not that graft is to

be condoned, but it is just as well to know that it is not peculiar to Americans.
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which lasted down to our own day (1644-1912). Though for-

eigners, the Manchus quickly adopted Chinese civilization.

Kang Hsi was more than a match for his Western contempo-

rary Louis XIV, both as statesman and as soldier
;
and his

grandson Chien Lung outshone any ruler in Europe. Kang
Hsi opened China’s ports to Europeans, until their abuse of

his hospitality caused him to restrict them once more to

Canton and Macao. Land traffic with the West was revived

by the Russians. Under Chien Lung, China reached her

widest boundaries.

After another hundred years of warfare between the lead-

ing Japanese families, Tokugawa Iyeyasu became Shogun,

and the title remained in his family until 1868. The Portu-

guese, who introduced firearms into Japan, were the first Eu-
ropeans to arrive here, as in India and China. After about a

hundred years they and the Spaniards were driven out, and
direct contact with the West was limited to the Dutch. Japan
clung to her policy of isolation until about 1850.

India, like China, produced two great leaders in this period,

the Mogul emperors Akbar and Aurangzeb. After the latter’s

death (1707) the empire began to fall to pieces. Hitherto

the Europeans had not interfered much in Indian affairs ; now
the French interfered actively until ousted by the English

under Clive and Coote. The English East India Company
became a mighty political power, but mismanagement forced

Parliament to establish control over Indian governmental

affairs and to restrict the Company to trading.

Directed Reading

You will find the full titles on page 50s. Use table of contents

and index. Consult encyclopedias.

Kang Hsi: Latourette 1
, Pott, Steiger, Williams.

Chien Lung: Same as the preceding.

Tokugawa Iyeyasu: Brinkley, Clement, Latourette 2
, Steiger!

Akbar the Great: Rapson, Smith, Steiger.

Aurangzeb: Same as the preceding.
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Absolute government. See Govern-
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Academy, the, 192; in the seven-

teenth century, 565
Achaean (a ke'an), 125
Acre (a'ker), 386
Acropolis (a krop'o lis), 197
Act of Supremacy, 495
Act of Uniformity, 497, 556
Actium (ak'shi um), 298
Adams, John, 631 n., 646
Addams, Jane, 78, 719
Addison, Joseph, 615
Aden (a'den), Gulf of, 738
Adenoids, 453, 506
Adrian (a'drian) IV, Pope, 342
Adrianople (a dri an o'pl), 333, 481
Aegean (e je'an) civilization, 122
Aigospotami (e gos pot'a mi), 169
Atneid (e ne'id), 313
AEolian (eS'li an), 125, 128
AEschylus (es'ki lus), 197, 200
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Esthetics (es thet'iks), 195
Afghanistan (af gan i stan'), 747
Africa, 737 If., 840
Agamemnon (ag a mem'nSn), 124
Agnostics (ag nos'tiks), 610 n.

Agriculture, beginnings of, 40; in

Egypt, 54, 63, 64; in Greece,
128 ; in Rome, 268, 289 ; medieval,
387 ff„ 468 ; modern, 618, 698

Ahriman (a'rf man), 107

Ahura Mazda (a'hoo ra maz'da), 107
Aims, of history study, 15 ff., 853

;

of government, 59, 139, 815
Airplane, 711, 724, 785
Aix-la-Chapelle (eks'-la-sha pgr), 366
Akkad (ak'ad), 86
Alaric (al'a rik), 333 n.
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425
Albuquerque (al boo kgr'kg), 515
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Alexander I of Russia, 652, 680, 681
Alexander II of Russia, 681
Alexander the Great, 170, 193, 203,

211 ff.
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Alfonso XIII of Spain, 575 n.

Alfred the Great, 28, 456
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Allah (al'a), 359, 484
Allenby, General Edmund, 785
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799
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817
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Altair (al ta'ir), 569
Amenhotep (a men ho'tep) IV, 77
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616 n.
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early Greeks, 121, 128; compared
with Romans, 267 f. ;

their chal-

lenge, 848
American Revolution, 573, 574,

581 ff., 601
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197
Amon (a'mon), 77, 212
Amos (a'mus), 228, 234
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Ancestors, 24 ff., 257, 629
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632
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Angles, 334, 352
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Ankuo (an'kwo'), 746
Anne, queen of England, 575, 595
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661 n., 668 n., 675 n.
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Antiochus (an ti'o kus), 281
Antiseptics, 709
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320
Antony, Mark, 298, 299
Aphrodite (af ro di'te), 147
Apollo (a pol'lo), 147
Apprentice, 409
Aqueduct, 313
Aquinas (a kwi'nas), Thomas, 425
Arabic numerals, 401
Aragon, 402
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Arbela (ar be'l|), 214
Arcadius (ar ka'di us), 332
Arch, 86, 311 ; rounded, 723 ;
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723

Archaeology, 12, 69, 85, 518
Archbishop, 354
Archimedes (ar ki me'dez), 118, 220,
225

Architecture, 723, 829 ; Egyptian, 8,

65, 72; reason for earliest, 43;
Assyrian, 98 ; Babylonian, 101

;

Greek, 148, 149, 204 ff. ; Hellen-
istic, 221 ; Hebrew, 233

;

Roman,
310 ff., 318, 321, 325, 326; medi-
eval, 350, 412 ff. ; Moorish, 399,
401, 402; Renaissance, 438, 441;
modern, 840

Areopagitica (ar e op a git'i ka), 557,
564
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147
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;
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;
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Arnold, Matthew, 685
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63, 72 ;
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;

Roman, 310 ff. ; Moorish, 399,
401 f. ; medieval, 412 ff. ; Renais-
sance, 438 ff., 452, 562 f. See
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;
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99
Assyrian, 78, 91, 97, 234
Astrolabe (Ss'tro lab), 472
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Astrology, 44, 103, 570
Astronomy, 526
Athanasius (ath a na'shi us), 118, 340
Atheists, 610
Athelstan (ath'el stan) ,

118
Athena (athe'na), 147
Athens, government of, 139 ff., 165 ff.

;
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;

empire, 167

;
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of (1687), 537
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Atomic theory, 701
Aton (a'ton), 77, 78
Augsburg (ogs'berg), Peace of, 493
Augsburg Confession, 493
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Augustine, 357, 455
Augustus, 118, 285, 297 ff.
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, 649
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658, 678 ff . See also Hapsburg, Ho-
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Austria-Hungary, 679, 680, 759,

773 ff., 789, 798
Austrian Netherlands, 576
Austrian Succession, War of, 573,
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Authorized Version. See King James

Bible
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in Fer-
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510 f., 631 ; in France, 544, 548,

581, 636 ; in England, 550 f„ 557

;

in Austria, 665 f., 673 ;
in Russia,

680 ff., 735
Automobile, 711
Averroes (a ver'5 ez), 400
Avesta (aves'ta), 107
Avicenna (av e sen'a), 401
Avignon (a ve nyoN'), 447
Aztecs, 517, 518

Babylon, 87, 101, 214
Babylonia, 84, 87, 98, 101 ff., Ill
Babylonian captivity, of the Jews,

235 ff. ; of the papacy, 447
Bach (baK), Johann Sebastian, 565,

616
"Backward race,” 125, 336, 744
Bacon, Francis, 568
Bacon, Roger, 118, 436

Bacteriology, 709
Baden, Treaty of, 575
Bagdad, 368
Bakewell, Robert, 618, 702
Balboa, 517
Baldwin, count of Flanders, 385
Balfour, Arthur, 720, 788
Baltimore, Lord, 554
Bank for International Settlements,

805
Baptism, 41
"Barbarian,” Greek use of, 217 n.

Barometer, 567
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Bastille (bas tel'), 639, 640
Batavian Republic, 645
"Battle of the Nations,” 653
Bavaria, 625, 667
Bayard (ba yar'), 522
Baveux (ba yu') Tapestry, 457
Beaconsfield (bek'unz feld), earl of.

See Disraeli

Beccaria (bek ka re'a), 608
Bede (bed), 118 _
Beethoven (ba'to ven), Ludwig van,

617
_ _

Behistun (ba his toon') Rock, 105
Belgium, 451, 508, 658, 661, 755, 776,
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lands, Austrian Netherlands

Bell, Johannes, 788
Benevolent despotism, 593 f.

Bengal, 580
Benjamin, tribe of, 234
Bering, Vitus, 589
Berlin, Congress of, 689
Berlin-to-Bagdad Railway, 748 n.

Bessemer steel, 698
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Bible, 229 f., 473, 555
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in

France, 664
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Bill of Rights, 559, 816
Biology, 830
Bishop, 344
Bismarck, Otto von, 664, 666 ff., 733,

759 ff.

Black Death, 468
Blanc, Louis, 732
Blenheim (blen'em), 575
"Blocs,” 733 n„ 820
Bliicher (blii'Ker), Gebhard L. von,

654, 655
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Board of generals (Athens), 165
Boers (boorz), 739, 762
Bohemia, 508, 535. See also Czecho-
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Bohemians, 484. See also Czechs,
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Boleyn (bool'in), Anne, 495
Bologna (bo lon'ya) , 428
Bolshevist party, 816
Bombay, 558, 579
Bonaparte, Jerome, 650
Bonaparte, Joseph, 650, 652
Bonaparte, Louis, 650
Bonaparte, Napoleon, in Egypt, 7,
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647. See also Napoleon I

Boniface VIII, 447
Book of the Courtier, The, 522
Book of Kells, 356
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Bordeaux (bor d5'), 446
Bosporus, 477
Bosworth Field, 469
Boule (boo'le), 143
Boulton, Matthew, 623
Bourbon (boor'bun), House of, 575,
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Breasted, J. H., 50 n., 67 n., 76, 84
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Briand (bre aN'), Aristide, 78, 806 n.
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Browning, Robert, 685
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Brutus, 298
Buddha (bood'a), 255 n., 16s
Buffon (bii foN'), Georges de, 617
Bulgaria, 754, 777, 783, 788
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Bunyan, John, 551, 563, 564
Burbank, Luther, 703
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Butler, Nicholas M., 78, 719
Byron, Lord, 685
Byzantine Empire. See Eastern Em-

pire
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Cabinet system, 595 ff.

Cable, Atlantic, 699
Caesar, Julius, 24 f., 118, 293 ff., 313
Cairo, 738
Calais (ka le'), 446, 469
Calcutta, 558 n., 579
Calendar, early Egyptian, 67 ; Su-

merian, 86 ; Julian, 296 ; Mayan,
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Calico, 620
Caligula (ka Hg'u la), 316
Caliph, 361 n.

Calvin, John, 493
Calvinists, 493, 536, 539
Cambridge University, 430
Cambyses (kambi'sez), 78, 105
Canaan, 230
Canada, 217 n„ 580, 586 n., 739, 750,

834, 835, 839
Cannon, 468, 472
Canossa (ka nos'sa) , 377
Canterbury, 357, 358
Canterbury Tales, 423. See also

Chaucer
Canute (ka nut'), 118
Cape Colony, 658, 738
Cape of Good Hope, 516, 738
Capet (ka pe'), Hugh, 118
Capet, Louis, 637
Capitalism challenged, 818
Capitalists, 503, 618, 629, 661 f., 683
Carbonari (kar bo na're), 673
Cardinals, 374
Carlyle, Thomas, 685
Carolinas, 557
Carolingian, 364 n.

Carpenters, early Egyptian, 60, 61
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Cartwright, Edmund, 620
Castiglione (kas tel y5'na), Count,
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Castile, 402
Castle life, 393 ff.

Catherine II, the Great, of Russia,
589
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Catholic Emancipation Act, 756
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Catiline (kat'i lin), 291
Cato the Elder, 118
Cattle-breeding, 618
Caucasian race. See Race
Cavaliers, 555
Cavalry, Assyrian, 92 _
Cavour, Count di (dekavoor'),

674 ff.

Celts, 332
Censor, 263
Central America, 47, 48, 255
Central Powers, 775
Ceres (se'rez), 270
Cervantes (ser van'tez), 562, 563 n.

Ceylon, 658
Chseronea (kerSne'a), 159, 171
Chaldeans (kal de'anz) , 98, 235
Chamber of Deputies, 664, 665
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Champlain, Samuel de, 541 n.

Champollion (shaN pol yoN') , Jean
F., 4, 8

Chancellor, German, 667, 672
Chaplin, Charles, 716, 717, 814
Charcoal-burners. See Carbonari
Chariot, 73, 92, 317, 324
Charlemagne, 28, 118, 364 ff., 698
Charles I of England, 553 ff.

Charles II of England, 540, 551, 556,
557, 594

Charles VIII of France, 446
Charles X of France, 661
Charles V, Emperor, 451, 453, 506 ff.

Charles I of Spain. See Charles V,
Emperor

Charles II of Spain, 548
Charles XII of Sweden, 588
Charles Albert of Sardinia, 674
Charles Martel (mar tel'), 362
Chatham (chat'am), earl of. See Pitt

the Elder
Chaucer (cho'ser), 118, 423, 458, 475
Chemistry, 617
Cheops (ke'ops). SeeKhufu
Chien Lung (chyen loong), Emperor,

742 f., 40s
China, 47, 48, 255, 473, 742 ff., 805,

Is, 21s, 38s
Chivalry, 355
Chloroform, 709, 722
Chosen (chd'sen'). See Korea
Christianity, beginnings of, 240 ff.,

337 ff. ;
and Stoicism, 293 ; early

Church Fathers and, 338 ff.; in

Britain, 455. See also Church,
Christians

Christians, persecution of, 317, 321,
339 f.

Christmas, 814
Chronology, 31, 82
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;
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;
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;
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;
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;
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;
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;

Catholic reformation in, 498 ff.

;

today, 811 ff. See also Church,
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535 f.

;
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Church Fathers, 338 ff.
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;
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400, 403 ff., 414
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City-state, 138, 171
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10s
Civil War, American, 621, 633, 772

;

English, 554 ff., 817
Clarkson, Thomas, 613
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693, 786 ff.

Cleopatra (kle 6 pa'tra) , 296, 298
Clergy, marriage of, 374
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cil at, 383
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Clive (kliv), Robert, 579 ff., 740, 46s
Clovis, 356, 364
Cluny (klu ne') reform, 374, 498
Code Napoleon, 648
"Cog,” 405
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mercantile policy, 547, 582

Commercial Revolution, 520
Commodus (kom'o dus), 320
Communism, 732, 816 ff.

Community, value of knowing, 21 f.

Compass, 471 ,
22s

Competing philosophies, 816
Compulsory arbitration in Italy, 820
Compulsory military service in Ger-
many, 672

Compurgation, 459
Concord, battle of, 585
Concordat (kon kor'dat) of Worms

(wurmz), 377
Confederacy of Delos, 155, 166
Confucius (kpn fu'shi us), 255 n., 3s
Congregational singing, 525
Connecticut, 554
Conservatives, in Greece, 185; in

England, 687, 688, 733

Constantine (kon'stan tin), Emperor,
331, 340 ; of Carthage, 428

Constantinople, 332, 449, 477, 481,

587, 663, 765, 32s
Constitution, English, 462 n., 559 ; of

the United States, 598; French,
642, 643, 664 ; of the German Em-
pire, 672 ; Italian, 678

Constitutional Convention, Ameri-
can, 262

Consul, Roman, 263 ; French, 647
Consulate, 647
Continental System, 651 ff.

Controller general, 546
Conversion, early methods of, 356
Coolidge, Calvin, 805, 807
Cooperative societies, 818
Copernicus (ko pur'ni kus) , 220,

525 ff., 568, 569
"Cordial Understanding,” 738
Cordova (kor'do va) , 400
Corinth. 130, 168, 282
Corneille (korna'y’), Pierre, 564
Cornwallis, Lord Charles, 585
Corcebus (kor e'bus), 148 n.

Corpus Juris Civilis (kor'pus joo'ris

si vi'lis), 479
Corsica (kor'si ka), 266, 275
Cortez (kor'tez), 517
Cost of World War, 786, 797 ff

.

Cotton gin, 621
Cotton mill, first use of steam in,

624
Council of Five Hundred. See Boule
Covenant of League of Nations,

793 f.

Craftsmen, early Egyptian, 63 ;
me-

dieval, 407 ff.

Crassus, 293
Creative mind, 114, 130 ff., 184 ff.,

219 ff., 313 ff., 320 ff., 427 ff., 436,

723. See also Education, Science
Crecy (kra se'), 467
Cremona (kre mo'na), 565
Crescent, 362
Crete (kret), 76, 94, 122; sea kings

of, 122
Crimea (kri me'a), 589
Crimean War, 663, 675, 681
Croesus (kre'sus), 104, 147
Crompton, Samuel, 620
Cromwell, Oliver, 551, 554 ff., 640,

817 f.

Crucifixion, 241
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Crusades, causes, 381 f. ; First to

Fourth, 383 ff. ; results of, 398 ff.,

424 f. ; Albigensian, 425, 448
Cultural development, 503, 522 ff.

Culture, of early man, 36 ff.
;
Egyp-

tian, 63 ff., 75 ff.
;
Sumerian, 84 ff.

;

Babylonian, 86 ff., 101 ff. ; Per-
sian, 106 ff. ; Cretan, 122 ff. ; Greek,
125 ff., 247 ff., Chaps. XV, XVI,
XVIII ;

Hebrew, 233, 247 ff.
; Ro-

man, 265 ff., 292 ff., 313 ff., 321 ff.

;

Arabian, 366 f. ; Moorish, 399 ff.

;

Irish, 356, 357; medieval, 366,
387 ff., 411 ff., 427 ff., 447, 452;
Renaissance, 433 ff

. ; sixteenth cen-

tury, 522 ff. ;
seventeenth century,

546, Chap. XLIV ; eighteenth
century, Chaps. XLVII, XLVIII

;

nineteenth century, Chaps. LI,
LII

Cuneiform (ku ne'i form), 85, 105
Curie (ku re'), Marie, 721
Customary law, 286
Cynoscephalse (sin os sef'a le) , 281
Cyprus, 223
Cyrus, 104, 147, 236
Cyrus the Younger, 203
Czar, 586
Czechoslovakia (chek 6 slo va'ki a),

790, 838. See also Bohemia
Czechoslovaks (chek 6 slo'vaks), 789.

See also Bohemians
Czechs (cheks), 679

Dacia (da'shi a), 306 n., 319
Da Gama (da ga'ma), 448 f., 515, 33s
Dalmatia (dal ma'shi a), 658
Dalton, John, 701
Damascus (damas'kus), 92
Damrosch (dam'rosh), Walter, 714
Danes, 334
Dante (dan'te), 118, 406, 434, 435,

475
Danzig (dan'tsiK) Corridor, 835
Darius (da ri'us) I, 105, 150
Darius III, 214
Darwin, Charles, 27, 527, 650 n., 685,

702 ff., 813, 830
David, King, 232 f.

Dawes Plan, 800
De Humani Corporis Fabrica, 527
De Revolutionibus Orbium Coelestium,

527
Debussy (debiise'), Claude, 715

Decalogue (dek'a log) . See Ten Com-
mandments

Declaration of Independence, 585,

607, 719
Declaration of the Rights of Man,

642, 731
Defoe (de fo'), Daniel, 615
Deists (de'ists), 609, 612
De Lesseps, Ferdinand, 748
De Lisle (de lei'), Rouget, 644 n.

Delphi (del'fi)
, 188 ; oracle at, 147, 191

Democracy, 342, 583, 608, 672, 816 ff.,

827 ff., 843, 848, 849
Democratic ideals, 243, 821 _
Demosthenes (de mos'the nez), 170,

196
Demotic (de mot'ik) writing, 7
Denmark, 658, 838
Descanting, 525
Descartes, Rene (da kart', re na'), 568
Diaspora (di as'po ra), 246 f.

Dickens, Charles, 685
Dictators, 815
Diderot (ded ro'), Denis, 606
Digest, the, 479
Diocletian (di 6 kle'shan) , 118, 330,
339

Directory, the, 646
Disarmament, 808
Dispersion, the. See Diaspora
Disraeli (d!z ra'li), Benjamin, 683,

687 ff., 716
Divine Comedy, 434
Divine right of kings, 552 ff.

"Do nothing" king, 364
Dome, 86, 321, 723
Domestic life, in Egypt, 64 ff. ; in

Greece, 175 ff.
;

in Rome, 267 ff.,

323 ff.; medieval, 336, 388 ff.

;

Renaissance, 523
Domestic system, 521
Dominican, 430
Dominion of Canada. See Canada
Domitian (do mish'i an), 319
Donjon (dun'jun), 394
Don Quixote (don ke ho'ta), 562
Dorian, 125, 128, 143
Douay (doo a') Version of Bible,

242 n.

Drake, Sir Francis, 497
Drama, 43 ; Greek, 199 ff. ; Eng-

lish, 563 ; French, 564
Dual Monarchy, 680
Duma (doo'ma), 734
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Dupleix (du picks'), Joseph, 579
Differ, Albrecht (dii'rer, al'breKt), 452

Dutch Republic. See Netherlands
Dvorak (dvor'zhak), Anton, 707

East Goths. See Ostrogoths
East India Company, English, 521,

553, 558, 740, 45s; Dutch, 521,

45s; French, 521, 45s
Easter, 814
Eastern Empire, 361, 477 ff.

Ebert (a'bert), Friedrich, 825, 826
Ecclesia (e kle'zhi a), 143
Economic factors, 58, 150
Economic planning, 61, 63, 817, 838
Economics, 728
Edison, Thomas A., 118, 713, 812
Education, in Egypt, 66, 219 ff.

;

Babylonian school, 102 ; in Persia,

106; informal, 178, 196, 713 ff.

;

in Greece, 178 ff. ;
in Rome, 265,

314; medieval, 366 ff., 395, 409,

411; in Arabia, 367 f., 401; in

Moorish Spain, 400 f. ; vocational,

409; in early universities, 427 ff.,

448, 453, 466, 467 ;
influence of

Reformation on, 504 ;
seventeenth-

century, 565 f. ; nineteenth-cen-
tury, 648, 699 f., 713 ; in schools to-

day, 822 ff., 844 f. See also Higher
learning, Schools, Universities, etc.

Education Act, British, 690
Edward I, 463, 465, 469
Edward VI, 495 f.

Edward VII, 763
Egypt, life in ancient, 57, 63 ff.

;

government, 58 ff., 71 f. ; religion,

68 ff., 76 ff. ; architecture, ii, 8, 72,

221, 723 ; writing, 7; learning,

66 ff., 219 ff. ; conquered by Per-
sia, 78 ; conquered by Alexander,
212; Hellenistic period in, 216,
219 ff.; under Rome, 223, 296,
299 ; conquered by Moslems, 361

;

Napoleon in, 7, 646; British in,

738
Eighteenth-century wars, chart of,

574
Einstein (in'stin), Albert, 527, 813,
814

Elba (el'be), 654
Electricity, 568, 723
Elizabeth, queen of England, 495 ff.,

510

Elizabeth of York, 469
Elizabeth S. Coolidge Foundation,

715
Elizabethan church settlement, 496
Emerson, Ralph W., 706
Empress of India, 689, 740
Encyclopedia, French, 615
England, Anglo-Saxons in, 334, 352,
455 f. ; converted by Augustine,
356 f. ; Norman conquest, 456 ff.

;

Angevins (Plantagenets) in, 416,

424, 458 ff. ; Hundred Years’ War,
445 f., 466; Wars of the Roses,
469 ; Tudors in, 469, 495 ff. ; Ref-
ormation in, 470, 495 ff. ; Stuarts
in, 550 ff.; William III, 558 ff.

See also Great Britain, Great
Charter, Parliament

English Channel, 466, 790
English language, 458. See Language
English possessions in France, 459

460
Entente Cordiale (aN taNt' kor dyal'),

738
Environment, effect of, on man, 54,

56 f., 128, 138, 368, 618, 713, 717
Epaminondas (e pam l non'das) ,

169-
171

Ephor (ef'or), 144
Epictetus (ep lk te'tus), 320 •

Epicurus (ep I ku'rus), 222, 291
Epistemology (ep I ste mol'o ji), 196
Erasmus (e raz'mus), 118, 437
Eratosthenes (er a tos'the nez), 219
Erfurt (er'fdort), 414, 452
Esarhaddon (e sar had'on), 97 n.

Essay on Civil Government, 558
Estates-General, 464, 542, 547, 599,

602, 632, 636 ff., 851
Estonia (es to'ni a), 789
Ethics, 194
Eton, 689
Etruscans, 259 ff.

Eucharist (u'ka list) (Lord’s Supper),

418, 502
Euclid (u'klid), 118, 220
Euripides (u rip'i dez), 197, 200
Euro-American. 61, 833, 844, 852
Evolution, 616, 701 ff. See also Darwin
Exchequer, 458
Excommunication, 475
Expansion, Russian, 588 ff. ;

Ameri-
can, 749 f. See also Colonization

Ezra, 239
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Factory Act (1833), 730
Fairbanks, Douglas, 716 f.

Families, ups and downs of : Hohen-
zollem, 28 ; Marie Antoinette, 644

;

Napoleon, 585, 647, 655; the
"Big Four,” 694, 787 ; Mussolini,
819

Family tree, 26
Faraday (far'ada), Michael, 685
Farm relief, Egyptian, 63
Fascism (fas'izm), 816 ff.

Faust (foust), 616
Federal union, German, 671
Ferdinand, Archduke, 773
Ferdinand of Aragon, 448, 451
Ferdinand of Hapsburg, 508
"Ferrymen,” Romans as, 256
Fertile Crescent, 50, 84
Feudalism, in Europe, 371 ff. ;

in

Japan, 745
Fielding, Henry, 615
Financial Revolution, 521
Finland, 789
Finns, 682
First Consul, Napoleon as, 647
First Estate, 637
Florence, 433, 434, 450, 677
Florida, 517, 580, 585
Flying buttress, 412
Foch (fosh), Ferdinand, 782
Folkmoot (fok'moot), 463
Forks, early use of, 523, 531
Fort William. See Calcutta
Forum, Roman, 267, 309, 310
"Fourteen Points,” 782
France, ancient Gaul, 294 f., 314;
Middle Ages in, 352, 362 ff., 416,

427, 445 ff. ; culture in, 366, 374,
413, 430, 447 f. ; Crusades and,
383, 445; Hundred Years’ War
and, 445 f., 466 ; Reformation in,

494, 506; and Germany, 506 ff.,

542, 650, 664, 668 ff., 775 ; Riche-
lieu and, 540 ff. ; Louis XIV of,

542 ff., 557, 560, 564; eighteenth-
century, 573 ff., 585, 593, 605 ff.,

617 ; Louis XVI of, 601 f„ 641 ff.

;

French Revolution, 624 ff. ; Na-
poleon I and, 647 ff. ; Revolutions
of 1830 and 1848 in, 661 f. ; Na-
poleon III of, 663 ff. ; Third Repub-
lic, 664; in Africa, 738 f.

;
in Asia,

579, 740, 743, 748; in America,
541, 547, 574, 578, 580, 585, 663

;

Triple Entente, 763 f., 768, 769,

770

;

World War and, 775 ff.,

787 ff., 798; since the World War,
805 ff., 833 f.

Francis I of France, 492, 497, 509
Francis II, Emperor (Francis I of

Austria), 650, 656
Francis Joseph, Emperor, 663, 678 ff.,

680
Franco-German relations, 507
Franco-Prussian War, 663, 667 ff.

Franklin, Benjamin, 118, 623 n., 628,
631 n.

Franks, 334, 352, 356
Frederick I (Barbarossa) , 384
Frederick II, Emperor, 417, 424
Frederick II (the Great) of Prussia,

577, 578, 589, 593, 606
Frederick III of Brandenburg, 538
Frederick William of Brandenburg,
538

Frederick William IV of Prussia, 666
"Free cities,” German, 625
Free citizen, 114, 223, 324 ff.

Free mind, 114, 224, 528
Free speech in Parliament, 559
Freedom of the press, Milton on, 564
French and Indian War, 573, 574,
578 ff., 582, 583

French Republic, first, 643 ; second,

662 ; third, 664
French Revolution, 490, 635 ff., 817
Friars, Franciscan, 423 ;

Dominican
(Black, or Preaching), 425

Frontiers, of time, 55; on land,

128 ff. ; of the mind, 130
Fulton, Robert, 697

Galen (ga'len), 118, 322, 401, 527
Galerius (ga le'ri us), 340
Galileo (galile'5), 118, 488, 527 ff.,

567, 569
Games, Olympic, 148
Gandhi, Mahatma (gan'de, mahat'-

ma), 834, 841, 852
Gargoyle, 414
Garibaldi (ga re bal'de), 675 ff.

Gasoline engine, 711
Gauls, 265
Geneva, 493, 794
Genghis Khan (jSn'gizkan), 480 ff.,

25s
Genoa, 450
Genoese, 484
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Gentleman, Renaissance, 522
"Gentleman farmer,” 618
Geocentric (je 6 sen'trik) theory of

the universe, 526
Geographic factors, 56, 92, 95, 258,

466
Geography, 219
Geology, 701
Geometry, 133, 220, 845
George I, 584, 595, 596
George II, 584
George III, 584, 630
Germ theory, 709
German Confederacy, 658
German Confederation, North, 667
German Empire, modern, formation

of, 671 ;
constitution of, 671 f.

;

subject nationalities in, 755 ;
Triple

Alliance, 759, 764, 768, 769; col-

onies of, 739, 748, 778 ; World War
and, 771 ff. ; fall of, 783. See also

Germany, German Republic, Bis-

marck, William II

German Republic, 783, 835 ff. ; Treaty
of Versailles (1919) 787 ff. ; repa-

rations and, 798 ff., 804 ; Dawes
and Young plans for, 800 ;

mora-
torium, 801 ; in League of Na-
tions, 806

Germany, underCharlemagne, 365 f.

;

Hanse of, 405 ; culture of, in Mid-
dle Ages, 452; Reformation in,

474, 475, 491 ff. ; in Thirty Years’
War, 535 f. ; eighteenth-century,
573ff.,590f.,615ff. ; and Napoleon,
649 ff., 653 ff. ; at Congress of Vi-

enna, 656 ff.
;
Revolution of 1848

in, 666, 678. See also Holy Roman
Empire, Austria, Austria-Hungary,
German Republic, German Em-
pire

Ghiberti (ge ber'te), 438
Gibraltar (j! brol'ter), 95, 575, 577
Gilbert, William, 568 n.

Gin, 611
Giotto (jot'to), 416, 435
Gladiator, 291, 316, 327
Gladstone, William E., 650 n., 688 ff.,

690
Glasgow, University of, 623, 634
Glorious Revolution (Revolution of

1688), 560
Gluck (glook), Christoph W., 617
"God wills it,” 383

Gods, Greek, 147 ; Roman, 147 n.

Goethe (gu'te), Johann W., 208, 615 f.

Golden Age, 504, 604, 723
Golden Legend, The, 411
Goldsmith, Oliver, 615
"Good Emperor,” 319
"Good works, 491, 503
Gounod (goo no'), Charles, 707
Government, absolute, in Egypt,
58 ff.

;
in Fertile Crescent, 111

;

after Alexander, 215; in Rome,
300, 316 ff.

;
in modern Europe,

510 f.
;

in Spain, 511 ;
in France,

541 f., 544, 647; in Austria, 593;
in Germany, 593 ;

in Russia, 593

;

in Italy, 673 ; in Turkey, 754
Government, aim of, 59, 139, 815
Government Bench, 597
Gracchus, Gaius (grak'us,ga'yus) ,289
Gracchus, Tiberius, 289
Granada, 401
Grand Alliance, 575
Grand Army, 653
Grand Council of the Fascist party,

820
Grand Monarch, 543
Granicus (gra ni'kus), 212
Gravitation, law of, 569
Great Britain, eighteenth-century
wars and, 573 ff. ; culture in, 615,

685, 700, 705 ; Industrial Revolu-
tion in, 618 ff., 696 ff., 727 ;

Ameri-
can Revolution and, 581 ff. ; and
Napoleon, 648 ff. ; at Congress of

Vienna, 657 f.
;
and Irish union,

756 ;
government of, 594 ff . ; labor

legislation in, 730, 733 ;
and China,

742 ff. ;
and India, 579 f„ 740 ff.

;

Triple Entente, 763 f., 768, 769;
World War and, 770, 771 ff., 798;
after the World War, 834 f. See
also England, Colonization, Liter-

ature, Parliament
Great Charter. See Magna Carta
Great Circle, 30
Great Council, English, 463
Great Elector, 538
Great Mogul, 553
Great Pyramid, frontispiece, 8 ff.,

63, 113
Greco-Roman, 335
Greece, modern, 754
Greeks, early, from Danube valley,

121 ; and Troy, 123 f.
;

in Asia
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Minor, 128 ff. ; colonies of, 128 ff.

;

learningof, 130ff.
;
religionof, 146 f.

;

Hellenic culture. Chaps. XV, XVI

;

Hellenistic culture, Chap. XVIII

;

and Persian Wars, 149 ff.
;
in Pelo-

ponnesian wars, 168 f. ; our herit-

age from the, 249, 252 ; Alexander
the Great and, Chap. XVII ; city-

states of the, in Italy, 258 ; influ-

ence of, on Rome, 258, 279 ff., 314,

321 f. ,
332. See also Athens, Sparta,

Byzantine Empire, Renaissance
Gregory (I) the Great, 118, 357
Gregory VII, 376 ff.

Grieg (greg), Edvard, 715
Grotesque (gro tesk'), 414
Guilds, merchant and craft, 407 ff.,

^03, 521, 727
Gunpowder, 472_, 23s
Gustavus (giis ta'vus) I, 531
Gustavus Ado]phus, 535, 536
Gutenberg (goo'ten berK) , 118, 437,

472, 473

Hadrian (ha'dri an), 118, 320, 321
Hague (hag) Conference, 761 n.,

766 n.

Hals (hals), Frans, 562
Hamilcar Barca (ha mil'car bar'ka),

276
Hamilton, Alexander, 547 n.

Hamites, 52, 58
Hammurapi (ham do ra'pe), 87 ff.

Handel (han'del), George F., 181 n.,

565, 617
Hanging Gardens, 101
Hannibal (han'i bal), 276 ff.

Hanover, Elector of, 595
Hanseatic (han se at'ik) League, 405
Hapsburg (haps'burg) , 451, 536, 542.

See also Austria
Hardenberg (har'den berK) , Prince

von, 700
Harding, Warren G., 804
Hardy, Thomas, 685
Hargreaves (har'grevz) , James, 619 f.

Harold, King, 456, 457
Harun-al-Rashid (ha rbon'-ar-ra-

shed'), 368
Harvard College, 430, 567 n., 586 n.

Harvey, William, 568 n.

Hatshepsut (hat shep'sut), 75
Hawaiian Islands, 750
Hawthorne, Nathaniel, 706

Haydn (ha'd’n), Joseph, 617
Hebrews, 96, 117, 229 ff.

Hegira (he ji'ra), 360
Heine (hi'ne), Heinrich, 655 n.

Heinsius (hin'seobs), 575
Hejaz (he jaz'), 789
Heliaea (he li e'a), 165
Heligoland (hel'igo land) , 658
Heliocentric (he li 6 sen'trik) the-

ory, 526
Hellas (hel'as), 121 n.

Hellenic (helen'ic), 216. See also

Culture
Hellenistic, 216. See also Culture
Helot (hel'ot), 145
Helvetius (hel ve'shi us), 606 n.

Henry II of England, 458 ff., 469
Henry III of England, 463
Henry VII of England, 469, 510,
550

Henry VIII of England, 495, 496,

510, 550
Henry IV of Germany, 376 ff.

Henry IV (of Navarre), 494, 509, 540
Henry the Navigator, 449
Hephaestus (he fes'tus), 147
Hera, 147
Heraclitus (her a kli'tus) , 131
Herculaneum (hur ku la'ne um), 318
Heretics, 425
Hermes (her'mez) , 147, 205
Herodotus (he rod'o tus), 56, 106,

118, 197, 201
Heroes, unsung, 730
Hieroglyphics (hi er 6 glif'iks), 7
High Court of Justice, 555, 556 n.

Higher learning, 44; Greek, 130 ff.,

184 ff. ; Hellenistic, 219 ff. ; Ro-
man, 314 ; Moslem, 368, 400 f.

;

medieval, 427 ff., 434 ff. See also

Education, Science
Hildebrand (hikde brand) , 376 ff.

Hindus (hin'dooz), 579, 741, 13s
Hipparchus (hi par'kus), 142 n.

Hippias (hip'i as), 142 n., 262 n.

Hiram (hi'ram), king of Tyre, 95
Hissarlik (his sar'lik). See Troy
Historical method, 605, 706
History, definition, 15 ; why study,

15 ff. ; unity of, 31, 32 ; writers of,

201 ff. ; Napoleon and, 656 ;
pe-

riods in, 846
Hittite (hit'it), 76 n., 91
Hohenstaufen (ho en shtou'fen), 450
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Hohenzollern (ho en tsol'ern), 538.

See also Prussia
Hohenzollern, William. See William

II of Germany
Holbein (hol'bin), Hans, 437, 452,

496
Holland, revolts from Spain, 508;

importance of, 539; after Con-
gress of Vienna, 658 ; today, 838.

See also Dutch Republic
Holy Alliance, 680
Holy Roman Empire, 375, 451 f.,

506 f., 508, 535 ff., 650. See also

Austria
Homage (hom'aj), 372, 373
Home, Athenian, 175 ff. ; Roman,
325 ff. ; and the World War, 810

Homer, 123, 250
Hong Kong, 743
Honorius (ho nS'ri us), 332
Hoover, Herbert, 159, 801, 807, 835
Horace, 313
Horse, 73, 88
Hortensian (hor ten'shi an) Law,
265 n.

Hosea (ho ze'a), 228, 234
Hospitalers, 383
House of Commons, 463, 596, 597,

682, 720
House of Lords, 463, 682
Howard, John, 613
Hsuan Tung, 746
Hudson, Henry, 538
Hudson Bay, 576
Hudson’s Bay Company, 521, 558
Huguenots (hu'ge nots), 494, 509, 541
Hull-House, 719
Human, advantage of being, 38
Human History, 85
Human selection, 830
Humanists, 436
Humanitarianism (hu man I ta'ri-

an izm) in eighteenth century,
608 ff.

Hundred Years’ War, 445
Hungary, 508 n., 537, 679 f. See

also Austria-Hungary
Huns, 772
Huss (hds), John, 474
Hyksos (hik'sos), 71

Ideals, 116
Ideas, value of, 224
Ideograph (id'e 6 graf), 7,6s

Ides of March, 297
Ikhnaton (lk na'ton), 76 ff.

Iliad (111 ad), 123
Illyria (I Hr'! a), 658
Immanent (Im'a nent), God as, 610
Immortality, 69' f. ,191, 423
Imperator (im pe ra'tor)

,
299 n.

Incas, 517, 518
India, 47, 48 ; seat of early civiliza-

tion, 255 n„ 13s, 43s
; East India

Company in, 553, 740, 45s ; Eng-
land and France in, 579, 45s

;
part

of British Empire, 740 ff.
;
prob-

lems in, today, 840 f.

Individuality, 502
Indo-China, 748 n.

Indo-European. See Aryan
Indulgence, 474
Indus, 214
Industrial Revolution, 618 ff., 683,
696 ff., 711, 729, 737

Industry, in Egypt, 60, 61, 63 ff., 68,

73 ; Greek, 123, 128, 162 ;
Roman,

306 f. ; in Middle Ages, 395, 397,

400, 407 ff., 521 ; Industrial Revo-
lution, 618 ff., 696 ff., 711 f.

; trade
unions and, 732 ; industrial legis-

lation, 730, 733; unemployment
in, 734, 814, 834, 836 f.

"Infant industries,” 546
Inferences, 5 ff., 9, 11
Innocent III, 416 ff., 461
Innocent X, 562
Institute of Pacific Relations, 842
Institutes, the, 479 n.

Insurance, old-age, etc., 733
Intellectual atmospheres, 420, 812
Intelligence, 130, 684, 804
Intendants, 541
Interdependence, 731 ff.

Internal-combustion engine, 711
Inventions, of early man, 38 ff. ; of
Archimedes, 220 ; medieval, 471 f.

;

seventeenth-century, 567 ; eight-

eenth-century, 618 ff. ; since 1800,
696 ff., 711 ff.

Ionian (I o'm an) revolt, 150
Ionians, 125, 128
Iranian (i ra'ni an) plateau, 104
Ireland, early culture of, 366, 367

;

Henry II and, 469; Cromwell in,

555 ;
union of, with England, 756

;

potato famine in, 757 ;
Irish Free

State, 758 f.
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Irish culture, 357
Irish Free State, 758
Irish home rule, 690, 757
Irish union, 756
Irnerius (er ne'ri us), 428
Iron, 73, 74, 91
Isabella of Castile, 451
Isaiah (i za'ya), 228, 235
Islam (is'lam), 358
Israel, Kingdom of, 232 ff.

Israelites (iz'ra el its), 231
Issus (is'us), 212
Italians, 258, 679
Italy, land and people, 258 ff. ; Ro-
man conquest of, 264 f. ;

Teutonic
conquests of, 332 ff

. ;
Charlemagne

and, 365 ; Otto I and, 375 ; Cru-
sades and, 385 f. ; city life in, 404,

433 ; Renaissance in, 433 ff. ; di-

visions of, 450 ; culture in modern
period, 510, 522 ff., 527 ff., 565,

568 ; Napoleon in, 646, 648, 650

;

at Congress of Vienna, 658 ; uni-

fication of, 673 ff. ; and Triple Al-
liance, 759, 768, 769 ;

in the World
War, 777, 790 ; in League of Na-
tions, 794 ; fascism in, 816 ff.

;

today, 837 f. See also Rome,
Papacy, Sardinia

Ivan (e van') III, 586
Ivan IV (the Terrible), 586
Ivanhoe, 461

Jamaica, 534
James I of England, 531, 550 ff., 595
James II, 540, 557 ff.

James VI of Scotland. See James I

of England
Jamestown, 553
Jannings, Emil, 716
Japan, becomes a modern nation,

744 ff. ; in the World War, 776

;

after the World War, 805 ;
posi-

tion in the non-European world
today, 842 ; early history, 29s, 42s

Java (ja'va), 515
Jay, John, 547 n.

Jazz, 715
Jefferson, Thomas, 607, 649
Jehovah (je ho'va), 234 n.

Jena (ya'na), 650
Jenner (jen'er), Edward, 708
Jeremiah (jer e mi'a), 228, 235
Jerusalem, 232, 233~234, 239, 383, 785

Jesuits (jez'u its), 499
Jesus, 185, 240 ff., 610
Jews, 231 n., 318 ;

in the Middle
Ages, 419; driven from Spain,

534, 562
Joan of Arc, 444, 446
Joffre (zho'fr’), Marshal Joseph, 778
John, king of England, 416, 461 ff.

Johnson, Samuel, 615
Joint-stock company, 521
Joliet (zho lya'), Louis, 547
Joseph II, 589 n.

Joshua, 231
Journeyman, 410
Judah, 234
Judaism (joo'da izm), 231, 236
Judas Maccabaeus (mak a be'us), 241
Judge-madejaw, 322
Jugurtha (joo gur'tha), 290
Julius Caesar, 297
July Revolution, 661
Junker (yoon'ker), 666
Juno, 147, 270
Jupiter, 147
Jurists, 288, 322
Jury system, 458
Jus civile (jus si vi'le), 287
Jus gentium (jus jen'shi um), 287
"Just price,” 419, 424, 521
"Just wage,” 419, 424, 521
Justice, 418
Justiciable (jus tish'i a bl) matters,

172, 765
Justinian (jus tin'i an), 118, 352, 478
Jutes, 334
Juvenal (ju'venal), 321

Kaiser. See William II of Germany
Kant (kant), Immanuel, 608, 616
Karakorum (ka ra ko'rum) , 480
Kamak (kar'nak), Temple of, 72 , 829
Kassites, 88
Keats, John, 685
Kellogg Peace Pact, 806
Kells, Book of, 356
Kelly, William, 698
Kepler, Johannes, 568, 569
Khedive (ke dev') of Egypt, 689, 738
Khufu (koo'foo') (Cheops), 12
Kiev (ke'yef)

, 371
King George’s War, 573, 574, 577
King James Bible, 242 n., 563
Kipling, Rudyard, 402 n., 458, 685
Knighthood, 396
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"Knights of the empire,” German,
625

Knights of St. John, 383
Knights Templars, 383, 385
"Know thyself,” 188
Koran (ko ran'), 359
Korea (kdre'a), 745, 746
Kosciusko (kos l us'ko), 590
Kublai Khan (koo'bli kan), 480, 26s

"La Brabangonne ” (la bra baN son'),

661 n.

"La Marseillaise” (la marselaz'),
644 n.

Labor exchanges, 733
Labor party, 733
Lacedaemon (las e de'mon), 146
Laconia, 146
Laissez fair

e

(le'sa far), 728
Laity (la'i ti), 239
Lamarck, Jean de, 702
Lancaster, House of, 469
Language, man’s greatest invention,

40 ff. ; classification of European,
52 ;

Italian, 434 ; English, 456 ff.

;

German, 475 ;
map of Aryan, 846

Lares (la'rez), 269
La Salle, 547
Lateran Council, 417
Latin America, 839
Latin Empire, 386
Latins, 259
Latvia (lat'vi a), 789
Lavoisier (la vwa zya'), Antoine, 617
Law, Andrew Bonar, 788
Law, Roman, 285 ff., 322 ff., 478 f.

Law school, first, 428
Laws, 87, 88

;

of nature, 558
Lay investiture, 374 ff., 376
League of Nations, 476, 791 ff., 838,

853; mandates under, 788, 789;
Assembly, 793 ;

Council, 794 ; Sec-
retariat, 794 ; functions, 794 ; the
United States and, 794 f. ; Ger-
many admitted to, 806

Leeuwenhoek (la'ven hook), 567
Lefort (le for'), Frangois, 587
Legion, Roman, 266
Legitimacy, principle of, 657
Leif Ericson, 370
Leipzig (lip'sik), 654
Lenin, 817, 852
Leo (I) the Great, 118
Leo III, 365

Leon (la 5n'), 402
Leonardo da Vinci (la 5 nar'do da

ven'che), 440, 616
Leonidas (le on'i das), 152
Leopold II, 642
Lepanto (lepan'td), 481, 537
Leuctra (luk'tra), 169
Levant (le vant') Company, 521
Levite (le'vit), 243
Lexington, 120, 585
Liberal arts, 431
Liberals, 185,^ 687, 688, 733
Liberum (lib'e rum) veto, 590
Library, 99, 219, 704, 714
Library of Congress , 473, 715 n.

Licinian (li sm'i an) Laws, 265
"Life expectation,” 532, 571, 631,

723
"Light years,” 569 n.

Like-mindedness, 524, 844 f., 845
Lima (le'ma), 518
Limited monarchy, 661, 682
Lincoln, Abraham, 650 n., 826
Lindbergh, Charles, 173, 513, 712
Line of Demarcation, 515, 516
Lintel, 723
Lion of the North, the. See Gustavus
Adolphus

Lisbon, 515
Literacy, 504, 529
Literature, Greek, 199 ff. ; Hebrew,
247 ;

Roman, 313, 320 ff. ; medi-
eval, 411 ; eighteenth-century, 615

;

nineteenth-century, 704 ff.

Lithuania (lith u a'ni a), 789
Lithuanians, 682
Lives of Illustrious Men, 321
Living Past, 217, 480, 574, 607
Livy, 313
Lloyd, Harold, 716 f.

Lloyd George, David, 693 f., 720,
786 ff., 826

Localism, 630
Locarno (ldkar'nb) Conference, 806
Locke, John, 558 f., 607
Locomotive, 697, 712
Lohengrin (lo'en grin), 707
Lollardy (lol'ard I), 470
Lombards, 334, 364
Lombardy, 663, 673, 675
London, 404, 477
London Naval Conference, 807
Long Parliament, 555
Long Walls of Athens, 162
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Longbow, 467, 468
Longfellow, Henry W., 706
Lord Protector, 555
Lords Spiritual, 465
Lord’s Supper. See Eucharist
Lords Temporal, 465
Lorraine (16 ran'), 668
Lost Tribes, the, 234
Lothair I, 118
Louis (loo'i) XIII, 541
Louis XIV, 118, 540, 542 ff., 557, 577
Louis XV, 599
Louis XVI, 601, 636 ff., 851
Louis XVII, 654 n.

Louis XVIII, 654 f„ 661
Louis Napoleon. See Napoleon III

Louis Philippe (fe lep'), 661 f.

Louisiana Purchase, 649
Louvois (loo vwa'), Francois de, 545
Louvre (loo'vr), 704_n._

Loyola, Ignatius (lo yo'la, lg na'shi-

us), 499
Luckner (look'ner), Count von,

644 n.

Lunatics, 608, 609
Luther, Martin, student, 452 ; the-

ses of, 474 f. ; at Diet of Worms,
475; place of, in German litera-

ture, 475; teachings of, 491 ff.,

502 f. ; hymns of, 525 ;
and Gali-

leo 529
Lutherans, 493, 494, 497, 498, 536
Liitzen (liit'sen), 535
Lyceum (lise'um), 193
Lyell (li'el), Sir Charles, 685

Macadam (mak ad'am), John L., 696
Macaulay (mako'li), Thomas B.,

225, 581, 685
McCormick, Cyrus, 698
Macedonia (mas e do'm a) , 218, 282
Machiavelli (ma kya vel'le) , 510
Machine Age, 622 ff

. , 696, 698, 725 ff
.

,

847
Machine guns, 785
Machinery, 711 ff.

Machinofacture, 410
Madras (ma dras'), 558 n., 579
Maecenas (me se'nas), 313 n.

Magellan (ma jel'an), 515, 516
Magi (rna'jl), 108
Magic, 108, 721

Magna Carta, 461, 462
Magnesia, battle of, 282
Magnetism, 568
Magyars (mod'yorz), 370, 679. See

also Hungary
Mainz (mints), 472
Malacca (ma lak'a), 515
Malay Peninsula, 515
Malta, 658
Man, age of, 31, 37; types of, 503,

522 f.

"Man on horseback,” 288 ff., 817, 819
Manchu (man'choo)_L746, 39s
Manchuria (man choo'ri g), 746, 842,

38s
Mandate system, 788 n.

Manetho (man'etho), 71
Manhattan Island, 538
Manhood suffrage in Great Britain,

684
Manners, 394, 433, 523
Manor, 387 ff.

Mantinea (man ti ne'a), 170
Maps, 131, 219; formula for us-

ing, 29; Africa, II* (1914), III*
(today) ; Alexander’s empire, 213

;

Asia, V* (1913), VI* (today) ; As-
syrian empire, 98; Austria-Hun-
gary, 679, 789; Balkan States,

755 ; Carthaginian Empire, 273

;

Caucasian race, 52 ; centers of
early culture, 48; Charlemagne’s
empire, 367, 368 ; Crusader states,

384 ; discoveries c. 1500, 515

;

Egypt, 56, 74 ;
England, 456,

460, 551 ; Europe c. 1550, 507,
c. 1715, 576, 1810, 651, 1815, 657,
1914, 777, IV*, before World War,
779, 780, 784, after World War,
VII*

;
Fertile Crescent, 84 ; France,

367, 368, 460, 762 ; Germany, 376,
671, 762; Greece, 129, 153, 155,

167, I* ; Holy Roman Empire, 376

;

India, 580, 841 ; Ireland, 461, 758

;

Italy, 258, 677 ; Kublai Khan’s
empire, 481 ; Indo-European lan-

guage, 846; League of Nations,
795 ;

London, 404 ; Mediterra-
nean regions, 127, 129; Moslem
expansion, 363 ; North America,
574, 583, 584; Palestine, 231;
Persian empire, 110; Phoenicia,

* See Reference Maps at the end of the book.
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129 ;
Poland, 591 ; religions c.

1600, 501 ;
Roman empire, 273,

277, 307, 334; Rome, 310, 311;
Russia, 589 ;

United States (com-
parative), 125, 589, 679; world,

515, 795, 823; World War, 777,

779, 780, 784
Marathon (mar'athon), 109, 110,

113, 120, 150 ; fifty links to, 118
Marco Polo, 480
Marconi, Guglielmo (mar co'ne, gool-

yel'mo), 813
Marcus Aurelius, 320, 321
Mardonius (mar dofiii us), 155
Marengo (ma ren'go), 648
Maria Theresa (te re'sa), 586, 589
Marie Antoinette (ma re' aN twa-

net'), 641, 644
Marie de Medicis (ma de ses'), 541
Marius (ma'ri us), 118, 285, 290
Marlborough (marl'boru), Duke of,

575
Marne (marn), battle of, 113, 778
Marquette, Pere Jacques (mar ket',

parzhak), 547
Mars, 147, 270
Marston Moor, 555
Marx, Karl, 732 f.

Mary, joint sovereign of England, 558
Mary Tudor, 496
Maryland, 554
Mason, Lowell, 708 n.

Mass, the, 418
Massachusetts, 554
Massey, Vincent, 835
Mathematics, Sumerian, 86 ;

Greek,
133 ff. ; Alexandrian, 219 f. ; Moor-
ish, 401 _

Matilda, of Anjou (aNzhoo'), 458;
of Canossa, 377

Maurice of Nassau, Prince of Orange,
508

Maximilian I, 451
Maximilian, Archduke, 663
Mayas (ma'yaz), 48, 518
Mazarin (ma za raN'), Cardinal, 542,

544, 546
Mazzini, Giuseppe (mat se'ne, joo-

zep'pa), 673, 674, 678
Measuring instruments, 567
Mecca (mek'a), 358
"Mechanical slaves,” 712 n.

Medes (medz), 98
Medical school, first, 428

Medicine, 314, 322, 368, 401, 428,
453, 506, _

708 f., 721 f., 846
Medicis (ma de ses'), 541
Medina (ma de'na), 360
Meditations of Marcus Aurelius,

321
Mediterranean region, 126, 127
Medium of exchange, 403
Melanchthon (me lank'thun), 493
Memphis, Egypt, 63
Menes (me'nez), 62, 71
Mercantile policy, 546 n., 582
Merchants, 408. See also Commerce
Mercury, 147, 270
Merneptah (mer nep'ta), 78 n., 230
Merovingians (mer 6 vin'ji anz),

364 n.

Mersen (mer'sen), Treaty of, 368
Mesopotamia (mes 6 po ta'mi a) , 91 n.

,

748, 789
Messenia (me se'ni a), 146
Messiah (me si'a), 241
Metal, Age of, 40, 66
Methodist movement, 610 ff.

Metic (met'ik), 162
Metric system, 644
Metternich (met'erniK), Prince, 118,

656, 665 f., 673, 678
Mexico, 517, 562, 663
Mexico City, 518
Micah (mi'ka), 228, 236
Michelangelo (mi kel an'je 15), 232,

439, 616
Microbe, 567
Middle Ages, life on manor during,

387 ff.; city life, 403 ff., 410 ff.;

guilds, 407 ff. ; language, 434, 457

;

literature, 411, 433 ff., 447 f., 452,

458 ; art, 412 ff., 438 ff. ; education,

366 ff., 395, 409, 411, 427 ff.. 452,

467

;

science, 436, 471 f.

Middle class, 411, 503, 629, 661. See
also Capitalists

Mikado (mika'dS), 745
Milan, 450, 507, 508, 535, 576, 658;

Edict of, 340
Miletus (mi le'tus), 128
Millennium, Near East, 35 ff., 115;

Middle, 119 ff., 250 i.; Roman,
253 ff., 346

;

Medieval, 349 ff., 482

;

Modern, 487 ff., 626 f., fol. 793
Miltiades (mil ti'a dez), 150, 160
Milton, John, 551, 557, 563 f.

Milvian (mil'vi an) Bridge, 331
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Mind, types of, 135, 228, 254, 421,

429, 488, 634, 792
Minnesingers, 452
Minorca, 577
Mirabeau, Honore de (me ra bo', 6-

no ra' de), 638, 639
Missionaries, 750
Modena (mo'dana), 663, 673, 675
Mohammed (mo ham'ed), 118, 358 ff.,

479
Mohammedanism, 236
Mohammedans, 579, 741
Molecules, 701
Moli£re (mo lyar') (Jean-Baptiste

Poquelin (zhaNbatest' poklaN')),
564

Moluccas (moluk'az). See Spice
Islands

Mona Lisa (md'na le'za), 440
Monasteries, 354, 417

;

dissolution of,

in England, 495
Mongols, 479 ff., 586
Monk, 354, 355
Monotheism, 68, 77, 236
Monroe Doctrine, 666, 738
Montaigne, Michel de (mon tan',

me shel' de), 524
Montesquieu (moN tes kyu') ,

Charles,

606, 615, 638
Montezuma (mon te zoo'ma), 517
Montfort, Simon de, 463
Montreal, 541 n.

Moors, 362, 400 ff., 448, 534, 562
Moral law, 609
Morality, 70, 184 ff.

_
Moratorium (mor a td'ri um) (1931),

801, 835
Moravians (mo ra'vi anz) , 566, 611
"Morning Star of the Reformation,”
495

Morocco (morok'o), 738, 739
Morse, Samuel F. B., 699
Mosaic (mo za'ik) law, 240
Moscow (mos'ko), Napoleon at, 653
Moses, 230
Moslem (moz'lem). See Moham-
medans

Moslem culture, 368
Motion picture, 201, 714
Mt. Laurium (lo'ri um), 150
"Movies.” See Motion picture
Mozart (mb'tsart), Wolfgang, 617
"Mule,” Crompton’s, 620
Mummy, 69

Murat (mu ra'), General Joachim,
652 n -

Murillo (moorel'yo), 562
Muscovy (mus'ko vi) Company, 521.

Museum, Alexandrian, 219 ; modern,
704, 714

Music, beginnings of, 43; Greek,
180 f.; medieval, 358, 396, 431;
sixteenth-century, 524 f. ; sev-
enteenth-century, 564 f. ; eight-

eenth-century, 616 f. ; nineteenth-
century, 707 f. ; twentieth-century,
714 f. See also charts on pages 626-
627 and fol. 793 ; also Anthems,
national

Mussolini, Benito (moos so le'ne, ba-
ne'to), 819, 826

Mustafa Kemal (mdos'ta fa ke mal'),

815
Mutiny Act, 594
Mutsuhito (moot'sdo he'to), Em-

peror, 745
Mycense (mi se'ne), 122, 124
Myron, 182

Nabonassar (nab 6 nas'ar), 82
Nagasaki (na ga sa'ki), 744
Nanking (nan king'), 747
Nantes (nants), Edict of, 509, 540,

541, 547
Naples, 508, 673, 676. See also Two

Sicilies

Napoleon I, 366 n., 670; emperor,
647 ; civil ruler, 648 ; code of,

648; sells Louisiana, 649; con-
tinental system of, 651 f. ; and Rus-
sian campaign, 653 ; at Elba, 654

;

at Waterloo, 654 f. ; at St. Helena,
655 f. ; on history, 656 ; the "Man
on Horseback,” 817. See also Bona-
parte

Napoleon II, 662 n.

Napoleon III (Louis Napoleon), pres-

ident of France, 662; emperor,
662; in Crimean War, 663; in

Italy, 663, 675, 678 ; expedition to

Mexico, 663 ;
downfall, 664, 667 ff .

;

and Germans, 671 ;
and Suez

Canal, 748
Naseby (naz'bi), 555
National Assembly, 638, 641
National Convention, 643, 646
National spirit, disregard of, at Con-

gress of Vienna, 658
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National workshops, 732
Natural history, 617
Natural law, 322, 607, 610
Natural selection, 830
Navigation, Egyptian, 72\ Cretan,

122 ; Greek, 125 ff . ; compass and
astrolabe, 471 f. ;

steamboat, 697

;

turbine engine, 712. See also Com-
merce, Navy

Navigation Act (1651), 539
Navy, of Greece, 151 f. ; of Rome,

275 ; of England, 497 f., 581, 586

;

of Germany, 765, 788; Washing-
ton Conference concerning, 804 f.

;

London Conference concerning,

807. See also Commerce, Naviga-
tion

Nearchus (near'kus), 214
Nebuchadnezzar (neb u kad nez'ar),

101
Necker, Jacques, 639, 641
Nefertiti (nef er te'te), 76
Negro slaves, 519, 577, 608
Negro "spirituals,” 715
Nehemiah (ne he ml'a), 239
Nelson, Horatio, 646, 651, 652
Neptune, 147
Nero, 317
Nerva, 319
Netherlands, Spanish, 451, 508, 576;

United (Dutch Republic), inde-

pendence of, 508, 534, 536; gov-
ernment of, 538 ff. ; William III,

559 ; artists of, 562 ; in Grand
Alliance, 575; in eighteenth cen-

tury, 625, 645; Austrian, 576 ;

kingdom of, 658, 661
New Amsterdam, 538, 540
New Netherland, 539, 557
New Orleans, 548
New Testament, 242, 322, 437
Newcomen, Thomas, 622
Newfoundland, 576
Newman, Cardinal, 685
Newton, Isaac, 526, 551, 569, 612,

617, 728, 813
Nice (nes), 663
Nicene (ni'sen) Creed, 340
Nicholas II, 761 n.

Nightingale, Florence, 675
Nile, 56
Nile, battle of the, 646
Nineveh (nin'e ve), 98
Nobel Prize, 719, 846

Nobles, French, 600
Nonconformists, 556, 560, 613
Nonjusticiable. See Justiciable
Nordics, 762 ff.

Norman, 445
Normandy, 461
North German Confederation, 667,

669, 680
Norway, 658, 755 f., 838
Notre Dame Cathedral, 413, 414, 427
Nottingham, 624
Nova Scotia, 553, 576
Novel, 615
Novelise (no vel'e), 479
Novgorod (nov'go rot), 371
Number system, Babylonian, 86
Numidia (nu mid'I a), 290

O’Connell, Daniel, 756
Octavian. See Augustus
Odyssey (od'i si), 123
Ohio valley, 578
Old regime, 599 ff.

Old Testament, 242
Old-age pensions, 733
Olympia (6 lim'pi a), 148, 149
Olympiad, 148
Onslow (onz'lo), Speaker, 596
Open-field system, 388
Opera, Italian, 564, 617; German,

617, 707 ;
in Latin America, 839

Opera house, first, 565; Paris, 662
Opium, 743
"Oppressed nationalities,” 789
Oracle, 147
Orange, House of, 538
Orange Free State, 739
Orchestra, 617
Ordeal, 459
Order in the universe, 45, 569
Origin of Species, 700
Orlando, Vittorio (or lan'do, vet to'-

re 5), 694, 786, 787
Orleans, 445 ; House of, 661
OrthodoxChurch (Eastern, orGreek)

,

587, 682
Osiris (6 si'ris) , 68, 69
Ostracism (os'tra sizm), 143
Ostrogoths (os'tro goths) ,

334
Ottawa, 750
Otto (I) the Great, 375, 650
Ottoman Turks, 480 f.

Overproduction, 843
Ovid (ov'id), 313
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Owen, Robert, 732
Oxford University, 430, 466, 467, 468,

685, 690, 739 n.

Pacific Ocean, discovery of, 517
Painting, of cavemen, 36

;

in relation

to architecture, 43 ; Egyptian, 63,

69, and illustrations in Chaps. VI,

VII ; Greek, 181, 203 ; Renaissance,
439 ff., 562 f. See also charts on
pages 482-483, 626-627, andfol. 793

Palatine (pal'a tin) Hill, 310
Palestrina (pa las tre'na), 525
Panama Canal, 748, 750
Pan-Serbian, 773, 774
Pantheon (pan'the on), 320, 321
Papacy (pa'pa si), beginnings of, 344,

362 ; and Clovis, 356 ; Gregory I

(the Great) and, 357; temporal
power of, 364 ; and Carolingians,

364 f. ; elections to, by cardinals,

374 ; and investiture struggle,

375 ff. ; and Crusades, 381 ff.
; In-

nocent III and, 385, 416 f., 424;
Boniface VIII and, 447 ; at Avi-
gnon, 447 ; Pius VII and, 647 ; end
of Papal States, 678 ;

Pius IX and,
813; new papal state, 837. See
also Church, Roman Catholic

Papal States, 364, 450, 535, 676, 678.

See also Vatican City
Paper, 400, 472, 22s
Papinian (pa pin'i an), 324
Papyrus (pa pi'rus), 6
Parables, 244, 353, 768 f„ 770, 808
Paradise Lost, 563
Paris, University of, 430; Peace of

(1763), 580; Peace of (1919-
1920), 786 ff. ; Pact of, 806

Parliament, beginning of English,
462 ff.

Parliamentary system, English, be-
ginnings of, 462 ff . ; under Tu-
dors, 495 ff., 510 f.

; under Stuarts,
530 ff

. ; compared with United
States system, 596 ff

. ; recent, 682 ff

.

Parliamentary system, French, 464,
542, 547, 599, 602, 661, 664, 682 n.

;

German, 672 ; Italian, 678 ; Aus-
trian, 680; Russian, 734; Japanese,
745; Irish, 756; weaknesses of,

819 ff.

Parma (par'ma), 663, 673, 675
Parthenon (par'the non), 204 ff., 573

Pasteur (pas tur'), Louis, 701, 708 , 709
Patriarch (pa'tri ark), 344
Patriarchates, 362
Patrician (pa trish'an), 262
Paul III, 498
Pax Romana (paks ro ma'na)

, 257
Payment in kind, 388
Pedagogue^ 180, 181
Peiping (ba'ping'). See Peking
Peking (pe king'), 842, 24s
Peloponnesian League, 146
Peloponnesian Wars, 168 ff., 196
Peloponnesus (pel o po ne'sus), 146
Penates (pe na'tez)

,
270

Penn, Admiral, 558
Penn, William, 558
Pennsylvania, 558
"Pennsylvania Dutch,” 537
Pepin (pep'in), 362, 364
Pergamum (pur'gamum), 221
Pericles (per'iklez), 160 ff., 169,

196 ff., 248
Periceci (perie'si), 145
Peripatetic (per i pa tet'ik) school, 193
Permanent Court of International

Justice. See World Court
Perry, Commodore Matthew, 744
Persecution, of early Christians, 317,

339, 343 ; during Reformation, 500,
502

Pershing, John J., 203 n., 782
Persia, Cyrus of, 104 f. ; Darius of,

105 f. ; education in, 106 ; reli-

gion in, 107 f. ;
Greek wars with,

109 f. , 149 ff
. ;

Alexander the Great
and, 212 ff. ; in Middle Ages, 361,

401 ;
in eighteenth century, 747

Persian Gulf, 214
Peru, 517, 562
Peter the Great, 587 ff.

Petition of Right, 554
Petrarch (pe'trark), 118, 434
Phalanx (fa'lanks), 171, 266
Pharaoh (fa'ro), 58
Pharos (fa'ros), 221
Phidias (fid'i as), 197, 204
Phidippides (fi dip'! dez), 173
Philadelphia, 558
Philip II (Augustus) , 384, 416, 424, 461
Philip II of Macedon, 159, 171, 193,

281
Philip II of Spain, 118, 496, 497, 508,

509, 511, 516
Philip IV (the Fair), 447
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Philip V, 575
Philip of Anjou, 548, 574
Philippines, 516, 750
Philosophy, 194, 222, 291 ff.

Phoenicia (fe nish'i a), 92, 214
Phoenicians, 92, 94
Phonograph, 713
Piano, 707, 714
Piedmont (ped'mont), 674
Pilgrim Fathers, 553
Pilgrim's Progress, 229 n., 564
" Pillars ” of the English constitution,

559
Pillars of Hercules. See Gibraltar

Pilsudski (pil soot'ske), General, 815
Pindar, 211
Piracy, 282 n., 337
Pisa (pe'sa), Cathedral of, 412

;

Tower of, 488
Pisistratus (pi sis'tra tus), 142
Pitt, William the Elder, 580, 582,

584, 628
Pitt, William the Younger, 580 n.,597
Pius VII, 647
Pius XI,813
Pizarro (pi zar'ro), 517
Place element in history, 29-30
Plantagenets (plan taj'e nets). See
Angevin

Plassey (plas'e), battle of, 580
Platsea (pla te'aj, 155
Plato (pla'to), 118, 158, 186, 190 ff.,

219, 244, 338
Plebeians (pie be'yanz) ,

262
Pliny (plinl) the Elder, 118
Plutarch (ploo'tark), 215, 321
Plymouth, Massachusetts, 553
Poe, Edgar Allan, 706
Poison gas, 785
Poland, sixteenth-century, 531 ; So-

bieski and, 538 ; weakness of gov-
ernment, 590; partitions of, 590,

591 ; becomes duchy of Warsaw,
658; revolution in, 661, 681; re-

public of, 789 ; dictatorship in, 815
Poles, 484, 658, 661, 679, 681, 682
Polish Corridor, 835
Political parties, English, 554, 594 ff.,

687, 733
Pomerania (porn e ra'ni a), 536, 658
Pompeii (pom pa'ye), 318
Pompey (pom'pi), 293 ff.

Ponce de Leon (pon'tha da la 5n'),

517

Pondicherry (pon di sher'i), 579
Pontifex Maximus (pon'ti feks mak'-

sl mus), 306
Pontius Pilate, 241
Pope, 344 ; election of, 374. See also
Papacy

Population, of Athens, 162 ; of
eighteenth-century France, 600

;

of England since 1800, 698 n. ; of
Austria-Hungary, 753

Portugal, 402 ; maritime history of,

448 ff . ; in India, 515 ; independ-
ent of Spain, 534 ; dictatorship in,

815 ; in China, 23s, 41s, 44s
Poseidon (po si'dpn), 147
Potato, 520
Potato famine, 757
Power, 532. 571, 620, 622 ff., 629,

631, 723
Praetor (pre'tor), 263
Praetorian edict, 286-287
Praetorian Guard, 315, 316
Prague (prag), 452
Praise of Folly, 437
Praxiteles (prak sit'e lez), 197, 205
Prelate, 374
Presbyterian, 493, 595
Presidentiad, 148
Presidential system, 596 ff.

Pretender, the, 576
Priene (pri e'ne), 210, 221
Priest, 344
Prime minister, 596
Primitive man, 36, 38 ff.

Prince, The, 510
Princeps, 299
Printing press, 437, 704
Prison reform, 613
Private property, in Athens, 141

;

in Russia, 817
Privilege of democracy, 849
Privileged orders in France, 599, 637
Proconsul, 293
Production, means of, 733
Progress, idea of, 604 ; confused

with evolution, 730
Protestant Reformation, 425, 470,

473 ff. ; in Germany, 474 f., 491 ff.

;

in Switzerland, 493 f. ; in France,
494, 509 ; in England, 495 ff

.

;

Council of Trent and, 498 ff.

;

results of, 500 ff.

Protestant revolt. See Protestant
Reformation
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Province, Roman, 275, 282, 293 ff.,

306, 307
Prussia, Great Elector of, 538 ;

king
in, 538; Frederick II (the Great),

573, 574, 577, 578, 593 f. ; and
Poland, 590 ;

and Napoleon, 649,

650, 653 f. ; at Congress of Vienna,
657 f. ;

Revolution of 1848 in, 666

;

war with Austria, 667 ; war with
France, 668 ff. ; aids Italy, 676.

See also German Empire
Ptolemy (tol'e mi) I, 218, 219
Ptolemy (scientist), 322, 525
Puerto Rico, 750
Pultowa (pool'to va), 588
Punic (pu'nik) wars, 274 ff.

Punjab (pun jab'), 109
Puritan Rebellion. See Civil War,

English
Puritans, 502, 552, 554
Putting-out system, 521
Pu-yi (poo'ye'), Henry, 746
Pyramid, Great, frontispiece, 8, 11,

12, 56

Quadrivium (kwod riv'i um)
, 431

Quadruple Alliance, 665
Quaestor (kwes'tQr), 263
Quakers, 502
Quebec, 541 n., 547, 578
Queen Anne’s War, 573 ff.

Rabelais, Frangois (ra ble', fraN-
swa'), 524

Race, Caucasian, map of, 52
Racine (ra sen'), Jean Baptiste, 564
Radical, 687
Raikes, Robert, 613
Railroad, first, 697
Ramses II, 78, 230
Raphael (raf'ael), 158, 440
Rastatt (ra'shtat)

, Treaty of, 575
Rawlinson, Sir H., 105
Re (ra), 68, 78
Reactionary influence, at Congress

of Vienna, 658 f. ; in France, 661

;

in Germany, 665 ; in Italy, 673; in
Austria, 678 ; defined, 687 n.

Reading, 180, 473, 504, 524. See
also Education

Reason, Age of, 604 ff.

"Reds,” 687, 816
Reform Bill, First, 683 ; Second,

684, 688, 689 ; Third, 684, 688

Reformation. See Protestant Refor-
mation

Reformed Church. See Calvinist
Regicides (rej'x sidz), 556
Regular clergy, 354
Reichstadt (riK'shtat), Duke of, 656
Reichstag (riKs'taK), 672
Reign of Terror, 643, 644, 682
Relativity, 20, 30, 62, 74\ Einstein

and, 813
Religion, of early man, 43 ff. ; and

science, 44 f., 66 ff., 708, 812;
Egyptian, 66 ff., 76 ff.; Persian,
106 ff. ; Hebrew, Chaps. XIX, XX

;

Greek, 146 ff., 199 ; Roman, 269 f.

,

291 ff., 327 ff. ; medieval, 351 ff.

;

Mohammedan, 358 ff. ; Protestant,
489 ff., 529; Calvinist, 493 f. ; of
the deists, 608 ff. ; Methodist,
611 ff. ; in Europe, 631. See also

Christianity, Mohammedanism
Religious toleration, 536, 560, 577
Rembrandt (rem'brant), 562, 563
Renaissance (ren e saNs'), 435 ff.

Reparations, 797 ff.

Representative government, 143,
463

Representatives, House of, 598
"Reservations,” 805, 806
Revere, Paul, 547 n.

Revisionist view, 772 n.

Revolution, Commercial, 520; Fi-

nancial, 521 ; Dutch, 534, 538

;

English, 553 ff., 558 ff. ; American,
583 ff.

; Industrial, 618 ff., 696 ff.,

711 f., 726 ff. ; French, 639 ff.

;

of 1830, 661, 666; of 1848, 662,
666 ; Russian, 735 ; Chinese, 747

;

German, 783
Reynard the Fox, 411
Rhode Island, 554
Rhodes, 282 n.

Rhodes, Cecil, 739
Rhodes scholarships, 739 n.

Richard I (the Lion-Hearted), 384,
461

Richard III, 469
Richardson, Samuel, 615
Richelieu (re she lyu'), Cardinal,

541 ff. 544
Right of petition, 559
Roads, Persian, 106; Roman, 311,

312; macadamized, 696; rail-

roads, 697, 712
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Robinson Crusoe, 615
Roman Empire, under Augustus,

299 f., 306 ff. ; two hundred " good
”

years of the, 306 ff. ;
restorers of,

330 ff.; division of, 332; "fall”

of, 333. See also Rome, Romans,
Eastern Empire

Roman government, 261 ff.

Roman law. See Law, Roman
Roman provinces. See Province,
Roman

Roman rights, 267
Romance of the Rose, The, 411
Romanesque (ro man esk') architec-

ture, 412
Romanov (roma'nof), Michael, 587
Romans, classes of, 264 f. ; life of,

265 ff., 289 f. ; character of, 265 ff.,

270 ; law of, 265 n., 285 ff., 322 f.

;

rights of, 267 ; women, 268, 323

;

religion of, 269 f.
;
poor, 289

Romantic movement, 705 f.

Rome, founding of, 259 ; sacked by
Gauls, 259 ; republic. Chaps. XXII-
XXV

;
government, 262 ff. ; con-

quests of, 265, 275, 279, 281 f.

;

army of, 266, 312, 325 ;
in Punic

wars, 272 ff.
;

civil war in, 290 ff.

;

hills of, 310 ; roads of, 311, 312

;

sacked by Visigoths, 333 ; in uni-

fication of Italy, 677 f. See
also Roman Empire, Italy, Papal
States

Romulus and Remus, 253, 259
Roosevelt, Theodore, 764
Rosetta Stone, 7, 8, 646
Rotation of crops, 387, 618
Rotterdam, 539
Roundheads, 555
Rousseau (roosb'), Jean-Jacques,

607, 638
Roxana, 215
Royal marriages, 451
Royal Society (England), 567
Royalists, 555, 556
Rudolf of Hapsburg, 451
Rumania, 319
Rumanians, 679, 753
"Rump” Parliament, 555 n.

Russell, Bertrand, 743
Russia, 586 ff., 680 ff., 734 ff., 778,

789, 816 ff., 838
Russian invasion by Napoleon, 653
Russification, 681 f.

Ryswick (riz'wik), Treaty of, 545,
560

Saar (sar) valley, 789, 790
Sabines (sa'binz), 259
Sacraments, 418, 419
Saguntum (sagun'tum), 278
St. Ambrose, 341
St. Andrew, cross of, 595
St. Benedict, 354 n.

St. Dominic, 425
St. Francis of Assisi (asse'ze), 18,

416, 423
St. George, cross of, 595
St. Helena, 655
St. Nicholas, 340 n.

St. Patrick, 357
St. Paul, 318, 339
St Ppfpr 344
St. Peter’s, Rome, 439, 474
St. Petersburg, 588
St. Sophia, 478, 479
Saladin (sal'a din), 383
Salamis (sal'a mis), 110, 154
Salerno (sa ler'no), 428
Salvation, 422

_

Samaria (sa ma'ri a), 233
Samnites (sam'nits), 259
Samos (sa'mos), 130
Samuel, 232
Saracens (sar'a senz), 370
Sarajevo (sa'ra.yevo), 773
Saratoga, 585
Sardinia, seized by Rome, 275 ; after

Treaty of Utrecht, 576 ; Napoleon
III and, 663 ; and Italy, 674 ff.

Sargon I, 87
Sargon II, 97
Saul, 232
Saunders, William, 703
Savoy, 450, 663. See also Italy

Saxons, 334
Saxony, 658
Scandinavia, 838
Schleswig-Holstein (shlas'viK hoT-

shtin), 755
Schliemann, Heinrich (shle'man, hin'-

riK), 123
Schools, Babylonian, 102 ;

Persian,

106 ;
Greek, 178 ff. ; Roman, 314

;

medieval, 366, 395 f., 409, 411,

427 ff. See also Education
Science, of early man, 44 ; in Egypt,

66 ff. ; in Babylonia, 86, 103

;
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Greek, 130 ff., 193 f., 219 f. ; Ro-
man, 322; Moslem, 368; Roger
Bacon and, 436; sixteenth-cen-

tury, 525 ff.; seventeenth-century,
567 ff.; eighteenth-century, 617;
since 1800, 700 ff., 708 f„ 721 ff.,

811 ff. See also Education, Higher
learning, Inventions

Scientific method, 528
Scipio (sip'i 5; Africanus, 279, 285
Scola Cantorum, 358
Scotland, 469, 531, 555; union with

England, 595
Scott, Walter, 685
Screw propeller, 698
Sculpture, in relation to architec-

ture, 43; Egyptian, 75, 76; Su-
merian, 85, 86

;

Assyrian, 99, 100 ;

Persian, 105, 106; Greek, 182,

183, 203 ff., 216, 222 ; Renaissance,
232, 438 f. ; medieval, 414 ; of

Rodin, 826
Second Estate, 637
Section VIII of the Treaty of Ver-

sailles, 798 f.

Secular clergy, 353 ff.

Sedan, 668
Seed-sowing machine, 618
Seleucus (selu'kus), 218
Self-determination, 590, 753, 758
Self-government, failure of Roman,

299; in Calvinist churches, 494;
in American colonies, 583 ; French,
645

Seljuk (sel jook') Turks, 382, 479
Semite (sem'it), 52, 86, 358
Senate, Roman, 262 ff. ; United

States, 597, 598
Seneca (sen'e ka), 317, 320
Seneca Falls, New York, 719
Sennacherib (se nak'er lb) , 97 n.

Separatists, 539, 552 f.

Sepoy mutiny, 740
Sepoys, 579, 45s
Serbia, 754, 766, 774 f. See also Yugo-

slavia

Serfs, medieval, 388 ff. ; after the
Black Death, 468; Russian, 681

Seti, 78
Seven Weeks’ War, 667
Seven Wise Men of Greece, 136, 141
Seven Wonders of the World, 103, 204
Seven Years’ War, 573, 574, 578 ff.,

582, 583, 46s

Seville (sev'il), 400
Seymour, Jane, 495
Shah Jehan (sha je han'), 579
Shakespeare, William, 524, 551, 563
Shelley, Percy Bysshe, 685
Shepherd Kings, 71, 73
Shinar (shi'nar), Plain of, 84
Shire moot, 463
Siam (si am'), 748 n.

Siberia, 588, 682
Sic et Non, 427
Sicily, Greek settlement in, 130

;

first Roman province, 275 ; Mos-
lems in, 402 ;

conquered by Nor-
mans, 445 ; Charles V and, 451

;

after Treaty of Utrecht, 576
Sidewheelers, 698
Sidney, Sir Philip, 522
Sidon (sl'don), 95
Silesia (si le'shi a), 577, 578
Silk, 473, 9s, 22s
Silver, 95, 150
Simony (sim'o nl), 374
Sinai (si'ni),_230

Sistine (sis'ten) Chapel, 439
Slave Trade, Society for the Sup-

pression of, 613
Slavery, Greek, 163 f., 176; Roman,

288; in Spanish America, 519;
in the United States, 621

Slovaks (slo'vaks), 679
Smallpox, 708, 709
Sobieski (sobyes'ke), 538
Social Contract, The, 607
Social reformers, Greek, 141 ; He-

brew, 234, 243 ; Roman, 289, 296

;

French, 605 ff. ; modern, 732 f.,

794
Socialism, 732 f.

Society of Jesus. See Jesuits
Socrates (sok'ratez), 185 ff., 215,

243 ff., 338
Socratic method, 189
Solomon, 95, 233
Solon, 141, 142
Sophist (sof'ist), 184, 196
Sophocles (sof'bklez), 197, 200
South German states, 667, 669
Southrons, 762
Soviet, 395, 816
Spain, Moorish, 399 ff. ; explora-

tions by, 448 ff. ; a national state,

506 ; in America, 517 ff., 580 ; and
Italy, 534 ; cultural center, 562

;
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restoration in, 658 ; a republic, 790,
815

Spanish Armada, 497 f.

Spanish March, 365
Spanish Netherlands. See Nether-

lands
Spanish Succession, War of, 573 ff.

Spanish-American independence, 666
Spanish-American War, 516, 750, 762
Sparta, 143 ff., 168 ff., 173
Spartacus (spar'ta kus), 291
Speaker of the House of Commons,

596, 597
Sphinx (sfinks), 3
Spice Islands, 515, 740
Spice trade, 513, 516
Spinning jenny, 619, 620
Spinning wheel, 619
Spirit of inquiry, 504
Spirit of St. Louis, 712
Squire, 396
Stadholder, 508, 538
Stamp Tax, 583
Standing army, 594
"Star-Spangled Banner, The,” 653 n.

State churches, 493
States-General, Holland, 538
Statute law, 286
Steam engine, 622 ff.

Steamboat, 697 f., 712
Steelyard, 405, 452
Stein, Baron H. vom, 700
Stephenson, George, 697
Stethoscope, 709
Stevenson, Robert Louis, 685
Stockton and Darlington Railroad,

697
Stoics, 224, 292, 607
Strabo (stra'bo), 322
Stradivarius (strad i va'ri us), 565
Strategus (stra te'gus), 143
Strauss (shtrous), Johann, 707
Stuart kings of England, 550 ff.

Student life, medieval, 431 ff.

Subinfeudation, 372
Subject minorities, 753 ff.

Submarine warfare, 780
Suez Canal, 689, 748, 749
Suffrage, in France, 664; in England,
687

Sulla (sul'a), 290
Sully (sii le'), duke of, 540
Sumatra (sooma'tra), 515
Sumerians (su me'ri anz), 84, 85

Summary, Egypt, 79 ; Fertile Cres-
cent, 110; Near-East Millenni-
ums, 113 f. ; Greeks, 223 ff., 247 ff.

;

Hebrews, 237, 247 ff.; Romans,
345 ff.

;
Middle Ages, 353, 466 ff.,

471 ff., 484 ; Reformation, 500 ff.

;

sixteenth century, 530 ff
. ; sev-

enteenth century, 560 f. ; eight-
eenth century, 624 ff. ; nineteenth
century, 691 ; 1914, 751, 768, 770

;

the world today, 833 ff.

Sun King, 543_
Sun Yat-sen (soon' yat'sen'), 841, 852
Sunday school, first, 613
Surat (soo rat'), 553
Sweden, in sixteenth century, 531

;

in Thirty Years’ War, 535 ;
after

Peace of Westphalia, 536; after

Congress of Vienna, 658; sepa-
ration from Norway, 755; influ-

ence on European culture, 838
Swift, Jonathan, 615
Swiss cantons, 493 n.

Switzerland, 493, 536, 794, 838
Symphony, 617, 707
Synod (sin'ud), 494
Syracuse, 275 n.

Syria, 218; French mandate over,

790

Tacitus (tas'i tus), 320
Taj Mahal (taj ma hal'), 579
Talleyrand (tal'irand), Charles de,

657
"Tanks,” 785
Tea, 473
Telegraph, 698
Telephotography, 813
Telescope, 567
Telford, Thomas, 696
Ten Commandments, the, 230, 240
Ten Tribes, the, 234
Tennis Court Oath, 638
Tennyson, Alfred, 650 n., 685
Teutoburg (toi'to boorK) Forest, 306
Teutons, 290, 332 ; invasion of the,

334 ff.

Xcxcis 235
Textbook, first illustrated, 566
Textiles, 68, 618
Thackeray, William Makepeace, 685
Thales (tha'lez), 131 ff., 185, 189
Thebes (Egypt), 72
Thebes (Greece), 169 ff., 173, 211
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Themistocles (the mis'to klez), 118,

151 ff. t 159, 160
Theodoric (the od'o rik), 118
Theodosius (the 6 db'shi us), 332, 341
Thermometer, 567 ;

clinical, 709
Thermopylae (ther mop'i le) , 152
Theses, Luther’s, 474, 475
Thinking, 7 n., 42, 132, 826 ff.

Third Estate, 599, 600
Thirty Years’ War, 535 f., 542, 566
Thothmes (thoth'mez) III, 74, 75
"Thousand,” Garibaldi’s, 676
Thrace, 109
Three fundamental problems, 249 ff.,

347, 484, 854
Thrift, 503
Thucydides (thu sid'i dez)

, 197, 202,

223
Thutmose. See Thothmes
Tiber (tl'ber), 260, 308
Tiberius (ti be'ri us), 118, 316
Tibet (ti bet'), 747
Tigris-Euphrates (ti'gris u fra'tez),47

Tilsit (til'zit), Peace of, 650
Time, symbol, 30; element in his-

tory, 30-31. See also Chronology
Time chart, general, 49 ff. ; Near

East Millenniums, 115; Middle
Millennium, 250 f.

;
Roman Mil-

lennium, 346; Medieval Millen-
nium, 482 f. ; Three Great Upheav-
als, 490; from Protestant revolt

to French Revolution, 626 f. ; il-

lustrated, 723, 829

;

since French
Revolution, fol. 793

Tiryns (ti'rinz), 122
Titus (ti'tus)

, 244, 318
Tobacco, 531, 587
Tobago (to ba'go), 585
Toledo, Spain, 401
Toleration Act, 560
Tories, 595, 687, 733
Tours (toor), battle of, 362
Townshend (town'zend), Lord, 618
Toys, Greek, 179, 301
Trade. See Commerce
Traders, importance of, 92 ; scorn

of, in Persia, 106
Trade-union, 732
Trafalgar (traf al gar'), battle of, 651
Trajan (tra'jan), 319, 320
Transportation, horse, 73, 88; au-

tomobile, 711 ; airplane, 711. See
also Navigation, Roads

Transvaal (trans val'), 739
Treaties: Athens and Sparta, 169;
Rome and Carthage, 275, 279;
Mersen (870), 368

;

Richard I and
Saladin, 385; Line of Demarca-
tion, 516 ;

Westphalia, 536 ; Rys-
wick, 545, 560 ; Utrecht, 575 ; Paris

(1763), 580; Versailles, (1783),

585; Vienna (1815), 658; after

Franco-Prussian War, 669; Paris

(1856), 675; Anglo-Chinese, 743;
United States and Japan, 744;
Triple Entente, 763 f.

; Triple Al-
liance, 764; Brest-Litovsk, 779;
Versailles (1919), 787 ff., 833,

835, 838 ; Washington Conference
(1921), 804 f.; Locarno (1925),

806 ;
Pact of Paris, 806 ;

London
Conference (1930), 807; French
alliances, 808, 833

Trench warfare, 778
Trent, 790 ;

Council of, 498
Trevithick (trev'I thik), Richard, 697
Tribune, Roman, 265
Triennial Act, 594
Trieste (tre est'), 790
Triple Alliance, 764, 768-769, 777
Triple Entente, 763, 768-769
Triumvirate (tri um'vi rat) , First,

293
Trivium (triv'i urn), 431 _
Troubadours (troo'ba doorz)

, 401,
447

Troy, 122 124
Truce of God, the, 418
Tschaikowsky (chi kof'ske), Petr, 715
Turgot (tiirgo'), Robert, 601, 641
Turkey. See Turks
Turks, Seljuk, 382, 479, 480; Otto-
man, 480 ff. ; in Constantinople,
481 ; at Lepanto, 537 ; before
Vienna, 537; and Russia, 587,

589; in nineteenth century, 663,

689, 747 ff., 754; in World War,
777 ; after World War, 789

"Turnip Townshend,” 618 n.

Tuscany, 663, 673, 676
Tutankhamen (toot ank'a men) , 78 n.

Two Sicilies, the, 535, 576
Tyre (tir), 95, 212, 272

Ukrainians (u kra'ni anz) ,
682

Ulpian (ul'pi an), 324
Ulster, 758
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Ultimatum (1914), 774
Underconsumption, 843
Union Jack, 595 n.

Union of South Africa, 839, 840
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

(U.S.S.R.), 816 ff„ 838
United humanity, ideal of, 475 f.

United Netherlands. See Dutch Re-
public

United States, 839; independence
of, 585 ; and France, 663 ; in the
World War, 779 ff. ; and League of

Nations, 794 ff. ; and war debts,

801 ff.

United States of Europe, 806 n.

Unity, world, 823
Universe, medieval view of, 526
Universities, 427 ff.

;
family tree of,

430
University of Mexico, 430 n.

University of Santo Tomas, 430 n.

Urban II, 383
Ussher, James, 37, 570
Usury (u'zhu ri), 419
Utrecht (u'trekt), Peace of, 575 ff.

Valens (va'lenz), 333
Van Dyck, Anthony, 553, 562
Vandals, 334
Varus (va'rixs), 306 n.

Vasa (va'sa),,House of, 531
Vassal, 372
Vatican City, 837
Vauban, Sebastien (vo baN', sa bas-

tyaN'), 545
Vefhsquez, Diego (va las'kath, dya'-

go), 562
Venetia (ve ne'shi a), 673, 675, 677
Venetians, 481, 484 _
Venezuela (ven e zwe'la), 517
Venice, 385, 386, 450, 535, 658
Venus, 147
Venus of Milo, 216, 222
Vernacular in literature, 411, 434,

475 n.

Versailles (versalz'), palace at, 544,

545, 599, 636; Treaty of (1919),
787 ff., 835

Vesalius (ve sa'li_dos), 527
Vespasian (ves pa'zhi an), 318
Vesuvius (ve su'vi us), 318
Victor Emmanuel, 674 ff.

Victoria, Queen, 686 ff.

Victorianism, 686

Vienna, 357 ; Congress of, 656 ff.,

768
Vikings, 370 ff., 456, 586
Vindication of the Rights of Women,
719

Violin, 565
Virgil (vur'jil), 313
Virgin Islands, 750
Virginia, 556
Visigoths, 333, 352
Vogelweide, Walter von der (fo'gel-

vi de, val'ter fon der), 452
Voltaire, Francois de (vol'tar', fraN-

swa' de), 605 f., 615, 625, 638
Vulcan, 147

Wagner, Richard, 707
Waldensians, 425
Wales, 469
Wallace, Alfred Russel, 685
Wallenstein, Albrecht von (val'en-

shtin, al'breKt fon), 535
Walpole, Robert, 595 f.

, 611
Waltz, 656 n„ 707
Wanderjahr (van'der yar), 410
War, and intelligence, 171

;
good

from, 284 ; regulated, 573
War debts, 801 ff.

War of 1812, 653
Wars of the Roses, 469
Warsaw, duchy of, 658
Wartburg (vart/bdorK)

, 475
Washington, George, 159, 248, 585,
637 ; ancestral home of, 551

Washington Conference (1921), 804 f.

Washington Monument, 847
Water power, 620, 726 f.

Watt, James, 623, 634
Ways of thinking of God, 608 ff.

Weaving, 68, 619 f.

Wellington, Duke of (Arthur Welles-

ley), 654, 655
Wells, H. G„ 16, 17, 827
Wesley, Charles, 611
Wesley, John, 611 ff.

Wesleyan. See Methodist movement
West Goths. See Visigoths

West India Company, Dutch, 521
Westminster, Ireland represented at,

759
Westphalia, kingdom of, 650 ; Peace

of, 536, 538
Wheel, 40 n.

Whigs, 595, 687, 733
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White, Henry, 788
"White man’s burden,” 687, 750
Whitefield, George, 611
Whitney, Eli, 621
Wilberforc«, William, 613
William I, Emperor, 666, 669, 670
William II, Emperor, 28, 760 ff.,

774, 782, 789
William III of England, 540, 558,

559, 575, 595
William I of Normandy, 456, 458,

463
William I of Orange, 508, 538
William III of Orange. See William

III of England
William I of Prussia. See William I,

Emperor
William the Silent. See William I of
Orange

Wilson, Thomas Woodrow, 13, 693,
694 ; Fourteen Points of, 782 ; at

Versailles, 786 ff., 791 ff., 852
Winged Victory, 222, 798
Witenagemot (wlt'e na ge mot), 463
Wittenberg, 474, 475
Wolfe, James, 578
Wollstonecraft (wobl'stun kraft),

Mary, 718, 719
Wolsey (wool'zi), Cardinal, 342
Woman suffrage, 684, 811
Women, 40, 65, 68, 75, 76, 104, 177,

268, 629, 718 ff., 729 ff.

Wool trade, 466
Worcester, battle of, 551, 557
Wordsworth, William, 188 n., 685
World Court, 805
World peace, 804 ff.

World War, 490, 693, 771 ff., 797 f.

See also Treaties, Versailles

World-mindedness, 791, 792, 828 , 829
Worms (wurmz), Concordat of, 377

Wright, Orville, 712
Wright, Wilbur, 712
Writing, hieroglyphic, 7 ;

picture,

41 f. ; cuneiform, 85 ; Phoenician,
95 f. See also Language

Wiirttemberg (viir'tem bene), 625,
667

Wycliffe (wik'lif), John, 470, 474,

495
_

Wyoming, woman suffrage in, 720

Xanthippe (zan thip'e), 186
Xenophanes (ze n5f'a nez), 131
Xenophon (zen'o fon), 186, 203
Xerxes (zurk'sez), 110, 150
"XYZ” affair, 646

Yahweh (ya'we), 234
Yale College, 586 n., 621, 685
Yeoman, 467
Yokohama, 744
York, Duke of. See James II

York, House of, 469
Young, Italy 673
Young Plan, 800, 805
Yugoslavia (yoogosla'vi a), 790,

815. See also Serbia
Yugoslavs, 679

Zama (za'ma), 279
Zarathustra (za ra thoos'tra), 107
Zela (ze'la), 146
Zeno, 223, 249, 292. See also Stoics

Zero, the, 401
Zeus (zus), 147, 270
Zimmern, Alfred, 824
Zion, 235
Zionist movement, 246 n.

Zodiac (zo'diak), signs of, 81, 103
Zoroaster (zo ro as'ter) . See Zara-

thustra
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